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CONSTITUTION.

TITLE

Article I.—This Society shall be known as "The United States Nayal

Institute."

OBJECT.

Akt. II.—Its object shall be the advancement of professional and

scientific knowledge in the Navy.

ORGANIZATION AND OFFICERS.

Art. III.—1. The officers, and the permanent and temporary committees

of the Society, shall include :

A Patron.

A President.

A Vice-President.

A Council of Regents.

An Executive Committee.

Special Committees.

A Secretary.

Corresponding Secretaries.

A Recorder and Treasurer.

2. The Honorable Secretary of the Navy shall be recognized e.r officio as

the Patron of the Society.

3. The Admiral of the Navy shall be ex officio its President.

4. The Commanding Officer of the Station at which the Society holds

its regular meetings shall be ex officio its Vice-President.

5. A Council, with the Vice-Admiral as President, which shall include

as ex officio members the Commandants of all Naval Shore Stations .al:
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(yliiefs of Bureaus, and the Commanding General of the Marine Corps,

shall constitute the Council of Regents.

G. An Elective Committee of five, to be selected by ballot in session

of the Society, and to hold office for one year, shall be chosen to act as

an Executive Committee.

7. Special Committees may at any time be appointed by a majority

vote of the Society, to consider questions not properly under the cogni-

zance of the Executive Committee.

8. The position of Secretary shall be considered a permanent office.

9. There shall be a Corresponding Secretary in each Squadron, who

shall be chosen to hold office for one year by the members of the

Society on the Station.

10. One member of the Executive Committee will act as Recorder to

the Committee and as Treasurer of the Society.

MEMBERSHIP.

Art. IV.—1. All Officers of the Navy, Marine Corps, and of the

Academic Staff of the Naval Academy, shall be entitled to become mem-

bers without ballot, on payment of the entrance fee.

3. Honorary members may be elected, by a two-thirds vote of the

members present, at any regular meeting ; and all persons eligible in the

opinion of the Executive Committee to honorary membership may attend

meetings of the Society on invitation of that Committee.

3. The annual assessment shall be $5.00, payable on becoming a

member, and on the first day of each succeeding January. Special

assessments may be authorized by a two-thirds vote.

4. Membership shall only be forfeited in cases where the recom-

mendation of a Committee, supported by a two-thirds vote of the Society,

shall so determine.

NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS.

Art. v.—1. There shall be a meeting of the Society, on the second

Thursday in January of each year, to choose the Elective Officers.

2. Members not in attendance may vote by proxy at such elections,

as well as upon questions relating to the Constitution and By-Laws

;

but vote by proxy will only be allowed in the two cases herein specified.

Honorary members will not be allowed to vote on any question.

3. A majority of votes recorded shall determine choice.

4. Members elected to the position of Officers of the Society will

assume their duties as soon as notified.
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5. Vacancies may be temporarily filled by the Executive Committee,

but regular nominations and elections shall follow as soon as practicable.

6. All voting for Officers shall be by ballot in session of the Society.

7. The members of the Executive Committee shall be voted for collec-

tively, and a majority of all the votes cast shall be necessary to a choice

in each case.

8. The Recorder of the Executive Committee and Treasurer of the

Society will be chosen from the Executive Committee.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

Art. VI.—1. The Society will at all times anticipate the same kindly

interest from the Patron 'which is now received.

2. It sincerely trusts that the President, Vice-President, and Council

of Regents will bring to its notice and lay before it all pertinent

matters connected with the service, and that they will note the duties

of the Society in connection therewith. It is also expected tliat they

will suggest such changes in the organization of the Society as they

may think beneficial ; that they will suggest subjects for discussion, etc.

3. The President, or in his absence the Vice-President, or in the

absence of both a member of the Executive Committee, will preside in

Executive Session.

4. The transaction of all financial, executive, or administrative busi-

ness, in which latter shall be included censorship of papers offered for

presentation to the Society, shall be in the hands of the Executive

Committee. The Committee will determine for itself its routine of busi-

ness and form of record.

5. The Secretary shall attend to all correspondence with members on

matters of routine. He shall keep a Register of the Members, a Copy of

the Constitution and By-Laws, in which he shall note all changes, a

Journal of the Proceedings, and a Letter-Book. These books shall at all

times be in readiness for inspection. Papers offered by members unable

to be present, if accepted by the Executive Committee, shall be read by

the Secretary.

6. He shall give due notice of all meetings, and shall have control of

the stenographer, copyists, etc., employed to prepare records of pro-

ceedings.

7. He shall keep a file-book, in which reports of Committees, etc.,

shall be entered.

8. Corresponding Secretaries shall keep the Institute, through its
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Sacretary, advised of all matters of interest, and shall attend to the

collection and transmission to the Treasurer of the dues of members.

'.). The Treasurer, under the direction of the Executive Committee,

shall be the disbursing officer. He shall keep a receipt and expenditure

book, and an account current with each member.

10. He will submit his books for examination whenever asked for.

11. The Society may, by a two-thirds vote of all members present,

declare any office vacant for neglect or improper performance of duty.

MEETINGS.

Art. VII.—1. There shall be a meeting of the Society on the second

Thursday of each month for the discussion of professional and scientific

subjects.

2. Special meetings may be called by the Secretary, at the request

of one or more of the general officers, or of standing or special Councils

or Committees.

:-]. A stenographer shall be employed to keep the record of all pro-

ceedings of regular meetings.

4. Whenever papers read before the Society, and the discussion

growing out of them, shall accumulate in quantities sufficient to make one

hundred octavo pages printed matter, they shall be prepared for issue in

p.^mphlet form, and one copy of the same be sent by the Treasurer

to each member and one to each ex-officio member.

Papers on intricate technical subjects may be published as a part of

the proceedings of the Society without being publicly read, if, in the

opinion of the Executive Committee, the subject to which they relate be

not of a character to be appreciated on merely casual investigation.

AMENDMENTS.

Akt. VIIL—No addition or amendments to the Consiitution and

By-Laws shall be made without the assent of two-thirds the members

voting. Notice of proposed changes or additions shall be given by the

S;!cretarv at least one month before action is taken upon them.



BY-LAWS

Article I.—The rules of the United States House of Representatives

shall, in so far as applicable, govern the parliamentary proceedings of the

Society.

Art. II.—1. At both regular and stated meetings the routine of

business shall be as follows :

2. At executive meetings the President, or in his absence the Vice-

President, or in the absence of both a member of the Executive Com-

mittee, will call the meeting to order and occupy the chair during the

session ; in the absence of these, the Society will appoint a chairman.

o. At meetings for presentation of papers and discussion, the Society

will be called to order as above provided, and a chairman will be

appointed by the presiding officer ; such chairman shall be chosen, when

practicable; from the Council of Regents, reference being had to the

subject about to be discussed, and an expert in the specialty to which it

relates selected. In the absence of such Regent, suitable select' oi to act

as chairman shall be made upon the same principle from the membi-i.<

present.

4. At regular meetings, after the presentation of the paper of the

evening, or on the termination of the arguments made by members

appointed to or voluntarily appearing to enter into formal discussion, the

chairman will make such review of the paper as he may deem proper.

Informal discussion will then be in order, each speaker being allowed not

exceeding ten minutes in the aggregate, unless by special permission of

the Society. The author of the paper will in conclusion be allowed such

time in making a resume of the discussion as he may deem necessary.

The discussion ended, the Chairman will close the proceedings with such

remarks as he may be pleased to offer.
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5. At the close of the concluding remarks of the Chairman, tlu

Society will go into Executive Session, as hereinbefore provided for tlie

transaction of business, as follows :

1. Stated business, if there shall be any to be considered.

2. Unfinished business taken up.

3. Reports of officers or Committees.

4. Applications for membership reported.

5. Correspondence read.

6. Miscellaneous business transacted.

7. New business introduced.

8. Adjournment.
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TJIE MATsNIXG OF OUR XAVY AKD MEPtCANTILE
MATIINE.

By Captaix S. B. Luce, U.S.N.

[ly a few inlrocluctory remarks, Captain Luce said that as the generality

of the na^al ofiicers read nearly the same kind of professional literature,

much that he had to say might t'ound very familiar to those present. He

(lisehumed all intention to lay before them anything startling or original ;

on the contrary, he sliould go over well-beaten ground, and only call their

particular attention to a subject so very common as seemingly' to have

escaped general observation.]

The breaking out of the Crimean War revealed two interesting facts till

then not generally knov.'u : the splendid organization and discipline of tlie

French navy, and the low state of tlie English seamen. Following promptly

the opening of hostilities, the French squadron put to sea in the highest

slate of efficiency, and large bodies of troops and all the various munitions

of war v.-erc transported to their destination with an alacrity and order-

v/hich filled w-ith dismay their ever-watchful neighbors across tlie Channel,

while numbers of the finest line-of-battlc ships of the English fleet swung

Note.—The firsl: paper aetv.ally read before tlie Institute vras one by Commodore
Foxhall A. Parker, U.S.N., at its first meeting, on October 9, 1873, Rear-Admiral John.

L. Wordcn, U.S.N., in the Chair, " On the Battle of Lepanto," which, however, has been

withdrawn by Commodore Parker, with the consent of the Executive Committee for-

publication in another foim.
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t) tlnir imchors in helpless inactivity waiting: for men. The English, re-

lying on their ancient prestige, had b?en content to continue customs whicli

the advanced state of naval science had long l)cfore rendered ineffective
;

while the complete reorganization of the French navy, commenced by de

.Toinville and wisely continued by the late Emperor, brought the Frencli

rie?t up to the state of perfection in which the war found it.

The lesson which a comparison of the- two fleets forced upon England

was liumiliating to her pride—not, indeed, that she had any serious cause

of apprehension, even had they not been allies ; but there was a thorough-

ness and perfection about the French, extending even to the minor details,

(he majority of Englishmen were not prepared, and none were glad, to

:f;ce. If the lesson was humiliating, however, it was wholesome. The

<(U3stion of the manning the navy was brought before the country in

a manner not to be evadod ; and the speeches delivered in Parliament at

.that day show with what anxiety the subject was regarded. The result

was the appointment of a committee, which was instructed to examine

into and report upon the whole subject of manning the navy. The inves-

.tigation seems to have been very thorough, and the report was certainly

chiborate. Among other recommendations, it was stated emphatically ''that

tli:' cjradual organization of a permanent navu mud principally depend iipo/c a

.Hupply of trtiined boys'"; and that "at least live large vessels should be sta-

tioned at tlie different ports, forming, as it were, so many marine schools."

This part of the plan was adopted at once ; five of the old line-of-battle

ships were commissioned as training-ships, and the nev/ sj'stem fully in-

augurated. It was not long before the truth dawned iipon the ]3ub!ic mind

tliat this kind of technical education for lads answered admirably vvoll

lor the navy ; the number of training-ships has been from time to time

increased, and now, instead of live, they have tvv-elve large training-

ships and eight tenders (mostly sailing-brigs), besides four ships for gun-

n;;ry practice, and nine ships and one tender for coast-guard drill for tlie

naval reserve—making thirty-four vessels devoted to the pizrpcse of naval

training. This, I think, sufliciently accounts for the splendid bcdy of

]ialive-born seamen which now mans the Brifi^di fact.

Yvliat answered so well for the national navy it ^vas reasonably su})-

p,)-cd would be advantageous to the commercial navy; so various marine

societies and charitable institutions borrowed from the Government old

men-of-w^ar, which were converted into nautical schools—.?ome for desti-

tute boys picked up in the highways and byways of the large cities ; some

.for reformatories; some for lads belonging to the " pcor but honest" cla.'s,

and wlio were destined to follow the sea for a livinsj; ; and some for a
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higlicr cla-ss, v.-ho were intended to be fitted as officers of the merel ant

service—in all, thirteen vessels, making, witli tlie naval training-shii s, a

grand total of forty-seven national ships cmploj'ed for educational pur-

poses, or about as many as we generally maintain in active service to

perform the duty of the whole navy.

Further than this, it may be here stated that in the Canadian Domin-

ion and Newfoundland it is estimated that there are about eighty-seven

thousand seamen and fishermen, whom it is now proposed to drill in naval

gunnery.

Mr. President and gentlemen of the Association, I beg you to think, for

one moment, of having half only of this number of trained naval gunners,

allowing the estimate to be excessive, at our very doors, and contrast with

it the fact stated in one of the reports of Mr. Secretary Welles, during

tlie war of the rebellion, and while Ave were straining every nerve to get

seamen, that we had in the navy nearly nineteen thousand landsmen. On

this statement alone we might rest our case.

In adopting the policy of raising her own seamtn, England on!}' fol-

lowed what had long been the practice in France. That great minister,

Colbert, instituted in his day a system v/hicli has withstood, with more

or less variation, all the political vicissitudes of France for two hundred

years ; and it was only when his policy was neglected that the navy suf-

fered. Thus, at the time of the Revolution, and under the first Napoleon,

the navy had, through long neglect, gone down tpo far, in every way, to

be readily raised to its proper standard. Various excuses were given for

their losses at sea. The English ships, they said, had heavier scantling,

and their very thick sides resisted the penetration of shot which the lightlj--

built ships of France could not withstand. But every reader of naval

history knows that their losses were due to a want of proper training not

only of their men, but their officers. Sir Charles Napier is quoted as

saying: "It is a mistake to imagine that our successful actions were

gained either by our having tougher ships or heavier artillery." "We v,ere

generally opposed to larger ships and heavier metal." "It was cur ex-

perience at sea," he continues, "our rapid fire, and the superiority of our

aim, that gave us victory." This opinion is further confirmed by a Ger-

man writer, who, in an impartial review of the history of the English and

French navies, notes with emphasis the smaller number of casualties in the

English navy as compared with that of France. "This contrast, so favor-

able to England," he remarks, "has been constantly maintained, and can

only be attributable to her superior artillery. Pier seamen not only aimed

with greater precision and fired more steadily than those of the French,
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but they had the reputation of loading with far greater rapidity. It was

remarked in 180> that the English could fire a round with ball every

minute, whereas it took the Fi-ench gimners three minutes to perform the

same operation." It is with pardonable pride that we may here pause for

a moment to note that if the English giinnery at that day was good, the

gunnery of our infant navy wa.s even better. As the French had said be-

fore, so the English, in their turn, repeated, '•'What heavy scantling!"

and so we answered, "It was not the tough sides, but the good gunnery

that gave us the victory." And the same will prove true to-day. Vic-

tory -it'ill ever be with the best gunnery, let the sides be never so

tough. In that day, however, both our navies were recruited much in

the same way ; but whereas England has completely remodelled her an-

cient system by bringing it up to the requirements of modern times, we

have steadfastly adhered to the practice which prevailed in the early part

of the century.

The French navy had been gradually deteriorating till the early part

of the reign of Louis Philippe, when, owing to certain troubles in the

East, Admiral Lclande was placed in command of a small sciuadron and

despatched to the Levant. From that time the French navy took its rise,

and culminated under the late Empire. In one of the most charming-

works in all naval literature, the Prince de Joinvllle tells us the whole

story. It was in the school of the French Mediterranean squadron, in-

deed, that the Prince studied and graduated, and Avhere he imbibed those

just ideas of naval administration which enabled him subsequently, as

Admiral of France, to adopt those measures by which the FreiK?h navy

attained its excellence. Admiral Lelande, on being called to a seat in the

Chamber of Deputies, was succeeded in the command of the squadron by

Vice-Admiral Baion llugon, who "exercised" the squadron of evolutions

till 1842. I beg leave to call particular attention, by way of parenthesis,

to the language of the historian. It is that Hugon i.rerciscd the squadron

of evolutions: ''II est rcn/placf da/i.s son comma ndcment par le Vicc-amiral

biiro/i Iluyori, qnl cxcrce cdtc cxcadrc dans le Mcdifcrrana- JKSqu'cn 1842."

That squadron was in truth—and the fact is worthy of our careful con-

sideration—the real naval school of France, and is so to this day
;
just

.'IS the English Channel scpiadron is the real naval school of England, a

species of school—and here is another fact for consideration—which this

country has never known.

De Joinville, then, having graduated in that naval school somnionly

known as the French Sciuadron of Evolutions, was eminently qualified for

tac task of rcorrani/ing ihe French navv. He ^^:ccccdcd, it is said of
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him, in doing what no one else had been able to do—he rendered the

navy popular. Oa all naval subjects his words are tlie words of Vv'isdom.

Hear him: "The question of fitting out a fleet is not a mere question of

linance. Money can always be raised by the state, and money Avill pro-

duce any number of craft •, but money will not make sailors
;

gold will

not make a disciplined crew nor an experienced staff of officers ; and df

what use are ships Avithout the living soul to command and the ready

hands to obey ? To collect, form, and train these should be the firsf

solicitude of a great maritime power, as it is the most important part cf

its tasks. Every other requirement will then follow as a matter of course."

In 1833 the corps of matelots-canouiiii'rs (seamen-gunners) was established,

and at the same time a number of improvements adopted ; but, owing

to certain defects in the system, it was found that trained men did not

remain in the service. Various modifleations were adopted, till the reign

of the late Emperor. "Among the first great efforts," we are told, "via-

ble at the commencement of his reign was a determination to augment

the number of ships to an extent never previously thought of, and at the

same time to enhance the efficiency of the seamen. Under the new regu-

lation, it was stipulated that every sailor must enter the service for a

period of ten years, and that, with the practical knowledge inculcated en

board the training-ship, there should be combined a course of thcorclieal

instruction on shore, stimulated by periodical examinations. The French

marine-artillerist may, therefore, be held to be well grounded in at least the

rudimentary principles of the science of projectiles. In this way, a body

of five hundred picked gunners is annually turned out." These fill the

positions of gun-captains and the several grades of pettj'-officers through-

out the fleet. England had already adopted this plan of training lici-

men to gunnery. The name of the old gunnery-ship, the Kvcellent, has

long been familiar to us. Here was a special training-course established

for the instruction of gun-cnptains and the higher grades of petty-officers:

and from the best of the latter were selected the warrant-officer;^. It vras

from the English, probably, that the French took the idea of the seaman-

gunner, and fully adopted her practice, possibly improving on it, and the

English, in their turn, adopted from the French the " Ecole des mousses."

The dates here given, and the precise order of precedence may not be a])-

solutely correct, but quite near enough to show how England and France

have, through long years, been struggling to excel each other in naval

power, first one outstripping the other in some particular, then the other.

Their rivalry keeps both navies on the very crest of the v/ave of progress..

Let us turn from this rapid glance over the modern history of the lv,n
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riiivk's we arc (after our own) most familiar with, and ask what we have

Iiceu doing for our sailors since 1812. If, in the language of de Joinville,

it be any part of our duty to ''collect and train seamen" for the oi'gani-

zation of a permanent navy, is it too much to say that that duty has been

sadly neglected ? It is not to he denied that for the navy in general we

have done much w^ithin the past few years. In looking hack, it seemy

of comparatively recent date that what were called our new steam-frigates

v.-cre deemed models of modern naval architecture ; our guns ranked high-

est in naval ordnance ; the educational facilities afforded our young naval

officers, it is cjuite safe to say, are not equalled in any country in the

world
; and the problem Avhich the European navies failed to solve—the

devising of a new system of naval tactics which should meet the require-

ments of a modern fleet—has been solved in our navy with an ease and a

eompleteness ; and is in itself, withal, so happily conceived, and so simple,

a=i to command our admiration for the work and its author alfke. And
yet, witli these legitimate causes of gratulation, we have been for years

persistently neglecting one of the most Important elements of an efficient-

navy. Engaged in a naval war, hy whom are our fine ships to be

manned '? The model naval officer, with his high culture and careful

training—whom is he to lead in the day of battle ? And after all the pa-

tient study of the arts and sciences, and the racking of brains, and ex-

hausting the inventive faculties of the country, that we may have the

very best gun, mounted on the most perfect carriage, and loaded with the

fiiost effective powder and most destructive shell, who is to reap the rich

harvest, and in one supreme moment utilize these rare contributions of

l)rains, time, and money V Is it not the one who points the gun and

()ulls the lock-string y And does it seem wise to go to so much trouble

ami expense to prepare a great engine of war and not at the same time

tD prepare for its being properly used ? Does it seem the part of wisdom

to neglect one member of a body, the want of which may neutralize the

psrfection of the remainder V Doei^ it not ftecm rather tJic reverse of icis-

(h>,n.' Nor do we need the marine-artillerist merely—the Italians have

those. Many of us may be able to bear witness to the thoroughness of

their great-gun drill; but "7/ ne xont pas gdbiers,'''' the captain of the lie

(jfiJantuomo said, when asked if his men exercised aloft. They were

not topmen, indeed, nor sailors in anj^ sense ; and with such crews it

v.ould be safe to prophesy a repetition of the disaster of Lissa. We neetl

for our ships the thorough seaman, with his characteristic devotion to the

Hag of his country, his contempt of danger, his love of adventure, com-

bined with the carefully-trained naval guuucr. And, the prejudices of
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many of our officers to the contrary, we may look to our seamen of tlie

future for yet higher qualities, but such as arc sure to come by that yeiy

course of edusation which is to giye us the best type of a n-.oder'i man-

of-warsman.

"Education," it has been observed, "has reference to the vdiole man,

the body, the mind, and the heart ; its object, and, when rightly conducted,

its effect, is to make him a complete creature after his kind. To his

frame it gives vigor, activity, and beauty ; to his senses, correctness and

acuteness ; to his intellect, power and thoughtfulness ; to his heart, i-irivc.

If you would mark the perfect man, you must not look for him in the

circus, the university, or the church exclusively, but you must look for

one who has 'mens sana in corpore sano'—a healthful mind in a hcalthiul

])ody. To make all men such is the object of education." '••

Is any one prepared to say that these principles apply to one kind of

education merely and not to another ; that they apply to the university

and not to the public-school ; to the sons of affluence and not to the

children of toil ; that the sailor may not be educated to be a "complete

creature after his kind" ? The proposition is not to be entertained. But

the views in regard to the particular methods of education have been

considerably modified within the past twenty years. In 1851 took place

in the city of London the great exhibition, where, in the Crystal Palace,

100,000 persons were assembled to witness the competitive industries of

the civilized w^orld ; then and there it was demonstrated to that immense

throng that England, in the profusion of the raw material, in the native

genius of her artisans, and in the mechanical power which she exhibited,

possessed a superiority which made competition with her, at that cxhibi-

lion, by the other powers of Europe, hopeless.

"But it taught another lesson : that what was wanting by others either

in the raw material cr in bone and muscle might be more than supplied

by educated skill, and that technical education, if inaugurated for thtsi*

industries upon a liberal plan, and steacily pursued, would give to France,

Germany, and Switzerland a povv'er which would more than compensate

for natural disadvantages. These countries were not slow in cstablishin^iv

such schools, reaching from technical training for lads and apprentices,,

in the various branches of industry, by a well-graded system, up to a

])olytechnic university ; and no expense was spared to give to these in-

stitutions all the appliances which could provide educated skill to k.bcr

and industry.

"The next exhibition v/as held in Paris in lfG.~, A marked chr.nge

* Fox.
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v.-ns already observable in the competitive industries of Germany and

France, as compared with England. The result of this exhibition in-

creased the zeal for technical education in those countries. They were

assured by these early results that they were, indeed, upon the right

Irack ; for the successful examples in machinery and iron manufacture

in which England had hitherto possessed an hereditary pre-eminence

demonstrated that educated skill might successfully compete v/itli genius

and other natural advantages.

"When the next exhibition was held in London in 1862, England was

left far in the rear by the skilled labor of the Continent : and mortifica-

tion to the national pride was felt throughout the realm. Germany,

France, and Switzerland bore away the palms in those departments of

mechanical skill in which hitherto England had been Avithout a peer.

This mortification was further intensified at the last exhibition in 186T ;

and English artisans and English manufacturers demanded an enquiiy

into the causes Avhich led to this great discomfiture, and into the ways

and means of rectifying it.

"It was found that in every metropolis, large town, or centre of indus-

t;y in France, Germany, or Switzerland, schools for educating profes-

sional men and masters, for training foremen and skilled workmen, and

for teaching apprentices, had been e;-.tablished, and that these technical

schools had caused the rapid supremacy of continental over British in-

dustry. The testimony of such scientific gentlemen as Professors Tyndall

and Franckland was that what England needed was a better provision for

industrial education ; a higher scientific education for those likely to b(-

master-manufacturcrs, so that when discoveries arc made they may be

rendered available by the skilled intelligence of those who command

capital, and can at the same time appreciate the merits of such

discoveries."

An English chair-maker, Avho went to the last Paris exhibition as one

of a committee of eighty-six representative skilled English workmen, to

look into the teaching of this great exhibition, lluis expresses his opinion ;

"Seeing some lads at work with the men in the carvers' shop, I went

to the bench of one about fourteen. He was carving a chair-back of a

mediaeval form from a working drawing. I expressed my surprise tlial

one so young should have been found capable of carving so well, and

vx\as informed that boys at school are specially prepared for the trades

they fancy, so that a boy about to be apprenticed to learn carving is

instructed in ornamental drawing, modelling, and designing." He adds, as

the result of his observation, that the "mere mechanical workman stands
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opinions were expressed hj each of the eighty-six committee-men repre-

senting the intelligent but self-educated workmen of England, in each

department of industry ; and they were all profoundly impressed with

the conviction that the English nation v>as in great peril in regard to

manufacturing pre-eminence. ''

Now if this technical education is found necessary for chair-makers,

and similar trades on shore, how much more essential is it for the dilli-

cult trade of mariner ; and when we add to the trade of mariner that

of a skilful marine-art-Uerist, our deduction must be similar to that of

the "self-educated eighty-six" : Our uneducated seamen will stand nn

chance against the trained gunners of Enejlatui and France.

The enlightened views which, in Europe, recognized the necessity of

technical education, soon made their way to this country and found ex-

pression in the act of Congress of July 2, 1883, commonly known as the

agricultural-college bill. By the provisions of this act a munificent

grant of public land was authorized for the "endowment, support, and

maintenance of at least one college in each State claiming the benefit of

the act, where the leading object shall be, to teach such branches of

learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, . . .

without excluding other scientific and classical studies, and including

military tactics" (a clause I shall take occasion to refer to presently),

"in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industriid

classes in the several pursuits and professions of life."

Tills act has given an impulse to technical education in this count ly

v.-hich has already been productive of much good. Following it up v.e

find that last year the ancient commonwealth of Massachusetts passed an

act to authorize its cities and towns to establish industrial schools, the

language of the act being, "The city council of any city may establish

and maintain one or more industrial schools, . . . and the school-

board shall employ teachers, prescribe the arts, trades, and occupations

to be taught in such schools," etc. Thus we see two important

acts making ample provision for technical education, and I ask if

the trade of mariner is to be totally excluded from the one, the science

of navigation from the other ? In the name of our seamen I for one

solemnly protest. But, fortunately for the cause of the sailor, the great

State of New York has not left the matter in doubt. AVitli her vast

Gymnastic and Technical Education. By Fi-ancis H. Smith, A M., Lexington,

;8n.
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romraercial interests she saw the necessity of the times, and, by an act

passed last year, made special provision for a nautical school.-"

Thus, as we have seen, England learned through^ her Crystal Palace

that she' must do for her trades-people on shore what she had already

been doing for her seamen, while we have learned that what has been

(lone for our industrial classes and the army must be done for our sea-

men and the navy. We need not look to the example of foreign navies,

tlien, to learn how to legislate for our seamen ;
the very spirit of the age

cries out to educate them.

In 1837 an act was passed authorizing the enlistment of boys from

fourteen to seventeen years of age to serve in the navy until twenty-one,

and soon after we had as many as two thousand apprentice boys. The

etfort proved a failure and died out. to be renewed once more in 1863,

or.ly to fail again. There were good reasons, needless now to enumerate,

for both failures ; but this want of success in no way disturbs the prin-

ciple lying at the bottom. The very best of schemes, as we know, may

be rendered abortive by the introduction of a very slight disintegrating

element.

Besides the attempt with the Sabluc, the last few years have seen

the introduction of the "continuous-service certificate," which carries

with it certain advantages, the honorable discharge and the good-conduct

medal; all established with a view to encouraging men to remain in the

naval service. But if any one will take the trouble to examine tlie

class of mm to whom these inducements are held out, it will seem

an open qucction whether or not they are worth such inducements. Sta-

tistics show that our national ships are only partially manned by Ameri-

can seamen. If it was indignantly declared in Congress to be a disgrace

to the country to have our ships flying a national flag made of foreign

buntinir, what will be said of tlie fact that the greater part of the men

who man our naval guns are foreigners ? It must be admitted, too, that

many of those claiming to be, and who perhaps are, Americans, are

utterly useless for any good purpose on board ship. It is a positive

misfortune to us that many of these men arc induced to remain in the

service ; indeed, it would be quite advantageous to oA'cr inducements to

some to remain on shore. And yet I will yield to no one in my high ap-

preciation of a true American seaman. When found, as he still may be,

in our service, though in a deplorably small minority, he is one to be

proud or and to respect; prompt and fearless, fertile in resources,

o Sine, this was written, the New York Nautical School has been opened on beard

the schoc-ship ^t. J/"/y'.S and is now-January, l8;5-in succc.ful operat:ou.
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and self-reliant, and withal of unflincliing, uncompromising fidelity to liis

Hag. Take him all in all, I maintain that your "true Yankee sailor"

has not his equal in the world. May I ask your indulgence, Mr. Presi-

dent, if I here trespass upon your patience so far as to pay a passing

tribute to the sailor of my early days ? I speak of the higher type. It

is with unfeigned pleasure that I recall the recollection of many worthy

representatives of the class, and some I love to remember as my tutors.

I recall them with their bronzed faces, their kind hearts beaming through

their eyes, with a degree of feeling bordering on affection. The early

lessons learned of them I think the most indelible impressions on my
mind, and whatever fondness I had for the sea I trace to the quaint

yarns of adventure, not unmingled with goodly precepts, which fell from

their honest lips. They owned their full share of human weakness, if

you will, but it is not mine to cast the first stone. I respected them

then ; I honor their memory now.

It is related on good authority that when the Coustitviioii returned

from Holland, after transporting the specie required to pay the last in-

stalment of our national debt to that country, in 1813, the term of ser-

vice of her crew had expired, and a few days after arrival were dis-

charged. Commodore Hull immediately manned his .ship by drawing on

the fishemien of the New England coa.st, and the merchant-seamen of

Salem, Newburyport, Boston, and vicinity. The response was prompt,

and it is alleged that when the Constititfioii soon after captured the

(riicrricrc, of her 450 seamen only 00 had ever served on board of a

man-of-war. To such a proud record can the native American seaman

point. But is he alone of all the world to rest idly on his laurels, while

his brethren on shore and his old antagonist on the ocean advance on

the full tide of progress ? Shall we not all solemnly, earnest!}', loudly

protest ?

If, then, the native American seaman is a valuable person, and if, as

we all admit, the class is rapidly disappearing, is it not our plain duty

to set ourselves earnestly to work to rear them ? So obvious, indeed, is

it, as to remind one of those self-evident propositions which, while diffi-

cult from their very simplicity to demonstrate, seem, in the attempt to

do so, like an imputation on the understanding.

To establish a school of seamen for the navy alone, however, v.-ould

be as unwise as illiberal and short-sighted. Any scheme for the l^enefit

of our seamen must include all, both those of the national and those of

the commercial marine.



The settled, well-establisbed policy of our Government is to maintain

but a comparatively small standing army and a small navy, relying; upon

tJie patriotism of our people to swell cither indefinitely as may be needed ;

but such reserves must in some Avay be specially provided for. This has

alreadjr been done for the army most effectually. The agricultural-collegx-

bill, already referred to, provides for the maintenance of colleges where

instruction in military tactics is made obligatory ; and another statute, the

act of July 28, 1866, fixing our military peace-establishment, provides the

means, by authorizing the detailing of army oflicers for duty, at any

regularly established college, as instructors, as the act specially declares,

for the purpose of "promoting a knowledge of military science among

the young men of tlie United States," by these two means creating n

body of trained men, ready to spring to arms at the first tap of the

drum. It is plainly to be seen that while the military element of the

country is well represented in our legislative halls, not a single represent-

ative voice is heard in behalf of the ^av}^

I am not prepared to say that this is to be deplored ; but we, too,

must have a reserve, and as it has not been given to us we must ask for

it. Whence, then, is that reserve to come if not from our mercantiic

marine '?

We have been discussing seamen in general, alluding more particu-

larly at times to naval seamen. Let us contemplate for a moment the

entire body on which we propose to draw in the event of a sudden ex-

pansion of the navy—an expansion, gentlemen, that may be called for

now any day.

If we go back to our early history, we will find in the stirring pages

of the Federalist much that will indicate the cast of thought in that day,

;;nd serve fo. our instruction now. In that dark hour which preceded

the dawn of the young Republic, the luminous minds of Hamilton, 3iadi-

son, and Jay seemed, like the scintillations of the aurora, to lighten uj)

the gloom. The vigorous pen of Hamilton lined out with wonderfTil

boldness and truth the rapid growth and development of our country.

His prophetic eye, piercing into dim futurity, saw the thousand tribu-

taries of a vast commerce pouring its streams of richness into the bosom

of one common country, inrigorating the uncertain growth of trade, and

giving wealth and power to the nation. lie warned the country that it

v.-as only by a union of all the States that the people of America could

bope to defeat the machinations of those foreign countries who would

appropriate to themselves our ocean-trade. Hear his words ring down to

us through the long avenues of time, as true now as then, and as tlicy
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ever will be whenever our highesi interests as a niiticn are tlireafencti-

" There are appearances," he observes, "to authorize a supposition that

I he adventurous spirit which distinguishes the 'commercial character of

America has already excited uneasy sensations in several mr.ritimc powers

of Europe. They seem to bo apprehensive of our too great interference

in that carrying-trade, winch is the support of their navigation and the

foundation of their naval strength. They foresee the dangers that may

Uu-eaten their American dominions from the neighborhood of states which

liave all the dispositions and would possess all the means requisite to

(he creation of a powH'rful marine. Impressions of this kind will natu-

rally indicate the policy of fostering divisions among us, and dcjiriving

us, as far as possible, of an active commerce in our own bottoms. In a

state of disunion," he argues, "the combinations of foreign maiitimc na-

tions might exist and operate with success. It would be in their power

to embarrass our navigation in such a manner as to effectually destroy it,

and confine us to a passive ccmmerce. We .'hould thus be ccmpellcd to

content ourselves with the first price of our commodities, and to see the

profits of our trade snatched from us to enrich our enemies and persecu-

tors. That unequalled spirit of enterprise which signalizes the genius of

the American merchant and navigator, and which is in itself an inexhaust-

ible mine of national wealth, would be stifled and lost." Alas ! that it

.should be said, what Hamilton was apprehensive our enemies and ri\als

would do in the event of disunion, we have, as a united and powerful

nation, accomplished ourselves. AVe have, indecc\ "clipped the wings"

of our own commerce, and our carrying-trade has been passing into fo-

reign bottoms. In a wide sense, gentlemen, our patriotism, and in a more

especial way our professional instincts, alike forbid our regarding this sub-

ject with indifference ; indeed, our peculiar relations to the mercantile ma-

rine render us particularly sensitive to any change afieeting it. Hamilton

himself, in discussing the prospects of o;u- commerce, observed t];al "tlic

necessity of naval protection to external or maritime commerce, and the

conduciveness of that species of commerce to the prosperity of a navj-,

are points too manifest to require a particular elucidation ; they, by a

kind of reaction mutually beneficial, promote each other."

But in trade and commerce, and in human affairs generally, there is

an eternal law of compensation Avhich, like the tides of the ocean, tend to

preserve the general level. The rise in the price of coal and labor in En-

gland, together ^Yith the immense prcducticn cf iron in this country, and

the gradual, but sure, appreciation of our national currency, with the con-

sequent fall in prices, all tend (o an cqv.alizaticn. of trade between the
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two countries. It is already estimated that at [least one hundred thou-

sand tons of shipping of various kinds have been put up, or are going up,

in this country during the present year. If the wings of our commerce

were clipped, either through our own fault or from causes beyond our

control, they are certainly growing again ; and our tonnage, which in

1860 nearly equalled that of England, it is safe to predict will, at no very

distant day, surpass it. With the revival of our shipping interests, then,

is the auspicious time for turning our attention to the personnel of our

merchant-marine. Let us turn once more to our great commercial rival,

and see v^hat she is doing in this respect. In her various ports are sta-

tioned, as already msntioned, thirteen vessels of war loaned to various

societies for the sole purposes of nautical education for the benefit of her

merchant-service. Of these I shall call particular attention to but two ;

The Commy frigate, under the control of the Mercantile Marine Associa-

tion of Liverpool, and the Worcestiv frigate, known as the Thames Ma-

rine Officers' Training-ship. These are of a higher order of nautical

school than the others, and are intended for the education of those de-

siring to become officers of the merchant-service. While the others are

free schools, the charges for tuition in these are forty pounds a year, and

the course of instruction, which includes French, trigonometry, nautical

astronomy, etc., is such as to qualify the graduate of highest standing for

admission into the Royal Navy. The two associations include among

their members some of the most distinguished noblemen, naval officers,

and commoners of the realm. At the annual examinations it is a repre-

sentative of royalty itself, a first lord of the admiralty or other high dig-

nitary, who distributes the prizes ; while noted admirals, members of Par-

liament, and merchant-princes attend. Need it be added that amid the

brilliant assemblage the presence of woman, like the "sweet influences of

Pleiade.^," lends a charm and beauty to the scene ? The character of the

company attending these examinations, and the nature of the prizes, suf-

ficiently attest the paramount importance attached to these schools. The

highest prize given on these occasions is " her Majesty's gold medal."

And for what is it awarded ? Not for scholarship, not for the attain-

ments which generally win preferment at schools ; hut, it is ((mrjned to

the boy wJio (jivcs promhid of making the finest sailor. Could anything

l)s more significant of the objects and aims of these schools, and the high

value set upon them by the country ?

It may not be uninteresting to hear the order establishing this reward

of merit: "Her Majesty's wish, in the establishment of this prize, is to

encourage the boys to acipiire and maintain the qualities which will make
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tlie finest sailor. These consist " (and mark liow the precepts of Fox find

an echo in the words) "of clieerful submission to superiors, self-respect

and independence of character, kindness and protection to the weak, readi-

ness to fors^ive offence, desire to conciliate the differences of others, and,

above all, fearless devotion to duty, and imfliuching truthfulness.'' Her

Majesty's second prize consists of a binocular glass and thirtj^-five pounds

(the latter to provide an outfit), and is given to the boy who passes hitrh-

est in the competitive examination, provided he passes his examination at

Portsmouth in the examination immediately succeeding such competition,

"the desire of her Majesty being to facilitate the entry into the Royal

Navy of the boy who is fortunate enough, in honorable ccmpetiticn, lo

obtain this cadetship." Such are the two principal schools of the Bri-

tish mercantile marine. And, as if this were not enough, we find in a

recent number of the UniUd Service Jounud Mr. Brassy, M.P.—in whom
is the rare combination of the statesman, legislator, and sailor—usini'- the

following language: "I would urge the endeavor to raise the status of

the officers of the mercantile marine as an object of high administrative

policy, and essentially philanthropic in its tendency." In sad and pain-

ful contrast to these schools stands alone the Xew York reformatory school-

ship Mercury, established and maintained by the Commissioners of Pub-

lic Charities of New York, and scarcely known outside the "port.'-- If we
look for the cause of this wide difference, it will be found in some dt-

grec in the difference of our navigation laws : England puts a hioh pre-

mium upon professional ability ; we do not.

I do not know if on an occasion of this kind it be permissible to

regard the subject under consideration from a moral and religious point,

and yet, being all followers of one whom we love to call our Divine

Master, and discussing a question affecting so large a portion of our

fellow-countrymen, and so deserving of our sympathies, should it not

rather have "been the first and most prominent point from which to

regard it ? Our newspapers are constantly telling of the brutality and

outrages perpetrated on board, our merchant-vessels. At one time Ameri-

can merchant-ships in the London docks were getting the highest rates of

freight to the prejudice of English ships, a fact which elicited so much
attention as to result in a parliamentary investigation. The evidence

brought out was highly creditable to American ships and American

seamen. Cut now, not only have we lost that pre-eminence, but we are

fast losing our good name. Those engaged in our foreign commerce are

* The 1:1. Maii/tt and Junusloicn school-ships have been opened since this paper was
written.
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lo :i certain extent our repre>entutivcs abroad, bearing witness lo far-off

peoples to the genius of the country ; but tlic American seaman is be-

coming a dissolute and depraved being. J.Iariuers have been compared to

missionaries sowing on pagr.n shores the goodly and fruitful seeds of

civilization and Christianity. But the very name of sailor .-.ecms to have

l):.come a synonym for drunkenness and sin, and the thoughtful heathen

despises a religion which tolerates such vice.

Regarding the subject, then, in what light soever we may, the aspect

is the same. A large and indispensable class of our fellow-countrymen

is suffered to fall into degradation and decay from sheer, heartless, anil

unwise neglect.

Mr. President, if the positions I have assumed are made clear, and

;ire deemed tenable-and I frankly submit them to your judgment-then

it is our plain duty as naval officers to examine for ourselves into the

needs of our seamen, and, agreeing upon some sound and comprehensive

scheme for the amelioration of their condhion, to strive by all the means

in our power for its adoption.

We are not without a briglU example for our guidraice. "It is

worthy of remark," says Cooper, in giving the history of our early navy,

"that Congress did nothing of any moment for the navy during the year

1812, although war was declared in Juoe.^' He then proceeds to

accomit for tfiis neglect, adding, "And it literally became necessary for

the accomplished officers who composed the gcim of the service to de-

monstrate, from fact to fact, their ability to maintain the honor of the

country, before that country would trankly confide to them the means.

As we proceed," he adds, "this singular historical truth will become

more apparent." Those gallant officers saw clearly that their first duty

was to insist upon being supplied with the means; and when, owing to

Iheir earnest solicitations, the means were furnished, right bravely dul

1hey use them.

Mr. Tresident and gentlemen of the association, you who so well

represent the talent and industry and courage of the service, I put the

(question fairly and squarely to you. Shall we wait for the declaration of

war to drive us to exertion, or shall we unite at once to discharge the

.luty which so long has stared us in the face V And who here can say

how soon will rise the ch)ud of wnr already hanging darkly on the

b.orizonV Up to a certain period negotiations with Russia suddenly

I.M-minated in the Crimean War, finding England unprepared. The Franco-

Cerman war, long foretold by the few, yet at last burst upon the mas^:es

of Europe like a thun.lerboH, and, "pitiless disaster following fast,"
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pursued the demoralized and unpieparcd Frencli till the bubble of the

Empire burst, leaving scarce a trace behind. And Vv'hat is our situation

v.i this very moment? Cuba, "endowed," as once said of Italy, ''v.ith

the fatal gift of beauty"; Cuba, the Rose of the Antilles, with her thorn

eVer pressing in our side ; Cuba— to change tlie figure—lies bleeding at

our doors, a prey to contention, and rent by "fierce civil strife." Are

we to depend upon the disorganized state of Spain for immunity from

war? Suppose for a moment her Government should desire a foreign

war as a means of uniting her people and consolidating the supreme

authority ? Are we, for peace, to rely upon the happy accident of a

local governor stumbling, with his snap judgment, in the right ? Sup-

pose he has already blundered in the wrong ! But speculation is idle,

and would lead us from the main purpose—the plain duty which lies

before us.

Mr. President, I have finished. I esteem it a very high compliment,

indeed, to have been invited to appear before you to-night. If by merais

of this association our officers are induced to consider carefully the

various questions affecting our profession, and to give the service at large

the benefit of their reflections, the navy will owe you a deep debt of

gratitude.

We have many reasons to felicitate ourselves upon the real improve-

ments which have been achieved in the navy during the last quarter of

a century. But let us, when speaking of the navy, use with caution tliat

word "progress," whicli so frequently falls from the lips of our public

speakers. Mere change, as has often been ob.'crved, is not necessarily

progress. As the heavenly bodies have to our ej^es an apparent motion

not really tlieir own, so, in the grand march of time v,e may move and

still make no real advance. Let us then look to the root of the whole

matter, and seeking the true interests of our profession, and putting aside

all petty jealousies and selfish ends, work vv'ith honest hearts for tlic

general good.

At the conclusion of the address the President thaidicd the speaker,

etc.

Commander Breese. Have you any definite plan to propose for tlie

improvement of our seamen ?

Captain Luce. The first thing for us to do is to get Congress to give

us an allowance of at least one thousand boys over and above our present

complement of seamen ; the act, in granting them, to specify that they

arv? to be trained for the purpose of being seamen and petty-oflicers

in the navy ; and at least three vessels .should be commissioned in our
8
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piincipal ports, for the purpose of eaiiying cut the prcvi&icr.s of the

act.

With regard to the mercantile marine, the speaker submitted for the

consideration of tlie meeting tlie subjoined synopsis of a bill which he

said should be presented to the next Congress, and its favorable con-

sideration urged by all honorable means. After briefly explaining the

objects of the several clauses, the meeting adjourned.

A)r:(lt/.sis of ihc hill to promate the ffficiciici/ of masters tnicl mates in the

merchant service, and to encourage the establishment of 2^uhUc marine

ftchools, amendtitory to an act entitled '^ An act to jjrovide for the better

security of life on hoard of vessels propelled in whole or in p)«''l hy steam,

and for other intrposcs" app>roved February 28, 1871.

The increasing number of marine disasters ; the demoralization, be-

coming so general on board our merchant-vessels; .and the growing

scarcity of American seamen, all indicate that we can no longer disre-

gard' with impunity the examples of other maritime countries, in provid-

ing technical education for those employed in the mercantile service.

Technical instruction, which has taken such deep root in the educa-

tional systems of Europe, is fully recognized in this country as one of the

necessities of the times. It is simply asked now that the science of navi-

gation may have a chair in our institutes of technology, and the trade of

mariner tind a place in our industrial schools.

Efforts in this direction have been made at various times for the past

forty years ; but, for the want of stimulating and sustaining laws, have,

up to the present time, invariably failed. The revival of our shipping

interests, now happily begun, is believed to be a favorable time for the

introduction of a general system of nautical education, which, if proper-

ly encouraged, must prove one of the most important measures affecting

our marine commerce which has been adopted since the foundation of

the Government.

The legislatures of New York and Massachusetts have already passed

acts by which marine-schools are, or may be, engrafted upon their respec-

tive common-school systems ; but, as the successful maintenance of these

schools must materially benelit the country at large, and as we should be

guided by the light of past experience, the assistance of the National Le-

gislature is now invoked.

The act of the Legislature of New York authorizes the Board of Edu-
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calion of the city of Xcw York " to provide and maintain a nautical

school for the education and training of pupils in the science and prac-

tice of navigation," etc.

The act of Massachusetts provides tliat tlie city council of any city may

establish and maintain one or more industrial schools, the school board

being authorized "to emploj^ teachers, and to prcscrilic the aits, trades,

and occupations to be taught," etc.

It is believed, however, that it would be unadvisaljlc to open nautical

scliools in the absence of a positive and active demand for the kir.d of

education they are alone intended to supply. The object sought in the

proposed bill, therefore, is to create that demand bj' establishing, by le-

gislative enactment, a fixed standard of professional attainment on the

part of the masters and mates of oiir merchant-service, and by requiring,

our merchant-vessels to take, as a part of their crews, duly qualified:

sailor-boys in numbers proportioned to their tonnage.

Aside from the high considerations cited, and from a purely mercan-

tile as well as from a humane point of view, the public has a right to ask

that this important safeguard be thrown around the lives and property of

all those who derive their pleasure or profit frcm the sea.

.The influence of our marine insurance companies, and of others pecu-

niarily interested, has already secui'ed, under the act to "provide for the

better security of the lives of passengers on board of vessels propelled iu

whole or in part by steam," many wise precautions against disaster on

board steamers. Thus, the act provides for an inspector of hulls, whose

duty it is to examine carefully the hulls and appurtenances of steam-vessels;

an inspector of boilers, who inspects everything in his department. Among

many other things, the inspectors certify to the presence on board the in-

spected ship of due provision against fire. She must have hose, boats, life-

preservers, and otlier things in conformity with law, and a certificate to this

eifect is signed by the inspectors under oath. The captain, mate, and

engineer must each appear before the board of inspectors, who "shall

examine the applicant," and if, upon full consideration, they are satisfied that

his character, habits of life, knowledge, and experience in his duties qualify

him for the po.sition, tliey grant him a certificate to that effect for one year.

Should a pilot desire a license, he presents himself before the board,

and, on furnishing satisfactory evidence of character, ability, etc., obtains

a license for one year •, but there is no Government inspector of the mas-

ter and officers of the sailing-ship. If called upon, they can produce no

legal evidence of their vrorih, so that, for all the public knovr to the con-
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fraiy, he who cominauds the staunch and v.ell-foxmd ship may hiniKcir

be totally unlit for his position.

The bill under consideration is designed to supply this omission, as

well as to give an impetus to all kinds of nautical education, Avhethcr on

board school-ships in our principal harbors for lads just entering, or navi-

gation-schools on shore for those who have already been to sea.

To command an ocean-steamer properly, one must first be a sailor, and

a sailor can be made only on board a sailing-ship.

Section 1 of the bill provides for "certificates of competency," and

for t!ie examination of masters and mates, and prescribes the manner in

which the board of examiners shall be appointed. The members of the

hoard are selected in a manner to guard as much as possible from undue

influences, the several bodies nominating them being directly interested

that the conduct of the examination be impartial and thorough.

Sections 2, o, 4, 5, G, 7, 8, 9, 10, prescribe the rules under which the

certificate of comi:)etency is to be granted, as well as for its suspension,

icancellation, etc.

Section 11 provides for certificates of service, to be granted to tho-c

masters who have already been to sea in command of sailing-ships, who

bear a good reputation as seamen and navigators, and enjoy the con(i-

dence of their ov^alers. Such masters Avill not be required to undergo an

examination.

Section 13 authorizes the ISTavj^ Department to lend such ships of war

as are of no further use to the navy as cruisers, to be used as scliool-

ships. Tliese vessels are by far the best, cheapest, and in every way the

most suitable for the purpose that can be procured.-

Section IC authorizes the employment of naval officers as superintend-

ents of, and instructors in, nautical schools. Naval ofi3cers, by their early

education and subsequent training in actual service, are the best class

from which to draw instructors for nautical schools of all kinds."-'"

The 23th section of the act approved July 28, .1808, authorizes the

President to detail ofiicers of the army to act as instructors in military

science at any regularly-established college, " for the purpose of promo-

ting a knowledge of militarj^ science among the j'oung men of the United

States," thus, in elTcct, creating a vast reserve from which to fill cut our

skeleton regiments in time of necessity, and, if need be, to expand our

army indefinitely.

The section under consideration is framed wllli a viev,- to giving the

* These two sections have been embodied in the act of June 20, JSi'J, " eslablishiug

public marine schcols."
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navy an equivalent advantage—that is to say, by educating tl-.c x>cr,'onru'l

of our mercantile marine, and adding a quasi-n?i\a\ training, we not only

greatly elevate the character of that service, hut convert it into a naval

reserve : in time of peace a body of producers, whose capacity for con-

tributing to the wealth of the country is thus materially increased, and in

time of war forming an invaluable auxiliary for its defence.

Section 14 provides for the appointment of a registrar of seamen, to

keep, in addition to other prescribed duties, an account of the seamen

of the country, that we may have at all times some knowledge of the

auxiliary sea force on which the country may xe\y in the event of war.

Section 15 establishes the proportionate number of boys merchant-

ships are required to carry.

In order that the young sailors, when properly ciualified, may not be

left on our hands, a "drug in the market," or their employment even

rendered doubtful, there must be created a positive demand for them.

Heretofore, for various groundless reasons, and from a shortsighted

policy, many masters of our merchant-ships were opposed to taking boys

to sea. This lack of wisdom on their part should no longer be permitted

to stand in the way of our rearing American seamen.

This section only anticipates the action of Great Britain, where the

question of amending their navigation act by similar provision is now

under discussion.

Section 16 provides that boj's shall be regularly indentured, to serv^

at least three years, or until twenty-one. It is obviously vmwise to go to

the pains and expense of educating a boy, and then set him adrift to

follow the bent of his own inclinations.

The graduate of West Point cannot resign from the army till two

years after graduation, on the theory that he must actually serve his

country for at least that period as a return for his education. The

same rule applies to tiic Naval Academy, and of course to apprentices,

to all the trades.

Section 17 provides that, to enable the Government and the country

at large to be at all times apprised of the state of the navigation-schools,

a naval officer should be regularly detailed to inspect and report on

them. Such published reports, moreover, have the effect of stimulating

tlie officers of such schools to their highest efforts.

Section 18 provides that, owing to the peculiar manner of conducting

the aScairs of vessels engaged in the fisheries, it is not deemed expedient

to apply to them the several requirements of this act.
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THE CRUISE OF THE TIGRESS.
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The present paper cannot, in nny degree, present facts wliich arc of

value to science. Tlie cruise of the Tigress was one purely of humanit}^

and the orders which directed it were not written with the intention of

executing scientific research. The remarkable story of the ice-floe partj"

—

separated from their ship, the Polaris, whether by accident or negligence,

and surviving on a piece of ice scarcely a liundrcd feet square, a

drift of 1,800 miles, will bring to the minds of all M'ho heard it recol-

lections of the terrors and hardships of tlie Arctic Sea.

The investigation which brought forth the evidence of Tyson, tiie

hero of the ice-floe, called for a suitable vessel, properly equipped and

manned, to go at once in search of the survivors of the Polaris crevr,

and with that object solely in view, the Tigress sailed away on her mis-

sion of rescue. So far as her success was concerned on that mission,

it must be remembered that Buddington and his thirteen associates v.'cre

picked up before the search expedition sailed from New York, rescued

partly by their own exertions and mainly because of the open season of

the present year.

All works upon Arctic research point to the necessity of being rJ

the entrance of Melville Bay by the 15th of August. About that date,

but usually not later, is the time when the Polar and Spitzbergen cur-

rents have done the major part of their work and cleared the Arctic Sea

of its masses of floating ice, leaving little as a barii^r to progress save
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tlic huge bergs wliicli float dowu later iu the .'.er.soii from the thousands

of unexplored glaciers which line the coast of that " Land of Desolation."

The season was already far advanced, too far almost to justify any

hopes of success. Fears rather were entertained tiiat the lateness of the

season would necessitate remaining all winter in the ice region, with,

perhaps, little chance for active operations which might crown our labors

vrith success, had the Buddington party not already been rescued, as

vv'as duly anticipated before sailing.

Not until the 14th of July was the Tigress ready for sea, and on the

evening of that day, at five o'clock, started on her mission cheered by

thousands of people along the shores of the East River, and on board the

floating palaces of the Sound. The details of the cruise up to the time of

reaching the Greenland coast are mainly devoid of interest. The ordinary

bad w^eather on the banks gave us the opportunity of judging of the quali-

ties of the vessel. As a weatherly craft much dependence was placed upon

her. But it was evident that under steam alone, under the most favor-

able circumstances, her speed would not exceed five knots per hour—

a

fact which caused much uneasiness for many reasons. It proved con-

clusively that the main dependence must be upon the sails of the vessel,

which, fortunately, were new and of the best qualitj' and workmanship.

On the 3d of August we first saw the Greenland coast and its ice-covered

mountains in the neighborhood of Cape Desolation, and the effect v.as

most grand and beautiful, more particularly so because of the contrast

between the land before us and that which we had just left, alive with

all the beauties of vegetation. Greenland, devoid of all except the very

lowest orders of vegetation, was like mountains of silver glistening in

the sun's rays, while at the same time, as from a prism, were reflected

all the colors of the rainbow ; and this not from a yingle mountain, but

from chain upon chain as far as the eye could reach. This was ten

o'clock in the forenoon, and the sea was smooth and the breeze light ;

and so chaageal)le is the weather in these latitudes, that at four o'clock

in the afternoon the ship was lying to, unable to make any progress

against the heavy sea which had suddenly arisen, created by a north

gale which set in just before noon with hardly any warning. The

presence of the Spitzbergen current was first perceived this day—cpian-

tities of sea-weed and drift-wood floating by us. Its average force, as

fir north as Upernivick, may be estimated at six fathoms per hour.

On the Gth of August, at 1.20 a.m., we anchored in the harbor of

[/levly. Island of Disco. We remained at Disco until 5 r.ii. on the

8th, having replenished our stock of coal and i-oceiving twenty-seven
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Esquimaux dogs for sledge purposes, if obliged to remain the vt'intcr

north. Our next port was Upernivick, or as translated means the piace

of the sun—a pertinent meaning, for frtm its sheltered position it enjoy.^

the reputation of being a warm, sunny place during the shoit Arctic

summer. From the time we arrived in the vicinity of Disco Island

much ice was seen in the form of bergs, the glaciers ° about the Wygat

Channel and Disco Bay (or more properly the Gulf of Disco) beii;g a

fruitful source of these masses of ice, and a grand procession of them

may be seen at any time during the season of open water, on their

sta e"y march from the Wygat to the sea. Especially was tiie ship

harassed in her passage to Upernivick from Disco by bergs. Fortu-

nately at this time the daylight did not entirely leave us at any time,

though as yet we had not seen the midnight sun. At 10 o'clock on

the morning of Sunday, the lOth of August, the ship was brought to

anchor in the harbor of Upernivick. A dense snow-storm lasted the

entire day, making the country look all the more dreary for its new,

fresh covering. From this time forward, snow storms, storn-.s of sleet,

and a sort of frozen fog were not unfrequent. The zone of rain for

the present season was left behind us when we sailed from Upernivick.

Our stay here of a day and a half was occupied in replenishing, as far

as possible, our stock of coal, and in the purchase of a dozen more

Esquimaux dogs, to complete the necessary number for four sledges.

At 5 in the evening of the 11th got under way for Tessuissak, the

most northern civilized settlement on the globe. The run to this place,

;!4 miles distant, was made through one of the grandest of passages,

between mountains from 1,000 to 3,000 feet high, with the water of the

narrow channel studded with islands and bergs, the latter drifting rapidly

to join those which had preceded them towards the open waters of

Baffin Bay ; and when finally the narrow passage had been cleared and

the broad sea was open before us, the horizon was completely obscured

by icebergs, and our course lay oftentimes through a labyrinth of them,

so close aboard that our boats were in danger : an occasional bump

on one bow or the other would start the people to their feet, but the

ship had been built for the ice, and she had our most perfect conf-

dence.

On the 11th of August, at 11.45 p.m., we arrived, without any acci-

dent of a serious nature from contact with the ice. Jansen, the Danish

Governor of Tessuissak was scon on board, a man famous in the popu-

lar books of Kane and Haj^es as an Arctic traveller. He informed us

that there were no tidings relative to the fate of the Polarift, or that of
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bcr cr^w. However, lie gave us the cliseriiig oi^inion that we were just

in time to cross Melville Bay, and that the season would prove to be an

open one, comparatively speaking. Remaining but an hour in the har-

bor of Tessuissak, and accepting the proffered services of Gov. Jansen

to pilot us clear of the sunken rocks which boi'der the bay on its

northern side, we stood to sea, and, leaving civilization behind, headed for

Melville Bay. The shores of this bay, as represented by the geographer,

are indicated by a curve of the coast-line from Cape Shacldeton to Cape

York. But Melville Bay, to the Arctic navigator, comprehends much

more. It is undoubtedly the most dreaded and dangerous locality of

the Arctic Sea. The icebergs and floes which are found within it are

the offspring of its shores, and if its bottom could be examined it would

1)6 found to be strew-n with the timbers of scores of good ships, crushed

in a moment in the merciless pack, with hardly any warning to those

whose fortunes were with the ships. Since the days of 1616 when Baffin

first penetrated the waters of this bay, a fleet of whale-ships has yearly

run the gauntlet of this pack-ice, but ofttimes destruction has overtaken

the whole fleet. The Governor of Upernivik told me that in one year

alone, he had two hundred men thrown upon the bounty of the colony,

Avhose ships had been crushed in this treacherous pack-ice. But w'halers

still go the same course year after year, and those Avho succeeil in

reaching the north water about Cape York are generall}' well repaid for

their dangers and hardships. The whale-ships take a lead in the

pack, with a good lookout aloft, and run as far as possible in this

lead ; wiien a barrier of a mile or so intercepts their progress, they en-

deavor to reach a lead ahead by crushing through the ice to the open

water beyond. The general principles employed in the construction of

an ice-crushing boat in our harbors are the ones used in the construction

of the modern whale-ships of the Arctic Sea. They are supplied with

great steam power, and can be handled in times of emergency to avoid

dangers, when the detention of a few moments to a sailing-ship, for

want of power, might cause her destruction. The whalers intend to

enter the leads of the pack inshore, away from the influences of currents,

early in May. But the inshore leads in August are quite different

matters. Wlien the bay ice is broken out the bergs commence to leave

the glaciers, and an insliore lead would tend to positive detention, if not

to destruction. It is not in the late season the pack-ice which

has to be fought and overcome, but a pack of icebergs which cannot be

so easily conquered, as well as the hummock-ice, or fragments of the

bergs and glaciers floating out to sea, being rapidly and constanlly
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replaced by similar pieces during the open Avater season. It is evident,

therefore, that in the late season the inshore leads should be avoided,

and the less hazardous middle passages taken to cross Melville Bay.

The Tigress was particularly fortunate in making this passage. Short-

ly after midnight of the 12th, the ship was headed for Cape Shackleton,

and in about thirty-six hours Cape York was sighted. We had now

reached the point where the Buddington party might be seen at any mo-

ment, had they survived the winter, and not already been rescued. A
landing at Cape York was not effected, owing to the heavy ice which

skirted its shores for some four miles. Not a smooth, unbroken plain of

ice, but filled with hummocks and small bergs from fifty to one hundred

feet high—the whole a homogeneous mass, almost unsurpassable ; and, if

at all, only by the consumption of more than a week of most valuable

time. We were sufficiently near the shore to see human beings, had there

bsen any, and to observe smoke or other signals. Our progress from this

point was uninterrupted by want of sufficient light at night, for on the

12th the midnight sun was observed. Remaining a few hours in the

neighborhood of Cape York, scanning the shore with powerful glasses for

signs of life, we stood on to the northward, observing carefully the whole

coast, examining Ilolsteinholm Sound, Cape Athol, and into Hartstene Bay.

In this latter the ice was very thick, and had the appearance of not hav-

ing been broken out at all during the present season. For miles, as far as

the eye could reach, the waters of the bay were covered with an unbroken

plain of ice,without an apparent crack. In the open water, we found the

new ice fast making, and the ship's side was much scarred by its shai]i,

thin edges and points.

Standing out of the bay by Saunders Island, towards the three islands

known as the "Sister Bees," much heavy pack-ice was encountered, and at

times it seemed as if the ship could not advance further. But to retreat

was equally as hazardous. A passage must be forced ; and many a rough

shock did the vessel receive as, with all her force, she struck against the

ice, stopped, backed, and renewing her efforts again and again, until, at

last, the ice-stream had been cut through, and the open water off Black-

wood Point was reached.

On the 14th, Northumberland Island was sighted, and hopes were

raised that perhaps the statement of Meyers, of the Signal Corps—one of

the ice-floe party—might be correct : that it was off this island the sepa-

ration had taken place. It was, however, seriously doubted ; for in his

testimony, his geography of the country was sadly at fault, for he placed

Cape Alexander to the southward of Northumberland Island. An exami-
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nation of the chart in New York liad convioccd us tliat there was ir.uch

reason to dombt if Nortliumberland Island was near the scene of the sepa-

ration. However, tlie island was closely examined, and without the dis-

cover}^ of any kind of life to reward our efforts. Still northward went

aur vessel, towards Littleton Island, the place which all felt certain was

near the locality where Tyson commenced his ice-drift. During the after-

noon of this day, the wind was northerly, with a dense snow-storm ; the

whole atmosphere seemed filled with a driving, frozen' fog, making it per-

fectly impossible to see scarcely the ship's length in any direction. To

add to our discomfort, the bergs were so numerous about us that it was

impossible to count or estimate their number. It was a trying position
;

every hour at this juncture was of the utmost importance to us. New.

ice was making rapidly ; each hour of delay enhanced the chances of fail-

ure to ascertain anything of the fate of the Pohtris or her crew ; and our

proximity to the bergs made our situation a most dangerous one. To-

ward evening, however, the storm abated, and shortly afterwards we

sighted Capes Alexander and Ohlsen, between which is situated Hart-

steae Bay, and the locality where Dr. Hayes made his first winter-quar-

ters, calling the place Port Foulke, directly to the west of which is the

grand "Brother John Glacier" of Kane. Doubling Cape Ohlsen, Little-

ton Island and McGary's Island came in sight ; and Tyson at once recog-

nized the locality as the place of separation.

At 9 P.M. of the 14th of August the engines were stopped, in latitude

73*^ 30' north. It was just a month from the time of sailing from New
York, and during that time we had not only reached the Greenland coast,

but were 2,267 miles due north of that city. A boat was lowered, and,

under the orders of Commander Greer, I left the ship to reconnoitre

for signs of the missing vessel or her crew. The excitement was so

intense that the boat's crew was composed of officers, who had vol-

unteered for the long pull ahead of us. When not a hundred yards from

the ship, I was hailed by the commanding ofHcer, who informed me that

he heard cheers coming from the shore ; and, while waiting to hear the

sounds from the boat, word came from the captain, '"I see them! I see

them ! " and, pointing the boat in the direction which he indicated, pulled

towards the mainland to the eastward of Littleton Island, distant from the

ship about three miles. Threading our way through patches of open wa-

ter, surrounded by floe-pieces and bergs, I saw people dressed in clothing

which my glass told me was not that commonly worn by the natives ; it

was white, and evidently not of skins. We felt sure that at last we would

be repaid for all our endeavors by finding sonuthii((j relating to the Ft-
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laris and lior crew. A mile ncf-ixr the shore, ihc ccmplesion of the i^eo-

ple proved that they were savages, and not whites. They made the usual

friendly signs of the Greenland tribes, that of raising both hands slowly

above the head, and dropping them quickly again to the side ; to which

salutation I replied, upon which they cheered vociferously. A few min-

utes later brought us to the shore. We landed in a little c&ve, to which,

the natives had preceded us, and, with extended hands, v/elcomcd us to

the shore—a custom v/hich is far from common among them, and one

which assured us that they had been among white men. Stepping ashore,

we found two manila hawsers, Avhich had every appearance of having

been recently broken. Walking about a hundred yards up the rocky

beach, we came to an abandoned house, which proved to be the deserted

camp of the Poutris's crew. Getting, hurriedly, the main facts in relation

to the ship and her people—how they had lived, how they had gone, and

the whereabouts of the ship herself, and with the ship's bell and some

few books, whicli had belonged to Captain Hall—we returned to the ship

to give the news to those who were so anxiously awaiting it. Commander

Greer went immediately to the camp, and, upon his return, directed me

to go again on shore, and make an official and careful investigation of

the place, and, if pof^sible, to tind the wreck. Landing again in the same

cove, I proceeded to the work. A description of the camp may be of in-

terest : The house was made of spars and pieces of the ship, about forty

feet long, and eigliteen or twenty feet wide, completely covered vvith sail-

cloth to protect it from the weather. It was built upon a level piece of

rocky ground, some thirty feet above the wi\ter level, the whole extent

not being of a ciuarter of an acre. The place had been wisely selected,

for all about it were the precipitous mountain-sides, hardly a spot of which

Avould have been tenable in the winter season ; and it was evident that

the ship had been moored close by, judging by the hawsers already re-

ferred to, which had been parted by some undue strain of the ship upon

them. The house was a comfortable one, the entrance being effected

through double doors, for the better protection of the apartment. This

latter contained fifteen berths, supplied with mattresses and coverings ; a

wardroom extension-table ; cabin and wardroom chairs ; a large heater,

and also the galley-stove of the ship, which was placed in the enclosure

between the doers. The table-furniture, such as knives, forks, spoons,

table-casters, with bottles and contents, shoAved that nearly all the me^!S-

traps had been taken from the ship to the shore quarters. The floor was

covered v.ith mutilated books, manuscript log-books, and broken instru-

ments of a nautical kind, as was also the ".round immediately about tlic
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house. I caused to be taken to the boat such parts of private manuscripts

and journals as I could find ; the log-book of the Polaris, and all the

printed notes which were not too filthy and mutilated. The journals and

log-book had many pages cut out, and in no case could we find any writ-

ten matter relative to the death of Captain Hall, or the separation from

those on the ice. The pages of those dates had been carefully removed.

The ground about the house was covered with cUbrls of all kinds pertaining

to a ship. A careful survey was made of all such material, and I never wit-

nessed the result of so much apparent wanton destruction. Whether the de-

struction vvas caused by the whites or the natives may be a question. Suffi-

cient to say ti-ut the Esquimaux carefully avoided touching anything belong-

ing to the camji. The provisions which they found were not to their liking,

ar.d they seemed to be somewhat superstitious relative to the effects left by

the crew. The nautical instruments had evidently been smashed with in-

tention. The small screws of a Gambey sextant had been removed, and

the shade-glasses thrown in different directions, as well as the telescopes,

etc. Such was also the case with Colby's fog instrument, steam-gauges,

clock, anemometer, aneroid-barometer, and the patent log. The boxes of

preserved potatoes were piled up in tiers, and each box had received a

))low of an axe on its side.

Close to the house was erected a temporary carpenter's bench, w4th

shavings in plenty about it ; and near by was a chest containing a portion

of the carpenter's tools, in a rusty and imperfect condition. Near at hand,

also, a forge, Avhich had evidently been used for the fabrication of the

iron used in the construction of the boats. My next object was to dis-

cover, if possible, the existence of a cairn, in which instruments and re-

cords, too bulky to be taken in a boat on so hazardous a journey, should

have been deposited. But a careful survey brought to light no such place

of concealment, except in one case, of native construction, containing a

large part of a walrus's body, thus secured to protect it from the vora-

cious dogs, of which the natives liad many. Several piles of stones at-

tracted our attention, and raised hopes that perhaps a cairn might be

amongst them. But they proved to be only native graves. Conversing

with th;; Esquimaux through Tyson,""whose eighteen years of Arctic expe-

rience had made him familiar with the language, I learned that the Po-

laris had been tied up near the place all winter; and that, a northerly

gale coming on only about the 1st of August, she had parted her moor-

ings, and drifted on to the rocks in a little cove further to the southward,

where she had sunk. He further stated that the party had abandoned the

sliip many moons before, and lliai sl;e had lloatcd up to the time already
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referred to, only two weeks previous to our arrival. Buddington, with his

thirteen associates, had gone about two moons since (about two months)

in a couple of boats of their own construction, fitted with oars and a sail

each, to go towards the sun, or the south ; but to what locality none seemed

to know, all being ignorant of the geography of any portion of the country.

Taking the leader of the party, which numbered seven persons, in the

boat, I pulled over to the inlet where it was stated the Polaris had sunk.

It was a well-sheltered cove, and was free from ice, except in one place,

where two heavy floe-pieces were resting, not floettiiig; and their general ap-

pearance caused me to believe that, inasmuch as there Avere ten fathcn:s

of water about the edges of the floes, they restsd on the wreel:, and not

on the rocks. The natives had come to this locality to get the walrus,

with which the waters about Littleton Island abound. They came in the

winter, with their sledges, before the ice had begun to crack and float

away in the driving currents, and, securing their stock of food, woukl

return to Pond's Bay, whence they had come, as soon as the ice should

be strong enough. Aroth, the leader, was on Littleton Island hunting

when the Polaris heeled over and vvent down, and I had no reason to

doubt that his statement was correct, and that this was the locality of

the wreck.

There seemed now nothing more to be done, and I turned my atten-

tion towards the Tigress. But she was shut out of view by the dense snow-

storm, which was but the continuation of the one in the afternoon off

Cape Isabella. The investigation at the camp had proved one thing, and

,
that was : the crew of the Polaris had gone south, and for the purpose

of sighting a whaler. So, after landing the Esquimaux, we pulled for

the ship. A certain journal has charged Commander Greer with inhu-

manity in not taking the natives aboard the Tigre.^s. The statement is

almost too absurd to meet with any notice ; but, inasmuch as the letter

which contained the statement purports to be written on board a nation-

al ship, I will give it a moment's attention. The statement that the na-

tives wanted to be taken aboard ship is untrue. Supposing they had de-

sired it, what could have been done with the so-called "dusky natives"?

Upon what Avould they have subsisted V Cooked provisions they did not

eat, and the pork left in the deserted camp was imtouched. They were

in their own country, and better conditioned natives were never seen

during our cruise ; with plenty of dogs and sledges, plenty of skin cloth-

ing, abundance of the food they sought, with two comfortable skin tents

to shelter them—of this world's goods, desirable to them, they v/erc v.-ell

supplied. As v.'ell might the commander of a national sliip be charged
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with inhumanity on the coast of France for not making his ship a pub-

lic transport for all the Frenchmen who desired to go from one pori to

another.

About half a mile distant from the ship the snow-storm abated, and

we perceived the great northern pack, not many miles away, coming down

before the wind, and approaching quite rapidly. I liad spent about five

hours on shore. It was now about four o'clock of the morning of the

15th. The examination of the camp had been a hurried one, but still a

very thorough one ; for the circumstances of wind and weather demand-

ed that no time should be lost. A few hours more might fill the bay and

the straits with portions of the northern pack, which would force us to

remain north the winter. We knew the people had gone south. The

people must be sought, or the object of the cruise would be lost. The

order Avas given to go southward ; and the engines were started, while

we looked wistfully to the north, wondering why so short a distance from

the pole could have baffled all attempts, thus far, to reach it. To the

satisfaction of every officer on board the Tl'jrcss I believe that question

was answered.

Our journey southward to Cape York was of much the same cliar-

actcr as the one already described—bright lookouts, constant vigilance,

bright, sunny nights, and generally sleepless ones too, for the excitement

was intense fore and aft the ship. It fanned the imagination of tlie

lookouts, which often brought the report of a boat, or a sail, or human

being, an inspection of which proved to be a piece of ice in one of the

myriad forms it assumes. On the 16th of August we arrived off Cape

York, finding the condition of the ice not materially changed. At this

point it was a question in the mind of the commanding officer whether

to return across Melville Bay to the Danish settlements, or to go v»'cst-

ward and follow up the whaler's course inside the pack. The recollec-

tion of Lieut. Hartstene's experience in the litkuse at the same sea.son

of the year in '55 caused the decision to return across the bay. Ilart-

stcnc had followed down the west coast, and, finding none of Kane's

])arty, stood for Godhaab, Disco, Avhere he found the missing crew, and

discovered that he had passed them while on their journey southward

in this ver}' bay ; the presence of the heavy bergs had shut them out

of sight of the Rc'ckh-. Our course across the bay was somewhat dif-

ferent from the former one, but the experience was the same, witli t!ie

exception of one gale of wind wliieh lasted for twelve hours, during

which time the coal in tlic starl)oard bunker took fire from the over-

heated bulkhead which separated the bunkci-s from the boilers. It was
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exliiig'uished with little damage. The crew had been much exposed, and

bsgan to feel the desire for fresh meat. Fortunately, in the passage

across the bay a white bear was shot, which gave for many days fresli

provision for all hands. Arrived at Tessuissak on the 19th of August,

and the next day at Upcrnivik. Nothing had been heard of the Polaris

at either place.

Up to this time the boilers had been in constant operation, and their

faulty construction necessitated a thorough overhauling. Consequently

we remained four days at Upernivik, and then, all being ready, we

started south for Disco, to send by the first conveyance tidings of pro-

gress to date •, for it was the intention of Commander Greer to go at

once from Disco to the west side of Davis's Straits in search of the whale

tieet, on board one of Avhich Buddington and his party surely were.

Arrived at Disco on the 25th at 2 a.m., and eight hours later left for

the west coast. An easterly gale favored our progress, and on the 27th

we fell in with the pack, which, floating down with the Polar currents,

gets caught in the bight of land, the termination of which is Cape

Walsingham ; and, finding no lead by which to enter it, stood southward,

skirting the ice in search of such an opening. Our progress now was

slow, comparatively speaking, for the nights were very dark and the

sky generally cloudy. Several .small leads were entered, and an attempt

made to crush through the ice to a lead beyond ; but our power was

insuflicient, and we did not succeed. And learning that, when the pack

is closely pressed by the currents into the shore, the whalers go to Cum-

berland Sound to fish, it was determined to push for those waters.

While attempting to go there one of the violent gales, common at this

season in the Arctic, assailed us, and for three days our position was

a most precarious one, and caused many apprehensions ; for the ice,

driven by the fierce winds and currents, often threatened to nip us.

The ship was hove to, but at times it was necessary to ease the helm

and to run to avoid being caught. Those nights were anxious ones,

and many a hard blow did the little vessel receive from the bergs and

fioes. But the gale finally broke, and we found ourselves near Cape

Mercy, and, heading up the gulf, brought to anchor at Niantilik on the

4th of September. Ballast was here taken on board to replace the coal

which had been consumed, and of which there was scarcely a score of

tons remaining, and the boilers and engines were again thoroughly over-

hauled. Two whalers were found at this place, but neither had any

tidings of the missing crew\ However, we obtained the information that

in South Greenland, at a place called Ivigtut, there is generally a supply-

4
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lioisting the cars ; and, moreover, that vessels had at times been sup-

plied with coal from this stock. Accordingly, on the 16th of September,

with the repairs to the machinery hardly finished, the Tigrcfs sailed for

Ivigtut. Favored by a Avesterly gale, in four days we Avere within

twenty miles of the anchorage we were seeking, but were driven down

near the Thorstein Island, just north of Cape Desolation, and were eleven

days getting in. We Avere enabled to get all the coal we desired, and

took about one hundred and seventy-five tons. Even in Ivigtut oui-

experience was a trying one. The Avater of the harbor is exceedingly

deep and surrounded by mountains from 1,000 to 4,400 feet high. But,

notwithstanding its sheltered position, the gales are terrific. In one

l)last we received down the mountain-side our starboard chain parted,

and the port cable only held because of a turn Avhich it took around a

hugh boulder as the ship sheered when the first cliain parted. There is

no such thing as holding ground on the coast of Greenland. The bottom

is generally smooth, and the ship is held by the weight of her anchors

and chains. In the gale to which I now refer Ave saw a length of fifty

fathoms of chain, of the size giA'cn a frigate, stretched froiu the quarter

of a ship to shore, so taut tliat not a link of it Avas in the Avater.

We sailed from Ivigtut on the 4th of October, bound to the northAvard

and Avestward, on the Avhalers' track. Since the 21st of September, not

a day had passed Avithout some indication of the lateness of the season.

But tlie 6th of October proved its lateness satisfactorily. We encoun-

tered a gale, Avhicli developed into a hurricane, and made our position

the most critical of any thus far experieaced. The sea Avas white witii

ice and the driving spray, Avhich froze as it touched our ship. The crew,

from exposure and cold, Avere much Aveakened, and the officers A'ohm-

tecred their services to replace the Avorn-out men, and ©ften aided the

men in their Avork of pulling and hauling. It was a necessity apparent to

every officer on board. During this particular gale the Aviud and sea

Avere not from the same direction. Our proximity to the Greenland coast

caused the Avind to be dellectcd from the course which had raised the

sea, and our decks Avere never free from the Avater, as Avave after wave

l)roke over her, and our lee boats were constantly in or under the Avater.

Let one picture to himself the worst gale he has CA'cr witnessed, and then

add to the imaginative picture, icebergs, and floe-ice, and a lee shore like

the Greenland coast, only tAvelve miles away, Avith no jaower to head the

sea or steam away from impending dangers—such will be the picture, that

cannot be drawn, of this scene.
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On the Ttli of October the gale moderated, and we stood northward

again, searchurg for whalers. In this low latitnde (G3 degrees) the ice was

fast making, and another gale would render the ship helpless, covering her

ri;5ging and sails with ice, which could never be handled with our much-

reduced force. Our crew had been a most hardy one ; but of our twenty-

one seamen and coal-heavers, it was not uncommon at this time to have

one half under medical treatment. One man was paralyzed, four or live

others very ill with pneumonia or bronchitis, while others were threat-

ened with the same diseases. A consultation with the proper ofBcers, on

the 8th of October, caused Commander Greer most reluctantly to stand to

the southward. But the wdialers had evidently gone, the cruising season

had undoubtedly closed, and another gale would hazard the safety of the

ship. We kept in the whalers' track until clear of Cape Farewell, when

the course was changed to St. John, which port we reached in ten

days.

I have referred to the dangers of getting "nipped" in the ice between

tvi^o ice-floes, driven b}^ conflicting currents. An instance or two may

serve to describe what I mean. Captain Bartlett, Vidio commanded tl;e

Tigress when she received the Tyson party from the ice, told me that

two years since he commanded a vessel in the seal trade, and was stand-

ing in towards the coast of Labrador, in search of seals. The season v.as

a comparatively open one. Tvio floes were seen approaching, and all

that skill and seamanship could do was done to retreat from the position

in which the ship was. But it was too late ; the floes touched the shii',

and crushed her like an egg-shell, giving the crew scarcely time to reach

the ice and save themselves. They saved nothing but the clothes on their

backs and a few biscuits which each man had in his pocket. The land

was twelve miles distant, and Avas reached the next morning by v.-alkiiig

on the ice and jumping from floe to floe. While on the beach, a vessel

Vv'as seen standing in, and, to obtain her services. Captain Bartlett started

to meet her, walking on the ice. He succeeded in reaching her, and was

invited to breakfast w^ith her captain. She also liad been nipped during

the night, but it Avas thought no serious damage had been done. Befoi'e

that breakfast was finished the ship went dovv'u, and so suddenly that the

boats were barely launched to save the crew. Four strong ships, built

for the ice, went down that same night. In 1855 Captain Duchars, of the

ship Princexs Charlotte, vras standing across Melville Bay. Everything in-

dicated a pleasant and prosperous voyage. The north vratcr v/as almost

reached. A few yards more, and the ship would have passed lier dan-

gers. It was a fine mornins:, with liidit breezes blowing *"rom the south-
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converging course, and took tUe decli to see the ship safely through. She

was so far out of danger that the ice did not touch the ship till abreast

of the mizzenmast. Its sharp points pierced her side, and in ten min-

utes the royal-yards disappeared beneath the surface of the water. How
closely danger besets the arctic navigator, yet how insidiously, can only

bo understood by those who have been in that region, and have seen the

operations of the treacherous ice.

To describe the myriad forms which ice, in the shape of bergs, as-

sumes, is a task too difficult. Perhaps an idea of their immensity may be

conveyed by giving the size of one measured not long since by Dr. Hayes,

and undoubtedly not overestimated in size or weight. It was seen just

off Tessuissak, where I have already stated that the horizon was obscured

by these masses. It was wall-sided above water, and its altitude above

the water was three hundred and fifteen feet, the base-line being a frac-

tion over three-quarters of a mile long. Its cubical contents could not

have been less than twenty thousand millions of feet, and in vreight two

thousand millions of tons. And I am not mistaken when I say that this

is not an uncommon sight. This berg, as many undoubtedly, seen by" the

Tigress, had grounded in two thousand two hundred feet of water, and

its disintegration was so slow that it had remained in its position for two

years. Another fact about the ice of these bergs : it is formed under

great pressure and extreme cold. And on one occasion I remember that

one of the ice-masters, who had been sent alongside of a berg to obtain

some ice for the water-cooler in the officers' quarters, returned to the

ship, and said that with an iron ice-chisel he had been unable to make

any impression upon its surface, so intensely hard was it. The forma-

tion of the bergs, as such, is a matter of daily occurrence ; and although

the plastic state of the glacier is not thoroughly understood, still enough

is known of the ice-deposit to follow the rain-drop from its distillation to

the time wiien it adds its crystal to the ice of ages in the mountain gorges

of Greenland. The snow which covers the mountain-tops in winter, melted

l)y the summers sun, trickles down the mountain-sides, filling the cracks

and crevices of the glacier below, or runs over its surface, till stiffened bj'

the cold of the carlj^ fall, when it becomes part and parcel of the glacier

itself. This latter has a motion, caused by gravitation, and moves bodily

down its inclined bed between the mountains, not being arrested in its

course by inequalities of the rocky surface beneath it, or even by the

chain of hills which may, perhaps, form the coast-line. It moulds itself

to these, and, with the force of a mighty river, pursues its course to the
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sea, reaching which it runs into it and beneath its surface, maintaining

always tlie inclination of the whole surface of the glacier, until it is

pushed far beyond the coast-line of nature, and has created its own.

Some suppose that the bergs break from the glaciers by the force o!

gravitation. This is undoubtedly true of the hummock ice, but hardly

probable in relation to the berg. But rather, by the buoyancy of the

ice, it tends to rise, like a plank forced at an angle under the water.

And when a sufficient quantity is thus forced beneath the surface of the

sea, its buoyancy overcomes the strength of the material, and it rises,

breaking its connection with its origin, and tumbling and rolling, dash-

ing the sea high into the air, finally assumes a position of equilibrium,

and floats away into the element which will finally conquer it, as it decs

the rocks of which its bed was made, and send it back again to commence

its work as snow upon the mountain-tops. This law of circulation seems

to be as applicable in the ice region as in the temperate zone. In the lat-

ter the rivers which flow to the sea are analogous to the glaciers of the

former. The glacier is but the river of the warmer latitudes ; its current

not so rapid.

Of the manners and customs of the natives of Greenland we had

little opportunity to judge, as our sojourn there was very short.

However, we saw enough to know that away from the Christianizing

influence of the Danish settlements they are savages, and in some re-

spects beneath the more elevated orders of the animal kingdom. They

belong to tribes wandering from place to place, and their religion is

moi'e vague than that of the aboi'igines of our own country. Their

marriages are matters of convenience. They have a plurality of wives, and,

if they have a faith, its first article is to steal, under all circumstances,

as much as possible without being detected ; and they are most dexterous

thieves. They live in huts, the site of which is generally on a hill-side

to save the labor of building ; in shape they are like an old-fashioned

country clay oven, square in front and sloping back into the hill. The

room is entered by means of a subterranean passage twelve or sixteen

feet long, naturally dark, and the floor of it is covered with snarling,

savage dogs and half-grown puppies. This passage is so low that it is

necessary to crawl on one's hands and knees to pass through it. The

room is about sixteen feet diameter, into which are huddled the mem-

bers of the family, consisting of the lord of the household, with many

wives and very fev/ children, oftentimes no children at all. The race

is fast dying out. The number of deaths will nearly be double the

births in the same year for the northern triber. They sleep all together
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on skins thro-,vn upou the earth-bottom of the hut ; the sidii:, arc half

cured, and emit an odor never to be forgotten, if once perceived in the fti-

iling atmosphere of one of these huts. Their only lamp during the long

^vinter night is a sort of saucer made from stone, in v.'hich is placed

seal-oil ; for a wick, moss is used. They are the filthiest of people,

seeming to know nothing of the excellent use to which water might be

put, and the utter filth of the huts defies description. I never experienced

such a feeling of suffocation as in the first hut I visited, nor such a

feeling of relief when once I had reached the open air. The natives are

always blessed with good appetites, and are always ready for an excuse to

have a feast. The coming of a stranger among them is a sign for feasting.

On such momentous occasions the greatest delicacy is a sort of soup

made of seal-oil, blood, and seal intestines. And if the unfortunate

visitor can manage to swallow the potion, and, at the same time, main-

tain the equilibrium of his stomach, he is at once blessed with the

title "Innuksi s: ma vok," which means, "As good as a native."

But what an ordeal to pass to obtain this honor ! When the feast is

one of raw meat, a general gathering is made around a part of a car-

cass, and each, with his razor-like knife, cuts a piece from it weighing,

perhaps, two pounds. This is carried to the mouth, and the teeth

planted firmly on a convenient morsel, vv'hile a well-directed blovv of the

knife, passing betAveen the meat and the lips, severs the morsel from

the large piece. So quickly is this done that the motion of the knife

can scarcely bo perceived. Children three and four years old feed

themselves after this manner ; their parents seemingly have no apprehen-

sion as to this blow of the knife. It is the height of gentility among

them, v/heu the}' wish to show especial marks of esteem to a guest, for

one of the wives to proceed with the operation thus described, includ-

ing the cutting, aud then, instead of eating the several morsels, they

transfer it by means of extremely dirty fingers from her own lips to the

mouth of the thus highly-honored guest.

The question is often asked: "Can the North Pole be reached?"

From wliat we saw in the Tiiji'css I believe that the opinions of the offi-

cers would 3'ield a readj^ answer in the affirmative. There are three

things essential, which, in that region, Avill be more than elsewhere

necessary, if the Pole is to be reached : first, and the most essential

of all. Discipline ; secondly. Pluck ; and, thirdly. Perseverance, of course

aided by judgment and good seamanship. Armed with the knowledge

or the present day of the Arctic Sea, with improved architecture in the

building of ships for ice-work, and with stcam-pov.-er at the will of
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the commander, coupled with the essential qualities just mentioned,

there is no doubt in my mind as to the results of a trial to reach the

Pole. The expeditions which have hitherto undertaken the task have failed

from want of the main quality. I do not refer to the earlier expedi-

tions before steam placed the motive power under control, but to more

recent attempts, when good ships and powerful engines have been sup-

plied to the expeditions. Of the existence of an open Polar Sea there

seems to be little doubt. Of the causes why it exists little is

known. According to all notes upon Arctic research, the Tigress, at

the time she had arrived off Littleton Island, had passed the greater

dangers to be apprehended. But I imagine that there is no one who

stood on the decks of the Tigress and faced the northern pack but

felt that, had occasion demanded, we could easily have diminished the

number of miles which separated us from the Pole. The middle ice

is never stationary ; open water always exists between the two currents.

Tyson's ice drift and McClintock's drift in the Fox prove this be-

yond doubt. And with two vessels, one as a reserve to remain at Port

Foulke, (the best port we saw in Greenland) to fall back upon in case

of need, and the other properly fitted to push forward in the early

season of open water, I believe the Pole could be reached, and, more-

over, that it icill be done, if the results to science will repay the

attempt.

But as far as our own cruise is concerned, it opened a new world

of thought and experience to all. It presented nature as we had never

before seen her, clothed in her grandest and most sublime livery ; and

long after its hardships, privations, and dangers shall be forgotten, that

cruise will be a source of infinite gratification and pleasure, as remem-

bered by those who made their home for nineteen weeks on board the

little Tigress.

DISCUSSION.

At the conclusion of the reading of the paper Lieutenant-Commander

White stated that many points of much professional interest had not been

discussed for two reasons : first, because the expedition was not fitted with

instruments for executing scientific research ; and, secondly, because of the

limited time usually accorded, which did not admit of a complete narra-

tive, coupled even with the meagre scientific knowledge obtained by the

Tigress. But he also stated that if there were points upon which the
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members would like to ask qviestions, he was willing to answer them as

far as i)ossible.

Commander Terry then asked if the whalers ever went north of

>[elville Bay.

Answer. They seldom go north of ('npe York, because it is

their oI)ject to ,;j;ct only as far north as will bring them into the

open water—or north water, so-called—wliich saves a tedious and dangei'-

ous "boring" through the middle ice to get upon the whaling grounds

on the west side of Bafhn's Bay. The rule is to keep the coast of

Greenland on the passage up, following the "leads" or lanes of open

water in the loose ice, and avoid tlie "middle pack ice" as much as

possible. When in May, or sometimes as late as July, the body of tJie

pack has passed to tlie southward, leaving the entrance about Smith's Sound

comparatively free, then the course is shaped to the westward, and then

southward to '.he neighborhood of Lancaster Sound.

Question l)y Commodore Rodgers :

Will yon be kind enougli to tell us something relative to the action of

I lie compasses you used, and what kind of compass do _you consider the

best for work in the high latitudes '?

Answer. The variation at Northumberland Island was alxnit 10 points,

and at Camp Polsiris 12 points. Ijittle or no dependence can be phiced upon

the compass. The ordinary compass-card seems to lose all its sensitive-

ness, and remains in any position in which it may be placed. The licjuid

compasses were the most reliable, and in thick weather our only depen-

dence Avas on the liquid binnacle compass. Whalers say tliat the best place

for the compass in the Arctic Sea is in the storeroom. 'I'he headlands

are very distinctly marked, and in thick weather the projjcr mode of pro-

ceeding is to anchor, by means of ice-aiichors, to a substantial tloe ; for

if the compasses were perfectly reliable, they could not point out in thick

weather the dangers of tlie ice. T have seen tlie tell-tale in the cabin

spin upon its pivot hy tlic hour. The magnetic force was so slight tiiat

the motion of the propeller caused the card to revolve so rapidly that

the compass points were not at all distinguisliable. Except for experi-

mental puri)Oses asliore, compasses in tiie Arctic are practically of no

value.

C^uestion by Lieutenant-Commander ilarringlon :

How did you manage to get tlie sliip's position V

Answei-. It was obtained by the usual methods, wlienever the horizon

wa-; not obscured l)y ice, wiiich was often the case, or Avhere proximity

to tlie land would not iiermit.



Question by Commauder MeNair :

Could not an artificial liorizon be used willi advanta^T ?

Answer. Yes, if used on the land or on the ice. Tbe ships would

never be sulTiciently ({uiet to use such an arranireuieiit on shi[)l)(jard. Hut.

for the deti'rininafion of latitudes or longitudes to test the correctness of

the charts (whicii are very imperfect), the artiticial horizon is always

resorted to, the ice serving as well as the land tor that purpose.
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COMPOUND ENGINES.
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DuRixa the past ten years some modifications in the practice of marins

:;t:»am-3a5ineering have been effected, having economy of fnel as their

object, for which so large a measure of success has been claimed, that

they have attracted much attention among persons to -whom steam-engines

are at all interesting, and have occasioned a great deal of discussion in

the engineering journals.

The machines in which these improvements are exhibited are knoYv'i.i

as COMPOTIND ENGiKES, aud their great popularity, as manifested in their

adoption by the most important lines of oceanic steam communication, is

a conclusive proof, with many pe-rsons, of their decided superiority to the

non-compound engines in common use.

There is nothing new in the compound engine, so far as its organs and

their arrangement are concerned. Its essential feature, in regard to

those points, is borrowed from the precedents of Hornblower and of

Woolf, inventors who put forvN-ard their systems severally in 1781 and

1804.

The object of these contrivances was the use of a high measure of

expansion, with less strain upon the organs of the engine than those

encountered in the attempt to realize the anticipated benefits of the prac-

tice with engines of tlie ordinary type. For in the latter, vvith the same
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speed and stroke of piston and the same initial pressure, it is plain that,

for the development of the same power, the area of the piston must be

increased with every augmentation of the measure of expansion, and tluit

at one period of the stroke of the piston a greater strain will be brought

upon the engine—greater as the measure of expansion and tlie area of the

piston are greater.

And as the strength that must be provided in any construction is that

which shall be adequate to resist the greatest strain brought upon it, the

same mean pressure may require greater or less strength in the mr.terial,

accordingly as the extremes from which that pressure is determined may
vary.

The engines of Hornblower and of Woolf were known as douhh-

fylinder engines. Steam was aduiitted to the lesser of two cylinders,

and, having in filling it carried the piston along its length, was exhausted

into a second or larger cylinder, where its remaining expansive force was

exiDended in impelling the larger piston.

Some double-cylinder engines have been worked in CoiTiAvall in rallying

water from mines, but the common pumping-€ngine of the region has held

its own against them.

With the pressures employed in marine service until within a few years,

the principle upon which the use of the double-cylinder engine was justified

is founded upon a delusion. The advantages of what is called expansion

were deduced not from experiment, but from a priori reasoning, based

upon the supposed correspondence in the action of steam, and that of

gases in general, as enunciated in the law of Marriotte.

It has been found, however, that the advantages anticipated from the

use of high measures of expansion with engines of the common tj^pe are not

to be obtained in practice. Many experiments, among them a great num-

ber by the Navy Department, have been made upon the scale of ordinary

practice, by which it has been proved that, for the common pressures

employed in marine engines, a measure of about twice the initial volume

is attended with the most satisfactory economical results.*

Any increase of the number of expansions above that measure is at-

tended with the aggravation of several losses, the ratio of which to the

whole useful effect obtained is greater with the greater rates of expan-

sion.

* See Professor Rankine's paper—Appendix C—"Report of Admiralty Commission,
1872." Compare Prof. Rankine's remarks upon the efficiency of the steam-jacket, in the

above connection with what he says in Art. 286, "Steam and Other Heat Engines."' See

aJso Isherwood, " Researches in Steam-Engineering," Preface to Vol. II,
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For since the q'liudcr must be larger for the development of the same

power with equal initial pressures, it follows, 1st, the direct losses by radia-

tion of heat outward to the surrounding medium will be greater; 2d, the

ratio of the whole back-pressure of the condenser vapor to the whole mean

pressure of the steam will be increased ; 3d, the ratio of the quantity

of steain required to fill the space contained in clearance and steam-pas-

sages to the whole quantity used will be greater. And besides these losses

there are others, not so evident upon mere reflection, but nevertheless

decisive as to the claims of the high measures of expansion.

First, there is the loss due to the expansion itself. The work ac-

complished in the process requires the conversion of heat ; and as this

must be furnished by the steam, there is condensation as the result. And

this condensation must needs engender further expansion, attended by

further condensation.

Again, the interior walls of the cylinder and the sides of the piston

are chilled during every communication with the condenser, a large

quantity of heat being abstracted from them by direct radiation into the

mass of vapor in the cylinder about to be ejected towards the con-

denser, and by the re-evaporation of water that has been deposited upon

their surfaces, and this quantity also is augmented with every increase

in the size of the cylinder. The water thus re-evaporated has been

«;oudensed from steam that has performed no work whatever, and the

process gives rise to the most important of those effects of high expan-

sion that so greatly modify the value of the principle.

In the extensive experiments of the Navy Department, to which

allusion has been made, the cost of the power developed Avas expressed

in pounds of water evaporated from 213° Fahrenheit per total horse-

power per hour. These quantities were ascertained by the actual mea-

surement, by means of tanks, of the water evaporated, and, being com-

pared with the quantities of steam discharged from the cylinders, as

measured by the indicator, tlie sum of the condensations I have noted

v.'as ascertained.

The data may be relied upon to determine the performance of any

engines of the kind experimented with, by applying them in correction

of the results obtained from indicator measurement alone.

In any investigation of the claims made in behalf of the compound
engine, it will be necessary to compare its performance wdth that of

ordinary engines that have, in common with their rival, the latest im-

provements hitherto devised.

Such a comparison has been lately made by a Board of Naval Engi-
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neers,* and the results embodied in a report to the Kavy Depart-

ment.

It is upon the materials of that report that I shall proceed to draw-

in the following discussion of the comparative merits of the two types

of engines.

Among the various types of steam machinery employed in the naval

service are three, known respectively as the 60" x 36" engines of the

Guerrieve class ; the 50" x 43" engines of the Benkia class ; and the

36" X 36" engines of the Sicatam class. They may be taken as excellent

examples of the most approved type of non-compound engine, as gene-

rally employed in screw -propulsion in our own and other naval services.

In common with the modern compound engine, they work surface-

condensers.

Apart from the difference in the arrangement of the cylinders, the

disposition of the organs of these engines is very similar to that

adopted for engines of the compound tj'pe in the British Navy.

The remarkable functional difference is in the pressure of steam em-

ployed.

The engines of the three classes I have particularized are simple, dur-

able, substantial in construction, and convenient of management. In

these respects they are not inferior to any engines now on board naval

vessels, whether of the compound or any other tj'pe. They are designed

to work steam of a boiler-pressure of forty pounds to the square inch,

and their valve gear is arranged so as to admit of the use of steam

expansively at measures ranging from one and one-half to two and one-

half times the initial volume. They are quite as economical in fuel as

any other non-compound marine engines now in use.

The type of compound engine most generally adopted abroad is (liat

in which tv»'0 cylinders are employed, both working through cranks set

at right angles to each other upon the same shaft, their axes being

parallel and lying in the same plane. The cylinders are of differeni

diameters, but of the same stroke of piston, and the larger is connected

with the condenser. The smaller of tiie cylinders alone has any direct

connection with the boilers. It is surrounded by a cylindrical shell,

having the same outside diameter as the larger cylinder, and the v. ide

annular space between the outer and the inner cylindrical shells is ternud

the ri"'eic<'r. Into tliis receiver the steam from the smaller or liigli-

pressurc cylinder is delivered at every stroke of the piston, in expanded

volume. From the receiver the steam passes to the larger or love -pressure

cylinder, and is therein worked as in common condensing engines.

* 1873. Chief-En^. '\ n. Luring. President.
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TABLE

KrMbUinff for compiirhon the cost of the jioicer, in pounds of steam pt r

horse-power jwr hour, of a number of compound and nou-rompomul

two-cylinder engines ; the quantities, as ascertained by indicator measure-

ment, being corrected by adding, in^ the case of the non-compointd

engines, the known condensations in the cylinders for their several

measures of expansion, as determined by the crpcrinients of the Nary

Department; and in the case of the compound engines, the quantity

condensed in the steeun-jitckcts, as estimated upon the basis of em <
x-

perinient made with the 'pw'npinj-anglne of the Brooklyn Weiter-Woiks

in 1860.
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'I'he admission of the steam from the boiler to the high-pressure cylin-

der is usually governed by an adjustable expansion valve. A similar

valve is sometimes employed with the low-pressure cylinder, not in

order to effect expansion—for that results from the relative capacities of

the cylinders—but for the purpose of properly distributing the power

l)etween them.

Tlie high-pressure cylinder, and commonly the low-pressure cylinder

also, is furnished with a jacket, surrounding it at the ends as well as at the

sides. The jacket is kept filled with steam of the boiler-pressure. Heat

is conducted from the jacket inward to tJie cylinder and outward through

the inner shell towards the receiver. The steam contained in the receiver,

therefore, is superheated by the jacket. The same effect is sometimes

enhanced by the use of a steam-coil within the receiver.

When the low-pressure cylinder is provided vv^ith a jacket, the latter

is also kept full of steam of the boiler-pressure. But in many good

examples this cylinder is not jacketed.

Figure I. roughly represents a compound engine such as I have just

described.

Figure II. represents an arrangement of cylinders often resorted to,-

in which both pistons arc fixed upon the same rod, the smaller cylinder

being at the end of the larger. This is the type employed on board

some of the steamers of the White Star Line, and also by the Morgan

Iron Works, of New York, for the new engines of the Tennessee. It

will be observed that no receiver is provided in this type, the steam

expanding directly from one cylinder to the other. When four cylin-

ders are provided, as in the engines for the 'Tenucssee, no special pro-

vision is needed for equalizing the distribution of the power upon the

two cranks.

Examples of the economical performance of several English compound

engines of the latest and most approved construction, are given in the

table exhibited on the blackboard,*. in which the cost of the powder de-

veloped by them, expressed in pounds of steam per horse-power per hour,

as measured by the indicator, is collated with the cost, ascertained in

like manner, and corrected for the known condensations in the cylinder,

due to the production of the power, and to other causes, of the several

examples of the navy engines already specified.

The former is the sum of the following quantities :

1. The number of pounds of steam per horse-power per hour dis-

charged from the high-pressure cylinder, as measured by the indicator.

* See page C8.
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2. The number of pounds of steam per horse-power per hour con-

densed in the high-pressure cylinder in the production of the power, cal-

culated upon the basis of Joule's equivalent.

;i The number of pounds of steam per horse-power per hour con-

densed in the steam-jackets, estimated upon the basis of an experiment

made in 1839 with the pumping-engine of the Brooklyn Water-Works.

I may here remark that the expression of the cost of the horse-power

in pounds of coal, in comparing the performance of engines and boilers,

is often impracticable, and, in a question of engines alone, it is entirely

unsatisfactory.

It is better to accept the quantity of steam as the criterion. Computed,

as it is, from diagrams taken from the cylinders, under the ordinary cir-

cumstances of practice, it is independent of all conditions that depend

upon the boilers alone. In computing the quantity of steam consumed by

the compound engines under discussion from that discharged from the

iiigh-pressure cylinder, as per indicator, it is assumed that the condensa-

tions in that cylinder, due to causes other than the production of the

power, are covered by the condensations ia the steam-jackets.

Whatever condensations occur, due to the difference of temperature

between the interior surfaces of that cylinder and the entering steam,

are counterveiled by the re-evaporation of the water thereby precipitated

upon those surfaces, or suspended in the' steam ; and the water thus re-

evaporated becomes available as steam for the development of power in

the low-pressure cylinder.

The mean cost of the horse-power developed in the non-compound

engines will compare with the mean cost of the horse-power in the com-

pound engines as follows :

1. Cost of the total horse-power of the non-compound engines, 28.4G

pounds of steam ; of the total horse-power of the compound engines,

19.05 pounds; the difference in favor of the latter is

28.46 — 19.05 X 100 .^^ ^^
^28:46— ^^^'^^

per centum of the former.

2. Cost of the indicated horse-power of the non-compound engines,

•il.To pounds of steam; of the indicated horse-power of the compound

i-ngines, 22.46 pounds ; the difference in favor of the latter is

31.75 - 22.46 x 100 _ ^^ ,g
81,75

per centum of the former,

o. Cost of the net horse-power of the non-ccmi ound engines, 40.83
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pounds of steam ; of the net horse-power of the compound engines,

27.18 pounds; the difference in favor of the latter is

40.83 — 27.18 X 100 ^„ ,,

40.83
==^^-^'^

per centum of the former.

Tlie total power is that computed from the mean gross pressure upon

the piston.

The indicated power is computed from the mean unbalanced i^ressure.

The net power is computed from the gross mean pressure, minus that

required to overcome the resistance of the back pressure and the friction

of the engine.

Tlie indicated horse-power is the standard of comparison commonly

employed in current discussions of the performance of compound engines,

although the net power affords the more rational standard. The gain of

39.26 per centum in the cost of the indicated power is much less than

that usually claimed for the compound engines by persons interested in

their manufacture.

If, as is often asserted, the indicated horse-power is obtained at a

cost of only two pounds of coal per hour, the boilers must evaporate

11.23-pounds of water per pound of coal. This quantity is much greater

than has ever been evaporated by boilers of the type employed with the

compound engines under consideration. The quantity evaporated in such

boilers per pound of coal, at the high rates of combustion generally em-

ployed in English practice, will be found not to exceed eight pounds of

water from a temperature of 100' Fahrenheit. When the apparent

evaporation is greater, the increase may be due to superheating tlie

steam, the results of which practice would be equally advantageous in

the case of engines of either type. The cost of the indicated horse-

power, then, in pounds of coal per hour, would be

22.46

8
-=~-81-

Taking the evaporation of the boilers used with the non-compound

engines at their maximum rate of combustion to be nine pounds, the

cost of the indicated horse-power in pounds of coal will be

31.75
-^- =3.53.

This quantity corresponds very nearly with the results recorded in the

;>(eam-logs of the engines in question when burning anthracite of the best

((niality
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The difference in favor of the compound engine is therefore

;i 53— 2.81x100
Of) 0(\

3.53 - -^--"^

per centum of the cost of the indicated horse-power of tlie non-com-

pound engines in pounds of coal per liour.

The boiler-pressure employed with the compound engines in question

is sixty pounds per square inch above that of the atmosphere.

The employment of so high a pressure has occasioned the adoption

of a type of boiler, cylindrical in form, constructed of thicker plates

than have been commonly used for marine purposes. This type is

thought to promise some advantages over that hitherto preferred for th-e

naval service. The latter is for the most part of the vertical water-

tube variety, quadrangular in form, and unrivalled in economy of fuel.

It has been found lacking in durability since the use of surface-con-

densers has become general.

It is thought that from the greater facility with which means for the

prevention of corrosion, both internal and external, may be applied, due

to the greater simplicity of their construction in the reduction of thf

bracing and otherwise, the cylindrical boilers may be made to rendei

service for a longer period than those they will replace.

For equal areas of grate surface, however, the space occupied upoii

the floors of the vessels by cylindrical boilers of diameters practicable in

naval vessels of the lesser rates, exceeds that occupied by boilers of the

quadrangular form, by about thirty per centum of the latter. Reducing

the grate surface in proportion to the expected gain in net power de-

veloped, the space required for the cylindrical will be nearly the same

as for the quadrangular form for the development of the same power

with equal rates of combustion.

A great deal has been written in the current engineering journals in

discussion of the causes to which the gains accomplished are ascribed.

The explanation most generally accepted is that which refers the improved

results to the greater facility with which steam of high pressure can I;e

employed at high measures of expansion. But this does not suffice. The

gain in economy does not increase in the ratio of the augmentation of tlie

measure of expansion, or nearly so even.

There is really no correspondence between the gains that should result

according to the law of the expansion of gases, and the gains accom-

plished in the use of compound engines.

The practical measure of expansion that has been found most econo-
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mlcal ill cylinders^ "working steam of low prcefuie into acondcn.cr, is not

greater than two tiroes the initial volume."

The low-pressure cj^linder of the compound engine works under pre-

cisely the same conditions as the cylinders of ordinary condensing en-

gines. The initial volume of the steam received by it per stroke of piston

is governed by the capacity of the high-pressure cylinder. If, therefore,

.1 measure of two times the initial volume be employed in the low-pres-

sure cylinder, that should have twice the capacity of the high-pressure

cylinder.

The latter works under nearly the same conditions as the cylinders of

ordinary non-condensing engines. The practical measure of expansion

that has been found most economical in working steam of sixty pounds

pressure in such cylinders is not more than four times the initial volume.

Now, the compound engine is essentially an arrangement by which

two engines—a non-condensing and a condensing engine—are conjoined,

and the best results will be obtained from it when the steam is worked

in its several cylinders with that measure of expansion which would be

sppropriate to either, were it detached and worked by itself.

The several measures of expansion in the two cylinders are, then, the

factors which make up the total measure effected, and this practical

measure is (4 x 2) = 8 times the initial volume. To increase either of these

factors by any considerable amount, for the sake of effecting a higher

total rate for the development of the same power, would result in a

direct increase of the cost of the power.

With a given capacity of high-pressure cylinder, therefore, it would

seem useless to employ a low-pressure cylinder of a relative capacity

greater than two or two and one-half times the former.

The best examples of English compound engines have cylinders whose

relative capacity is as one to three, and there are many in which the pro-

portion is as one to four. That the low-pressure cylinders of the com-

pound engines whose performance is given in the table, and the measures

of expansion employed in them, are too large for economy, will appear if

we compare the cost of the total horse-power developed in them alone,

with the cost of the total power developed in the cylinders of the navy

engines.

The mean quantity representing that cost is, for the compound engines,

inclusive of the quantity condensed in the steam-jackets, the benefit of

which is obtained in the low-pressure cylinder, IjI.OS pounds of steam.

The difference is

*lsborwooa, " Researches, etL"." Rankine, " Report of Admiralty Com., 1873."
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3102— 28.40x100 _
28.46

per centum of the latter in favor of the non-compound cylinders. This

comparison is made with those compound engines only in which tlic

powers developed in the several cylinders are nearest equality.

Had the low-pressure cylinders been smaller, the ratio of the back to

the effective pressure in them would have been reduced—and reduced in

a greater proportion than the ratio of the back-pressure in the high-pres-

sure cylinder to its effective pressure would increase—and a direct gain

accomplished by a decided reduction of the total measure of expansion.

Notwithstanding the defective proportions of the cylinders and thi-

apparent inferiority of the boilers employed in the steamers whose en-

gines we have taken as examples of the new system, it appears that

tliere is a considerable gain in economy to be expected from the adop-

tion of the compound engine for the naval service. The gain in power

for the same quantity of coal consumed, expressed in per centums of

the power obtained by the non-compound engines, is 25.6.

Wliether they will fulfil the requirements of the service in other re-

spects as well as is done by the engines now in use, is a question that

can be determined only by experience. They are more complex in ar-

rangement, and the details include a greater number of parts ; at least

one of the cylinders must be fitted with a separate cut-off valve and gear.

There is a greater number of joints, and hence, as well as from tlie

higher pressures employed, a greater liability to leakage.

The action of the cylinders depends each upon that of the other, and

neither can be made to act by itself without the employment of special

appliances of a complicated and normally useless character, in the absence

of which the disabling of one cylinder means the disabling of both.

Against these apparently not insuperable disadvantages we have to set

the promised gain of 25.6 per centum in the indicated horse-power ol-

tained from the same weight of fuel consumed, and the probable greater

longevity of the boiler.

In adapting the system to the circumstances of American practice, tlie

English precedents cannot be exactly followed. Designs of machinery for

vessels of war are made under conditions that differ greatly from those

that determine its arrangement and disposition in vessels of commerce.

And the difference in the character of the fuel commonly used in this

country from that used in Great Britain, enforces a variation in practice,

so far as the boilers are concerned, entailing a necessity for the occupa-

tion of more space in the vessels for that portion of the motive power.
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It is only by experience, as has been said already, that the actual

value of the improved machinery, and its merits for adoption in the

naval service, to the exclusion of other types, can be determined. In the

pursuit of economy the conspicuous modification of engineering practice

is in the pressures of steam employed. There is nothing new in the com-

pound engine except this feature. The mere combination of mechanical

devices that distinguish it from engines of the common type has never

availed for the reduction of the cost of steam-power, although the at-

tempt to compass that object by their use has been made again and

again.

The new system can only be judged after competition with such

modifications of that now in vogue as may result from the employ-

ment of the steam-jacket and of the higher pressures and speeds of

piston to which the superiority of the former in economy is chiefly due.

Let the compound engine compete with the older type, so modified

as to increase the speed of the piston to that employed in the former

;

let the cylinder be reduced in diameter to suit the increase of the steam-

pressure ; let the practical point of cutting off—in other words, the

practical measure of expansion—be ascertained for the higher pressures,

just as it has been determined for the pressure of forty pounds ; let the

steam-jacket be applied, as it may be with great increase of efficiency, to

the reduced cylinders, and we shall have a formidable competitor with the

compound engine.

A very considerable g-ain in economy of fuel is certain to result

from such modifications, and it is also certain that they will produce

engines convenient of management, simple in construction, not specially

liable to derangement, and capable of operating singly by simple disen-

gagement, in case of injury to either.

If justice has been done the compound engine in this discussion of its

merits, it will be plain to all who have noted the claims put forward in

its behalf, that some of its advocates have permitted themselves greatly

to exaggerate its performances.

And that no injustice has been done in this discussion is clear enough

when Ave reflect that all the possible errors in the method of investigation

pursued are in favor of the compound engine. If there is error, it may
be that the cost of the power is gi'eater than has been stated ; it cannot

possibly be less.

It has been often urged that misrepresentation of such fads as have to

do with the performance of machinery is without suflicient m.otivo, and

that what so many unite in declaring must needs be true.
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But a very close observer of human conduct lias felt himself movad

to say that "where personal interests come into play, there must be,

even in men intending to be truthful, a great readiness to see the facts

which it is convenient to see, and such reluctance to see opposite facts

a; will prevent much activity in seeking for them."

DISCUSSION AFTER CHIEF-ENGINEER BAKER'S PAPER.

The reading of the paper concluded, upon motion of Commodore Fox-

hall A. Parker the thanks of the Institute were voted to Chief-Engineer

Baker.

Several diagrams, representing some new forms of engines and boilers,

were examined and discussed.

Commodore Ammen remarked that he had witnessed the application of

the principles of the compound engine on the Ohio River twenty years

ago. He stated that there was said to he considerable economy as the re-

sult.

Mr. Kafer said :
" Compound engines were used on the lakes many

years ago, but soon abandoned on account of the increased consumption

of fuel, chiefly due to the low pressure of steam used. If there is any

economy in the compound engine of the present day, it is mainly due to

the use of high-pressure steam when compared to the single-cylinder or

non-compound engine using steam of a lower initial pressure ; but com-

paring them with reference to economy, using the same initial pressure

and the same rate of expansion, the advantage would seem to be in favor

of the non-compound. If the same quantity of steam be used during each

stroke from the boiler in the high-pressure cylinder of the compound as

in the non-compound engine, the work performed by the steam before the

cut-off valve on either cylinder closes will be the same, the work per-

formed during expansion in the non-compound will be greater than in the

compound, as in the former the steam expands from the initial pres-

sure to the terminal doing work, while in the latter the steam expands

from the initial to the terminal pressure in the high-pressure, and then

escaping to the receiver or steam-ports leading to the low-pressure cylin-

der, decreasing the pressure without doing work ; and when the piston

starts in the low-pressure cylinder, it is with a much less initial pressure

than the terminal pressure of the high-pressure cylinder, while the rate

of expansion and the terminal pressure before the steam escapes to the

condenser is the same in the compound as in the non-compound ; the



loss in the compound engine being due to the fi'ee expansion without

doing work.

"The clearance space in screw-engines is approximately ten per cent,

of the stroke displacement. This clearance space at the beginning of

the stroke is tilled with steam, compressed by the piston after the ex-

haust-valve is closed, of a pressure less than the boiler-pressiire. The near-'

er the pressure in the clearance space at the end of the stroke approaclies

the initial or boiler pressure, the less steam is required from the boiler

to fill this space ; with a single-cylinder engine it is practically impossible

to compress the steam from the pressure in the cylinder at the time of

closing the exhaust-valve (about four pounds per square inch, absolute

pressure) to the initial pressure commonly used in compound engines

—

say seventy-five pounds per square inch, absolute pressure ; while in the

high-pressure cylinder of the compound engine, with the back pressure-

fifteen pounds per square inch, absolute, at the moment of closing the

exhaust-valve, the steam remaining in the cylinder can be compressed to

seventy-five pounds per square inch at the end of the stroke as readily

as to twenty pounds in the non-compound engine, which is about the

pressure at the end of tha stroke in a well-designed non-compound en-

gine.

"This gain in filling the clearance spaces by compression does not Icsf-cn

the power of the engine materially, and is beneficial in its working, as

it brings the piston and rods to rest at the end of the stroke without

straining action on the crank-pin.

"There are many other points to be considered, which apparently are

against the compound engine, such as increased external radiating sur-

face, complexity of mechanism, in addition to the loss by free expansion ;

but the gain by compression, and possibly the smaller difference in the

temperature of the steam, and consequently of the walls of the cylinder

that are in direct communication with the condenser, seems to more than

offset all its disadvantages, if the statements of compound-engine

builders are to be relied on.

"What is needed is a set of reliable experiments with a non-compound

and a compound engine, using the same pressure of steam and same pis-

ton-speed ; but the non-compound engine, to compete favorably, must

have a minimum of clearance space, and be well jacketed."

The Institute tlien proceeded to executive session.
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Introductory Observations.

It is sufficiently well linowii to the members of the Naval Institute

that a change in the compass equipment of our ships of war has been

gradually going on for a number of years past, until there has come to

be a tiearly complete substitution of the liquid compass for the air or

dry compass previously in use.

The first introduction into our service of this kind of compass was
about eleven or twelve years ago, in the form of a liquid boat-compass,

the original models of which were imported compasses of English make,
with flat porcelain cards.

The superiority of these instruments over the old and comparatively



useless form of air boat-compass was soon evident and generally acknow-

ledged ; and yet, for various reasons (possibly from a little conservative

prejudice), the new compass was only partially accepted, the outfit for

boat equiiimeut continuing for some time to consist partly of liquid and

partly of air compasses.

Meanwhile, Mr. E. S. Ritchie, of Boston, who had long been distin-

guished for his intelligence and skill as a maker of the higher grades of

philosophical instruments, finding it expedient, like many others at that

time, to turn his attention to the fabrication of "war material" of some

hind, solicited and obtained orders to make compasses for the Navy. It

was thus that, while making some liquid boat-compasses after the English

model, he was led to propose an important improvement, in the substitu-

tion of a bitoyant card, idth a pisot-jyrcssure entiniy at control, instead of

the heavy flat disk otherwise in use.

This was the fruitful germ of Mr. Ritchie's idea, which, from the time

he first put it into a practical form, has been in course of continual

development, until the compass of the past year, although preserving its

original distinctive features, is immeasurably the superior of its early pre-

decessor in all the details of its construction.

Still, our naval authorities, while admitting the improvement, were far

from precipitate in changing the compass equipment of our ships ; and

thus it happened that the new liquid compass was hardly brought into ex-

clusive use, even for ths steering-binnacle, until about five years ago, and

for azimuth purposes only during the last two or three years. In reality,

however, it is but few years since the first attempt was made to adapt

the compass-card to azimuth observations by giving it a suitably-divided

circle ; and it is only within the past year that I have been satisfied the

tru'.' construction of the compass-card had been finally reached.

It was thus by these cautious and tentative steps, and rather behind

tlian in advance of established convictions, that the liquid compass

came at length into general use in the Navy ; and the time has arrived

when we may, I think, with some propriety, put on record, in a public

manner, some of the reasons which have appeared to justify a position in

this regard so much at variance with the general practice of all other countries.

I propose, therefore, with your indulgence on this occasion, to present

a few considerations relative to the principles which, as I am led to believe,

should control the construction of the marine compass
;
and then, by way

of application, to show wherein our practical conclusions have been, or

are likely to be, justified by the particular type of compass now recognized

in our naval service.
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Tlie subject is certainly not a liackneyed one ; for, notwithstanding

the considerable antiquity of the marine compass, in the general form by

which it has been known to the nations of Western civilization—with

volumes of history, popular description, and panegyric— I am not aware

that a single attempt has hitherto been made to give a rational explana-

tion of its magneto-mechanical action, or of the principles upon which its

construction, as an instrument of observation, should depend. And yet

the theory of this instrument rests upon a few simple considerations of

certain established conclusions of science. The neglect in this particular

may, perhaps, afford a sufScient explanation of what appeared, in my
first acquaintance with the marine compass, as one of the most remarkable

facts in its history—that, as commonly seen in the hands of navigators,

it slioukl he one of the rudest and most imperfect instruments for the accom-

2)Us7iment of one of the most important purposes among the practical 2^">'-

suits of life.

There are three properties of the marine compass, so essential to its

reliable action and convenient use that they may very properly be re-

garded as fundamental desiderata. They are :

MAGNET-POWER, SENSIBILITY, STEADINESS.

Let u:-i consider, for a few moments, the precise significance of these

terms in their present application ; the conditions that appear to be

requisite for the most favorable realization of the properties which they

represent ; and how nearly they are likely to be satisfied by the present

Navy compass.

I. MAGNET-POWER OP THE COMPASS.

The more or less complex system called a compass-card, alike with the

simple magnetic needle, when balanced for motion in a horizontal plane,

has a tendency to return to its position of equilibrium, or rest, whenever

deflected from it, which may be called its moment of deflection.

The moment of deflection is equal to the moment of motlee force less

the mornent of resisting force. The moment of motive force is composed

of three factors : of which one is the magnet-power (or, pcrliaps, in

more precise phrase, the magnetic moment) of the card ; another is the

directive force acting on the compass, meaning the whole exterior mag-

netic force acting in the horizontal plane of the card ; and the third fac-
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tor is the sine of the angle by which tlic zero-line of the card is deflected

from its position of rest.

The moment of resistance is the moment of all the resistances, of

whatever kind, to the motion of the card.

All these moments are referred to the point of the pivot as the centre

of the compass and centre of moments. "••"

In relation to the directives force, it will here be understood that tliis

term refers to the whole external magnetic force actually effective upon

the compass ; this being known, in general, on shore, as the horizontal

magnetic force of the earth, and on board ship as the resultant of tlic

horizontal magnetic forces of the earth and ship, for the particular

heading of the ship, the particular place, and the particular time under

consideration.

And, similarly, in relation to the position of rest, it will also be under-

stood that the zero-line of the card (supposed to coincide with the

magnetic axis of the card), while at rest, is in the position of equilibrium

in respect of all the forces, magnetic and otherwise, acting upon it
;

this being known, in general, on shore, as the magnetic meridian or direc-

tion of the earth's horizontal magnetic force, and on board sliip as the

deviated direction of the compass, or resultant direction of the directive

force on board.

The moment of motive force, the directive force remaining the same,

varies, therefore, with the magnet-power of the card multiplied into the

sine of deflection. It is greatest as the card is deflected 90 degrees from

its position of rest, when the moment of deflection is equal to the pro-

duct of the magnet-powder by the directive force, less the moment of

resistance ; and it is least as the card comes to rest, at or near its pr(>-

vious position, when the moment of deflection is equal to zero ; the

moment of the motive force being reduced to an equalitj^ with the mo-

ment of resistance, whatever that maj" be.

Accordingly, we have for the sine of the angle of set (or terminal

angle of deflection), or for the arc of set, if the angle be not very large,

* If M represent the magnet-power of the card, // the directive force acting upon
the card, and 5 the angle of deflection of the zero-line of the card, then the moment of

motive force, or moment of rotation, tending to restore the card to its position of rest,

or statical equilibrium, is expressed by the product of 21 and //into the sine of the

deflection from the direction of //; or,

Moment of motive force -- J/ //sin. 6

Putting, also, /.' for the moment of all the resistances, and the moment of deflection is

equal to the difference of these two moments ; or.

Moment of deflection = J/ //sin. 6-/2



the moment of resistance (Urided by the product of the magnct-poicer (ind

direciive forcer

In order, tlierefore, tliat the card may always return exactly, or very

nearly, to its position of rest, whenever deflected from it, it is necessary

either that the moment of resistance be estremely small in comparison

with the product of the magnet-power by the directive force, or that

this product be extremely large in comparison with the moment of

resistance.

Now, the directive force of the earth, in different places traversed l)y

the navigator, varies from about one-half to about twice its mean value
;

wiiile the directive force on board, especially of iron-built ships, may
vary quite as much on different courses of the ship, even in the same

loc-ality. Consequently, if, from d?veloped defects of the compass, the

moment of resistance be unavoidably large, or, on the other hand, if the

directive force on board be much below its mean value, the angle of set,

even with the magnet-power of the card unimpaired, will become so much

the more appreciable.

It is, therefore, quite essential to the reliable behavior of tlie com-

pass, under the varying circumstances of a ship's cruise in dilfercnt

parts of the world

—

First, that the magnet-poAver of the compass-card should be as great,

in every case, as can be conferred upon it, compatibly with other neces-

sary conditions ; or, in other words, that our aim should be to secure

not only enough magnet-power for ordinary or average circumstances,

but a surplus or reserve for extraordinary occasions of special require-

ment.

Secondly, that the magnet-power of the card should be as nearly

permanent as can be realized through the formation of the card-magnets
;

and, to this end, that the greatest care should be used during every stage

of that process.

* Wii3a t'as d3£l33uTon 5 ^ 9P, we have the maximum

—

Moment of deflection = J/ //— /'

and \s-hen the card comes to rest, the minimum

—

Moment of deflection = ^^ M 1/ sin. 5 — /i

and, accordingly, the sine of the angle of set,

or the arc of set, if small.

Mil
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" Edimating the mrtgnet-poiccr of a compass-canl.—These conditions will,

perhaps, be more truly appreciated if we consider for a moment the

means by which the magnet-power of a compass may be correctly esti-

mated. Three different methods may be employed, with greater or less

convenience, for this purpose.

Fird, the metltod of deflections'.—By this (statical) method, the com-

pass-card whose magnet-power is required is made to deflect a standard

mao'netic needle at a certain measured distance between their respective

centres. The magnet-power of the card is then equal to one-half the

cube of the distance multiplied by the product of two factors, of which

one is the tangent of the observed deflection, and the other is the

directive force ; it being understood that the card is so presented toward

the magnetic needle that its zero-line is in the magnetic equatorial

through the centre of the needle."

Secondly, the method of oscillations.—By this (dynamical) method, the

compass-card is made to oscillate in its own plane, and the time of one

oscillation noted. The magnet-power is then equal to three-tenths of

the moment of inertia of the compass-card, divided by the product of

two factors, of which one is the square of the oscillation-time and the

other is the directive force ; it being understood that the units of dis-

tance and time are the foot and second.

For the same card, the moment of inertia is constant,' and the magnet-

power is proportional inversely to the square of the oscillation-time

multiplied by the directive force.

For different cards, with the use of the same auxiliary weight, the

moment of inertia of the card may be expressed in terms of the moment

of inertia of the weight ; and the magnet-power is then proportional

inversely to the difference in the squares of the oscillation-times (with

and without the v;eight) multiplied by the directive force.

f

* Repiesentiug the distance between the centres of the compass-card and magnetic-

needle by c, the deflection of the needle by 6, and, as before, the effective directive force

by //, and we have, for the magnet-power, J/, of the card, approximately,

3/=;., e3//tan.5

This expression results in neglecting the small terms of a series of which c"' is a comuiou

factor, and is the more nearly exact as the ratio of the distance e to the length of the

needle is greater.

t Representing the moment of inertia of the card for rotation in its own plane by /.

the time of one oscillation (supposed small) by t, and we have, for the magnet-power.

in which n is the ratio of the circumference to the diameter, g the gravity-acceleration

for one second, // the directive force, as before. Or, taking the mean numerical value of
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TMvdly, tlic method of torsurnr.—By this (also a statical) method, the

compass-card is suspended in a torsion-balance, and the moment ol

deflection at any angle balanced by the corresponding moment of tor-

sion. In this case, the magnet-power of the card is equal to the moment

of torsion divided by the product of two factors, of which one is the sine

of the deflection and the other the directive force.

For the same conditions of torsion, the moment of torsion varies

directly as the angle of torsion ; and, accordingly, with the same angle of

deflection, the magnet-power of any compass-card is proportional directly

to the angle of torsion divided by the directive force.*

(I at 32.3 feet, the constant coefficient tecomes 0.3C7 foot, which, for the purpose in view,

may be taken at 0.3 foot, and

—

t" II

For the mine card, /is constant, and—

With the use of an auxUiary weight, whoso moment of inertia is i, the moment of

inertia of the card is found by

—

in which h is the time of an oscillation with the weight on the card ; whence the moment
of inertia of the card may be eliminated, and we have

—

{U-^-P)II

in terms of the moment of inertia (i) of the auxiliary weight. Hence, for different cards,

with the same auxiliary weight, i is constant, and

—

* The equation of statical equilibrium between a twisted wire and a compngs-card

suspended by it is—

Mil sin. &^T. 9

in which the first member is the expression previously given for the moment of magnetic

motive force for a deflection, 6 ; while the second member is therecment of torsion, ce n-

sisting of the two factors, Tand 9, of which the first is a constant depending on the form,

dimensions, tension, and torsional coefficient of the wire, and the second is the variable

angle of torsion. Thus, we shall have for the magnet-power—

^^^^
II sin. S

and for the same wire and a constant tension

—

.7/ ^ - ^

—

y/sin. S

or for the same angle of deflection—

II

The angle of torsion, 9, is found from—

e =a — a,-S

in which ai p=, (he reading of the torsion-circle for S = 0, or the positi n of equili-

brium, ar d a the corresponding reading for the observed deflection, S -- S.
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Til? directive foroc is tliui sscn to b? an elgment in cacli of tliesc

iiietliods, as, indeed, it must necessarily be in every estimate of tlic

magnet-power of a compass-card, or of any simple magnetic needle.

Still, so long as the required determinations are made at the same place

on land, it will be sufficiently exact, within moderate periods, to regard

the directive force as constant, in which case the proportionality of the

magnct-poAver is independent of the directive force.

But, as already mentioned, since this element, under the combined in-

fluence of geographical position and the ship's heading, may vary in a

several-fold ratio, a proportional change must result in the remaining

elements of the determination, provided the magnet-power of the card is

unchanged. Hence, generally, in order to any reliable estimate of the

magnet-power of a compass, under the varying circumstances of its uce

at sea, the directive force mud always he known as a necessary jirdimiuary.

Now, there is no physical difficulty in obtaining absolute determina-

tions of the directive force by well-known methods whenever reqviired
;

and with this element absolute determinations of the magnet-power of a

compass-card could be had, if desired, by either of the foregoing

methods. Nevertheless, for all practical purposes connected with the use

of the compass, it is always quite sufficient to obtain relative values of

tlie magnet-power for the directive force taken as unity at some con-

venient initial point.

It v/ould lead me too far from the immediate object of this commu-.

nicatiou to enter more into details, of a purely determinative kind, in

relation to the magnet-power of a compass. It may be sufficient to

say, in passing, that the relative directive force, either on board or on

shore, may always be found by very simple means, and with sufficient

jirecision for the purpose in view^ With respect to the several methods

indicated, the second has certain advantages for use at sea : first, that no

auxiliary instrument is required ; and, secondly, that the removal of the

card from the compass-bowl is unnecessary, which, in the case of the

liquid compass, is attended with some inconvenience.

Developing ths magnet-power of a compass-card.—Now, with respect to

the two conditions of the magnet-power previously noted, it will be evi-

dent, from the second of the preceding methods, that the question of

gaining magnet-power in a compass-card will depend on the possibility

of producing a greater increase in the moment of inertia of the card

than in the square of its oscillation-time. If, by introducing a different

weight and distribution of steel, ' the moment of inertia is therebj^ in-

creased m times, while the scpuire of the time is only increased »
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limes, n being le&s than m, there is a gcdn of magnet-power in the ratio

of in to n.

Practically, this question resolves itself into two parts : first, that of

increasing the magnet-power in the formation of single magnets of given

weights and dimensions ; and, secondly, that of distributing the magnets

upon the comijass-card in a manner to increase the magnet-power of

the card.

First, tlie devdoprnent of magnet-power in the formation of single magnets.

—This question, which is essentially one of experimental research, has

been the subject of numerous special investigations ; but by far the

most exhaustive inquiry which has ever been made, although open, per-

haps, to criticism on certain unimportant points, was that of the late

Rev. Dr. Scoresby,* from whose elaborate research the following con-

clusions may be summarized, as applicable to our present subject :

1. That the selection of steel for compass-magnets should be made

from that known generally as the "very best," in the form of thin

plates.

3. That the steel, after being cut into pieces of the requisite length

and width, should be hardened uniformly throughout, and only an-

nealed or tempered sufficiently to prevent too great brittleness.

3. That the hardened laminge should be magnetized to their utmost

capacity by the most powerful inductive action at command, and eacli

lamina separately tested for magnet-power.

4. That the magnetized laminae, after being laid together, in contact,

with the like poles pointing in the same direction, should again be sepa-

rately tested for magnet-power, and all rejected that show any sensible

deterioration.

5. That the proved lamina? should finally be built up in magnet-piles

of two or more lamina in each ; it having been conclusively shown that

a contpound magnet, consisting of several proved magnetized lamina?,

takes on a liigher development of magnet-power than a simple magnet,

in one piece of the same weight and dimensions.

It is not, however, to be understood that the gain in magnet-power

from piling is proportional to the number of lamina? in the pile ; on the

contrary, with equal increments of steel, the corresponding increments

of magnet-power are successively smaller, decreasing, approximately at

least, in a geometrical ratio with the number of lamina? added to the

pile ; so that the practical limit of available gain in this manner is soon

reached.

* "Magnetic Investigations." By the Rev. William Scoresby, D.D. London, 184S.
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The conclusious of Scoresby, established more thau thirty years ago,

Avith respect to the formation of compass-magnets, have been frequently

confirmed, although little has been added thereto since that time.

These several conclusions may, therefore, be adopted, until, at least, we

are better informed, not only as the rules of procedure in obtaining

compass-magnets of the highest intensity, but as also generally favorable

to securing them of the greatest pennauoicy.

At the present time, with the use of the comparatively unlimited re-

sources of electro-magnetic induction, the means of magnetization are

greatly in advance of those employed by Scoresby. Quite recently a means of

heating and tempering the laminae f©r compass-magnets has been used by

Mr. E. S. Ritchie, which ensures much greater unifoimity, not only in the

distribution of the degree of hardness sought, but also in the subsequent

magnetization.

Secondly, the development of magnet-poicer in the distribution of magnets

vpon a compass-card.—If a magnet of uniform section be placed across

the centre of a card-circle, its length being equal to the diameter of that

circle, its magnet-power and weight will be proportional to the diameter,

and its moment of inertia to the cube of the diameter.* If, now, we

conceive this magnet to be moved in either direction outward, parallel to

its first position, taking up positions and reductions of length according to

the successive chords, its weight and magnet-power will progressively de-

crease in proportion to the cosine of the angular distance of the chord

from the diameter, while its moment of inertia will progressively increasi'

in proportion to a certain function of that angle, reaching its maximum

at an angle of 45'', after which it will diminish, till, at the angle of 80°,

the chord and all that depend on it vanish together.

Thus, with a magnet at the angular distance of 45^ from the centre,

its weight and magnet-power are each decreased to 0.7 and its moment of

inertia increased to 1.4 of their values, in comparison with a magnet equal

to the diameter of the centre ; and if two such magnets be placed upon two

equal parallel chords at 45", each of those quantities will be doubled, or

their weight and magnet-power each be 1.4 and their moment of inertia

2.8. Hence, it may be concluded that, by placing magnets symmetrically

•on equal parallel chords, it is possible to gain in magnet-power, though

at the expense of additional weight to be carried by the compass-card.

*The moment of inertia upon the diameter is proportional to :|-,and that upon a

eliordtoX (3cos. rt — co.g. 3 a) in wliich d is the diameter, and « the angular distance

of the chord from the diameter. The maximum of this function of a obtains for « = 45°.

ft is, of course, to be understood that the rotation-plane is that of the card itself.
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It will be shown hereafter that there are certain considerations which

establish a choice of these symmetric chords for magnet positions. There

are two such arrangements which are substantially equivalent, namely,

the single pair on chords at 30°, and the double pair on chords at IS''

and 45=" respectively. The following table illustrates these several rela-

tions at one view :

Distribution of Magnets on a Card.
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But, in point of Inct, it is a plij'sical impost-ibilily tl;at there should

be no resistance to the motion of any body within our immediate cogni-

zance ; and, consequently, we must expect, in . accordance with our pre-

vious assumption, an angle of set, or defect of sensibility, whose value is

represented by the moment of residance didded hy the. X)roduct of tJic

miignet-po^Dcr of the card and the directive force acting upon it.

There are, in reality, two different resistances to the motion of the

card : one is the friction of the pivot ; the other is the resistance of the

medium, air or liquid, in which the card moves within the compass-

bowl. The former is a constant ; the latter is a variable, depending on

the velocity of the card at any particular instant of its motion. The

moment of resistance, already referred to, consists, therefore, of the

moment of friction at the pivot and the moment of resistance in the

medium, both moments being referred to the point of the pivot as

the centre of moments. The moment of Resistance opposes the motion

alike during the increase and during the decrease of the angle of de-

flection.

{%i The moment of friction consists of three factors : the pressure be-

tween the rubbing surfaces, the mean radius of the area in contact, and

the coefficient of friction ; the latter depending on the physical qualities

of the pivot and cap, such as hardness, smoothness, etc. All these fac-

tors are essentially constant for the same card, except as they may be

liable to change with changes of^ condition.

The resistance of the medium is more complex ; for it not only in-

volves several distinct elements, but its law of action is somewhat uncer-

tain under considerably varied circumstances of the form and velocity of

tlie moving body. Nevertheless, it appears to be certain that the resist-

ance of a medium, properly so-called, is solely a function of the velocity

of the moving body, involving no absolute term independent of that

velocity. As to the form of this function, it is far less certain ; but we

are justified, from the results of experimental j-esearch on this svibject,

in concludiug that the moment of resistance of the medium to the mo-

tion of a body of unyielding form, like that of a compass-card, is repre-

sented by a product of five factors—the square of the velocity of the

card, its section of resistance, the mean radius of that section, the

density of the medium, and the coefficient of resistance
; the latter de-

pending on the form of the card, and possibly, also, on the velocity, m
view of tlie considerable variation in this element during the motions of

the (ard. Of these factors, all but the first and fifth are sensibly con-

stant for the same compass ; and of the fifth there is only some doubt
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whether it can always be expressed as a' constant for the same compass,

or must be modified somewhat for the variable velocity.*

I have entered somewhat more into dynamical details, especially in

regard of these resistances to the motion of a compass-card, than might

at first sight i?eem to be necessary ; but, in order to form an intelligent

judgment of the conditions which should control the construction of tie

marine compass, we must take into consideration the laws of the resist-

ances to the card motion, and these cannot be duly appreciated without,

at least, a deiinite recognition of all the elements of these resistances.

Now, with regard to the relation of these resistances to the sensibility

of a compass, it will be evident, I think, that the resistance of tlie

medium, however great it may be during certain stages of the motion

of the card, cannot give rise to any part of the defect of sensibility : for,

in the first place, in regarding this resistance as solely a direct function

of the velocity, it must decrease with the velocity and completely vanish

with the cessation of motion ; secondly, and with still stronger reason,

it should follow from the assumption that the resistance varies directlj^

as the square of the velocity ; that, as the velocity of the body dimin-

ishes in approaching its final position of rest, the resistance of the me

dium diminishes in the much more rapid ratio of the velocity squared
;

* With equilibrium between the motive and resisting forces, we have, as already

seen, the angle of set, or—

R
The defect of seni

But we have the moment of resistance

—

in which/ is the moment of friction at the pivot, a,zid'_F (v), a function of the velosity,

the moment of the resistance of the medium.

Again, we have the moment of the friction—

of which ^) is the pressure, «i the mean radius of the bearing surface, and the C032i-

cient of friction.

Also, the moment of resistance of the medium

—

F{c) = (;suKc^

in which v is the velocity of the card at the centre of section, ^the section of resistance,

M the mean radius of the section, .s the density of the medium, and i the C03rfl3i9nt of

resistance, which is possibly a function of v.

Finally, with the cessation of motion, 7^(r)-=0, a-2d 7^' b33DJi33 rsli^^i to,/', so that

the angle of set, or—

f
The defect of sensibility = - ^,

-
Mil
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so that, with the last clement of the velocitj', the last clement of this

resistance is a quantity infinitely smaller in compaiison.

Hence, it must be concluded that the resistance of the medium,

whether air or liquid, has no influence whatever on the ultimate angle

of set by which a compass-card deviates from a previous position of rest

after being deflected from it.

It is otherwise with the friction at the pivot ; for this being a con-

stant force wholly independent of the velocity, it remains the same,

during the smaller elements of the velocity, as during the most rapid

motions, until it finally comes into equilibrium with the motive forces,

and there results an angle of set, or defect of sensibility, which is re-

presented by the moment of friction din'ded by the pivduct of the magnet-

power and directive force.

There may be a question whether, in addition to the friction of the

cap upon the pivot, there may not be a certain amount of friction due

to the action of the fluid in the cap immediately surrounding the pivot.

This point is involved in some obscurity at present. It is not easy to

separate a possible frictional resistance like this from v/hat is recognized

as the resistance of the medium proper ; so that it is quite probable,

whenever the former has an appreciable value, that it should be merged

in the latter, in the results of experiment.

Consequently, the conditions most favorable to the sensibility of a

compass appear to be these :

1. That the pressure of the card upon the pivot and the area of the

surface in actual contact between the cap and pivot shall both bo as

small as possible.

2. That the material of the cap and pivot shall be as hard, as true to

form, and as smoothlj^ polished as possible ;
and,

;!. That the magnet-power of the card shall be as great and as perma-

nent as possible.

The pressure upon the pivot remains unchanged for the same com-

pass-card ; but both the mean radius of the rubbing surface and the co-

efiicient of friction are liable to increase—the first from the wear of the

material and the second from the irregularities and roughness of the

wear. The magnet-power is liable to decrease—in some cases very se-

riously from original defects in the formation of the card-magnets, and

in others from accidental causes incident to the handling of the compass

on board ship.

But whatever the angle may be which represents the defect of sensi-

bilitv, either at the outset or as the result of subsequent changes in the
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compass-condition, it is always an error of the compass:. Moreover, it

must be regarded as one of the most dangerous errors to wliich tlie

compass is liable
; because, vvdienever the actual condition of the com-

pass is unknown, its value is as uncertain as that of the function upon

which it depends ; and this may vary from an extremely small quantity,

when the sensibility is practicaUi/ perfect, to a quantity as large as unity,

when the senslhility is notldnrj.

In passing from the present topic, a remark may be permitted on the

preceding definition of sensibility. It will hardly escape notice that the

definition liere given is not strictly in accord with a prevalent habit of

vei'bal exijression, not only among nautical men, but in ordinary popu-

lar language. Tims, a compass is said to possess sensibility when " It

is lively," when " it moves quickly," etc., without regard, so far as I

am aware, to the condition which I have regarded as essential to the idea

of compass-sensibility.

Now, a compass-card, when nicely balanced at a jewelled cap upon

the point of a hardened pivot, is extremely susceptible to motive influ-

ences from purely mechanical causes, independently of anj^ magnet-power

whatsoever in the card. The slightest disturbance actually applied to it

may be sufficient to set it in motion. It is true that the motion will be

different in certain respects when the card at the same time possesses

any magnet-power. But the mere excitability of a compass-card, how-

ever great, and whether resulting in vibratory or other motions, cannot

be regarded as a true or sufficient criterion of its sensibility from a mag-

netic point of view.

The intrinsic property of a compass-card, alike with that of a simple

magnetic needle, is its tendency to return to its position of magnetic

equilibrium whenever deflected from that position ; and this is realized

under the combined influence of the exterior directive force and its own

magnet-power. If it fail in any degree to do this, its most characteris-

tic, not to say its most useful, property is so far imperfect. The ques-

tion, as it seems to mc, is not whether the card is more or less ex-

citable in its movements about its position of rest—for this may depend

on several distinct circumstances—but solely Avhether, in whatever way

done, it accomplishes unerringly, and with a nicety of precision that

admits of no doubt, its prime function. When it does this—which it

never can do except by accident, unless the resistances to motion are

so small in comparison to the motive forces as to be uninfluential—

then I think that the specific term seusihility is both significant and ap

propriate as the expression of such a fact.
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III.—STEADINESS OF THE COMPASS.

A compass-card is said to be stable, or steady, wlicn it maintains

its position of equilibrium, under the magnetic forces which act upon

it, without sensible disturbance by tlie various mechanical influences

which are liable to be called into action on board ship. A compass

may possess sufficient magnet-power and perfect sensibility, and yet be

so deficient in steadiness, during the rolling, pitching, yawing of the

ship, as to be practically useless. But any apparent compatibility of

deficient steadiness with perfect sensibility can only exist for a very

brief period ; for the effect of much motion of the card must be to

blunt or otherwise injure the pivot, or to wear the cap, with the in-

evitable consequence of increasing the friction, and thereby dhiiinishing

the sensibility.

Card-unsteadiness is a mechanical difliculty, and the remedy must be

mechanical, so far as it is practicable to have one without compromising

the sensibility.

There are two conditions of steadiness, whicli, at the outset, are al-

ways applicable to the cards alike of dry and liquid compasses. These

are

—

First, that the card shall have a tendency, whenever tilted to one

side, to return to its position of horizontal equilibrium. This condition

is satisfied by placing the centre of suspension well above the centre of

gravity of the card, and also, in the case of the liquid compass, above

the centre of buoyancy in the card.-

Secondly, that the card shall have no tendency to rock in one direc-

tion more than in another ; that is to say, no tendency to iocihble about

any of its dhimeters. And this condition requires that the material of

the card shall be so distributed as to give equal moments of inertia

about all its diameters. It is satisfied by arranging tiie relatively heavy

card-magnels in one or more symmetrical pairs, on equal parallel chords

of the card, at certain calculated distances from the centre.

* Tii3 er[uatio;i of stability of a compass card about one of its diame'ois may be rep-e-

sented hy

S:-^-l{P-B)c+ Pc'-xln. u

in whicli /'is the woig'at of tlie card in air acting Jowjiv?ai'd at tlie eetitie of gravity ; B,

the buoyancy (weight of displaced liquid), acfi'ig upwa'd at ihe centre of l)uoyaucy ; <.

the distance betweei; these two centres ; v, the distance between the centre of suspen-

sion and ihe centre of buoyancy ; (^ any angle of tilt f r( m the hi) izoiital plane ;
ai d S.

the sta' ility ; the sign + answering to the two cases of a downward and upward pres-

sure.
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But these conditions, althougli on the side of stability, so far as tliey

go, and quite essential to a well-made compass-card of any kind, fall far

short in practice of realizing even tolerable steadiness in the air or di /

compass •, for, while the card may not be liable to wabble, it is still

prone to rock in every direction, and, although prevented from actually

tilting over, it is liable to spin entirely round in its own plane under the

influence of sharjp jars or shocks.

Various remedies have been proposed at different times for this serious

defect of the air compass. One of these consisted in fixing several

projecting pins upon the upjjer surface of the card, which, by their fric-

tion against the glass cover above, might subdue excessive whirling and

rocking motions, although no actual contact need exist while the card

was in its more quiet and normal condition.

Another compass, v;ell known and still in use, of a celebrated maker,

has the provision of a very heavy card, weighing not much less than

ten ounces, supported on a fixed spindle passing through it, with upper

and lower bearings ; and this arrangement, whenever its resistance to

motion proves insufficient, is aided by a frictlon-brakc, which may be

turned on ad libitum, until the card becomes quite steady, as it undoubt-

edly should with the means at command.

The simplest and probably the best provision of this kind is that of

a merely heavy card, with enlarged bearing surfaces at the pivot.

These, hov/ever, are not a tithe of the different devices which have

been resorted to from time to time, as remedies for the evils of an

unsteady compass. I have referred to them merely as illustrations of a

kind of relief much resorted to even by intelligent navigators of the

present day •, and yet they certainly appear no more rational than the

recourse of the less-informed skipper, whose little craft, dancing like a

cockle-shell upon the waves, infects his compass with an excitement whith

he endeavors to allay by putting brick-dust in its cap. In principle they

are the same. The remedy, so far as it proves effective, consists in the

production of a moment of friction capable of counteracting the me-

chanical excitements to motion.

Without entering into any descriptive details, I think it may be sajd

that the prevailing idea of these provisions is that of a heavier card,

with more powerful magnets and the use of more rounded pivots. But,

with the increase of pressure and bearing-surface at the pivot, there

comes a proportional increase in the moment of frictio'i ;
and thus,

while the magnet-power is increased in a certain ratio, the moment of

friction is augmented in a much higher one ; so that, on the whole, there
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results at the outset iv considerable sacrifice of sensibility, attended by

a corresponding error of the compass. And this is not all, for these

heavier weiglits develop proportionally greater wear at the pivot ; and,

if to this be added the possible deterioration of the magnets, it is not

difficult to see that, even if the defective sensibility be tolerated at the

beginning, the error from this source is liable to become so great, and

withal so uncertain, as to make the advantage gained in mere steadiness

(never, I believe, very satisfactory at the best) of doubtful value, in view

of the possibly very serious sacrifice in precision.

If practicable, therefore, such a remedy should be found for unsteadi-

ness of the compass-card as shall not impair its sensibility. And this we
have by combining with the two preceding conditions a third, namely,

that of placing the compass-card in a liquid instead of a gaseous resisting

medium.

By the use of a liquid rather than an air medium, we gain the advan-

tage of the greatly-increased resistance due to the superior density of the

former, wliich, for the liquid likely to be employed, would not be much

less than 800 times that of the air. The law of the resistance Avould be

the same in both.

With tliis provision, the more violent the impulse to motion, the more

energetic the resistance ; since, as the velocity of the card increases,

the resistance of the medium increases in the more rapid ratio of the

velocity squared, while, as already noticed, the resistance decreases in

tlie same rapid ratio as the velocity becomes less.

This is illustrated by a glance at the two horizontal rows of figures, of

which those in the upper row represent velocities, and those in the lower

row the corresponding proportional resistances :

Velocities 32, IG, 8, 4, 2, 1, -i, i, i, -k, 15V

Resistances 1024, 25G, 04, 16, 4, 1, i, -,\-, -^i, ^h, yhj

Thus, a velocity represented by 33 encounters more than 1,000 times

the resistance that a velocity of 1 encounters ; while a velocity dimin-

ished to 7iV encounters a resistance of less than tuVit of that due to a

veJocity represented by 1.

Hence the admirable facility with which a liquid compass may adapt

itself to such opposite requirements ; in one case presenting the most

effective resistance for the destruction of all actual motions of the card,

however great ; in the other, offerinsj the least possible obstacle to such

motions, when in small arcs about the position of rest, whether in their

incipient or terminal stages.
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IsevcrthclcES, the rdvcnt.ngcs even of a liquid medium arc greatly en-

hanced by a certain auxiliary provision, of sufficient importance to be

regarded as a fourth condition of steadiness, to vrit, iliat of ilic use of a

hnoyant skeleton-card uith a minwuim 2jressurc at tlie x>iTot.

With this provision, the resistance to circular motions is greatly

increased, not only from the larger effective section of the card, but also

from the larger coefficient due to its skeleton-form ; and, at the same

time, the evil effects of the severe vertical shocks upon the pivot, expe-

rienced by the heavy disk-like cards, are greatly mitigated, in a higher

proportion even than the reduction of pressure at the pivot.

Of course, the well-known advantage of the gimbal action is not to

he overlooked as a fundamental condition of steadiness. But this pro-

vision is a condition of all marine compasses, besides being entirely

outside of the compass-bowl. Without this, or its equivalent, no other

provision of compass-steadiness would be of anj'- avail whatever, and

even the existence of such an instrument as the marine compass im-

practicable.

I have thus presented an outline at least of the considerations which,

in my judgment, should control the construction of the marine compass,

upon the basis of the three fundamental properties assumed at the out-

set to be essential to its most perfect action on board ship.

IV.—THE NAVY COMPASS IN THE LIGHT OF THE PRECEDIKG REQUIREMENTS.

The Navy compass, as already intimated, has the distinctive peculiari-

ties of a buoyant card in a liquid resisting medium ; the mean density of

the card being so adjusted to the density of the liquid as to produce a

small doirnicard pressure upon the pivot in the ordinary forms of ship

and boat compasses, or a small iipwnrd pressure against the pivot in the

special form of "tell-tale" or cabin compass. The compass-bowl is pro-

videel with a self-adjusting expansion-chamber, by means of which the

bowl is kept constantly full, without the show of air-bubbles on the

one hand or the development of undue pressure on the other, from

changes of temperature.

The ship compass of general use has a ly^-inch skeleton-card, with

provision for one symmetrical pair of magnets, a division on the outer

ring to ciuai'ter-points, and a carel-circle adjusted to the ring, which is

<Uvieleel to half-degrees. The bowl-circle, or outer edge of the rim upon

the bowl, is made rigid and turned strictly 1o gauge, so as to admit of

the interchange, from one bowl to another, of every azimuth-circle of
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its class. The compass is alike used in the steering-binuacle or for

azimuth purposes.

I shall now briefly consider, under the three general heads previously

treated, how nearly this compass appears to be capable of satisfying the

conditions therein set forth.

First, with respect to magnet-power.—Tlie magnet-system of this com-

pass- consists of two equal compound magnets, inclosed in parallel tubes

in the two chords of the circle, a little within the angle of 00 degrees

from the parallel diameter. Each magnet is built up of six laminae
;

each lamina being 6.V inches long, /g of an inch wide, and about .,',, of

an inch thick. Each compound magnet weighs about 880 grains, or a

little less than two ounces, with but slight variations.

The steel of which these magnets are made is that known in com-

merce as " Stubb's sheet," which, from numerous experiments by Mr. E.

S. Ritchie, has proved to be the best for this purpose, not only for its

uniform excellence, but for its magnetic capacity in both intensitj^ and

permanence. In this Mr. Ritchie has but confirmed the conclusions of

Doctor Scoresby, of thirty or more years ago, as to the superior qualities

of this (English) steel for magnetic purposes.

The laminas, having been cut to the proper size, are hardened and

tempered throughout their entire length, the process being so conducted

as to secure a remarkable degree of uniformity in the results. The mag-

netization is then effected by means of a very powerful electro-magnet

to their utmost capacity. After this, the laminte are separately tested

for their relative magnet-power by a deflection-needle, and the angle of

dsflsction marked on each ; and, finally, they are laid aside for a little

time in i^romiscuous contact. As required in the formation of card-

magncls, these laminog are next subjected to a careful scrutiny, being

tak.en, one by one, and again tested for magnet-power ; and every piece

which shows any sensible falling off, as compared with the previous

test, is thrown out.

xVlthough I was hardly satisfied, a year ago, with certain details in

the formation of our card-magnets, I am convinced that the present pro-

cess, as just described, is substantially in accord with our best know-

ledge on this subject, and is destined to leave little to be desired in

point of completeness and thoroughness for the end to be attained,

namely, to secure the most poioerful magnets, compatibly with the condition

of the greatest piermanency, for given iDeights of steel.

As to the actual magnet-power of the Navj^ compass, it Avas import-

ant to know how it compared with tliat of other well-known compasses.
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For the purpose of ;x comparison, I selected two 7i-iiich Ciirds of well-

known English makers, the best of their kind, and designed especially

for steadiness, as "heavy cards." One is designated as card " B, 468,"

the other as card "D, 305," the latter being a spindle card for double

l)9arings. The former has two magnets, and the latter four, in symme-

tric pairs. Both cards belong to compasses of the collected specimens

in my rooms at the Bureau of Navigation, and both appear to be in good

condition ; but whether either has suffered any loss in magnet-power, as

compared with its original condition, I am of course unable to deter-

mine.'-^ The Navy card is one of recent make.

The results of these comparisons, by each of the three methods for

finding the magnet-power, are given below.

COMPARATIVE MAGNET-POWER OF THREE COMPASS-CARDS.

I.

—

Bi/ the metJiod of deflections.

Designation of
compass.
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III.

—

By the method of torsions.

! !

De.ta«i™| Ten-
\,^n^}fo'„fSSL '"ISl?' ^"ele of

Relative magnet-
power.

of compass. ' sions. deflection.

N. C.

B, 468.

D, 30.1

Ounces.

12.5

12.0

Degrees.

90 W.
90 E.

90 W.
90 E.

90 W.
90 E.

circle. readings.

Degrees.

328
122
177

108

224
349

291.5

113.0

112.0

Degrees.

154
151

116
119

181.

179.

torsion.

1
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practical limit of magnetic development to which the card may be judi-

ciously pushed. No case even of apparent deficiency in the magnet-power
of t,his card has ever been brought to my notice ; and my doubt on tlie

point is, therefore, not based on the supposition of actual deficiency in

this respect for ordinary circumstances, so much as on the conviction,

heretofore expressed, that the compass-card should always possess a liberal

reserve of magnet-power—up to the very limit which may be imposed by
other conditions of card-construction—in order to provide for those laro-e

fluctuations in the directive force the effect of which might be to seri-

ously diminish the moment of motive force, and thus to proportionally
increase the defect of sensibility.

With respect to the question of magnetic permanency, our experience
is too recent with the present process of magnet-formation to permit the
expression of any opinion as based upon actual results. This, however
may, I think, be said : that the recent changes in some of the details of
that process are precisely such as, while obtaining a somewhat hio-her

average of magnet-power in the magnet-piles, are well adapted to secure
the most reliable state of permanency.

It should not be inferred that our previous experience has been par-
ticularly unfavorable with the results of the old process. So far as I am
aware, not an instance has occurred, within several years past, of a re-

ported discovery of any serious declension in magnet-power of the
navy compass. Still, this is a kind of negative evidence, to which I am
inclined to attach very little value, in the face of one positive fact to the
contrary

;
and I hope to have the means hereafter of ascertaining the

facts, on the return of our compasses to store after considerable periods
of service on board ship.

In this respect, as in many others, there is an important advantage in
favor of the navy compass—that the compass-card, being always deli-

cately balanced on its pivot in the bowl, is in the best practicable condi-
tion for maintaining its magnet-power, other things remaining the same.

But, whatever may be revealed hereafter by a closer enquiry into the
facts of our navy experience with the present form of compass, I am fully
convinced that magnet deterioration is a much more prevalent and more
serious evil than it is generally supposed to be by nautical men. I have
had occasion, within a year past, to notice a number of instances of this
kind, some of which were serious enough, and in one or two instances
where I least suspected it, and by which I was considerably astonished.

The whole subject of the magnet-power of a marine compass, in its

twofold aspect of intensity and permanency, has appeared to me of such
fundamental importance that I have determined to devote some time to
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its special study, witli the liope tliat I may be able to clear up certain

points not now as well established as I should be glad to have them.

Secondly, with respect to sensibility.—li will not be very difficult to un-

derstand v,'hy the navy compass should be expected to possess a high

degree of sensibility.

Keeping in mind tlie condition already stated, that tlic defect of sen-

sibility is equal to the moment of friction divided by the product of the

magnet-power and directive force, let us consider the actual relations of

these elements in the navy compass.

Now, as to this compass, the mean density of the submerged card ad-

mits of being so adjusted to the density of the liquid as to secure any

desired buoyancy, and consequently produce any desired pressure of the

card upon the pivot, hov.ever small, and whether upward or downward.

The minimum pressure at the pivot of the seven and a half inch card

has thus been adjusted to about sl.vty grains, at the mean temperature of

sixty degrees Fahrenheit, in order to provide for the variations of tempe-

rature and consequent changes in the density of the liquid ordinarily en-

countered at sea. It is necessary and sufficient that the least pressure to

which it may ever be reduced shall be such as to secure actual contact

at all times between the cap and the pivot ; and, on the other hand, it is

desirable that no greater excess of pressure should be had, beyond the

prescribed mean limit, than what is actually sufficient to satisfy the first

condition

It should be understood that these conditions of the card-pressure at

the pivot are alike applicable, or nearly so, to the ordinary case of the

downward pressure and to the special case of an upward pressure.

The relations of these pressures, downward and upward, to certain

specified temperatures, for a liquid of normal mixture, at a pressure of

fiftj^-eight grains at sixty degrees, have been noted by V.v. Kitchie, as

sliovv'n in the subjoined table :

Temparatiire

of liquid.



Again, so far as the choice of materials for the cap and pivot and the

forming of the bearing-surfaces are concerned, the advantage is still with

the Navy compass ; for, inasmuch as the bearing-pressure of the card is eo

greatly reduced, it will be allowable to use still harder materials and more

sharply defined pivots than would be admissible in air compasses of the

same size, whose lightest cards seldom fall below fifteen hundred grains
;

and hence it follows that not only the mean radius of the bearing-surface,

but the coefiicient of friction, may be reduced to smaller values than

they could have with the best possible form of air-compass card.

Accordingly, the moment of friction of the Navy compass is "materi-

ally smaller than that of any air compass. ' Thus, without placing any

estimate on the possible reduction of the two elements just named, the

pressure alone, as compared with that of the lightest air-compass card,

is not more than one twenty-fifth part, while it may be less than one-six-

tieth part as compared with that of the heavier cards.

And to this must be added the further advantage in favor of the Navy

compass : that, in consequence of the extremely small working-pressure

of the card, the wear of the cap and pivot is so small, even during all

the vicissitudes of the longest cruise, as not to materially increase the

friction or diminish the sensibility. In some instances a perceptible wear

of the agate in the cap has been observed on the return of the compasses

for examination ; but in general the change is scarcely appreciable.

We have, then, in brief, two signal advantages of the Navy compass

in point of sensibility : first, that of the^ extreme smallness of the moment

of friction ; and, secondly, that of the proportionally small liability to

change of that friction. And the second is scarcely inferior in import-

ance to the first.

How much should be added, if anything, for the friction of the liquid

in the cap, is a question which cannot be readily answered with the

present state of our knowledge on this subject. That it must be very

small, if, indeed, it be an appreciable element in the resistance of fric-

tion, appears quite certain, in view of such direct observations as I have

been able to make on the sensibility of these compasses.

In order to illustrate the preceding view by the facts cf experience, I

shall first give the results of some recent inspection-tests for sensibility

of a number of new Navy compasses received from the makers.

The test for sensibility consists in bringing the vertical cross-hair of

a telescope into precise coincidence with a division on the card-circle

—

as, for example, one of the zero-divisions ; then deflecting the card a

few degrees * to one side hj means of a small magnet, and allowing it

* The mnaller deflections are generally more severe tests thsn the larger ones.

7
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to come to rest, to note the angle of set or defect of sensibility. The

card-divisions are half-degrees ; and it is not difBcult by means of tlie

telescope to estimate tenths of a division, or twentieths of a degree,

and to appreciate still smaller parts— as small even as one-sixtieth of a

degree.

The tests were actually made by deflecting the card 3", first to one

side and then to the other, waiting in each case for the card to complete

its vibrations and come to a perfect rest, before noting the deviation of

the zero-division from the cross-hair. I thus obtained the following

results, in an examination of 10 No. 1 or 712-i'ich Navy compasses :

Def. Set.

...-,.-, iS^E. 0°.00 Not appreciable.
Of 12 compasses

-| 3 ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ appreciable.

Oflcomnass i ^ ^- .00 + W. Appreciable,
ui 1 compass

< 3 W. 0.00 Not appreciable.

., . , < 3 E. .00 Not appreciable.
Oflcompass

-J
3 y^ .00 -fW. Appreciable.

,,,. , (3 E. .00 -fW. Appreciable.
Ut 1 compass

^3 y^ .00 + E. Appreciable.

,..
, i

3 E. .05 W. Error of 3' W.
Of 1 compass -^3 ^ .05 W. Error of 3' W.

It is so seldom that any appreciable defect is observed in the tests foi-

seu'sibility of these compasses that I am led to regard them, in their

normal condition, as in this respect practically perfect.

I think it needs but a single observation, with the cross-hair of a

telescope nicely adjusted upon a division on one of these cards, to be

convinced of its exceeding delicacy of action. By observing in this

manner the behavior of a card after being deflected, as it approaches its

final position of equilibrium, it will be seen to perform a series of mi-

nute oscillations about that position, so small and relatively so slow as

to be scarcely appreciable by the unaided eye ; suggesting most conclu

sively, I think, as already indicated on theoretical grounds, not only

that the resistance of the medium at this stage is practically evanescent,

but that the friction itself must be extremely small, in order that the

moment of the motive forces acting at such small angles should l)e

capable of overcoming it.

It might naturally be asked, after what has been said of the Navy

compass. How does the test for sensibility result when applied to other

compasses ? In answer to such a question, I present the results of a few

observations upon compasses of different makers, from the collection at
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the Bureau. With the exception of the three Navy compasses, they are

all imported specimens of English makers
;

partly liquid and partly air

compasses. None has ever been in service, and all are kept -with the

cards freely suspended upon their pivots.

In making the experiments the zero or N point of each card was first

adjusted to nice coincidence with the east side of the hclher-Iinc, and the

defections were made with the aid of a small magnet.

.
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First. In the elevation of its Centre of card-suspension, decidedly

above both the centre of gravity and centre of buoyancy of the card.

Secondly. In the distribution of its heavy weights, not concentric with

the centre, in two equal parallel chords, a little within the angle of 30

degrees from the parallel diameter, thus securing nearly equal moments

of inertia about all diameters of the card.

Thirdly. In the use of a liquid-resisting medium, with the advantages

resulting therefrom.

Fourthly. In the use of a buoyant skeleton-card, adjusted to a verj^

small pressure at the pivot, from which result the several advantages in

favor of steadiness already enumerated under the general head.

Fifthly. In the preponderating inertia of the liquid mass over its fric-

tion against the interior surface of the bowl, in consequence of which

any sudden impulse given to the latter causes it to slip ever or round the

liquid without communicating any sensible motion to it and through it to

the card.

A remarkable illustration of the steadiness of the Navy compass came

under my observation, a year or two ago, at the Messrs. Ritchie's, in

Brookline. One of the earliest appliances devised by Mr. Ritchie, Senior,

for the pi'actical study of the behavior of a marine compass, is a very

eff3ctive arrangement for testing its steadiness. This apparatus, which

was erected in the attic story of the workshop, consisted of a strong

frame-work, with moving parts on opposite trunnions, so as to admit of

giving to a projecting head-piece rolling and pitching motions, mingled

with occasional severe jars and shocks of the most exaggerated kind. He

called it his "model of a ship" ; but a ship could hardly live in a sea

that would cause such motions.

I mounted this arrangement on one occasion with Mr. Ritchie, when we

had one of the Navy TJ^-inch compasses and one of the Tf^'-inch air com-

passes of the best construction. The two compasses were placed side by

side on the projecting head-piece, about three feet apart. The effect, as

seen by us from our more elevated position, was sufficiently striking. The

card of the air compass not only would roll and vibrate in the most extra -

ordinary manner, but frequently spin round and round ; while the card of

the liquid-compass had hardly any appreciable motion, the only apparent

motion being a slight swing from left to right, and from right to left,

and even this was synchronous with the alternate motions in azimuth of

the head-piece on which the compasses were placed. Although I made

no measurements to strictly confirm this impression, I could hardly resist

the conviction that the small apparent motion of Die card was in reality
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due to the actual swing in azimuth of the lubber-line. It seemed to me,

from such a test, that the steadiness of the liquid-compass might justly

be regarded as sensibly perfect.

Before concluding my review of j the Navy compass, in -which I have

not hesitated to set forth with some prominence its manifold advantages,

I should not omit, I thint, to mention its defect, not as a peculiarity of

this compass, but as inherent to the construction of all liquid compasses.

It is the practical difficulty in effecting readjustments of the card equili-

brium, if found necessary for the correction of defective liorizontality,

resulting from any considerable changes in the magnetic dip.

This difficulty is simply one of inconvenience in opening the bowl to

gain access to the card. It is easily enough managed^ by a person accus-

tomed to it, with the appliances of the workshop, but it is a rather trouble-

some operation under different circumstances.

At present, the only remedy is the provision previously mentioned as

one of the mechanical conditions of a steady card, namely, that of elevat-

ing the centre of suspension "well above" the centre of gravity of the

card. By this means, it is intended to give to the card such an excess

of stability as to overcome its tendency to obey the varying vertical com-

ponent of the earth's magnetic force in different magnetic latitudes.

That this provision is sufficient, within moderate limits of the change of

dip, to prevent any appreciable error from defective liorizontality, is, I

think, quite probable ; but how far it may be relied on, under more ex-

treme changes, is a question that must be settled by careful observa-

tions with the opportunities that may be furnished by practical experi-

ence. So far as I am aware, not an instance has been reported to the

Bureau"of Navigation, during all the Navy experience with this compass

of any difficulty in this particular, or of any apprehended error from this

source.

But, as remarked in another case, merely negative evidence (or, in this

case, the absence of any express reference to this matter in the reports

of navigating officers) can hardly be accepted as conclusive that it is en-

tirely safe to neglect this possible source of error when sailing in higli

southern latitudes.

Nevertheless, I apprehend no serious difficulty in providing a practi-

cal remedy for this trouble, should it ever be deemed necessary or expe-

dient.

Another objection has sometimes been made to this compass, that it

is inconvenient to handle, as a portable instrument, on a tripod for ob-

servations on shore. This I shall dispose of in a word by saying that 1
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can conceive of no occasion for tlie use of any marine compass on sliore,

when a good surveying compass, costing less than a third as much, would

not be greatly preferable for convenience in handling, facility of use, and

precision of results.

CONCLUSIOK-.

I had originally intended to include in this communication some

remarks on the several instrumental errors to which the marine compass

is liable, besides the defective sensibility already noticed—errors essen-

tially of compass-adjustment ; and, especially, to have given some ac-

count of the adjustments of the Navy compass and of the degree of pre-

cision actually attained, as shown by our recent inspection-tests ; but this

must be deferred to some other occasion. It may suffice to say that I be-

lieve the Navy compass is susceptible of a high degree of precision, and

that it may be furnished to the service in a condition Avhich shall be prac-

tically perfect in this respect. I have said nothing of the azimutli-cirde ,.

because the compass itself is what claims our first attention ; it being

wholly fallacious to expect reliable results with the use of an azimuth-

circle, however excellent, upon a compass which ' is liable to serious

errors of adjustment and of defective sensibility.

It has doubtless been presumed, from the general tenor of what has

been said on compass sensibility, that considerable importance is attached

to this as one of the instrumental errors of the compass. In reality, I

believe its importance can scarcely be overestimated. The errors of ad-

justment, even when quite large, are at least of a fixed character, and, if

once definitely ascertained, may either be disregarded in ordinary cases of

setting courses and in working up, or possibly allowed for in cases of

greater urgency. It is otherwise with the error from defective sensibility.

This, even at the outset, may be sufliciently serious ; but, whether more

or less so, there can be no certainty with air compasses, however excel-

lent in workmanship, as to the amount of this error a few weeks later

after a little rough weather at sea.

It is sometimes asked, Of what use is all this refinement of an instru-

ment (generally concluded to be incapable of precision), so long as the

navigator is unable to profit by it, and when, if he could, he is well

enough satisfied if he can steer his courses to the nearest quarter of a

point ?

To this it may be said that, if we concede the sufliciency of such steer-

ing in an open sea (although there may be some who might regard it as

hardly close enough in these days of "swiftest transit by the shortcsJ
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route "), how is the navigator to be certain of doing even that with a com-

pass whose instrumental errors, unlinown alike in name and amount, may

be much greater than the assigned limit to his error of observation ; and

especially when, in addition to the assumed errors of observation and the

unknown errors of the instrument, the compass error is further compli-

cated by the uncertainties of the variation and the deviation ?

My own conviction is, as the result of considerable study of the sub-

ject, that, in view of the inevitable errors of observation to which the

compass is liable under the trying circumstances of its use at sea, it

should be our object, in the first place, to insure in the construction of

this instrument not only its practically perfect condition when put on

board ship, but its continuance sensibly in that condition during at least

one cruise of the ship ; and, in the second place, to facilitate the determi-

nation of the magnetic variation and compass deviation, considered as

compass errors in the reduction to the meridian, and to bring the uncer-

tainties of these determinations within such definite limits as it may be

possible to assign with a sufiicient knowledge of the circumstances of the
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INTRODUCTORY OBSERVATIONS.

Reasoning from the numerous applications made by commanding officers

to the Bureau of Ordnance, as soon as they join their ships, for some change

of battery, it must be a general belief that the total weight and character of

the guns is determined hap-hazard, and without any reference to known

principles.

In fact, the writer can call to mind only two or three instances during the

many years in Avhich he has been conversant with the affairs of this branch

of our Naval establishment where some change has not been proposed, gene-

erally on insufficient grounds, and often without any reasons being assigned,

except a desire for change.

The object of this paper, therefore, is to remove these erroneous impres-

sions, and to point out the basis on which the assignment of total weight and

character of the guns composing a ship's battery is made.

THE ARMAMENT OF OUR SHIPS OF WAR.

The main points to be considered in determining the armament of a shij)

are :

1st. That the aggravate weight of the guns should be in proportion to

the tonnage.
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2d. Having decided wliat this weight shall be, the next point of import-

ance is to dispose of it in the best manner to develop the greatest power of

wliich it is susceptil)lc.

3d. The relation of the battery to the speed of the vessel ; for al-

though it is absolutely necessary that a ship of war should exercise a

full power of offence and defence within the circle of which she is the

centre, next to this, and to this only, in importance, is her ability to

transfer this power to another point with certainty and rapidity.

We will proceed to consider these points seriatim :

If we were about to evolve the battery of a ship from our inner con-

sciousness, Tv'e should find the subject surrounded with many difficulties.

But, fortunately, the gradual progress of naval construction enables us to

proceed with cautious but certain steps from the known' to the unknown

witliout risk of serious error.

To exemplify our first point, we may take the old sailing frigate

Constellation as a type of what was considered to be, at the time she

was built, a well-armed ship. Her tonnage was 1,23G, and the bat-

tery consisted of thirty 18-pdr. cannon on gun-deck, and sixteen 32-pdr.

carronades on the spar-deck, weighing in the aggregate 100,700 lbs., and

throwing a broadside weight of 530 lbs. of shot.

In 1845, the Ordnance Board recognized the importance of reducing

the number of guns and inci'easing the calibres, and assigned a battery

of thirty-eight 32-pdrs., weighing 174,048 lbs., throwing a broadside

weight of metal of 674 lbs., and 22 lbs. of explosive material.

In 1853, her sister ship, the Macedonian, carried a battery of two 10-

in. in pivot, sixteen 8-in. and two 33-pdrs. in broadside, weighing in the

aggregate 158,432 lbs., and throwing a broadside in metal of 672 lbs.,

with 26 lbs. of explosive material.

Finally, Admiral Dahlgren proposed for these ships a battery of eigh-

teen 9-in. guns, weighing 164,000 lbs., broadside weight of metal, 721 lbs.,

v>ith an explosive content of 30 lbs.

It will be observed that in these changes, m.ade by competent autho-

rity, the relation of weight of battery to tonnage of ship was closely ad-

iiered to, while augmenting the power of the armament by reducing the

number of guns and increasing the calibres.

With the first introduction, however, of steam into the navy, a de-

parture from the law of relation of armament to tonnage of ship became
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unavoidable, because the pioneer paddle-steamers did not afford tlie re-

quisite room and conveniences for proportionate batteries. It was evident

to all seamen that the few guns carried by these vessels were entirely dis-

proportionate to their tonnage, and the success of the screw was at once

accepted by our best thinkers as a solution of the problem. The Prince-

foiK the felicitous conception of Commodore Stockton, was a move in

the right direction, which we failed at the time to follow up, and still

continued to build side-wheel steamers.

Even after the screw was determined on as the motor, there was

manifested a great indisposition to sacrifice gun-power to facility of shift-

ing one's position ; and, although the five frigates of the Wabash class

had only auxiliary power, the conservative spirit of the day reduced the

effective force of the battery one-fourth by substituting on the spar-deck

S-in. and 10-in., in lieu of 9-in. and 11-in-., as originally assigned. This

defect, however, has since been remedied by the unification of the broad-

side battery, and the ships of this class now carry a weight in guns bel-

ter proportioned to their tonnage, though not excessive, viz., forty-two

l)-in., two 11-in., and two 100-pdr. rifles.

We may remark, in connection with these ships, that the plans of Ad-

miral Dahlgren contemplated for all of them an entire spar-deck bat-

tery of 11-in. guns ; and the details exist for mounting six on the spar-

deck of the Franklin; in which, however, he was overruled. The

Niagara alone was the first ship to realize the conception of speed and

power combined ; but owing to faults of construction, she never was a

favorite ship.

We next come to vessels of the Hartford class, which were con-

structed to carry a respectable armament combined with full power of

movement.

If we assume these ships to have been well armed, as is admitted by

every one, and take the ratio of weight of battery to tonnage, the light-

est armed {Hartford, Bichmond, sixteen of 9-in. in broadside) will give

us a factor of 108 lbs. of gun to each ton. The heavier ships of the

class, Brooklyn, Pensacola, armed with twenty 9-in. and one 11-iu., give a

factor of 130 lbs. to the ton.

Applying the least of these factors to the later full-powcrcd ships of

the Phjmotith class, we have a total weight of battery of 121,176 lbs.

= fifty-four tons, proportionate to their tonnage.

Now, these ships were originally designed to carry two 11-in. in i
ivot

;
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but, for constructor's reasons, the after-pivot was omitted, and the bat-

tery modified to consist of —

Glint. Weight of Broadside.

One 11-in. . . 1(5,000 ll)s. 136 lbs. (shell).

Six 8-in. . . . 39,000 " 150 "

One GO-pdr. . . 5,000 " 60 "

60,000 lbs. 346 lbs.

a weight of guns and broadside entirely disproportionate to their ton-

nage.

Substitute six 9-in. for tlie 8-in. increases the weight of battery and

of broadside to 75,000 and 400 lbs. respectively. But, in fact, these ships

should carry

—

Weigh of Broadside.

136 lbs. (shell).

350 "

60 "

111,000 lbs. 546 lbs.

It may be claimed, however, by some that these ships have not sulH-

cient breadth for the 9-in., and that their deck-beams and scantling are

too light to support such weights. If this be really the case, then we

would propose, as a compromise, for such a ship, an armament of

—

Gu .
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We next essayed two classes of vessels, with different pov/ers, in the

effort to realize the idea of a fast gunboat, heavily armed with cannon

of great range and accuracy. To these belong the Ticondcroga (1,049 tons)

and the Wachusett (695 tons).

Both of these ships are melancholy examples of the incoherent rea-

sonings of their several commanders and of the desire of the Bureau to

satisfy their wishes.

To the Tiamderocja, Construction assigned 78 tons for armament, of

which only 22 tons were for guns and howitzers.

The Bureau of Ordnance therefore detoimintd upon three of 11-in
,

with four 24-pdr. howitzers ; but before the vessel was finished, the

150-pdr. (8-in.) rifle made its appearance, and the battery was modified

to—

FIRST BATTERY.

Weiff7tt q/' Broadside.

Two 11-in 32,000 lbs. 272 lbs. (shell).

One 150-pdr 16,000 " 150 "

Four 24-pdr. howitzers

48,000 lbs, 422 lbs.

(Howitzer weights are omitted as too light to affect the question.)

This was an excellent arrangement, combining range, power, and facil-

ity of handling.

Her first commanding ofBcer, however, v>'ished to have some broadside

guns ; therefore, in order to satisfy him, the detail was changed, and the.

tirst battery actually mounted was

—

SECOND BATTERY.

One 11-in. . .
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A few months after, at the request of her commander, sanctioned by

th3 commandant of a nivy-yard, there v/as suhstituted a

THIRD BATTEKY OF

Twelve 9-iu. broadside 433 lbs.

One 100-pdr. pivot 100 "

117,200 lbs. 532 lbs.

Unforl,un:itely. this 103-pdr. ritle burst during the first attack on Fort

Fisher, and the ship went into a second action with fourteen of 9-in. in

broadside. (Tliis battery was shortly after landed at Philadelphia.)

The ship was now ordered to be fitted out for a foreign station, and

the original weights restored ; but the foremast havmg been shifted, and

a forecastle built upon her, there remained only room enough for liru

pivot guns ; tlierefore, there were mounted as a

FOURTH BATTERY,

Broadside.

Two 11-in. . . . 02,000 lbs. 373 lbs. (shells).

Two 9-in 18,000 " 73 '^

One 60-pdr. . . . 0,000 •' GO "

Four 34-pdr. how's

55.000 lbs. 404 lbs.

(This battery was reported by her commander as altogether inadequate.)

It will be observed that in all these changes of battery, the original

idea was lost sight of. However, the ship having now become deprived

by natural causes of the prime element of speed, it only remained for

the Bureau to make her as formidable as her construction would admit

of to all enemies which might come or be brought within her rcacli ;

and reverting to the factor of tveiglit proportionate to tonnage, we liavc

110,100 lbs. to be distributed in a

FIFTH BATTERY OF

Broadside.

Two 11-in. . . . 32,000 lbs. 372 lbs. (shells).

Eight 9-in. . . . 72,000 " 348 "

104,000 lbs. 520 lbs.

u'hich gives a fair mixed battery for pivot and broadside, and tends to

supply the deficiency of weight on the spar-deck, which is needed to

modify the heavy roll of this class of vessels.

The other ships of this class are to be similarlj' armed, after having

experienced, however, a round of changes which would give a dozen

different batteries.
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The Wachusctt was particularly the exponont of the " cooper-arouml

ths-cask" idea—a swift, handy, light-draught, powerfully-armed craft

which should be able to keep the ssa, in all weather, under canvas.

The armament assigned was

—

FIRST BxiTTERT,
Broadside.

Two 11-in 02,000 lbs. 272 lbs.

Four 32-pdr. 27 cwt. . 12,098 " 52

One 30-pdr. rifle . . . 3,500 " 30

One 20-pdr

47,596 lbs. 354 lbs.

Commodore Wilkes, who had his flag on board when she first fitted

out, proposed an alteration of the battery to

—

SECOND BATTEKT.
BroadAdi.

One 100-pdr., 9,200 309

Ten 8-in. 55 cwt., or twelve 32-pdr. 43 cwt., 61,000 or 57,792 lbs. or

One 30-pdr. rifle, 3,500 lbs. 267

He argued that the removal of the heavy 11-in. guns, and a distribu-

tion of their weight in broadside, would tend very much to prevent tht'

vessel from rolling so much. Said he :

"As for using the large pivot-guns, it is entirely out of the question

in a sea-way.

" There is not an officer under my command but is satisfied with thu

inadequacy of the armament of these vessels, and the uselessness of havin"-

such large and heavy calibres"; and he recommended a broadside battery

for all small steamers then in commission.

This subject of broadside and pivot-guns will be discussed further on
;

but my own experience is that the 11-in. can be cast loose and handled

in a sea-way when it would be difficult and dangerous with the broadside

guns.

The vessels of the Wachusctt class were not intended to iJerform the

functions of a broadside vessel like the old frigates and corvettes as it is

evident they would be very feeble in this respect, the weight thrown from
their broadside not exceeding 300 lbs.

But they were intended to have high speed, so as to overtake or leave

broadside-armed vessels, and harass them by deliberate practice with a few
heavy shells at ranges where the guns of broadside could not reach.

Their light draught was also to permit them to move in shoal water not

accessible to heavy vessels.
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If the vessel was deficient in the primary condition—speed—tlie pro-

posed change in battery would not afford a remedy.

As regards excessive roll, that belopgs to all propellers, and increasing

the weights should moderate the movement ; but it does not appear that

tliis can be carried to a profitable extent for want of capacity, nor is there

sufficient room for 9-in. guns.

However, her armament has been increased to a

THIRD BATTERY OP

Twoll-in 32,000 lbs. 272 lbs.

Four 9-in 36,800 " 140 "

Three 20-pdr. riiles . . 3,900 " 40 "

72,700 lbs. 452 lbs.

This battery is reported as "too heavy," "not room sufficient for 9-in.

guis," etc.—facts entirely within the cognizance of the Bureau, but over-

looked by commanding officers in their desire to secure increased number

of men.

There have also been added to the ships of the Ticonderoga and Wa-

rlm-v'tt classes poop-cabins and forecastles ; the weight of these, added

to that of the battery and supplies, without doubt increased the comfort

of everybody on board, but converted the ships into "tubs" which in-

efficiently perform any service.

The Junitita, 0<sipee, and Mohioaii have had even greater changes.

The light cruisers of 410 tons

—

Kansas class—were designed to carry

the 10-in. Parrott rifle (300-pdr.) of 26,090 lbs., but such guns were never

provided, and the vessels were, therefore, heterogeneousl}^ armed. At

the end of the war the

Kansas carried one 11-in., two 9-in., one 30-pdr. rifle
;

Nipsic carried one 11-in., one 30-pdr. rifle
;

Nyack and SJiawiiwit carried one 100-pdr., two 9-in., one 30-pdr. rifle, two

24-pdrs
;

Yaniic carried four 9-in., one 30-pdr. rifle
;

Saco carried one 60-pdr., six 32-pdrs., one 30-pdr. rifle
;

Pcquot carried one 150-pdr., six 33-pdrs., one 30-pdr. rifle, two 24-pdrs;

while the battery originally assigned to these ships was

One 300-pdr. rifle,

Two 24-pdr. howitzers.

Sufficient has been slato:! to show the principles on which the arma-

ment is based.
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First, the aggregate assigned to ordnance by the Naval Constructor

in distributing his weights.

Secondly, the weight of battery, which experience shows can be safely

and conveniently carried ; which is from one-third greater to double that

allowed on the given displacement.

Thirdly, the smallest number and heaviest pieces which can be con-

veniently handled, having due regard to space and tonnage.

It is to be observed that, since the introduction of full power into

steamers, the space below has to be carefully apportioned ; and that the

addition of even a single gun with increase of crew crowds the magazine,

shell, and store rooms, and cumbers the berth-deck.

Having, then, determined the totnl weight of battery for a given ton-

nage, next in importance is its distribution, with a due regard to the

accuracy, pov/er, and range of the guns.

The power of a ship of war may always be in proportion to her

capacity, and the largest -ship can always be made the most powerful in

offence as well as defence ; the smaller ship, on the contrary, can never

be made more effective than the larger, unless the means of the latter are

misapplied.

It has always been urged that a small vessel, v.-ith a single heavy gun,

can annoy and injure a larger vessel having, like itself, only a single

heavy gun.

But when the large vessel can bring several heavy guns against the

one gun, the cliances are increased in the same ratio, and the one gun

cannot attack with impunity.

One of the first elements to be considered is the ability to handle the

projectile in the confined quarters of a ship, subject to violent motions of

rolling and pitching. For obvious reasons, only one man can conveniently

handle the shot of a broadside gun, and but two that of a pivot gun
;

and experiment proves that the 9-in. and 11-in. are the largest shells

which can be so handled with ease.

There are, however, many persons of the opinion that some smaller

calibre, 32-pdr. or S-in., substituted in broadside for 9-in., may by celerity

<jf fire, and being more numerous for the same weight of batterj', more

than compensate for diminished accuracy and power.

This is entirely fallacious, and has been completely refuted by Ad.niral

Dahlgren in "Shells and Shell-Guns."

But we will here repeat the argument.
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The reasoning in favor of tlie 8-in. against tlic 9-in. is that, witli the

same weight, one can liave more cannon, and, firing faster, tlie weight of

metal thrown is much increased.

This argument is not new ; it was offered in 1813 by the English for

preferring the 18-pdr. to the 24-pdr., and has no better foundation now

than it had then.

The 8-in. weighs 6,.")00 lbs., the 9-in. 9,200 lbs., the rates being C5-92,

or nearly two-thirds—that is, three 8-in. cannon weigh as heavy as tv.'o of

0-in.

The 8-in. tlirow three shells of 51 lbs. = 153 Ib.s. ; the 9-in. two of 72

lbs. = 144 lbs.

In actual trial at the battery here, the 9-in. gun has been fired five

rounds at an average of 53 seconds per round.

Is it likely .that an 8-in. gun can be fired more rapidly ?

On board the Plijmouth, commanded by myself, and then cruising

as the ordnance ship, a trial was made for rap'd firing, with the following

results :

U. S. Ship PLYMouxn,

Off Cape Catociie, Sept. 10, 1858.

<4uns manned by the regular crews :

17 to 9-in. and 15 to 8-in.

Guns run in and all ready.
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Both cl-ews had bseil undei' cargful drill for more than three months.

Of course, no other pointing was possible than to preserve the guns

nearly in their original position when fired.

The cdcrltu of fire, then, from the 8-in. and 9-in. guns will not vaiy

materially under like circumstances.

At the same time I may remark that every officer knows that the time

required to load, fire, and run out is never the standard for accurate

practice ; that is controlled on shipboard by the difficulty of pointing

amidst the smoke, and disturbed by the rolling and progressive motions

of both ships, etc.; so that, as a general rule, under fair conditions, the

rate of good firing may be two to three minutes.

The original difference in weight of metal thrown by the S-iu. and 9-in.

guns should not be affected, therefore, by the rate of Jiir.

But it will be influenced by another condition, not generally consid-

ered in estimating the value of the lighter guns, viz., the inferior accuracy

of the inferior calibre.

That of both guns has been tried, with the most extteme care, at a

target 1,800 yards distant. The 9-in. was found to strike 75 per cent, of

its fires, and the 8-in. 50 per cent.

This difference was due entirely to conditions of weight and resistance

of spherical bodies moving through the air, and to the pointing of them
;

both being adjusted with equal care.

A sample of this practice may be seen at page 242 of my work on
"• Shells and Shell-Guns," though introduced then to illustrate another

application of the same principle

The weight of shell, then, that strike from an S-in. gun, will not, Vvhen

accuracy is involved, be equal to that of a 9 in. gun, and the difference

in accuracy will reduce the weight of metal which strikes from 153 lbs.

and 144 lbs. to 77 lbs. from the 8-in., and 108 lbs. from the 9-in., or in

that proportion.

Again, the charges of the shells enter into the question
; the three

8-in. contain 6 lbs. of powder, and the two 9-in. a like quantity; but

each of the 8-in. shells contains only l/y lbs., while each of the 9-in. shells

contains 3 lbs., and Ave know that the action of powder is in far greater

ratio than its weight ; that is, the explosive force of the 8-in. to the 9-in.

charges is in a greater ratio than the weights of the charges 3 to 3.

This is an important consideration, as well as that of concentration

by reason of greater weight.

Again, the penetration of the 9-in. shell is greater than that of the

8-in. shell ; so that the former not Only enters further into the opposing
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sliip, but will carry with it a far greater bursting effect indivi-

dually.

In the foregoing data enough is stated with exactness to show that

the ordnance power of the two guns is hardly comparable, and that no

effort should be spared to use the heavier calibre ; whenever possible to

go above the 9-in , I would advise it, but never below it.

And the Ironsides has shown the power of the 11-in. broadside, as well

as the facility of using such cannon.

Whenever there is space on the deck that will allow the muzzle of a

cannon to come in, if only clear of the inside, the gun may be fought,

and any obstacles that arc removable ought to be made to give way

v/ithout scruple.

The next point to be determined is, should the guns be mounted in

pivot or broadside ?

The same reasons which cause the 9-in. to be superior to the 8-in. may

also be urged in favor of the 11-in.

The higher the calibre, the greater the range, accuracy, and povN^er.

The 11-in. shell has the content and nearly the weight of two of

9-in. ; and since the pivot-gun can be fought on either side, and usually the

9-in. cannot be shifted over, it is practically equal to four of 9-in. , whilst

its weight with carriage is little more than that of two 9-in.

The concentration of effect due to the explosive capacity of the 11-iii.

shell is even more important than that due to penetration and size of

orifice.

It will be seen by comparing the Ticonderoga's battery as first as-

signed, and the last one, now carried, that increasing the total weight of

battery from 22 to 54 tons only increased her power one-fifth, from 422

to 520 lbs. of broadside.

Notwithstanding Admiral Wilkes's opinion, quoted above, it seems

hardly credible that a gun should be more manageable on a carriage

placed upon the deck than on a carriage upon a slide.

Guns are generally used when the ship is in motion, and a pivot-gun

is always more under command than one in broadside. If a pivot-gun

cannot be easily controlled, then much less can one be which takes any

direction when fired, and is only limited by its breeching in the extent

of its movements. In action, on cither carriage, a gun requires free
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space in every direction ia its rear, and it is only wlien the gun is se-

cured out of action tliat the slide becomes an encumbrance.

The misfortune of the larger calibre is that its substantial benefits are

seldom visible before those who continually experience the disadvantages

of its greater weight and size.

The bulk of the gun, the toil in handling it and its projectile, are

ever enforced to the eye of the otHcer and to the exertions of the men.

But the great power it confers is not exhibited by the ordinary prac-

tice, and remains a myth until the hour of battle discloses the fact, and

permits the heavy calibre to tell its own tale more eloquently than tiie

most convincing arguments.

It has, however, been abundantly proved that the 9-in. gun is per-

fectly manageable on a broadside carriage in any vessel having suflBcient

room to work them ; still, the writer is ia favor of mounting them on

a pivoted broadside carriage in all vessels—having reference here to the

greater facility of training and consequent greater accuracy of fire, and

the preservation of the decks, the fibres of which are crushed by the

great weight resting on the front trucks.

The injury is aggravated by the neglect of executive officers to order

the guns run in whenever the decks are v/ashed, and keeping them partly

in until the water ways are dry.

I have approached this subject of broadside pivots very gingerly,

however, fearing the critical eye of a smart executive, whose snowy

gun or quarter-deck, the pride of his heart, is encumbered by such

troublesome companions.

It will be seen by the preceding list of batteries that the Bureau had

definite ideas on the subject of armaments, but often yielded to the

importunities of officers who had not very thoroughly studied the ques-

tion.

There can be no more striking example of this than in the armament

of the Kansas class.

The basis of armament is either

—

Given a ship of a certain tonnage, draught of water, and speed, with

so many tons of displacement assigned to ordnance, how dispose of that

weight to best advantage ?

Or, as in the Kansas class

—

Given a designated battery, what is the smallest ship which, on a

given draught of water, will carry that battery ?
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In every case, tlio Bureau assigns the smallest number of the heaviest

guns to form the weight, and prefers pivots to broadside when the deck

arrangements will permit.

For it is thoroughly established that a small number of large pieces

v/ill inflict injuries beyond the power of a large number of small pieces.

in order that she may exercise her full measure of offence, speed has

become the indispensable attribute of every ship of war. Witliout it her

powers are altogether incomplete, and experience appears to have deter-

mined that it is judicious to sacrifice a large portion of the armament

in order to procure great speed at any cost.

It is very right that v/hen a vessel of war encounters a superior force,

speed should be able to make her safe, but the necessary diminution of

offensive power should not be so great as to disable a first-class steamer

from matching any vessel of her own class of inferior speed, but pro-

vided with a proper armament ; otherwise her usual business would be

riummg—fgJiting the exception !

Although the large vessels of the Tennessee and Florida class were con-

structed on the theory of cutting up an enemy's commerce and flying

from his cruisers, yet it is repugnant to our notions to employ such

large and expensive vessels for this purpose.

It will often happen that in order to protect important interests, the

battle must be fought at all hazards, and that avoiding the action will

not serve the purpose. What then vv'ill be the chances of these costly

fabrics ?

It is, moreover, certain that v/e have a right to demand that our ves-

sels of war shall have equal speed with those of other nations.

It is by this equality only that our vessels shall select and retain the

distances they prefer, and less speed than this should not be admitted in

anj- discussion of the subject.

This does not mean that every United States ship shall equal in

speed the best ships of other nations, but that the average speed of our

navy, taken collectively, shall be equal to that of others, also taken col-

lectively.

If, however, our ship is inferior in speed, then the choice of distance

is with the enemy, who is supposed to prefer close quarters ;
but if cur

ship is properly armed, he can only reach this position after passing

through the deliberate fire of powerful guns.

The small vessels of the Kansas class, only 410 tons, were constructed
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to curry, and can carry, 10-iuch rifles—formidable guns to any but tl;e

very latest iron-clads.

In 1863, Assistant-Secretary Fox proposed. Admiral Dalilgren designed

the armament, and Constructor Lenthal the hull of a vessel of the same

length as the Lancaster, but -with more beam, to carry twelve 11-inch

guns in broadside pivots, on main deck, and two ll-incli in central

pivots, on spar-deck ; but the resources of our navy-yards were too se-

verely taxed during the war to permit its construction.

This antedates, by some years, the English Inconstant and Sliali (late

Blonde), with a similar arrangement of armament.

The great majority of cruising ships must continue to be wooden or

(its equivalent) composite vessels ; but with the introduction of iron-clads

of various degrees of resistance, these wooden ships should be capable of

effective offensive action against most cruising iron-clads.

And although the preceding reasoning is based on our present arma-

ments and wooden ships, it is equally applicable to an iron-clad fleet,

and there is no reason why our ships, heretofore superior to all others

in armament, cannot be restored to an equality ; for the time has now

come when we must prepare for an entire change in the armament of

our ships, although the principle for determining it remains undis-

turbed.

I am also of the opinion that this change must be the introduction of

the rifled cannon as the entire armament of our ships, otherwise w^e shall

find ourselves, in a war with any leading power, overmatched not only

in numbers but in power of individual ships.

This we cannot afford ; our ships, if few, should be the best of their

kind, and hitherto, so far as armament was concerned, were superior to

all foreign ships.

A clever English writer remarks of our ships in 1812: "Ey substi-

tuting long guns instead of our short ones, they secured for themselves

the immense advantage of being able, without loss or damage, luxuriously

to pummel us to death, at ranges which they had precalculated they

would be completely out of our reach."

But other powers have since adopted our system of a few heavy guns,

and have, after many years of experiment and millions of expenditure,

established two, or perhaps three, systems of rifled ordnance as Avorthy of

confidence.

1st. The system of breech-loading, known as Krupp's, to whom it owes

its experimental development, though it is understood that this system

was pressnted to Captain Wise, one of my 'iradacessors, years before
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Krupp adopted it. Tli? e33onti:il feature 3, the round-backed wedge, the

locking-screw, and the gas-check arc due to our countryman, Bioadwel].

Exhaustecl by the war, we had no means of experiment, and he received

no encouragement. It is, however, probable that it would not have proved

a success in our hands, owing tc the state of the steel manufacture in our

country at that time.

3d. IVie French System. —Thl'i, which has been successfully applied to

the largest calibres, is also an American invention, developed in France,

and is, in my opinion, the best method mechanically of closing the breech,

particularly^ for small calibres.

3d. The Woohcich muzzle-loading has met with success as a gun ; but

its studded projectile is far inferior to our expanding system.

Recent advices show that after pooh-poohing our expanding system for

mxny yeavs, an;l experimenting on wads and gas-checks to prevent ero-

sion in the bore of their muzzle-loading guns, our English friends are

about abandoning the studded projectiles for our own plan.

The principal advantage of rifle cannon consists in their greater pene-

tration, due to the concentration of effect on a smaller and better form of

surface ; next, in greater explojive contents for same weight ; then range
;

and, lastly, accuracy.

Tiie aceuraey of spherical projectiles is, however, quite sufficient at

usual eng.iging di-stances, and the difference due to a rifle projectile is

quite lost in the difiiculties of aiming and the motion of both vessels.

That tlie rifle to be adopted should be a breech-loader is, I think, ob-

vious, and for two principal reasons :

1st. In order to utilize a slow powder less destructive to the gun, the

bore must have greater length in order to admit of a longer time for the

gases to act.

2d. S'.nce guns wear out by the rush of gas over the projectile in

muzzle-loaders, scoring the bore is largely prevented by breech-loading.

To these we may add that, with the increased length of gun, the beam"

of very few ships will permit the muzzle of the gun to come within the

port for convenient loading.

That there is no risk of aeeident from overloading, and that incipient

cracks are easily detected.

Having no colonies, it is not probable that we will ever construct

cruising iron-clads, nor does it appear to be necessary, since most of

those now in existence may be pierced by their own guns, or such guns

as they should carry, if properly armed.

Since the general introduction of armored ships, the conditions of war-
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fare have been altered, and the subject of penetration has become of para-

mount importance.

With wooden ships, the mere lodgment of a shell in the side before

its explosion might inflict a fatal injury ; but against armored ships com-

plete perforation is essential.

The form of the projectile, its material, cross-section, weight, and ve-

locity on impact, must be such as to ensure this, or it will be practically

harmless.

Experiment has proven that shells containing a suitable bursting charge

may be driven through plates of a thickness equal to the calibre at short

ranges, and this is about the limit of useful effect.

Therefore, with the present types of armored ships, carrying from 4}^

to 6 inclies of armor, 7" is the lowest calibre on which we can rely to ensure

perforation, taking into consideration oblique impact, even at sliort range.

The English have, however, settled on the 8-in., the Prussians 8I4

(31 centm.), and the French 7.5 (19 centm.), as the gun for general ser-

vice, weighing from 17,000 to 20,000 pounds, firing vrith charges of 27.5

to 35 pounds of powder, projectiles from IIG to 180 pounds, capable

of perforating G" of iron at 1,000 yards.

At present we have no guns, except those in the monitors, Avhich will

injure seriously the lightest armored vessel.

Substitute a 7-in. or 8-inch rifle for the U-in. smooth-bore, and fev,- of

them would come off without great damage from the more numerous

cannon of the unclad ship.

The monitors are deflcient in speed : though formidable antagonists at

close quarters, their sphere of offence does not extend beyond 500 yards,

which might be increased to 3,500 yards by the substitution of an efficient

rifle of the same weight, 10-in. or 11-in. calibre, for the 15-in. smooth-bore.

Various projects have been brought forward to convert our present

smooth-bore guns into rifles ; but these are all make-shifts, permissible

in time of war, but unpardonable waste in peace. Our futile efforts to

utilize the old small-arms should warn us to make no expenditures in

this direction.

Other nations possess much greater stocks of convertible guns, but

none have thought fit to convert them, except by lining and reducing the

bore
; nor can they be converted to breech-loaders, which I consider the

essential feature in any rifled system.

A writer in the Army and Navy Journal of February 28, 1S7-1, gives

a summary of the objections to converted guns, which I commend to

your perusal.
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It is time- this paper should close, its principal object being to remove

ihe apparent impressions of officers that our ships are armed without

system, to be changed at the caprice of each succeeding commanding offi-

cer ; but I have been led into the discussion of other subjects bearing

on naval efficiency.
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Mr. F resident and Gentlemen of the U. S. Naval Institute :

As the subject that I am to bring to your notice has been before the

warld, as one of the leading questions of the day, for more than three

hundred years, it would seem that some apology should be made for

bringing it forAvard to occupy your attention this evening. My apology,

then, shall be two-fold. In the first place, in spite of all that has been

said and written, the object is as yei unaccomplished ; the isthmus still

stands undivided, and he who would to-day sail the great South Sea can

do no better than follow the track of him who first navigated its waters.

In the second place, in spite of all the attempts that have been made,

the isthmus has never been satisfactorily explored until within the past

four vcars.
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In view of the formidable nature of the undertaking, it is not, per-

haps, surprising that the realization of the canal project should still he

in the future ; but that the limited region -which alone could afford a

solution of the problem of its practicability should so long have been

allowed to remain unexplored, is inexplicable. Strange as this appears,

however, it is nevertheless strictly true. Six years ago " the territory of the

Isthmus of Daricn east of the Panama Railroad was almost a terra incog-

nita, and, according to most excellent authority, there did not then exist

in the libraries of the world the means of determining, even approxi-

mately, the most practicable route for a ship-canal across the isthmus.""'

I propose, with your indulgence this evening, by a brief reviev.' of

the results of the recent explorations of Commander Selfridge, to shovv-

that this long-standing reproach upon the intelligence of the age is no

longer true.

In considering the character of the Isthmus of Darienf with reference

to its capability of affording a practicable route for a ship-canal, the

absolute necessity for a capacious and well-sheltered harbor as a starting-

point upon the Atlantic side restricts the range of enquiry at cnce to

the vicinity of the three great gulfs which indent its eastern coast. Va-

rious terminal points upon the Pacific side have been suggested, but the

proposed lines all radiate of necessity from the Gulf of San Bias, Cale-

donia Bay, or the Gulf of Darien ; for these afford the only shelter from

the heavy sea that rolls in upon that rocky shore when the trade-winds

blow home.

The most northerly of these, the San Bias Eoute, has alvrays at-

tracted special attention from the fact that there is the narrowest part of

the isthmus. Several explorers had reported attempts to cross at that

point, which, however, they were prevented from doing by the hostility

of the natives who inhabit the northern coast, so that the only survey,

prior to that by Commander Selfridge, from which any definite informa-

tion was obtained, was that made under the direction of Mr. F. M. Keiley,

of ISTew York, in 1864.

His line, commencing on the Pacific at the mouth of the Chcpo or

Bayamo River, followed that stream some twelve miles, for v/hich dis

tance it is navigable at high water for the largest ships, and then struck

directly across the country in a northerly direction for the Gulf of San

* Rear-Admiral C. H. Davis, U.S. IT., " Report to United States Senate on Inter-

oceiuic Railroads and Canals."

t Under this name I include for convenience all the territory of the isthmus

south or cast of the Pajiama Railroad.
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Bias. The Cordilleras lie proposed to pierce with a tunnel seven miles

long.

The fact that this line is so short as to require a cutting of only

twenty-six miles impresses one at once strongly in its favor ; but the

great proportion of this distance that would require tunnelling, even ac-

cording to Mr. Kelley's plans (v/hich were necessarily defective on ac-

count of his reliance upon an aneroid barometer only, for a considerable

portion of his altitudes), would render the work almost too expensive to

be undertaken ; while the recent and more careful surveys show the line

to be much less favorable than the previous explorers had supposed.

With reference to our survey of this route Captain Selfridge says :

" The principal rivers flowing into the Bay of San Bias are the Man-

dinga, the Nercalagua, and the Carti. The Mandinga is the largest river

on the Atlantic coast between the Chagres and the Atrato, and our main

survej" was carried up the valley of this stream. The Nercalagua, being

in a more direct line, Avas also levelled up some sixteen miles to its

sources. I will not enter into the details of these surveys ; they were

carried forward to a successful end in spite of the very heavy rains during

the month of May, which were greater than ever before known by the oldest

inhabitants of the isthmus at this season. The lower portion of the bot-

tom-land of the Mandinga became a vast sw^amp, with from two to six

feet of water on it. In some places one would sink to the waist in

mire. Small streams became rivers, only passable by swimming ; our

bridges v/ere swept away, and it even happened at times that the rise

of the water was so rapid as to compel our people to take refuge and

pass the night in trees. Happily, the waters would subside rapidly, en-

abling us to continue after vexing delays ; each rise leaving the country

in a worse condition than before. Our animals were useless in such a

condition of affairs, and provisions, after being sent forward in boats as

far as they could be forced against the swift current of the river, were

carried on men's backs over miles of country where their path led over

steep and rocky hillsides, slippery from moisture, and through streams

and swamps. The survey crossed the 'divide' on the 7th of June, with

an extreme elevation by level of 1,142 feet. . . . The objective

point, the junction of the Marmoni and San Jose Rivers, the same

reached by Mr. Kelley's engineers, was attained. The latter's survey was

found to vary but half a mile in position—an excellent verilication of its

correctness, as it started from the Pacific shore more or less in error,

• while the initial point of our survey was absolutely determined by as-

tronomical observations.
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'"The magnificent hmbor of San Bias, the shortnc.ss of llic route, and

the general appearance of the interior from the sea, all gave great hopes

that we should here find the favored .spot for the successful accom-

plishment of our mission. But the prosecution of the survey, though it

showed a more gradual rise to a certain distance than other roiites, de-

veloped an altitude that it would require tunnelling to surmount. . . .

An inspection of the profile gives us a tunnel of ten miles as necessary

to span the intermediate distance between the elevations of 190* feet on

each side ; after this the excavation would not exceed, for the remaining

sixteen miles, an average depth of over sixty feet. A tunnel of ten

miles, however, would involve for this line, otherwise so prepossessing,

an expenditure too vast for me to pronounce it practicable."

We experienced from the Indians who inhabit this region none of

the hostility of which, as before mentioned, some previous explorers had

complained. On the contrary, they appeared to regard us with no dis-

like nor suspicion ; never watching our operations on shore, and ventur-

ing freely on board our ships, where they showed no little sagacity in

turning honest pennies by the sale of bananas, plaintains, and pine-

apples. They are, I think, in every respect the finest race to be found

upon the isthmus, and, though rather undersized, they have a frank,

manly bearing that is very engaging.

They do not dwell inland, but, exhibiting great good sense and taste,

have fixed their habitations upon the beautiful coraline islands which

stud their splendid gulf ; where, shaded by graceful cocoanut-palms, and

fanned by fresh breezes from the sea, they enjoy a cool, delightful cli-

mate hardly known elsewhere within the tropics. As these islands are

barely sufficiently large to contain their houses, they are obliged to re-

sort to the mainland to find room for their plantations, and there, in the

fertile valleys of the Mandinga and Nercalagua, they raise, with little

labor, an abundance of the tropical fruits that are with them the " staffs

of life." This insular mode of life seems a feeble image of that in

Venice—the place of the sombre-hued gondolas being here taken by light

and graceful canoes, hollowed from single logs, in the management of

which the Indians are no less skilful than their more famous brethren,

the gondoliers, so long celebrated in song and story.

Let us now turn our attention to the next in geographical order, the

* Captain Selfridge talfes the creneral ground that tunnel work will be cheaper than
open cut of more than 100 feet in depth. These views were somewhat modified in the case '

of the Napipi-Dosuado route, oa account of the extremely rapid rise of the dividinK

ridge at that point. See estimates of that route given further on.
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" Darien route' proper. The comruodious harbors presented at either

end of this line, by Caledonia Bay* and the Gulf of San Miguel, early

attracted the attention of those interested in the canal scheme, and many
attempts have been made to discover a route by which it might be pes

sible to connect them. But it is unnecessary to enter into the details of

these explorations. The thrilling story of the sufferings of Strain and

his heroic companions, in their ill-starred attempt in 1854, must be fresli

in the minds of many of you ; and it is sufiicient for our present pur-

pose to say that all explorers, except one, had united in condemning the

route. The information obtained by them, however, was not sufficiently

extensive and detinite to settle the question beyond a doubt, as is proved

by the fact that the pretended discoveries of that one—Dr. Cullen—were,

as late as 18G7, considered w^orthy of serious attention.

This extraordinary individual, professing to have crossed several times

directly between Caledonia Bay and the Gulf of San Miguel, published a

work descriptive of his remarkable journeys and discoveries. Estimating

in this the cost of a canal by his route with the greatest nicety, and

illustrating it with a bird's-eye view of the work as it was to appear

when completed, with the largest streams rushing through without let

or hindrance from lock or tunnel, he made a profound sensation—^o

profound, indeed, as to deceive to a considerable extent even the most

learned geographers, by whom he was awarded great credit for his dis-

coveries, although it a^ipears that his statements were always received

with considerable allowance, as being unsubstantiated by reliable notes

and records.

A comparison of his description of a remarkable depression in the Cor

dilleras, near Caledonia Bay, with the facts as ascertained by Com
mander Selfridge, will show the limited foundation of fact upon which

rested the doctor's grand superstructure of fancj'. Pie says: "From the

sea-shore (Port Escoces) a plain extends for nearly two miles to the base

of a ridge of hills which runs parallel to the coast, and ichose Mqhest

summit is about 350 feet. This ridge is not quite continuous or unbroken,

but is divided by transverse valleys, through v,^hich the Aglaseniqua,

Aglatomate, and other rivers have their course, and icltose highest elem-

* This name was conferred by a colony of Scotcbinen who, under the leadership cf
William Patterson and the auspices of "The (Jompany of Scotland trading to Africa and
the Indies," settled here in 1698. They were on gaod terms with the natives, and ilour-

ished for two years, when they were obliged to abandon the settlement on account of the
hostility of the Spaniards and want of support from England. The bay and the country
thereabout they called Caledonia, and their settlement was known as ^ew Edinburgh.
See Burnev's " Pacific Ocean," Vol. IV., Part II., Chap, IV.
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tions do not exceed 150 feet. The base of this ridge is only two miles in

width, and from its south side a level plain extends for thirteen miles to

a point on the Savana River, called Canasas, which is about twenty miles

above its mouth."

Now, hal this b33n tra^, th3 cauil qu3stiou would have beon most

completely and satisfactorily solved, and further search worse than use-

less ; but, unfortunately, it is not true, nor is it even approximately cor-

rect. The "highest summit" of the Cordilleras at this place is, instead

of "35D feet," not less than 1,500, and the highest elevations of the Agla-

seniqua and other rivers of the Atlantic slope would in no case fall

b3lovf 500 or 600 feet.

Our line of survey crossed the divide at an altitude, b}^ level, of 1,259

feet. This certainly does not represent the lowest possible pass ; but, as

the line struck the Sucubdi River upon the Pacific slope at an elevation of

553 feet, we have a right to consider the non-existence of any pass under

that height to be incontestably demonstrated, else the Sucubdi must flow

into the Atlantic instead of into the Pacific.

The following summary from Capt. Selfridge's report will convej', as

concisely as possible, an accurate idea of the character of this route :
" The

Sucubdi, with its tributaries, the Napsati and Asnati, drains all the region

on the Darien line ; its bed, therefore, represents the lowest possible pro-

tile. The height of the junction of the Sucubdi and Chucunaqua was

found to be, by careful barometrical observations, 14G feet. Allowing to

these observations the extreme error found by experiment, 13 feet, there

will be found a distance of 10 miles on the Darien route from the eleva-

tion of 160 feet '=• on the Atlantic to a corresponding height on the Pacific

slope ; in other words, a tunnel of this length would be required. In

addition, there would be an average cutting of 130 feet for 10 miles or

more, and the Chucunaqua to be crossed by a costly aqueduct. The

route by the way of the Sassordi and Morti presents pretty much the same

results. . . . An inspection of the profile of this line will show a tun-

nel of not less than 8 miles necessary, besides very deep cutting in the

valley of the S.issordi. ... No further surveys of the routes can be

necessary to give proof of their impracticability."

The inhabitants of this part of the isthmus are divided into small tribes

tliiit take their names from the rivers upon which they live. Thus, upon

the coast, we have the Caledons and Sassardies ; and upon the Pacific

slope, the Sucubdies, Asnatics, Chucunaquas, and Mortics. The coast

* 160 feet above plane of mean tide, plus 30 feet below for depth cf water in canal,

jiives 190 feet. (See previous foot-note.)
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Indians, fi-om their frequent intercourse with traders, who visit them prin-

cipally to obtain cocoanuts, are somewhat civilized ; but tlie hravos of tlie

interior have never been conquered by the whites, and own no allegiance

to any government but that of their own chiefs, chosen according to the

traditions handed down from time immemorial. Their government is patri-

archal in its character, and not hereditary, the authority of a chief passing,

usually, upon his death, to the next oldest man ; respect for age appearing

thus to be one of their most strongly-marked characteristics.

They had all been represented to us as extremely savage and warlike,

it being said that they could muster a thousand warriors, who would resist

to the last all attempts to penetrate their territory. Whether or no this

sanguinary disposition may be truthfully attributed to the Chucunaquas

and Morties I cannot say, as our explorations did not take us in the

vicinity of their villages; but it is certainly a libel upon the Sucubdies, for

we went through their entire country, and they appeared to be a most

mild and inoffensive people—a tribe of farmers rather than warriors, exhi-

biting the quiet temperament to be expected among peaceful tillers of the

soil.

Living, indeed, in a country where nature repays the minimum of labor

with the maximum of harvest, and having none of the artificial wants con-

sequent upon civilization, we should naturally expect to find them indo-

lent and quite the opposite of Avarlike or aggressive,—and such they seem

to be.

They arc not, however, wanting in intelligence and quick perception,

nor in a chivalrous disposition that leads them to succor the weak, admire

courage, and despise cowardice. As a case in point, one of our men,

whom, being accidentally and severely wounded, we were obliged to leave

among them for several days while we were going down the river and

returning, was treated by them with the greatest kindness ; while another,

who, dreading the rough march and possible danger ahead, sneaked from

the ranks and started upon his return, was recognized by them at once

as a poltroon, and treated, very justly, with great contempt and indignity.

They were not at all in favor of the canal project as they were able

to comprehend it from their simple standpoint, evidently fearing that, by

the advent of strangers, they would be dispossessed of their fair lands,

and driven off, without just compensation, to shift for themselves as best

they might. They also expressed great fears lest the canal, should one be

constructed, would let the waters of the Pacific in upon them and drowui

them out. The former apprehension would, I fear, have been only too

well justified by the event, had their countrv proved favorable to the

9
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enterprise ; but, as they live some 500 feet above the level of the sea, the

latter would doubtless have proved unfounded.

Some circumstances appear to give the color of trutli to the re-

ports of the savage character of the Chucunaquas and Morties. The

chronicles of the early Spanish settlers contain frequent accounts of mas-

sacres b}' the former tribe,""' and it is reported that they killed a party of

rubber-hunters who penetrated their country during the summer succeed-

ing oar visit. The Morties killed four men belonging to an English expe-

dition under Commander Prevost, in 1854, and the same tribe made some

threats against one of our parties that operated in their vicinity, v/hich,

however, they did not attempt to put into execution
; thinking, no doubt,

-that our breech-loaders were more than a match for their worn-out shot-

,guns and bows and arrows.

Let us nov; take up the next in order, the celebrated " Atrato-Tuyra

Route," so-cailed, the starting-point of which, on the Atlantic side, is the

G-ulf of Daricn or Uraba, and the terminus, as before, the Gulf of San Miguel;

the Atrato River being utilized as far as tlu; mouth of the Carcarica, whence

a cut had been proposed across the country to .such a point on the Tuyra

.as might afford the requisite depth of water.

Concerning this route many extravagant accounts have been pub-

lished, all of which, it appears upon candid investigation, could have had

but little foundation other than that which existed in the imaginations

of their authors. Not, indeed, that I would deny honesty of intention to

the gentlemen in.question, for I am well aware of the fact that the attempt

to gain any idea of these regions otherwise than by laborious and patient

examination, with the aid of instruments of precision, is sure to result in the

complete misleading of tlie explorer, no matter how honest his intentions
;

while we all know that it is a weakness of human nature to see only Aviiat

we want to see, and to make our observations agree with our wishes, by dint

sometimes, perhaps, of rather violent twisting. At all events, it is certain

that the favorable reports of this route are entirely erroneous, as will

appear by a glance at tlie map exhibiting the topography of the locality.

"I am inclined to think that the Spaniards applied the general name Chucunaqaa to

iill the Indians of that region, otherwise the tribe which now bears the name must have
been much larger then than it is now.

The following item, dated Panama, March 22, 1874, would seem to indicate that this

tribe is still inclined to defend their domain with as much spirit as of old :
" The Indians

of Darion, inhabiting the banks of the river t'hucunaqua, having refused to allow the

caoutchouc gatherers to collect that product on their territories, the Government sent

some fifty soldiers to enquire into the matter. It seems that, on the 15th ult., they went
up the rivor and were attacked by the Indians. From news just received, it appears
that some sixteen of the soldiers were' killed, and the expedition, it is feared, has
failed."
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You will observe that the Cordilleras of the isthmus sv/eep to the west-

ward in an unbroken chain to join the coast range of South America.

This portion of the ridge, indeed, is of no great altitude, yet it is per-

fectly well marked and continuous. Our regular survey crossed at an

elevation of 712 feet, while, a little further north, Gapt. Seliridge found

a height of only 400 feet, estimated from rough observations with a

pocket-barometer. No great reliance, of course, can be placed on those

rough figures thus roughly determined, but there can be little doubt that

the "Pass of Carcarica," as the place is called, is the lowest on the conti-

nent, except on the line of the Panama Railroad.

But the utility of this route for canal purposes does not by any means

depend upon the height of this ridge alone—that is, indeed, of minor im-

portance ; for the entire country is filled with hills from the divide itself

to the junction of the Yape and Tuyra Rivers, near which tide ends.

The character of the country is well described by Capt. Selfridge, who,

after detailing in his report the results obtained by his extensive explora-

tions in this vicinity, thus sums up the matter: "As the facts unfolded

themselves they caused a bitter disappointment ; for I had been led by the

appearance of the country on the Atlantic slope, and the reports of those

v»-ho had visited the Pacific side, to expect a different result. . . . The

v/hole country from the Tuyra to the divide is a net-work of hills, and

the highland between the mouth of the Cue and the Paya, rising some-

times to 490 feet, "was totally unexpected. The long extent of swamp-

land on the Atlantic side is another very bad feature of this route. To

show its impracticability, I have calculated the amount of excavation

necessary, supposing we locked up to the mouth of the Cue River, which

is 160 feet above the sea. It amounts to the enormous sum of 45,711,500

cubic j^ards earth, 03,185,009 cubic yards rock. Two hundred and fifty

millions of dollars would not represent the amount necessary for the con-

struction of a canal by this line."

There now remains for our consideration but one other route within

the limits of the isthmus proper, and this is known as "Dr. Puydt's

Route," from its projector, who claimed to have ascended, in 1805, the

valley of the Tenela—a small stream flowing into the Gulf of Darien—

and to have discovered a pass only 153 feet high. Discrediting this re-

port, but wishing, as he says, to leave no doubt clinging to any portion

of the isthmus. Captain Selfridge obtained from a gentleman who accom-

panied Dr. Puydt his exact route. Following this, the country was pene-

trated some thirty-three miles. Having then reached an altitude of 083

feet, by careful barometrical measurement, and the mountains of the
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divide being plainly visible yet higher beyond, the oflicer in command

was compelled to turn back for want of provisions. He had, liowever,

gone far enough for the purpose.

We have now glanced hastily at the various lines that have been

l)r()posed within the limits of the isthmus proper, and, imperfect as has

been my sketch, I think you will be willing to concede that this at-

tenuated neck of land presents no route sufficiently favorable to the

enterprise to be pronounced practicable in the proper sense of the terra.

Wherever the spirit of adventure may hereafter lead men to look for a

canal route, Darien may, I think, be safely considered as eliminated

from the problem. To have achieved this result ; to have succeeded in

obtaining, often in the face of the most formidable obstacles, accurate

information where so many others have sought for it only to fail, can-

not, it seems to me, be regarded otherwise than as a great triumph for

our navy, of which we all, as Americans, have a right to feel proud.

But our explorers were not rewarded by these negative successes alone,

for their labors ultimately resulted in the discovery of a route not only

practicable, but in many respects eminently favorable.

The Atrato River, to which I have already referred, and which is to

play so important a part in the route about to be described, rises in

the State of Cauca, in latitude 5° 20' North, flows in a northerly direc-

tion, nearly parallel to the Pacific coast, for about 400 miles—following

the bends of the river—and finally empties into the Gulf of Uraba through

a delta comprising many mouths. It drains a valley of considerable area,

bounded on the east by the wes'i^ernmost range of the Cordilleras of the

Andes, and on the west by a range of low hills rising abruptly from

the Pacific shore. The topography of this region does not appear to

be generally understood. It is commonly supposed that the Andes are

continuous with the Cordilleras of the isthmus ; and so, in a certain

sense, they are, but the connection is effected only by a range of hills

of very moderate elevation. These hills skirt closely the Pacific shore,

wliich is left by the Andes proper at 3° North. The intervening valley

nfCords a double water-shed : one to the northward, drained by the Atrato

into the Gulf of Darien, and one to the southward, drained by the San

Juan into the Pacific.

Humboldt, in his "Personal Narrative," called attention to this fact

many years ago, but "drawers of maps" .seem to have paid him little

attention. He says: "The erroneous idea which geographers, or rather

drawers of maps, have so long propagated of the equal height of the

Cordilleras of America, their prolongation in the form of continued walls
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and ridges, and, finally, of the abssnce of any transversal valley crossing

the pretended central chain, has caused it to be generally believed that

the junction of the seas is an undertaking of greater difficulty than there

has hitherto been any reason to suppose. . . . The chain of the Andes

is divided at 2° and S"-" of latitude into three chains, and the two longi-

tudinal valleys that separate those chains form the basins of the Mag-

dalena and Rio Cauca. . . . Further west in the Cloco del Norte the

mountains lower to such a degree that between the Gulf of Cupica

and the Rio Napipi they disappear altogether."

Humboldt, who did not here speak from personal observation, was some-

what misled as to the height of the ridge between the Napipi and Cupica.

Hills 609 feet high are, to be sure, hardly worthy of being called moun-

tains, but they certainly form a very sensible line of demarcation. How-

ever, as I said, properly speaking, the Atrato lies entirely to the west-

ward of the Andes, having one branch of that range for the eastern

boundary of its valley, while the western boundary is formed by the low

hills that skirt the coast.

The mouths of the Atrato are at present obstructed by a bar on Vvdiich

there is only about four feet of water. But within this the channel is

broad and clear, and, as far as the confluence of the Napipi, not less

than twenty-eight feet deep in any part at the lowest stage of the river.

It was surveyed to that point by Commander E. P. Lull during the expe-

dition of 1871, and last winter the survey was continued as far as Quibdo

by Commander Selfridge in person.

Throughout this distance the Atrato is truly a most magnificent river.

Its valley was evidently once an arm of the sea, which has been gradu-

ally filled up bjr the denudation of the hills upon either side, and by the

decay of the vast masses of vegetable matter that yearly spring up and

thrive in rank luxuriance under the favoring influences of copious rains

and a vertical sun. In the lower portion of the valley this process is

still going on, and there are vast swamps, extending for miles upon eacli

side of the main channel, filled with the coarse gramalote grass, growing

in many places so thickly as to prevent the passage of boats, and pre-

senting the appearance of an immense meadow
;
yet underneath a deep,

strong current sets steadily seaward.

It is not, indeed, before reaching the village of Sucio, some sixty miles

from its mouth, that firm banks will be found to the Atrato ; but be-

yond that point they extend in unvarj^ng monotony, ten to twelve feet

high, and without a sign of a hill or high land in any part. On both

sides of the river stretches a level country, covered with an unbroken
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forest, wliicli is filled with precious woods suital)Ie for the builder and

the cabinet-maker, and with rubber-trees and valuable dye-wccds of va-

rious sorts. These forests must one day constitute an important element

in the resources of tliis country.

Tiie scenery upon the Atrato is but an unending panorama of luxu-

riant vegetation, exhibiting the thousand and one curious and fantastic

forms into which nature loves to weave her tropical mantle. Above the

dense, rank undergrowth, forcing itself to the very water's edge, rise the

tall trees, doubtless centuries old. Here stands one of gigantic dimen-

sions, its trunk and branches blazing with brilliant orchids, and com-

pletely hidden by the leaves and flowers of innumerable vines that cling-

to it for support and nourishment ; and there another, with scarce a leaf,

holding aloft its giant arms, -which afford a resting-place for hundreds of

screaming parrots, or a family of chattering m^onkeys, who grin at the

traveller as he passes, and cut strange capers, apparentl^y for his special

amusement.

Upon the muddy banks and sandy playas enormous alligators sleep in

the sun, v/aking only to slide lazily into the water at the shout of the

boatman or the crack of a rrfle.

Now and then may be seen a strange-looking craft, ci-ov/ded with

nuked neg"-oes, who propel tlie vessel lazily against the current, walk-

ing fore and aft the deck with their long polnncas, and keeping step to

u wdld, monotonous chant, strangely appropriate to the surroundings of

the scene. These are bangoes or harquetonins, trading between Cartagena

and Quibdo, laden on the upward voyage with cottons, nnisado, salt,

knives, guns, pistols, Yankee notions, and trinkets of all sorts, and on

their return 'taking rubber, ivory-nuts, gold, orciuilla, and the various

dye-woods of the country.

As may be supposed, the jDroximity of this stream, in certain portions

of its course, to the western shore of the continent, did not fail to attract

early attention ; and repeated attempts have been made to discover some

place where the low range of the Cordilleras of the coast might be cut

by a canal, and communication thus carried forward from ocean to

ocean.

Prominent among those who have been engaged in this enterprise we

lind again Mr. F. M. Kelley. His attention was first turned to a route

\)y way of the Atrato and San Juan Pavers—the site of the mythical

" Piaspadura Canal";- but, finding that impracticable, he directed his

* I say "mythical." because the existence of anything worthy of the name of canal

seems, by Trtu'-wine's survey, to have bebn disproved. It is, howevei, mentioned by
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efforts to t!is discovery of a line for ;i direct cut from tho Atrato to tlie

Pacific.'-

In this liis engineers v^ere so far successful as to find a route from

lIumJ)oldt Bay, by way of the Nerqua and Truando Eivers, to the Atrato,

which appeared so favorable as to induce the United States Government

lo talie the matter in hand. Accordingly, an expedition was fitted out

under the joint command of Lieutenant (now Brigadier-General) I.Iichler,

of the United States Engineers, and Lieutenant (late Cor^rmander) Tunis A.

M. Craven, of the United Slates Navy, for the more complete examina-

tion of this route.

These gentlemen completed their prescribed task willi the result of

"confirming, in all essential particulars," tlife work of their predecessors,

and by Gen. Michler a canal line v/as projected from Humboldt's Bay to

the Atrato. The entire length of this line was 45 miles ; it involved the

construction of two tunnels, one 820 feet and the other 12,250 feet in

length, and its cost vv^as estimated at one hundred and thirty-four millions

of dollars, f

But, notwithstanding these favorable results, no further action was

taken, and in this state the matter rested until the winter of 1871, v^hen

Gapt. Selfridge, then engaged on the Atrato-Tuyra route, had his atten-

tion called to the advantages of Cupica Bay and the so-called "Xapipi

lloute." He accordingly detailed a party which, commencing at Limon

Bay, an arm of Cupica, crossed the divide and followed the Napipi Kiver

to the Atrato. They crossed the Cordilleras at an altitude of 613 feet,

found the country beyond to be exceedingly favorable, and reported a line

of thirty-two miles in length, five miles of which would require tunnel-

ling.

The lateness of the season prevented any extensive examination of the

surrounding country at that tini?, nor did another opportunity occur till

the winter of 1873, wlien a party was sent out for that express purpose.

Humboldt, who says : 'The small canal of Raspadura, -svhich a monk, the Curate of Nori-
ta, eaused to be dug by the Indians of his parish iu a ravine periodically fllled by naLuial
inundations, facilitates the inland navigation, on a length of seventy-live leagues, be-
tween the mouth of the Rio San Juan below Noanama and that of the Atrato," etc. (Hi.m-
boldt's "Personal Narrative," Vol. VI., Part I., p. SUO.) If such a canal ever existed, it

could have been nothing more than a rude ditch, capable of affording passage for the
native canoes, vehieh require but a few inches of water.

* Kelley on the "Junction of the Atlantic and Paciflc Oceans, and the Practicability
of a Ship-Canal, without Locks, by the Valley of the Atrato."

+ Report of Secretary of War, communicating Lieut. Michler's report, 1S61. Capt,
Selfridge, in his report, calls attention to the fact that, applying to this line the same
cost per cubic yard as he allows for the Napipi-Doguado-Atrato route, its cost would
exceed S150,0C0,000.
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The results of their explorations induced the Captain to shift his initial

point from Cupica Bay to that of Chiri-Chiri, some ten miles furtlier

south. From this point, by crossing the divide and following, in a nortli-

easterly direction, the valley of the Doguado to its junction with the

Napipi, and thence that river to the Atrato, the line was shortened to

twenty-eight miles, and the distance requiring tunnelling to about three

miles.

Some interesting details concerning this route and the work it is there

proposed to construct will be given further on ; I now invite your atten-

tion for a few moments to the present condition of the country likely to

become, before many years, consj^icuous as the site of the grand highway

of international maritime communication.

The "Sovereign State of Cauca," within the jurisdiction of which this

route is situated, is one of the integral parts of our si:jter republic, the

United States of Colombia. The area of this State is about 68,300 square

miles ; it contains a mixed population of perhaps 300,000, and it is

divided into four provinces : Buenaventura, Pasto, Popayan, and Chcco.

With the last of these, as the district within which lies the site of tlie

proposed canal, we are particularly interested.

The mountainous portions of this province are inhabited by the scat-

tered remnants of the Choco Indians, who were the aborigines of tlie

country. The personal appearance of these Indians is similar to that of

those who inhabit the isthmus further north, and in disposition these are

even more mild and inoffensive than those. They are a frank, honest,

and hospitable people. At their hands the stranger may be sure of no-

thing but kindness, and when engaged as laborers they are faithful, un-

complaining, and industrious. Unaccustomed to systematic labor, how-

ever, they soon tire of the monotonous drudgery attendant upon survey-

ing, and they are also apt to suffer severely from home-sickness if kept

long awajr from their friends. Thej^ subsist chiefly by hunting and fisli-

ing,—game being more abundant here than on the isthmus,—and are

tillers of the soil secondarily and to a limited extent only. Each family

lives by itself, far removed from any other, as they have neither toAvns

nor villages, but they maintain, by means of their canoes, constant com-

munication with each other, all appearing to be on terms of cordial inti-

macy.

Nothing can exceed in simplicity the every-day costume of these peo-

ple. The women wear only a strip of coarse cloth wound about tlic

waist and falling to the knee. The men improve upon this even, and

wear absolutely nothing, except a microscopic brccch-cloth. The ycuth
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of both sexes roam "fancy free," without artificial covering of any sort.

Botli sexes paint or stain the body, though the practice is more common

among the males than the females. The body of a man in full dress is

completely covered with the black crt.'^^ilw,* frequently laid on in &c me fan-

tastic open-work pattern. The bright red anoto * is more frequently used to

stripe and dot the face and forehead, and, by w\ay of contrast, the hands and

feet are sky-blue. In addition to this elaborate costume, the neck and loins

of the man, if he be well-to-do, are encircled with numberless strings of

beads ; from a bind of beads about his head depend bunches of fragrant

roots and bark ; he wears broad bracelets of virgin silver, and carries but-

ton-hole bouquets in the immense holes in the lobes of his ears.

Their habitations are of the rudest possible construction, far inferior

to those of the isthmus Indians, consisting solely of a heavily-thatched

roof supported upon posts driven into the earth, and with a rough floor-

ing laid across five or six feet above the ground. The sides of this house

—if so it may be called—are usually left entirely open. A fire in one

corner, upon a pile of stones, serves for their primitive cooking operations ;

while an iron pot or two, a few gourd calabashes, and a hollov/ stone to

serve as a mortar, comprise the list of culinary utensils.

The happy description of the Indians of the tierras calicnfcs of Central

America, given by Chevalier Morelet, is strikingly applicable to those of

this region : "The physical education of the Indian commences early.

When ten or twelve years of age, a macluie is put in his hands, and a

load proportioned to his years on his slioulders, and he is made to accom-

pany his father in Jiis excursions or his labors. He is taught to find his

way in the most obscure forests, through means of the faintest indications.

His ear is practised in quickly detecting the approach of wild animals,

and his eye in discovering the venomous reptiles that may lie in his path.

He is taught to distinguish the vines' the juices of v/hich have the power

of stupefying fishes, so that they may be caught by hand, as also those

which are useful for their flexibility or for furnishing water to the way-

farer. He soon comes to recognize the Icche Maria, the precious balm

with v.iiich he can heal his wounds, and the giiaco, which neutralizes

the venom of serpents. He finds out the shady dells where the cucan

flourishes, and the sunny eminences where the bees go to deposit their

honey in the hollow trunks of decaying trees. He learns, or is taught,

all these things early, and then his education is complete. When he

reaches the age of sixteen or seventeen years, he clears a little spot of

* Anoto, onoto, or arnoU:>, is a brilliant coloring matter extrac'ed fiom the pulp of the

Jiii'a oreVana. Caritto is the black, oaustic tigment of the Genipa Ainericc-tiui.
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ground in the forest v/itli the aid of fire and his machete. He plants

it with maize, builds a little hut in one corner, and then brings to it a

companion, most likely one who was afSanced to him in his earliest

infancy. Without doubt he has some regard to the age and attractions

of his female companion ; but his marriage, if the union may be so called,

is based on none of those tender sentiments and mutual appreciations which

wdth us lie at the foundation of the social superstructure. ""• The vine

mentioned above as useful for furnishing v/ater is worthy of more extend-

ed notice. It is called by the negroes the vcjuo Unmo, and is found

hanging in immense festoons from, the tall trees. So abundantly does

this remarkable parasite yield cool, clear, and delicious water that I have

frequently half-filled a canteen from a piece not above three feet in length

and two or three inches in diameter.

The bulk of the pojiulation of this province of Choco is composed

of negroes, descendants of slaves introduced from Africa when the coun-

try was under the rule of Spain. Many of these have preserved the pu-

I'ity of their blood with singular strictness, and are as black as the princes

of Congo. From this extreme they ascend by gradations—as gradual, if

not as beautiful, as the insensible blending of the tints of the solar

spectrum—to the pale yellow of the octoroon.

The}^ live principally in the low lands along the banks of the Atrato

or near the mouths of its tributaries, where they cultivate in their lazy

way bananas, plantains, sugar-cane, bread-fruit, and Indian corn. These

the rich soil produces almost spontaneously
;
yet the negroes are so indo-

lent as to raise barely enough to keep them from .starvation, and would

frequently sutler for food, were it not for the fish that abound in the

Atrato. '

Their condition is indeed but little superior to that of the Indians,

but they are of a more social disposition, and congregate in little vil-

lages—sometimes picturesque, but never clean—where their mode of life

exhibits a most incongruous jumble of Spanish, African, and Indian cui-

toms. Their houses are essentially similar to those just described, but

uith their sides enclosed with cane. On account of the disposition to

overliow its banks which the Atrato is inclined to manifest during the

wet season, these structures usually stand raised some four or five feet

upon posts ; an arrangement which gives them an air of instability that

is fre(!ucutly enhanced by a sad want of perpendicularity. This latter

featur- is also, I am pained to observe, frequently to be noticed, particu-

* " T. avels in Central America. Prom tlae French of the Chovailer Morelet." By Mrs.

31. F. Squier.
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larly upon fete days and other occasions of public rejoicing-, in the bear-

ing of the greater portion of the iuliabitants.

As a race, the men are tall, well built, and muscular. The wcmcn
are also well formed, and, when young, comely after their fashion ; but

they develop early, marry young (usually without the benefit of either

priest or magistrate), and, as a consequence, at thirty-five or forty be-

come wrinkled, toothless hags, among whom MacbetU's witches might

have reigned as belles of peerless beauty.

Being nominally converts to Catholicism, these people designate them-

selves as Christianoes, in contradistinction to the Indians, whom they

regard as pagans. I once endeavored to draw from one of these Chria-

tinnocs his idea of the moral difference which constituted the founda-

tion of this distinction ; but could obtain no more satisfactory answer

than that the Indians were not Christians because they paid no taxes !

Do not our learned theologian^ sometimes draw the fine shade of sepa-

ration upon a less tangible basis than this ?

The inhabitants of the lovrer portion of the valley of the Atrato

find their principal employment in collecting the rubber which is so

abundant in that region that, with proper management, it v/ould afford

an almost inexhaustible supply. The trees are thickly scattered over a

vast area, and each will yield, it is said, from two to three table-spoon-

fuls a day for twenty years. But the ignorant negroes, in their short-sighted

cupidity, cut the trees down as they find them, thus obtaining a large

((uantity with little trouble, but "killing the goose Avhich lays the

golden eggs."

The rubber-tree is stately, and of remarkable beauty. Upon cutting

llirough its bark the milk-white juice, of a creamy consistency, flows

copiously. This is collected in vessels by the natives, deposited in shal-

low pits dug in the ground, and allowed to harden, turning to a black-

ish brown in the process. Then, in the shape of irregular slabs, it is

sent to Panama or Cartagena, where it is purchased by the agents of the

various manufacturing companies ; subjected by them to heavy pressure

to rid it of water and foreign matter, and then reshipped, to finally ap-

pear in the thousand-and-one articles of use or ornament with which

every one is so familiar.

In the upper portion of this valley the inhabitants derive their chief

revenue from gold Jiunting,—it cannot be called mining,—and this is des-

tined, at no distant day, to become a most important and profitable in-

dustry. All the streams—and their name is legion— that come into the

Atrato from the eastward, having their sources high up among the An-
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tioquian Mountains, brin^- do'.vn this i^rccious metal suspended in their

v/aters. Their gravelly beds and sandy pZce^a? are ricli with gold, whicli

is so abundant as to be carried during the floods of the rainy season

into tlie Atrato itself.

The means em.ployed by the natives to obtain this gold are, as may

be supposed, rude in the extreme. Vein-mining is carried on to a limited

extent only, and then with macliinery of the simplest possible construc-

tion. The greater portion is obtained by washing the sands of the

streams just after the subsidence of the floods of the rainj^ months.

Most of the metal thus secured finds its way to Qviibdo, the capital and

principal town of the province •, wliere from $200,000 to $300,000 Avortli

is frequently collected in the course of a single year.* Such an amount

as this, considering the means employed and the desultory way in which

the search is carried on by the lazy natives, certainly indicates a rich-

ness in those gold regions that promises most profitable returns when the

influx of labor and capital shall enable the business to be conducted in

a systematic and scientific manner.

From the eastern slope of the Antioquian Mountains, which is reached

by w^ay of the Magdalcna and Cauca Rivers, the exportation of gold now

amounts to several millions of dollars annually. On their western slope,

accessible by the Atrato and its tributaries, there is, it is estimated, an

area of 2,000 square miles over Avhich gold may be collected almost in-

discriminately as regards locality. f What a rich field does not this pre-

sent to American energy and capital

!

It should be remarked, however, that the difficulties in the way of

transporting the requisite supplies and machinery would, with the pre-

sent facilities (or w^int of facilities), be almost insuperable. But v>'hen

the country shall have been opened up, and depots of supplies and pro-

per means of transportation provided, it can hardly be supposed that so

tempting a field will long be allowed to remain unworked md unpro-

fitable.

The climate of this country now demands a passing notice. Two dis-

tinctly-marked dry seasons are here presented, with their corresponding

* This information I obtained while iu Quibdo in April, 1873, from Senor Farara, the

Jefe Municipal of the Province of Choco, a native of Quibdo, who was educated in the

United States, and an exceedingly intelligent gentleman. While there I saw several

pounds of the ore as brought in by the natives. It is apparently of a very fine quality,

and is mostly in the shape of small flat scales, with an occasional nugget of the weight

of a dollar or more. When brought in, it is mixed with quite a percentage of fine mag-

netic sand, that is, of course, carefully extracted by the purchaser with a magnet before

weighing.

t Traiitwiue.
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periods of rain—a consequence of being so situated in latitude as to be

twice ovei'sliadowed by the "equatorial cloud ring," under which precipita-

tion is almost constant, as it follows the sun in his grand annual "swing"

from Cancer to Capricorn and back. January, February, and Marcli are

the months which constitute the pleasantest and driest season. In April

the rainy season begins to set in, and in May and June the rain is almost

incessant. In July it begins to lessen again, and August and September

are comparatively dry ; but in October the rains again commence, and

in November and December they are at their heaviest.

Throughout this country malarial fevers prevail more or less, espe-

cially during the commencement of the dry seasons, when the low river.s

and drying swamps present vast areas of half-decayed vegetable matter

to the action of the powerful sun ; but these fevers are of a mild type,

and easily controlled by quinine. The fact that not a man was lost from

climatic causes during all the three expeditions of Commander Selfridge,

notwithstanding the hardships and exposure to which they were sub-

jected, proves conclusively, it appears to me, that upon the whole the

climate is less insalubrious than is generally supposed.

In geological character we find a marked difference between that

portion of the isthmus visited in 1870 and the regions farther south

visited in 1871 and 1873.

In the former locality the lowland near the coast rests entirely upon
a coralline substratum, while the mountains belong to the hypogcne for-

mations, consisting mainly of granite and syenite.

In the valley of the Tuyra, however, and to the southward, the for-

mation may be placed under general head of traps, being entirely vol-

canic, and of recent date in the geological sense of the term, thou.gh

ancient enough as compared Avith man. All the characteristics of this

region indicate that it must have been .submerged, while yet the land

forming the Isthmus of Darien had long been ui^heaved, and had as-

sumed nearly its present form. At that period, then, "the Atlantic and

Pacific Oceans must have intermingled their waters and washed the base

of the Cordilleras of Darien."

It was only when nature was preparing to bring man upon the scene

that she closed the gate—yet left it almost ajar, seemingly to tempt him
to vindicate his manhood and reopen it.

The isthmus does not appear to be very rich in metals, although

"numerous veins of pure copper wore met with on the Sassardi, and

indications of iron were observed in all the mountain,s." There are

thermal springs upon both the Napipi and Doguado Rivers, the water
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bsing of the temperature of 110'^ Falirenlieit, and emitting a faint odor

of sulpliureted hydrogen. These springs arc held in high estimation

as baths by the natives, many of whom resort thither for the cure of

various diseases.

My paper, in spite of my promise to be brief, lias already grown to

such a length that I fear I am taxing your patience severely
;
yet I can-

not close without attempting, by means of this profile of the Isapipi-

Doguado route, to give you some idea of the facilities which it affords

for the construction of a canal.

It is, of course, impossible at present to determine what plan of con-

struction will be adopted after the requisite careful and extended surveys

for locating the line with precision shall have been made. We may,

however, gain a good idea of the general character of the proposed work

by considering for a moment that plan which in the present state of our

knowledge appears most feasible.

The junction of the Napipi and Doguado Rivers upon this route af-

fords an ample water supply for locking up at least ninety feet above liic

surface of the Atrato, which is itself, at the point where the canal will

enter it, forty feet above the plane of mean tide—our datum line. In a

canal where locks are to be used, this question of an unfailing water ^up-

ply is, of course, of vital importance, and it therefore received careful at-

tention. Frequent measurements proved that the Napipi at its junction

with the Doguado would give a liberal supply for twenty-four lockages

per day," Avhile, to put the question beyond dispute, this supply may

* Plow of Napipi, close of dry season,

Supply for 24 hours,

.520,030 cubic feet per hour.

24

13,480,000
'•

Leakage, at 3,003 cubic feet per minute,

Evaporation, ....
Waste
Twenty lockages a day.

Supply,

Excess,

4,320,000

288,000

1,000,000

4,611,600

10,219,600

12,480,000

2,260,400

Flow of Napipi and Ciiia combinoi.

Forty lockages per day.

Leakage, etc., .

Domand,

33,230,001 cubic feet 31 hours.

9,323,330

5,608,000

14,831,300

8,1!8,800
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b3 doubled by a feeder three miles long from the Cuia. In this con-

nection it is of interest to note that tlie valley of the Cuia at the point

where it would be tapped by the feeder is some fifty feet higher tlian

the proposed summit level of the canal. This would give ample licad

to ensure the delivery of as much water as might be required.

Should it, therefore, be deemed desirable to reduce the first cost of

the canal by resorting to locks, eight with a lift of ten feet eacli Ie(

us suppose, might be employed upon tlie Atrato side. The entire lono-ji)

requiring excavation by this line is 148,840 feet, or 28] miles nearly

Of this distance 107,900 feet, or 20.3 miles, following the valley of the

Kapipi (from A to F—see Profile), are through an almost level plain

liaving a slight and gradual rise. Distributing in this section 8 locks so

as to keep the cutting near the surface, the average depth of the required

cut would be 45 feet; and the amount of excavation, o,4SG,3C0 cubic vards

of earth and 8,163,030 cubic yards of rock.

Leaving at F the valley of the Napipi, and following that of the Doguado,
the rise becomes more rapid, so that from F to G, a distance of 16,400 feet, or

3.1 miles, the average cut would be 73 feet, and the excavation 442,200

cubic yards earth and 2,465,400 cubic j^ards rock. At G the steep acclivity

of the ridge may be said to commence
j
the open cut, however, may be con-

tinued as far as I, a distance of 5,240 feet, for which the cutting vrould

average 198 feet. For this last mile the excavation w^ould be 141,300 cubic

yards earth, 2,11],2C0 cubic yards rock.

At I it is presumed a tunnel w^ould become cheaper than an open cut,

and would therefore be resorted to. It would extend to J, 15,700 feet, or

about 3 miles, and v.'ould require the excavation of 3,314,388 cubic yards
of rock. The short section beyond the western portal of the tunnel, 3,600

feet in length, would be occupied by 12 locks, by which the descent to or

the ascent from the Pacific would be accomplished. Its contents are

estimated at 67,880 cubic yards earth and S05,G90 of rock. From these

vre get a grand total excavation of 6,087,700 cubic yards earth, and
16,449,900 cubic yards rock,--" the figures being based upon a canal of the

following dimensions : Width at bottom, 60 feet ; at water surface, 72

feet
;
width of tunnel at bottom, 40 feet ; at water surface, 60 feet ; hciglit

from bottom to crown of arch, 112 feet ; depth of w^ater throughout

canal, 25 feet. As these dimensions will not allow vessels to pass eac'.i

* It is of course understood that these fgures are approximate onl}-, bsing deriv.^d

from our ri'eliminary survey, which was necessarily hasty and limited.
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Other in the canal proper, two or more turn-outs or sidings vronld be re-

(luired at different points.

From tlie foregoing data, estimating tlie cost of removing eartli at o-]

cents per cubic yard, rock at $1 25 to $1 75, according to position, and

tunnel-work at $0 33 per cubic yard, Captain Selfridge obtains the following

as the cost of the proposed canal :

Cost of excavation $-1,838,497

Cost of reservoir 550,000

Cost of aqueduct, Napipi to Cuia 606,000

Cost of culverts 500,000

Cost of railroad, narrow gauge 1,000,000

Crossing Napipi River 1,000,000

Grubbing and clearing ,,.... 500,000

Sea-wall, Chiri-Chiri Bay 200,000

Wall, Atrato River 25,0CO

Executive department 120,000

Engineer department 375,000

Pay department 90,000

Quartermaster's department 135,000

Commissary department 120,000

Medical department 80,000

Hoisting and pumping engines 875,000

Improvements, mouth of Atrato 402,000

Twenty-five per cent, for contingencies 12,116,749

Grand total $00,583,246

You will observe that, in order to place the estimate at its outside

limit, the calculated cost has been increased by 25 per cent, of itself for

unforeseen contingencies. This certainly should be considered as a liberal

allowance ; but if it were to be increased by 50 per cent., or even 75, the

grand total would still be a most moderate sum, considering the nature

of the enterprise.

And here it seems proper to compare briefly tlie advantages presented

liy this route with those offered by its rivals. These may now be con-

sidered as practically reduced to two,—Tehauntepec and Nicaragua,—and

these are rivals, not on account of any superior advantages for the con-

struction of the canal itself, but solely on account of geographical position.

In this respect, especially if we regard the enterprise from a purely American

point of view, it is evident that Tehuantepec lakes the lead, and that the
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other routes follow in order as we go south. But neither Panama nor

Truando are sufficiently ahead in this respect to counterbalance their obvi-

ous disadvantages in other ways ; so that, as I said, we need consider only

Tehuantepec, Nicaragua, and the Napipi-Doguado, for at one of these three

points the canal will surely be built, if built at all.

Tehuantepec and Nicaragua have both been recently and ably sur-

veyed by officers of our navy, the former under the direction of Captain

R. TV". Shufeldt, and the latter under that of Commander E. P. Lull.

The report of Captain Shufeldt, while it demonstrates the iMssibility of

constructing a canal across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, shows with

equal clearness that the project is not practicable in the sense in which

that term has been used in this paper. That is to say, it would require

su3h an immense outlay of time and money for its construction as to pre-

clude any idea of its ever proving a paying investment for capitalists.

Captain Shufeldt himself says that it would require national resources

to build it. Its length would be 144 miles ; it would require 140 locks
;

and a feeder 27 miles long, with 3 miles of tunnelling, passing through

a country "subject at all times to serious terrestrial convulsions,"*

would be necessary in order to supply it with water. It would require

a vast outlay to provide proper harbors either at the mouth of the Coat-

zacoalcos River, on the Atlantic side, or at the Bay of Salina Cruz, the

proposed terminus on the Pacific. In addition to all these formidable

physical obstacles, the present population of the country is hostile to the

enterprise.

The report of Commander Lull upon Nicaragua has not yet beer,

made public ; so we have no proper basis for comparison. We know,

however, from previous surveys,! tliat the length of actual cutting for a

canal by this line would be something over 100 miles ; that the region is

peculiarly subje*ct to the action of volcanic agencies ; and that the line

is destitute of good harbors at either end.i:

How, now, is it with the Napipi-Doguado ? In the matter of length,

it is of course immediately ahead. As for harbors, it has on the Atlantic

side the Gulf of Darien, which unites accessibility, security, capacity,

—

* Shufeldt's report.

+ Survey of Messrs. Fay and Childs in 1860-51, as reported in Admiral Davis's report

in 1866.

X Since the above was written
i

I have learned that Commander Lull has found that

route to be much more favorable than the previous explorers had supposed. According
to the latest surveys, the total length of the proposed canal Is 61 74-100 miles. No tunnel

is required ; and it is thought that the harbors at Greytown and Brito can be readily im.

proved. This being the case, NicaraRua becomes a formidable rival to the Napipi-

Doguado.
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all the qualities, in fact,- that could be desired ; while on the Pacific side

it opens upon a region where ships may safely lie at anchor in an open

roadstead year in and year out. Moreover, there is upon this side, within

ten miles, the Bay of Cupica, where sliips might conveniently lie, if de-

sirable, while awaiting their turns for passaige through the canal.

Then there is the earthquake question, which has alfeady been alluded

to as a great objection to both Tehuantepec and Nicaragua. The vicinity

of the Napipi and Doguado, according to Dr. Mach, the geologist of the

expedition, is of the very oldest tertiary volcanic rock, that gives evi-

dence of having lain undisturbed for ages. This fact and the results of

experience go to show that this region is little likely to be affected by

volcanic disturbances of such a character as to endanger the permanency

of the canal works. Too much stress cannot be laid upon this fact when

considering the comparative advantages of the rival routes.

The only point, then, in which the Napipi route appears to be at a

disadvantage, is that it requires a tunnel; and this, in the public mind,

seemed to be a terrible leie noir. I will not tax your patience to listen

to any argument to prove that such a tunnel is perfectly practicable, but

will content myself with stating that it is so considered by the most eminenl;

engineers of our country-

It of course introduces an element of uncertaint}' into the estimates of

cost, since it is impossible to prelict what may be encountered in the

interior of the hills that are to be pierced. But the liberal allowance in

the estimates already given ought certainly to be sufficient to cover all

extra expenses that may be caused by unlooked-for contingencies in this

direction.

If we regard it as a mere question of engineering, such a tunnel as

this line would require would be but a small matter in comparison with

some already constructed ; for it is the kngtlt, of a tunnel, it should be re-

membered, and not its size, that renders it formidable. The larger it is

the easier it will be to excavate it, other things being equal.

The necessity which exists for a canal across some one of the American

isthmuses is so generally admitted that any argument upon that head at

the present time would be superfluous. I will, however, show you the

following table, prepared for Captain Selfridge's report ; it is more elo-

quent than words ;
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TABLE
Showing the pro'jahle sncing in time and distance to he effected for SuiUiig

Ships hy a Canal across the Isthmus of Darien :

Outward Bound.

New York to—

Hong Kong. .

.

Shanghai
Yokohama . .

.

Manila
Batavia
Sydney
V alparaiso. . .

.

Callao
Honolulu
San Francisco

By present Route. By Canal. Gain.

Miles. Days. Miles. Days. ]\Iilos. ' Days.

14,930
15,200

15,750
13,700
12,170
13,220
9,760
11,100

14,500
14,840

110
115
119

108
105
105
90
105
121
130

12,480
12,200
11,550
12,260
13,425

10,480
6,510

6,710

7,400
7,470

2,450
3,000
4,200
1,440

2', 740
3,250
4,390

7,100
7,370

Homeward Bound.

To New York from—

By present Route.

Miles.

By Canal.

Days. Miles
I

Days.

Hong Kong ; 14,660
Shanghai 16,000
Yokohama 10,070
Manila 14,010
Sydney 13,410
Valparaiso 9,780
Callao 11,120
Honolulu 15,760
San Francisco

: 14,970

110
113
114
109
110
90
100
110
125

305
370
035
390
965
090
055
980

2,785
4,695
5,700
1,975
3,020
4,815
7,4fc0

7,705

8,990

Note.—All distances are given in nautical miles. The " days " under " present route '

'

are actual averages obtained from various reliable sources. The days under " by canal "

are computed ; the data given in Maury's Pilot and Wind and Current Charts being the

basis of the computation.

The question of the probable revenue from the canal is also of suffi-

cient importance to demand a moment's notice. From careful calcula-

tions, made upon the basis of the statistics of trade for 1870, Captain.

Selfridge estimates that the canal will yield, at the end of the second

year, a net income of over $5,000,000, or nearly nine per cent, upon
its cost of sixty millions

; and there can be but little doubt but that this

would be doubled in a few years by the increase of trade stimulated

by th3 canal itself. It would undoubtedly, then, prove a profitable in-

vestment.
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And now, gentlemen, I have hastily and imperfectly sketched the

results obtained by three successive seasons of persevering labor and no

little hardship. In endeavoring to sift the immense mass of material at

hand, I have been compelled to pass over many important points, and

have, perhaps, dwelt longer upon others than their interest would jus-

tify. But I have attempted t© show you what geographical questions have

been answered ; to give you an idea of the little-known regions visited
;

and to put you in possession of the leading facts relative to the newly-

discovered route, and the work which it is there proposed to construct,

in order that you may be able to judge for yourselves of the compa-

rative merits of the different lines that may be proposed.

As to which of th«se offers the greatest facilities, there may be room

for doubt. As to the imperative necesiity for a canal by one or the

other, there can be no question.

Note.—The discussion of Lieut. CoIIins's paper will be found at the end of this

volume.
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To the Hon. Geo. M. Bobeson, Secretary of the Navy :
*

Sir : In accordance with a circular from the Navy Department under

date of March 17, 1874, I have the honor to respectfully submit a report

of an experiment made by me on the United States steamer Shawmut

the day before she sailed for Key West, for the purpose of ascertaining

the height of her centre of gravity.

At the time this experiment was made the Shaiomut was lying in the

Potomac River, below the Navy Yard, Washington, D. C.

* This report was presented as a paper to be read before the Institute with the per-

mission of the Navy Department. Constructor Wilson being absent, the paper was
read by Professor J. M. Rice.
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Although the wind blew a little frcdi, there was no eea on, thus en-

abling the draught of water to be taken very correctly.

The ship was complete in every respect and read.y for sea ;
the top-

sail yards were on the caps, sails all furled, boats hoisted, and the two

broadside 9-inch guns run out ; the 11-inch pivot on the main-deck, and

the 20-pounder pivot gun on the topgallant forecastle, were amidships and

secured for sea.

She had on board a crew of about one hundred men, with provisions

for the full complement for three months, 32,295 pounds of water in

casks and tanks, 208,320 pounds of coal in the bunkers, both boilers full

of water, and steam up, the weight of water in the boilers being 53,000

pounds.

The estimated w^eight of the articles on board, coming under the

Department of Equipment and Recruiting, excepting coal, was 108,160

pounds ; the two lower anchors, weighing 6,170 pounds, were down when

the experiment was made. The total weight of ordnance, ordnance stores,

and equipments was 117,113 pounds. Total weight of engineers' stores

and spare machinery, 4,000 pounds. Total weight of carpenter's stores,

7,038 pounds.

The conclusion that it would not be necessary to employ any other

means to incline the ship than that of shifting her guns was arrived at

with great satisfaction, on account of the great objection to having a large

quantity of rusty pig-iron upon the clean deck of a vessel in comiflission,

the expense attendant on transporting it to and from the yard, and also

because of the still further departure from the normal state of the ship

which its presence would produce, and the necessity for still greater com-

plexity in the calculations.

As this experiment was made for my own gratification, it was neces-

sary tliat the consent of the commanding officer. Commander Henry L.

Howison, should be first obtained, which was freely given, and all the

assistance he] could afford was cheerfully accorded, for which to him

and his Executive Officer, Lieutenant-Commander Norris, I am greatly

indebted.

As this is the only instance that I know of where a United States

naval vessel has been experimented upon for this purpose (with the ex-

ception of the United States steamer Princeton and the brig Somcrs, which

were inclined by Naval Constructor John Lenthall, late Chief Naval Con-

structor United States Navy, at the Navy Yard, Philadelphia, in 1844, an

account of which was recorded in the Fi'anklin Institute Journal. The Prince-

ton was inclined by moving Aveights on her decks, the Somcrs by hanging
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weiglits on her lov.-cr yard-arms), I consider it necessary, in order that tlie

subsequent portion of my report may be better understood, that I give a

rationale of the experiment,

which may be found recorded in

the "Transactions of the Insti-

tution of Naval Architects " for

1860, as made by F. K. Barnes,

Esq., member of the Council

of Construction, H. B. M. K
Let ACD, Figure 1, represent

the transverse section of a ship,

through G, the centre of gravity

of tlie hull, and every article

on board ; WL the load water-

line when the ship is floating in upright position ; CBGM the middle

line, which is therefore perpendicular to "WL, and also contains G,

the centre of gravity of the ship, and B, the centre of buoyancy

(or centre of gravity of the displacement). Let also P represent a weight

or weights on any or all of the decks, such as guns, shot, ballast, etc.,

capable of being readily transported to the opposite side of the deck or

decks.

If the weight or weights, P, be moved across the deck to P', the ship

will incline through an angle, WSW, the amplitude of which will de-

pend, cateris pariMis, upon the weight or Aveights moved and the dis-

tance through which they have been moved-

When the .ship has taken up the new position of equilibrum, the centre

of buoyancy will have moved from B to B', and the centre of gravity of

the ship from G to G', so that the line joining B' and G' will be vertical,

and, therefore, perpendicular to W L', the new water-line, and will make

the same angle, B M B', with the middle line, BGM, as the water-lines do

with each other, and B'G' produced will meet in the middle line in a

point, M.

Tills point, in ships of the usual fonn, may, without any appreciable

error, be assumed to coincide with the metaccntre when the inclination

does not exceed 4° or 5°.

From a general and well-known property of the centre of gravity of

a system of bodies, such as a ship, we know that since the weight or

weights, P, have been moved in a horizontal direction to P', the centre

of gravity has also moved in the same direction ; therefore G G', the line

joining the original and new C£ntr,e of gravity--, will be horizontah And
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from another property of the centre of gravity we liave the weight

of the ship x G G' = P x distance through which it has moved ; or if

W represent the total weight of the ship, and c the distance through

which the centre of gravity of the weight or weights, P, has been moved,

WxGG'=Pc.
Pc

and G G' = —
W

Now, by trigonometry, GG = GM x tangent of the angle between the

middle and the new vertical line B' G' M, i.e. the angle of the ship's

inclination from the upright ; or, representing the angle of inclination

by
<i>,

G G' = G M tan. 6

GG'
G M =

tan. ^

Equating the two values of G G' thus obtained,

Pc
— = G M tan. 9W

Pc
or G M =

Wtan <p

The right hand member of this equation contains all known quantities

after the ship has been inclined ; and since the metacentre corresponding to

any draught of water is easily obtained by calculation from the drawings

of the ship, and its position fixed, the distance G M set off below it will

give the position of the centre of gravity of the ship.

Finally, the angle of inclination (?>) is found with the greatest exact-

ness in tlie following manner :

A T-square above twenty feet in length, with a wide, thick blade, is

nailed to the combings in the hatchways in a vertical direction, one in the

main and one in the fore hatch. The two squares, being independent of

each other, are intended to serve as mutual checks, and also to point out

any racking of the ship, which might be occasioned by the movements of

the weights on board.

From the upper edge of the head of the square a distance of 20 feet

is carefully set off upwards, and at the height thus obtained a nail is

driven into the board, and to it is attached a plumb-line, the plummet

hanging freely at some distance below the head of the square.

When the vessel is upright, and the experiment about to be com-

menced, the point where the plumb-line intersects the upper edge of the

head of the square is carefully marked ; and when the ship has obtained
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her new position of equilibrium by the movements of the weights, the

new point of Intersection of the plumb-line and the upper edge of the

head of the square is marked in like manner. The distance in feet be-

tween the two points marked on the square, divided by twenty, will

clearly give the tangent of the angle of the ship's inclination. The first

thing done in commencing the experiment was to go to quarters ; the

powder division having been called on deck, the crew were divided

equally on either side of the deck in single file, and along the edge of a

seam in the deck equidistant from the centre ; the marines being divided

and placed in a similar manner on the poop-deck.

The two T-squares having been fixed in position, and the draught of

water noted, the men were cautioned to note their position, so that they

could resume it ao;ain when ordered to do so.

"When all were again quiet and the ship steady, the points at which

the plumb-lines crossed the upper edges of the squares were carefully

maj-ked, as already described—an operation which occupied scarcely half

a minute, and it is only during these short intervals, when the marks

are being made, that the men need be under any constraint.

The men were then ordered to transport the nine-inch gun from the

port to the starboard side of the deck, placing it fore and aft the deck,

as far out as it could be got, and close to the nine-inch gun on that

side. The nine-inch pivot gun was then swung around to starboard

and run out. The 20-pounder rifle on the topgallant forecastle was

also swung around to starboard and run out. After all the guns had

been moved, the men were ordered to resume their stations as before

directed. As soon as all were again quiet, the points in which the plumb-

lines crossed the upper edge of the T-squares were marked at the same

time ; and the deflection of the plumb-line, read off from both squares,

was found to be sixteen inches.

The work of the crew here terminated, and by the movement of the

guns above mentioned a registered inclination was obtained, and data

furnished by which the centre of gravity might be found.

The weight of each gun moved was taken, and the distance through

which it had been moved in a transverse direction was then very

carefully measured and recorded.

Thus ended the work on board the ship. The recorded draught of

water at the time of the above experiment was, forward 11 feet inches,

aft 13 feet 6 inches.

Displacement to the above line in tons, 1010.84. Centre of buoyancy

below water-line, 4 feet 6 inches. Centre of buoyancy above the lower
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edge of the keel, 7 feet 6 inches. Metacentre above centre of buoy-

ancy, 7 feet 5}^ inches. Metacentre above lower edge of the keel,

11 feet 113^ inches.

The sum of the products of each weight, and the distance through

which it was moved, was (in tons and feet) 199.32, and the deflection

from the upriglit of the plumb-lines in 30 feet was 16 inches ; denot-

ing by <p the corresponding angle, tan. ^ = — = —
, ^ = 3' 49' 21".

20 15

Weight of nine-inch gun and carriage 10,437 pounds, moved 20. CG

feet. Weight of eleven-inch gun and carriage 24,159 pou,nds, moved

7 feet. Weight of 20-pouuder rifle and carriage 3,793 pounds, moved

3.635 feet.

Pc 199.32 X 15
GM = = = 2.958 feet, centre of gravity below

W tan. cp 1010.84

metacentre. The height of the centre of gravity above the lower edge of

the keel 14.95 feet — 2.96 feet = 11.99 feet. The height of the centre of

gravity below the mean load-line is, therefore, .26 = 3I4". Relative

stability or displacement, multiplied by the distance between the meta-

centre and centre of gravity 1010.84 x 2.90 = 2992.0864.

The first instance in which this experiment was tried, to deter-

mine the position of the centre of gravity of a ship experimentally,

was on board H.B.M. Sloop Sci/lla and the Eover, of eighteen guns,

in Portsmouth Harbor in May, 1830. The experiment was made by a

Mr. Morgan, of the School of Naval Architects, at that time the fore-

man of the Portsmouth dockyard.

No other experiments are recorded from that time up to 1855 (except-

ing those made on the Princeton and Somers, before mentioned, in

1844, and found recorded in the Franklin Institute Journal), when, by

the upsetting of the steam-transport Perseverance in the dock at Wool-

wich dockyard, the subject was brought under the serious consideration

of naval architects. The determination of the metacentre and centre

of gravity is now made for every ship added to the English Navy.

The labors of Mr. Froude and of other gentlemen who have devoted

their attention to the subject of rolling of ships has resulted in the estab-

lishment of two great facts. The first of these is that the principal

thing (although not the only one) which influences rolling is the dis-

tance between the centre of gravity of a ship and the metacentre: the

second is that a ship rolling at sea is largely influenced by the period.
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etc., of the waves she meets with. Experience confirms the accuracy

of both of these deductions.

Ships which have a great distance between the centre of gravity

and the metacentfe are teclmically termed "stiff," and Avill spread a great

amount of canvas, but they usually roll with violence.

On the other hand, ships which have a moderate distance between

these points are not so "stiff," and roll moderately; while, if the

distance is very short, they will be "crank," and liable, under certain

circumstances, to upset.

Very respectfully,

Your Obedient Servant,

(Signed) T. D. Wilson, Naval Constructor U. S. Navy.

The reading of Naval Constructor T. D. Wilson's paper was followed,

after some discussion, by a paper by Commodore F. A. Parker :

THE "MONITOR" AND THE "MEREIMAC."

By Cojimodore FoxnALL A. Parker, U.S.N.

At ten minutes before ten, on the morning of the 30th of January,

1863, an iron floating battery, designed for the Government of the United

States by John Ericsson, and named, at his suggestion, the Monitor, was

launched at Green Point, Long Island, and at three p.m., on the 25th of

February, formally taken possession of by the Navy Department, and put

in commission at the Navy Yard, New York.

On Thursday, the 6th of March, this novel floni, concerning whose

fate many gloomy predictions had becai hazarded, left the Lower Bay

in tow of the steamer Stth Low, and, with a fair wind and smooth sea,

steered for Hampton Roads. Her "muster-roll," which may well be •

handed down through all time as a roll of honor, contained the following

names

:

John L. Worden, lieutenant commanding ; Samuel D. Greene, lieutenant

and executive officer ; Louis M. Stodder, acting master ; John J. N. Web-

ber, acting master ; George Frederickson, acting master's mate ; Daniel C.

Logue, acting assistant surgeon ; W. F. Keeler, acting assistant surgeon
;

Albin C. Stimers, inspector of machinery ; Isaac Newton, 1st assistant

engineer ; Albert B. Campbell, 2d assistant engineer ; R. W. Hanus, 3d

assistant engineer ; M. T. Sanstrom, 3d assistant engineer ; Daniel Toffev,
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captain's clerk ; Richard Angicr, quartermaster ; Hans Anderson, seaman
;

Dorick Brinkman, carpenter's mate ; Anton Baston, seaman ; William

Bryan, yeoman ; Joseph Crown, gunner's mate ; David Cudderback, cap-

tain's steward ; Thomas Carroll, 1st captain hold ; John P. Conkling,

quarter gunner ; Thomas Carroll, 2d 1st class boy ; Anthony Connoly,

seaman; John Driscoll, 1st class fireman; William Durst, coal-heaver;

John Garrety, 1st class fireman ; George S. Geer, 1st class fireman ; R. K.

Hubbell, ship's steward ; Patrick Hannan, 1st class fireman ; Jesse M.

Jones, surgeon's steward ; Thomas Joice, 1st class fireman ; Matthew

Leonard, 1st class fireman ; Thomas Loughran, seaman ; Edv/ard Moore,

ward-room cook ; Lawrence Murray, ward-room steward ; Michael Mooney,

coal-heaver ; John Mason, coal-heaver ; William Marion, seaman ; William

H. Nichols, landsman ; Charles Peterson, seaman ; Christy Price, coal-

heaver ; Robert Quinn, coal-heaver ; John Rooney, master-at-arms ; Wil-

liam Richardson, 1st class fireman ; Ellis Roberts, coal-heaver ; James

Seevy, coal-heaver ; John Stocking, boatswain's mate ; Moses M. Stearns,

quartermaster ; Charles F. Sylvester, seaman ; Peter Truscott, seaman
;

Abraham Tester, 1st class fireman ; Thomas B. Viall, seaman ; Peter Wil-

liams, quartermaster ; Robert Williams, 1st class fireman ; Daniel Welch,

seaman.

About noon, on the 7th, the wind freshened, and the sea began to

rise, and by four in the afternoon was making a clean breach over the little

Monitor, causing her to reel and stagger like a drunken man—now strik-

ing the pilot-house with such fearful force as to drive the helmsman from

the wheel, now raising- its foaming crest far above the tops of the smoke

and blower-pipes, and deluging with water the deck below. A little later,

and the drenched blower-bands begin to slip, the draught grows feeble, and

the steam runs down ; then, with a sudden snap, the blower-bands part,

and in an instant the fire and engine rooms are filled with gas. In vain

do the engineers and firemen, led by the executive officer, rush to the post

of danger and endeavor to repair the damage. A poison more deadly than

that from the upas-tree forbids approach to the severed bands. With hero-

ism unequalled, each, in turn, essays to reach them ; but, one by one, all

fall senseless to the deck, and are borne on the shoulders of their sailor com-

rades to the upper air.

While this scene was being enacted in the engine-room, the steam pumps

had ceased to work, and the berth-deck pump been found to be useless,

while the water driven through the hawse-hole, through the lookout-holes

in the turret, and over the tops of the smoke and blower-pipes, was gradu-

ally gaining upon the vessel and threatening to submerge her. Fortu-
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nately, however, the wind was off the land, and Wordeu, cool and collected

amid the menaced danger, had ordered the Seth Low to steer directly for

the shore. By dark the sea became smooth, and at eight p.m., the engine

being again in motion, and the steam-pumps rapidly freeing the ship of

water, the Monitor was a second time headed for Hampton Roads.

The first watch passed pleasantly away, under a serene sky, while the

silver moon looked benignantly down upon a band of mariners as hardy

and daring as that which, leaving the shores of Spain four centuries before,

had braved the trackless ocean in search of this very land, for whose de-

fence these later mariners were now so resolutely pressing onward.

With the mid-watch the sea again rose, and dashed madly over pipes

and turret, threatening a recurrence of the disaster .of the previous day.

The wheel-ropes, too, became jammed, so that, no longer governed by the

rudder, the vessel yawed wildly to and fro, bringing a fearful strain upon

the hawser by which she was towed, and upon which—now that her engine

had nearly stopped—her safety mainly depended. To add to the horror of

this anxious night, every few minutes, in response to the enquiries of the

captain, came the dismal sound from below, "Blowers going slowlv, sir,

but can't hold out much longer !

"

Ere the rising of the sun, however, the waves had subsided, and when,

it set the Monitor was inside of Cape Henry, heading for Fortress Monroe.

Through the providence of God, her officers and men were saved from ship-

wreck ; and well might the lovers of freedom, everywhere on the habit-

able globe, rejoice at their salvation. The Genius of the Republic had a

great work for fihem to perform on the morrow, for which the severe trial

to brain and nerve to which they had been subjected on their adventurous

passage was doubtless designed as a grim preparation.

For never were brain and nerve more needed than now—never arrival

more timely than this ! The- Cumberland sunk, the Congress in flames,

several transports destroyed, the Minnesota aground ! Such was the tale,

alike piteous for those who told and those who listened to it, which startled

the ears of the iron pioneers as they entered the waters of the Chesa-

peake—a tale which, flashed across the wires, caused apprehension in every

loyal heart from Maine to Virginia, from New York to California, for the

safety of the capital, of Baltimore, of Mansfield's army. What mighty

issues, then, now depended upon the untried Monitor and her glorious crew !

Perchance a nation's weal or woe, liberty or slavery, republicanism or

tyranny ! But God is just ; and amply did the vessel sustain her country's

honor, amply vindicate the judgment of the gifted Ericsson, in the conflict

that ensued.
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At nine o'clock that night Lieutenant-Commanding Worden reported

his arrival at Hampton Roads to Captain Marston, the senior officer pre-

sent ; and, being directed to proceed to Newport News for the protection

of the Minnesota, he availed himself of the services, as pilot, of Acting

Master Samuel Howard, an earnest volunteer for this duty, and, continu-

ing onward, anchored in close proximity to the stranded vessel a little

after midnight. Just before he "came to," the Congress blew up with a

terrific report, and, as the blazing fragments were thrown high in air, exhibited

a spectacle of grandeur such as is rarely witnessed. The Confederates

greeted it with loud huzzas, but the Unionists beheld it with feelings of

shame and humiliation, and a vague fear of some dread disaster in the

future. On the Monitor not a word was spoken ; but each man registered

a vow of vengeance, on the tablets of his heart, against the ruthless Mtr-

rimac.

Thus passed away the weary hours of the night, and when day dawned

all eyes were directed toward Sewell's Point, in an eager endeavor to dis- •

cover the number, disposition, and intention of the foe.

And first "loomed up," amid the mists of morning, the Patrick Henri/,

next the Yorltotm, and finally the iron-plated ram herself, the formida-

"ble Merrimac, surrounded by several small tugs, and looking, with her

arched back, like a huge tortoise. Her design was, evidently, to assume

the offensive, and about half-past seven she was reported under way,

v/ith her consorts, steering for Newport News. At the same time the

drums on the Minnesota and Monitor were heard loudly beating the call

to quarters ; and the gallant Worden, lifting his anchor, stood boldly

toward his enemies, with the intention of engaging them at as great a dis-

tance as possible from the noble frigate, in whose defence it became clear-

ly necessary to give battle now.

As he approached, the wooden vessels, scattering like a Hock of fright-

ened sea-gulls, took refuge behind the defences at Sewell's Point, and,

alone and unaided, the Merrimac. sullenly confronted her tiny antagonist.

Then, turning head to tide and slowing her engine, she triced up her

ports and commenced firing, while her crew gave vent to their enthusi-

asm by cheer after cheer, as they demanded to be taken into close action

with what they derisively styled "a Yankee cheese-box upon a raft."

And, in truth, the simile was not a bad one ; nor was it to be wondered

at that, calling to mind the havoc made on the previous day by their

mammoth vessel, the Merrimacs should now look contemptuously down

on the strange-looking craft which presumed to dispute their approach to

whiit they had deemed their lawful prize, the helpless Minnesota.
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On the other hand, the crew of the Monitor felt entire confidence in

their ofhcers, their vessel, and themselves, and well knew that, on this

still Sabbath morning, from every temple throughout the North, every

stately mansion, cot, and cottage—for the telegraph had spread far and

wide the news of the impending battle—prayers were being offered up for

their welfare. The married men thought of their wives and children, the

single of their mothers and sweethearts ; and, if anything further were

needed to stimulate their patriotism and courage, there were the stars and

stripes floating just awash from the mizzen peak of the Cmnherlaml, tell-

ing how brave men had died rather than surrender.

Worden now steadily steered for the starboard bow of the 3Icrrimac,

on a course at right angles to her keel ; and, when within a few yards of

her, put his helm hard-a-starboard, and, in a clear, ringing voice that was

distinctly heard by the enemy, gave the command—fire !

Scarce had the word escaped his lips when the muzzle of an 11-incli

Dahlgren was seen protruding from one of the ports of the turret, and,

in a second after, Greene, who was deliberately sighting the piece, pulled

the lock-string. "It did our hearts good," said an old tar who had es-

caped the carnage on board the Conr/rcss, and who, with many of his

shipmates, was an eye-witness of the fight—"it did our hearts good to

see its flash and to hear the noise it made, and to know that the little

wnter-tnnk was paying the rebs full interest on the debt we owed

them."

The C.nifedsrates were not slow, however, in responding, both with great

guns and mu?ketry—the latter aimed at the lookout-holes in the pilot-house,

with the vicAv, no doubt, of disabling the commanding oftlcer and Iielm?-

man ; and the battle was thus fairly begun, each vessel, as she passed

close aboard of her antagonist, delivering her fire and receiving a tremen-

dous fire in return. It was an anxious moment with both Union and Con-

federate commanders : the one apprehensive that his turret, which had been

hit twice, might be so deranged as to cease revolving ; the other dreading,

as he heard the huge missiles of his enemy rattling against the sides of

his vessel, lest her armor should be pierced. As the iron-clads drew clear

of each other, however, it became apparent that neither was injured in

tlie least ; and as, Avith confidence redoubled, Worden turned short round

to renew the engagement, he found his adversary by no means disinclined

to welcome him to close cjuarters. So at it again they went, side by side,

and again the solid bolts glanced harmlessly from roof and tower and

turret. For two hours the battle raged in this manner, the vessels almost

touching each other, when the Monitor, finding her supply of shot in
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the turret exliausted, hauled out of the action and ran into shoal water,

where she remained while it was being replenished. This was a tedious

operation, as each shot weighed one hundred and sixty-eight pounds, and

had to be hoisted from below by hand, and occupied about twenty

minutes, during all which time the Confederates, both afloat and ashore,

believing the victory theirs, were loudly and wildly cheering.

Giving no heed, however, to their noisy vociferations, Worden coolly

waited until his battery was reported "ready for action," when, observ-

ing that the Mcrrimac was bearing down upon the Minnesota, and had

opened upon her with terrible effect, sending one shell through the boil-

er of a tug lashed alongside of her, and another fore-and-aft of her berth-

deck, knocking four rooms into one and setting the ship on fire, he stood

boldly across the assailant's bows ; and the Merrimacs found, to their

chagrin, the despised Yankee cheese-box intact, and once more interposed

between the Confederate monster and its prey.

Judging the occasion favorable. Lieutenant Jones, the commanding

officer of the Merrimac, determined to ram his saucy opponent, and, or-

dering four bells to be rung, dashed ahead at full speed, with the liope

of hitting her amidships ; but, by a skilful movement of his helm, Wor-

den avoided the direct blow, and the Monitor, being struck obliquely on

the starboard quarter, bounded away from her enemy without receiving

the slightest injury.

The contact of the vessels was brief, but before they separated Greene

had planted a shot full and fair in the roof of the Merrimac, which

"stripped off the iron freely," and for a moment it was thought by the

officers and crew of the Minnesota—anxious spectators, as v/e may well

conceive, of this novel combat, upon whose issue the fate of their own

ship depended—that the leviathan had received her quietus ; for she turned

her head quickly toward Norfolk, while Worden, close at her heels,

steered across her stern, and endeavored to cripple her screw.

The excitement now among the lookers-on at Newport News and

Fortress Monroe no language can describe. " She is whipped ! she is

whipped !" they cry. " Hurrah for the little Monitor.'" But suddenly their

voices are hushed, and each man holds his breath ; for here the Mcrrimac

comes once more—a goodly sight to see, with all her banners flying

—

steering straight for the "little, submerged propeller." Again the vessels

graze each other in passing, again the eleven-inch gun plays upon the

Merrimac, while shot, shell, and canister in return are concentrated upon

the pilot-house and turret of the Monitor. Thus the fight continued for

another hour without any obvious advantage to either combatant, when a
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shell, striking the pilot-house of the Monitor, fractured one of the great iron

logs—nine by twelve inches—of which it was composed, and, filling Wor-

d2n's fao3 and eyes with powdar, utterly blinded and in a degree stunned

him. Deprived of sight for ever, as he supposed, and writhing in agony,

this brave officer lost not his self-possession for an instant. His force of

character and high professional training nobly sustained him ; and, like

Regulus amid the tortures of the Carthaginians, his thoughts were not

of himself, but for his country. Believing his vessel seriously injured

—

for the top of the pilot-house had been partially lifted off by the concus-

sion—he ordered the helmsman to sheer off into shoal water, and then,

feeling faint, groped his way to the foot of the ladder leading to the

berth-deck, and sent for Lieutenant Greene. "I found him," says Greene

in a letter written just after the action, "leaning against the ladder, as

noble a specimen of a man as ever breathed ; his face black with iron

and powder, and his sight apparently gone. He told me in a calm, quiet

voice that the pilot-house was damaged, and that I must take command.

I led him to his cabin, and laid him down upon a sofa, and then hastened

to take my place beside the helmsman, while the gun-captains continued

to fight the guns, under the supervision of Chief-Engineer Stimers, who
was revolving the turret."

Finding the injury to the vessel less severe than his commander had

supposed, Lieutenant Greene ordered her head to be again turned towards

the Merrimuc, which was now, for a second time, keeping up a deadly fire on

the Minnesota. As the Monitor turned, liowever, so did the Merrimac, and,

to th3 surprise of all not on board of her, she steamed at full speed for

Norfolk. Yet, expecting her each instant to turn upon her pursuer, the

Unionists were silent until they saw her wholly leaving the battle-field and

seeking shelter under the Confederate batteries, thus, by all the laws of war,

acknowledging herself vanquished. Then a shout of exultation arose,

from sailor and soldier alike, extending from Fortress Monroe to New-

port News, which shook the very heavens above. Right had, once more

in the world's history, triumphed over wrong ! And the dead of the

Congress and Cumberland, whose bodies were lying stark and stiff upon

the banks of the James or in its bed, had not died in vain ; for to the

injuries inflicted upon the 3ferrimae by their well-directed broadsides, on

the bloody 8th of March, was due, in some measure, it has been credibly

asserted, the great victory of the following day.

The political significance of this victory can hardly be over-estimated.

It produced an immediate and marked effect upon our diplomatic rela-

tions with England and Europe, w::os3 ruler.^, re.-tored to their senses
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by this " latest Yankee notion," began now to look upon tlie United

States as a formidable naval power.

What the wounds of the Merrimac really were we shall i^erliaps never

know ; but that they were serious none can doubt. For Lieutenant

Catesby Jones was an officer of acknowledged capacity, bravery, and expe-

rience, who must have well understood that fealty to the cause which he

had espoused required him to retain the offensive as long as it was pos-

sible to do so. He would, therefore, never have retired from the fight

while a hope remained to him of winning it.

As the little Mo)iUor, very properly, gave up the pursuit of the (be

—

for, with the vast interests depending upon her safety, her role was purely

defensive—and, with the proud banner of freedom flying from her flag-

staff, once more took her place alongside the Minnesota, all hearts were

raised in thankfulness to God for his manifold and great mercies. And all

over the land for many, many months the story was told of how Ericsson

planned and how Worden and his gallant men fought the famous Monitor.

God's blessings on them all ! May a grateful country never suff'er their

memories to grow cold, and may their names, inseparably connected with

some of the darkest and yet most glorious days of the Republic, be men-

tioned with reverence by our children's children.
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Circumstances having made it necessary for our Government, at tlie

commencement of the present year, to assemble a fleet in the waters of

Florida, the Hon. Secretary of the Navy thought the occasion favorable

for the instruction of its officers in the various branches of their pro-

fession, and especially in naval tactics, that part of it to v^hich enlight-

ened Europe had given most attention, America and Asia least ; and it

seeming but reasonable that the autlior of a theory to be practically

tested should be permitted to test it himself, provided he desired so to

do, I, who had drawn up both the tactics and the tactical signal-book,

was detailed for this service, and, on the 16th of January, reported at

Key West to Rear-Admiral Case, as "Chief of Staff of the united fleets

under his command."

It being found that the collective fleet would not be ready for man-

oeuvring before the 1st of February—some of its vessels ordered from

distant stations not having yet reported—the intervening time was passed

in boat, great-gun, howitzer, and infantry exercises ; and, on the after-

noon of the 20lh of January, a force of seventeen hundred blue-jackets

and marines was thrown ashore on the south beach of Key "West,

formed in line of battle, and advanced in this order through a dense
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cliapan'al to the li^litliouse, distant a half-mile from the landing, whence^

after a brigade dress-parade, it was marched in column of companies,

right in front, to the Government store-house wharf, which had been de-

signated as the place of embarkation. Taking into consideration the fact

that at least one-half erf the men were greenhoms, recently shipped, the

affair was an exceedingly creditable one. There was neither straggling

nor drunkenness ; and, although the iiTegular swaying of the bayonets on

the march betrayed the recruit, yet the manual of arms and the various

changes of formation were executed with a precision and style which re-

flected the highest credit upon the young drill-oflficers, all of whom, with

three or four exceptions, were graduates of the Naval Academy.

The howitzer-firing from the boats, however, on this occasion, was

neither rapid nor well sustained, nor was the howitzer manipulated afloat

as dexterously as it should have been. Ashore it appeared to better ad-

vantage, yet neither afloat nor ashore did this traly sailor arm compare

favorably with the infantry.

Of the boat exercises in fleet manoeuvres, the less said the better.

They were decidedly a failure, and showed clearly how little importance

had been attached to the study of fleet tactics by the navy generally.

On the 31st of January the rear-admiral commanding issued the fol-

lowing order :

The North Atlantic fleet is hereby separated into divisions as follows ;

Van, or Ric^ht Division.— 1. i'ongress ; 2. Ticonderoga ; 3. Canandai-

gua ; 4. Fortune.

Centrb Division.—5. Colorado; 6. Wacliusett ; 7. Shenandoah; 8. Wyo-

ming.

Rear, or Left Division.—9. Lancaster; 10. Alaska; 11. Kansas ; 12.

Franklin.

Reserve Division.—Monitors and torpedo vessels.

Th3 senior officer of each division will command it, and J^will wear a

division flag at his main. He will lead his division when the right is in

front, and bring up the rear with the left in front. He will repeat the

Admiral's signals, and, when all the vessels of his command have answered

Ms signal, Avill hoist an answering pennant as an indication to the Admi-

ral that the command are prepared to obey it. When all the divisional

officers have hoisted their answering pennants, and the Admiral is ready,

he will haul down his signal ; the divisional officers haul down their

signals and <insicering pennants at the same instant, and the signal is

executed.

From the moment of sailing, each vessel will keep her distinguishing
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peimam hoisted until she comes to anchor, wlicn slie' will haul it

down.

When signal 41'S—Get tinder "icay—is hoisted tdtJi the preparatory

over it^ and answere<l in the anannei* prescribed above, it will be hauled

down, when each vessel will heave in to a short stay, and hoist her dis-

tingiiishing pennant. So soon as all have their distinguishing pennants

flying, signal 413

—

Get tinder way—will be made by the Admiral, and

-when replied to as above dii-ected, and the Admir^il is ready, will be

hauled dosvn. All now weigh together.

When signal 824

—

Aiichor—is hoisted, with the preiyftratory oxer it, and

properly answered, it will be hauled down. At tliis instant the fleet will

islow to three knots.

The Admiral will next lioist signal S24

—

Anchor—and tbe moment it is

mast-headed caeh vessel "will stop her engine (without waiting for a signal

from divisional oflicers), letting go her anchor the moment it is hauled

down.

When the signal is made to "get under way," the fl-eet will move cut

in "columns of vessels" with tlie v-an leading, unless another formation

be signalled.

If not otherwise directed, vessels will ""come to" with their starboard

anchors.

All courses signalled are magnetic. Tactical signals at night will be

SBade with Coston lights, and the moment of execvition denoted by the

discharge of a gun.

In conclusion, the Commander-in-chief calls partieular attention to the

" Explanation," U. S. Navy Signal-Book, Naval Tactics, 1874, whose pre-

cepts must be rigidly adhered to by Commanding Ofiicers.

A- LuDXOw Case,

Rear-Admiral U.S.N.

Commanding U. S. Naval Porce, North Atlantic Station.

Flagship Walash, 1st Rate, Key West, Fla., Jan. 31, 1874.

On the 3d of February the fleet (the resei've excepted), which had

been lying in irregiilar order off Key West, shifted its berth to the

•"outer buoy," near Sand Key light, where it anchored in columns of

vessels abreast by divisions, in natural order, heading south, the van

division, commanded by Captain Rhind, being on the right At daylight

on the following morning general signal was made to get under way, and

as no formation had been prescribed, and the vessels were then heading

S.S.W., the van division moved forward, while the centre and rear divi-
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sions obliqued to the riglit, until in the van's wake, wlien they steered

S.S.W., thus forming column of vessels, which formation the fleet p e-

served very badly during the day, coming to anchor at night in line

oil buoy No. 9, Dry Tortugas, by a movement analogous to the right

into line of the army, the vessels heading N.N.W., and bearing from

each other, reciprocally, E.N.E. and W.S.W., the Congress, flagship of

th3 van division, having anchored first and furthest to the N'd and

E'd.

At eight 'a.m., on the 5th, the fleet weighed, and, forming column of

vessels, followed the Congress through the passage between the Dry

Tortugas and the Rebecca Shoal into Florida Bay. The direction of the

head of the column was several times changed during the day, and at

six P.M. the signal "Forward into line—left oblique!" was made, followed

shortly afterwards by the signal "Anchor!"

On the 6th we moved to the eastward, and anchored a tug at the dis-

tance of twenty-five miles southeast from Key West, in which vicinity we

remained for more than three weeks, in the almost daily exercise of fleet

manoeuvres. These consisted of the various line, column, and echelon

formations laid down in the tactics, and in passing from one to the other,

the column varying from single vessel to division front, the echelon being

single and double, natural and inverted, and the line either single or double ;

the fleet moving alternately by the front, flank, and rear. After a few days'

ex3rcise, the various movements were performed with exactness, though

with a slowness that was disheartening, since the greatest speed that

could be maintained by the fleet as a ujiit was four and a half knots an

hour.*

As our anchorage was exposed to winds from tiie northwest, which,

during the winter months, sometimes sweep with great violence over the

Bay of Florida, the fleet always came to at night in columns of vessels

abreast by divisions, heading east, and in this order, on February 9th and

10th, it rode out a northwest gale, without the slightest apprehension being

felt on the part of the commander-in-chief for the safety of any of his

* It must be remembered that several of these vessels had been long; in commission,

and were almost ''broken down " in boilers and engines
;
yet they formed part of a force

that did not number one too many for the service that might have been required of it,

and their speed could not have been exceeded by the fleet without abandoning them as

prizes to the enemy, had we been called upon to meet one.

Out of our whole force of wooden and iron vessels, not more than eight could have
maintained a speed of sis and a half knots, and not more than six a speei of eight knots
an hour.

The tugs Pinfa and Fortuii%an'l the little steamer Z».\s/)a^tV;, are, of course, nnt included

in this summing up. F. A. P.
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command, s'mcc, being in echelon so long as the wind blew, no vessel

could drive on the hawse of another.

On the 20th and 24th insts. the fleet, steaming in column of vessels

(close order) at the rate of four knots an hour, was exercised in firing

at a target, distant eight hundred yards ; and on the 25th some exceedingly

interesting experiments were made with spar torpedoes, each vessel explod-

ing one or mor(3 of these, filled with from 80 to 150 pounds of powder,

under or near a floating raft constructed of casks and spars.

On the 26th and 27th the fleet, in columns of vessels, abreast by

divisions, was exercised principally in changing direction without altering

formation, and on the afternoon of the latter day, the vessels being in

column of divisions, with the van leading, and flagships on the left, heading-

east, and the Admiral desiring to anchor for a few hours for the purpose

of communicating with the shore, and afterward to proceed west to the

Dry Tortugas, from Which direction the tide was then setting, signal was

made to the van division, By the left flank! to the centre division, Slow!

to the rear division, Forward into line—rifjM oblique! So soon as the rear

of the van division was clear of the left of the centre, signals were made

to that division, By the right flank! Dress on centre division! By the

time these were executed the rear division had gained its place, and, the

whole fleet being now in line, under the Brooklyn's distinguishing pennant

was hoisted 267 ; "Fleet—from the right and left of—on the vessel whose

distinguishing pennant is shown above this signal, form double echelon

inverted."

The moment this signal came down the wings moved forward simul-

taneously and formed a right angle with each other, of which the Brooklyn,

of course, was the apex.

Ill this formation the fleet anchored, and, swinging head to tide, found

itself, upon weighing anchor at eight p.m., in double echelon (natural order),

with the Brooklyn^ carrying her guide-lights, leading and steering west.

Midway between the two columns, on a line with the fifth vessel of each,

was the Wabash, with her tenders, the Dispatch and Pinta, on either quarter.

Daring the night the vessels kept their stations perfectly. Certainly in

unity and strength the fleet had gained greatly since the day when it had

feebly groped its way out of the harbor of Key West, and, at irregular

intervals and in straggling groups, made its way to the islands, whither

in perfect order it was now returning.

At six A.M. signal was made to the divisional commanders to bear up

for the anchorage previously assigned to them at the Tortugas, and the

fleet manoeuvres here ended.
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A wesk later, and the reserve division of monitors was exercised for

two days in squadron evolutions, and, contrary to what was expected, it

manoeuvred admirably ; its speed, however, being limited to that which

the slowest one of its number could maintain for any length of time, was

but four knots an hour.

The distances and intervals of thj vessels were remarkably well kept,

and all but the Mahop^c, which was evidently out of trim, steered well.

The wind was light from the S'd and E'd during both days' evolutions,

and on the first day the water was smooth. On the morning of the second

a heavy sea was rolling in upon the Florida reef, on the outside edge of

which we were, but by noon it had subsided to a gentle swell. Table A
shows the relative turning power of the monitors, moving at the rate of

41^ knots an hour, with light wind and smooth sea ; Table B their greatest

attainable speed under the most favorable conditions of wind and weather.

TABLE A.

Names. Rate. Tons. Full cir. to stb'd. Full. cir. to port.

Saugus 4 550 3 min. 00 sec. 4 min. 00 sec.

Manhattan 4 550 6 min. 49 sec. 4 min. 45 sec.

Ajax 4 550 7 min. 10 sec. 7 min. 15 sec.

Mahopac 4 550 G min. 49 sec. 7 min. 59 sec.

Dictator 2 1,750 7 min. 54 sec. 8 min. 30 sec.

TABLE B.

Names. Bate. Tons. Speed in knots.

Dictator 3 1,750 10.50

Saugus 4 550 6.00

Ajax -i 550 5.75

Manhattan * 4 550 5.50

Mahopac 4 550 4.75

And now the "great drill," as the New York Htrald had styled our

exercises, being ended, what was the lesson it had taught '? That a naval

force, no matter of what elements composed, possessed but little strength

unless properly organized and thoroughly exercised in tactical manoeuvres,

every officer who had witnessed our evolutions was willing to admit ; but,

apart from all this, it became painfully apparent to us that the vessels

before us were in no respect worthy of a great nation like our own ; for

what could be more lamentable—what more painful to one who loved his

country and his profession—than to see a fleet armed with smooth-bore

guns, requiring close quarters for their development, moving at the rate

of four and a half knots an hour ? What inferior force could it overtake,
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or what superior one escape from, of any of the great naval powers of the

earth ? Did it rely, in the latter case, upon its spar torpedoes for defence,

Avhat Don Quizote of an admiral was going to run upon them, when,

having "the legs" of his adversary, he could concentrate upon his van

or rear or upon one of his flanks, and, choosing his distance, coolly cut

him to pieces with his artillery ?

And, in truth, what reliance could be placed upon our torpedo system

afloat for either offence or defence ?

After many days' preparation, seven of the eighteen torpedoes used on

the 35th of February had failed to explode, while of those that did explode

not more than four were submerged under the target.

If, then, on a beautiful, calm day, with nothing to disquiet us, such was

the result, what would have happened had the fleet at the time been ex-

posed to the disturbing influences of an enemy's shot and shell ? Take,

for example, the Wabash, whose battery consists of forty-four nine-inch

guns. Now, while she is approaching an enemy (supposing such a thing

possible) with the design of torpedoing him, she will either be using her

artillery or not using it.

In the latter case her enemy, having simply a target to fire at, would

riddle her completely, and cut all her torpedo-gear away before she could

get within a hundred yards of him.

In the former, how, in the name of practical common sense, is the ope-

rator at the electric battery, amid the confusion and din of battle, and the

smoke of his own guns, to tell the instant to "close the circuit" ? For he

has but an instant, remember, and no more. If, however, the object

struck is itself to close the circuit, how are you to be assured that, after

the meUe has once commenced, this object will not be one of your own

vessels ?

The Franklin, the Colorado, and the Lancaster, leading their respective

columns, and the Wahash in the centre of the fleet, looked warlike and

formidable indeed, with their powerful batteries, as artillery ships ; but

with their booms rigged out as torpedo vessels they were simply ridicu-

lous. " But," remarks the torpedo officer of the Waha^Ji, in his official

report of March 9—which is little more than an apology for the many

failures of February 25—"to say that it is useless for these old wooden

ships to even try to use torpedoes or have them is, in my opinion, a mis-

take ; for, if they ever can get alongside of vessels of superior force and

speed, either by surprising them at anchor in the night or in any other

way, they can destroy these vessels with torpedoes when it could be accom-

plished in no other possible manner."
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The plain answer tc tliis is tliat men-of-war do not suffer tliemselves to

be surprised at night by large bodies moving sloiciy. The proper way to

attack a vessel lying at anchor is with, small boats fitted with torpedoes,

:i8 Crushing attacked the Albemarle ; for if you run at her witli your own

vessel, and ber commanding oflBcer be not a fool, you will probably find

yourself journeying toward the stars long before your pole can be brought

into requisition ; since in this torpedo warfare on soundings the advantage

is decidedly with the defence, and it is not to be supposed that a vessel

would remain long at anchor without surrounding herself with floating or

submerged torpedoes, or a cordon of boats fitted with torpedoes, inside of

which it would be impossible for a large vessel to penetrate. Or, if without

torpedoes, her captain might not unwisely follow the example of one of

our old officers of farming propensities, who, being obliged to remain

many weeks at anchor off our southern coast during the civil war, quietly

fenced himself in, and then, taking care that the gate of liis sea-yard was

closed at sunset, he slept peacefully every night, undisturbed in the

slightest degree by torpedo visions.

The exercise of the torpedo in Florida Bay was of great service to us,

Jiowever, since for the intelligent use of any weapon it is as important to

know what cannot as what can be effected by it. It is one thing to pro-

mise great results on paper, and another to obtain them in actual practice
;

and it is clear to my mind now that, rigged out on a pole attached to a

hirge vessel not possessing very great speed and turning power, the tor-

pedo is alike harmless to friend and foe.

Nevertheless, for our long line of seaboard the torpedo is invaluable,

and the submarine mine of the engineer, supported by forts, and aided,

as it would be in time of war, by monitors, tugs, and launches, has almost

lurmetically sealed our harbors to a hostile fleet, while a rigid blockade

of any of them would be next to an impossibility, harassed incessantly,

a-! the blockading force would be, by improvised rams and torpedo-boats,

and by infernal machines of every conceivable device and construction.

It is true that the blockading admiral, supposing him to be a man of

energy and resolution, would endeavor to overcome the torpedo with the

torpedo, the mine with the countermine
;

yet, taking into consideraticn

the ingenuity and enterprise of our people, and the disadvantage under

which both armies and fleets operate at a distance from their base of

supplies, the defeat of the blockaders might be relied upon, I think,

with almost absolute certainty.

Shall we, then, because secure in a great degree from the attacks of

hostile fleets upon our shores, conclude with Mr. Boutwell that ships of
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war may be dispensed with, and let our vessels rot alongside of decay-

ing wharves ? 'z

Is the great Bepublic so beloved by all mankind that its citizens are

safe in every land and its merchantm.en on every sea ?

We know that such is not the case, and surely all experience shonld

teach us that nothing is so galling to a gallant nation as to be obliged

to submit to insult because utterly unprepared to resent it. Unfortu-

nately for the peace-makers, the millennium has not yet come, and what-

ever may be the indications of it in the heavens above, there are none

whatever on the earth below. Nation is still rising against nation.

Europe is a vast military camp, while the fleets of the great naval

powers surpass all that the world has yet seen of mighty aima-

ments upon the deep. Turkey, with fifteen iron-clads, forty-four screw-

frigates, and a disciplined army, is not dead j-et ; China, with her vf.st

hordes, imports modern artillery and improved rifles ; Japan, destined to

bear the same relation to Asia that England bears to Europe, has one

or more dock-yards and an iron-clad squadron. What, then, is there in

the condition of any of the four quarters of the globe to lead to the

belief that wars in the future will be less frequent than in the past ?

At the risk of being accused of intellectual blindness, I emphatically re-

ply, nothing whatever. I am forced, then, to the conviction that, for

the maintenance of our national dignity at home and abroad, the protec-

tion of our commerce upon the high seas and our citizens in foreign

lands, a sea-going fleet is absolute necessary for us—not a large fleet like

that of England, but one which shall be complete in itself, and serve as

u safe nucleus to rally around when the hour of trial comes. Let us

consider now of what elements this fleet should be composed.

If the object to be kept in view were simply the encountering of a

liostile force at sea, the ram would alone, in my opinion, sufhce for our

purpose, fully convinced as I am that, for fleet-lighting, it is the most

terrible engine of war that a navy can possess. The fire of artillery may
be withstood, the contact of the torpedo guarded against ; but that there

is no withstanding the shock of the steam-ram the battle of Lissa, the

sinking of the Cumberland, and daily collisions on the ocean bear wit-

ness. For attacking forts, however, guns must be brought into play

;

and for creeping stealthily upon a large vessel at night, in thick

weather or amid the smoke of battle, there is nothing equal to the low

torpedo-boat ; consequently, to be prepared for all the service that may
be expected of it, the fleet of to-morrow must consist of rams, torpedo-

boats, and artillery-vessels, all of which should be steamers of great
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speed, having auxiliary sail power, and, if not propelled by twin-screws,

some mechanical contrivance to enable them to turn short around with

celerity ; for turning power is essential to every man-of-war, and espe-

cially so to a ram, which must always keep her head turned towards

the enemy. In storms the dependence of these steamers for safety should

be on their engines, and if never required to make sail with the wind

forward of the beam, their masts might be telescopic (as proposed by Rear-

Admiral Boggs some j^ears since), and their spars and sails so light as to

be easily handled and sent below ; so that an artillery-vessel would have

nothing but her lower masts, and a ram and torpedo-vessel nothing at

all, left standing above decks when steaming head to wind or going into

action. All that I have said above refers to the fighting-vessel. For

cutting up an enemy's commerce ships of the Alabama and Shenanc.oah

type will be required, having a long-range pivot gun forward, two steam

torpedo-cutters, and a Gatling battery, and every admiral in time of war

should be supplied with a number of extraordinarily fast steamers to

carry despatches and act as lookouts.

At present our vessels are adapted to the days of Paul Hoste rather

than to the age of steam, loaded down as they are with immense spare

and rigging, which, in a general action, would infallibly be shot awaj-,

and, trailing after them, foul their screws, thus rendering them utterly

helpless ; for woe be to that vessel, in future naval battles, whose pro-

peller refuses to turn after the melee commences. Not many minutes can

elapse before an enemy will be upon her, steaming at full speed,

and, striking her in a vital part, send her to the bottom. It becomes,

therefore, all important that the motive power of a steamer should be

protected from injury, and certainly nothing could more imperil it than

the masts and rigging as at present arranged.

At first sight it might seem a very expensive matter to keep up a

purely steam marine ; but when the high price now paid for sur];>lus

masts, spars, rigging, and cordage is deducted from the bill, I think it

will be found that an ejfflcient steam navy can be maintained at a cost

but little exceeding that of our present nondescript one. I knoAV that

our Benbows of the present day, young as well as old, will cavil at

this; for with them not to "talk rope" is not to be a seaman. These

men still delight in dissertations upon the hauling down of a jib and the

brailing up of a spanker, and dwell fondly upon the legends of the good

old times when, however potent cotton might be on land, flax was certainly

king upon the sea ; but the great majority of naval officers are, I am sure,

looking forward to a higher order of things, and will agree with me in
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the opinion that the tar of the past, although a glorious follow in his

day, it would by no means be desirable to resurrect for the navy of the

future.

A ram should be purely a ram, a torpedo-boat be restricted to the

use of torpedoes, while an artillery-vessel, for offence and defence, should

place all her reliance upon her battery, not turning out of her way to

seek an opportunity for ramming, though not, of course, failing to take

advantage of one, should it chance to offer.

For the man who has several weapons to choose from may hesi-

tate, in action, which to avail himself of, while he who has but one will

be quite sure to use that one effectively,

Whether or not our artillery-ships should be iron-clad is a vexatious

and much-mooted question ; but as the duel between iron-plating and

artillery has already resulted in favor of the latter, if we may believe the

reports of experiments in England and Germany ; as powder is still being

improved, so that, without greater strain upon the gun, it will exert more

force upon the projectile ; and as the ram and torpedo have no more

respect for the costly iron-clad than the comparatively cheap wooden vessel,

I should prefer converting our iron into guns rather than inio armor. As to

what these guns shall be, whether rifled or smooth bored, our able Chief of

Ordnance is a most competent judge. By the world generally the former

is considered in every respect superior to the latter, yet I confess to not

being entirely convinced of the justness of the decision,

I was for a long time intimately associated with the late lamented

Admiral Dahlgren, who, without disparagement to any, I may safely say

was the greatest ordnance officer our navy has yet produced, and up to

the day of his death he was firmly persuaded that for "close action"^

and no naval battle has ever yet been decided at long range—the smooth-

bore possessed decided advantages over the rifie. In the experiments

initiated by him against iron-plating at 400 yards, while the rifle bolt

went through the target at every discharge, the spherical projectile fell

dead apparently at its base for three or four or five fires ; but then, sud-

denly following the report of the smooth-bore, came a crashing sound,

and it was found that the target had been shaken to pieces. It must be

borne in mind that these trials were made against plating of less than

half the thickness of that now used in England, and, therefore, do not

afford a fair test of the relative merits of the two guns at this time ;

but I submit that recent experiments on the other side of the water

have not been exhaustive in this regard, and are, therefore, neither satis-

factory nor conclusive.
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Placed side by side, with tiie full power of each developed against

targets at short range, the gun which shall be found to have produced

the greatest effect after twelve rounds have been fired in quick succes-

sion will, it appears to me, be the best for general purposes, whatever

may be the merits of the other for special service ;
for in assembling-

vessels to attack forts or fleets you could in one lire have the concen-

trated effect of these twelve rounds many times repeated. In saying this

let it not be vinderstood that I am an advocate of the smooth-borfe ; on

the contrary, all that I have read of late inclines me to prefer the rifle,

and that which has most influenced me in its favor is a remark of

Captain Jeifers, that from it you "get greater explosive effect for same

Aveight" ; but I do think that, before substituting one system of arma-

ment for another, we should test the matter ourselves to the "bitter

end," and I trust that Congress will -see the wisdom of making a liberal

appropriation for this purpose.

As to the calibre of the guns, notwithstanding what has been said to

the contrary in an exceedingly forcible prize essay, which has met with

general favor in England, I espouse the American idea—"the bigger the

better"; depend upon it, with Yankees to serve them, the shot of mam-

moth guns will not be thrown away. They have a saying "out West"

that it is '-bad manners to draw a pistol unless you intend to use it" ;

and, though it may not be ill-mannered, it is certainly unwise to hit a

ship at all unless you do her some damage, for men get a contempt for

that which docs not hurt when it strikes them. With a fleet composed

of the three classes referred to above, an admiral, informed by his

lookouts of the approach of an enemy, would signal such a formation as

he should deem best, always, however, keeping his artillery in the centre

of the fleet, and his rams nearest to the enemy, and well in hand, in

readiness to begin the attack. No order of battle could be laid down

which would suit every occasion, and the effect of adopting any one order

as absolute would be to give your enemy the advantage of knowing how

he should find you, and laying his plans accordingly, while you would be

left in doubt up to the last moment as to what his method of attack or

defence would be. A fleet should be so drilled as to be enabled to

assume any formation with readiness, and it should be a unit of force

acting under one Jiead. Nothing could be more fatal to us than tlie

acceptance of the idea that it may be separated into groups, each group

bsing, to some extent, independent of the other.

For at sea, as on the land, "war is nothing more than the art of con-

centrating a greater force than the enemy upon a given point," and Com-
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mander Noel's plan of battle would simply afford one's adversary, in my
opinion, a chance of surrounding his detached groups one after the other

with a superior force, and thus whipping the whole fleet in detail.

I may remark here that in our new tactical signal-book the signal

"From the centre of threes, fours, fives, etc., form double echelon"

(natural or inverted), affords us the means of throwing our whole fleet,

or any division or squadron of it, into groups offensive or defensive of

any required depth, each group, how^ever, being closely supported by all

the others.

Opening the ball witli artillery-vessels "passing each other, at a com-

bined speed of twenty knots," covdd only result in one of those inde-

cisive actions which every commander-in-chief should aim to avoid ; for

three-fourths of the projectiles fired would fall into the sea, while the

smoke of the guns on both sides would so obscure the vision as to render

the attack of the rams of no avail.

In my judgment, the rams should begin the action by charging the

enemy, and throwing him into confusion or bringing him to a stand; then

the artillery-vessels would open with seme effect, and the torpedo-boats,

under cover of their fire, proceed .stealthily but swiftly to complete the

work of devastation inaugurated by the charge.

After charging through the enemy, the rams should reform and charge

back, or, if unable to do this, pass around his fleet, attacking everything

in the way, and, after regaining their own lines, take their position with

the reserve, in readiness to act witli it when the "supreme moment," as

the French term that Instant when victory or defeat hangs in the balance,

has arrived. This is the time, too, to "put in" every boat fitted with tor-

pedoes that the condition of the sea will permit to be lowered.

It would seem useless, perhaps, for us to talk of the assembling of

fleets when our flag scarcely floats from the mast-head of a merchantman

upon the sea, and the city of New York, our commercial metropolis,

seems so far indifferent to the national misfortune as actually to take

pride in the number of foreign steamers which daily leave her wharves
;

yet I cannot but believe that the great Eepublic will awaken from her

lethargy ere long, and once more put forth her strength upon the deep.

When that day comes, when our commerce is again extended to the

remotest corners of the earth, I have faith that a navy will be created

for its protection worthy of a great people, whose fleets some of you,

gentlemen, will be called upon to command.

This you can prepare yourselves to do intelligently only by devoting

yourselves zealously to the study of your p"ofession ; and let me advise
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you, above all else, to read diligently the naval history of the past and

the present, and to imitate Nelson in his close study of naval tactics ;,

for depend upon it that in future naval battles, other things being equal,

victory will belong to that fleet which is most skilfully manoeuvred.

In conclusion, let me repeat what I have so often said before—namely,

that a man-of-war, icithout speed and turning poioer, is as useless as " a

painted ship upon a painted ocean," no matter what her armament or

armor ; and let me beg of you, in opposition to the doctrine of dividing

fleets into independent detachments, to adopt for your motto : The ships

of our Union and the union of our ships: may they he like our States,

"one and inseparahh.^'



DISCUSSION.

Commander Terky. Has not the plan of ^eparatinu- llie vessels of a

fleet into groups been adopted in the French navy ?

Commodore Parker. Any number of vessels may be called a gioiip ;

but the piltfon, an assemblage of four vessels, to which the English have

given the distinctive name of group, Avas suggested by Admiral Willaune,

of the French navy. I do not object to groups, but to drttirlieiJ groups,

acting independently of each other.

Rear-Admiral Rodgers. Was not this plan adopted at Key West ?

Commodore Parker. At Key West the vessels were separated into

groups, in close supporting distance of each other.

Commander Farquiiar. Supposing that sails and spars are eventu-

ally done away with, how will signals be made—above all, in action '?

Will a commander-in-chief be obliged to rely entirely on the hand-flag V

Commodore Parkeh. It will be easy to signal from a flag-pole before

going into action. After once getting into action, 1 consider it useless

to signal at all, except to the reserve ; the plan of battle should be fully

understood before going into action.

Rear-Admiral Rodgers. It was stated in the article that the maxi-

mum speed attained by the fleet during the mano uvres was four and a

half knots. Was the result due to the slowness of the ships, or was it

the fault of the commanding olficers ?

Commodore Parker. I believe it was entirely owing to the slowness

of the vessels. In making the passage to the Bay of Florida signal was

made to keep the speed up to flvc knots. The Shtnandoali signalled that

it was utterly impossible to do it. The best that the WnbasJi could do

was six and a half knots. The Fi<iii/,'/iii could be forced up to nine, but

could not keep up moi-e than seven.

Rear-Admiral Rogers. I am loath to believe that the maximum

speed of any fleet of the United Stales navy is only four and a half knots.

I have commanded several of the vessels that ha\e lately been assembled

at Key Wesi, and their speed was certainly much greater than four and

a half knots. I cannot allow the statement to go out to the world with-

out expressing my doubt about it. In regard to the use of steam, I

agree -with the views ot (,'ommodore Parker.

Commodore Parker. It is impossible to judge of the speed of a fleet

by wliat can be done by single or detached vessels. All the vessels of

a fleet must b^ passessed of great and permanent speed, or else the faster

vessels must reduce their rate of speed to conform to that of the slower

ones.
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Lieutenant McLean. I have knowu the l^henundoali to make twelve

knots when in good condition. As to doing aAva}' with sails, I think

it would be very unwise. I have seen a steamer scudding before the

wind under reefed topsails, her propeller being almost all the time two-

thirds out of water. She would have been in a rather bad situation

without her topsails.

Commander McNair. I am sure I have seen times when reefed top-

sails were very useful. 1 think it would be unwise to abandon the use

of sails entireh'.

Commodore Parker. In all my experience I have never seen such

a storm as would have made it necessary for a steamer, not borne down

by the pressure of the wind on her masts, spars, and rigging, to scud,

especially if she were provided with a suitable drag. I would use sails

merely as auxiliaries of steam.

Chief-Engineer Baker. The low rate of speed of the tleet assem-

bled at Key West was owing to peculiar circumstances. Much of the

machinery built during the late war by inexperienced contractors, at a

time when the best material could not always be obtained, had deterio-

rated even from its original condition by the effects of wear and decay.

When the S'lcnaudiali, unable at the Key West fleet manoeuvres to make

live knots, was new, she was a twelve-knot ship, but her boilers have

been worn out in long service. The vessels of the United States navy

will in future be able to keep up a greater speed than four and a half

knots.

It may be of interest to the Institute to know that one of the

vessels lately Iniilt by the Navy Department, the Swatara, now emploj'cd

in the expedition for observing the transit of Venus, has attained a

speed of twelve knots, with only eight of her ten boilers in use. This

performance Avas under steam alone, uninfluenced by Avind and sea.

A vote of thtuiks was then tendered to Commodore Parker.

The chair was resumed by Rear Admiral Rodgers, but, there being no

further l)usiness, the meeting adjourned.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER READ BY LIEUT. COLLINS (No. 0).

• Commodore Rodgers. Mr. Chairman, the labors of my brother offleers

in this and in other expeditions for the same purpose have reflected great

credit upon the service. I am proud to mention that in the course of a

recent conversation with a gentleman who is perhaps the greatest mathe-

matician in this country, he remarked that the naval officers connected

with the surveying expeditions across the Isthmus of Darien had ren-

dered their names immortal ; that the canal would without doubt be con-

structed eventually; and that the names of Selfridge, Lull, Shufeklt, and

others, would be for ever remembered with gratitude and respect. He

attributed much of the success of these officers to the excellent educa-

tion that many of them had received at the Naval Academy.

I think the time has arrived for naval officers to manifest an interest

in the great improvements and scientific investigations that are now con-

tinually going on.

Commodore F. A. Parker. Mr. Chairman, I think it would be in-

teresting to the members of the Institute to learn how it is proposed

to avoid or overcome the obstacle presented by the bar at the mouth of

the Atrato River, on which there are, I believe, only three or four feet

of water.

Lieutenant Collins. It has been suggested to close up all the

mouths of the delta except three, and in this manner increase the depth

of water on the bar.

Rear-Admir.\l John L. Worden. I think the idea a good one. The

great force thus added to the current would doubtless in time cut a suf-

ficient channel through the bar.
.

Commodore Rodgers. Even if that plan should fail, the difficulty

could be overcome by constructing a side canal similar to the one pro-

posed at the delta of the Mississippi River.

Commander Greer. What is the width of the bar y

Lieutenant Collins. The width of the bar is about half a mile.

After passing the bar, the water is from twenty-five to twenty-eight feet

in depth. The river is about two thousand feet in width, and has a

good broad channel, even in the dry season. The canal route proposed

by Commander Selfridge is about twenty-eight miles in length, and will

require three miles of tunnelling. The entire cost is estimated at $56,-

000,000.

Commander Greer. What was the cost of the Suez Canal ?
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CojiMANDEK Farquiiar. The lotal cosl was about |80,000,C00 ; there

are, lio\ve\^er, no locks in the Suez Cai

On moiion of RKAn-AD>r!UAL Wouden
re tendered to Lieuteuaul Collins for h

The Institute then went into exceulive se

the thanks of I lie Institute

! very interesting paper.

don.
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shall be made in writing to the Executive Committee, and such nominations, with

the name of the member making them, shall be entered on the minutes of the com-

mittee. At the succeeding meeting of the Institute the committee shall report.

If their report be favorable, a majority of the members present shall decide the

election ; but, if unfavorable, a two-thirds vote shall be required to elect the can-

didate. Two members of the Executive Committee shall constitute a quorum for

carrying out the requirements of this section.

6. The annual assessment for a member shall be five dollars, and for an asso-

ciate three dollars, payable upon joining the Institute, and on the 1st day of each

succeeding January.

7. Membership shall only be forfeited in cases where the recommendation of

the Executive Committee, supported by a two-thirds vote of the Society, shall so

determine.

NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS.

Art. V. 1. There shall be a meeting of the Society on the second Thursday

in January of each year, at which all officers shall be chosen, except those pro-

vided for in Art. Ill, Sec. 3.

2. Members not in attendance may vote by proxy at such elections, as well as

upon questions relating to the Constitution and By-Laws; but vote by proxy

will only be allowed in the two cases herein specified. Honorary members and

associates will not be allowed to vote on any question.

3. A majority of votes recorded shall determine choice.

4. Members elected to the position of Officers of the Society will assume their

duties as soon as notified.

5. Vacancies may be temporarily filled by the Executive Committee, but regu

lar nominations and elections shall follow as soon as practicable.

6. All voting for officers shall be by ballot in session of the Society.
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DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

Art. VI. 1. The President, or, in his absence, the Vice-President, or in the

absence of both, a member of the Executive Committee, will preside in Executive

Session.

3. The transaction of all financial, executive, or administrative business, in

T\"hich latter shall be included censorship of papers oiTered for presentation to the

Society, shall be in the hands of the Executive Committee. The Committee will

determine for itself its routine of business and form of record.

3. The Secretary shall keep a register of the members, a copy of the Constitu-

tion and By-Laws, in which he shall note all changes, a journal of the proceed-

iugs of the Society, a separate record of the proceedings of the Execiftive Commit-

tee, and a file book in which the reports ofcommittees, &c., shall be entered. These

books shall be at all times in readiness for inspection. Papers offered by members

unable to be present, if accepted by the Executive Committee, shall be read by

the Secretarjr. He shall give due notice of all meetings of the Society, and shall

have control of the Stenographer and copyists employed to prepare records of

proceedings.

4. The Corresponding Secretary shall attend to all correspondence and keep

a record thereof.

5. The Treasurer, under the direction of the Executive Committee, shall be the

disbursing ofBcer. He shall keep a receipt and expenditure book, and an account

current with each member. He will submit his books for examination whenever

asked for.

6. The Committee on Publications shall have charge of the printing and pub-

lication of all papers and proceedings of the Society.

7. Corresponding Secretaries of stations shall keep the Institute, through its

Corresponding Secretary, advised of new members, and of all matters of interest,

and shall attend to the collection and transmission to the Treasurer of the dues

of members.

MEETINGS.

AiiT. VII. 1. There shall be a meeting of the Society on the second Thursday

of each month for the discussion of professional and scientific subjects.

2. Special meetings may be called by the Secretary, at the recjuest of one or

more of the general officers, or of standing or special Committees.

3. A stenographer shall be employed to keep the record of all proceedings of

regular meetings.

4. Annually, or as much oftener as the Executive Committee may decide, a

record of piipers read before the Society and the discussions growing out of them,
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shall be published in pamphlet form. Papers on intricate technical subjects may

be published as a part of the proceedings of the Society without being publicly

read, if in the opinion of the Executive Committee the subject to which they

relate be not of a character to be appreciated on merely casual investigation.

AMENDMENTS.

Art. VIII, No addition or amendment to the Constitution and By-Laws

shall be made without the assent of two-thirds the members voting. Notice of

proposed changes or additions shall be given by the Secretary at least one month

before action is taken upon them.



BY-LAWS.

Akticle I. The rules of the United States House of Representatives shall, in

so far as applicable, govern the parliamentary proceedings of the Society.

Akt. II. 1. At both regular and stated meetings the routme of business shall

be as follows.

2. At executive meetings, the President, or, in his absence, the Vice-President,

or, in the absence of both, a member of the Executive Committee, will call the

meeting to order and occupy the chair during the session ; in the absence of these,

the Society will appoint a chairman.

3. At meetings for presentation of papers and discussion, the Society will be

called to order as above provided, and a chairman will be appointed by the pre-

siding officer, reference being had to the subject about to be discussed, and an ex-

pert in the specialty to-which it relates selected.

4. At regular meetings, after the presentation of the paper of the evening, or

on the termination of the argumen ts made by members appointed to, or voluntarily

appearing to enter into formal discussion, the chairman will make such review of

the paper as he may deem pre per. Informal discussion will then be in order, each

speaker being allowed not exceeding ten minutes in the aggregate, unless by spe-

cial permission of the Society. The author of the paper will in conclusion be al-

lowed such time in making a resume of the discussion as he may deem necessary.

The discussion ended, the Chairman will close the proceedings with such remarks

as he may be pleased to offer.

5. At the close of the concluding remarks of the Chairman , the Society will go

into Executive Session, as hereinbefore provided, for the transaction of business,

aa follows

:
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1. Stated business, if there shall be any to be considered.

2. Unfinished business taken up.

3. Reports of Officers or Committees.

4. Applications for membership reported.

5. Correspondence read.

6. Miscellaneous business transacted.

7. New business introduced.

8. Adjournment.
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Vol. 11. 1875. No. 1.

U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS.
April 8, 1875.

Commander Wm. T. Sampson in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following letter from

Lieutenant J. Forsyth Meigs,

ON THE VELOCITY OF THE WIND.

I heg to enclose herewith a record of observations made by myself

on board the United States Steamer Omaha, Captain P. C. Johnson

Commanding, of the relative speeds of this ship and of the propelling

wind npon various points of sailing ; and of the speeds, dimensions,

&c., of waves.

The velocities of winds and waves are in knots, of 6086 feet to the

mile, per hour ; the dimensions of waves are in feet ; the rules for log-

books have been followed in noting the " state of sea "; the small letter

s under the letter denoting the state of the sea denotes that the sea

was probably caused by the same wind that is noted in its proper col-

umn, the letter o that it was probably caused by some other wind ; in

the column for heel or roll, the letters Ji, s and p signify heel, star-

board, and port respectively.

The instrument used in determining the velocity of the wind is a

small wheel-anemometer, made by Nigretti and Zambra of London.

It has given every proof of accuracy and durability. A spirit level,

bent to a radius of five inches, was used to determine the roll and heel.

In making observations for the velocity of the wind, the anemometer
was always held for one minute in the air current, well clear of every

thing, while the log was being hove. All other observations, for
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dimensions of waves, &c., were made, as nearly as possible, at the

same time. The observed velocity of the wind is corrected by means

of a table for the solution of right triangles.

The observations cover a time from October until the following

May. The ship's draft, when the record was begun, was 14 feet, 6

inches forward, and 17 feet, 2 inches aft ; when it was concluded,

the draft was 13 feet forward, and 16 feet, 10 inches aft. The

ship received on board no large supply of coal or provisions during

this time.

RESUME.

The figures, as tabulated, appearing somewhat voluminous, I have

added the following resume. Always calling the speed of the wind

100, we have

:

POINT OF SAILING.

Close-hauled
One-half, one, and one and a half points free.
Wind abeam
One, two, and three points abaft beam
Broad, and three points on quarter
One and two points on quarter
Wind dead aft

Number
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dimensions of waves, &c., were made, as nearly as possible, at the

same time. The observed velocity of the wind is corrected by means

of a table for the solution of right triangles.

The observations cover a time from October until the following

May. The ship's draft, when the record was begun, was 14 feet, 6

inches forward, and 17 feet, 2 inches aft; when it was concluded,

the draft was 13 feet forward, and 16 feet, 10 inches aft. The

ship received on board uo large supply of coal or provisions during

this time.

KESUME.

The figures, as tabulated, appearing somewhat voluminous, I have

added the following resume. Always calling the speed of the wind

100, we have

:

POINT OF SAILING.

Close-hauled
One-half, one, and one and a half points free.

Wind abeam
One, two, and three points abaft beam
Broad, and three points on quarter
One and two points on quarter
Wind dead aft

Number
of

Observations.

Number
representing
ship's speed.

74.3
77.5

76.3
56.3

46.9
39.4

The difference between the last two is 7.5 per cent,, which is very

nearly the increased distance that a ship must sail, if she hauls up 1

J

points so as to fill all her sails, when her port is dead to leeward,

thus showing, if the figures are reliable, that nothing is gained in

point of time, by thus hauling a ship up.

The observations on the close hauled point of sailing are the most

numerous ; and, as they do not enable one to perceive any order or

sequence, as arranged according to the speed of the ship, they are

re-arranged below according to the velocities of the wind.
~
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economical speed ; the percentage velocity of the ship becoming less,

unsteadily but perceptibly, as the wind varies from this velocity in

either direction.

THE DRAG OF THE SCREW WHEN UN-COUPLED.

Tlie mean of eleven (11) observations with the screw down, and

either turning or not turning, gives the ship's velocity as 44.8 per cent,

of that of the wind; and the mean of ten (10) observations (this par-

ticular number having been selected because no greater one could be

had where the similarity of condition of wind, sea, &c., would give a

good comparison,) with the screw up, gives the ship's velocity as 50.6

per cent, of that of the wind. Thus showing a loss of 5.8 per cent, of

speed when the screw is down—this would be .29 knot at a speed of 5

knots. The screw was always un-coupled when it was down, and

would begin to turn at a speed of from 4 to 5 knots, and would con-

tinue to turn at a lower speed when started.
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Ui^iTED States Natal Ij^stitute.

Vol. II. 1875^ Wo. 2.

U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS,
December 9, 1875.

Commander N. H. Farquhar in the Chair.

In the absence of the Secretary, Chief Engineer Baker read the fol-

lowing paper on

THE INTEROCEANIO CANAL,
By Lieutenant Frederick Collins.

Some two years since, I had the honor to read before the Naval In-

stitute, a paper in which I attempted to present a comprehensive view

of the Interoceanic Canal question, as it then appeared in the light of

the latest reliable information.

Since that time important additions to our knowledge concerning

two proposed routes have been made, and my duty as a member of the

Institute requires that I should acquaint it with the facts. It will not,

however, be necessary that I should speak of the Panama route, since

you will doubtless receive information concerning the results of the

survey of that line by Commander Lull, from other sources.

I will therefore confine myself to a description of the route by way of

the Atrato and Napipi rivers, giving you the information acquired by

an expedition under my command that made a careful survey of that

route during the winter just past.

For a general description of the country in which this proposed

route lies, I would refer to my previous paper. I wish now merely to

describe its physical features, and to discuss briefly the question of its

adaptability to the construction of a ship canal.

At the time of the reading of that paper, our knowledge of the

country in the vicinity of the Napijoi, was confined to observations

made from the river beds. All our surveys had been made in the
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beds of streams, and in projecting a canal line, it was assumed that the

country for half a mile or so back from the river, was the same as it

appeared on the banks. More intimate knowledge shows such a sup-

position to be erroneous. The country that, from the river, had ap-

peared to be flat, was found to be covered with a network of hills.

This fact is of great importance as showing the difficulty of acquir-

ing information concerning the character of those regions. It also

shows how easily experienced men, anxious only to learn the truth,

may be deceived, and it enables us to enunciate the general rule that

favorable reports concerning any route, not substantiated by the results

of actual survey over the ground itself, are worthy of little considera-

tion.

In saying this, I do not by any means wish to be understood as de-

preciating the value of surveys made in the beds of streams. On the

contrary I accord to such surveys great value, and believe that all pre-

liminary retonnoissances, in such a country as Darien at least, should

always be so made.

But a most important distinction must be made in estimating the

value of the results so obtained. And for this reason ; a survey in

the bed of a stream, naturally shows the lowest possible profile within

the region that the stream and its tributaries drain. If, therefore,

such a survey shows an unfavorable profile, the question of the possibil-

ity of findawg ?i favorable one anywhere within those limits must be re-

garded as conclusively settled in the negative.

But— and mark the difiference—if such a survey shows a favorable

profile, the question of the adaptability of the line is by no means to

be regarded as settled in the affirmative. No ship canal can follow the

windings of a mountain stream, and before any accurate estimate can

be formed of the character of the line of the canal, that line itself must

be carefully surveyed from end to end.

The principles then to be borne in mind when called upon to judge

of the value of explorations are these :

—

unfavorable reports founded

upon reliable surveys in the beds of streams may be accepted without

hesitation
;
favorable reports with such foundation can be regarded

only as indicating the desirability of a more careful examination be-

fore judgment can be formed as to the merits of the route.

Furthermore, let me say that, reports of favorable routes on the au-

thority of " old Spanish maps and documents," or from " conversations

with the Natives," or of passes in the Cordilleras seen from either

shore ; or of low land seen from a height, or while passing up or down
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rivers ; or of passes determined by the temperature of boiling water or

the velocity of streams—all such reports, I say, need no longer agitate

the geographical and commercial worlds—they may be set down at

once as a snare and a delusion.

Applying these principles to the results of the surveys of the past

six years, we find that from the surveys in the beds of streams the va-

rious routes that have been from time to time proposed between the

Panama railroad and the Napipi river (with the exception of the Tru-

ando route which has not been examined since Nichler's survey,) have

been pronounced unfavorable ; and such unfavorable verdicts may be

accepted without hesitation.

From a similar examination the Napipi route was pronounced fa-

vorable. This result should have been accepted simply as indicating

the desirability of further surveys ; it was altogether wrong to suppose

that sufficient data had been acquired to justify the preparation of es-

timates of cost. The additional examination that has since been made
has shown the character of the cotintry to be essentially different from

what we had been led by the previous surveys to suppose.

This route still remains, however, even with all its disadvantages,

the most favorable one south of Panama, at least. The fact that it is

so poorly suited to the purpose, is a sufficient index to the character of

the others.

, But let me proceed with a description of the country in that vicini-

ty, which was my avowed purpose when I set out, but to which I

have been long in coming.

Our survey followed the left or northern side of the valley of the

Napipi, from the Atrato to the junction of the Doguado. At this

point the line crossed the Napipi and followed the valley of the Dog-

uado till opposite Chiri-Chiri Bay, when it struck across the " divide
"

and descended to the Pacific, in the valley of the Chiri-Chiri Eiver.

In reference to the general topographical character of this region,

I may say that our observations on the main line of survey, and in ex-

tended reconnoissances, showed its physical features to be wonderfully

systematic. From the main divide, which skirts closely the Pacific

coast, come down, to the eastward, long spurs or ridges that form the

divides between the various western tributaries to the Atrato. These

ridges send off to the northward and southward smaller spurs and
these divide again and again, till the whole country is overspread with

ranges of hills, running the one into the other, like the veins on a leaf.

A detached hill is rarely to be found.
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The crests of these hills, are usually very narrow and their sides de-

scend abruptly—often precipitously. These crests rising and falling

with gentle slopes, always afford good ground for walking. On this

account they are used for roads or trails almost exclusively by the na-

tives, they having long ago learned that the longer way round, with a

good road, is a surer way home than the shorter, which, cutting across

the ridges, presents a succession of steep and slippery hillsides. They

thus practically exemplify our proverb, even if they do not put it into

words.

'

Immediately along the line of survey, the country naturally divides

itself into four divisions, as regards its topographical features. First,

there exists from the banks of the Atrato, for some five miles to the

westward, a flat, swampy region of a lower average level than the

banks of the adjacent streams. During the wet seasons, this region is

frequently inundated to a considerable depth. During the dry sea-

sons its more elevated portions become sufficiently dry to be passable,

but those of a lower level always remain open water swamps or miry

morasses.

This portion of the route is in fact the delta of the Napipi, since it

is bounded to the westward and northward by a second mouth of that

river called the Braso Muriel, while a third mouth, the Palmerito,

flows through its central part. It includes, in the portion near the

Atrato, two large cienegas or lagoons, which during the wet months,

are shallow lakes, but which become more or less dried up as the rain

less'ens.

The second topographical section extends from the Braso Muriel

some six miles to the westward. It is characterized by the extension

of the spurs of the divide between the Napipi and Opogado rivers to

the very banks of the former, rendering it necessary to cross them con-

tinually with the survey. Extended reconnoissances were made to

determine the practicability of flanking these hills by a detour to the

northward, but in almost every case they were found to increase in al-

titude as they receded from the river, proving to be parts of the sys-

tem just described, rather than detached hills that might have been

flanked.

When, therefore, these hills butted on the river, there was no course

left but to cross them, and our line through this section shows a suc-

cession of steep hills, the highest being 253 feet in elevation.

The third topographical section extends from the western limit of

the second, to the point at which the projected canal crosses the Napi-
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pi, near the junction of the Doguado and Meriudo rivers. In this sec-

tion, the spurs or ridges generally terminate at a thousand or fifteen

hundred feet back from the river, and it was accordingly found possi-

ble to avoid them by keeping the line well down to the southward.

Our profile, therefore, of this section shows level or gently undulating

ground, with no elevations of any considerable magnitude.

This section, in common with all except the first, is well covered

with heavy timber, which appears wherever the ground loses its

swampy character.

The fourth topographical section extends from the point of cross-

ing the JSTapipi, to the Pacific ocean. It is characterized by being

extremely broken, and by the great height of its ridges as compared

with those of other sections.

For the greater part of this section the line lies in the valley of the

Doguado. The distance between that river and the Meriudo is so

small, and the divide between them so high, that the spurs extend

almost invariably directly to the river banks. A line of survey

carried up the valley anywhere except in the river bed, must cross

these spurs continually.

In this section the main dividing ridge between the valley of the

Atrato and the Pacific slope is found. It was crossed at an altitude

of 778 feet, and so steeply does its western slope descend that the crest

of the divide is only 7,000 feet in direct horizontal distance from the

beach. The tunnel required for passing under this ridge is three and

one half miles in length.

The direct distance from the Pacific at Chiri-Chiri Bay to the

Atrato, is but about 28 miles, but the introduction of the curves,

necessary to follow the best ground, increases the actual length of the

canal to thirty and one quarter miles.

From the data acquired by the last expedition, I have calculated

the probable cost of a canal by this route, according to the general

plan proposed by Commander Thos. 0. Selfridge. This plan, in its

essential features, is to follow the left bank of the Napipi for about

30 miles, to its junction with the Doguado, At that point the canal

is to cross the Napipi by a dam of sufficient height, and then to

follow the valley of the Doguado, till the cutting becomes too deep to

continue an open cut. A tunnel will then be resorted to, to carry

the canal under the dividing ridge, and bring it out on the Pacific,

at Chiri-Chiri Bay.

In the plan on which the following estimates have been founded the

summit level has been placed at 143 feet above mean tide, and 12
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locks with a lift of 10.3 feet each on the Atlantic side, and 10 locks

with a lift of 14.9 feet each on the Pacific side will be required.

The Canal is to be fed at the summit from the Napipi river with

its tributaries, the Doguado and Meriudo, as well as from the next

river to the southward, the Cuia, for which purpose an aqueduct three

and two-tenths miles long is, necessary.

The estimates include all the works supposed to be necessary to

the successful operation of the Canal, and for its preservation and

protection from accident, by floods or otherwise.

The following dimensions have been assumed as best suited to meet

the requirements of the case

:

Width at bottom,

" at water surface in earth,

" " rock.

Slope of sides in earth cuttings,

" " rock " below water,
a u u u above "

Width of top of embankment,

-f Slope of embankment, exterior

" " interior

Width of "bench" (at ten feet above water)

Width of locks inside.

Length of locks between mitre-sills.

For the tunnel calculations have been made with several different

forms and dimensions. In the estimates given below, a tunnel 60

feet wide at water surface, with 30 feet depth of water* and 86 feet

height .above water, has been allowed for. If a tunnel 70 feet wide

should be considered necessary, the cost would be increased by about

three and a half millions of dollars. In order to be on the safe side

it has been assumed that the tunnel would require lining throughout

with an arch of masonry.

The following prices have been allowed in computing the cost of

the various portions of the work. ,

Excavation in earth, 33 cts. per cubic yard.

" " rock, 1.25 to 1.50 per cubic yard.

" of tunnel, 5.35 "

Arched lining of tunnel, 20.00

Dredging, 50 cts " "

* 36 feet is the minimum depth of water in any part of the Canal.

72 feet.
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Hydraulic concrete for Locks, Culverts, Dams, &c., $7.00 to |8.00

per cubic yard.

As close a calculation of the amount of work of every kind, as is

possible with the data at hand, has been made, and the cost calcu-

lated at the above prices with the following result

:

Estimated Cost of Canal.

Excavation and Embankment, $28,697,398

Tunnel, 33,341,923

Locks, 5,049,214

Culverts, 3,031,405

Side Drains, 2,449,953

Dam for crossing the Napipi, 616,057

Aqueduct for feeding Canal from Rio Cuia, 548,726

Diversion of rivers, 1,670,159

Grubbing and Clearing, 191,900

Breakwaters at Chiri-Chiri Bay, 2,613,000

Improvements at mouth of Atrato, 817,780

Light house at each terminus, 60,000

78,557,515

Add 25 per cent, for contingencies, 19,639,379

Total estimated cost, $98,196,895

Without entering into any comparison of this canal route, with

others that have been proposed, I present the following as the chief

advantages and disadvantages of the Napipi route, according to the

best of my judgment.

Advantages.

1. Shortness of artificial channel required.

2. Good Harbors. That on the Atlantic side is all that could be

desired, while at the Pacific terminus there is deep water with good

holding ground, and the region is seldom visited by violent gales.

3. The cutting mainly in rock or stiff, tenacious clays. In such

materials the amount of excavation can be reduced to a minimum

;

the clay will form stable embankments, and its impervious character

will greatly reduce losses from leakage and filtration.

4. Proximity of the heaviest work to the Pacific, rendering trans-

portation of labor, " plant " and supplies inexpensive.



5. The greater part of the work to be performed lies in a healthy

region (for the tropics).

6. Abundance of good timber for construction.

7. Absence of high winds along the line of the canal. Transit

would be greatly impeded in a canal lying through a region of violent

winds.

8. Freedom from liability to terrestrial convulsions of a nature

likely to interfere with the permanency of the canal works.

9. Absence of large streams, or of deep valleys to be crossed at a

high elevation.

10. Friendly attitude of the inhabitants.

11. Fertility of the soil. With proper management, the country

in the vicinity of the line could be made to produce the greater part

of the supplies required by the laborers.

Disadvantages.

1. The necessity of resorting to a tunnel. This, while it is no

doubt practicable, involves great expense in construction, uncertainty

in estimate of cost, and a probable increase in the difficulties attend-

ing transit, especially for large ships,

2. The steep descent of the Pacific slope, requiring the grouping

of a large number of locks, and consequently increasing the liability

to accident to the works.

3. Very heavy cuttings required in the valleys of the Doguado
and Chiri-Chiri.

4. Limited water supply during dry seasons.

5. Liability to damage to the works from sudden floods. It is

believed that this contingency is well guarded against, yet the lia-

bility to sudden and violent floods in a hilly country, subject to

excessive rains, cannot be overlooked.

6. Excessive rains likely to wash away embankments, while in

course of construction, and to interfere generally with the progress of

the work.

7. Shortness and uncertainty of the yearly periods well suited to

the work of construction.

8. Undeveloped state of the country and scarcity of native labor.

9. Remoteness from the great commercial centres of the world.

The above are all that have occurred to me, with what attention I

have been able to give the subject. Those accustomed to the contem-
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plation and execution of great engineering schemes will doubtless see

many more on both sides, while it is quite certain that, in the actual

execution of the work, many complications and contingencies will arise

that the best minds will now be unable to foresee.

'

In concluding this paper, it may not be inappropriate to present my
views as to what general conclusions may be drawn from the results of

the long series of explorations that have been perseveringly carried on
during the past six years.

The main fact to be deduced is that the construction of a ship canal

between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans is to be a work of truly Her-
culean proportions ; a work involving the expenditure of much time

and treasure in its execution, and demanding the exhibition of as great

engineering skill as has beeft put forth in any work as yet accom-
plished by man.

The dreamy hope, that has existed since the days when Columbus
searched in vain for a natural strait, that somewhere among the

gloomy fastnesses of the isthmus there might be found a spot so exactly

suited to the purpose that the construction of an artificial channel

would be an easy task, must be regarded as forever dispelled.

Nature has not been so kind as to leave the gateway open, and when
man shall essay the task, he must be prepared to find his highest fac-

ulties and greatest energies taxed to their uttermost.

In fact, in view of the diflficulty of constructing a canal, it does not

appear to me improbable that the question of transit will be finally

solved by resort to some form of marine railway, by means of which ships

with cargoes intact shall be hauled overland from one sea and launched

to continue their voyages upon the other. Such a project is by no
means new, but the inherent difficulties which it presents have caused it

to be kept in the background, so long as any chance of finding a place

well suited to the purposes of a canal existed.

But with the demonstration of the magnitude of the Canal project,

and the recent improvements in the raising of ships, and in mechani-

cal appliances generally, it is likely to assume greater importance. I

have recently been informed that certain parties in New York are

taking the matter into serious consideration, and, if they will be able

to insure the safety of ships while in transit, their project may be as

likely to meet with favor as that of a canal involving locks, dams or

viaducts and tunnels, or other difficult engineering works.

The question as to which route presents the most favorable condi-

tions to the construction, maintenance and successful operation of a
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ship canal involves so many considerations as to make its solution a

matter of extreme difficulty. Without entering into any discussion of

the relative merits of each, I will say that, taking everything into con-

sideration, and after careful deliberation, I am perfectly well satisfied

that the Nicaragua route presents more favorable, and fewer unfavor-

able conditions than any of the others. The fact that this route is

open to serious objection only goes to prove the remarks just made

concerning the inherent magnitude of the projected task.

I believe that the construction of a successful ship canal through

the isthmus of Nicaragua will be one of the most diflficult enterprises

that man has ever yet undertaken. Still I am confident that it will

be less difficult there than elsewhere, and, with time, money, and the

highest order of engineering talent, it cannot be regarded otherwise

than as perfectly practicable.

In regard to the possibility that a better route than any that has

been examined may have been overlooked I would say that the ex-

plorations have been so conducted as to preclude such a possibility.

In a country as densely wooded as is the one in question it is prac-

tically impossible to cover every square mile of it with lines of survey

;

hence there will always be left a chance for interested parties to de-

clare that, had the last explorers gone a little farther to the north, or

a little farther to the south, they would have found the exact spot de-

sired. But the fact that the survey of the bed of a stream is fully

competent to decide the unfavorable character of all the region drained

by that stream and its tributaries, has already been dwelt upon. It

is therefore easy to see that, when all the principal water courses have

thus been followed up with unfavorable results, further search is not

only unnecessary, but positively absurd.

I am aware of the fact that certain persons are loudly proclaiming

that the United States are politically opposed to the opening of a ca-

nal, and that all these explorations have been instituted for the purpose,

and carried out with the idea, of demonstrating the impracticability of

such an undertaking,

I do not propose to enter into any controversy with persons capable

of conceiving and publicly proclaiming such idiotic notions. The

good faith of the government and the honor of its officers cannot need

to be vindicated to its own citizens. And if people can be found else-

where sufficiently simple to pin their faith to visionary enthusiasts or

unprincipled adventurers, in preference to accepting the statements of

responsible officers whose very position guarantees absolute truthful-

ness, we can well aflbrd to let them do so.
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Further surveys will greatly add to our knowledge of the topo-

graphy of the various regions, and in the interest of geographical

science it is to be hoped they will soon be made. But tliey can only

result in demonstrating the general correctness of the conclusions

already drawn, and those who embark in them with any other hope

will find, in the end, that they have parted with their money to no

other purpose than the demonstration of their own foolishness.

In a word, it may be said that no reasonable doubt can now exist

that the data necessary to a determination of the most favorable place

for the connection of the oceans by a ship canal have been secured.

Commander Faequhar stated that he was very sorry that Lieut.

Collins was not present himself, in order to answer some very inter-

esting questions which would most probably have been asked by some of

the members. He himself, he said, was of the opinion thai> the great

difficulty in regard to the building of the canal, was the estimating of

the cost of the work. It being proposed that the lowest depth of

water in the canal should be twenty-six feet, he did not see how any

reliable estimate of the cost of the simple excavation could be made.

Should rock in large quantities be encountered during the process, the

expense would be, of course, greatly increased. So little was known of

the nature of the country, that no guarantee could be given that such

a contingency might not arise.

He was attached to surveying expeditions across the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec, some years ago, and it was while on that duty that

he had come to the conclusion that it was next to an impossibility to

make, with any degree of certainty, an estimate of the cost of the work.

Lieut. Collins, himself, he continued, in an article read before this

Institute, about a year ago, estimated the cost of this Canal to be fifty

millions of dollars ; now, in his last paper, which has just been read be-

fore the Institute, he says that it will cost over ninety millions of dol-

lars. Another great difficulty, would be to get from the tunnel,

which is twenty-five hundred feet above the level, to the Pacific.

The idea of having twelve locks, in such a short distance, with a fall

of over two hundred feet each, was an almost impracticable undertak-

ing. The only way that he could see of arriving at any conclusion

in regard to the cost of the canal was to compare it with other

works of a like character. The Suez Canal cost about eight hun-
dred thousand dollars a mile. It was to be remembered however that

it was built almost entirely by forced labor, and that the country
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through which it runs is perfectly level, and the soil entirely free from

rock. The country across the Isthmus of Darien offered no such

advantages. Labor would be very high. Taking these facts into con-

sideration, and acting upon them as a basis for an estimate, the mem-
bers of the Institute might be able to form some little idea of how vast

was the undertaking, and what tremendous expense it involved.

Eear Admiral Rodgers moved that the thanks of the Institute be

tendered to Lieut. Collins for the great service he had rendered to

science in his thorough description of the topographical and geograph-

ical nature of the country across the Isthmus of Darien.
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This title has been chosen to define precisely the scope of the paper.

No industrial enterprise exacts of its votaries from inception to com-

pletion, wider and more thorough knowledge of their respective spe-

cialties, than does the uniting of distant countries by telegraph cable.

The statistician, hydrographer, physicist, manufacturer and seaman

must all do their utmost possible to avert from the project the disaster

that any miscalculation, careless reconnoissance, clumsy workmanship,

or inadequate equipment will loudly invite. So much is compre-

hended in the phrase Submarine Telegraph Work, that in a limited

article it will be impossible to dispose of more than a single branch of

the subject, with any degree of completeness. To elect this branch is

then the question, and, considering each in turn, the choice naturally

falls on that of which least has hitherto been said.

The function of the hydrographer in cable-work is not diiferent

from what it is in connection with other undertakings, the electri-

cian's I'esearches are clearly and learnedly set forth in various pub-

lished works upon the subject; but the processes of the factory, the

routine of laying the finished cable, both of which exhibit how far

practical restraints modify abstract theoretical conclusions— these

are unknown, and their importance demands honorable recognition in

the group of technisms already specified. It is not he who dreams of

the possible utilization of some one of nature's forces, whom posterity

will enshrine, but rather he who impresses and disciplines this force

until it seems to have no purpose but to do man's bidding. Some
pre-historic Chinese experimenter and Hero of Alexandria, no doubt
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did boil water, and drive curious toys thereby, but until Newcomen
drained the Cornish mines with it, the Steam Engine cannot be said

to have had an existence. Motion under electrical influence has been

recognized as far back as natural philosophers have recorded their

investigations, and many, among whom Schilling, Gauss and Weber

are notable, have considered its application to telegraphy: but until

Cooke, Wheatstone, Steinheil and Morse had patiently and unremit-

tingly sought for and found a way around this obstacle, had neu-

tralized that incompatible quality, had simplified and cheapened

apparatus and material until suitable for common use—the Electric

Telegraph had no real life. Who first conceived the idea of crossing

the ocean with a telegraph cable, cannot be named, but they who did

it first are subjects of history ; and the aim of this article is to tell

the methods and devices resorted to by these adventurous and ingeni-

ous spirits and their successors, which gave birth to Ocean Telegraphy

and have so developed it that the laying of a new cable excites little

more notice than the passage of a mail steamer.

Having said thus much to illustrate the propriety of the caption, it

may be of interest to glance at considerations which influence the

putting down of a telegraph cable as a commercial enterprise. The re-

proach of mad speculation, that not without show of justice was urged

against the originators of the first scheme for spanning the Atlantic,

has, in these latter days, quite lost point. The undertakings have been

uniformly successful, and the close scrutiny so long maintained of the

conditions under which cables work remuneratively, has embodied

a system of principles by which one may very closely predicate the

result of a scheme of this nature. While the thoughtful cannot but

be impressed with the boldness and faith of those who hazarded their

fortunes on the success of a cable of unprecedented length across the
.

only guessed-at bed of a stormy ocean, it must be understood that

they did not argue from incomplete or insufficient premises—for, as

early as 1851, France and England were in electrical communication

underneath the Channel; and two years later, England and Belgium,

under the German Ocean. Then Scotland and Ireland were united,

next England aud Holland, and during tliis same time Prince Ed-

ward's Island was connected with the main land, and a short cable

put down in the Baltic Sea, between Korsoe on the Island of Zealand,

and Vyberg. The cables of the Black Sea followed, and were a great

advance upon preceding ones, not only as regards length, which was*

all together three hundred aud fifty miles, but also on account of nearly
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half the circuit's being of that rarely satisfactory type of cable, viz.

nnarmored, except at the shore-ends. This line connected Varna,

Balaklava and Constantinople, and was an outgrowth of the Crimean

war. Europe and Africa were next united, first by cables from Spezzia

to Corsica and Sardinia, one hundred and twenty miles in total length,

and later, after repeated disasters, by a line from Cape Spartivento to

Bona, near Tunis, one hundred and twenty-five miles long.

During this time a second attempt to span the Gulf of St. Lawrence

proved successful; and in 1857, Sardinia, Malta and Corfu were joined

by cables of an aggregate length of seven hundred and seventy miles.

It must not be supposed that the foregoing list is a series of unbroken

successes. No less than seven failures occurred in the few schemes

mentioned ; but they only served to stimulate to greater eflfort the un-

daunted Newall, who planned and executed all but one of them. The
projectors of the Atlantic cable did not then plunge into the enterprise

blindfold, and their experience, combined with all that preceded and

all that has followed it for a guide, has made investment in submarine

telegraphs as legitimate and conservative a venture as buying Gov-

ernment bonds. Regarded commercially the question is as follows

:

The foreign commerce of the regions which it is proposed to unite

amounts to a certain sura annually, and use of telegraph facilities

bears a definite ratio to that amount, as established by many years'

observation. A cable of given dimensions—which are limited by

length of route, and depth of water—can transmit but so many words

a minute. May it then be reasonably expected that the charge per

word which will be paid without demur, and which statistics prove to

stand in a specific ratio to the interests involved, will ]5ay the expenses

of maintenance, and yield stockholders satisfactory dividends, besides

accumulating a fund for making good the casualties from which no line

is absolutely safe? It is readily seen from the foregoing that about the

most important factor in the calculation is the size of the cable which

it is practicable to lay, and, as this depends upon careful survey of the

route under consideration, the cost of thus much of the enterprise is

literally cast upon the waters, in hope of return after certain days.

The experience upon which these remarks are based was acquired

from Florida to Guiana, through the Greater and Lesser Antilles, and

across the Caribbean Sea, embracing a variety of ocean bed which per-

haps no other equal portion of the globe can show, and for this reason

peculiarly full of interest. It is needless here to touch upon the subject

of deep-sea soundings, for its latest development may be learned from
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are thoroughly and accurately described—and moreover the depth of

the ocean has little influence one way or another, in laying a telegraph

cable across it. The consideration that really weighs, and which must

be most carefully studied, is the nature of the land beneath rather than

the depth of water above it. It is a noticeable fact, and one for which

there is ample explanation, that the ocean bed at great depths does not

present the same asperities of surface encountered on dry land. There

are elevations and depressions, hills and valleys— even mountain

chains in some localities,—but whether from the constant attrition

of currents, or the superincumbent weight of water under which they

were first thrown up by interior forces, the abruptness which charac-

terizes similar features on dry land does not appear. A recognition

of this fact reduces greatly the labor of sounding in mid-ocean, and

it is only on approaching land, that more frequent and precise casts

are necessary. On the undulating bottom, and in the undisturbed

water of lower depths, a cable is practically indestructible, but when

pendent between rocky ridges or swayed by currents across the face

of a submarine precipice, its rapid destruction is inevitable.

In the open sea only enough soundings need be taken to give a pro-

file sufficiently accurate to reveal the per centum of " slack," as it is

termed, which must be allowed at each point of the route to insure the

cable's lying entirely upon the bottom without strain nor yet undue

waste. But as the depth lessens, and the cable leaves the region of

perpetual calm for that of currents and waves, no method of observa-

tion should be neglected; the soundings should betaken as frequently

as possible, the lead and specimen cups closely scrutinized, and the

nearing shore carefully scanned, so that by noting the direction of

mountain ranges—if such be the nature of the coast—the slope of their

sides, the direction and succession of intersecting valleys—an analogue

may be obtained of the blind region undergoing exploration. This

proceeding will be found of great service—it hints at formations which

are often discovered upon actual trial, furnishing in this way a guid-

ing hypothesis for the accurate survey of the landings upon which, as

much as upon anything else, the success of a cable, as a piece of en-

gineering, depends. The route chosen for the landing must be retired

as far from marine highways and anchorages, and in as deep water as

possible—for the size, weight and cost of the cable are vastly increased

amid surroundings where damage from the grounding of a ship or the

dragging of an anchor is possible. It is worth while to devote time and
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labor to the finding of a secure path for the shore-end of a cable, and

to insure that it be laid therein. Tf the course be sinuous, or attended

with abrupt declivities, the trouble of establisliing a base line on the

shore and erecting beacons at its extremities sufficiently prominent to

be visible from any point of the route will be fully repaid, not only at

the first laying but in possible future repairing operations. This work

done—the quantity, type and dimensions of the cable may be settled

upon, and an opinion formed of the feasibility of the scheme. The
insulated conductor of all cables is now-a-days substantially the same.

Calculation, experiment and, what is better yet, prolonged use have pro-

nounced a loosely laid strand of seven copper wires, whose circum-

scribing cylinder has a diameter of about 0.15 inches, to be the best for

general purposes, and the best dielectric for this strand to be layers of

gutta percha closely adhering to the wire and to each other, until its

diameter amounts to 0.3 or 0.4 inches. The difference in modern ca-

bles lies principally in their armor, which depends almost entirely upon

the depth of water in which they are laid. The deep-sea type must

be able to sustain its own length for at least the greatest depth along

its route, and a large factor of safety is employed to give security in

case of unforeseen strains. The weight of average deep-sea cable is

between one and two tons per mile. A serving of twisted hemp is

interposed between the conductor and its armor to prevent the latter's

cutting into the former, and damaging the insulation. Outside the

iron armor most modern cables have another serving of yarns, which

is the nucleus of a coating of tar and silica that in many cases saves

the armor from rapid corrosion. The first cable uniting Cuba and

Florida failed for tliis reason ; it lay across patches of a peculiar red

mud, presumably oxide of iron, which completely destroyed the wire

covering, and this being gone, the Gulf current soon severed the con-

ductor. Some cables include several separate conductors, which, while

enlarging the capacity for business, so increase its bulk, that the expe-

dient is only permissible in short circuits. The conductor is made
from the purest Lake Superior copper, whose resistance to the passage

of currents is least of any of the useful metals, and which, measured in

the British Association units or ohms, ranges from four to five per knot.

The reason for employing a twisted strand instead of a single wire

is that it4nay not be parted within the dielectric, by the strain to which

the method of putting on the armor renders it liable. Economy of

labor and material prescribe that the latter shall be put on in the same

manner that wire rope is made, and the elasticity of such a fabrication
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necessitates an equally elastic conductor. While it is eminently desir-

able that the conductor should offer a minimum resistance to current

electricity—it is even more necessary that the dielectric should offer

the maximum opposition to its escape, and this too is measured in sim-

ilar units. The ordinary insulation demanded by modern contracts is

300,000,000 ohms per knot, at 75° Fah., because the insulating power

of gutta percha varies considerably with pressure and temperature.

Another quality exists upon which the rapidity of signalling depends

to a very great extent, and which thus far has proved the most obsti-

nate of drawbacks : it is called electro-static or inductive capacity and

is measured as readily as resistance, but in other units. The British

Association unit of capacity is termed a farad, and each knot of the

average deep-sea cable contains about one-third of a farad. The less

this quantity is, the greater the speed of signalling, and, as it varies

with the material and thickness of the insulator, much research has

been lavished upon the subject, which has only resulted in a return

to first principles. India-rubber has hardly more than half the in-

ductive capacity of gutta percha, but has not made a good record for

durability. It is employed in the cable connecting Toulon and

Algiers, but its use has been abandoned in later constructions.

Mathematical reasoning has established that the thickness of dielec-

tric must be about one-third the diameter of conductor, for the most

rapid signalling, but, as this Avould bring into dangerous prominence

the unavoidable imperfections of the former, the practice is largelyin

excess of this proportion. The tests then, to which a cable under

construction is subject, are as follows

:

The iron wire of the armor, which is sometimes procured already

coated with zinc, and sometimes so treated in the cable factory, is sub-

jected to periodical tests for tensile strength, ordinarily, once every

week, which are carefully recorded. The specific conductivity of the

copper wire is determined by comparison with established standards,

and it is then laid into strands, (by machinery similar to that employed

in making wire rope) about two nautical miles in length, and wound

upon huge wooden reels and rolled away to be covered with gutta per-

cha. This process is one of the arcana of the craft and guarded with

jealous care. In general terms it consists in drawing tlie strand

through tanks of molten gutta percha and passing it through metal

dies, which are kept well lubricated and cold enough to prevent ad-

hesion. After becoming hard it goes through a bath of fluid known

as Chatterton's compound, and wliile yet warm receives another layer
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of gutta perch a applied in the same manner as before. This com-

pound is the only thing that experience has shown to be thoroughly

efficacious and reliable for intimately uniting gutta percha, and its

use entails the payment of a heavy royalty. The West India cables

date every misfortune from the substitution of another material in

their construction, which, while it met fully all factory tests, could

not resist the vicissitudes of climate. The delay caused by the making

anew of faulty joints lost the expedition the best season for laying,

and misfortunes followed tliick and fast.

Some fifteen days after the core has been formed in the manner de-

scribed, the large wooden reels upon which are wound the two-mile

lengths, are immersed in tanks, heated by steam to a temperature of

75° Fall., and the first complete electrical test is applied. The prin-

cipal instruments used are the astatic galvanometer, the ordinary

resistance coils and the condenser, all of which are mounted on a

large slab covered with ebonite and sustained by piers of solid

masonry. This secures freedom from tremors and thorough insula-

tion of the apparatus, indispensable requisites for accurate tests.

The battery cells are upon platforms suspended by cords and links

of India rubber, ebonite, or other insulating material, from the ceiling;

which effectually precludes loss of current in their vicinity. The
shape in which this record is kept is shown in Form I,

A brief notice of these columns may be necessary at this juncture.

The first three explain themselves, but the four succeeding contain

records from which the degree of iusulation can be estimated.

The core, having its distant end insulated, is charged with the en-

tire battery, and, after a few seconds, the galvanometer is momentarily

introduced between battery and coil, and the deflection noted. It is

then cut out, and at the expiration of one minute the coil is discharged

through the galvanometer and the deflection again observed. It will

be found to be less than the first defiection and indicates the rate of

loss of charge in one minute, which measures the perfection of the in-

sulation. The ninth column contains a record of " copper-resistance,"

as it is termed in shop parlance, of the coil, which is obtained by the

arrangement familiarly known as the bridge. The practice is to use a

single cell in this test. The entries in the right hand and last column

are for the purpose of estimating that very variable quantity, the

strength of the battery. The method is to charge the condenser with

one cell in good condition, and discharge it through the galvanometer

(and whatever additional resistance may prove necessary)— noting
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carefully the deflection. Then charge the condenser with the whole

battery and discharge as before. The deflection will rarely be found

to be that due to the increased number of cells, and the last divided

by the first will represent the number of standard cells to which the

testing battery is equivalent. By the term " Constant" is meant the

deflection of the galvanometer needle, produced by sending the cur-

rent of one cell through a definite resistance, commonly one million

ohms, which serves as a criterion for estimating other resistances.

The expressions "I. Lead" and "0. Leads" indicate insulation and

the copper-resistance of the leads, which must be estimated for the

reason that the core under investigation is usually removed some dis-

tance from the batteries and instruments, and must be connected with

them by wires, known as leads, whose various resistances must be

noted and separated from those that are being sought.

Form I. CORE AT 75° Fah.

Length. Weight. Charge Disch. Charge.
1

Min.

Form II. SEEVED CORE.

No. ]
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fear that it may have received some mechanical injury in the process,

it is again subjected to tests whose results are recorded in very simi-

lar form to the last (see Form II.) ; the only exception being that the

insulation is obtained by the method of deflection and expressed in

actual units of resistance.

The remote end of the coil being carefully insulated, it is charged

with the full battery, and the galvanometer interposed between bat-

tery and cable. The only path in which a current could establish itself

is through the dielectric, and the deflection of the galvanometer needle

by this current, compared with its deflection through the specific resist-

ance—in short with the constant of the galvanometer,—aflbrds a means

of expressing the resistance of the insulator to the passage of current

in conventional units. If the reel of "served core," as it is now called,

is satisfactory, it is immediately joined to its predecessor, which is per-

haps already receiving its iron armor, and being coiled away in large

water-tight iron tanks of great capacity. Each machine has its own
tank, and the cable made by it constitutes a section. The process of

jointing is one of greatest nicety and involves every possible precaution.

The several wires of the copper conductor are made one, by solder, and

an accurately fitting scarf is formed between the two ends to be united.

This is served with fine wire and further secured by solder, and, ulti-

mately, gutta percha is drawn over the union and the ends worked

and kneaded imperviously together, using the patent compound of

Chatterton with lavish hand. So much trouble was encountered at

these points in the earlier cables that the safeguards resorted to are

most stringent. Contracts generally permit a joint to have as little as

one-third the insulation of other portions of the core, but a skilful

manipulator will cause them even to exceed it.

The mode of testing is to immerse the joint, after cooling it thor-

oughly in ice, in a carefully insulated vessel of water, and, having in-

sulated the remote end of the cable, charge it for a brief period of time.

The vessel of water contains a sort of collecting plate, which is in com-

munication with a condenser, and whatever charge percolates through

the joint into the water is stored up in the condenser. After a suitable

interval the condenser is discharged through the galvanometer, and

the deflection noted. The same steps are then taken with a similar

length of core which includes no joint, and a comparison of the de-

flections obtained reveals the ratio between insulation of joint and of

core. A separate record of these tests is kept, each joint specified by

a number, and its distance from the beginning of the cable noted.
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The name of the person who made it is also entered, in order to fix

the responsibility of failure, should it occur. The hemp serving is

then carefully laid around the jointed core, and it passes tbrougli the

machine, which applies the armor without further manipulation.

The position of the joint is indicated upon the finished cable by a

leather tag. The only subsequent test which is taken is that of the

finished sections in the tanks. It occurs every noon at the dinner

hour, when the machines stop, which in motion would iiiterefere with

the observation, and is substantially the same as the preceding. The
form of record is appended. (See Form III.)

The finished cable, passing from the macliine to the tanks, envelopes

a drum of known circumference whose revolutions are recorded, and

inspection of these dials discloses the amount completed each day.

Five or six miles is the capacity per diem of the average machine. It

is customary, during the process of construction of a cable, to send

daily from the works to the office of the engineer, sheets drawn up in

the following manner. (See Forms A, B, and 0.) By reference to

these he can give instant information to curious directors and stock-

holders in esse and in -posse. The tabular forms are substantially the

same, and are exhibits of all the results of the tests applied at differ-

ent stages of the construction. Form A. is an abstract from the

record of observation upon "core at 75," as it is familiarly called.

Form B. is the same for the "served core." The weight which is

noted in Form A., as a useful factor in the electrical calculation, is

omitted after the serving has been applied.

"Actual Kesistance" is substituted for "Total Conductivity," the

one being the reciprocal of the other, and the resistance of the insu-

lator per knot is calculated, by means of established tables, from its

actual temperature, which for the " served core " may be anything.

Form C. introduces quantity of finished cable, and takes note of the

temperature of the dry tank in which it is being coiled, as well as of

that portion of " served core," which is still in electrical connection

with it, but has not yet gone through the machine which applies the

armor. The resistance of the insulator for the whole length of cable

in circuit is recorded, and, at first glance, seems an incongruity, as it

reduces as the cable grows. Reflection shows that as no insulation is

so perfect as to entirely obstruct escape, the greater length affords

more avenues of exit, and two miles of similarly insulated wire offer

only half the resistance of one mile. The resistance of conductor,

however, varies in direct ratio to the length.
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staple in passing from factory to ship may be reduced to a mini-

mum. This status facilitates immensely the coiling down. One of

the little machines alluded to—which consists of little more than a

wheel with an acutely angular groove scored in its face, driven by an

ordinary hoisting engine—will enable skilful men to coil down a

couple of miles per hour without much difficulty. The cable lies in

this narrow groove, pressed down into it by what is called a jockey

wheel riding on top, thus creating adhesion enough to let the grooved

wheel haul along the cable at its own velocity. The cable-end, hav-

ing come on board, is passed down into and over the edge of the

tank—to be accessible for testing purposes. While the stowing goes

on, this end is carefully insulated so that a continuous charge may be

kept on the cable, the escape of which through the galvanometer

would indicate to the observer the occurrence of any injury to the

dielectric. The coiling is from the periphery to the centre of the

tank, and from right to left, to insure its paying out naturally. And
as each layer, termed a flake in shop parlance, is completed, the cable

must cross it to reach the starting of the next flake, as in the sketch,

Fig. I. This naturally produces inequalities in the surface, which are

remedied by the introduction of battens between the flakes, radiating

from cone to periphery of tank. Whitewash is liberally used to pre-

vent the adhesion of the .tar and silica coating of adjacent parts.

While the coiling down is going on, there is time for a glance on

deck, at the assemblage of machinery there collected. Substantially

it is but an apparatus for picking-up and paying-out cable, but its

accessories are numerous. Two meagre views of the deck will assist

description, and they are given herewith. See Figs. II & III.

At bow and stern are heavy outriggers, marked 0, which carry

strong flanged sheaves designated by S. These sheaves have curved

guards attached, which permit the cable or grappling rope to trend in

any direction, without subjecting it to sharp bends or obstructing its

motion in or out, as the case may be. A practical caution is well

introduced at this point, viz., to avoid the not uncommon blunder of

keeping these curved guards concentric with the sheaves above the

level of the outriggers. With the cable or grappling rope trending

athwart-ship it is very apt, when how or stern sinks in a sea-way, to

slip up the curved guard and, remaining there, when the vessel rises to

the next wave, cause damage to apparatus and cable. The next piece

of mechanism which invites attention is the dynamometer lettered D,

for measuring the strain upon the cable or grappling rope at each
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instant. Two elevated pulleys, P. P., stand at equal distances from a

standard in which a carriage bearing another grooved pulley has ver-

tical motion. The cable passes over the fixed pulleys, and under the

movable one which plays the part of a rider to it. Weights are at-

tached to the riding pulley, and its motion is steadied by connecting to

it a loose piston which traverses a vertical cylinder beneath the stand-

ard, filled with oil or water. The nearer the cable approaches the line

joining the vertices of the fixed pulleys, the greater wilj be the strain

upon it, and, knowing the distance apart of the latter, and the weight

of the riding pulley with its attachments, the strain corresponding to a

given amount of vertical motion, may be readily calculated. Scales are

constructed in this manner, and it is better that the motion of the riding

pulley should be perpendicular to the line uniting the fixed pulleys.

The brake. Fig. IV, next demands notice, and consists of a heavy

drum about which several turns of the cable are taken, thus obtain-

ing the proper degree of adhesion. The first turn of cable is deflected,

after completing one circuit of the drum, by a device styled a " plough

edge," making room for the succeeding turn, and thereby preventing

fouling. The shaft which carries the drum has also upon it several

heavy, broad-faced wheels which the brake blocks press against.

These are commonly of elm, and attached to a belt of iron encircling

the wheel in manner of the appended sketch.

The wheel turns in the direction indicated by the arrow, and if the

levers are weighted too heavily, the adhesion between blocks and wheel

face causes the lever to lift; thus bringing the distance upon it, between

the points of attachment of the brake band, to some extent into its cir-

cumference, and the lengthening it thus undergoes releases the wheel.

Notwithstanding that excess of motion in the lever is controlled by

loose pistons worldng in cylinders filled with liquid, which terminate

the rods that depend from the levers and bear the weights, the action

of this arrangement is often found to be too sudden and extreme, and the

following device has proved a remedy, viz. dividing the brake band and

attaching the adjacent ends to a common axis in the frame which sup-

ports the wheels directly opposite the fulcrum of the lever. The faces

of the wheels are in the shape of an extremely obtuse angle, apex

upward, to prevent lateral motion of the blocks. It is almost needless

to say that the brake wheels must be immersed in tanks of water with

provision for changing it often. The apparatus marked H is a depen-

dency which fulfils precisely the same office as a man easing a taut

rope by rendering it around a belaying pin. To secure adhesion to
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the drum, the cable must be kept moderately taut behind it, and the

holding-back machine does this.

The cable lies in acutely angular grooves upon the faces of wheels

which have a common axis with small brake wheels. Upon the cable

ride weighted jockey wheels, marked J, which crowed it down until suffi-

cient adhesion is secured, and the cable feels the influence of the brakes.

In the centre of every hatch is a species of hawse pipe, which serves

to guide the cable to the upper deck, and Q designates a quadrantal

cast-iron trough, which leads the cable from the hatch pipe into the

way which extends from the forward tank to the paying-out machin-

ery. This may or may not be provided Avith rollers to ease along the

cable. In the tank are seen a couple of iron rings of different

diameters, one of which is capable of adjustment at any point between

the top and bottom of tank.

The smaller one generally encircles the cone just below its top, and

is about a foot greater in diameter, and the larger one whose diameter

is about half that of the tank, follows down the cable as it diminishes.

The purpose of this " crinoline," as it is called, is to conline the rapidly

moving cable close to the cone, and thus add to the safety of the men,

who must remain in the tank during the laying, to remove the

battens used in stowing the cable, and carefully guard against twists

and kinks. The crinoline rings and hatch pipes are fitted with

movable openings, which readily permit the cable's being withdrawn

in the perilous operation of changing tanks. The picking-up

machinery varies little from the foregoing.

A large strong drum fitted with powerful brakes, and driven by well-

sized engines, is its general description. Its remoteness from the main

boilers of the ship generally necessitates a separate one for hoisting

purposes, but this is not always the case. The chief desiderata are that

all drums, sheaves and guide pulleys have liberal width of face, for

the reason that, besides having to afford room for two parts of cable

—

as when a bight is hauled aboard—they must occasionally contain chains

and hawsers for springs and other purposes (a group of three sheaves at

the bow would at times be a great advantage); that the "balks," as the

timbers supporting the bow and stern sheaves are called, have numerous

heavy ring bolts for the attachment of selvagee stoppers, which are used

to hold the cable when necessary to remove it from the drums for any

purpose : that one or more counters be attached to each drum to

register its revolutions, and that in every tank, and convenient to the

paying-out machine, engine-room signals be put up, to strike in event
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of a threatened fouling of the cable. A spacious, convenient, and well-

lighted chart-room on deck is indispensable, for the ship's position

must be plotted continually, and the per centum of slack cable regu-

lated by the probable depth of water there. The testing room must

also be convenient, spacious and well appointed. It would be impos-

sible in the limits of this article to specify its equipment, but it is much
the same as that of the test-room of a factory. The astatic is replaced

by the marine galvanometer, whose heavy turret of soft iron and con-

trolling magnet guards it against terrestrial disturbance as perfectly

as the double attachment of the needle does against the oscillations and

shock of waves. In extreme cases it is well to substitute a strand of

silk floss for the slender fibre which supports the needle. Resistance

coils and a condenser also form part, and with batteries for ship and

shore use, insulated wire, instruments for telegraphing, coupling screws,

various implements, tabular forms and stationery, the list is complete.

The special equipment of a cable-ship consists of grappling rope, grap-

nels, chains, huts of corrugated iron for erecting over the shore-ends

when they are in isolated regions, as is generally the case, tools and

material for jointing and splicing, picks and shovels for trenching,

buoys and anchors of all sizes, small brakes and sheaves, for boat and

barge use, and last, but by no means least, a steam-launch.

Imagine a ship thus loaded, fitted and equipped, en route for the ini-

tial point of the cable route. This in itself is a matter for delibera-

tion, and the choice is influenced by prevailing currents and probable

weather. With a cable perfect as regards insulation and external

condition—which reduces vastly the chance of sudden stoppage—it is

best to run with wind and tide ; and even if local faults are suspected

which may develop under pressure, or if the cable has been deranged

in the tank by stress of weather, making it likely that the vessel may

have to stop and remain hanging by it, while faults are cut out or a

"foul flake" cleared, it is still better to run so that wind or tide will

conduce to keep the ship pointed on her course, instead of swinging

her back over the cable put down and subjecting it to risk of rupture

across some sharp edged rock.

The surveillance maintained day and night in the factory is not

altogether relaxed on shipboard. The cable tanks are kept filled with

water, if weather will permit, and daily tests of insulation and contin-

uity taken. Few tests are permissible on shipboard, but these serve to

demonstrate the condition of the dielectric, and the fact that the con-

ductor is unbroken, and are the only absolutely important ones. Hav-
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ing reached the initial point of the route the vessel chooses suitable

anchorage while the shore end is put down. This type of cable has

not been specially described, and it may not be amiss to do it here.

Its weight ranges from twelve to thirty tons per mile, and is given by

additional armor, each layer of wire being of larger size than the

preceding one. This is used where anchors may be dropped or vessels

ground upon it. The end may be made fast to a boat which is either

towed or warped ashore, and, as it proceeds, the cable is lighted out of

the ship and kept from sinking by boats which slip under it whenever

the bight gets too heavy for the predecessor, or, if this is not practica-

ble, a measured quantity is put in a barge or lighter, which is towed

from shore to ship.

The coast of Guiana presents as great difficulties to this operation

as can be imagined, and they were overcome as follows in laying the line

from Trinidad to Demerara. The shallow sea whose greatest depth

was not sixty fathoms, in the whole route of three hundred miles, pre-

cluded the laying of heavy cable into deep water, and it was considered

unjustifiable to carrry it beyond fifteen fatlioms which Avas not found

within eighteen miles from land. The ship having been lightened in

every way that ingenuity could suggest, proceeded to the selected spot,

and, having attached a buoy and anchor to the cable end, and having

sealed it up, let it go, and steamed in-shore in a making spring tide.

The sea bottom of all this region is a soft silt washed down by the great

rivers of that coast, and a ship may ground with impunity ; so she kept

on till the water began to shoal, when preparation was made to buoy

and let go the cable end. The moment bottom Avas touched, the buoy

was dropped, the cable cut and sealed up as rapidly as possible, and
throAvn after it, while the ship backed out of a nest Avhich the turning

tide was quickly preparing for her. There remained one and a half

miles to overcome ere solid ground was reached, and the next step Avas

to load a flat-bottomed scoav, Avhich Avas fitted Avith mast and sail, Avith

the needed quantity of cable, and again to run for shore in a favor-

ing breeze, throwing over the bights by hand. When bottom was
touched, three quarters of a mile interposed betAveen cable end and
shore, of a mud too thick and tenacious for boats to move in, and too

liquid to support a man's Aveight. The method then employed Avas to

send from shore a grappling rope, make it fast to the cable end, and
forcibly haul it through the mud. Two hundred and fifty convicts, in

charge of keepers, performed this feat, either pulling on shore or light-

ing the cable and grappling rope along through the mud, in which
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they sustained themselves by lying on floats of plank placed beneath

their arms. A striking converse to this occnrs in the Franco-American

cable where it touches at St. Pierre. The steep sides of the island

offered no natural path to the cable ends, which are therefore embed-

ded in a trench cut in solid rock, and covered with hydraulic cement.

The " shore end " and " intermediate " cable—which are united by

splicing to each the proper end of a " taper," as it is termed, made in

the factory for the purpose—being disposed of, the "deep sea" cable

in the various tanks is joined together, and to the " intermediate,"

by means of another " taper," and the laying may at once commence.

The process of "joining up," includes the making of the electrical

connection already described, and the splicing together of the iron

armor. The latter process is quite like splicing an ordinary iron rope.

Strands in one end are unlaid, and their places supplied with strands

extending from the other end. A certain alternation is observed in

this, and every pair of strands is butted as far as possible from the ad-

jacent pair. The butted ends are strongly served with wire prepared

for the purpose, and the entire splice, which may be from five to ten

fathoms long, is served with tarred rope yarn. Provision has mean-

time been made on shore for the electrical test, which is kept up dur-

ing the laying, and conducted as follows

:

Insulation and continuity is all that is needed, and to exhibit these

at every instant on shipboard, the cable end on shore is connected to

one pole of a condenser, between whose other pole and the earth a

speaking instrument is interposed. The same arrangement is made

with the end on shipboard, with the addition of putting the full test-

ing battery in communication Avith the cable through the galvanome-

ter, which consequently exhibits a permanent deflection. The amount

of this deflection measures the insulation—the sudden disappearance

of the light from the scale, indicates a fault for which the ship must

be stopped, and the defective spot cut out. Eeflection will suggest

that the conductor might be parted Avithin the dielectric, witliout espe-

cially disturbing the deflection, and this danger is guarded against by

the transmission of signals between ship and shore, every five minutes.

This does not at all interfere Avith the permanent charge, the method

of connection making it possible to cause waves of current to pulsate

through the conductor without any electricity leaving or entering it.

Strict record is kept of " continuity signals," and of the deflection which

naturally increases as the cable gradually changes its dry tank for the

deep sea. A reference to the distance paid out, however, renders it
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easily reducible to a certain deflection per knot, which is the basis of

comparison.

The routine on deck consists in noting the quantity of cable paid

out, and comparing it with the distance made by the ship, as deduced

from the patent log, at brief intervals. The route must be shown by

a vessel leading the cable ship, as the varying mass of metal on board

the latter so eflectually deranges the compasses that not the slightest

dependence can be placed upon them. The navigator, therefore, has

little more to do than to determine from the ship's position by dead

reckoning, and the profile along the adopted course, what may be the

inclination of the bottom with the surface of the sea, and thus estimate

the suitable quantity of slack cable. The average allowance is fifteen

per cent, and it is regulated by the brakes which are weighted at will.

A practical caution comes in very properly at this point, which is to

. avoid loading the brakes with reference to maximum speed of cable

—

as when the stern of the vessel rises in a sea way. If this be done, the

brake drum will actually stop when the stern settles down in the trough

of the sea, and the cable be subjected to great risk of snapping. One of

the most delicate operations of laying, is, on having finished one tank,

to commence laying from anotlier. It must be borne in mind that the

bottom end of the first is connected to the top end of the second and

the bight lies along the deck between them. It passes within the crin-

oline and hatch pipe of the empty tank, from which it must be ex-

tricated with unerring certainty, at the critical moment, and the bight

carefully handled, to prevent kinks and to guide it safely from tank

to paying-out machinery. Just before this event occurs, men are

stationed at the hatch, along the bight, at the brakes, and stoppers are

loosely applied for emergencies. The ship is stopped, and while drift-

ing on, the transference is accomplished.

In the event of a fault passing overboard, which is indicated by the

galvanometer, the ship is instantly stopped and the distance of the

fault measured. If the interruption be a failure of continuity, the dis-

tance away of the rupture may be measured by means of the recorded

capacity, per knot, of the cable. Note the deflection caused by the

discharge from a condenser of known capacity, and compare with

it the deflection caused by a discharge from the cable, with the same

battery and interval of time. If the dielectric be perforated, the dis-

tance away of the "earth," (as it is called) thus formed, may be found

by measuring the resistance of the conductor to the point, by means of

the " bridge " and referring it to the known resistance per knot. This
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point determined, it is necessary to reel inboard again, and this is done

by passing a spring from the picking-np machine, through the bow

sheaves, and making it fast to the cable astern. The reeling-in pro-

ceeds till the spring feels the weight, Avhen the cable is cut at the stern,

and shortly comes on board over the bow, and is secured with stop-

pers as soon as the " fault " is recovered. After cutting out the defec-

tive portion, the end over the stern is brought round outside the ship,

and in through the bow sheaves, and the joint and splice made. A
hawser is then made fast to the bight and put about the drum, the

strain is taken by the drum, the stoppers are loosed, and the bight-

lowered by the drum till well below the hull and screw, the hawser is

cut and the cable once more hangs from the stern of the ship, which

proceeds on its course. This operation is most hazardous, and attempt-

ing it in a rough sea lost both the lines from Jamaica to Aspinwall

and Porto Eico. A perfect cable ship should be made after the

pattern of our " double-enders," with feathering paddles, and capable

of picking up or paying out at either end. The landing of the cable

end is only a repetition of the work at the starting point.

Final tests, however, are made of gutta-percha and copper resistance

which are materially changed for the better, by the low temperature

and great pressure to which it is subjected. The Atlantic cable re-

duced its copper resistance six per cent, after laying, and increased its

insulation nearly eight-fold. An apparatus which has a most impor-

tant office here comes into play and demands brief notice. It is the

lightning arrester, which consists generally of a pair of metal plates,

bristling with points, and in near contiguity yet not touching. The

cable conductor is attached to one, while the other connects by an

ample earth wire with the ground. The air line is attached to the

same plate as the cable, by means of an extremely fine wire which con-

ducts low tension currents well enough, but fuses at the attempted pas-

sage of an intense charge. If lightning strikes the air line, instead of

entering the cable and bursting through the dielectric to earth, it is

checked by the melting of the fine wire, and, leaping across the small

interval between the contiguous plates, finds ready escape to earth.

The grappling for a cable is so purely a tentative process, that it is

.

impossible to enunciate any general rules. The major part of the work

is to acquire an idea of the bottom, and to determine upon the proper

implements and manoeuvres. These settled, the end is well nigh reached.

The apparatus consists of grapnels, whose pattern is rather a matter of

caprice, chainsof diflerent sizes and lengths, and a rope made especially
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for the purpose, of wire and tarred liemp. Shackles and swivels of

an especial pattern are also employed. The rope possesses immense

strength and just the proper buoyancy ; wire rope being top dead and

inert, and hemp, of sufficient strength, offering too great a frontage to

the current. In grappling within sight of fixed points, the search may
proceed at all times—always working down wind or tide. Let there

be no doubt of being well above the cable before the grapnel is let go,

and that there is enough rope out. Generally speaking, the more

chain that is interposed between grapnel and rope the better, as it

keeps the former down to its work. Away from definite points of

reference, buoys may be anchored, and their positions determined as a

substitute, but they rarely watch long, and the best method seems to

be to move toward position, with the hope of being on it at a conven-

ient hour for a good observation, and to so forecast that the termination

of a drag shall fall in a time suitable for another, and in this manner

make it possible to plot the approximate drift of the ship. It saves

going over explored ground. The grappling rope leads through the

forward dynamometer to the picking-up machine, and the indications

of the former are carefully watched—any sudden increase of strain

denoting that the ship is brought up by something which must be

investigated, ere the work can proceed. The tremor of the rope also

reveals much to an experienced touch. In deep water to attempt to

drag otherwise than with the current is futile. It was supposed that

twin screws would prove of great advantage to cable ships in this re-

spect, but experience has not so demonstrated. Even with a slender

rope, the centre of pressure of current, upon the rope and ship com-

bined, falls far below the hull, when the depth of water is great, and

although twin screws may lay the ship's stern across the current, the

general drift is not appreciably altered. In all cases the use of engine

power in dragging is to be discouraged, if any other expedient can be

found ; the risk of severing the cable is very great. Underrunning

is resorted to reluctantly : with uniform bottom it may be carried on

successfully, but the impossibility of ensuring that the ship keep

directly over the cable, involves the risk of snapping it around or

under some projecting rock, which it may encircle.

Work of the kind just described is necessitated by accident in lay-

ing or by the interruption of an established cable, and in the latter

case is preceded by careful tests from both ends. The distance to the

escape is best found by means of the "bridge" and the recorded resist-

ance of the conductor : if the conductor alone be broken, the capacity
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test will locate it. Other tests are prescribed, but are of doubtful

utility, although the house over the end of a telegraph cable ought to

aflford nearly as great facilities for testing as does a fiictory. While the

grappling is going on, a speaking instrument is connected with the

cable end, and a constant watch kept upon it for news of the success of

the search. This enables the ship, after having brought the cable to the

surface, to know beyond the shadow of doubt on which hand the inter-

ruption lies. As regards the method of signalling ; in long circuits, this

is effected by means of the mirror instrument, which deflects a pencil

of light upon a screen, moving it right and left, as currents come and

go around the magnet. A perverse influence, called induction, makes

itself so palpable on long circuits that the difficulty of signalling is

great and speed is imj^ossible. Analogy is often the best explanation,

and an elastic tube of India rubber, traversed by a current of water,

affords a capital one. Imagine such a tube conveying signals by the

dropping of definite quantities of water out of its remote end—the

amount being regulated by opening and closing a valve at the'cther.

The pressure of the current distends the tube, and the closing of the

valve does not instantly check the escape at the far end, for it is pro-

longed by the contraction of the tube, and in the case of rapid signal-

ling would extend into the succeeding discharge efiectually obliterating

all distinctness. In this manner does the slow discharge from a cable

militate against speedy communication. To send a signal through

the Atlantic cable and to leave it clear for a succeeding one requires

six or seven seconds, and as this would prescribe the speed for all in-

struments whose indicators must move from and return to a certain

fixed point under each electrical influence—as is the case with land

lines—it became necessary to surmount this obstacle. The mirror

instrument does not surmount but evades it, in that its motion to

right and left need not be referred to any zero point but only to its pre-

decessor, thus enabling one signal to tread upon the heels of another.

The light wanders aimlessly all over the scale to a casual observer

;

but the trained eye interprets every movement with ease.

The accompanying map shows all existing and contemplated sub-

marine telegraphs which have developed from the petty germ sown

less than forty years ago in the English Channel. " Lines proposed,"

are so rapidly merging into " lines existing," that the geographer is

allowed no respite in revising its charts. The one shown needs no

explanation, but may suggest the question—" why should the proposed

line between the United States and China follow the remote course it
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test will locate it. Other tests are prescribed, but are of doubtful

utility, although the house over the end of a telegraph cable ought to

afford nearly as great facilities for testing as does a factory. While the

grappling is going on, a speaking instrument is connected with the

cable end, and a constant watch kept upon it for news of the success of

the search. This enables the ship, after having brought the cable to the

surface, to know beyond the shadow of doubt on which hand the inter-

ruption lies. As regards the method of signalling ; in long circuits, this

is effected by means of the mirror instrument, which deflects a pencil

of light upon a screen, moving it right and left, as currents come and

go around the magnet. A perverse influence, called induction, makes

itself so palpable on long circuits that the difficulty of signalling is

great and speed is impossible. Analogy is often the best explanation,

and an elastic tube of India rubber, traversed by a current of water,

affords a capital one. Imagine such a tube conveying signals by the

dropping of definite quantities of water out of its remote end—the

amount being regulated by opening and closing a valve at the'other.

The pressure of the current distends the tube, and the closing of the

valve does not instantly check the escape at the far end, for it is pro-

longed by the contraction of the tube, and in the case of rapid signal-

ling would extend into the succeeding discharge effectually obliterating

all distinctness. In this manner does the slow discharge from a cable

militate against speedy communication. To send a signal through

the Atlantic cable and to leave it clear for a succeeding one requires

six or seven seconds, and as this would prescribe the speed for all in-

struments whose indicators must move from and return to a certain

fixed point under each electrical influence—as is the case with land

lines—it became necessary to surmount this obstacle. The mirror

instrument does not surmount but evades it, in that its motion to

right and left need not be referred to any zero point but only to its pre-

decessor, thus enabling one signal to tread upon the heels of another.

The light wanders aimlessly all over the scale to a casual observer

;

but the trained eye interprets every movement with ease.

The accompanying map shows all existing and contemplated sub-

marine telegraphs Avhich have developed from the petty germ sown

less than forty years ago in the English Channel. " Lines proposed,"

are so rapidly merging into " lines existing," that the geographer is

allowed no respite in revising its charts. The one shown needs no

explanation, but may suggest the question—" why should the proposed

line between the United States and China follow the remote course it
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does, instead of touching at so noted a port of call as the Sandwich

Islands ? " The reason is that the indicated direction is approximately

the arc of a great circle and reduces the quantity of cable necessary

;

also, that the depth of the central Pacific is as great, or greater, than

any sea of the globe. While depth does not materially enhance the

difficulty of laying a cable, it increases vastly the labor of repairing

one ; and as this necessity is always possible, it has influence in the

selection of a route. The commercial and technical aspects of such

enterprizes are as full of interest as they are various. The astronomer

and geographer fix localities by the tenuous filament, and the minister

in his cabinet handles fleets and armies at the very antipodes ; but

there is yet a broader view of their influence which it is impossible to

overlook. It is a grand thought to the alien that it will bear his

appeal from the uttermost parts of the earth to his own people, and

speed back the words that secure him safety and comfort ; it has yet

a nobler mission. Ethnologists declare that race peculiarities are the

outgrowth of climate, soil and diet, which in numberless generations

have evolved a type ; that the remote and less accessible regions ex-

hibit typical traits in marked distinctness; while rivers or other

natural highways help to obliterate them by facilitating association,

exchange of product, intermarriage, and other modifying influences.

Is it far fetched to draw a parallel between the material and imma-
terial, and urge that these highways of thought are tending to assim-

ilate mankind ; to subdue ignorant envy and hatred ; soften natural

asperities ; broaden, liberalize, and mould the creature into some

semblance of that Creator to whom time and space are as nothing ?
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TWO LESSONS FROM THE FUTURE.

By Lieut. T. B. M. Mason, U. S. N.

essayons.

GrENTLEMEN"

:

The two letters which I propose to submit to your consideration

this evening will, I hope, explain themselves. As you will see by the

dates, they are supposed to be written in the future, and are merely

conjectures as to the probable results of possible events. They are

supposed to be written by an officer—in the first holding the rank of

Lieutenant, in the second, after a lapse of nearly a third of a century,

that of Rear-Admiral. The friend in the first place holding the rank

of Lieutenant, in the second, having for many years retired to the

quiet of civil life.

San Bolo, Donland, July 4th, 1880.

Deae Friend :

This is a melancholy way to spend the anniversary ofour independ-

ence, I being at this moment anything but independent. I was sent

here, a- month ago, with about one hundred other officers, to rusticate

until peace is declared, as there are no means of exchanging us. We
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are on parole and allowed to wander within the military limits of this

place.

As yon were a spectator, and an actor, at the battle of the 8th of

May, off Cady, it is unnecessary for me to recount to you more than

the part taken by our ship. You know I was aboard the Franklin, our

crack big ship, bearing the flag of the Commander-in-chief. When the

enemy hove in sight, we formed with the other ships in order of battle,

and manceuvring for some time, came in contact with them . You know
that they have vastly improved their navy, since '76, and brought

against us a force of twelve large iron clads, carrying very heavy En-

glish guns and well manned ; besides they had quite a number of small

steamers fitted with heavy torpedoes. As soon as they were in range,

we opened fire, but we might as well have been throwing peas at a

stone wall, whereas we received a number of heavy shells, some pass-

ing through us and some bursting aboard of us ; in a few minutes our

engines were disabled ; we tried to signal for assistance, but neither

this signal nor any that we had made since the firing commenced, at-

tracted the slightest attention ; every body seemed to be looking out

for themselves. At last a big fellow deliberately shoved his nose

almost through us, and our ship went down in no time. I was picked

up by lucky chance, and I think that I am the only one left to tell the

story, from our vessel. The Trenton, which was on our quarter, did

splendid service with her guns, but in the end they overpowered her.

I saw the old Wabash sunk by a torpedo attached to a vessel very lit-

tle larger than her own launch. I expect that your ship and the

Marion were the only two that escaped.

This is a terrible lesson, or ought to be, to those who sent us to sea,

in ships scarcely able to get out of their own way ; some having just

returned from foreign stations, in the most dilapidated condition pos-

sible to imagine ; with inferior ordnance, with green crews in most of

the ships, and last but not least, stands the fact that, we really knew
nothing of naval tactics or of the peculiar qualities of our vessels

necessary to make any tactics a success ; not from any fault of our

own, but because we had never been able to practice the theories,

which were given us. The fact that our signals could not be seen,

or understood, is also significant.

I hope that this will reach you in safety, as I have to send it in rather

a roundabout way. I suppose that peace will soon be declared, and

it probably will be, as our country is now in the condition of the.snake

in its hole, not to be attacked in its own lines but having no chance if
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it comes out. We will probably, for the sake of our commerce and

so forth, have to eat humble pie and talk small.

Let me hear from you.

Believe me your sincere friend,

THO'S NOSAM,
Lieut. U. S. N.

E. SREGOR,
Lieut. U. S. N.

Norfolk, Va.

Elag-ship Independence,

Hampton Roads,

June 30, 1906.

My Dear old Friend:

You have probably read in the papers non-professional accounts

of our great victory off Hatteras. Knowing that you are with us in

heart, if not in body, it appeared to me that you would be interested

by a minute detail of the means by which our success has been brought

about. You must know that we are not in the condition in which you

left us, shortly after that terrible day off Cady. You thought that

our game was up, /did not. I trusted to the common sense of our people

at large, untrammeled by political influence. The present has proved

me right. In " 81 " the reaction set in and we have been steadily

improving until, without the expense of our branch in former years,

we have to-day the finest fleet afloat.

Our opponents, on the contrary, have made little advance; you know

their people tried to copy ours in the old days, and would not appro-

priate any more money for improvements. They had had no lesson

like our Cady.

To begin with, I will take our ships, as without them the guns, ram

bows, torpedoes &c., would be useless.

We have now three kinds of vessels. 1st, The ships of the line, di-

vided into three classes and all resembling each other, in general out-

line. They are armored on the bows aud in the wake of the engines,

boilers, magazines and steering gear. Their engines are capable of

driving them up to 16 knots. Their steering gear turns them, on an

average, in the circumference of a circle whose radius is 300 yards.

They are all provided with ram bows and carry improved spar torpe-

does, on the bows and quarters. Each has also a defense against swing

torpedoes forward and aft. They are armed as follows.
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1st class. -

2d class.

America.
Independence.
Columbia.
Columbus.
Constitution.

^ Liberty.

f
Hull.

Decatur.
Bainbridge.

Farragut.

Porter.

Dupont.

Two 15 inch rifles, firing 2000 lbs. steel pro-

jectiles, mounted on pivot carriages for-

ward and aft on spar deck, with f round
fire.

Sixteen 12 in. rifles, firing 1000 lb. steel

projectiles in broadside on gun deck.

Same as 1st class but with only twelve

12 in. broadside.

Two 12 inch rifles on pivots.

Eight 12 inch rifles in broadside.

Essex.

Franklin.

3d class. ^ ^^'^f^^y^'-Hartford.

Wabash.
_ Ironsides.

2d. The cruisers, of which there is a large number. These vessels,

answering to the old corvettes, are used on foreign stations, and as a

squadron of observation to be attached to the fleet. These vessels are

unarmored, carry respectable batteries, and have great speed.

3d. The rams and dispatch tugs. I send you a drawing of both,

which you will find in Plate I. marked Fig's 1 and 2. The rams are

heavily armored, presenting the appearance, at a distance, of large tur-

tles. This arrangement makes them almost invulnerable, as they are

very low. They have ram bows of great strength, and provided with a

submarine gun in the bow and on each quarter, and are capable of

great speed. The dispatch tugs are very fast and have great power.

Their engines &c., are protected with a turtle back like the rams. They
are fitted with spar torpedoes to be used only if attacked, their duty

being to carry messages and look out for " lame ducks."

Having given you a general idea of our ships, I will describe this

vessel on Avhich I have the honor of hoisting my flag. She is of about

6,000 tons capacity, shorter and broader than our old ships. This

form has been adopted to increase her turning power, which is an all

important element for tactical purposes. She resembles, somewhat, in

shape, those French vessels that we used to see up the Mediterranean

in " 70." I have attempted in my sketch, in Plate I, marked Fig. 3, to

give you an idea of her and of the parts armored and those unarmored.

The masts are steel and telescopic, as are also the lower and topsail

yards. The rig is that of a barque. For action we telescope everything,
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1st class.

2d class.

3d class.

Two 15 inch rifles, firing 2000 lbs. steel pro-

jectiles, monnted on pivot carriages for-

ward and aft on spar deck, with f round
fire.

Sixteen 12 in. rifles, firing 1000 lb. steel

projectiles in broadside on gun deck.

Same as 1st class but with only twelve

12 in. broadside.

Two 12 inch rifles on pivots.

Eight 12 inch rifles in broadside.

America.
Independence.
Columbia.
Columbus.
Constitution.

i_ Liberty.

Hull.

Decatur.
Bainbridge.

Farragut.

Porter.

Dupont.

Essex.

Franklin.

Brooklyn.
Hartford.

j
Wabash.

[ Ironsides.

2d. The cruisers, of which there is a large number. These vessels,

answering to the old corvettes, are used on foreign stations, and as a

squadron of observation to be attached to the fleet. These vessels are

unarmored, carry respectable batteries, and have great speed.

3d. The rams and dispatch tugs. I send you a drawing of both,

which you will find in Plate I. marked Fig's 1 and 2. The rams are

heavily armored, presenting the appearance, at a distance, of large tur-

tles. This arrangement makes them almost invulnerable, as they are

very low. They have ram bows of great strength, and provided with a

submarine gun in the bow and on each quarter, and are capable of

great speed. The dispatch tugs are very fast and have great power.

Their engines &c., are protected with a turtle back like the rams. They
are fitted with spar torpedoes to be used only if attacked, their duty

being to carry messages and look out for " lame ducks."

Having given you a general idea of our ships, I will describe this

vessel on which I have the honor of hoisting my flag. She is of about

6,000 tons capacity, shorter and broader than our old ships. This

form has been adopted to increase her turning power, which is an all

important element for tactical purposes. She resembles, somewhat, in

shape, those French vessels that we used to see up the Mediterranean

in " 70." I have attempted in my sketch, in Plate I, marked Fig. 3, to

give you an idea of her and of the parts armored and those unarmored.

The masts are steel and telescopic, as are also the lower and topsail

yards. The rig is that of a barque. For action we telescope ever3^thing.
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sending up light iron signal masts with four armed trucks. Around
the foot of each mast is a little dome-shaped house, sufficiently strong

to resist bullets and falling spars. The interior of these is more like

a telegraph office than any part of an old man-of-war. In the forward

one, in action, you would find the captain, the navigator, and the lieu-

tenant in charge of the forward half of the gung. Telegraphs and
speaking tubes connect this dome with the other ones and with the

engine and steering rooms. There is also an indicator, showing the

position of the helm, the motions of the engine, and the speed of the

vessel, this last coming from the velocitometer, which is fitted in a

tube, on each side of the ship, well below the water-line, so as to be out

of the way of boats coming alongside, and of such like accidents. The
gunnery lieutenant points and fires his guns and the forward torpedoes

by means of electricity. As all the guns are worked by steam, and
as the ranges, elevations and angles of concentration have been accu-

rately ascertained, this is reduced to a nicety. The helm is worked
by telegraph, the navigator being provided with an accurate table of

helm angles for all, and under all circumstances of current and sea.

The signals for the fore are worked from the rear part of this dome.

In tlie main dome the signal officer is posted, and it is from this one

that the flag-officer directs the motions of the fleet, or of his squadron.

In the after dome the lieutenant in charge of the rear guns and tor-

pedoes, the executive officer and the signal officer for the mizzen are

stationed. The domes, as I said before, are so well connected with

tubea, &c., that the different officers converse as if they were all in the

same one. Besides the domes on the spar deck, there are steel turrets

open at the top, to protect the men stationed at the bow and stern pivots

from musketry fire. You will ask me what has become of my boats ?

They were left ashore, and in place of them we have four large bolsas

spread on deck, ready for inflation and use, and capable of carrying

all hands. On the gun deck, the forward and after guns are arranged

to fire in broadside or directly ahead and astern. The carriages are

worked and the guns loaded by steam, so that very few men are

visible. The ammunition comes up from shutes, with self-closing

tops, near the muzzle of each gun. On the berth deck we find the

working people, well protected by the armor, a large fire brigade

ready to proceed to any part of the ship with the best modern appli-

ances for fighting that dangerous element, a large powder division

ready to supply any amount of ammunition in very little time. Aft

is the steering room. We do our steering by hydraulic power, so
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that one man tends the whole affair nnder the direction of an officer,

who watches the telegraph from the domes on deck. I send you a

plan of the velocitometer, marked Fig. 4 ; it has been found of great

use ; it being very necessary to know the exact speed of the vessel at

any moment through the water, whether in going ahead, turning or

backing; it is only necessary to apply the correction to the given

reading, for slip and friction, to attain the true velocity.

Our guns are all of the latest model, which has been adopted, after

a long series of trials at Annapolis. The people growled a little at

the necessary expense, but it was only necessary to say " Cady " to

them, and the growling ceased; the pride of the American people had

been touched and they were bound to come to the front. We have

selected two calibres, the 15 and 13-inch—both very heavy, the 15

much more in comparison, as they are for the heaviest work. The

12 are lighter, so that we can carry a greater number of guns in

broadside. What we have lost in individual penetration we have

gained in aggregate when concentrated. Just think of a vessel that

can throw 4000 lbs. from her bow, 12000 lbs. from her broadside, or

4000 lbs. from her stern, on a space twenty feet square. What would

Nelson or Farragut have said of this in their days ?

We have adopted the submarine gun, for torpedoing in the attack,

and the electric spar torpedo for defense, both of the latest pattern,

from Newport ; which institution, like the Experimental battery, has

had its vicissitudes.

Now that we have examined our inanimate material, let me say a

word about our personnel. You will remember, that in '•' 80 " many
resigned, and many poor fellows closed their final accounts at Cady.

We were left nearly without officers and men. Something had to be

done, and was done. The Naval Academy was thrown open to all, any

boy properly authenticated who wanted to try could come, there was

no limit except that of accommodation to the number in classes; but

the course was most rigid, great weight being given to professional

aptitude and officer-like qualities. From the graduating class of each

year as many of the higher members as were required to fill up the de-

ficiencies in the navy list were taken ; the others were put in the naval

reserve and sent as officers in the merchant service, every vessel hav-

ing an American charter being forced to take so many; and every line

carrying the U. S. mails (American line) was entirely officered by them.

Those who elected and were found on examination to be qualified

to become engineers went into that branch ; those who elected the







marine corps and pay department (the latter having to give bonds)
were allowed to follow their inclinations. Thus we have to-day a
corps of thoroughly trained officers and a splendid reserve. The
officers of the reserve do six months' service, every two vears for
which they receive full pay.

Our apprentice system has supplied us with thoroughly well-fitted
Americans for every branch required, and has also built up ^ reserve
of long-service men, who, like the officers of the reserve, are at all
times m traming. In time of peace our first and second rates are
used as school-ships in the large ports, equally distributed alon- the
whole coast; their crews, not required for actual work on board ship
are temporarily employed at the yards and naval stations. The third
rates are employed as a practice squadron for officers and men The
squadron of observation for the Fleet are employed as cruisers on the
home station.

Every year the Fleet is assembled, at some rendezvous on the coast,
for drill. The places of rendezvous and the time of rendezvousing
ai-e changed each time, so that, a war threatening, we can assemble
without causing suspicion. These drills are carried on for instruc-
tion and improvement.

Commanding officers are rarely changed, so that they may become
thoroughly acquainted with the ships that they command. Much
time IS devoted to individual ship and detached squadron movements,
and all results are tabulated. Ships are turned, under all conditions
that are liable to occur, and in all trims, so that separate tables may
be obtained for future reference. A store squadron of fast steamers,
to carry extra stores and coal, is requisitioned each year from the
mail lines. Ships are kept fully coaled at all times.
Our fleet is divided into squadrons of three vessels each, one of each

class of the line. Two of these squadrons are commanded by rear-
admirals and three by commodores, the commander-in-chief hoisting
his flag aboard the ship of the commodore whose squadron is assigned
to the centre. The flag ships receive the numbers from 1 to 5 in order
of rank

;
this is also the number of the squadron. The other ships of

each squadron are numbered, respectively, 12, 13, 23, 23, 32, 33, 42, 43
52 and 53. The rams and tugs are divided amongst the 'squadrons'
The flying squadron, commanded by a rear-admiral, and consistino- of
SIX corvettes, receives the numbers 6, 62, 63, 64, 65 and 66.
For squadrons there are six orders of steaming and six orders of

battle. See plate II. The distance and interval, in order of steamin-
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marine corps find pay department (the latter having to give bonds)

were allowed to follow their inclinations. Thns we have to-day a

corps of thoroughly trained officers and a splendid reserve. The
ofiicers of the reserve do six months' service, every two years, for

which they receive full pay.

Our apprentice system has supplied us witli thoroughly well-fitted

Americans for every branch required, and has also built up ^ reserve

of long-service men, who, like the ofl&cers of the reserve, are at all

times in training. In time of peace our first and second rates are

used as school-ships in the large ports, equally distributed along the

whole coast ; their crews, not required for actual work on board ship,

are temporarily employed at the yards and naval stations. The third

rates are employed as a practice squadron for ofiicers and men. The
squadron of observation for the Fleet are employed as cruisers on the

home station.

Every year the Fleet is assembled, at some rendezvous on the coast,

for drill. The places of rendezvous and the time of rendezvousing

are changed each time, so that, a war threatening, we can assemble

without causing suspicion. These drills are carried on for instruc-

tion and improvement.

Commanding officers are rarely changed, so that they may become

thoroughly acquainted with the ships that they command. Much
time is devoted to individual ship and detached squadron movements,

and all results are tabulated. Ships are turned, under all conditions

that are liable to occur, and in all trims, so that separate tallies may
be obtained for future reference. A store squadron of fast steamers,

to carry extra stores and coal, is requisitioned each year from the

mail lines. Ships are kept fully coaled at all times.

Our fleet is divided into squadrons of three vessels each, one of each

class of the line. Two of these squadrons are commanded by rear-

admirals and three by commodores, the commander-in-chief hoisting

his flag aboard the ship of the commodore whose squadron is assigned

to the centre. The flag ships receive the numbers from 1 to 5 in order

of rank ; this is also the number of the squadron. The other ships of

each squadron are numbered, respectively, 12, 13, 32, 23, 32, 33, 42, 43,

52 and 53. The rams and tugs are divided amongst the squadrons.

The flying squadron, commanded by a rear-admiral, and consisting of

six corvettes, receives the numbers 6, 62, 63, 64, 65 and 66.

For squadrons there are six orders of steaming and six orders of

battle. See plate II. The distance and interval, in order of steaming,
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is equal to the diameter of the average circle of turning; this is found by

actual experiment, and is published in general orders. The distance and

interval in battle is equal to the radius of the circle of turning. In the

left-hand column you will find the six orders above mentioned. The
parallel lines are equidistant, being placed one radius from each other.

In the right-hand columns I have tabulated the five changes pos-

sible from any one of these given orders. Attached to each you will

find it^signal order, which I shall explain hereafter.

The squadrons, being thoroughly drilled, are united in fleet forma-

tion. There is one order of fleet steaming and one order of battle.

The order of steaming is in three columns, fig. 5, plate III, the

squadrons being formed in the following order : first squadron in 2nd

order forming the centre ; second squadron in 1st order forming the

van ; third squadron in 1st order forming the rear ; fourth squadron

in 2nd order forming the right; fifth squadron in 2nd order forming

the left. You will see, by tliis arrangement, that the commander-in-

chief is in the centre, where we have decided, by practice, that he

should be, because he is safest there and because he can better observe

and direct the movements.. Also because if he were in the van in one

formation, in the next he might be in the rear. The centre of each

of the sides is occupied by a subordinate flag officer who, aspiring to

higher honors, is at liberty to set an example of prowess.

I have also shown, in figure 1, several changes of direction. You
will see that the order is not broken by any change ; that the new

course, with the exception of the wheel, is the only necessary signal

to be made, the hauling down marking the moment of execution, and

that the relative designations of Van, Hear, &c., change to correspond

with the new position.

Fig. 2 represents the change from the order of steaming to the

order of battle, executed at the hauling down of the battle signal on

board No. 1, each squadron manoeuvring as in squadron tactics.

The order of battle, shown in Fig. 6, is very strong. Its principal

qualities are an all-round fire, shown in Fig. 8, a wedge for the attack,

and echelon for defense, close supporting distances, solidity and great

mobility, the centre squadron forming a strong nucleus, and having

its broadsides ready, in connection with the inner broadsides of the

regular line, for any vessel that chooses to try the centre. I have

essayed to show, by several diagrams, marked Fig. 3, the innumerable

directions and fronts which may be taken up. The Avheel is intro-

duced to change front to intermediate points.
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is equal to the diameter of the average circle of turning; this is found by

actual experiment, and is published in general orders. The distance and

interval in battle is equal to the radius of the circle of turning. In the

left-hand column you will find the six orders above mentioned. The
parallel lines are equidistant, being placed one radius from each other.

In the right-hand columns I have tabulated the five changes pos-

sible from any one of these given orders. Attached to each you will

find it/signal order, which I shall explain hereafter.

The squadrons, being thoroughly drilled, are united in fleet forma-

tion. There is one order of fleet steaming and one order of battle.

The order of steaming is in three columns, fig. 5, plate III, the

squadrons being formed in the following order : first squadron in 2nd

order forming the centre; second squadron in 1st order forming the

van ; third squadron in 1st order forming the rear ; fourth squadron

in 2nd order forming the right ; fifth squadron in 2nd order forming

the left. You will see, by tliis arrangement, that the commander-in-

chief is in the centre, where we have decided, by practice, that he

should be, because he is safest there and because he can better observe

and direct the movements.. Also because if he were in the van in one

formation, in the next he might be in the rear. The centre of each

of the sides is occupied by a subordinate flag officer who, aspiring to

higher honors, is at liberty to set an example of prowess.

I have also shown, in figure 1, several changes of direction. You
will see that the order is not broken by any change ; that the new
course, with the exception of the wheel, is the only necessary signal

to be made, the hauling down marking the moment of execution, and

that the relative designations of Van, Kear, &c., change to correspond

with the new position.

Fig. 2 represents the change from the order of steaming to the

order of battle, executed at the hauling down of the battle signal on

board No. 1, each squadron manoeuvring as in squadron tactics.

The order of battle, shown in Fig. 6, is very strong. Its principal

qualities are an all-round fire, shown in Fig. 8, a wedge for the attack,

and echelon for defense, close supporting distances, solidity and great

mobility, the centre squadron forming a strong nucleus, and having

its broadsides ready, in connection with the inner broadsides of the

regular line, for any vessel that chooses to try the centre. I have

essayed to show, by several diagrams, marked Fig. 3, the innumerable

directions and fronts which may be taken up. The wheel is intro-

duced to change front to intermediate points.
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I have shown yon how we manceuvre, now let me tell you how we
cause these mauoeuvres to be executed. "We found that flags were

unreliable in battle, and sought a substitute. The great objection to

flags is that, in calms, they do not blow out, that they are not visible

to Avindward or to leeward, and that they are constantly fouling. We
have therefore adopted solid figures, such as balls, barrels, cones, and

double cones, and a combination of the barrel and cone. These are

made of colored bunting, spread on frames, which, when not in use

are closed up like a Japanese lantern. Black has also been adopted

as a signalling color, the shade of blue being slightly lightened.

There are three sets of signals : Compass, Order and General.

In fig. 5, plate I, I have tried to depict them. First, for the cardi-

nal points we use four balls, red, white, blue and black—for the

quarter points a small black square, which, when hoisted uppermost,

means i towards the lower point, in the middle J and under the

second ball f. As most of the manoeuvring signals are made by

these, we hoist them at the main, if that be carried away, at the fore.

The order signals are hoisted at the main : they consist of the battle

signal, a barrel with a cone at each end. This signifies that the fleet

order of battle is to be formed, and everything gotten ready for action

;

and the squadron order signals, eight barrels differently colored

hoisted at the mizzen, are intended as order signals to the squadron :

at the fore under the battle signal, they have the signal significations

of wheel, right about, left about, full speed, quick speed, common
speed, cease firing and separate.

For general signals, to be hoisted at any mast, a series of cones, in-

verted cones, and double cones are substituted for the flags. The
whistles are also used to mark the moment of execution of a precon-

certed plan. The smoke stacks of all vessels are painted to show the

squadron to which they belong. The admiral is often to assemble his

officers for discussion and mutual improvement. A set of miniature

block ships is provided, with a table-top arranged in squares, each

officer manceuvring his own squadron or ships through each explana-

tion, to make sure that every movement is understood. Any officer

showing a dulness in comprehending movements or a lack of knowledge

on any subject connected witli tactics, should be relieved immediately.

On the commanding officers depends the whole success of every move-

ment, in these days where everything is reduced to a science, and a

marplot is not to be tolerated. He may, by his ignorance or stubbornness,

endanger the Avell being of the whole fleet. A commander must liave



iron nerves, perfect judgment, a quick perception and complete knowl-

edge of his profession. All must look to the commander-in-chief and

obey him implicitly. The same rule must govern all inferiors. There

must be no question nor doubt. In moments of emergency, the com-

mander-in-chief will have been supposed to have given the necessary

directions as to how it is to be met, and if he has not, captains may use

their judgment. The commanders of the rams and tugs are to operate

intelligently on their own hook, ramming and torpedoing whenever

they get a chance and tugging whenever there is a necessity. They are

to be young men of known coolness, intelligence, and good sense;

every hope of advancement being open to them, if they are successful.

I have now brought you up to the period of our late battle, as far

as improvements and inventions are concerned. I believe that I for-

got to mention the telemeter, which has been so much improved,

since your day, that it can be used in action, and the bearing vane,

an instrument by which the bearing of any object may be measured

instantaneously on the naval square ; it is placed in the centre dome,

all ranges being taken from and on the mainmast. Distances and

intervals are measured from the same point.

On the 15th of May, the Vice-Admiral at New York received the

following telegram.

Washington, May 15, 1906.

Vice-Admiral Wm. Jones, N. Y.

Fleet rendezvous at Hampton Eoads, for exercise. Orders meet

you there.

John Smith,

Admiral of the Navy.

It had been previously concerted that, "for exercise" meant "for

action." N'o suspicion was aroused by the telegram, which leaked

into the papers as usual.

This telegram was promulgated the same day, to the commanders

of squadrons and by them to the commanders of vessels. Accom-

panying it, in another enclosure, was the following confidential order

:

All boats, light spars, extra rigging, clothing and small stores not

absolutely necessary will be sent ashore. Every ship Avill take aboard

her war allowance of coal and ammunition. Officers and men will

send ashore all articles of clothing, mess furniture, &c., not absolutely

necessary. All bulkheads will be taken down, and canvas ones rigged

instead. Skylights, accommodation ladders and other such fixtures

will also be gotten out of the ships. The bolsas will be gotten in work-

I
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ing order. Each ship will be allowed one whale boat. The fleet will

meet at H. E. on the 1st of June. Wm. Jones,

V. Admiral.

On the 1st of June the last vessel arrived at Hampton Hoads and-

a few days after we heard that war had been declared with Albinage to

settle a long contested dispute. We found, at the rendezvous, six-

squadrons, besides a fleet of rams, tugs and store vessels—the latter fur-

nished by the mail companies.

On the 1st of June the following general order was published.

G. 0. No. 1.

Flag-ship Columbia,

June 1st, 1906.

The interval and distance will be 300 yds. for order of battle. The
speeds will be: Common 8 points. Quick 12, Full 15. The fleet will-

proceed to sea to-morrow S A. M. The squadrons will pass out in-

2nd order in succession. Fleet order of steaming will be formed as

soon as the rear is clear of the Capes. The order of daily exercise will

be: at 8 A. M, signal exercise, at 10 A. M., pass to order of battle and

manceuvre until 11.30. During the manoeuvres the crew will be exer-

cised at the guns, &c. At 1.30, commanders of vessels will repair aboard

their squadron flag-ships for instruction, remaining for one hour. The
fleet will be stopped for their going and coming. At 3, flag-officers

will repair aboard the Commander-in-chief, in their tugs, for discussion

and instruction. At the same hour the commanders of vessels will as-

semble their officers for the same purpose. The answer to a signal will-

be its repetition, in order to insure its being seen by all and thoroughly

understood
;
great care must be taken to haul down together. This

refers to Compass and Battle signals. General signals will be answered

as provided for in the signal book. As soon as the general battle sig-

nal is hoisted, masts and yards will be telescoped, and every prepara-

tion made for battle ; when it is hauled down the order of battle will

be formed. Broadsides will be preferred as the objective of firing.

Concentration will be employed whenever practicable. The water-

line is the best place to aim at; especially for those ships wliich may
be engaged on the side toAvards our own vessels. Earns and tugs will-

keep under cover, except when the former get a good opportunity to

act; the latter will be on the lookout for disabled vessels, rendering

them every assistance in keeping their position, or in taking ofl" their-
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crews if in a sinking condition ; they will only use their torpedoes

when attacked. In passing an enemy, should the flag-officer in com-
mand of the exposed apex deem it expedient, he may form the 2nd
order temporarily. The whistle will be nsed to signal a tnrn towards

the enemy, then a charge at full speed. The first blast will be precau-

tionary ; the second one, for the execution of the plan. The flying

squadron will be deployed when in steaming order, so as to preserve all

points of the horizon, always placing themselves so as to communicate

either directly or in succession Avith ^le fleet. As soon as the enemy

is sighted they will assemble and remain under cover of the fleet. In

action they Avill capture disabled vessels, assist our own disabled ones,

and do such light fighting as may fall to them. The fleet of supply

vessels shall follow the fleet, supplying it Avith coal and provisions

whenever ordered by the commander-in-chief, at Avhich times they Avill

receive permanent invalids from the ships, supplying their places Avith

men from their OAvn crcAvs, which have been increased for that pur-

pose. In action they Avill keep Avell out of range, and Avill use every

endeayor to escape if chased.

Wm. Jones,

V. Admiral.

Yon Avill see that this general order provided for nearly every emer-

gency.

June 2d, according to order, Ave proceeded to sea, and cruised up

and doAvn the coast; each day rubbing off the rust tliat had accumu-

lated since our last yearly drill. Our chief's plan soon became evi-

dent. He judged that our adversaries would come to us, and that

their objective point would probably be their old favorite, the Chesa-

peake. This gave us several advantages ; instead of pushing across the

ocean we can employ our time in drilling, and we can keep our ships

in the best trim by ahvays being filled up Avith coal and ammunition.

Should he try any other part of the coast Ave are sure that our coast

defenses Avill keep him at bay until Ave reach him.

On the 18tli of June, at sunrise, in about the latitude of Hatteras

and about 50 miles from the Cape, the enemy Avas signalled heading

N. W.—in all 18 large vessels. Our fleet was headed S. E., and the or-

der of battle hoisted aboard the flagship. At 8 A. M. the enemy was

8 miles distant, and Avas forming in tAvo divisions of groups abreast.

Our battle signal came doAvn and we immediately formed in order of

battle heading S. E. At about 8.40 our leading vessels opened Are. The

1
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shock was terrific. You know my ship led the van squadron. Our
leading vessels opening with a concentrated fire on their leaders gradu-

ally clianging to a broadside fire right abeam. Our firing was very

rapid; it seemed as if our ships were always firing. The aim and accu-

racy was almost perfect. As the fleets advanced, our front overlapped

them; they tried to break through us but the ordeal was too severe;

only one vessel got as far as our interior, but the rams and reserve fin-

ished her; the rest were forced to swerve from their course and passed

down our line, being rammed, jammed and torpedoed almost at will.

As our left apex vessel reached what would have been nearly the posi-

tion of their head, the first whistle was heard, soon followed by the

others; we all turned toward the enemy, heading about N. E. Some of

the remaining ships, of his shattered first line, tried to turn tov;ards

us, but our superior speed brought us round first and these poor fellows

went down gallantly attempting to head to the foe ; others seeing their

hopeless condition, lying broadside to our ram-bows and rams, were

forced to strike. It was while performing this turn, that the Brook-

lyn, the leading vessel of my squadron, was sent to the bottom by a

Harvey, ller place was immediately supplied by the Hartford, from

the centre. On getting clear of the first line, we were surprised to

find the second heading for us, so that in the same day, we were to

have a chance to try our system against both column and line of

groups. All fire was reserved until we met ; we were now going at

the tremendous speed of 15 knots; we had therefore only time to de-

liver two broadsides in passing through, but were more fortunate with

our rams. As before, the enemy saw the impossibility of breaking

through us, divided like the earth before the plow, thus exposing to ns

the best position for rammhig. After passing through, signal Avas

made: Eight about, and course S. W. when we changed the line again,

this time getting it to greater advantage, as the remaining ships were

attempting to re-form and meet us; but we had been too quick for tliem.

This ended the battle, with the exception of a few individual sharp

fights, where speed, superior metal and accuracy of fire finally gained

the day. The enemy's loss was frightful ; out of their 1 8 large ships

10 had been sunk by different means, and 7 captured ; one had escaped

when all was lost; this vessel and a few of the small fry are all that

remain to them of that gallant squadron, once the ruler of the seas.

And now let us examine the results of this action, lasting in all just

35 minutes. We are now at the head of maritime nations in fact, as

we have long been in reality; you know when they removed the
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restrictions on ship bnilding and sliip buying, which occurred with

•the general reaction in sentiment after tlie battle of Cady, our mer-

chant marine also took a great start, and to-day our ship-yards supply

ithe world ; the increase in wealth, to our people at large, would have

paid for a hundred navies such as ours is to-day. Now, that Ave are

able to guarantee perfect safety to our shipping, by our maritime

supremacy, our ships will be in still greater demand. It is the old

storj about " Westward the star," &c. The truth of the matter is,

that our large navy to-day does not cost our people, in proportion to

their weiilth, one hundredth what it did forty years ago; because with

our commerce every other branch of industry has increased ; we are

=now the great emporium instead of the great market ; we are the bank

instead of the borrower.

And thus, my old friend, I have drawn for you as vivid a picture

of our success, its causes, and its results, as my poor pen can trace.

History will polish off the rough edges of my narrative and, perhaps,

gild them.

I send you some extracts, taken from various official reports, which

will show you how some of our ideas and inventions have worked in

practice.

Flag-ship Columbia,

June 19th, 1906.

* * * ^ * * >;: *

The system of tactics worked beautifully, OAving to tlie great mobility

of our formation ; Ave Avere enabled, at all times, to present a solid

wedge to the enemy, Avhich, moving at great speed, could not but break

up his formations. The advantage of turning by ship, instead of by

group, was shoAvn by comparison in actual fight. The fears that some

expressed, that our vessels Avere too close, j^roved themselves to be

luncalled for. Our compactness Avas our strength. The shortness of

duration of the action, 35 minutes, apparently incredible, Avas caused

by the great speed at Avhicli we moved, and the immediate destruction

dealt by our guns, rams and torpedoes. But feAV signals Avere inade

;

these Avere, however, quickly ansAvered and thoroughly understood.

The whistle signal proved a success, as its shrill blast was heard above

the bass notes of battle, with the greatest facility.

Wm. Jones,

V. Admiral.
Jno. Smith,

Admiral of the Navy.

J
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Flag-Ship Independence,

June 19th, 1906.

We found our squadron movements of the greatest service ; they are

complete. We passed from one to another, as the front changed, without

confusion, almost Avithout knowing it. It was not found necessary, to

form the 2nd order, as we passed. 1 enclose the report of Captain Sad

of the late Brooklyn.

Tho's Nosam,
Eear Admiral,

Wm. Jones, Commanding 2nd Squadron.
V. Admiral.

U. S. Ship Hull, 2nd Class,

June 19th, 1906.
* ** * * ^ * ^

We now noticed one of the enemy heading for us, evidently with the

intention of ramming. He was approaching at an angle of about 30°

with our keel. I let him come quite close, then sheered towards him
and, as we ranged along side, gave him my forward guns and bow tor-

pedo concentrated abreast his foremast, at about the water line. The
effect was terrific. A hole about 25 feet square, into which the water

rushed like a young Niagara, was the immediate effect. He sank, be-

fore he had passed us, and I am afraid, carried most of his people

with him, as his boats must have been shattered, and could not have

been lowered, in the short space of time before he went down.

Jas. Bowline,

Chas. Backstay, Capt. Comd'g IT. S. S. Hull,
Commodore Comd'g 5th Squadron.

U. S. S. Farragut, 2nd C,

June 19th, 190G.

It also becomes my painful duty to report the death of my command-
ing officer Capt. Toggle. The forward dome was struck by a heavy

shell, which exploded in it, smashed it to pieces and killed all those

stationed there. I immediately assumed command and with the sec-

ond firing officer and second navigator, fought the ship through

the rest of the action. It seems providential that we were not all to-
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gether and that means had been provided to work the ship from any of

the domes.
A¥m. Crossteee,

Lieut. Commandee Comd'g

Heitry Blackstrap, U. S. S. Farragut.

Commodore Com'g 4th Squadron.

U. S. Mail Steamer City of New York,

June 19th, 1906.

As soon as it was ascertained that the vessel was sinking, I called all

hands on deck. The pumps were turned on the bolsas and they were

ready by the time the men were up, which could not have been more

that 30 seconds. We launched immediately and got clear of the ship

just as she went down. The tug Belief came to our assistance and

helped us get clear of the line. We then made sail and made the best

of our way from the scene of action. The enemy, either from feelings

of humanity, or, as we were hors-du-combat and could be easily picked

up if they gained the victory, let ns alone.

Chas. Sad,

Thos. Nosam, Capt. Comd'g late BEOOKLYiir.

Reae Admiral Comd'g 2nd Squadron.

U. S. S. Ieonsides, 3d Class.

June 19th, 1906.

Finding that the engines would not turn I signalled for the tug

Lively, which came on our starboard side ; the Helper, seeing our com-

dition, also came to ns and placed herself on our port side. I sheered

into the centre according to signal, the Porter taking our place in splen-

did shape. With the assistance of the two tugs I was enabled to keep

my new place.

Jas. Lucky,

Joe Tompion, Caft. Comd'g U. S. S. Ironsides.

Commodore Comd'g 1st Squadron.

Flag-ship Columbia,

June 19th, 1906.
* :): * >(; * =1; ^ *

The signals worked as had been anticipated. They were seen and
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answered quickly. This has proved a triumph for our signals, as well

as for our ships. The Farragut was the only vessel that lost a inast,

and she, not being a flag-ship, was not in thus-wise injured. All

arrangements had been made, however, if a flag-ship had lost a mast,

to use the horn of the truck, toward the lost mast, of the next mast.

Chas. Bluelight,
Wm. Joi^es, • Flag Lieutenant

V. Admiral. and Chief Signal OFFiCEii.

U. S. Eam Lightning,

June 19th, 1906.
* * * * * 5iC * *

Just as she passed the Independence, under whose quarter I had

been hovering, I made for her. She saw me, and, as I got Avithin

range, opened on me with all her guns. Thanks to our armor and its

inclination, the shot glanced off of us in all directions. She then

tried to sheei", but our great speed carried our bow into her in no time.

I did not try to strike her in full broadside, as I was afraid of being

carried down with her ; but as we approached her I headed for her

stern, and struck her in the wake of her niizzen rigging ; just as Ave

struck 1 discharged my bow submarine gun, Avhose projectile must

have blown a large hole in her other quarter.

John Hope Q.uickpromotion,

Thos. Nosam, Lieut. Comd'g Lightning.

Rear-Admiral Comd'g 2nd Squadron.

U. S. Ram Jammer,
June 19th, 1906.

* ^ * =1; * * * *

Finding that she Avould pass before I could use my ram, I sheered

and gave her my quarter submarine gun. The eSect was not evident

at first, as the wound Avas under Avater; and I AA'as afraid that the

shot had glanced under her bottom, I could not account for this as

I had given elevation. She seemed to settle as I saAV her last, how-

ever. I have since been told, by one of the prisoners, that one of

their vessels had gone doAvn in a vastly marvellous Avay, the projectile

apparently coming from the bottom of the sea. They judged it to be

some kind of fish torpedo.

Jas. Betterluck,

Chas, Backstay, Lieut. Comd'g Ram Jammer.

Commodore Comd'g 5th Squadron.
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U. S. Tug Alert,

June 19 th, 1906.

The enemy's vessel approached, evidently with the intention of

running me down. We were almost bow to bow : I sheered slightly

to starboard as he was almost on me, and as I passed gave him my
quarter spar torpedo on the Muff of his bow. I could have taken my
little vessel into his hold without any difficulty through the hole that

we had made,
Jim Cricket,

Thos. Nosam, Master CcJmd'g Alert.

Eear-Admiral Comd'g 2nd Squadroin'.

These extracts close my account. This battle has been to me a

double victory, a victory in fact and a victory of tlieory. You will

remember that, at one of our monthly meetings of the Naval Institute,

when you and I were young lieutenants, I proposed some of tbe ideas

which you see to-day elaborated by skilful inventors, and perfected

by experiment. The signals and tactics I was fortunate enough to

get introduced myself, some ten years ago, when detailed as chief of

that department. Some said, at the time, that I was riding my
hobby too fast, but you know that in life, if a man ever does get a

chance, he generally prefers his own old war horse to a new mount,

and takes off the curb, if necessary, to keep ahead ; and if Columbus

had not set his egg on end some one else might have done it as easily,

but perhaps after a long interval.

For this victory the Navy has, in the first place, to thank our

people, then our Naval Academy, our Naval experimental battery

and torpedo school, and last, but not least, our Naval Institute, which

has been the means of collecting and encouraging the ideas of officers.

This institution had a hard time in its youth, but it now stands

amongst the first societies of technical learning in the v/orld. I

believe that you are still an honorary member ; are you not ?

For this victory, in return, our country has to thank our Navy, its

officers and men. We have wiped out the old stain of Cady, and our

flag can now float in any part of the world the proudest of the pi'oud,

because it represents the first maritime and the first commercial

nation of tlie globe, and we have earned a lasting peace by displaying

our full preparation for war.

Excuse me, dear old fellow, if I seem to be carried away by our sue-
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cess, biit I am sure that you will overlook anything from an old friend

after a return from a 35 minutes residence in the infernal regions.

Write soon and let me know how my farm is getting on. I hope

to be home before the harvest is ripe and hang my laurels on my
garden gate.

Yours sincerely,

Thos. Nosam.
E. Sregor, Esq.

Oaklands.

Lieut. Eodgers inquired whether the line of battle formation

proposed by the gentleman was adapted to any number of vessels.

Lieut. Masok replied that it was adapted to any number greater

than three.

Lieut, Very requested the gentleman to explain what difference

existed in the code of signals suggested, between the signals "South

West "-and "South by West."

Lieut, Mason" replied that there Avas no difference. He stated that

he was not prepared to argue any question in relation to his suggested

code of signals. He was satisfied that it was deficient in many
respects. The idea, however, of using solid flags, barrels and cones

in place of the flying flags he thought worthy of some consideration,

and it was simply to illustrate the forms of these signals that the

chart had been drawn. As to the other charts, he was ready to

<liscuss any question that came under them.

Commander Farquiiar objected to the line of battle formation

advocated, on the ground that -two-thirds of the vessels of the fleet

could not use their batteries on going into action, without firing into

one another.

Commander Sampson stated that, in his opinion, the same objec-

tions urged against the old line of battle, could be well taken in regard

to the proposed one. A few ships would be compelled to do all the

fighting. The proper formation, he believed to be the one in which
all the ships could be brought into action at once. Under Lieut.

Mason's plan only a few ships could act, unless the enemy was very

accommodating, a very improbable thing. After exchanging broad-

sides, he said, everything depended on the courage and judgment of

the commanding oflicer, consequently the inost favorable circum-

stances should be taken advantage of in the outset.

Lieut. Mason replied that he could not see how the enemy could
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bring any more force to bear npon him than liis front commanded.

The object of his formation, he said, was to break the line of battle

proposed by Commander JSToell, or even to pass throngh it. Supposing,

he said, the two lines of battle had passed through one another without

breaking, under his system all that would be necessary would be for

each individual ship to go about, and the same line of battle was pre-

sented to the enemy, while under Commander Noell's it would be

necessary to re-form, or his fleet would be placed at a great disad-

vantage.

Lieut. Veky stated that he granted that there was great strength

in the line of battle proposed by the member ; suppose however that

his line should be broken, would he, or rather could he re-form ?

Under Commander Noell's system, his line being broken, the vessels

then acted in detached groups.

Lieut. MasoisT replied that he had provided for such an emergency.

He had not abandoned entirely the system of detached groups. If

possible he would re-form, if not the group system would be used.

He thought, however, it would be a difficult thing to break his line,

as after the tAvo lines had become engaged he could bring a terrific

concentrated fire to bear in almost every direction.

Admiral Eodgeks stated that while he did not agree with Lieut.

Mason in a great many of his arguments, especially in regard to his

line of battle, he deemed the paper a valuable one, and a great many

ideas advanced in it worthy of consideration. He moved the thanks

of the Listitute be tendered to Lieut. Mason.
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The paper here submitted to tlie Institute is substantially the same

as a lecture delivered, a fortnight since, to the present graduating class

of Cadet Midshipmen. Its object was to prepare them to judge intelli-

gently of questions that at times agitate the Service to its depths, and

again become dormant. Friendly critics considered the method of dis-

cussion to possess a certain interest, and that its more general publica-

tion might prove useful. In deference to these opinions it is offered

almost as it was first written—the only changes being some new in-

stances adduced and an effort to deprive it in some measure of its

didactic character.

A great many statements pass for truth in the world because people

have not the facts and figures at hand to disprove them. One may be

perfectly satisfied of the fallacy of an assertion, but to bring to bis

views another who may be indifferent or opposed, lie must argue step

by step from sure grounds. The object of this discourse is to supply

you with points relative to a subject which yon will hear much dis-

cussed in your future career, and upon which you may be called to give

a decision. I refer to ships-of-war, and their motive power.

The constructive Bureaux of the Navy undergo periodical attacks,

whose recurrence is as well established as that of the seasons ; and
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while they last one is apt to be overwhelmed with chagrin at learning

how far inferior to the navies of the world his own is, nnless he chance

to be in possession of definite data with which to test the mortifying

asseverations thrust upon him. These crusades are sometimes initiated

by private builders of ships and engines anxious for Government con-

tracts, and at others by people within the service for a variety of motives.

Young officers are very prone to the affectation of decrying the materiel

of their own navy and lauding that of others, without any very ac-

curate knowledge of either. It is supposed to evince a mastery of

naval science that is vouchsafed to few. An eminent officer of the

navy whose discrimination and broad vicAvs have become a proverb in

the Service, declares it to be a notable fact that while foreign officers

hold up the best phase of pei'forraance of their ships in discussing

them—ours as persistently exhibit the worst aspect of our own as the

criterion. What may be the cause of this diiference of mental habit

it is hard to say, but the justice of the stricture will doubtless be rec-

ognized by many. In comparing the navy of one country with that

of another, it is necessary to undersiand the requirements of both, and

this aspect of the case is too often overlooked. To illustrate by an ex-

treme case: a nation without a seaboard would stultify itself in pos-

sessing any ships at all, while on the other hand an insular power with

limited territory and large population must have the best or—perish.

The swarming inhabitants need colonies to give them room ; as well

as importation of food from less crowded lands, and the commerce thus

engendered as well as national integrity can only be maintained by a

powerful navy. The unvarnished fact is that to a country which can

easily feed its inhabitants a navy is a luxury, its only function being

to protect the trade that importation of luxuries develops; since

the foreign commerce that a fruitful and not over popalous land main-

tains, clearly cannot be one of necessity. When therefore it is re-

gretted tliat we have no large cruising iron-clads as other maritime

powers have, it must first be considered Avhether armored batteries for

harbor defense do not serve our need better. It is far from the pur-

pose of these remarks to argue that our foreign interests are unimpor-

tant, or even that our cruising navy is commensurate with them.

They are employed only to illustrate that a suitable naval armament

for one nation might ^be preposterous for another of equal Avealth and

commercial strength, and also to point out what prescribes it when

viewed as a strictly politico-economic question. Comparisons between

navies taken en masse are irrational. It is only permissible to consider
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similar tyjies of vessels in the different services and thus learn

whether our own are better or worse.

The charges brought against the materiel of our Navy are numerous^

the principal ones being as follows.

I. Excessive cost.

II. Expense of maintenance.

III. Lack of durability.

IV. Excessive bulk of Machinery.

V. Deficient speed.

They pertain more particularly to the machinery, but are in part

applicable to hulls. In every comparison there must be a standard,

actual or hypothetical, and in discussing the foregoing indictments

that most commonly employed in such cases will be designated. First

comes the charge of excessive cost—this is preferred against navy-yard

work as compared with that of private ship-yards and generally by in-

terested parties. The accusation if true—which there is ample reason

to doubt, where regard is had to the quality of the work—may be ac-

counted for of late years, by the Government practice, of paying ten

hours wages for eight hours work. While this custom exists, private

yards will have a certain advantage, but Avhether they do actually

profit by it or not, cannot be positively asserted without having at hand

statistics and figures which it is nearly impossible to obtain. As a

matter of opinion, I have no hesitation in stating that work similar,

in thoroughness and nicety of finish, to that done in navy-yards cannot

be turned out of private establishments at so little cost. It must not

be forgotten thatwh ile the Government gives twenty-five per cent, higher

wagas, it is absolved from the necessity of paying ground rent, taxes

on expensive plant, tools, and raw material for which civil builders are

liable, and these items in gross probably amount to enough to offset

the higher wages.

Next comes cost of maintenance, and, before discussing this point, it

is necessary to define strictly the term. It includes the cost of produc-

ing a certain amount of mechanical work as well as the expenditure of

keeping the apparatus in repair and must therefore be considered in

detail. The practice is to estimate the cost of work done in pounds of

coal per H. P. developed. The work done in this case is always that

performed in the cylinders, as this eliminates the influence of better

or worse lines in the hulls of competing ships.

If the cost of the H. P. is estimated in pounds of combustible in-

stead of coal, it eliminates the influence of better or worse fuel. The
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amount of combustible is the clifFerence in weight of fuel put into the

furnace and the dry cinder and ash withdrawn from it. I have laid

stress on the point of the refuse being dry, as it is the custom of stokers

to drench it with water as it comes from the furnace, to escape the dis-

comfort of heat and dust; and the weight of water absorbed by it would

seriously affect the calculation. Three to three and one-half lbs. per

H. P. may be taken as the average performance of Kavy vessels and

better-results are nowhere recorded. In the matter of repairs, men-of-

war are contrasted with mail steamers and unfavorable inferences drawn

in regard to the former. Here again a total lack of statistics baffles

investigation, bnt much may be learned by a glance at the practice of

both. Accidents to the engine proper are now a days of much more

frequent occnrrence in the mail service than with vessels of war—when

no emergencies require excessive driving—and even during the war

when the most nnforeseen and exacting demands were made upon our

machinery, the exhibit of casualties was no greater than in the mail

service. With regard to the English Navy-^the annual report of the

Koyal School of Naval Architecture, for 1873, reveals a status to

which our Service affords no paralled.

After commenting npon a long list of cracked cylinders which in-

cludes those of the " Tenedos," " Black Prince," " Lord Clyde," " Her-

cules " and others—it nses the following expressions. '' No one will

deny the need of further improvement—no one at any rate, acquainted

with the lengthy catalogue of cylinders broken year by year in Her

Majesty's Navy—we cannot go on much longer withont making some

decided alteration in construction, for even cracking cylinders become

monotonous after a time." Boilers seem to fail with us sooner and of-

tener for the reason, that disuse is more destructive than use, even with

the most stringent regard to preservation. Mail steamers renew boilers

about once in three years. We retain them four or five times as long,

eking out their existence by repairs more or less extensive. Immediate

economy is attained in this manner; but whether enhanced possibility

of failure in an emergency does not neutralize the advantage, is an

open question.

The Naval drill at Key West in 1874, revealed prominently the

danger of this practice. Nearly all the ships possessed boilers whose

lease of life had been supplemented by every device that ingenuity

could suggest; and the routine of a three years cruise, while as favorable

to their preservation as possible, had not made (and rarely makes) such

pressing demand as would reveal unsuspected debility. When the
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emergency arose and the strain was applied, they failed as must

always be the case in similar circumstances. Mail steamers are put

in thorough repair every trip. No sooner are they alongside the dock,

'

than they are boarded by gangs of mechanics, who labor night and

day as long as anything remains -to be done. Our vessels have been

known to stay at sea from six to nine months, perpetually under steam,

and effectually maintaining a close blockade. This illustration shows

clearly how little similarity there is in the exigencies of a civil and

military marine.

Much has been claimed in the way of economic maintenance for the

compound engines introduced of late years into the merchant service,

but the absence of reliable data, makes it impossible to say whetlier or

not they have done better than the same class of machinery designed

by the Bureau of Engineering. That this type possesses certain fea-

tures favorable to economy is evident ; it makes practicable a greater

degree of expansion than the simple engine permits, and separates more

thoroughly the boilers and condensers, greatly lessening the interac-

tion of the fluids in each—with the difference of whose temperatures,

efficiency varies : that is, the hotter the cylinder and the colder the

condenser, the greater the work done between them. But granting all

this, their applicability to vessels of war is not finally settled. The
lessened facility of manipulation largely affects other merits. The
foregoing gives opportunity for certain corollary observations which

must not be omitted. They are concerning the weight which should

be ascribed to economy of maintenance as a quality of marine

machinery.

Without advancing any positive views on the point, a few facts are

submitted to illustrate how entirely different are the considerations

which rule in various cases. I'o a merchant steamer, which makes

prescribed voyages whose duration hardly varies a day, from year's end

to year's end, economy is of prime importance. Every cubic foot of

room saved from the space allotted to fuel, may be filled with freight

which pays its way over and over again, instead of material whose

carriage is an expense, in all senses, to the ship. And yet in the face

of this, it may occasionally pay better to carry fuel instead of cargo,

as in the case of steamers plying between New York and Rio Janeiro,

which take out coal for the round trip of two months. Brazil having

no coal must import it, and the cost is such as to make it cheaper for

steamers to transport fuel for the home trip all the way from the

United States to Brazil, rather than occupy its room with paying
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freight. In the blockade-rimning days of the war, it was estimated

that three successful trips were all it w^as advisable a vessel should

make for the greatest profit, and they were built and run with this

principle in view. Anything like judicious use or conservative pre-

caution in regard to them was unknown. Our torpedo-boats employ

the most wasteful propeller known to the profession, but its wonderful

effectiveness in manoeuvring, which is the chief desideratum in the

vessels with which it is used, overshadows many and grave defects.

Enough has been said to make it clear that in each class of vessel,

some one of a number of desirable qualities has the greater weight and

that it is rarely the same in different classes : you do not look for speed

in an iron-clad floating battery, whose function is little more than

harbor defense, nor for impregnability and heavy guns in a dispatch-

boat; yet the criticasters, who periodically dispose of our Navy in the

daily press, would have it appear that one vessel may include all these

features. It may be fairly questioned then, if economy is the great

desideratum of a man-of-Avar. She need never be compelled to make
long runs at full speed, but may be often called upon to develop her

maximum power at short notice and a moment's tardiness in this,

may lose the chance to strike a telling blow upon an enemy, or leave

her helpless in his power.

Sails spare a man-of-war the necessity of using fuel for extended

periods and even the exigencies of a state of war do not affect this to any

degree, for every campaign—if such a term may be applied to mari-

time warfare—is fought out on a definite plan from fixed strategic

points and it does not require extraordinary fore-handedness to have

one's ships in the vicinity of these, ready to assume ofiensive operations.

It will be small consolation at such a time to know that your machinery

develops a H. P. for half a pound less coal than your adversary, if it

do it so tardily that he has time to escape your attack, or you have not

time to evade his. A ship may have shown unparalleled economy of

maintenance for years, but if it cannot strike surely and heavily when

the chance ofiers, or work out of danger with celerity when over-

matched, it utterly fails of its purpose. There are times when a horse

is literally worth a kingdom. Lack of durability is next charged, and

at first glance not without cause. So much of this accusation as per-

tains to boilers, has been discussed under the previous heading, and the

facts of the case elicited; let us now consider it with regard to hulls.

During the war some two hundred and eight vessels were built by the

Navy Department, of all possible classes—iron-clads for sea and inland
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river use, etc., etc. Of these, about fifty remain in service to-day.

This seems a small per centum, but, besides the casualties of war,

which were large, it must be remembered that with the advent of

peace the occupation for craft designed for inland waters ceased, and

they were gotten rid of as quickly as possible. Storing material for

such a contingency as a civil war would have seemed insanity twenty

years ago, and the quantity of seasoned ship timber in the docks,

when it burst upon the country, was not a moiety of what was needed

to create a navy. It takes from two to eight years to properly season

live oak, and as such delay was not to be thought of, constructors

took what they could get. I quote from the Honorable Secretary's

report for 1862, which describes the situation very graphically:

" The war found us literally destitute of material in our navy-yards,

as well as with but few ships to sustain the national integrity. From
mistaken economy, or from design, the government was, in its need,

deficient in ships and destitute of material for their construction. No
alternative was left, when resistance was made, but for the Department
to build its vessels as speedily as possible and of such timber as could

in the great haste and emergency be procured. As a consequence,

vessels that should have lasted for years will soon perish, and must m
the meantime involve heavy expense for necessary repairs in order to

keep them afloat."

With the proper material no better hulls are built than our own;
and the concluding words of the Honorable Secretary might have

been adduced to explain the facts that gave rise to the charge against

naval vessels of excessive cost of maintenance, discussed under the

previous heading.

Excessive bulk of machinery is a favorite reproach, and contrasts are

drawn between naval and merchant steamers, to the disadvantage of

the former. You will hear it said in such comparisons, " Such an engine

develops so many H. P. and occupies only so many feet of the length

of the ship—in a Navy ship it would have taken half as many more."

This sounds like a grave accusation until it is considered that, for

safety from shot, naval machinery is kept entirely below the water

line, while in merchant vessels there is no limit vertically to tlie room
which the machinery may occupy. The real criterion is the cubic feet

of space occupied per H. P. developed, and, measured in this manner,

our vessels are second to none in economy of space. In ships of pre-
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cisely similar lines the fraction of length devoted to machinery is a

fair measnre of comparison, when the necessary passages abont the

engines, the boilers and coal bunkers are considered ; and this suggests

a caution which must be heeded in applying this gauge. Let it be

clearly understood what is comprised in the question. An example

will illustrate the importance of this. Suppose you were comparing a

certain machine, using anthracite, with another driven by bituminous

coal. Both fuels weigh about alike, per unit of volume and their

evaporative efficiencies are very nearly equal. It would then seem

that they might be dismissed from the question. But bituminous

burns al^out two and one half times as fast as anthracite coal, and the

comparison hinges upon this fact. For example, a boiler burning

bituminous coal can develop the same power in the same time as an

anthracite burning boiler with a grate of two and one half times larger

area, and consequently may reduce its boilers in the proportion of two

to five as compared with the latter. This point would give the engine

driven by bituminous coal vastly the advantage in economy of space

if the investigation had stopped here, but it has to be pursued farther.

Although space occupied by machinery proper has been economized

by the adoption of quick burning soft-coal, it is clear that the room

saved must be devoted to the bunker, if the ship is to carry fuel for

the same number of days' steaming; and the consideration of this point

is next in order. Our vessels carry enough for full steaming from ten

to fifteen days, and twelve may be assumed as the average. We have

one class built solely for speed. I refer to that specified in the Navy
Eegister as the " Connecticut class," Avhich carries fuel for barely six

days; but as this means a consumption of 135 tons per diem, and an

average speed of 16.95 knots, the showing is by no means bad. If

you apply the law of speeds varying as cubes of power developed—or,

what is the same thing, coal burned—you will find that ships of this

class carry fuel enough to drive them 5,000 miles at the rate of 11.25

knots, which will accomplish about every voyage possible on this

planet. English vessels, and in fact all that employ bituminous coal,

do not carry more than four days' fuel, and this must be remembered

m contrasting them with ours.

It is then permissible only to compare engines with engines, and by

this I mean apart from boilers and all appendages. If the contrast is

to be carried farther it must include boilers and bunkers carrying the

same number of days' consumption of fuel. The space occupied by

propeller shafting may be excluded in calculating room occupied by
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engines, as various circnmstances influence the proximity or remote-

ness of the eugine, from the propeller, which do not result from the

design of the macliinery. Although definite data for this comparison

are difficult, if not impossible to obtain, something may be arrived at

by inspection of the drawings, published by Scott Eussell, of the

fastest specimens of English-built steamers, viz., the Dublin and Holy-

head Mail Packets. These maintain 14.5 knots per hour, for four

hours. The space occupied by machinery relatively to H. P. developed,

shows clearly that our designers have nothing to learn from such

models. Recurring to foregoing remarks on the importance of economy

of maintenance in men-of-war, it will be seen that the use of a fuel

which burns two and one half times as quickly as others, is along stride

in the direction of ob-

taining ships which

can develop their

maximum power in

the least time. The
dense smoke of this

fuel is, however, an

objection to its use,

as revealing a ship's

position in block-

ade, and enhancing

the obscurity involv-

ing an action at sea.

The last, and a very

serious charge against

our Navy, is deficient

speed. This has

almost come to be ac-

cepted as a fact; but

with what justice let

us inquire. The fair

way is to take our

Navy list and contrast

each class of ships in

it with similar ves-

sels in some other

navy, and see how we
bear the test. We
will neglect auxiliary



steam-powered ships, such as the Colorado and class, and paddle-

wheel steamers, like the Powhatan, because they are of an obsolete

type.

Dispatch-boats and screw-tenders are also excluded, and although

we have nine donbled-turretted iron-clads, ofan average tonnage of 1,750

and fifteen single-tnrretted, with an average tonnage of 610, the

speed of all of which ranges from 5 to 10 knots, we must ignore them,

as there is nothing in other navies with which they jnay properly be

comjoared. Inspection of the Register will then show that there re-

main six classes of ships, {nee Tcible /,) for whicli we may find counter-

parts in other navies—for example the English. They are as follows

:

CLASS I.

Connecticut and class.—Disp. 4,450—3,980 tons.

Speed 16.95—11 knots—av. 13.73.

CLx\SS II.

Lancaster and class.—Disp. 3,250—2,700 tons.

Speed 13—9.19 knots—av. 10.S4.

CLASS in.

Alaska and class.—Disp. 2,400 tx)ns.— Speed 12 knots.

CLASS IV.

Lackawanna and class.—Disp. 2,220—2,100 tons—Speed 12 knots.

CLASS V.

Juniata and class.—Dii^p. 1,900—1,550.

Speed 12—10 knots—av. 11.30.

CLASS VL
Kansas and class.—Disp. 000 tons.

Speed 12—9.75 knots—av. 11.15.

Taking from the Eoyal Navy list of 1876, groups of ships, {see Table

II,~) of the same average displacement of each of our six classes, as

enumerated in Table I, we have, to correspond with our first class,

twelve ships whose average speed over the measured mile is 11.5 knots.

To obtain a sufficient number for a just comparison, it was necessary

to exceed the limits of displacement of our first class, viz. 4,450—3,980

tons, and the twelve examples quoted fall outside of them some two

per cent, each way. For tiie second class, it was hardly possible to

obtain a counterpart in the English Navy. Even by reducing the

number to seven, tlie displacement ranged from ten per cent, below to

two per cent, above our limits, viz. 3,250 tons—2,700 tons. The average
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speed over the measured mile

of this batch is 10.77 knots.

The third class is somewhat

nearer oars. It comprises six

ships whose displacement ex-

ceeds our standard, 2,400 tons,

some four per cent, each Avay.

Its average speed over the

measured mile, is 11.57 knots.

The fourth class though num-
bering but seven ships, falls

within our limits, viz. 2,320

—

2,100. The average speed of

this group over the measured

mile is 10.-66 knots.

The fifth class numbers

twelve and falls entirely within

our limits, viz. 1,900—1,550

and the average speed, over

its measured mile, is 13.47

knots. The sixth class also

conforms to our standard, viz.

900 tons, and numbers eight.

The average speed over the

measured mile is 9.43 knots.

Tabulating the foregoing com-

pilations, the showing is as

follows

:

a CD



Our 1st class is notably ahead.

Our lid " is about on a par.

Our Hid " slightly better.

Our IVth " decidedly superior.

Our Vth " as much worse as the preceding class is better.

Our Vlth " markedly better.

In justice to our Vth class it must be said that it includes many

yet untried ships, whose speed will no doubt considerably increase the

average. Among these may be cited the " Qumnebaug/' "Galena"

and others whose probable speed is twelve knots. It should be re-

marked, moreover, that the scanty record of our ships is not only due

to the fact that many have not yet undergone trial—as in the 1st and

Vth classes—but also to the practice of running upon half, or some

fractional power, on ordinary occasions. To obtain the speed at sea,

under full power, from log-l30oks, can only be done by applying the

law of speeds varying as cubes of powers, and is so tedious as to be

practically impossible. The introduction of the English test over the

measured mile would greatly facilitate comparisons of this nature.

English ships of this class have engines of some fifty per cent, greater

horse-power than ours.

This exhibit must again be modified for the following reasons. The

speeds given are for a measured mile in the case of the English ships,

and in ours for the average performance at sea, for periods of not less

than twelve hours; and the two are vastly different. The former

means the speed from five to seven minutes in smooth water, and

without touching a fire, or feeding or blowing down the boilers. The

conditions are the most favorable possible. Speed at sea means that,

for hou]'S and days in rough water, and with the firing and feeding

and blowing down of boilers necessitated by the longer period of trial.

A board, of which Rear-Admiral Goldsborough was President in

1868, thus mentions that of the "Wampanoag" in a report which,

while condemning her for general cruising purposes, recognizes her

complete fulfilment of the object for which she was designed.

" She, as her log shows, did go on an average, for 24 consecutive

hours, 16.95 knots, her maximum speed during the period being 17|

knots." The wind was fiiir throughout, with a force from three to

four. It could scarcely have been of any service upon the occasion

and no canvas was used.

The log of the trial characterizes the sea as " rough," and the Avind

"a stronor breeze."
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plenty of opinions current whicli are bitilt on no better foundation

than some epigrammatic plirase which one speaks " trippingly on the

tongue,"'—a mere argument to the ear, which nevertheless to inconsid-

erate minds has all the ring of true coin. There is as much worldly

as spiritual wisdom in the injunction

" Prove all thino;s."

Commander Farquhae inquired hoAV flie maximum and minimum
speeds, as set forth in the comparison, had been obtained.

P. Assist. Engineer Kae replied, that they had been obtained

partly from personal observation, and partly from the statements of

officers who had been either in command of or attached to the dif-

ferent vessels that had been spoken of.

Lieut. E. P. Rodgers stated that in his opinion the lecturer had

certainly over-estimated the speed of that class of vessels to which the

^^PlymouW belongs. While he was attached to her the best she ever

did, under the most favorable circumstances, was eleven knots.

Lieut. Mason agreed with the gentlemen who had just spoken. He
was attached for some time to the "Omaha.'' Her maximum speed

was nine knots. He was on the "Benicia," on one occasion, when she

made eleven knots, running from San Francisco to Mare Island, in

California. The tide however was in her favor. He believed the

speed of the above mentioned class of vessels to be rather below tlie

presented estimate of Mr. Rae.

P. Assist. Engineer Rae replied, that not having the log-books of

the different ships at hand, he of course could not substantiate and verify

the given speeds of the different classes of ships. In some cases, where

he was present himself, he could vouch for the accuracy of the figures;

in a great many cases, however, he had simply derived his iuforma-

tion from officers in command.

P. Assist, Engineer Jones stated that the "Gontocooh " of the

ass under discussion, made on her trial trip, thirteen knots.

P. Assist. Engineer Rae remarked that he remembered that cir-

cumstance very well himself. The "A laslca" also developed a good speed.

Commodore Parker inquired whether the speed thus obtained

was taken for one, twelve or twejity hours.

P. Assist. Engineer Rae replied that it was taken for from six

to twenty-four hours. The '^Lancaster," he stated, had made twelve

knots for hours without any difficulty.
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Lieut. Sperey stated that althougli some of the vessels mentioned

miglit have failed to come np to their standard on different occasions,

others had gone beyond it. The " Kearsarge", he stated, made a run

of five hnndred and fifty miles in fifty hours, an average of ten and

a half knots, with one of her fires banked. She could make more than

ten knots without sail.

Commodore Parker moved that the thanks of the Institute be

tendered to P. Assist. E]srGiN"EER Kae for his valuable and inter-

esting paper.

Chief Enghsteer Baker stated that before putting the motion, he

had some brief remarks to make on the subject under discussion, and

would claim the indulgence of the members for a few minutes. It

should be borne in mind, that in making comparisons of speed between

British and American men-of-war, the circumstances under which their

trial trips take place ought certainly to be taken into consideration.

On the one hand, a corps of thoroughly trained officers, especially em-

ployed for such purposes, is placed on board an English man-of-war on

her trial trip. , A full crew of firemen, coal heavers, &c., are furnished.

The best of coal is picked out for the occasion. Even the wind, tide

and condition of the water, are taken advantage of. On the other

hand, in a great many cases, our vessels on their trial trips are short

of officers, firemen, &c. The coal cannot be compared to that used by

the English on such occasions. These facts, well knoAvn, and easy to

be established, certainly should cover up any little discrepancies that

may exist in favor of the English.

The thanks of the Institute were then tendered to P. Assist. En-
gineer Eae.

At the time of submitting the paper to the Institute, the speed of United

States vessels of war, in Table I, had been compiled from personal obser-

vation and that of ofiicers accessible to the writer—as transpired in the dis-

cussion which followed the reading. Since then the table has been recon-

structed in accordance with official Logs in the Navy Department, and no speed

entered that was not maintaiiaed, under steam alone, for at least twelve hours.

This recourse has confirmed, to an unexpected degree, the position originally

taken.
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:

HYGIENIC NOTES ON SHIPS' BILGES.

By Lieut. Com. Charles F. Goodrich.

I.

It is an nnqnestioned fact that, in the internal arrangements of our

ships of war, naval constructors have been pre-eminently conservative.

Whatever of new and progressive they have given us has, as a rule,

been devoted to the design and construction of the hull. In this

respect, we must acknowledge their energy and clear-sightedness and

their success beyond cavil. But while beyond reproach on the one

hand, they have laid themselves open on the'other to the charge of

neglecting the internal for the external, and it is this charge which I

purpose making definite, on one point at least, in a spirit of friendly

criticism, to the end that they and we may both be benefitted.

It would seem as though the actual fighting qualities of the ship

should alone be permitted to take precedence over that most essential

requisite—a sound practical hygiene; and yet I fear this is often for-

gotten. To secure this requisite, there are needed a multitude of

minor conditions and a few all-important ones. The latter will be

largely fulfilled in a clean, dry, well-ventilated ship.

By a clean ship I mean something wider in its scope than spotless

decks and ladders, fresh paint and glistening bright work. I pass

these by as admirable desiderata which, however, scarcely touch the
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objective—hygiene—and I ask, "Is the air pure? and are the bilges

clean and dry from stem to stern ?" How often the answer comes,

" They are carefully cleaned every week ivlierever they can he gotten

aty That every inch of the- bilge is not readily accessible is most

certainly the fault of the constructor ; and that fault is very grave.

To begin with, the fore peak, in even the smallest ships, should be

high enough between the store-room deck and the keelson to permit

a man to enter and to reach every part more or less freely. This, by

the way, is a general rule applicable to all bilges.

Abaft this in our smaller sloops is the collision bulkhead. It

should, like every water-tight bulkhead, be provided with bilge

water gates worked from the berth deck.

Next, in the same class of ships, come the fore passage, with sail

rooms and store rooms on either side, and the fore hold. In the

former are stowed, under a flying deck, coils of spare rigging, cordage,

et cet., that rest on a dunnage floor ; in the latter, the wet provisions,

et cet. I have always found this floor, in both hold and passage, of

heavy plank, fitting tightly and spiked cloivn. Possibly there may be

one pair of scuttles in the whole length of the passage, and another

pair in the hold. Ten chances to one, the space under the floor is too

small to admit a man to scrape and whitcAvash. The consequence is,

that the bilge is only cleaned in the immediate neighborhood of the

scuttles, leaving the dirt elsewhere to undisturbed evolution of poison-

ous gases which superinduce ship fever and erysipelas and a low

sanitary state of the ship's company ; and which account but too well

for the stubborn resistance to medical treatment and the long, tedious

convalescence noticed on board certain of our men-of-war.

I say without qualiflcation that this arrangement is dangerously

wrong, and that we should not hesitate to rip^up the planks that pro-

tect this vicious process, placing in their stead a series of scuttles fit-

ting neatly enough to keep dirt from falling through, yet freely

enough to lift up without trouble.

In the design of every ship this point should be carefully attended

to, and the dunnage floor fitted with scuttles and raised high enough

to admit a man for cleaning purposes. If this is not practicable, the

only resource is to alternate scuttles and solid planks the whole

length of the dunnage floor.

These scuttles and a high bilge become of the utmost importance in

cleaning under water tanks, chain lockers and coal bunkers. A little

forethought in building the ship will save much hard labor to those
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to move, and lifting one hundred and twenty or more fathoms of chain

soon grows monotonous. Even in the chain lockers, with too low a

bilge, provision is never made for getting underneath the floor.

In lockers and bunkers a simple scuttle would not answer, the weight

above is too great. As a substitute, one plank might be laid in loosely,

its ends resting upon the main and bilge keelsons. Should the work-

ing through of dirt or coal dust be apprehended, nail battens over the

seams and butts. These can be taken oflP when desired and the plank

raised without trouble.

I have often found a collection of pipes from the deck pumps and the

boilers at the forward end of the fire-room Avhich so blocked up the

bilge that a man could not pass under a bunker forward, and even that

crude metliod of cleaning the bilge—the use of a force pump—had to

be abandoned. It is needless to state that a more open arrangement

should be made.

To the fire-room, engine-room and shaft alley bilges, little objection

on the score of design can be urged. I could suggest tlie insertion of

dams with movable water gates into the bilges, both forward and abaft

the engines, to prevent the oil dripping from the machinery from

spreading into the forward bilges. The presence of oil in the bilges,

is of course to be particularly avoided. These after bilges, as a rule,

are so open and accessible, that their normal state should be that of

purity—and a foul fire-room bilge a very rare exception.

To conclude these remaks upon the construction of bilges, I liold,

first, that generally speaking, the bilges are not accessible when the

ship goes into commission ; secondly, that they should be accessible;

thirdly, that the constructor is to blame for their not being accessible,

and finally I cannot exempt this officer from a full share of responsi-

bility for the fatal effects on board our ships of bilges not in their en-

tire length scrupulously, absolutely clean.

IT.

It is but just to confess our own neglect as naval officers in the mat-

ter of keeping bilges in good order, for I am by no means sure that

everything is done that can be done. In this, tliorouglmess should be

regarded as an imperative duty, for carelessness will certainly defeat us.

Fonssagrives (I think) says that it is the water inside of a ship that

kills sailors, not that outside. Accepting the dictum of this high au-

thority I would suggest that, when it can be avoided, washing out the
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ter found there wiped np carefully with swabs or oakum, and all the

snrfiices covered, not too thickly, with whitewash, sulphate of iron, or

other disinfectant applied with a brush. After this, the scuttles should

be kept open as long as possible, to permit the exit of foul air and the

drying of the moisture.

The ship should be pumped out morning and evening, if the water

in the well be above the " sucking " point—to keep the bilges as dry as

practicable.

The water gates in the difierent bulkheads should be kept up, in

port, and the fore peak open, so that a current of air, however feeble,

may circulate through the bilge from forward aft. To some, this may
appear a very slender reed, but until a much needed revolution in the

ventilatiiig of our ships takes place we must do this, the little in our

power.

At sea these water gates should be closed. If open, the water tight

bulkheads are rendered useless, and in the event of accident, the gates

might be forgotten. A still more cogent reason is that through them

the fine dirt and coal dust which unavoidably sifts into the bilge, from

the fire-room, gradually work their way forward, acted upon by the

water in the bilge set in motion by the pitching of the ship. By itself,

this dirt would do little harm, but it takes with it oil and grease from

the engine, absorbed into its pores, and these are fecund generators of

noxious vapors. This is no fancy ; I have known a steamer's forward

bilges in a few months to accumulate stinking balls of mud, coal dust

and grease, larger than a man's head, and every particle came through

a small gate in a water-tight bulkhead.

Last, but not least, bilges should be cleaned frequently as well as

thoroughly.

Accept the foot that the task is disagreeable and troublesome, but,

notwithstanding, make every week, a vigorous attack on this hidden

dirt—you will find your reward in unstained paintwork, a small sick

list in all climates, and a robust crew.

Lieut. J. F. Meigs, U. S. N. I have made experiments in com-

pany with Dr. Howard Smith, IT. S. N., and have found sufficient car-

bonic acid on the berth deck of the " Omaha," to be exceedingly poi-

sonous, especially in bad weather when the hatches are battened

down ; in which case I cannot see how the poisonous gas can escape. I

found only eighty-nine cubic feet of air were allowed to each man.
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Three thousand five hundred cubic feet are allowed in the Pennsylvania

Hospital. I deem reform in ventilation advisable. I do not think that

Lieut. Com. Goodrich quite goes to the root of the evil. I believe in

forced ventilation. A long tube might be placed under the berth deck,

with openings, through which air could be forced by an engine. I

think the engine for this purpose could be run at a less expense than

the galley stove. As an experiment I placed all the ingredients of

bilge water in a bottle and after having kept it corked for some weeks

could detect no unpleasant odor arising from it. I do not think that

the trouble comes so much from the bilge water as from the confined

air. I think that the automatic air pumps placed in some of our ves-

sels are doing good, but there are not enough of them.

Chief E]S"gin"eer Baker. I think that Mr. Meigs is right. I be-

lieve that the employment of power alone can produce sufficient venti-

lation. I think, however, that the expense would be great, the object

is well worth the expense however. Several years ago experiments

were made to ventilate the Senate chamber. The amount of power nec-

essary was estimated at from twenty-five to seven hundred and fifty

H. P. The power necessary to force a column of air from the top be-

ing seven hundred and fifty H. P. In a ship where each person gets

eighty-nine instead of three thousand cubic feet the process would be

very heavy. I doubt whether ship ventilation will ever be successful

until mechanical means are used. As to the expense, if a nation in-

tends to have a navy it must pay for it. There is no use of having

improved ships, guns and machinery if the men are not in good con-

dition.

Commander Sampsois', U. S. N. I think that there is no doubt of

the necessity of proper ventilation, especially when the men are below.

I think that the carbonic acid gas comes from the combustion going

on in the men's bodies. The carbonated hydrogen from the bilge also

affects the air. I think that Lieut. Com. Goodrich is right to a certain

extent, but good ventilation will never be obtained until mechanical

means of ventilation are used.

Rear Admiral C. R. P. Rodgers, U. S. N. I think that the paper

deals with the neglect to make proper provision for cleanliness, which
must greatly afiect the ventilation, in a very thorough way. I think

that the lecturer has gone very much to the inner matter. I think that

the constructors are to blame for not making proper provisions to get

at the bilges. Mechanics are careless and leave much dirt in the bilges.

Cold chisels, clothes and all manner of things are found in the bilges.
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These things become particularly obnoxious in the West Indies. In

English ships the bilges are always as accessible as the cabin of the

commanding officer. No man, who has been first lieutenant of a ship,

will not say that it is almost impossible to get at the ship's bilges. I

think that the paper is most excellent. When I was first lieutenant of

the " Wabash," I had to crawl on my hands and knees, and even then

could not reach many places which were indeed inaccessible and could

never be cleaned. The old idea of letting in water to the bilges is bad

on account of the foreign substances admitted with the water which

combine or deposit. Care should be taken in using disinfectants

which themselves often become obnoxious.

Lieut. Commander A. D. Brown, U. S. N. In one ship to which

I was attached we could not reach the bilges, beyond the engines and

boilers. The flooring of the shaft-alley was spiked down. The floors

of the shell rooms and store rooms came so close to the keelson,- that

1 could hardly get my hand between them. We ran liot water from the

donkey boiler into the bilges, and then pumped the ship out immedi-

ately, wiping up wherever it was possible, with good results.

Prof. Munroe, U. S. N. I have listened to the paper with a great

deal of interest. I am unacquainted with the subject except in a gen-

eral sense. The sea water in contact with the wood generates hydro-

gen sulphides. I think that Mr. Meigs' experiment was unsuccessful

because there was no air in contact with the water in the bottle. These

gases are highly deleterious, having been known to produce instantane-

ous death. I think that it is highly important to have the bilges ac-

cessible, also to cover them with metallic paint, to prevent the water

from coming in contact with the wood. The decomposition of oily,

fatty matter is still more productive of evil.

Eear Admiral Rodgers. We use in the Service several metallic

disinfectants.

Prof. Munroe. Those are not exactly what I referred to. When
the water becomes acid in any way, they are again decomposed and

the hydrogen sulphide is liberated in still larger quantities. If I un-

derstand Mr. Meigs correctly, he inferred that part of the carbonic

acid gas came from the decomposition of tlie organic matter in the

bilges. This is hardly possible, for, if carbonic acid is formed, then it

would be consumed in decomposing the sulphates of tlie sea water. This

has been proved experimentally by mixing soda water with sea water.

R. A. Rodgers. The system proposed by Lieut. Meigs and Chief

Engineer Baker, is probably that now in use aboard the monitors. I
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have no doubt but that at a veiy small expense, we might get a very

good system. I think that it is surprising that men can exist in such

foul air, as they do when a ship is battened down.

Chief EjstgijSTEER Baker. I think that the furnace fires help to

carry off" a good deal of the foul air.

Lieut. Meigs. The engine used to drive the fan at the Philadel-

phia Hospital, is only 6 H. P. and burns 1 ton of coal a week ; supply

1,000,000 cubic feet per hour. This force would not be necessary in

a ship.

R. A. EoDGERS. I think that a very small engine would do. The
later monitors are probably better ventilated than any other ships of

war.

Chief Engineer BxVker (to Mr. Meigs). Does all the air which

is supplied to the rooms in the Pennsylvania Hospital, come through

this apparatus ?

Lieut. Meigs. Most of it does.

P. AssT. Engineer Crawford, U. S. N". The "^Nahant " had

two five H. P. blower engines which consumed 1000 lbs. of coal per

day. The heat of the ship was not intense even when the hatches

were closed. We never were troubled with bilge gases. In some of

the ships they are covering the floors with cement.

At the conclusion of the discussion, a vote of thanks was tendered

to Lieut. Commander Goodrich, for his very interesting paper.
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THE 100 TON GUN.
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The gun designed by Capt. Noble was built at the works of Sir

William Armstrong, known as the Elswick Ordnance Works, New-
Castle on Tyne, England.

The contract called for a gun to throw a 2000 lb. projectile, with a

muzzle velocity of at least 1,350 ft. per second. The proof, before

acceptance, was to be 50 rounds fired with service charges, 5 of these

rounds to be with projectiles weighing 2,500 lbs. the others with the

service projectile. This gun is intended to form one-eighth of the

armament of the turreted ironclads Duillio and Dcmdolo, now in

course of construction. It has been nicknamed the "King Gun,"' by

the Italians. Over two years were required to put this gun in exist-

ence. When completed it was taken to Spezzia, in a vessel arranged

for its accommodation. At Spezzia, it was mounted on its carriage

which for the time being had been placed on a large pontoon specially

constructed for the purpose. On the 20th of October, 1876, every-

thing was prepared for the trial.

The gun is constructed on the well known Armstrong principle,

with the ,exception of the substitution of coiled for forged iron in the

inner breech coil or tube. Some of its dimensions are

:

Total length, 32' 10".5

Length of bore, 30' 6"

" steel tube, 31' 3"

Greatest diameter, 6' 5"



5' 5".5
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side of tlie breech. These two cylinders take up the horizontal com-

ponent of the recoil, which, except at great elevations, is by far the

greatest. They also serve to run the gun ont. By means of valves

attached to the cylinders the recoil pressure is regulated and the gun

checked in running out. Under the breech and joined to it by the

key, previously mentioned, is the sliding block of the elevating appar-

atus. This block slides on a lever plate, which is pivoted horizontally

at the rear of the carriage. This pivot is so placed that the gun will

come level at the end of the recoil. Under the lever plate, and

attached to it by a horizontal pivot bolt, is the piston of another

hydraulic cylinder, which serves to elevate or depress the gun, also

to take up part of the vertical component of the recoil. At small

elevations it is assisted by the trunnions, and at great ones by a

rubber buffer which receives the end of the lever.

For sponging and loading, the gun is run in and depressed so that the

muzzle points into an armored hood. The sponging is done by a tele-

scopic handled sponge to which motion is given by hydraulic power

;

a spring valve in the side of the head of the sponge is pressed upon by

the bottom of the bore, when it reaches that part, and a stream of

water ejected which assists the sponging.* The gun being sponged,

the cartridge and projectile are brought on the lower deck, under the

muzzle, on a truck; this truck is elevated to the muzzle on a hydraulic

lift ; the checking apparatus, which checks it when the cartridge is in

a line with the bore, acts automatically. The sponge, now become a

rammer, pushes the charge and projectile home together. The pro-

jectile is of the Palliser nature, similar to those used in the heavier

English guns ; the studs which strain the gun and weaken the projectile

having been omitted and an expanding copper base ring substituted.

This ring acts as a gas check and also communicates the rifled motion

to the projectile. In order to insure perfect accuracy of fit and to

render more easy the loading, the ring is scored to correspond with the

lands." The ogival head is struck with a radius of If diameters instead

of 1* as usual, making it a little more pointed. The service charge

which is at present 341.6 lbs. of English mammoth powder 1".5 cubes,

made at Waltham Abbey, or 400 lbs. of Fossano Progressive Powder.

The cartridge is pierced from the rear in the direction of its major

axis, and connecting with the vent, by a light copper tube. This tube

*TMs is an American invention first proposed by E. A. Stevens, Esq., of

Hobolien, and designed by Alex. L. Holley, B. P. C. E.
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extends to the middle of the mass, the idea being to insnre tliat

point's being the first to be ignited. TJie exterior of the cartridge is

banded to give it compactness.

The trials of the gnn took place against five targets made to repre-

sent what might be the armor of the DuiUio and Dandolo, the idea

being not only to test the gun but also to determine the best style of

armor to oppose it, and the best way to attach that armor to the ship's

side. We will designate the targets by numbers.

No. I was constructed of two plates one above the other, both of

rolled iron and both 11' 6" long, 4' 7" deep and 22" thick, both bolted

through and through. The backing consists of two thicknesses of

timbers, the front ones laid horizontally, the rear ones vertically,

together giving a thickness of 29". Behind the backing is the skin

consisting of two f in. plates of wrought iron—the whole supported

by irons representing the ribs of the ship, the deck beams being bent

down to the ground and well strutted out. The upper plate was

made by Cammel, the lower one by Marrel.

No. 2 on the same frame as No. I, consists of two soft steel plates

made by Schneider at the Creuzot works in France. The upper one

II' 6" by 4' 7", the lower one 10' 9" by 4' 7", both 22" thick; back-

ing, &c,, same as No. \.. Bolts screwed into the rear of the plates

and penetrating only part way.

No. 3, called sandwich, on account of its construction. Upper

part 12" wrought iron plate by Marrel, 11' 6" by 4' 7", next hori-

zontal wood backing, next 10" Marrel plate bac-cd by vertical balks,

skin, t&c, same as Nos. I and 2.

Lower part, face plate 8" wrought iron backed by vertical timbers,

next a Gregorian cast iron plate 14" thick, next vertical balks; skin,

&c., same as others.

No. 4 on the same frame as No. 3.

Upper part. 12" wrought iron plate by Cammel 11' 6" by 4' 7",

next horizontal wood backing, next 10" Cammel plate, backing and

same as upper part of No. 3.

Lower part. Face plate 8" wrought iron, inmiediately in rear 14"

Gregorian cast iron plate, backing, &c., same as No. I.

No. 5. Erected after the destruction of Nos. I and 2, consisted

of two Brown 22" wrought iron plates of the same dimensions and

with the same backing as No, I.

The horizontal balks were further secured in all the targets by

wrought iron L irons fastened to the vertical balks.
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The sum of all the Avood backing- in each target was 29",

The Gregorian cast iron mentioned is worthy of notice. It is

made near Lake Como and is used, in the construction of ordnance,

by the government at the Eoyal Arsenal in Turin. The guns, there

manufactured, have always been noted for their excellence, far ex-

ceeding any other European cast iron ones, and nearly equalling our

own hollow cast Dahlgrens. It has a tensile strength of from 16 to

17 tons per square inch and is very hard.

The targets were placed in front of a bluflF, on the left of the harbor,

which had been excavated and the sloped faced with fascines and

gabions well shored up with heavy timbers.

The pontoon was anchored at 100 yds. from the targets so placed

that the guns, by turning, could also be trained to seaward for long

range firing. Screens for determining the velocity were erected on

each of the ranges, one being also placed immediately behind the

targets to ascertain remaining velocities after passing through.

A battery of two 10" and one 11" rifles was also erected on the

shore. These three guns were tried against the different targets. It

would be interesting to follow out the relative efiects but our space

will not permit us.

The gun was fired by electricity, first from a distance, but event-

ually from the deck of the pontoon close to the gun.

It is interesting to note in the different fires, the smallness of the

pressures. These pressures are the 7nean not the maximum however.

The great muzzle velocities, far in excess of what was contracted for,

or what is needed to pierce any armor now in existence. The ease

and smallness of the recoil, the smallness of the jar or concussion, (the

oakum in the decks of the pontoon in front of the gun was not even

started) all this seems to show that the gun has not been overworked,

and that if the chamber were increased in diameter, much greater re-

sults might be obtained.* Heavy guns seem to work easier afloat than

they do ashore, due probably to the fact that the vessel acts as a second-

ary slide, taking up nmch of the recoil and cushioning on the water.

The carriage and other machinery gave the greatest satisfaction.

As to the targets, they were destroyed in every instance. The Schnei-

der steel in its destruction stopping the projectile however, and the

Brown plates giving wonderful proof of endurance. One thing is wor-

thy of note; that is that the steel that stopped the 100 tons projectile

* This has just been tried with the 80 Ton gun.
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was more deeply penetrated by the smaller gun's projectiles than the

wrong-lit iron plates which were thoroughly pierced by it. Cast iron

even of the best quality seems to bfe utterly useless for armor purposes.

The pontoon was towed out and moored on the 20th of October,

on which day the firing began and was continued with intermissions

until Dec. 14th, when the 50th round was fired.

The accompanying table shows most of the items of interest de-

veloped by the different fires.

a
C

O
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No. 1 was fired after some delay, owing to bad weather, and the car-

tridge, which was very small, not igniting properly. This was to test

the recoil apparatus only.

Nos. 2 and 3 were fired with service charges, but no velocities were

taken as the screens were out of order.

Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 were fired with charges np to 341.6 lbs.,

and gave excellent velocities with very small corresponding chamber

pressures ; less in proportion than the Krupp or Woolwich systems.

No. 11 was fired into the embankment, which might be supposed to

represent an earthwork 27' high, and 52' thick ; the shot buried itself

so deeply that it could not be dug out on the day of firing. No. 13

was fired against the lower plate of target No. 2 (Schneider steel).

The plate was broken into fragments and fell in a pile at the foot of

the target, except some small pieces left attached to the bolts, and

some which were projected through the air in all directions. The

backing was not pierced but the framing was dangerously bulged and

torn.

No. 13 was'fired against the upper plate of No. I (Gammers wrought

iron). It pierced from front to back, coming out at the rear with a

remaining velocity of 650' per =: 5,500 foot tons of energy. The

plate was destroyed and the backing broken up into splinters. The

hole made would have caused the sinking of the vessel almost immedi-

ately.

No. 14. Shot broke up in the bore from some unknown cause. A
man was sent in, on a peculiarly arranged rest, but could find no evi-

dences of injury to the tube.

No. 15 was fired against the lower plate of No. I (Marrel's wrought

iron), destroying the plate as in No. 13, which was to be expected, as

this plate had already shown less resistance than Cammel's in the

smaller gun trials.

No. 16 was fired against the upper plate of No. 2 (Schneider steel).

This plate had already been struck and cracked by the smaller guns.

The result was the same as in No. 12, although the projectile had a

greater velocity and the plate had been injured.

No. 17 was fired against the upper place of No. 3 (Marrel's sand-

wich wrought iron), same results as Nos. 13 and 15.

No. 18 was fired against the earth butt. The projectile described a

curve and came out at the top well to the rear.

Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 33 were

fired for general results.
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Xo. 33. At this round the weight of the charge was increased by

permission of the contractors, who had the fullest faith in their weapon.

They stipulated, however, that the charges should be increased gradu-

ally. The charge was therefore 353 lbs. of W. A. powder.

Nos. 3-4 and 35 were fired for general results with increased charges.

The air space was increased in 33 and 34 but remained constant in 35.

Up to this fire the gun had exceeded its stipulated capabilities by 33

per cent.

K"o. 36 was for general results.

No. 37 and 38 were experimental with charges of a new style of

powder, denominated "progressive," previously used in 24 and 25.

It is manufactured by the Italian government at Fossano, in the fol-

lowing manner. Mealed powder is pressed into cakes which have a

density of 1.79. These cakes are then broken up into regular grains

of from an eighth to a quarter of an inch in thickness. The grains are

then mixed with a certain quantity of fine grain powder, and the

whole mass is pressed into a cake which has a density of 1.776. This

second cake is then broken up into tolerably regular pieces about 2"*

square, by l"f thick. These grains if they can be so called, are there-

fore composed of a number of small pieces with a higher density

placed like raisins in a plum pudding, in a sort of conglomerate pow-

der material of a lower density. The intention of the inventors of

this powder, was to bring about a condition of affairs in which more

gas would be produced in a given time, when the powder had been

partly burned than at the beginning of the ignition. The pressures

were found to be abnormally low, and the velocities may therefore be

considered as most satisfactory.

K'os. 40, 41 and 42 were fired to determine the charge of powder

requisite for giving the 2000 lb. projectile, the reduced velocity with

which it was determined to commence the renewed experiments against

the plates. It was well known now that all the targets would be pen-

etrated with a great surplus of power, if the gun were fired with the

charges previously used. It was therefore necessary to reduce the

charge to such a point as would render it possible to compare the rela-

tive resistance of the targets. The government had determined to ac-

cept the gun.

N"o. 43 was fired against the upper plate of No. 4 (CammeFs sand-

wich wrought iron). The projectile passed through the first plate and

cracked it from top to bottom, passed through the wooden interior, and

entered the second plate 6".8. The base of the shell broke up and the
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remainder was starred. Judging from the past experiments with

gun cotton shells the committee considered tliat had this shell been

loaded, it would have blown off the front plate. The skin was

cracked and the rib behind much bent. All this with an extremely

small charge and a very low velocity.

The target previously referred to as No. 5, was now erected. The

plates were rolled at the works of Sir John Brown & Co., in England.

No. 44. The sea being rough, the pontoon moved visibly after the

gun was laid. The aim was at the lower part of No. 5. Owing to

the motion, the projectile instead of striking the point aimed at, hit

the plate on its lower edge, and broke into several pieces, which were

deflected downward and made a hole in the ground about 8' deep, in

a slanting direction, under the target. Though lost, for the imme-

diate object of the experiment, this round was of great interest, for it

showed that a shell striking the edge of a narrow belt of armor,

which will soon be all that ships can afford to carry, will tear through

the bottom of the vessel with force enough to pierce engine-room and

boilers, and pass out at the other side.

No. 45 was against the lower plate of No. 3 (sandwich cast iron).

This round had been looked forward to with great interest, as great

things were expected from the chilled cast-iron plates, on account of

the results already obtained with the smaller guns. The plate, liow-

ever, was not able to withstand the shock. The projectile was broken

into many pieces, which dashed through into what would have been

the interior of the ship, carrying with them a great number of ragged

fragments of broken plate, and causing such a hail of iron that

nothing could have lived between decks. The sand bags behind were

deeply pitted with many hundreds of pieces. The experiment proves

that the old faults of cast metal still exist—namely, that when it

breaks under the influence of a heavy blow it is crushed to pieces.

No. 46. Shell broke up in gun ; no damage could be discovered.

No. 47 was fired against lower plate of No. 4 (combination cast

and wrought iron). The target was completely penetrated and

ruined, a large portion of the front plate being torn off" at the same

time. In these two remarkable rounds (45 and 47), not only were the

fragments of the cast-iron plates driven forward, but also out of the

sides of the targets.

After the failure to strike the right spot, recorded in No. 44, on

account of the motion, the firing apparatus was transferred to the

deck of the pontoon, from which spot in the succeeding fires the gun
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was pointed and fired with remarkable accuracy; the projectile

striking each time exactly on the spot previously marked on the target.

No. 48 was fired with a reduced charge of powder at No. 5

(Bi-own's 22" plate). The shell broke up the front part, remaining

in the hole, having penetrated 15".6. Comparing this with No. 43,

at No. 4, we see that No. 5 had much the best of it. The velocities

were nearly the same. In 43 the projectile penetrated 31", of which

19" were through iron.

No. 49 was fired with 400 lbs. of " progressive powder," equal in

effects to 341.6 lbs. W. A. powder. This is, for the present, the

service charge. The aim was at the right of No. 5. A large por

tion of the plate was torn off. The target was completely penetrated,

and the rear of it so ruined as to be incapable of repair. The hail of

fragments was not so terrible as in the case of the target backed by

cast iron.

No. 50 was fired with the small charge of 264 lbs. W. A. poAvder.

The effect was as expected. Aimed at the centre of Brown's plate, the

projectile just passed through, tearing off a large fragment and split-

ting it from top to bottom. The backing was not pierced. Brown's

plates may be said to have come out No. 1, in the target class.

This terminates the series of tests. The v/eapon has proved that it

can destroy any vessel now afloat. It can therefore be said that the

gun is now ahead in the great contests of ordnance vs. armor. We
now hear rumors of a 200-ton Woolwich gun ; we know of a 124-ton

Krupp gun being in course of construction ; France and Kussia are

waiting to see this game of bluff well underway before they show

their hands, and toe cannot even put up an anty
;
perhaps, however,

by not playing we may save money in the end and at the same time

learn the game.

An English firm is ready to furnish 40" plates to any one who

wants to buy them.

I have derived my facts from

The Engineer,

^ Engineering,

" London Times,
" " Standard,

U. S. Army and Navy Journal,

Eevue de I'Artillerie.
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:

The revolution effected in modern habits of life by the teachings

of Sanitary Science has only recently been felt in the Navy, There,

more than elsewhere, the resistance to change has been stoutly main-

tained, by the older men, because the dreary monotony of their occu-

pation, and the habit of command, indispose them to look beyond the

narrow domain in which they have lived and reigned, while, when
those younger have ventured to suggest improvements, these have been

sneeringly unheeded, and all discussion of existing evils sought to be

smothered under the established "customs of the service," that

unwritten law from which there is no appeal, and against which it is

imputed heresy to protest. Medical officers, whose especial duty is to

advise upon everything affecting the health of the navy, are not lis-

tened to, or their advice is disregarded, through a jealousy of their in-

terference in any way in its discipline. They are reminded that they

are only healers of the sick, despite their protest that sickness is the

opprobrium of their profession, and that their higher function is to

banish it from the earth. The sanitary improvements that have been

effected in the naval §conomy, have come about almost impercep-

tibly. There has been no open recognition by the authorities of the
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importance of Naval Hygiene; no sanitai'y code has ever been pro-

mulgated by the Department; no commanding officer embodies in the

internal regulations, which he establishes at the outset of his cruise,

a set of specific sanitary rules by which, only, the health of his crew,

and its consequent efficiency, can be secured. Little by little, how-

ever, changes have taken place in the method of ship-life. One abomi-

nation after another has disappeared, and a general sum of good has

been accomplished, which can only be appreciated by comparing the

navy of to-day with that of fifty years ago. The old dirt-begrimed

tar has vanished, bewailed only by the old sea-king who was his sov-

ereign and his God. With him have also gone his old-time attend-

ants, scurvy and ship fever. Disease still claims its victims, as ship-

wreck still sacrifices life and wealth, but as the laws of storms,

unknown and unintelligible to the ancient mariner, are being, year by

year, more clearly understood, and the ocean robbed of its prey, so

light and air are flooding the pest holes, where the Benbows and Tom
Fids of the past dragged out their wretched existence, and clearing

away the filth, and vermin and disease, which, with ignorance, super-

stition and degradation, Avere their only companions.

A feAV years ago, I would have felt little encouragement in coming

before an audience of naval officers to talk to them about Naval Hy-

giene. If I had not been sharply reminded of my impudence or im-

prudence by empty benches, I could, at most have counted upon the

presence of a few stern faces, which, with puritan firmness, had deter-

mined to face the devil and to frown him down ; but the knowledge

that, only a short time since, a paper by a Lieutenant-Commander in

the Navy, on the defective hygiene of ships' bilges, was read before this

Institute, and that one of the most enthusiastic workers in the deter-

mination of the elements of the foul air of berth-decks is a Lieutenant,

now one of our honored colleagues, and tlie assurances I received from

several commanding officers, on the occasion of an address I had the

honor to deliver in Boston, at the last annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Public Health Association, that they cordially endorsed all that

I had said, have determined me to repeat here a few of the common-

places, which there found such considerate auditors.

I shall not be discouraged if 1 do not gain a single convert. I have

little hope of working such a change of heart or kindling such a repent-

ant spirit as the successful evangelist, who scares men into believing

that they arc in peril from evil doing. " Wliat-is a man profited, if he

shall gain the whole world and lose his own soul ?" no one gainsays

;
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neither ought he this no less gospel truth. What is a man profited,

in this life, if disease saps his strength, impairs his powers, dulls his

senses, clouds his brain, or lays him in a coflfin ? yet many a widowed

wife and many an orphaned child to-day weep sadly beside graves

yet green, because the simple facts I have to tell you, were not

listened to, or if listened to were not heeded.

It ought to be unnecessary to urge the importance of hygienic obser-

vances on board ship. It must be evident to every thinking man that

the efficiency of a vessel will be directly proportionate to the available

human force required to perform its evolutions, control its engines, and

man its guns. Every sick man not only unduly encroaches upon the

restricted space, but deranges the organization of the crew, and inter-

feres with the regular exercises and routine of the vessel. His con-

dition appeals to the humanity of his shipmates. To contribute to his

comfort or necessities, they are incommoded, sometimes themselves

become diseased, and the sick may even multiply until the whole ma-

chinery of the vessel may be arrested. No matter what the numerical

strength of an army, if it be borne on hospital registers, marches can

not be made, battles cannot be fought, skilfully planned campaigns

cannot be executed. On shore, the despotic power of government, or

the necessities of an overflowing population, may force new material

into the gaps made by disease, and navies also have this resource in

time of peace, in every port they visit, when they rid themselves of

their invalids as they do of their spoiled provisions; but when the

emergencies arise for which navies exist, then the men enfeebled by

disease can neither be gotten rid of, nor can their places be supplied

by others ; and the ship is as effectually disabled as though by burst

boilers, rotted rigging or inferior armament. Three years ago, there

was to have been seen at Key West, a splendid frigate, perfect in all her

appointments, only a few hours out of our most important dock-yard,

swinging idly in quarantine, when she should have been ready at a

moment to have avenged the national honor, and, on the very eve of

hostilities, displaying instead of the guidon of battle, the yellow sig-

nal, which appealed to the pity and humanity of her foes. Neglected

hygiene had already vanquished her, as it had almost disabled two of

her consorts. Splendid armaments and accomplished officers could

do nothing with hearts that were no longer stout and arms that were

no longer strong. As one of the sanitary board, appointed on that

occasion, I can bear testimony to the earnest attention given to every

tion of the medical officers, to the courteous deference and
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ready acquiescence in their every opinion, and to the cheerful alacrity

with which every order and request were obeyed; but what if such

earnest attention, such courteous deference, such ready acquiescence

and such cheerful alacrity had been shown hefore instead of after ?

It is the same with the men who live upon the sea, as with those who
dwell on shore, and him who reigns in Tartarus, who when ill would

even be a monk, but when well "the devil a monk was he." So the fee-

ble imitators of his sins, when sick, swallow noxious drugs with avidity

and are rather aggrieved at the implied neglect if these are not sup-

plied fast and freely enough, whilst tliey resent the physician's counsel

how to live that they may not get sick. The medical recruiting officer

can poke and pommel and make the unlucky candidate, be he lands-

man or lieutenant, perform all sorts of gymnastic antics, that no un-

fortunate inheritor of his parents' vices, or no victim of his own im-

prudence slips into navy blue but, this done, he is stopped and no

longer perinitted to say, "You must do this, or you must not do it, if

you would remain as healthful and as vigorous as you are to-day."

The naval medical oflBcer has no place in the dock-yard, no voice in

the administrative councils of the Navy Department. The coarse

pleasantry of the steerage, which sobriquets him " Pills," and asks,

" What do you know about ship-building, or ship-keeping, or ship-

cleaning ? " is only translated into a politer euphemism, when he is

styled the gifted healer of the sick, the beneficent friend of the blind

and the lame and the halt, the ever welcome guest in the invalid's

chamber, and in the same breath, asked " What have we who are well

to do with you, or what have you to do with us ? " If he insists upon

a hearing, his statements are ridiculed as absurdities, or his facts

flatly disputed, his prophecies of evil are scouted as phantoms, and

his warnings, rung in never so many changes, laughed at as bugbears,

whilst his advice is resented as an encroachment upon a domain too

sacred for his tread.

Furthermore, though the physician on shore is never suspected of

aspiring to other's dignity in the Navy, there is no doubt a dread, lest

this Eoderick Kandom may not some day, while old Trunnion sleeps,

smuggle himself under his cocked-hat and steal his trident, a dread

that has done more than anything else to retard the cause of sanitary

reform on shipboard. Let us hope the day is not distant, when, with

mutual confidence begot of mutual appreciation, we can all labor

cheerfully in concert, for the greater good of that service to which we

have all devoted our lives. Rest assured that no physician, who has
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ever read beyond the opening chapter of tliat work, which is the study

of a lifetime, can ever envy any other occupation under heaven, and

that he, who has once realized the divine ennoblement of tliat science,

which has the phenomena of existence for its principia, can look on
' any other as not its humble handmaid. If there be such, he is no

master in his craft, and the profession he disgraces, instead of offering

him the right hand of fellowship, points at him the finger of its scorn.

The first fundamental lesson in Naval Hygiene, as it is the ABO
of Sanitary Science in general, is well expressed in the homely aphor-

ism, " An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." Worship

in the temple of Hygeia rather than at the shrine of Therap'eia. Pray

that you may not be led into the temptations, which end in sickness,

before you ask to be delivered from the bodily and mental evil that

follows their indulgence. Dread doctors and doctors' stuff as you

would disease and death, and welcome him who, while barring the

door against the entrance of the one, opens the window to throw out

the other.

I am sadly conscious that my words fall idly on most of you. Feel-

ing well, you do not care to think that you may ever get sick. Every

face around you reflects your own sense of well-being, and if you do

confess an ailment, it is with that comfortable acquiescence that is so

often experienced when well-fed parsons denounce themselves and all

their hearers as vile sinners. You think you can afford to jeer at my
scarecrows, and if I protest against any individual prominence as a

sanitary teacher and point to the unbroken front of medical men,

civil, military and naval, of every nationality, you intimate that it is

professional clannishness, which prefers to sustain a brother in the

cloth than to take sides against him. In these days of universal edu-

cation, every one stoutly maintains his right to his opinion, as well in

matters of medical fact, as in religious doctrine and political theory,

and not unusually the most valiantly, when he has the slenderest

foundation of information. Every mother of a family has her decided

views of the fundamental methods of cure, and defends her pet pathy

as stoutly as if she were not ignorant that there are such things as

physiology, pathology and therapeutics. "I don't believe in malaria,"

said a worthy old commodore, who could no4 have told whether malaria

was a solid, a liquid, or a gas, " You doctors are all wrong; you don't

know as much about these matters as other people," condescendingly

remarked another, who has not the reputation of being a bright light

in his own vocation. It is this credulity of little knowledge, or of no
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knowledge, that is at the bottom of most of the physical ills men suffer

in this life. What grander study for any human being than the study

of himself, yet how little does the mass of mankind know of itself, and

how much it thinks it knows, especially each of his individual self!

Who among you does not believe he is best cognizant of his own
idiosyncrasies, and of the particular wants and necessities of his own
constitution ? From the moment the helpless tenant of the cradle can

swallow, it is opposed in its natural instincts and made to swerve from

its natural tendencies. It is denied its mother's milk on some old

dame's dictum that it is too strong or too weak, and fed on ptisans and

potions, against which it lustily rebels until it has to surrender from

sheer exhaustion. It is narcotized into quiet and then jostled back

into noisy life. As it grows older, its animal impulses to grovel with

kindred beasts in the mother earth, under the vivifying sun of heaven,

are restrained by prim, starched dresses and costly laces that must not

be torn, while its appetite is whetted by the sight of food it is not per-

mitted to eat, or only at times and in quantities iixed by some unwritten

arbitrary standard, transmitted with the family bible and traditions

of the family greatness. Finally success rewards the systematic efforts

to dwarf the creature whose innate efforts and longings are toward

improved development. Aided by inherited defects of organization

(which it in turn transmits intensified), the perverted instincts are

irrevocably fixed, and the maturing youth exhibits anomalies of taste

and desire, which are rather proudly recognized as having character-

ized his maternal grandftither. One pale-faced girl resolutely abjures

all fat as food, while another meagre damsel refuses to eat anything

that has had life in it, meaning, however, only the slaughtered ox and

murdered lamb. This youth can stomach only kiln-dried viands

—

that pretends that eggs and milk and bread and butter do not agree

with him, while pies and fries do. A little later in life, the stomach,

that organ of whose existence we should only know by negative,

which should be the hidden fountain of joy and well-spring of pleas-

ure, which was fit throne for the arcliceus, who thence governed the

whole economy of man, has gained a pre-eminence, to which, perhaps,

its long endurance of floods of abominations justly entitle it. Instead

of the robust, hale and hearty man, self-opinioned obstinacy and self-

sufficiency have evolved the dysjMptic, that huge gasteropod, which

has scarcely anything human about it but its form.

The disbelief in the simifle teachings of Sanitary Science, and the

almost superstitious .belief in the saving power of nostrums, are the
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foundation upon which astute quacks build colossal fortunes—belief,

which to-day gives you, and those wiser than you, faith in Brandreth's

Pills and Jayne's Expectorant, such faith as even Peter, prince of

saints, lacked in the word of the Master, but such as filled the noblest

of England's aristocracy, who took up their beds and walked at the

bidding of so undivine a master as Saint John Long—which opens

your ears to homoeopathic jargon about potencies and dilutions, and

closes your eyes when Regina dal Cin mutters ^'Jinito, finito
"—which

causes you to play deliberate havoc with 5'-ourselves at the command
of the charlatan, who fleeces you of a fee, while you deride the ignor-

ance of the physician, who, though he may have made his profession

the earnest study of his life, has the impolitic honesty to say " You
want no medicine—go, mend your ways."

It would be only human retaliation for the physican to fold his

hands and say, " Drive, if you will, without bit or bridle, and with

broken traces, on the brink of the precipice—you may reach your

goal, and if you fail you cannot say I was to blame." The practi-

tioner on shore has some excuse for complacently watching his fellow

mortals sow the seed from which he is to reap a golden harvest; but

if he would, his naval confrere can offer no such plea for non-interfer-

ence. He dares not be silent. The government has confided to him

a sacred trust, which absorbs every individual consideration. Men
and women on shore may do what damage to themselves they see fit,

provided they do no damage to the communities of which they form a

part, but in the Navy there is no such thing as individual license.

Personal identity is wholly lost. You and I are only cogs, which help

to constitute the machine, and we must fit one into the other, and run

without jolt or jar, if it would do its work well. Each of us may be

replaced by others and the integrity of the whole be unchanged. The

public interest is always predominant, and hence, while the naval

medical ofl&cer has no popular caprice to which to cater, no prejudices

to conciliate, no influence to cultivate, he has a straightforward duty to

perform, and if he fails fearlessly to perform it, he betrays his trust,

disgraces his office, and, above all, dishonors his profession. His naval

uniform absolves him from none of his professional obligations, but

with his colleague on shore, his mission is, in the words of Maudsley,

" to lessen the sum of human sorrow on earth," and to secure for his

fellow mortals the enjoyment of that perfect health, without which

there can be neither physical, intellectual, nor moral vigor, and upon

which depend, more than upon anything else, perfect contentment and
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unalloyed happiness. Holy as is his ministry as a healer, his is the still

holier office to keep humanity on that upward approach toward com-

plete development, which began myriads of ages ago, when energy first

manifested itself as life in the primordial cell. Disease is the stigma

of the physician, the evidence of failure, as the well-filled dispensary

and glittering armamenta are the sad expedients of failure. He has

best right to bpast success who has most packages unbroken, most

of his keen knives sheathed. The physician, says Stuart Mill, is the

(fiva-iKoi, the naturalist, and until a comparatively late period physi-

cians were the only naturalists, for though certain phases of this

study have been assigned to a class designated in contradistinction by

that ill-sounding word " physicist," he it is who is dodus, learned in

those most mysterious of nature's processes, which distinguish the

living from the dead ; and though, on shore he is belittled, in the

vulgar mind, by association with a herd of sectarian homoeopaths,

allopaths, antipaths, hydropaths, electropaths and kinesipaths, and

the striped pole of the barber and bleeder regarded as the legitimate

wand of the surgeon, who, with the eye-doctor, and the ear-doctor,

the accoucheur, and the corn-doctor, is only a domestic servant of an

upper class, in the service of his country, he is untrammelled by the

necessities which oppress the practitioner who has to bid for bread

with the masses in the race of life, and, he of all others, therefore,

should appreciate the exalted dignity of his office, and the tremendous

responsibility it imposes.

Setting aside the flimsy pretence, that if the advice of the medical

officer is always sought and his every admonition heeded he will come

to fancy that his ipse dixit has the force of a military command, a pre-

tence unworthy a mediocre intelligence, there is among the really able

men of the service a dread lest all this ado about food and clothing

and air and water will tend to the degeneracy of the sailor. If this be

so, Nature must have reversed her processes, and we must look to the

past for the standard of nautical manliness and proficiency. Where
shall we find this typical man of the sea? Was it when Drake and

Van Tromp swept the ocean with brooms at their mastheads ? Was
it when Smollett and Marryatt lived the lives they have recorded

—

when press-gangs over-ran the streets, and hurried belated men and

children from their doorsteps, like droves of captured cattle—when
the cat scored bloody grooves in writhing human flesh, while the

surgeon or his mate stood with finger on pulse, to gauge how long

that flesh could endure, and how close to murder the torturers could
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strike ; or was it, in our own time, when men were taught obedience

shut up in narrow " sweat-boxes," where physiological experiments of

the human endurance of foul air, were performed not always short of

asphyxia, and discipline was enforced by tricing up alike the indolent,

the stupid, and the vicious, inside the rigging, with only their bare

feet on the cutting ratlins to relieve their livid wrists and swollen

ankles ? Was it when semi-annual liberty was the rule, and men and

boys, dazed by freedom, were given license for mad, licentious revel on

shore, and when brought back with brains on fire were gagged into

silence ? Was he the model seaman, who hung suspended by his thumbs,

his toes only touching the deck, and he the model apprentice, who

ironed and bucked, was displayed on the quarter-deck until shame had

died in him and vindictive hatred had been born ? Was he the typical

master of his craft, whose begrimed body was jocosely likened to the

barnacle-covered hull, whose only language was blasphemy and obscen-

ity, and whose only longiugs bestial ; who had neither country, home nor

kindred, and who hastened on shore after a three, four or five years'

cruise, to be beguiled by harpies, who sent him back, after as many

day, torn by their rapacious claws, to the officer, a professing Chris-

tian perhaps, who welcomed his pitiful coming with a joke and for

the time spared him from punishment ?

Will you lament as the lost master of a lost art, " honest Jack Rat-

tlin," who could not read, or Tom Pipes, who could only speak a lingo

scarcely understood to-day ? You must also bewail Commodore Trun-

nion and Lieutenant Hatchway, who joined in the chorus of his drink-

ing song and lifted their cans, says their chronicler, with admirable

uniformity " to drink all the while " and resumed with a twang equal-

ly expressive and harmonious. Sir Walter Scott says of these charac-

ters, every one of which belongs to the old English Navy, that " tliey

preserve the memory of the school of Benbow and Boscawen, whose

manners are now banished from the quarter-deck to the forecastle.

The naval officers of the present day," he adds, " the splendor of whose

actions has thrown into shadow the exploits of a thousand years, do

not affect the manners of a foremastman and have shown how admira-

bly well their duty can be discharged without any particular attach-

ment to tobacco or flip or the decided preference of a check shirt over

a linen one." It was a landman's natural inference that the quarter-

deck had affected the manners of before the mast, when in fact the

same atmosphere was breathed both forward and aft. " Damn your

eyes "—" You lie you lubber "—" Damn your bones, you porpuss-faced
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swab "—" You and your list be damned, I say I shall have no sick on

this ship while I command her," were random phrases of a dialect well

understood by the poor brutes to whom they were addressed ; and while

Captain Oakum cursed and despotized, Doctor Mackshane played the

abject sycophant to those above him and the merciless tyrant to all

below.

The change which led Scott to remark that these manners were ban-

ished from the quarter-deck to the forecastle, has been gradually going

on ever since. Education and refinement have entered not by the

hawse-holes but by the cabin windows, and as their light has grown

brighter it has illumined the foul corners of the forecastle, and the

dirt and disease are vanishing with the darkness.

" The piece of old sail for a table-cloth—the pewter plates and spoons

without handles and abridged in their lips—the salmagundy of beef

fresh from the brine, mixed with an equal quantity of onions, seasoned

with a moderate proportion of pepper and salt and brought into con-

sistence with oil and vinegar
; "—" the boiled peas on the wooden platter,

enriched with a lump of salt butter scooped from an old gallipot and

a handful of onions stewed with some pounded pepper," are not now the

garnishments of an officer's mess ; and midshipmen no longer use sup-

ple-jacks on men and boys already clotted with blood, nor are them-

selves delivered over to the master-at-arms to be clapped in the bilboes.

But is this, too, a tale of rude forefathers, though forefathers only a

century removed, " Here I saw about fifty miserable distempered

wretches, suspended in rows, so huddled one upon another that not

more than fourteen inches space was allotted for each, with his bed

and bedding, and deprived of the light of day, as well as of fresh air,

breathing nothing but a noisome atmosphere of the morbid steam

from their own diseased bodies " ?

It was but little more than twenty years ago, that I saw sixty mis-

erable distempered wretches, suspended in rows not more than four-

teen inches apart, breathing just such an atmosphere of morbid steam,

and this—because hygiene was believed to be a land exotic, which

could not flourish on board ship—because human bodies, which exhale

every day half a gallon of fluid from skin and lungs alone, were doled

out only a pint of water for cooking and drinking and another pint for

ablution—because they had been fed with spoiled provisions, which

in blind adherence to routine regulations to use the oldest stores first,

required beef hard as mahogany, green pork, beans alive with weevils,

worm-eaten bread, and mouldy rice to be served out before fresher
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articles could be opened—because, with stolid blindness to cause and

effect and stolid deafness to reason, the tanks had been filled with un-

wholesome water, rather than incur a trifling expense for filtering,

though five times the sum had subsequently to be expended for costly

drugs to neutralize, and not always successfully, the needless harm that

had been done—because in the same spirit of misdirected economy
which refused to employ native boatmen, the crew had been recklessly

exposed at fatiguing work to an intense tropical summer heat—and be-

cause, in accordance with the false system of discipline of the time, they

had been imprisoned eight months on board ship, and then hurried on

shore for forty-eight hours to riot in debauchery, and return with brains

crazed by rum and bodies inoculated with a poison, which was to ruin

them and their children and their children's children.

It was but three years ago, that I saw as many more miserable dis-

tempered wretches, suspended in rows, only fourteen inches apart,

breathing just such an atmosphere of morbid steam ; and this—be-

cause hygiene never entered into the thoughts of the constructors, the

engineers, the equipment officers, and the recruiting officers, who built

and furnished this home for human beings and left no chamber in it

where health could dwell—because, as it had been built it was peopled,

and stalwart, intelligent defenders of the country, had been sought

among the chance waifs of the street, and ragged starvelings and bezo-

nian outcasts were sought to be converted into seamen and gunners

—

because a drove of inexperienced, incompetent and enfeebled lands-

men (two hundred and forty-nine on board one ship had never been to

sea before) had been herded like sheep on damp decks never dried, ex-

posed to the inclemencies of winter weather insufficiently clad, many
without bedding or sleeping billets, sea-sick, homesick and consequently

ill-natured and physically unable to perform the arduous labors ex-

pected of them—and because medical examiners, whom neither age nor

incapacity should excuse, had certified falsely to the physical fitness

of recruits, who were condemned as invalids with long standing disa-

bilities, the very day they were received, and sent back by the very

transport which had brought them.

And, to-day, if you will stand over the fore or main hatch on board

any vessel in the service, just before the close of a night watch, when
all hands have been below, you will be sickened by a single whiff' of

just such a steaming, noisome, morbid atmosphere from men wedged
in hanging rows only fourteen inches apart—well men, but well only

until they chance to come within the orbit of some of those morbific
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germs, which circle around the earth and which will find in them the

soil they need to be ripened into epidemic malignancy.

A great change has really been accomplished in the conditions of

life on board ship and especially during recent years. There are

many officers in the navy who have never seen a cat nor a gag, and

who read of the " sweat-box " and bucking stick, as they do of keel-

hauling ; but all has not yet been done that may. There is good wa-

ter in plenty, but is it always bountifully issued, even in hot climates ?

Food is abundant, but are fresh potatoes, onions and succulent vegeta-

bles carried as sea-stores for the crew ? The clothing-room is well

stocked, but are the contents of the best quality that can be pro-

vided ? The clothes-bag is portly enough at the end of the cruise, but

how is it at the beginning ? Men are advised to be cleanly in person

and attire, but is this more than a formal requirement, and are bath-

ing facilities accessible even to ofl&cers ? Hammocks are scrubbed often

enough, but do the mattresses and other bedding get even aired as often

as the regulations require, and is not a cloudy day considered rather a

joyful escape from a disagreeable necessity and a fortnight allowed to

elapse before the routine brings another bedding-day with perhaps the

same result ? Better food, better water, better clothing, better treat-

ment, has each accomplished its share of good—'but the worst enemies

of the sailor still remain to be subdued. I repeat here, as I have reit-

erated elsewhere, that foul air and the vapor of water, are the direst

foes which menace the sea-farer. Leagued together they are greatly

more to be feared by him than the atmosphere of the most sickly cli-

mate, or than the boundless waters which environ him ; and the

object I have had in coming before you to-night will be fully accom-

plished if I succeed in giving any of you an impression of the terri-

ble power for evil of these allied princes of darkness. When scurvy

and dysentery and ship-fever were accounted the plagues of the sea,

these did the larger share of the deadly work, and since the ravages of

those blatant destroyers have ceased, these are still silently but rapidly

adding new names to the roll of the dead. There is now no " intoler-

able stench arising from the space as dark as a dungeon below the wa-

ter-line, where provisions were being served out" ; but "by the faint

glimmering of a candle," one may still see a " man, with a pale, meagre

countenance sitting behind a kind of desk, spectacles on nose, and pen

in hand," the man who is being slowly poisoned by foul air. The

decks are not slippery with filth, and the air alive with reeking hor-

rors as in the forecastle of the merchant ship to-day, that neglected
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field of missionary labor, where brutal savages with Christian names,

for whom the Deity is only the capping of an oath, are ignored, that

greasy, well-fed negroes, rolling on '' Afric's golden sands," may be

clothed in unnecessary trousers. There are no blackened paint, no

untidy bunks, no disordered kits. Everything is in beautiful array

when the inspecting officer makes his morning rounds, or when ex-

pected visitors gaze with bewildered admiration at the wel^-scraped

planks and well-scou red brasses. Over the starboard side of the quarter-

deck, down the after ladder, along the port side of tlie gun-deck to the

galley and back, and, should some one ask to go still lower, after a

momentary delay and the sound of feet rushing up the fore hatch, the

visitors are marched along the berth-deck, bright with lighted candles,

into the sick-bay, also ablaze with candles—all " so nice," " so still,"

" so roomy," " so cool," " Is it possible so many men live here ?

"

" Where can they all be ?" This is the man-of-war as dames and

damsels and learned land lubbers only know it. These never see the

decks when they are ankle deep with water, and never crouch and

crawl under the crowded hammocks to shoulder themselves through

the rows of closely-packed humanity. Few officers, indeed, ever breathe

this atmosphere but those of the medical corps and their subordinates

;

certainly never those who wear the mantle of authority and the ermine

of judgment, and who are not, therefore, assailed by that rude appeal

to the senses, which carries speedier conviction than figures tlie most

exact and logic the most sound. If ships are overcrowded and badly

ventilated, it is because they are believed not to be so. It is from

ignorance, perhaps inexcusable, not from deliberate, unpardonable in-

difference to the result. Ships are not deluged with water to make
them unhealthy, nor to spite doctors, nor to inconvenience or punish

crews, but to make them clean, in compliance with a system which long

custom has perpetuated and identified with the service, as it has the

meaningless clatter of the tattoo, and the puerile piping of the side,

which with the absurd parade of two, four, six or eight ungainly boys

is the measure of approaching or departing naval dignity. As soon as a

pendant is hoisted, as the symbol of a naval command, be it over never

so small a tug-boat or surveying schooner, commences the servile imi-

tation ofthe doings of the frigate, where spar-deck and gun-deck, berth-

deck and orlop are inundated every day in the year, in all weather,

at all seasons, and in all climates. The creak of the deck pump, the

squeak of the squilgee, and the rumble of the holy-stone open the day,

and after hours of hard labor, Jack sits down to a meagre breakfast
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on soggy sodden planks, which have been cleaned of all but water, to

breathe an air which all his cleaning has only loaded with unclean-

ness. Bits of yarn and spots of grease, though unsightly, are less

dangerous to health than the gallons of water which fills the air as

vapor, saturates the clothing, and permeates the very tissue of the

wood of which the vessel is built. It is not the water without the

vessel, but that within it, which imperils life. It is this invisible

agency which gives potent virulence to the microscopic germs which

are born and brooded in the stagnant corners of the holds and bilges

and berth-deck, which is the fuel that kindles into destructive activity

the morbific influences of o.ver-crowding, which dissolves and, having

dissolved, introduces into the body and blood those pestilential seeds

of disease, which will there ripen and multiply, until they blight and

wither and destroy. A very hasty reference to a few established

physical facts may satisfy you that this is no romance.

You are all aware, as is every schoolboy, that we are surrounded by

an invisible atmosphere, composed of oxygen and nitrogen gases in

the proportion of one-fifth the former, to four-fifths the latter, a pro-

portion which is uniformly maintained as well on the summit of the

loftiest peak as at the bottom of the deepest abyss, as well on the sur-

face of the earth a thousand miles from the sea-coast, as on the sur-

face of the ocean as many miles distant from the shore. Of these

oxygen is the great awakener of energy, the supporter of combustion, the

sustainer of life. The human, with every other being in the flesh,

must have oxygen to live, and in a proportion as invariable as the

constitution of the air itself. Flint says of large bodies of men sub-

jected to exposure or frequently called upon to perform great labor,

that collectively they are like a powerful machine, in which a certain

quantity of material must be furnished in order to produce (evolve)

the required amount of force ; but to make this material available,

there must be oxygen supplied, as it must be supplied to the machine

made by man's hand to burn its fuel and release its pent up force.

The ruddy fires of the engine darken and its work slackens as the

supply of oxygen is diminished and mechanical ingenuity is strained

to feed it with too much rather than it should suffer any want. The

ruddy blood of man, which awakens the brain from its death-like sleep,

which warms the muscles into pliant vigor, which lifts the veil that

screens the senses from the outside world, darkens, and all these pro-

cesses, the sum of which we call life, are imperfectly performed, if the

supply of oxygen is diminished ; but what mechanical ingenuity is
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strained that this, the very food of life, should be furnished in even

bare suflHciency ? Under ordinary circumstances, the function of res-

piration introduces into the lungs, where it comes in contact with the

blood, about twenty times a minute, twenty cubic inches of air—

a

total of about fourteen cubic feet per hour, or from three hundred and

fifty to four hundred cubic feet.—that is from two thousand two hun-

dred to two thousand five hundred gallons of air a day. About one-

fiftieth of this totally disappears, the not quite five per centum of

oxygen, which has been absorbed, having been replaced by something

more than four per centum of carbon di-oxide. The skin also acts as

a respiratory organ, performing two and a half per centum of the

lung Avork, the cutaneous exhalation of carbonic acid being greater

in a moist than in a dry atmosphere. This one human machine has,

therefore, not only robbed the air of more than one hundred gallons

of its vital constituent, but it has added to it nearly a hundred more of

one of the subtlest, deadliest enemies to life that is known. So in-

tolerant is the human system of this poison, that while four parts are

normally present in ten thousand of air, the mere increase of two

parts in ten thousand is immediately resented, and first inconvenience,

then injury, and finally death are caused by it. This is not specu-

lation. These are physical facts, arrived at by experiments upon
living creatures, human and animal. One human being having con-

sumed over one hundred gallons of oxygen, and having manufactured

between ninety and one hundred gallons of carbonic acid gas, it is a

very simple matter of calculation to show that to dilute this down to

within the limit of what Parkes terms " permissible impurity," will

require a minimum hourly supply of nearly twelve hundred cubic

feet of air, or about twenty cubic feet or one hundred and twenty-five

gallons per minute. I repeat this is hot a theoretical assumption.

History has furnished its verification, one instance of which, however

familiar to medical readers, may be new to some here.

" One hundred and forty-six prisoners were confined in a room
eighteen feet square and about ten feet high, having an air space of

twenty-two cubic feet per man, without estimating for the air excluded

by their bodies. Two small windows opened into this room, and

allowing that through these windows there was a supply of four feet

of air per minute for each individual, (that is twenty-five gallons of

fresh air per minute for each prisoner,) before five minutes after the

door was shut, the hapless inmates began to re-inhale their own ex-

halations, and this process was repeated at each successive period
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until death began to reduce their number. At the end of six hours,

ninety-six had died—two hours later one hundred and twenty-three

were dead—and of the twenty-three survivors several subsequently

died of putrid fever."

This great physiological experiment, which lives in the annals of

history as the tragedy of the Black Hole of Calcutta, but which had

a mortality of only four per centum greater than that of the prison in

which two hundred and sixty out of three hundred Austrian prisoners

were suffocated after the battle of Austerlitz, has been frequently re-

peated in a minor degree on board emigrant vessels and slave-ships.

Carpenter narrates the following nautical instance of comparatively

recent occurrence

:

" On the night of the 1st of December, 1848, the deck passengers

on board the Irish steamer " Londonderry," were ordered below by

the captain, on account of the stormy character of the weather ; and

although they were crowded into a cabin far too small for their ac-

commodation, the hatches were closed down upon them. The con-

sequence of this was, that out of one hundred and fifty individuals,

no fewer than seventy were suffocated before morning."

But carbon di-oxide is not the only impurity added to the air by

the respiratory process. The expired breath is loaded with putresci-

ble organic matter—it is saturated with the vapor of water—and

raised to the temperature of 95° to 97° F., while cutaneous transpira-

tion, as already stated, adds its quota of gaseous and organized waste,

so that, though twenty cubic feet per minute of fresh air are required to

dilute the carbonic acid gas alone, at least fifty cubic feet (over three

hundred gallons) per minute, three thousand cubic feet per hour, are

required to overcome the entire pollution of the atmosphere by a

single individual. The loss of weight, by insensible perspiration from

the surface of the skin and lungs, has been experimentally shown to

amount to three avoirdupois pounds daily, and the offensive putrescent

character of the eftete organic matter thus added to the atmosphere is

manifest to any non-professional observer, who has the courage to visit

a crowded berth-deck, or simply hold his head over a fore or main

hatch or opposite a berth-deck ventilator. There is a horrible mawk-

ish something in the air, which something is what pathologists term

the poison of Oclilesis,—the poison of over-crowding. It is the mother

of that family of destroyers, ship fever, jail fever, typhus, which

has made such sad havoc in the human race. How largely it accu-

mulates was shown by Angus Smith, who found in the hills above
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Manchester only one grain of organic matter in two hundred thou-

sand cubic inches of air, while in the crowded courts of the town there

was one grain in only eight thousand. How fatal to life are its effects

upon the human system, Carpenter illustrates by the following exam-
ple of the tendency of the respiration of an atmosphere charged with

the emanations of the human body to favor the spread of zymotic

" The dwellings of the great bulk of the population of Iceland seem

as if constructed for the express purpose of poisoning the air which
they contain. They are small and low without any direct provision

for ventilation, the door serving alike as window and chimney; the

wall and roof let in the rain, which the floor, chiefly composed of

hardened sheep-dung, sucks up : the same room generally serves for

all the uses of the family. The people are noted for their extreme

want of personal cleanliness, the same garments (chiefly of black

flannel) being worn for months without even being taken off at night.

Notwithstanding the number of births is fully equal to the usual av-

erage, the population is stationary, and in some parts is diminishing,

the average mortality during the last twenty years, during the first

twelve days of infantile life alone, being no less than sixty-four per

centum or nearly two out of three." " Now," continues Carpenter,

" it is a little remarkable that under conditions almost identically the

same, the island of St. Kilda, one of the Western Hebrides, has a di-

minishing population, four out of every five dying during the eighth

and twelfth days of their existence, the great if not the only cause of

this mortality being the contamination of the atmosphere by the filth

amidst which the people live."

Visible, tangible filth is instinctively shunned by every human be-

ing, who has been raised above the level of brutish animality, but the

invisible filth, which befouls the air in the crowded car, in the theatre,

in the private chamber, and in the house of God, is breathed without

loathing or aversion by the gentlest born and by the already frail in

health. " The foulness of air due to the non-removal of the volatile

refuse of the human body," says Simon, the distinguished English San-

itarian, " is as strictly within the physiologist's definition of filth, and

as truly a nuisance within the scope of sanitary law, as any non-

removal of solid or liquid refuse."

About twenty years ago, the frightful sickness and mortality on

board emigrant ships coming to the United States induced a Congres-

sional inquiry by a select committee of the Senate of the United
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States, of which the Hon. Hamilton Fish was chairman, and they, as

non-medical laymen, reported unanimously, from the numerous exam-

ples before them, " that the atmosphere when charged with the efflu-

via caused by the exhalations of the human body, if inhaled into the

lungs, will inevitably produce disease and death," and they found the

natural remedies in less crowding and a bountiful supply of pure air.

The Calcutta experiment demonstrated that twenty-two cubic feet

per man, each receiving four cubic feet of air per minute, were not

enough to sustain life ; and Dr. John H. Griscom of New York testi-

fied before this committee of the Senate that " a recent examination of

the two steerages of one of the largest packets belonging to this port

gave as a cubic space for each passenger, not deducting the room occu-

pied by the necessary solid contents of the bodies of the passengers, for

the upper apartments one hundred and three feet, and for the lower

one hundred and twelve. This vessel lost on her homeward passage

one hundred passengers at sea," and Dr. Griscom stated, and this

committee of Congress indorsed his statement, that not less than two

hundred and fifty or three hundred cubic feet of air should be given

to each passenger.

The English Army Sanitary Commission's report, published in 1858,

shows that the excessive mortality from consumption in particular reg-

iments, was due to contracted quarters and insufficient ventilation.

The air space in the barracks of the Foot Guards only amounted to

331 cubic feet for each soldier and the mortality from pulmonary

phthisis alone was 13.8 per thousand. In those of the Horse Guards,

on the other hand, with a space per man of 572 cubic feet, the mor-

tality from phthisis did not exceed 7.3 per thousand. After the re-

port was made, the number of cubic feet was increased and the ventila-

tion improved, with a material diminution in the number of patients.*

Now, very few of you are probably aware that the dimensions of the

best wardroom staterooms in our Navy are less than the smallest of

these numbers, and it must be borne in mind that even this space is

encroached upon by a cumbrous bureau, by a bulky washstand, by a

bunk which alone occupies one-fourth of the whole space, by clothing,

by books, by purchases, and often by private stores, until the officer is

really but little better off than the man before the mast, and how he is

circumstanced may be judged by the official reports to the Navy De-

partment for the years 1873 and 1874, which show that while on board

* Donaldson American Public Health Association Report, vol. I, p. 102.
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frigates of the -Franklin and Wabash class, each man had from 125 to

175 cubic feet, the cubic air space for each individual on board the

smaller vessels was only, on the Shenandoah 96, Monocacy 95.35, Saco

90, Omaha 89, Wyoming 89, Wachusett 88, Hartford 87, Kearsarge

81, Iroquois 80, and Kansas 60, the worst of all being the Juniata,

which in 1874, gave only 55 cubic feet to each man with no less than

twenty-nine of her crew reported as having " no sleeping-billets,''

—

yet this vessel was once a school-ship. Do not misunderstand me to

imply that Sanitary Science i§ an alien only on shipboard. A formal

medical report declares that a very large majority of the pupils in the

Cincinnati public schools are to-day breathing an atmosphere contain-

ing more than one-tenth per centum of carbonic acid gas.

But carbonic acid gas and organic emanations are only two of the

factors of this triune evil-doer: the third is water—water which con-

stitutes so much of the earth's surface that were the land levelled, it

would cover the whole globe in one continuous sheet a mile deep—
Avater, which is by far the largest constituent of the human body

itself—water, which exists with equal ease as solid, liquid or gas, but

which is so delicately and accurately proportioned to the several wants

of animated existence that the slightest irregularities in this distribution

are productive of harm; and which better than any other natural

agent typifies the creative Brahma, the preserving Vishnu, and the _

destroying Siva. Air is saturated at 52° F., by between one and two

per centum of its volume of water in the state of gas, in weight about

four and a half grains to the cubic foot. As the temperature rises it

becomes able to retain a larger quantity in solution, being saturated at

77° by three per centum. The fluctuatious which the rheumatic so

sensitively appreciates sometimes correspond to a change in weight of

less than a single grain, and it is within the experience of every one

that simple changes in the temperature, as indicated by the thermom-

eter, do not explain the varying shades'of comfort or discomfort. The
surface of the average adult human body represents a superficies of

twenty-five hundred square inches perforated to the extent of several

thousand openings to the square inch. Through these microscopic

pores the gaseous and vaporous excreta of the body find exit. All hu-

man processes are essentially physical and governed by simple physi-

cal and chemical laAvs. The escape of water from the skin is by evap-

oration, and evaporation is rapid or slow according to the hygrometric

condition of the atmosphere. The important function of calorification

—so important that the intelligent physician to-day reads the issue of
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life or death from the scale of his clinical thermometer—is largely

influenced by the simple laws of evaporation, and in Carpenter's stand-

ard work on Physiology, it is stated, that "experiments made upon

the living body show that the most important external factor in de-

termining the amount of evaporation was the relative dryness or moisture

of the air, next came the temperature, and then the ventilation or the

amount of air blowing over the surface," and Lehman demonstrates

tli^t the cutaneous expiration of carbonic acid gas is also largely in-

fluenced by humidity of the atmosphere. "Wagner states that warm
and damp air most prevents the radiation of heat from the body

through the skin and lungs, causes exhaustion of the muscular and

nervous systems, restrains respiration, diminishes the appetite, impairs

digestion, and increases perspiration. The report of the Irish Census

Commissioners, quoted by Professor Donaldson, shows the mortality

from consumption in the damp spring months for ten years to be

twenty-two thousand more than at the dry season. " A dry atmos-

phere," says Hunt, " is a healthful atmosphere and opposed to the

propagation of all zymotic diseases." " Humidity," declares Pringle,

" is one of the most frequent causes of the derangement of health " ; and

Fonssagrives summarizes the experience of French naval medical

officers in these terms, " Qui dit batiment trt'S-humide, dit batiment

malsain." " With naval medical men of all nations," authoritatively

declares Surgeon-General Beale, " it has passed into an axiom that a

dry ship is a healthy ship."* Commander John McNeill Boyd of the

Royal Navy, candidly admits that " the objections to wet decks are

supported by the medical officers, with such a weight of evidence that

they can not be gainsaid." Admiral Collingwood paid so much atten-

tion to the health of his men, " that in the latter years of his life, he

had carried his system of arrangement and care to such a degree of

perfection, that perhaps no society in the world of equal extent was so

healthy as the crew of his flag-ship. She had usually eight hundred

men; was on one occasion more than one year and a half without

going into port, and during the whole of that time, never had more

than six, and, generally, only four on her sick-list. This result was

occasioned by his attention to dryness (for he rarely permitted ivash-

ing between decks), to the frequent ventilation of the hammocks and

clothes on the booms, to the creating as much circulation of air below

as possible, to the diet and amusement of the men."t

* Report of the Secretary of the Navy for the year 1876, p. 235.

tLife of Vice-Admiral Lord Collingword, by G. L. N. Collingwood, London,

1837, Vol, II. p. 131.
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Will you dispute in the face of all these authorities the assertion

that the practice of daily wetting the decks, especially those on which
men live and sleep is productive of harm ? Is it a mere coincidence

when a vessel on which the decks have been wetted once in every thirty

hours, where the hygrometer sliows an average saturation of over

eighty per centum, requiring the fall of only a single degree to precip-

itate it in the form of a miniature rain, and this (I quote from the an-

nual report of the Surgeon-General of the Navy) "notwithstanding

steam was used for its drying properties on as well as below the berth-

deck, some two hundred and three out of three hundred and eleven

days,"—is it a mere coincidence when such a vessel, exhibits an

excessive daily sick list and a constant shipment homeward of con-

demned invalids, captain, officers and men ? Yet in the very teeth of

experience, in spite of the advice of men competent and paid by the

government to advise, the " Trenton," which presumably represents the

acme of modern scientific naval construction, is provided with hawse-

pipes leading direct to the berth-deck, conduits through which mud and

water will necessarily pass. It was this and only this, which induced

the removal ofthe sick-bay aft: but what a folly to pretend to care for the

sick, when provision is made for creating sick by wholesale ! Sick-bay

bulkheads are not wanted when the whole berth-deck is apt to be a

sick-bay. At any other cost than a wet berth-deck the removal of

the sick-bay from its submarine abode in the obscure twilight and
sluggish humid atmosphere of the extreme forward end of this deck

would be some cause for gratulation. Here, for years, has been the

prescribed home of the sick, the hospital proper, though not so desig-

nated, from conscious sense of inappropriateness in a place which is

only a reservoir for the mephitic vapors which escape from the contig-

uous paint-room, oil-room, yoeman's store-room, and berth-deck, from

leaking sewer-pipes led through it, and from the bilge-vents, which act-

ually open into it. The intelligent landsman, on shore (and many be-

sides physicians are sanitary experts), who foolishly fancies that the

Surgeon-General of the Navy, the Chief of the Bureau of Medicine

and Surgery of the Navy Department, has had everything to say about

the proper location of a hospital for sick men, and who may even suppose

that this high officer and his colleagues have been invariably consulted

as to the means by which other men may be kept from getting sick, may
well wonder at this site, which any graduate in medicine, with a di-

ploma a day old, would never think of selecting. Experience has al-

ready indicated that the proper place for the sick is wherever they can
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best be treated, and that is never in the sick-bay, where no one seriously

ill ought ever to be confined, and where no case of minor degree can re-

main without risk of becoming worse. A large, well lighted dispensary

should furnish proper facilities as a consulting, prescribing, and oper-

ating room ; and besides this, canvas screens are enough to isolate the

very sick, wherever the special circumstances of their cases or the pub-

lic duties of the vessel require or permit them to be accommodated

;

while those unable to do duty from lesser ailments should have no

loafing place below, but should be kept in view on deck, in the light

and air, with some prominent mark upon their dress, as suggested to me
by Lieutenant-Commander Brown (the Geneva Medical Cross upon

the arm for example), to distinguish them from the rest of the crew

and to indicate to the officers and others of the watch, those who are

entitled to be excused from their customary work.

The same experience which has taught physiologists just how much
food and how much oxygen are absolutely necessary to the body, has

also taught them how much moisture in the air is healthful. Beyond

this it is hurtful ; cutaneous transpiration is checked and effete mat-

ters are retained, and as upon the activity of the removal of the waste

of organic life depends the activity of vital phenomena, how quickly

fatal this retention may be when complete, was strikingly illustrated

by an instance, quoted from Laschkewitsch by Flint, of a child who

died a few hours after having been covered with gold-leaf to represent

an angel at the ceremonies attending the coronation of Pope Leo X.

The presence of an excess of water-vapor in a fetid atmosphere of

elevated temperature increases its morbific power by presenting the

noxious emanations in a soluble form. The rain, poured in through

the crevices of the walls and roofs of the Iceland huts, was soaked up

by the dried dung floors and then greedily absorbed by the warm foul

air. The filthy decks of the pest-ridden ships are always damp, their

air always moist. True ship-fever is no longer the scourge of the sea

as of yore, since other improved sanitary cojiditions have moderated

that intensity of crowd -poison, or mitigated its effects, which is neces-

sary to develop fevers of this type into an epidemic outburst. But

what means the long array of figures, in the medical return of the na-

vy and merchant marine, of diseases of the respiratory apparatus ?

Is the seaman's vocation, particularly in the naval sernce, so ardu-

ous that the average duration of a sea-going mariner's life is now es-

timated to be only twelve years ? Do we not, in the navy, by the

most rigidly careful, preliminary physical examination, exclude not
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only the feeble but those predisposed to disease, especially of the pul-

monary organs ? Yet are not ten, twenty, thirty a day no uncommon
sick-lists for vessels with complements of only two or three hundred

men ? Is it not a fact that by the end of a three years' cruise, of the

two hundred who had sailed from home, at least fifty per centum

have disappeared—by discharge, by desertion, by invalidment—and

have been replaced by recruits enlisted on the station ? Why can I and

others not much older look back and find ourselves the sole survivors

of the messmates, who sat around the same table with us only twenty

years ago ? and why are so many of us to-day, the solitary representa-

tives, upon the Navy Eegister, of classes who entered the service with

medical certificates that they were not only free from disease but nota-

bly exempt from its inherited tendencies ? Resignation has drawn

some away to other fields of labor, but many of these had impaired

healtli as their actual incentive. The common incidents and accidents,

which assail life elsewhere, represent a still smaller percentage. Rum
has slaughtered its hundreds, but can you say that the thirst for rum
was not first developed by the sense of bodily and mental weakness in-

duced by bad hygienic surroundings, which in a multitude of other

though less conspicuous and demoralizing ways accomplish results

equally pernicious to health ?

It is no fanciful ideal, but a vivid reality, which may be seen on

board almost every vessel in our Navy, of a once robust, healthy,

intelligent and educated man, who must have fifty cubic feet of fresh

air per minute, as he must have two and a half pounds of solid and

three pints of liquid food per day to maintain his physical vigor and

mental power and moral tone, sitting in a narrow stateroom, where

furniture, bedding, clothes, books, purchases and human bodies leave

space for scarcely one hundred and fifty cubic feet of air—a three min-

utes' normal supply—which can only be replenished (impervious bulk-

heads shutting out every other inlet), through the doorways, oftenest

shielded by thick worsted curtains, or through the little round air-

port (or half an air port as in the Trenton) necessarily closed at sea

and usually so in port to exclude "drafts" and "damp night air";

while it is being contaminated by the three pounds of effete matter

which he and every one of his visitors daily add to it, by the four gal-

lons.of carbon di-oxide, which he and they and every one of his lighted

candles pour into it, and by the emanations from his soiled linen, from

his perishable stock of private stores, from the neighboring pantry

and its odorous inmates, and from the foul bilges which discharge,
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again, as in tlie Trenton, that newest of our men-of-war, beneath his

bunk or directly into his lungs. I have seen this man, as you may
all see him if you look with unclouded eyes, sitting night after night,

reading, writing, studying ; faithfully, earnestly, conscientiously striv-

ing to do his duty as an honorable officer and an upright man, but

slowly, surely, inevitably ruining his health and shortening his life.

Not more certainly does death come to the suicide, who closes his door

to sleep beside a lighted charcoal brasier than it will to him. Sooner

or later will be heard the cough, which he will attribute to wet feet,

to exposure on deck, to drafts from windsails, to anything but foul air

;

ultimately, he will go home, invalided with pulmonary disease, who, a

few years before, may have boasted his five inches of chest expansion,

and who honestly and truthfully had certified that there was no hered-

itary taint or predisposition to disease in any of his blood. It was foul

air—foul damp air, which has disabled and will kill him. What is

true of the officer is equally true of his humble shipmate before the

mast. Parkes declares that " statistical inquiries on mortality prove

beyond a doubt, that of the causes of death, which usually are in ac-

tion, impurity of the air is the most important," and especially that the

pulmonary consumption which has been almost epidemic on board

soiue British men-of-war is due to faulty ventilation. I have myself

no doubt that a large per centum of the invalids, who are now yearly

discharged from our own service with " certificates of ordinary disa-

bility," on account of pulmonary affections presumed to have been in-

herited, have actually been disabled only by the; respiration of damp,

foul air. Fortunately the daily labor in the open air somewhat coun-

teracts the mischief wrought at night, but the effects of ochletic poison-

ing are cumulative and, sooner or later, destructive to health. There

is no fact in etiology more firmly established than this^—none which

you will not, for all that, probably so readily discredit—you who on

shore most dread and studiously shut out the night wind from the

distant marsh, while you carelessly sleep in a ship's bunk, directly over

as foul a marsh as you can find anywhere on earth. The recognizable

elements of malaria, any student of natural phenomena, whether you

style him physician or physicist, will tell you, are decomposing vegeta-

ble matter, subjected to the simultaneous influence of air, moisture,

and high temperature. The naval constructor supplies the first, when
he builds the vessel, by planking up refuse chips where they can decay

;

heat and air are always present; while accidental leakage and delib-

erate deluging of the decks supply the only other lacking condition
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for miasmatic life—excess of aqueous vapor. The fever ship is the

fecund womb in which tlie deadly offspring of foul air and dampness

are nurtured into being.

Naval Hygiene is not Naval Communism. It does not require cap-

tain and crew to cluster around the same messcloth. It does not seek

to divide the ten thousand cubic feet of air space of the Admiral's

quarters, nor the three or four thousand of the Commander's cabin,

among the men who have only eighty or ninety. It recognizes the ex-

istence and the necessity of class distinctions. It would be no kind-

ness to the wearer of blue flannel to submit him to the conventional

restraints and formalities incumbent on the wearer of blue broadcloth.

The food which the latter relishes would be as distasteful to the for-

mer as their respective avocations ; but just as Christian law teaches

that all men, coal-heaver and commodore, have equal hope of immor-

tality, so sanitary law gives to every member of the brotherhood of

humanity an equal claim to that light and air and water which are

the common heritage of every human being, and makes it the duty of

the community to see that they are supplied in abundance and purity.

Especially is this the duty of the State toward those individuals

who devote their lives to its service, as well in justice to them as with

regard to its own economic interests. The British Board of Health has

brought this startling fact to light, that the difference in the annual

rates of mortality between the most healthy and the most unhealthy

localities in England, amounting to no less than thirty-four in every

thousand, is almost entirely due to zymotic diseases, which might be

•exterminated by well-devised sanitary regulations. What Carpenter

terms " the inevitaUe mortality, arising from diseases which would not

be directly affected by sanitary improvements, is a nearly constant

quantity, namely, eleven per thousand. The average mortality of

England, in ordinary years, is about twenty-two per thousand, or nearly

double that to which it might be reduced, so that taking the popula-

tion of England and Wales (as by the last census) at 20,000,000 the

•average annual mortality must be 440,000 of which 220,000 is inevita-

ble and an equal iimowwt j)7'eventable.'"

Dr. Simon, Chief Medical Officer of the Privy Council and Local

Government Board of Great Britain, in his work on " Filth Diseases

and their Prevention," just published, says: "That the deaths, which

we in each year register in this country, (now about half a million)

are fully 125,000 more numerous than they would be if existing

knowledge of the chief causes of disease, as affecting masses of popu-
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lation, were reasonably well applied throughout England, is, I believe,

the common conviction of persons who have studied the subject."

Dr. Draper, Examiner of returns of Births, Deaths and Marriages in

Massachusetts, reports in a letter dated September 25, 1875, to Dr.

Henry Bowditch, Chairman of the State Board of Health, that "the

total number of deaths in Massachusetts, during five years, from all

causes, was 156,289. Of that number deaths from zymotic diseases

comprised twenty-six per centum, those from acute pulmonary diseases

seven per centum, and from phthisis seventeen per centum— so that

if we include all these among the preventable diseases, the results

from these causes represent one-half the actual mortality."

" From such imperfect statistics as have been gathered in this coun-

try," declares Mr. Bayles in the International Eeview for March, "it

is safe to conclude that zymotic diseases cause, directly or indirectly,

about one-half the deaths occurring in our great cities."

One-half of all the dead in the two most advanced of Christian na-

tions sleep before their time ! One-half the vital energy which is the

motive power of modern progress needlessly wasted ! Ordronnaux has

pointedly stigmatized preventable mortality as criminal mortality
;

and you and I are criminally responsible if we neglect to do with all

our might that which may reduce this preventable mortality one sol-

itary human life, just as criminal as though we should turn our back

upon a would be suicide, or fail to snatch a helpless child from im-

pending death.

I do not propose, this evening, to indicate what may be done in the

way of sanitary reform in the Navy. I have only had time very

cursorily to point out the most notable defects in our hygienic system,

without suggesting in detail how they may be remedied. Fortunately

there are no very difficult problems to be solved. The cubic air-space

can not be augmented by enlarging the dimensions of our ships but

by reducing the complements of their crews to their lowest limits.

Labor-saving devices, as on board merchant ships, should supplant

muscle wherever possible. The host of idle, unclean, dirt-producing

landsmen and servants, now necessitated by the needless multiplicity

of officers' messes, should be thinned out. The ship's cook should be

dignified and as many testimonials of his competency exacted as are

now required respecting the police ability of the master-at-arms.

Improved methods of ventilation, such as that proposed by Passed As-

sistant Engineer Baird of the U. S. Navy, should pump out foul air

and pump in fresh, and by keeping it in motion (pervious bulkheads
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allowing it to course freely everywhere) prevent its accumulation in
stagnant pools in obscure corners and culs-cle-sac. The infamous
system of discharging the emanations of the bilges through vents upon
the berth-deck and into officers' staterooms, as is being done this very
time on board the Trenton,* should no longer be permitted to disgrace
our naval construction. Above all, the air should be kept pure and
dry; every deck below the water-line should be first painted, then
coated with shellac, and, soiling being scrupulously prevented, cleaned
only on proper days by mop and hot water, never deluged and then
fruitlessly sought to be dried by mere steam heat, which only raises
the point of saturation, since any old woman who hangs a wet shirt
before a fire, knows that the water does not go out of the shirt into
the fire but into the air. This is but an earnest of what ought to be
done

; but this little should be done at once.

Disproportionate as are our sic-:-lists to the normal accidents to
health among adult men from whom all those liable to disease had
been previously eliminated, they do not adequately represent the
actual physical deterioration of the naval service. The grossly abused
system of medical surveys is the covered drain out of which flows in
a steady stream the wasted health and strength of the navy. I fear a
whole hour might be profitably devoted to the discussion of the objec-
tionable features of this one matter of medical surveys—too often the
refuge of the malingerer, who trades in idleness, and successfully
crosses by this bridge between the rendezvous and naval hospital, and
of the discontented officer, who does not scruple to avail himself of
this questionable means to escape a distasteful ship, or station—too
often the sham pretext for getting rid of incompetents, who should
never have been enlisted—too often the pall hastily thrown over heed-
lessly squandered and fatally blighted health.

With good food and hearty appetites, pure air and ruddy faces,

abundant water and clean skins rightly clad, there will be merry
laughter and ready obedience, strong arms and self-enforced discipline;
as without them, there will be prison-brigs never empty of sallow,
surly, sullen faces, the unkempt, unclean doers of evil, and sick-bays
overflowing with sick and malcontents—disobedience and disorganiza-
tion before the mast; dissatisfaction and insubordination abaft. With
no sick, no dead, no dying, the medical officer's occupation will be
gone—gone, indeed, if you look upon him as standing, phial and catlin

* Captain Davis had them closed on the representation of the medical officer,
after the ship went into commission under his command.
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in hand waiting for victims—not gone, bnt in the fnll tide of success,

if yon regard him as the pilot, who has safely steered your frail bark

on its voyage over the stormy sea of life to the peaceful haven of a

happy, healthy old age.

Cicero said it was the priest of health who of all men nearest

approached the Divinity. Plato, in sketching the model Republic,

recognizes the qualified physician as holding an important position

among the officers of the government. Jackson, schooled on the

battle-field, pointedly charged the sacrifice of life and money to the

fact that " physicians did not have that place in the councils of mili-

tary commanders that is due to science." Guy has demonstrated that

the effective force of the British Navy has been more than doubled—

that one ship for every purpose of navigation and warfare is at least

equal to two less than a century ago, in consequence of the melior-

ating influence of sanitary science. Hygiene is not the handmaid of

the peaceful trader alone: it has as much to do with the triumphs of

the warrior as sword and buckler. "The laws of health," declares

the Rev. Dr. Osgood, "marched with King William and his son, with

Bismarck and Von Moltke to the Rhine, and diet and exercise, quite

as much as the rifled cannon and the needle-gun, fought the battle of

Sedan and changed the face of the world."

I may claim almost to have outlived the time when personal consid-

erations, which so acutely aff'ect younger officers, can influence me;

but before me sit many men, the issue of whose lives hangs on their ac-

ceptance as truth or disregard as flmcy of what 1 have here said. Flat-

ter not yourselves that your strong constitutions are a bulwark against

disease. Believe me on the honor of man and officer and physician,

that wet decks and foul air will shatter the broad chests and weaken

the brawny arms you now boast, will make your wives widows and

your children orphans, sooner than all the vicissitudes of climate you

will ever experience on shore, all the tempests that will ever assail

you at sea, or all the enemies you will ever encounter in battle.
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POSTSCRIPT.

The foregoing address will be found, as stated in the text, to be, to

a certain extent, a repetition, in matters of fact, of a paper read before

the American Public Health Association. It was prepared, in its

present shape, at the instance of a number of oificers of the Navy, who
are deeply interested in the improvement of the service, that, what I

am encouraged to hope may be its area of usefulness, may be more

widely extended. I am particularly happy to have the opportunity

of direct communication with all tlie ofiicers of the naval service, to

whom I take this occasion to appeal for information whether in refu-

tation or confirmation of my statements.

I would not be understood to allege that every ship to-day presents

all the anti-hygienic abominations to which I have alluded. On the

contrary, individual instances, in recent years, stand out in bright

relief, against the dismal background of the past. Thus it is with real

pleasure I learn from Lieutenant Sperry that on board the Sacramento,

Lieutenant-Commander Johnson not only had the men's mattress-

covers regularly washed at frequent intervals, but had the mattresses

repicked every quarter. The bedding is described to have been abso-

lutely clean, and the cleanliness a matter of competition and pride

among the crew. I have never witnessed such a procedure, in my
own experience, which began more than twenty-two years ago, but I

gladly learn and cheerfully record the fact, since what has been so

successfully and satisfactorily done on board one ship, is itself the

best argument that it should be done in all.

Again : Commander Howison informs me that on board the Pensa-

cola, he not only substituted mess-lockers for mess-chests, but dis-

carded mess-cloths for mess-tables and benches, and though a few

barnacled salts at first demurred that they could no longer cluster on

their haunches on deck and tear their food to pieces by claws and

jack-knives, the force of example and the appreciation of comfort and

decency ultimately asserted their influence until plates and cups and

saucers came to be voluntarily substituted for the tins and the men
went to their meals with hands washed and cuffs neatly rolled back.

Nor was this only a temporary good which ceased with the individual

who had inspired it. The seed which had been sown continued to

bear fruit, and Lieutenant Mason and other officers assure me that

the traditions of cleanliness, healtlifulness and efficiency clung to this

vessel and characterized her during her subsequent commissions.
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Admiral C. E. P. Kodgers, as commander of the Franklin, showed

that it was possible to provide a reading place with tables, books and

papers, comfortable and well-lighted at night, where the man before

the mast might and did read, write and study.

Captain Greer returns from his cruise on board the Lackawanna
enthusiastic about his small sick-list, his contented and almost self-

disciplined crew, and his own consequent relief from many of the

worries and anxieties incident to command, and refers with pride to

the Medical Officer's sanitary report which records the happy results

of keeping decks dry and of exercising forethought in other matters

affecting health.

I present this paper to my brother officei-s in the Navy, in the

hope that others will enable me to fill pages instead of paragraphs

with similar instances. I trust the number of those, who can bear

personal testimony to the horrors of ship-life will become smaller every

year. I hope to see more than one commanding officer point with

pride to the Sanitary Eeport as fruit born of " his attention to the

health of the crew" ; more than one lieutenant, surgeon and engineer,

with common interest and in friendly emulation, discuss the hygiene of

the sea in its scientific as well as its disciplinary aspects. The American

Public Health Association does not restrict its membership to medical

men, but it seeks to enlist the cooperation of every intelligent member
of the community : neither is Naval Hygiene a book of which only

medical officers can interpret the language, but its simple doctrines

should be familiar to every corps, and should be taught to the youths

at the Naval Academy, as one of the most important applications of

principles they have acquired in the study of Physics and Chemistry.

If every naval officer will but feel that he is a responsible member
of a great national Board of Health and contribute his experience to a

general fund, the sum of ail the good things that have been done, here

and there, will eventually become the basis of a practical sanitary

code of broader scope and greater value than can be devised by any

individual, and, while the resultant may not be a floating elysium, it

can never be a "floating hell," for though there are discomforts and

dangers inseparable from ship-life, there will be no longer any pre-

ventable nuisances, needless annoyances, or criminal negligences to

disgrace the naval service.

U. S. Naval Academy,

Annapolis, Md.,

June 1st, 1877.
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FLEETS OF THE WORLD.*

By Captain S. B. Luce, U. S. Navy.

It was a fine conception to draw up all the fleets of the world in one

grand review for the inspection and criticism of the student and scholar
;

and it is to be hoped that the author of " Fleets of the World" Avill be

" encouraged," as he says in his preface, " to persevere in his undertak-

ing," now so happily begun. As the history of fleets of war vessels, to

which our author exclusively alludes, has much to say in regard to their

military movements, we shall begin our examination of these works on

the Socratic principle of first defining our terms. The word Tactics is

derived from the Greek TAKTIKOS—capable of arranging ; relating to

drawing up; as to arrange or draw up the line of battle. Hence

Tactics has been defined as the art of arranging troops, (or ships), for

battle, or moving them while in the presence of the enemy, A simpler

definition is that of Aeneas Tacticus who calls it " the science of Mili-

tary Movements." The subject has generally been divided into two

branches, grand tactics, or the tactics of battle ; and elementary tactics,

or the tactics of instruction,

* " Fleet Tactics under steam," by Foxhall A. Parker, Commodore U. S.

Navy. D. Van Nosti-and, Publisher. " Fleets of the World", by Commodore
Foxhall A. Parker. D. VanNostrand, 23 Murray St. New-York.

Note. This paper was read before the issuing of volume II., but was with-

held for revision by the author.
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The history of naval warfare, of which tactics forms so important

a part, may be diyided into the three grand periods of oars, sails,

and steam.

Oar Period. Beginning with the earliest authentic history we find

that among the Greeks and Phoenicians the higher officers, and often the

entire personnel of navies, fought on shore as well as at sea. It was nat-

ural, therefore, that the tactics of the land army, which was of an earlier

growth, should be applied to the sea army as far as the nature of the

two elements would admit. To understand, then, the character ofthe move-

ments of a large fleet of galleys, numbering not infrequently two or

three hundred, when preparing for, or actually engaged in, battle, it

will be necessary to examine first the elementary formations of the

army. In both the Athenian and Spartan armies the tactical unit was

the Eiiomotia of 32 men, ranged in four files, eight deep. The pha-

lanx, therefore, when in line, was eight deep. On a march, the column,

the usual order in marching, would then be of " fours," or of " eights
"

according as it broke from either flank to the front, or was marched to

the right or left. The line of battle was most commonly of the parallel or-

der. This order naturally suggested itself even to the barbarians and

was practised long after war came to be studied as a science. But in the

battle of Mantinea, Epaminoudas formed his line in the concave order,

with the attacking wing strengthened by the double echelon, a combina-

tion considered as very powerful to this day. " Epaminoudas," says

Xenophon, " formed of his cavalry a strong wedge-like body." (Hellenics

Bk. VII. 5.24.) In another place he compares the formation to the

beak of a galley. " Epaminoudas led his army like a ship of war with

its beak directed against the euemy." To resist the attack of a supe-

rior force, the Greeks, copying from the Egyptians, were accustomed to

form iu a circle, and, placing their shields together, make a strong ram-

part difficult to penetrate. In the Cyropedia we are told by Xenophon

that " the Egyptians formed a circle, so that their arms faced the eue-

my, and sat down under the shelter of their shields." Against this ram-

part Cyrus repeatedly hurled his cavalry iu vain. In the Retreat of

the Ten Thousand, " Xenophon and his party, being much harassed,

marched in a circle, so as to hold their shields together as a defence

against the missiles ; and so with great difficulty crossed the river Caicus."

In the Commentaries of Hirtius (African war ch. xv.) it is stated that

" the legions being surrounded by the enemy's cavalry were obliged to

form themselves in a circle, and fight as if enclosed with barriers."

The same formation was known to medieval times, being mentioned



in the account of a battle fought between the English under the Saxon
king Harold and the Northmen under Tostig, A. D. 1066. It is not a

little singular, if the digression be permitted, that the circular formation

of the ancient Egyptians should have been recently revived in the U. S
Army (see School of Battalion, ^ 535 Upton's Infantry Tactics.) " On
the order : Rally by Divisions, the companies close in quick time towards

the centre of division, and form a circle to the rear of the line, &c., &c."

The hollow square also was known to the ancients, being particularly

mentioned in the account of the disastrous retreat of the Greeks under

the unhappy Nicias, after their terrible series- of reverses at Syracuse.

From the fact of the shield being carried on the left arm, the right

remained uncovered, hence the right was considered the point of danger

and consequently the post of honor. This idea prevailed both in the

army and in the fleet, the command of the right wing in line being re-

garded as the highest distinction. Now it will be found that these

several tactical formations of the army—the line for the order of battle,

the column for facility of movement, the echelon or wedge shape for

strength, the circle for defence—constituted in the main the several

orders of naval tactics also.

The earliest authentic record of fleet evolutions is given by the

" Father of History " himself. About twenty years before the battle

of Salamis, or 500 B. C, Dionysius the Phocsean took command of a

fleet belonging to the Ionian Greeks. Whereupon "he proceeded every

day to make the ships move in column and the rowers to ply their oars

and exercise themselves in breaking the line" (Herodotus Bk. YI.

12.) While this is the earliest example furnished by history of the

practice of a regular system of tactical movements by a fleet, it for-

tunately presents at the same time the clearest indications of what

those movements were. The passage is valuable also as showing

that thus early the breaking of the enemy's line was a cardinal point

in the system of naval warfare.

A few cases selected at random from various authors will illustrate

the principal fleet formations of the ancients. On the invasion of Greece

by Xerxes, the Persian admiral brought his fleet down the coast of

Magnesia in " Column of Eights ", the Greek phalanx in Column.*

* To avoid encumbering the text, the more striking points of similarity

between the ancient and the modern systems of naval tactics Avill be in-

dicated by foot notes : thus, the " Column of Eights " of the Persian fleet could

be formed by signal No. 138 of the U. S. naval signal book, which is based

on Fleet Tactics under Steam, by Commodore Parker.
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In one of the battles off Arteraisium, where the Confederate Gi,-eek

fleet covered the right flank of Leonidas at Thermopylae, the Persian

line-of-battle was in the form of a crescent—the concave order of the

army. The Greeks, greatly inferior in numbers, at a signal, brought

the sterns of their ships together, turning their prows on every side

towards the barbarians so as to form a circle—the circular formation of

the army—" after which, at a second signal,* though closely pressed

they darted out and fell bravely to work." (Herodotus). On the fall

of Thermopylae, Artemisium ceasing to be a strategic point, the Greek

fleet passed down the straits of Eubia in column, in inverse order,

the left wing leading.

But it is not till we reach the Peloponnesian war that we read of

those tactical evolutions which, for rapidity, and precision of execution,

command our admiration to this day.

The triremes were the line-of-battle ships of the i^eriod. As they

were all homogeneous, that is ail built on the same lines and pro-

pelled by the same means, their arcs of evolution were equal ; hence

were practicable, with a numerous fleet, movements which, these ele-

ments wanting, could only result in endless confusion.

Moreover, the endurance of the rowers and the high rate of speed at

which they could propel the light triremes, rendered a certain celerity

of movement possible which at this day is difficult to realize t. When
to this it is added that the exercising of the fleet was incessant, it may
readily be understood how a master mind, no uncommon thing in that

age of high intellectual development, could manoeuver a vast fleet as

though it were a perfectly adjusted machine.

In a battle off Naupactus (the modern Lepauto\ in the third year of

the Peloponnesian war, we find the Lacedemonian fieet passing up the

straits in " Column offours," | and, at a signal, suddenly swinging into

line of battle by " Fours left wheel,"
||.

* How these signals, so frequently alluded to by Herodotus and Thucyd-
ides, and evidently so efficacious for the manojuvering of a large fleet

were made, is fully explained in Potter's American Monthly, April, 1877.

Article, Signals and Signalling.

t
" La grande vitesse que Ton put obtenir de ces navires, (triremes) victesse

qui, d'apres qnelques circonstanees bien connues, pouvait atteindi-e deux
lieues marine a rheure." (Onze kilometres—equal to 6.8 statute miles.)

Essai sur les navires a rangs de rames des Ancneus. Par P. Glotin Ex.
Lieut, de Vaisseau. Paris; Arthur Bertrand, 1862.

X Signal No. 1 11. 1| Signal No 409.



lu the battle off Cynossema in the Hellespont, the tactical skill of

Thrasybulus, commanding the Athenian fleet, and that of Mindarus,

commanding the Pelopounesians, are finely displayed. The Athenians

leaving Elceus, near the mouth of the straits, pulled up the European

shore, in seventy-six vessels, towards Sestos (to the northward and east-

ward,) in " column of vessels," * the left wing leading.

Thrasybulus, a distinguished Athenian, commanded the right wing,

now the rear.

The Peloponnesians on their part had eighty-six vessels. The right

was held, by the Syracusans, esteemed at that time the best fighters ; wing,

the left, wdiich was also the van, aud contained the fastest ships, being

under the command of Mindarus himself. The Pelopounesians, putting

out from Abydos, on the Asiatic shore, extended their line, also in

"Column of vessels," towards Dardanus, or to southward and west-

ward, their object being to envelope the Athenian right, to prevent

liis escaping to the open sea, and to drive his centre on the shore.

The Athenians, observing this, reversed the right wing, f and pulled to

the southward and westward, to avoid being out-flanked. The left wing

however, continuing on towards Sestos, had now passed Cape Cyuos"

senia, shutting out the other wing, and leaving the centre a weak line

of scattered ships. The Peloponnesians, fell upon the centre, drove

the ships aground, and landed to follow up the advantage. This par-

tial success of the Peloponnesians, by carrying them too far, threw

their Hue into confusion. Thrasybulus then ceasing to extend his

wing, brought his vessels into line by " Wing by the left flank,"J fell

upon the enemy, and, having put them to flight, attacked the victo-

rious but disordered centre, and thi-ew it into a panic.

The Syracusans had by this time given way to Thrasylus and his

left wing, and now took to flight on seeing the rest routed. (Thucydi-

des, Book VIII, 101—107.) The moral and strategic results of this

victory were very important to the Athenians. Depressed by the ter-

rible reverses at Syracuse only two years before, the present success

raised their spirits ; while a Peloponnesian squadron guarding the coasts

of Eubcsa, which had revolted from Athens, had now to be called to

the Hellespont, to strengthen the shattered forces of Mindarus.

This battle is the last recorded by Thucydides. As an admiral of

the Athenian navy his descriptions of sea-fights are particularly valu-

= Signal 54. f Signal No. 436. t Signal No. 298.
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At the battle of Arginusre, the Athenian fleet was drawn up in three

grand divisions. The right wing was composed of sixty ships divided

into four squadrons of fifteen each, two squadrons in the front line and

two in the rear line as supports.*

The centre was in a single line, but one of the isles of Arginusae (in

its immediate rear) gave it great strength ; the left wing was similar in

its disposition to the right.f The object of this particular formation

was to prevent the enemy from practising those manoeuvres known as

the Diekplous and Periplous, and causing injuries which the trireme

was well calculated to inflict but not to receive. Diekplous, from dia-e-

pled, to break through, meant to break through the enemy's line for

the purpose of turning and ramming this ships in the flank or rear,

or raking his oars from abaft. Periplous, from peripleb meant the sail-

ing round the enemy's fleet, to reach his rear by a flank movement,

for the same purpose of ramming in the more vulnerable parts, or of

cutting away his oars.

The proximity of the land ensured the centre against the diekplous,

while the rear line on the wings, like a second line of infantry, support-

ed the advance. The Peloponuesian fleet bore down to the attack in a

single line. The battle was obstinately contested, but the Athenians,

owing to their strong position, gained a complete victory. | The tri-

reme, having its bow specially designed for ramming, was, in the hands
of a bold and vigorous crew and managed by skillful ofiicers, the real

* Sig., No. 310.

t Since writing the above we have read with much pleasure the lecture

on " Ancient Naval Tactics " by the Rev. Ed. Warre, M. A., before the
Royal United Service Institute, London, Journal of the R. N. S. I. No. 88.

The Reverend lecturer forms the wings of the Athenian fleet in columns of
divisions. If his interpretation of Xenophon be correct, the Athenians were
guilty of a great tactical blunder, which even their success does not excuse.
The probability is that each wing w\as formed in a double line, with thir-

ty galleys in the front, and thirty in the rear, as stated in the text.

t There was an unfortunate sequel to this great victory. Six of the Athe-
nian Captains were, on their return, brought to trial for not rescuing the
unfortunates left clinging to the wrecks, a gale coming on at the time.
They were found guilty and condemned to drink hemlock. Like poor Byng
of later times they were the victims of party politics

!

^
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weapon of attack, a condition wliich rendered it necessary that, when

in an attitude for battle, the weapon- should be pointed towards the en-

emy ; and on this theory their system of tactics was based.

The battle once joined, it was by extraordinary strength and precis-

ion of rowing, by rapid and sudden turns, by feints, and skillful hand-

ling generally, that the Athenian trierarch, or captain, sought to drive

the sharp beak of his vessel, against his enemy's side, or stern, or to

cut away his oars. Nor was its facility for stern-board the least notice-

able feature of the trireme. In a fight off Corcyra (Corfu), Nikostratus,

commanding a squadron of but twelve Athenian triremes, did not hes-

itate to engage a force of thirty three Peloponnesiaus, although the lat-

ter had a division of twenty more near at hand.

The Athenian, having plenty of sea room for manoeuveriug, dis-

regarded the numerical superiority of bis adversary, more particularly

as two of his twelve triremes were the picked vessels of the Athenian

navy—the Salam'mia and the Paralus. Nikostratus, avoiding en-

tanglement with their centre, hung on their flank, and as he presently

managed to ram and sink one of their vessels the Peloponnesiaus formed

in circle and stood on the defensive.

The Athenians rowed round and round this circle trying to cause con-

fusion by feigned attacks, and they might have succeeded, if the re-

maining twenty Peloponnesiaus, seeing the proceeding, had not hastened

to join their comrades. The entire fleet of fifty-three triremes now as-

sumed the offensive, and advanced to attack Nikostratus, who retired

before them by hacking astern and keeping his ships heading towards the

enemy. In this manner he succeeded in drawing them away from the

h.arbor so as to enable most of the allies, the Corcyreans, to get safely

into port.

In the military schools of Greece the instruction was not confined to

the elementary branches of the art of war. Those who would excel in

the art were obliged not only to be tacticians but to understand the

greater and more remote objects of tactical movements, of a battle, a

campaign, or of a war. The general of an army was theref n-e called

Sfrategos, whence our word strategist ; while the commander-in-chief of a

fleet was termed Nauarchos Strategos, naval strategist. Indeed there

is abundant evidence to show that the Greek nauarchos, or admiral,

was very far from being ignorant of those principles on which the sci-

ence of war depends. From the battle of Lade to that of Salamis

during the miserable Egyptian compaign, from the fatal disasters of

Syracuse to the final catastrophe at -ZEgos Potamos, it will be found
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that most of the movements belonging to the grand tactics of the

present day were not unknown to the Greeks.

Severing an enemy from his base of operations, cuttini^ off his sup-

plies, breaking and doubling on his line, diversions, flank attacks,

turning the flank, throwing a heavy force on a single point and thus

beating him in detail, all seem to have been well understood; while

boarding, the use of boarding bridges, ramming, crippling by various

methods to prevent escape, grappling, surprises, feints, fire-ships (as at

Syracuse), nearly all the expedients, in short, known to naval battles

of modern times, save such only as depend on explosives for their ac-

tion, were practised at one time or another by the Greeks. They may
well be termed our masters in the art of war.

The Romans took their system of naval tactics from the Greeks.

In their first essay in sea fighting, however, being totally inexperienced

in the management of fleets, they attempted no manoeuveriug ; but,

closing at once with the enemy, they I'educed the issue of the battle to

a hand-to-hand conflict, in which Roman valor was sure to prevail over

the less hardy Carthaginian. Their earliest effort, on opening the first

Punic war, was not encouraging; but Duilius soon after g-ained ofT

Myle, one of those great victories which serve to mark an era.

It was here that the Corviis, or boarding bridge, " invented by some
one in the fleet,"—Polybius stiys,—but used by the Spartan Leotychi-

des, at Myeale, some 200 years befcjre, mainly contributed to the

splendid success. (260 B. C).

The Phoenicians were, by far, the better seamen ; but, besides their

greater energy and intellectual superiority, the Romans brought their

thorough knowledge of, and wide experience in military affairs to

bear upon their naval enterprises. Four years after the above, we find

the Romans to have greatly improved in their tactics. At the battle

of Ecnoraus the Roman fleet, having on board the choice of Roman
troops, was separated into four grand divisions, each bearing a double

name. The first division was called the^r.s^ legion and first squadron,

the second and third were similarly named ; while the fourth was

styled the triarli, the name given to the last division of the army. The
first and second squadrons, composed of men-of-war alone, formed the

right and left wings of the line of battle. The two admirals were in

the centre of the line; the one, Marcus Atilius Regulus, (of unhappy

memory), Roman consul and admiral, being on the left of the right

wing; the other, Lucius Manlius Volso, on the right extremity of the

left wing. In anticipation of an engagement, the two admirals drew
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ahead, the ships of their respective wings folhnviiig in succession, in

close order, bringing the two wings into the double echelon formation,

with the two admirals at the apex.* The third squadron, in line, and
having the transports in tow, formed the base of, and completed the

triangle.

The triarii, also in line, and so extended as to cover both flanks of

the advance, followed as a reserve. The Roman fleet numbered 330

line-of- battle ships—mostly quinquiremes (such had been the advance
in Naval architecture) and carried about 140,000 men.

The Carthaginian fleet, consisting of 350 ships and about

150,000 men, had three squadrons in line, their right extending well

out to sea with the view of enveloping the Roman left. The fourth

division on the left of the line, was well in with the coast of Sicily,

and formed in column of ships, concaved from the shore;* its design

being to pull up along the coast, and fall upon the right flank of the

Romans. The object of the wedge form of the Roman advance was to

pierce and break the enemy's centre; but the skillful and wily Cartha-

ginians retreated, in conformity to previous orders; drawing on the

1st and 2d legions and separating them from the line of transports and

the triarii. When the separation was deemed sufficient, the Cartha-

ginians, upon a signal from Amilcar, suddenly assumed the aggressive,

and fell upon their pursuers with the utmost fury. Hanno, in com-

mand of the right, now bore down on the left flank of the triarii, while

the inshore division, moving by the oblique into line,* fell upon the

Roman third legion and transports. Thus three separate and distinct

battles were raging at the same time. The fight was obstinate, and

the issue for some time doubtful. The Carthaginians were far super-

ior in the lightness of their vessels, and in their skill and rapidity of

advancing and retreating, and attacking on every side ; while the Ro-

mans relied for success on their steadfast courage and on their corvi.

The latter prevailed ; and having gained the victory and refitted, Reg-

ulus steered for Africa, the objective point of the Roman army.

In the history of the Alexandrian war we have an account of an en-

* Signal No. 240, or perhaps from Regains No. 229, and from Manlius

Volso, No. 228.

t In Mr. Hampton's translation of Polybius (London 1773) this squadron

is said to be formed in the shape of a forceps. It is hardly necessary to ex-

plain that no such order existed. It was the concave line pulling by the

right flank, thus forming a concave column.

; t Signal No. 304.
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gagemeut in which Cajsar himself coniinanded the fleet; bat as the

plan of the battle seems so similar to that of the Athenians at Argin-

usse, further description is unnecessary. In the history of the Great

Civil War there is much to interest the naval student, but little in-

sight into the prevailing system of tactics is given beyond the examples

already cited. It is much to be regretted that none of the writers of

antiquity thought it worth while to transmit to posterity a disserta-

tion on naval warfare ; but it was doubtless considered that a treatise

on the art of war embraced both the laud and the sea forces.

The battle of Actium scarcely comes within the range of critical

notice. Anthony, indeed, so disposed his fleet as to extort the com-

mendation of his great rival ; while the genius of Marcus Agrippa,

who handled the Roman fleet, was never more conspicuous,* yet the bat-

tle was thrown away. While victory still wavered in the balance Cleo-

patra sailed away and was speedily followed by " the noble ruin of her

magic, Antony." Perhaps the only useful tactical lesson taught by

this battle is in the advantage gained by the use of the light and swift

lihurme, adopted by the Romans from the Liburuians, over the heavy

and unwieldy galleys of Anthony's fleet.

We have seen in the great ''three-decker" and in the huge five mast-

ed iron-clads of our own days the same tendency to over-growth iu

ships of war, that existed among the ancients.

The foregoing examples have been selected from the history of naval

battles covering a period of nearly five hundred years, without regard

to order or political importance, and with the sole view of arriving at

some conclusion in regard to the system of naval tactics which prevail-

ed with the ancients ; or, more jDarticularly, with the Greeks and Ro-

* Plutarch has assigned to Augustus the command of the Roman fleet.

He did so command theoretically, by virtue of his position ; but he had no
capacity for naval afF:iir3. Agrippa on the contrary was one of the most
renowned and successful naval leaders of his age. Virgil, who Avrote the

-S^neid to please and do honor to Augustus, says, or sings, in allusion to the

battle

:

" With favoring gods and winds to speed,

Agrippa forms the line

:

The golden beaks, war's proudest mead,

High on his forehead shine."

The latter is an allusion to the corona navalis bestowed for a great victory

over the fleet of Sextus Pompey. For the victory of Actium, he received

the vexillum coeruleum, or sea-green flag.
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mans. The reader, Ave think, Avill have already anticipated us in the

deduction that their elementary tactics comprehended the three simple

orders of line, column and echelon, with the circular formation (equiva-

lent to the hollow square) for resisting the attacks of a superior force J

and that their line of battle was, what has been familiarly known iu

modern tactics under sail, as the line abreast, every ship heading for the

enemy, or in the direction of the attack. There were, also, flank, ob-

lique and perpendicular movements. The Greeks seem to have separat-

ed their fleets into the three divisions of van, centre and rear, when in

column; and right and left wings and centre, when in line.

The Romans had four divisions. The line, with both flanks thrown

forward, so as to form the concave order or crescent shaped line, was

often made use of, as it enabled the admiral, in the centre, to see both

wings, and facilitated the transmission of signals.

One of the most graphic descriptions of an ancient Sea-fight is given

by Polybius in his account of a battle between the fleets of Philip of

Macedon and Attains king of Pergamus. " Both fleets, he says, " turned

their prows the one against the other and, amidst the sound of trumpets

and the noise of animating cries, engaged in set battle." The crushing

in of the sides of great quinquiremes, and octoremes, the clashing of

huge oars as they intermingled in the fray, the shouts of the soldiers

and the cries of despair as the shattered wrecks subside beneath the

wave—all the din and confusion of a great battle in which the loss to

Philip alone was nine thousand men, are plainly discernible iu the pic-

ture he has so vividly drawn. Add to this the bursting of monster shells,

the explosion of torpedoes and the I'oar of escaping steam, and one may
gain some faint idea of what a modern fleet fight would be. In an ac-

count by the same author of the bold operations and final capture of a

Rhodian blockade runner, one might almost fimcy the scene taken from

the history of the blockade during the late civil war.

With the breaking up of the Roman Empire and the disappearance

of the ancient civilization, naval tactics with many other arts was buried

amid the crumbling ruin. AVhat those arts must have been we may judge

from the universal concurrence, of modern writers in comparing pro-

ductions of modern art with the master-pieces of antiquity as the high-

est standard of excellence. A modern historian, describing the battle of

Sluys, exhausts his praises when, in commenting on the skillful combi-

nations that distinguished the movements of the English fleet, he com-

pares it to " some master-piece of the Athenians." He could have

paid no higher compliment to the tactical skill of the English king.
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There seems to be but little doubt that the medieval navies revived

the naval tactics of the ancients. Outside of the Mediten-anean the

Norsemen were the great sea fighters, but the only approach to any reg-

ular system was in their custom of lashing their vessels together in line

to prevent the attack from breaking through.

The old chroniclers give us some interesting details in regard to the

fleet of Richard I, during his voyage to the Holy Land. On leaving

Messina the fleet was formed in the order of convoy. In the van were

three large ships laden with stores, on board one of which was the fair

Berengaria of Navarre, the betrothed of Richard, and placed under the

immediate care of his sister Joan, queen of Sicily. The second line

consisted of 13 ships; the third of 14; the fourth of 20; the fifth of

30 ; the sixth of 40 ; the seventh of 60 ; and in the eighth line Richard

himself brought up the rear in his galleys. In this irregularly shaped

wedge they proceeded to the eastward under sail. In the description of

a battle which took place a short time before this (1190) we are told that

the Saracens " brought out their galleys (from Acre) two by two (col-

umn of twos)* and preserving a seemly array in their advance rowed

out to the open sea to fight ; our fleet (the Christians) making an oblique

circuit to the left f removed to a distance so that the enemy should

not be denied free egress. " Our ships were disposed in a curve, (the

old concave order,) so that if the enemy attempted to break through

they might be enclosed and defeated." " In the upper tiers the

shields, interlaced, were placed circularly." So had the ancients done
;

and so early were the attempts to provide ships with armor to resist

missiles

!

In 1571 was fought the celebrated battle of Lepanto, which closes the

oar period in the ^Mediterranean. It had long since closed in the Atlantic.

The scholarly and fervid pens of Prescott and of Motley, and the crit-

ical analysis by the author of." Fleets of the World " have rendered this

battle familiar to the generality of readers. With all the splendor with

which the opposing fleets were arrayed, the immediate results of the

battle were, in a tactical point of view, " as barren," says Motley, " as

the waves upon which it had been won." " It is an error to speak of

the victory as barren" says Prescott, in quite a different sense, and re-

ferring to its remoter consequences, " for its vioral effect was greatly ad-

verse to the Turks, and from it dates the decline of the Ottoman Em-
pire." (Motley's Dutch Republic. Prescott's Philip II.) Both were

* Signal No. 74. f Signal Left oblique.
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right. The remarkable feature of the battle was in its being among

the very first of sea fights where heavy ordnance was employed.

Both fleets, we are told, were formed in the concave order, such as

we have seen in the fleet of the Persian Megabetes ofi' Artemisium. As
the line of battle of that day required every ship to be heading towards

the point of attack, the guns, to be effective, had to be placed so as to

fire in the same direction ; but, as vessels were still liable to be rammed,

guns had to be placed in the sides and sterns also, to bear upon an ene-

my, making an attack from astern or abeam. Thus they had at this

early day a practically full circle of fire. In this fight too, was clearly

demonstrated the great advantage of a few guns of heavy calibre, over

a larger number of lighter weight.

Although sails had been used, and several battles fought under sail,

befitre this time, yet counting from Lade to Lepanto, we may consider

the oar jDeriod to cover a space of a little over two thousand years.

From the study of the operations of the Navies of antiquity, the stu-

dent should pass to the histories of the Italian Navies. The protracted

Naval wars between the sister republics of Venice and Genoa, are re-

plete with lessons in tactics and strategy.

Sail Period. It must not be supposed that the oar period terminated

abruptly, nor that that of sails sprang suddenly into existence. * Oa
the contrary two hundred and thirty years before Lepanto, Edward III,

had carried his fleet in under sail, and liad fought and won the great

battle of Sluys, already referred to. At the battle of Damme, the first

great fleet fight bel^veeu the English and French, the English had " sailed

in " over a hundred years previously ( 1213 ). In both of these battles

it must be observed that the attack was made on ships at anchor. The

first regular sea fight under sail in English history occurred off*the North

Foreland, ( Aug. 1217 ), between an English squadron commanded by

Hubert de Burgh, and a French force commanded by the famous

Eustace the Monk. With a fresh southerly wind the French were

"going large" and steering around the North Foreland ; the English

kept their luff" as if bound for Calais, and having gained the wind of

the French squadron, they bore down on them, threw their grapnels on

board and fastened the vessels together. After fighting for some time

the English boarded, and, cutting away the rigging and halliards, with

axes, " tiie sails fell over the French. " After tliis the enemy made but

* The change from tlie one period to the other was so gradual that the

tactics under oars was for a time applied to fleets under sail. Sixteen years

after the battle of Lepanto the great Spanish Armada sailed up the English

channel in the ancient crescent shaped, or concave order.
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little resistance, were defeated with immense slaughter, and many of

the vessels were sunk by being rammed with the iron prows of the

galleys. It will be seen by this that from the very first the English

sought to obtain the weather gauge ; and, further, that the cutting away

of the halliards was but a repetition of the stratagem made use of by

the Romans under Caesar, who, in the great sea fight with the Veneti, cut

away their halliards with falces, and by thus letting down their' sails

prevented their escape, * But with the introduction of ordnance, the

gradual increase in the number of sails and masts, including the bow-

sprit, and the greater size of the war vessels, a radical change necessarily

took place in naval tactics. Ramaiing under sail, was not practicable;

nor was it desirable to run along-side and grapple. Instead of the sim-

ple and precise tactics of the ancients, whereby the change from one

order to another could be performed with almost mathematical exactness,

the inconstant wind now became the prime element on which tlie speed

and direction of the fleet were mainly to depend. The interim between

ancient and modern tactics lasted, reckoning froniLepanto to the battle

off the Texel, 94 years.

In sailing vessels the offensive weapons being placed on the side

of the ship, and the ship being under better control when by the

wind, it was natural that when two or more vessels were operating

together they should form for battle in a close hauled line ahead.

Sailing inline ahead, six points (in actual practice seven points ) from

the wind, became, therefore, the technical order of battle. It is obvious

from this that two fleets engaging on the same tack would find them-

selves on parallel lines and at right angles to the direction of attack.

It was not however until 1665 that this order of battle, and the various

orders which grew out of it, were regularly systematized. " This order

of battle, " says Paul Hoste, " was exactly observed for the first time

in the battle off the Texel, where the Duke of York defeated the Dutch

on the 3rd June, 1665, and it is to him that we are indebted for it in

all its perfection." AVe have the testimony of James II himself on this

point.

" On the 15th of March, 1665, the Duke of York went to Gunfleet, the

general rendezvous of the fleet, and hastened their equipment. He or-

dered all the flag officers on board with him every morning to agree on

the order of battle and rank. In former battles no order was kept,

* This practice was continued by the French of modern times, who
always lired high to cut away the enemy's spars and rigging.
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and this, under the Duke of York, was the first in which fighting

in a line and regular form of battle was observed. " (Autobiography

of James II). Such was the origin of the famous " Fighting and

Sailing Instructions" so often quoted. It does not seem that they were

ever given to the public, though they continued to be the rule and

guide for British admirals for many generations.*

Thirty-one years after the instructions were issued, or in 1696, Father

Paul r Hoste wrote his modest preface in Toulon. "The Marechal de

Tourville has communicated his ideas to me," he says, " and ordered

me to compose a treatise on a subject which, I think, has not yet been

treated of. " This treatise, giving " clear, simple and practical rules

for naval evolutions, drawn from mathematical principles, " is admitted

by English writers to be " the root from which all other works on naval

tactics have grown." Notwithstanding the confessed merits of Paul

Hoste's work it was considerably over a century before a respectable

translation of it appeared in England !

In 1762 was published Lieutenant Christopher O'Bryen's English

translation of the 1st and 5th parts of Paul Hoste's work ; and in 1790

Mr. John Clerk's Essay on Naval Tactics appeared.

The discussion which Lord Rodney's manoeuvre of cutting through

the French line in 1782 gave rise to, on the question of originality,

shows how little attention had been given to the study of the art of

war in the English navy at that day. Clerk's essay served its pur-

pose, however, in calling attention to the subject of a manoeuvre which

had long been practised by most of the great naval captains ; and he

is deserving of credit for first enunciating the principle in an abstract

form. In 1834 an English translation of Paul'l Hoste by Captain J. D,

Boswell, R. N. was published ; a work which at once took its place as

a standard text book on Naval Evolutions under sail.

The introduction of steam as a motor power terminated the. sail pe-

riod which had lasted, reckoning from the battle of Lepanto, to the

battle of Lissa, the first important sea-fight under steam, 295 years.

Steam Period. In naming Lade, Lepanto and Lissa, it is to be un-

derstood, that they are arbitrarily assumed merely for the purpose of

marking the great tactical eras. Considering the duration of the pre-

ceding periods, the changes of late years have been rapid and import-

ant.

* They were printed for private circulation. One copy may still be seen

in the library of the Royal United Service Institute, London.
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Followiug the introduction of steam came increased power of ord«

Dance ; defensive armor ; the addition of the spur, the rostrum of the au-

cieuts, and the consequent disappearance of the bowsprit. In the Mon-

itor system these advantages culminated, with the addition of well pro-

tected-motor and steering power, a practically full circle of fire, and the

exposing of the least possible surface to hostile shot. The Monitor was

the crystallization of forty centuries of thought on attack and defense

and exhibited, in a singular manner, the old Norse element of the

American Navy : Ericsson (Swedish, son of Eric) built her ; Dahl-

gren (^Swedish, branch oj a Valley,) armed her ; and "Worden (Swed-

ish Wordig, Worthy) fought her. How the ancient Skalds would have

struck their wild harps in weaving such names in heroic vei'se ! How
they would have written them in "immortal runes!"

The successful encounter of the Monitor with the Merrimac effected

a sudden and complete change in naval warfare, and gave an impe-

tus to the construction of defensive armor and the manufiicture of

heavy ordnance entirely without parallel in the history of the world

But as the monitors were designed for coast and harbor defense and

not .for navigating the open sea, they cannot be classed, in a tactical

point of view, as vessels that can take their places in the line of battle

on the broad ocean.

It is to Lissa, therefore, fought on the 20th July, 1866, between

two squadrons of sea-going ii'ou clads, in which the spur was effactive

ly used, that we must look for marking the new era.

Among those who undertoolc, in the earlier days of steam navigation,

to devise a system of tactics suited to the change in the mode of pro-

pulsion, Sir Howard Douglass seems to have been one of the few who

approached the subject in the true spirit. Educated as a soldier and

with a strong proclivity for naval affairs, he was peculiarly well quali-

fied for the task. He followed instinctively the very course into which

the ancients had been led by force of circumstances ;
and applied the

rules of the military art to the military movements of a fleet. Though

written in the early days of the Steam period, " Naval Warfare with

Steam" has lost none of its value as a text book. But it deals chiefly

with the tactics of battles, leaving the work, as a whole, incomplete.

What was wanting in the work of Sir Howard Douglass, however, has

been supplied by Commodore Parker, who has deduced a system of

elementary fleet tactics under steam, which, while it fulfills all the novel

conditions imposed by recent changes, is yet so perfectly adapted to the

end in view that it is difficult to see how it could be altered to advau-
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tage. Now, Commodore Parker attained his results just as Sir How-
ard Douglass had done, and in a manner analogous to that of the

Greeks of twenty three centuries before, by applying in this ease, the

elementary movements of field artillery to the movements of a flotilla.

That the system of naval tactics of the oar and the steam period

should be similar will strike no one as extraordinary who for a mo-

ment reflects that as the two methods of attack require the same tech-

nical order of battle, the systems growing out of that order must, in

their most perfect form, be the same. The numerous foot notes given

in the description of the ancient tactics have already defined the pres-

ent system. The new line of battle is given on page 10, fig. 1. "Fleet

Tactics under steam", where the several vessels are supposed to be

heading in the direction of the attack.*

Having established his line of battle, the author of the work referred

to judiciously ignores the nomenclature of the late system of sail tactics,

substituting therefor the terms used for similar formations in the army.

The old "line abreast" gives place to the " line ;" the " line ahead" to

"column," and "lineof bearing" or "bow and quarter line," to "echelon"

(single and double.) Those three formations, then, and the movements

necessary to pass from one to another constitute, in the main, the ele-

mentary tactics designed by that officer and adopted by his government.

Commodore Parker makes some valuable suggestions in regard to the

Commanders-in-chief, whose r6le, he justly observes, (page 219) approx-

imates to that of the General. " He should take post, whence, with-

out being an active participant in it, he may overlook the battle" and

direct his forces.

It was the indiscreet valor of the Spartan Callicratidas and a false

idea of his duty as Commander-in-chief, that cost him his life, and con-

tributed largely to the loss of his fleet at Arginusa3. For his conduct

on this occasion, and his answer to the advice not to attack the Athe-

nians, that " he could not fly without shame," he was severely criticized

by both Cicero and Plutarch (although the latter extols him as of all

Greeks the most worthy of admiration) ; for he sacrificed his fleet and

the interests of his country to his own reputation for personal courage."}"

* It is A'ery evident from this order of battle that the modern ship of the

line must have a full circle of fire, as at Lepanto. That every vessel of

war is now fitted for ramming is assumed as a matter of course.

t Plutarch in his life of Pelopidas makes some very just observations on

this subject. Contrast the reply given above with that of " Old Antigo-

mus "— : The latter has the true Nelsonian ring.
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Philip, (son of Demetriu?,) during the great sea-fight with Attains,

alread}'- referred to, withdrew in a small vessel from the heat of battle,

and took his station whence he could survey the entire scene of con-

flict. This enabled him to profit by the mistake of Attains, and to

capture the galley of that Prince. After the Corate de Grasse was

made prisoner in his flag-ship, the Ville de Paris, in 1782, the French

Government issued orders to the effect that Commanders of squadrons

should do precisely what Commodore Parker here recommends. It

was in consequence of this order that De Suffern, some months later,

shifted his flag to the small frigate Cleopatre in one of the battles with

Sir Ed. Hughes. Admiral Porter always preferred, during battle,

to be on board a small and fast steamer. This enabled him to view

his entire line and place himself wherever his presence might be

needed. At the bombardment of Fort Fisher he carried his flag

on board the Malvern, a small side-wheel steamer of 600 tons, that

had been captured in running the blockade, and purchased for the

navy.

In establishing the fact of a similarity between two tactical systems

widely sejaarated by time—more interesting to the speculative mind,

perhaps, than valuable to the student, there is no intention of holding

up the tactics of the ancients as worthy of imitation. Though we ac-

knowledge the Greeks to be our masters in the art of war, yet tactics

change with the change of weapons; what may have been admirable

in their day might prove, therefore, utterly inpracticable now. With
strategy it is not so. The capture of Sphacteria (Navarino) by the

Athenian fleet was a fine exhibtion of strategy. As a diversion it was

completely successful, bringing the Spartan Campaign in Attica to an

abrupt termination. It has justly been regarded as one of the most

brilliant coups of the Pelopennesian war. When Regulus defeated the

Carthaginian fleet he might have continued on, to assist in the invest-

ment of Lilybajum ; but he chose rather to cross over to Africa, mak-
ing a great strategic move, and one which, under an abler general,

would have resulted in the speedy reduction of Carthage. When Alex-

ander the Great crossed into Asia, had the advice of Memnon the

Rhodian been followed, and the Phoenician fleet sent to the Coast of

Greece as a diversion, the most splendid campaign in all history might

possibly have been spoiled. Any of these movements w^oiild be judged

skillful to-day.

The consummate strategy of Themistocles and Alcibiades are even

now commended. The principles of strategy are immutable. Agatho-
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cles, king of Syracuse, William the Conqueror, and Cortez, each in his

own time, landed on an enemy's shore and burned his ships behind him.

And so, to-day, any great leader, having the same motive, would resort

to an equally desperate measure.

In regard to the tactics of battles it is not intended to speak further

than to observe that there are certain general rules here too which are

unchangeable.

The parallel, the most ancient order of battle, for example, has been

condemned by military writers as the weakest of all. The parallel order

reenforced at one point, is, however, based on sound principles.

The oblique order, is the most approved. It gives many chances for

success, and provides, as far as possible, against mishaps, says Dufour.

"L'ordre oblique est I'ordre de bataille le plus usite, le plus savant, et

le plus susceptible de combiuaisous." ( Guibert, quoted by Sir Howard
Douglass). With the advanced wing reenforced it is particularly strong,

and in strict accordance with that principle so much dwelt upon, that

an overwhelming force should be thrown on one decisive point of the

enemy so as to crush that, and beat him in detail.

The double echelon is also a very strong formation, and its application

to a fleet is sanctioned by the enlightened judginentof Sir Howard Doug-

lass. Again, very great stress is laid by military writers on the necessity?

in eveiy case, for a reserve to reenforce a weak point, or aid in crush-

ing the decisive point. These ordei-s of battle are all applicable to a

fleet; while celerity of movement, the advantages of assuming the

offensive, great range and accuracy of fire, an unobstructed circle of

fire, and the presenting of the smalle.st target for the enemy's missiles,

all apply with equal force to naval operations as well as to those onshore.

Now all these points were clearly recognized by the ancients.

It would be folly, even were it practicable, to attempt to form the

new line of battle either with vessels that could not ram, or that carried

their guns in broad-side only. It would be equally unwise to attempt

to oppose short range guns to long ; or low to high speed. And, finally,

we are forced to the conclusion that the true way to study naval tactics

is to do so in connection with the study of Military and Naval history

and of the science of war as taught at the best military schools.

In the ardor of pursuing the theme we have been led somewhat beyond

the range of the volumes under consideration, and must come to an

abrupt conclusion. Full of historical research as these works un-

doubtedly are, the author himself teaches us, perhaps unwittingly, the

best and most practical lesson, in affording by his own scholarship a
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brilliant illustration of the change from the "rough and tough old Com-

modore " to the higher culture of the modern school.

Falconer, the Sailor-poet thought that going to sea made one stujoid

:

that at sea the intellect was " blasted in the barren shade."

" Sad Ocean's genius in untimely hour

Withers the bloom of every springing flower

:

Here fancy droops, while sullen clouds and storm

The generous climate of the soul deform."

However it may have been in his day of long passages under sail, it

certainly is not so in the steam period when more time is afforded for

study and reflection. We commend the careful perusal of " Fleets of the

World " to our young officers who are, in time, to mould our fleet and

shape its destinies, in the hope that, at least so far as the economy and

efiiciency of the Navy are concerned, we may look confidently to the ful-

fillment of the celebrated prophecy that,

" The young America will soar to be what Athens was."
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Gentlemen :—With the introduction of the 8 inch converted rifle,

the LTnited States Navy has taken its first decided step in the practical

development of a system of rifled ordnance ; and it becomes a matter

not only of interest but of the greatest importance to all naval ofiicers,

that they should be able to form a rational opinion of the value and

probable results of this first experiment. We are all aware that in the

composition of this ship's battery there is but little that is original with

Americans; and in considering its details, those who have but lightly

followed up the progress of rifle development in Europe find them-

selves lost in a maze of inquiries. Why, for example, is the Palliser

mode of conversion taken instead of the Parsons ? Why do we insert a

tube into a gun of a large calibre instead of rifling and hooping an 8

inch smooth-bore on the old French plan? Why do we convert guns at

all? If we build them, should they be of steel like the German, steel

and wrought iron like the English, steel and cast iron like the French,

or cast and wrought iron like our own Parrott guns? Should we have

breech or muzzle loaders ; mechanical fitting, expanding or compres-

sing projectiles; regular or increasing twist, square headed or pointed

solid shot &c.?

I wish that it were in my power to satisfactorily answer all or even a

great part of the perfectly rational questions that might be asked on
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the subject of the proper system of ordnance to be adopted ; but as

ordnance stands to-day, apparently so nearly perfect and yet devel-

oped in different countries in systems almost directly opposed to each

other in details, no one can do more than carefully review the courses

pursued by different nations ; become acquainted with the difficulties

that have been encountered and with the changes that have been in-

troduced to surmount them, and then, by comparing the systems, choose

such parts as seem most to embody correct principles, and combine

them into an economical and trustworthy system, Tliis is the course

which I shall attempt to follow in my lecture. To enter fully into a

discussion of the development of the different systems would carry me
far beyond the limits of an evening discourse ; I shall therefore restrict

myself to the history of rifled artillery, dating from the commence-

ment of the Crimean war, I shall take the systems as adopted in

France, England, Germany, Russia, Austria, Italy, and Spain, confin-

ing myself as much as possible to naval artillery, and follow each sys-

tem up from the time of its inception until the present ; and although

I may contribute no new ideas, I trust that such as I do express, will

be detailed connectedly and in such a manner as not to pi'ove a trial

to your patience.

In this historical record I give to France the place of honor, as I be-

lieve that to Colonel Treuille de Beaulieu of the French Artillery be-

longs the merit of having proposed the first successful system of rifling

for heavy artillery, about 1842, No opportunity or rather necessity

for the development of his ideas occurred until the breaking out of the

Crimean war when several experimental guns were put in the field and

embarked on the French cruisers. The first of these guns sent to sea

were of a calibre of 16 c. m,, or^ about Q\ inches. Although of the

16 c. m, calibre, these guns were cast to the dimensions of the service

22 c. m. smooth-bore ; that is, they were not unlike the old 68 pound-

ers, with 32 pounder bores. The twist of the rifling was from right to

left, the reason for this arrangement being that the naval firing-ground

at Gavre was on a beach with the water on the right, so that had the

twist been to the right, projectiles would have drifted into the water and

their records would thus have been imperfect. It would be well to remem-

ber this point, as at the present time the French navy rifle is the only

one in the world aside from a few unimportant Italian field-pieces, hav-

ing the twist from right to left. Their own army guns are all rifled

in the opposite direction. They had two grooves of a regular twist,

the origin being at the front end of the chamber, and at the extremi-
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ties of the horizontal diameter. The reason of this arrangement

was that spherical as well as rifled projectiles might be used in the

gun without destroying the grooves ; since, as you know, the scoring

caused by the balloting of round shot in a bore is always at its bottom

and top.

The grooves were of a curved shape, the bottom being of a long ra-

dius and connected to the bore by sharper arcs, the loading and driv-

ing sides being similar. The studs on the projectiles were two in num-

ber, opposite the centre of gravity and cast in one with the shot, being

finished to a size and shape such as would enable them to move easily in

the grooves without jamming. This then was their first gun, and in this

shape the experimental one first tested at Gavre stood one thousand

rounds without bursting, while there was no noticeable deterioration of

the grooves until after the six hundredth. In the course of experiments

however, it was found that there was a great liability of the guns to burst

without warning and after only a few rounds, and in 1858 we find sever-

al changes introduced ; and here it is interesting to note the attempts to

cure the gun of bursting. It was noticed that fractures were deter-

mined in the grooves and near the seat of the shot ; so first we see the

ingenious application of the increasing twist, commencing at nothing,

so as to allow the shot to get started, and gradually increasing to the

full twist at the muzzle. Then, since the planes of weakness caused by

the grooves were opposite each other, we find another change, to three

equidistant grooves, the grooves being made shallower. At first the

origin of one of the grooves was at the top of the bore, so as to allow

spherical shot to be fired. But here was a new difllculty. The vent

opened into this groove, and the blast escaping through it rapidly de-

stroyed its edges ; so the position was reversed and the groove com-

menced at the bottom of the bore. Again, it had been noticed that

owing to the loose fit of the shot it wobbled or was irregular in its flight.

Here was introduced a decidedly novel improvement. The stud on the

shot was decreased in size and on its driving side a zinc attachment

was dovetailed. The object of this is plain. Zinc being very soft, when

the shot started the edge of the groove sheared it so that before going

far it became wedged firmly by the overriding of the stud. In order

to make this shearing process certain, the driving side of the groove

was cut square, the sharp edge being beveled off slightly to assist

the overriding. When this had been done a new trouble showed

itself. It was found that the sharp corner at the bottom of the driving

side made the gun liable to crack there, so we find them compromis-
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ing a little and making a curve at this angle. About this time the

army discovered the idea of centering shots on the simple principle of

the resolution of forces, and bear in mind the distinction between

their idea and that of Commander Scott which will be detailed farther

on. In the army, the driving side of the groove was made in an in-

clined plane perpendicular to the resultant of the forces acting on the

stud, so that the shot instead of depending on the shearing of the stud

for firmness, turned into a section of a smaller diameter. The navy

people saw a flaw in this idea in the great increase of strain on the

walls of the gun caused by the wedge-like action of the shot, so, as I said

before, they seem to have compromised by a curve on the driving side

of a less radius than that on the loading, thus making the bursting

strain less directly radial in its action. This groove, the idea of Naval

officers, was what is known as the "anse de pannier " or basket handle,

and is the one which under a modified form was adopted as the English

Woolwich groove. It was never changed in the French navy and is

the groove now used with their mechanical fitting projectiles.

While these experiments had been carried on, it had been found that

the zinc part of the stud did not need the iron reinforcement, so it was

abandoned ; the shot were cast plain and the zinc stud was afterwards

swedged into a countersunk hole. Ever since the commencement of

the experiments, great trouble had been experienced with the breaking

up of shot in the bore, and for a long time the trouble could not be ac-

counted for, as the shot were made of the best material ; but finally it

was found to be owing to the thumping of the shot in the bore. Re-

member that there was but one row of studs on the shot so that the

ends were free to wobble, and by bumping along the bore the base was

cracked, and of course the shot broke up.

The first suggestion would naturally be, apply another row of studs;

but this was impossible with the increasing twist, as botli sets would

not of course take the driving edge. To remedy this a smaller row of

studs or buttons was put on the rear of the shot in such a manner, that

when it was first entered into the bore the main studs and these " plaques

isolantes" or steadying buttons both rode in freely, but when the shot

was home, the stud being properly in its seat, the button bore hard on

the driving side. Being much thinner it sheared very easily and so al-

lowed the main stud to get a bearing and the shot came out straight.

This was an effectual remedy for the breaking of shot. We have now
brought the experiments down to 1859 at which time the 17 c. m. gun

was introduced ; this and higher calibers being given five grooves. At
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this time the idea of hoopiug guns was borrowed from England. This

was accomplished by turning down the reinforce of the gun until it was

cylindrical and then shrinking on hoops of soft puddled steel, the

hooped part at first only coming as far forward as the trunnions, but,

as charges and length of projectiles increased, the guns were cast with-

out trunnions, and these were made up with one of the hoops. Great

advantages were found from hooping. The gun was found to be great-

ly strengthened without the addition of much weight, the pieces did

not fly about much when the gun burst and it was found that the gun

would give a warning before bursting by a separation of the hoops.

In 1860, immediately after the adoption of hoops, experiments were

made in breech-loading and a system was adopted.

The gun being bored completely through was hooped, the last hoop

being much heavier than the others and made with greater care. The
breech mechanism was of the type known as the slotted screw. That

is, a male screw-thread being cut on the breech-plug and a female one

in its seat, three sectors of 60^ each were cut out so that the plug could

be pushed in and locked by one sixth of a turn. Through the axis of

the plug ran an arm having at its outer end a handle, which served to

push in or pull out the plug. On its inner end was a piece called the

gas-check carrier. This was of steel and all except the front- portion

was of the diameter of the plug seat. Three scores were cut in the cir-

cumference of this carrier corresponding to the screw sectors, which kept

the carrier from turning when the plug was in place. This was neces-

sary in order not to disturb the gas-check when it had been carefully

jammed into place. The gas-check was made of a single piece of sheet-

steel, hot pressed into shape. It was circular with a turned up and bearded

edge. A circular piece was cut from the centre and the check was held

in place by a broad-headed screw which made a tight joint. The breech-

block was hollowed out in order to make it as light as possible without

weakening it, but even this was not found sufficient to allow the block

to be handled easily. In order to overcome this difficulty a heavy piece

of bronze was bolted to the right and below the rear of the bore. This

piece of bronze had a groove, in which travelled a saddle so shaped as

to receive and hold the breech-block when withdrawn ; by pulling to

the right the block and saddle were slid aside and the bore was unmasked.

A small iron plate shaped to the bottom of the bore was then pushed

in until it took against the seat of the gas-check, so that its upper sur-

face was flush with the bottom of the bore and carried a prolongation

of the lower groove which served to guide the projectile to its seat in
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loading. There was danger, in loading, of pushing the projectile in too

far, and to remedy this a short section of the lower groove was cut back

making a little seat. On the projectile and alongside the " plaque iso-

lante" a smaller button was dovetailed which brought up in this seat

when the shot was home and was completely sheared off when it started

out. In 1866 the sliding saddle was changed to the hinged one similar

in its mode of working to that of our breech-loading three inch rifle. Since

with breech loaders it became necessary to use great care against pre-

mature discharge and firing with the plug only partially locked, an ar-

rangement was made which on locking caught and held the opening

lever. Near this was an arrangement through which the primer lan-

iard rove and was firmly held until the locking lever released it. In

addition, a small iron plate covered the vent until the breech was

locked. All these attachments worked automatically by being touched

by the locking lever when firmly in place.

At this time a slight change was made in the studs and grooves, the

former, for the heavier patterns, were made of brass instead of zinc, and

were a neat fit in the grooves when home. The grooves were made de-

creasing in depth from the seat of the shot to the muzzle so that the

studs were pinched slightly. About this time, 1865, breech-loaders

were definitely adopted as the service navy gun, and the calibres were

increased up to 27 c. m. or 10? inches. In 1865, Mr. Parsons, an Eng-

lishman, submitted a plan to the French government for strengthening

guns by inserting a steel tube from the rear. A gun strengthened on

this plan was tested at Gavre and showed a remarkable endurance.

The French seeing at once a great advantage in this idea adopted it

and worked it up. There was another point over which the French

had studied for a long time. It was well known that the violent rush

of gas through a windage ring causes quick deterioration of the bore.

Many plans had been suggested for overcoming this difficulty and the

first results from experiment appeared in 1871 when a new system was

adopted full fledged. The calibres established for this system were 32,

27,24, 19 and 14 c. m.,or V2\, lOi 9 4-10, 7 4-10, and 5 J, inches. These

guns like those already described were of cast iron and hooped, and in

addition were tubed on the Parsons plan, the tube being of Bessemer

steel tempered in oil. The length of the tube corresponded to the

length of the hooped section and it was secured in place by screw-threads

worked on the rear end. They were breech-loaders as already described.

The great change however was in the substitution of the compressing for

the mechanical fitting projectiles. The number of grooves corresponded
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to the number of centimeters of calibre, or, when this was an uneven

number, to the number plus one. I have called these grooves, although

properly speaking they were ribs, this name for the projections being

certainly more definite than the literal translation of the French term,

" rayures saillantes, " or projecting grooves. These ribs were equal-

ly spaced with square edges, the rib and bore being connected by an

arc of small radius. The twist was increasing. The projectile was fur-

nished with two belts, the forward one being of the diameter across the

ribs and simply serving to hold the nose of the projectile in place, the

rear one was of the diameter of the bore, the ribs cutting into it and

giving the twist to the shot. These belts were made of brass and dove-

tailed into the shot. This, then, is the gun as fully developed up to

the present time. It will be noticed that throughout the course of

this development, the French held fast to a cast-iron body for the gun.

They had two good reasons for it. First, there were no manufacturers

in France who could produce steel of a proper quality in the required

large masses and it would have been to the last degree impolitic to trust

to foreign manufacturers. Again, throughout the whole course they,

seemed to have an eye to the conversion of all their great stock of

heavy smooth bores, which in a measure accounts for the careful nurs-

ing of the cast-iron. Here is a point that may well be soberly consid-

ered by those ofiicers who sneer at the idea of doctoring up smooth

bores. If such you meet, you may well cite to them the example of

France, who is to-day contending for supremacy in ordnance power

making new guns of cast-iron and still using effectively her old con-

verted ones. I will here mention that the cast-iron system is not the

final one of the French. Steel is their metal and they are now slowly

introducing steel heavy guns, built I believe on the Vavasseur plan of

hooping. This change cannot be called completed yet, however, as the

steel is not considered fully enough worked up for the heavy calibres.

Another point of interest is the tenacity with which they clung to the

mechanical fitting projectile, doctoring studs and grooves and working

against great odds until the minds of experimenters were fairly forced

out of the rut they had been traveling in, when at once comes the radical

change to the compression system. To sum up the French develop-

ment then, that of the gun may be divided into five periods : 1st. that

of the old smooth bore converted into a rifle by cutting two grooves

in the bore, then the application of hoops to the outside, then the

change from muzzle to breech loaders, then the introduction of the

steel tube and finally the change now in progress, to an all steel gun.
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"With the rifling ; we have first the regular and then the increasing

twist. With the grooves ; first the similar sided curve and two

grooves, then the bluff* fronted followed by the anse de pannier groove,

the change to three and afterward to five grooves, and finally the mul-

tigroove system for the compressing projectile. With the studs; first

cast iron in one with the body, then zinc reinforced by cast iron, then

zinc alone, then the plaque isolaute, then the button for breech-loading,

then the brass snug fitting stud, and finally the belt.

I will now consider the English development. Before entering on

this part of the lecture I wish to emphasize the point, that in France,

while following the same system in the main, the army and the navy

worked independently of each other, each one building its own guns. In

England matters are managed differently. The navy at first had noth-

ing to do with the guns. They were designed, manufactured and even put

aboard ships by the army. Finally, after Commander Scott and a few

other naval officers had patiently labored until the war office was oblig-

ed to take some notice of them, the navy was allowed to suggest what it

thought proper for its armament ; but beyond that it has not been allow-

ed to go; as witness a request of the admiralty to the war office for a

gun that shall pierce twenty inches of iron at one thousand yards. Their

request was acceded to, and the army are now making the final experi-

ments with the navy eighty-one ton gun. I sincerely hope that Ameri-

can naval officers may always be given credit for being able to do their

own work, and I might add that I hope that they will see to it that

the credit is not misplaced.

We cannot witli the English rifle as with the French, enter at once

into the discussion of naval guns. Whether rifles were used aboard ship

during the Crimean war or not I am unable to state but I think not

;

the first bona fide English rifle, however, used in service was the Lan-

caster gun, so named from the system of rifling proposed by the inven-

tor Mr. Lancaster. The first of these guns tried at Shoeburyuess was

aji eight inch cast-iron gun strengthened at the chase and muzzle with

wrought iron hoops, the bore being oval in section. It stood the test

quite well and a number of eight inch and sixty-eight pounders were

immediately rifled but not strengthened and sent to the front. It had

been found that cast-iron projectiles would invariably break up in the

bore as there was no twist in their shape to correspond to that of the

bore nor could there be since it was an increasing twist. Wrought-

iron projectiles were, therefore, supplied. This type of gun almost com-

pletely failed, as the gun invariably broke up at the forward part of
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the chase. They were used, however, and quite effectively after the

chase had been blowu away as howitzers in the parallels before Sebas-

topol. Mr. Lancaster afterward changed the twist of his rifling to a

regular one and altered the shape of the projectile, but his system was

never able to contend with the others presented. About the time of

the introduction of the Lancaster gun Mr. Armstrong presented his sys-

tem of breech-loaders. These guns were found good in every respect

as field pieces and were formally adopted into service in 1858, Mr. Arm-
strong being shortly afterward knighted and appointed Superintendent

of the Royal Gun factories. In order to follow up the development

more clearly I will consider the changes in the different portions of

the gun separately, commencing with the development of the groove.

As before stated Lancaster's groove or rather oval bore with an increas-

ing twist proved a failure, and the next in order is Armstrong's style

of multigroove for compressing projectile. As submitted in his early

patterns, this groove was saw-toothed in shape, the driving side being

radial to the centre of the bore and the loading side curved off. The
number of grooves varied with the caliber of the gun from thirty-six

to seventy-six and bad a regular twist. This system of grooves for the

Armstrong breech loader has never been changed. In 1863 an Ordnance

Special Committee was appointed to decide upon the respective merits

of the Armstrong and Whitworth systems. In this contest three styles

of grooves were presented. Whitworth's was hexagonal, a form

with which you are no doubt all acquainted since it is one of the dis-

tinct features of his gun, differing from that of any other gun in the

world. Armstrong's grooves were, the one just described, and the shunt

groove for muzzle-loaders ; an ingenious arrangement for centering shots.

This groove was a double one, the driving half being shallower than

the loading, gradually growing into the latter towards the seat of the

projectile. The projectile being inserted into the muzzle with the studs

in the loading side went home quite easily, being shunted off to the driv-

ing side by a slight cant of the loading side at the bottom of the bore.

As in coming out it constantly met the driving side it gradually rose up

into the shallower part where it was firmly pinched and centered. The
result of the contest was in favor of the Armstrofig systems, that is the

breech-loader with the multigroove and regular twist, with lead coated

projectiles for the light guns and the muzzle-loader with shunt grooves,

regular twist and soft metal studs for the heavier. Both of these pat-

terns were introduced at once into the navy. The shunt groove was

found objectionable in the following points.
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It was complex, requiring great care in cutting. Ths projectile met

with a sudden increase of resistance which endangered the life of the

gun at its weakest part, near the muzzle, and the studs tended to over-

ride the grooves thus making the accuracy uncertain. As at this time

the government had decided to adopt muzzle loaders for the heavy-

calibres, it became necessary amongst other things to find a suitable

groove. Guns rifled on different principles were submitted to a compet-

itive test. The most prominent of these systems were the Lancaster,

Whitworth, Armstrong, Scott, Britten and French ause de pannier. I

will here remark that of the ten or a dozen systems submitted but one

was due to the genius of a British officer, that of Commander Scott of

the Royal navy. His groove came very near winning in the contest

and met with unqualified praise. It was a centering groove, construct-

ed on scientific principles and certainly accomplished all that was de-

manded of it. The system submitted by Britten was suspiciously like

our own Parrott rifling, being equally spaced rectangular rifling intend-

ed for a projectile with an expanding base-ring. It was condemned on

account of the liability of the base-ring to fly to pieces. The contest

resulted in favor of the Scott and Fi'ench systems, Whitworth's being

inseparable from his gun. Of the two successful grooves a compromise

seems to have been made resulting in the Woolwich groove, which dif-

fers but slightly from the French navy groove. This is the gx'oove as

it stands to-day for all muzzle-loaders in the English service save the

old Armstrong shunt guns which are still in use although none are

manufactured. With regard to the pitch of the rifling, Armstrong had al-

ways used a regular twist but when the French groove Avas adopted the

increasing tsvist seems to have been taken with it. Later, however, a re-

turn was made to the regular twist for all guns below a calibre of seven

inches, above that the twist is increasing in order to distribute the

strain better along the bore. I will now turn for a moment to the

projectile. The segment shell, familiar to you all, was of Armstrong's

invention and intended simply to present solidity enough for impact

with breaking up power enough to serve also as shrapnel. The outer

coating of lead of this projectile was about 1-10 of an inch in thickness,

into which the grooves or fine teeth of the rifling cut. This shell was

only used with the breech-loader. For the shunt gi'oove a double row

of gun metal studs was used. Studs are of course necessary with the

Woolwich groove and since the twist is increasing for the heavier cal-

ibres, the rear studs served simply as bearings for the rear of the projec-

tile, while the front studs gave the spin to the shot. For a long time great
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trouble was experienced with the action of the projectile. No doubt all

of you have often read the discussions on the wobbling of the shot, and

the battering of the bottom of the bore. Steel tubes were found to crack

and become used up much faster than their strength seemed to war-

rant, and for a long time the excuse of poor steel was made ; but evi-

dently this excuse would not answer, for two reasons. First they used

the best steel in the world and then the tubes always split in the same

place. The true reason was this. Owing to the increasing twist, the

rows of studs had to be quite close to each other to prevent the rear

ones from overriding the loading side of the groove, so that the projec-

tile was almost hung by its middle. It will be remembered that the

French found difficulty with their single row of studs, in the shot

breaking up through wobbling and they prevented it by adopting

the "plaque isolante." Just why the English did not do the same thing

long ago, I do not know, unless it was through obstinacy of the artil-

lery officers who would not give up their plea of weak steel. However,

they were all the time seeking a remedy not for the steel, but for the

projectile and finally found it in adopting what they call a copper gas

check, that is, a copper disc is bolted to the base of the projectile,

which, if the projectile tends to thump, acts as a soft fender while be-

ing expanded by the explosion it stops up the windage ring and stead-

ies the base of the projectile. This is the condition of the projectile at

present, and if my opinion can be considered worth anything I should

say that at least with the calibers below twelve inches it would be

better to drop their mechanical fit projectiles and adopt the expand-

ing base-ring on our system, instead of making a compromise between

the two. If their copper gas-check can give the spin to their pro-

jectiles, and it certainly ought to if properly applied, the studs are

useless. In 1867, Major Palliser introduced the chilled headed pro-

jectile which only diflTers from others in having the head chilled in a

cast iron mould thus making it very hard. This is the present style of

armor punching shot. I will now go back to the development of the

gun. I mentioned that after the failure of the Lancaster gun, the Arm-

strong pattern was adopted. This gun was made up of a steel tube

strengthened by wrought-iron coils. The merit of strengthing guns by

hooping, in England, belongs to Captain Blakely, from whom I think

that there is little doubt that Armstrong took his first ideas. They had

a long controversy over the matter which was never definitely settled.

There is this much, however, in favor of Armstrong, that his hoops were

the first coiled ones introduced in England, and I think that the idea
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of coiled hoops instead of welded ones is his. His breech-closing appar-

atus consisted of a steel block which was dropped into a vertical hole

through the gun in the plane of the bottom of the chamber, and was

pressed against the bottom of the bore by a hollow tube working in a

screw-thread in the direction of the axis of the bore; the screw was set

up by a crank on its end, the crank being very heavy and working free-

ly through a small arc so that the joint could be tightened or loosened

by the shock of driving the crank around. This gun has remained al-

most unchanged ever since as a light piece for broadside and boat ser-

vice. The navy found a great deal of fault with it at first and to sat-

isfy this branch of the service, a mechanism of slightly different charac-

ter was introduced known as the wedge gun. This was found to be

worse than the other, however, and has gone out of service. In 1863,

an Ordnance Select Committee was appointed to decide upon the merits

of different systems of guns, projectiles &c., and in this contest Arm-
strong won. Many will doubtless remember the bitter newspaper war

that was waged from '63 to '70, on account of the decisions of this com-

mittee. Whitworth has always found many supporters, not only in

England but all over the world, until last year when his twelve inch

steel gun tested in France completely failed in endurance. In 1865,

the English government decided to adopt muzzle loading for all heavy

calibers, while for the lighter ones the Armstrong breech-loader was

retained. The Armstrong method of construction was also definitively

adopted. This was essentially the steel tube with wrought-iron coils,

the number and size of coils increasing with the caliber. The breech-

piece was forged in one, altering the direction of the grain of the iron

in order to give greater longitudinal strength. The coils butted against

each other and the layers covered joints. In 1867, Mr. Frazer modi-

fied the construction by doing away with the forged breech-piece and

substituting a few large coils for the many small ones. Shortly after-

wards Mr. Anderson farther improved the system by hooking the coils

and since then the system has remained unchanged. In 1863, Major

Palliser presented his plan for converting smooth bores, by means of

inserting a reinforced coiled wrought iron tube from the muzzle, and se-

curing it in place by a muzzle-ring. The plan was found to be excel-

lent in every particular and was at once adopted. All the old guns,

amounting I believe to about twelve hundred, 8 and 6 inch, that have

been converted and sent into service, are rifled on this plan ; with the

Woolwich groove of course. This then constitutes the main part of

the history of the development of rifled Ordnance in England. Un-
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like that of France we see that the original ideas are almost entirely

those of civilians, and they have been numberless. While the French

carefully worked out a system having an eye always to the strictest

economy, the English at once plunged into a series of costly experi-

ments. Puzzled ami distracted by the many and radically different

systems, it was with difficulty that she chose from the many a single

system, and although she finally succeeded, it has been at great cost

and has involved her artillery in a complexity of calibers and designs

puzzling even to the English. To name them all would be almost use-

less and I confine myself to the diflerent calibers of Naval Artillery,

omitting the patterns. The Armstrong breech-loaders are the 6, 12,

20, 40 and 64 pounders, and the 7 inch or 110 pounders. The muz-

zle loaders are the 7 pounder bronze and steel, 9, 40 and 64 pounder

Woolwich and the 64 pounder shunt guns, the 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and

12 inch Woolwich guns, to which will soon be added the 16 inch

making in all 19 patterns, not counting sub-divisions, as against the 6

or 8 in the French service.

The next country to be considered is Germany and you may thank

Herr Krupp and German economy that 1 cannot find systems and

changes enough to try your patience to a great extent. Prussia, like

all other European countries, has cari'ied on unimportant experiments

in rifling bronze and cast iron guns for the past forty or fifty years, but

I cannot find that anything worthy of mention was developed before

1859 or '60 when Krupp presented patterns of muzzle and breech load-

ers. The muzzle-loaders were at first cast-iron reinforced by steel and

afterwards steel guns, but I will omit descriptions of these as they were

soon dropped for breech loaders. Since that time this firm seems to

have enjoyed the monopoly of developing rifled ordnance in Germany

under the superintendence of government. The firm claims a secret

method of preparing their steel, but of late years the outside world has

inclined to the opiuion'^that the only secret about the metal is that the

firm are very careful, and strictly honest in their contracts. The first

style of breech-loading gun, presented by Krupp, as far as I have been

able to judge, Avas what might be called the infant from which the pres-

ent model has grown. The breech of the gun had a transverse slot in it,

square in front and hexagonal at the back. Into this slot a wedge

fitted, having pivoted at its large end a lever for loosening it after the

discharge. The wedge was lightened as much as possible and to save

the trouble of withdrawing it completely, a hole of the size of the bore

was cut out of the part of the small end that was masked by the wall
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of the gun when it was pushed home. I cannot warrant this descrip-

tion as being accurate, although it is taken from what purports- to be

Krupp's English patent. I am inclined to doubt its accuracy for the

reason that I think there must have been some kind of a lock on the

lever to hold the wedge in place during the discharge. I think also

that there must have been a small chain or stop attached to the wedge

to limit the withdrawal, so that the gunners could not accidentally

pull the wedge all the way out and let it drop on the ground. The

next pattern or possibly, it may be the first in point of time, was on the

principle of Wahrendorff 's mechanism, and here I will state that the

Swedish Baron Wahrendorff is the real father of the present Krupp
system, he having first shown the world the method of giving twist

to a rifled shot by means of the lead coat and compressing system, be-

sides the fact that his gun was similarin principle to the one about to be

described. This system, known in Prussia as the Piston closure, was

made secure by a keyed nut. The gun was bored completely through

and a smaller transverse hole was bored at right-angles to the bottom

of the bore. The breech-plug consisted of a heavy, short shaft with a

disc on the end not unlike a piston and rod. The disc being pushed in

from the rear formed the bottom of the bore when home. After it was

in place it was keyed by a heavy cylindrical bar fitting through the

transverse hole in the gun and a corresponding hole in the piston-

rod. A sort of door hinged across the face of the breech and when

closed the end of the piston-rod projected through it. On this end

a screw thread was cut and a sort of nut with a conveniently sized

handle when screwed against this door set all the parts tight against the

big transverse key. A chain attached to the key prevented it from

being drawn back any farther than was necessary to release the piston.

This system seems clumsy at first, but its manipulation was easy.

Suppose for example that the gun had just beeil fired. A half turn

back of the nut loosened the key which was pulled back the length of

the chain; then by pulling straight back, the piston was withdrawn

until the head struck the door which opened, swung the block aside

and unmasked the bore. This system bears date 1861. The next im-

provement was what is known as the Kreiuer system. In this a rec-

tangular hole was cut through the gun transversely at the bottom of

the bore. In this hole fitted two wedges having their inclined faces

towards each other. Now it will be easily seen that by pushing the

wedges in contrary directions the thickness of the two was increased

or diminished. A short round arm projected from one wedge having
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a screw-thread cut on it, on which worked a nut which i-ested against

the side of the gun. By turning this nut the wedge of course was

moved. The other wedge was held fast by a collar which clasped the

screw-shaft. The larger wedge was hollowed out on the masked part

so as to admit of putting the load through it without pulling the

wedges all the way out. This system was adopted in 1864 and is

still, I believe, in vogue for light pieces ; but when the heavy calibers

were built, the well-known cylindro-prismatic or Krupp wedge was

introduced. This was a single wedge, square in front and rounded at

the back. The rear section of the slot was inclined at a slight angle

to correspond with the slanting face of the wedge. On the back and at

one end was the locking arrangement which was nothing more than

a screw-shaft provided with half threads which travelled in female

threads in the gun wall. These served both to lock and to set up or

loosen the wedge. In the heavier calibers where the wedge is too heavy

to be manipulated by hand there is another screw-shaft with a full

thread working in the same manner in female threads and thus serving

to traverse the block in or out. This is the Krupp gun of to-day. In

the development of this idea we see, like the French, a system first care-

fully studied and adopted and then worked up. Unlike the French

though, it commenced with an entirely new gun and while the French

took cast-iron because they could not make the steel, and the English

chose steel and wrought-iron probably more on account of Arm-
strong's powerful influence and reputation than anything else, the

Germans went at once to work with the best and costliest material

:

they have brought forth an excellent system and apparently with

less hindrance and false experiments than other nations, but precisely

what and how many mistakes they have made it is probable no one

will ever find out.

Next in the order of naval importance comes Russia. At the time

of this rifle fever throughout Europe which may fairly be said to have

infected the whole continent in 1860, Russia was in a similar position to

the United States to-day. She had neither the work-shops nor experience

necessary to turn out a good and original system. But she was not be-

hind-hand in the race, and after a short examination of the different

growing systems she adopted the French
;
probably 'on account of its

simplicity and economy and its adaptation to smooth bores. By 1864

she had converted a great many of her smooth bores. Then came a short

season of muzzle loaders and shunt rifling which had as it were come
into fashion all over Europe, and she came near adopting the Armstrong
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svstem throughout; but after the German war of 1867 she became en-

amored of the Krupp system and definitively adopted it. For some

time she was totally dependent upon Krupp's factory, but with admi.

rable energy sheturned her whole attention to steel manufacture and

in 1871 she couldshow a breech loader made of steel, claimed to be better

than Krupp's. As far as experiment has been able to test it, it has

shown itself at least equal to it. For light guns the breech-block is ad-

opted from the Swiss system, which is almost identical with the Krupp,

except that the block is rectangular instead of cyliudro-prismatic. For

heavier calibers the Kreiner system is used, diifering from German guns

in having the locking screw between the wedges so as to work both in-

stead of but one, a simple and important improvement. For her heav-

iest calibers the Krupp system is used, diflering slightly in a few

minor details. For the comfort of Americans who so long clung to the

idea that the smashing effect of huge spherical projectiles was superior

to the penetrating effect of rifled ones, I will remark, that as late

as 1871 I believe, the heaviest of Russia's iron clads the "Czar Peter

the Great" was intended to carry a battery of twenty inch Rodman
guns which with the fifteen inch had been definitively adopted into the

Russian service.

Austria is the next country. In 1861, this country started out on

independent experiments with gun cotton, and for a time bid fair to

introduce a system of Artillery radically different from any other;

but owing to frequent accidents with the gun-cotton, the idea was

abandoned in 1869. She then found herself behindhand in the race

and looked about for some system to borrow. Her smooth bores were,

I believe, converted on the French plan while her navy was supplied with

Armstrong rifles. These form her naval battery now, the majority of

the guns being muzzle-loading shunt rifles. For light guus she adopted

Krupp's Kreiner system, but owing to its cost and the dependent posi-

tion it placed her in with regard to Prussia, she experimented with

guns of her own, and by 1874, General Uchatius had perfected his im-

provement in bronze, and light batteries of steel bronze were introduced.

The metal is ordinary bronze, cast in a sort of semi chill mould under

pressure, the ingots after boring beiug put in a state of tension by driv-

ing mandrils through the bore. It seems that this metal cannot be

applied to heavy calibers on account of the great cost of the large

masses, and it will probably not find its way into the navy in calibers

heavier than three inches.

We can hardly say that there was such a country as jnodern Italy
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previous to 1861. Her artillery at the time of the consolidation of the

kingdom was in a very mixed state and even Aow it is not reduced to

proper shape. In her navy, however, Armstrong guns are found al-

most exclusively, the majority being muzzle-loading shunt guns except

the very heavy ones which carry the Woolwich grooves. This country

cannot however be passed by without giving honorable mention to Col-

onel Cavalli of the Sardinian service, who in 1846 presented a reliable

breech-loader which until the rifle fever broke out found great favor

throughout Europe. It was a cast-iron gun with two grooves on Colonel

de Beaulieu's plan. The breech-closing arrangement was a simple

wedge, sliding transversely into place, but having uo lock to hold it. It

was always displaced by the discharge but never to a great extent. The

bore of the gun extended all the way through, and in case the wedge

stuck fast it was loosened by prying with a hand spike inserted from

the rear and fitting in a notch in the back of the wedge. There was a

handle on each end, one of them being formed in a loop so as to allow

the load to be passed through it.

, Spain has no artillery of her own. Her smooth-bores were con-

verted on the French plan with steel hoops, and in her Navy the Arm-

strong is the principal gun, although many Whitworth and Blakely ri-

fles are found. In making up her battery she did not appear to fol-

low any system exclusively but purchased as she needed from England.

I believe that she has no Ivrupp guns.

Her army however has made many good improvements in minor

points and they have facilities for building heavy guns. It is cheaper

however, to go into foreign markets.

I have thus reviewed the Artillery of the chief nations of Europe,

and find that there are three main systems. The French breech-load-

er, the English muzzle-loader, and the German breech-loader. All

others are offshoots from these, and the question that we have to settle is,

can we invent a better one of our own, or shall we adopt one of these.

Now let us see in what direction our prejudices lie. The Parrott gun

has been our only one, if we throw out the few rifled cast-iron guns

whith were only used on a small scale during the war. This Parrott

system did us good service during our war but the unfortunate explo-

sions at Fort Fisher may be said to have killed it, the more so as every

cue knows that it was only accepted provisionally,. until we could get

a better one. I think that if the question of efllcacy was put to vote

here now amongst you, the verdict would be an uiisparing condemnation

of a system based on the Parrott gun. I propose the English system
;
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and am I not right in the assertion that most here would shake their

heads at it? Have we not read the alarming tales of England's ceme-

tery of suicides? Do we not see almost daily complaints of the great

extravagance, the perversity of the English " artillery ring," the fliulty

studs, and the thousand and one other lame points heralded forth by

English journals ? And then are we not prone to say that her prin-

ciple is wrong ; that it is no use putting this stretchy wrought-iron

around steel. No, you say we should not take England's pattern as

long as even she is dissatisfied with it. And what do you say to French ?

Well we don't hear much about French guns, and then they use cast

iron, and haven't all the books for the past fifteen years been condemn-

ing cast-iron for rifles? Then again don't we know that France is go-

ing to use steel, as soon as she can make it of the proper quality? No,

that won't do. Well, how will Krupp's gun do. Now there is some-

thing like a gun. Steel is the best metal of all, that we know. Then

Germany certainly ought to know what is best, for has she not fright-

ened half the world with her military perfection ? Have not Russia,

Austria, Turkey, Egypt, Japan, Chili, Peru, and a dozen other nations

gone to her market for rifles? Does not Krupp boast that England

dare not bring on her system for a competitive trial, and have we not

ourselves seen that beautiful 35 c. m. gun, shining like a new dollar,

with a breech-mechanism that works to perfection ? That is the gun for

us—if we only could build it. But we can't make the steel. What
shall we do, for of all the systems that is the only one absolutely with-

out a flaw. I think that I make no false hypothesis in stating that these

are the opinions of the majority. But let us go slowly for a moment

and consider. Now you all are absolutely certain that cast-iron is not

fit for a rifle; that goes without saying. Well! At this moment, in

Italy, a gun of ninety tons weight, intended to throw a projectile weigh-

ing seventeen hundred and sixty lbs, with a charge of three hundred

and thirty lbs, is being built and it is to be made of cast-iron ; not

tubed, but hooped over the seat of the charge. Russia, to-day is build-

ing a sixty-four ton gun with a cast-iron body. France has already

her thirty-five ton breech-loading cast-iron guns. Would it not be

w.ell to hold back our judgments a little ? Hasty people are the ones

who have said that cast-iron is too weak, and while they have been

making an uproar^ the students have tamed the powder until the met-

al will hold it. So much for the boasted superiority of steel. And if

our cast-iron is strong enough, and it should be, for no country can

show better, Ave can throw Germany and England out at once.
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Do we want breech or muzzle loaders? This is a question that has

not been fully solved, but I think that we might go the way of the

world. This ninety ton gun that I spoke of is a breech-loader. The Rus-

sian sixty-four ton gun ditto. The French thirty-five ton guns the same,

and now, in muzzle-loading England, Armstrong presents his twelve inch

breech-loader. If then the navies of the world want breech-loaders, so do

we. In the same way and for the same reason let our breech-loaders be on

the French plan. All the heavy before-mentioned guns are, and when the

world agrees we had best follow. But you ask, why don't we make breech-

loaders ofthe eleven inch guns. It may be accounted for I suppose by quo-

ting the French saw "Le jeu ue vaut pas la chandelle." Those who

are in favor of putting breech mechanism in the eight inch rifle, must not

grumble at the three inch. You ask then, why make breech-loaders of

the one hundred pouuder Parrotts ? Go back to Fort Fisher and you will

see. The weak part is cut out and the gun strengthened and in making

a breech-loader of it we can see just how to make one that will be effect-

ual, on a larger scale. These eighty pounders, which I fear some are

inclined to sneer at before looking at, are experimental guns. We are

trying an experiment that we know will not spoil the gun and which

may better it. In fact, gentlemen, I think that I can state with certain-

ty that we are not engaged in foolishness in these few weak first steps.

Remember, you who would criticise, that criticism of ordnance is at

present delicate business for the best informed. We have converted

eleven inch smooth-bores into rifles on the Palliser system because after

a test of more than ten years it has proved to be as safe and efficient as

the best, and absolutely the cheapest method. We have made them into

eight inch insetad of nine inch because the difference in power between

the two calibers is not sufficient to counterbalance the increase in cost of

ammunition and the increased difficulty of handling the greater weight.

But with that weight of metal as it stands, eight inches is better than nine.

We have mounted those guns on hydraulic-recoil geared carriages just to

see for ourselves how to make such carriages for heavy calibers. And
now it remains to watch carefully for the result. Failure there cauuot

be, imperfect success there no doubt will be, and when that imperfec-

tion has been cured we shall be ready to take another step but not be-

fore. Another word and I will finish. I think that the majority of

those who only read of the progress of ordnance from time to time are

prejudiced in favor of the Krupp system. There is something sublime-

ly indefinite about it ; and just for that reason I advise you all to study

it closely. You know the minutest details of every English failure.
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French mistakes leak out, but if we go by what we casually see there

is no such thing as a faulty Krupp gun. The truth is this ; Krupp
could originally throw a greater strain on his steel gun than other na-

tions could on theirs and so when the battle began, the marvellous ve-

locities and calibres of Krupp took the world by storm ; but other na-

tions while holding to their systems, worked up their powder until they

also could get the high velocities, and now we see Krupp using steel

where cast-iron will do as well. I do not condemn this system in the

least, but I only wish to show to those who may be such firm believers in

German Artillery that while it may be the strongest in the world, that

very strength may be a weakness in that it increases the cost without

giving a proportional benefit. To those who favor England I suggest

a careful consideration of the immense difficulties that we must encoun-

ter in order to take such a system. We have no Government shops in

which such guns can be built. No private firm would uudertake the

construction with such slight guarantees as we could offer. Above all,

skillful as our mechanics are, they cannot at once enter into the con-

struction of such refined ordnance, and neither time nor expense can be

spared for instruction. Journalists have no doubt greatly magnified

the faults of the system but still the facts alone are sufjicieut to make
us hesitate about such a serious matter as the adoption of a system.

To those who favor the French system I offer the warning, that the life

of a French gun is short. Although it may be fully proved that cast-

iron can serve the purpose, it still is not safe with such powder as we
have or as others have. To hoop and tube a large gun requires expe-

rience and money, and we have neither. Finally with regard to trust-

ing to our own inventive genius ; we must beware of England. We
cannot encumber ourselves with false experiments and a multiplicity

of calibers. There may be a man in the interior of Kentucky who
never saw a ship, that might design a craft superior to anything afloat,

but still you wouldn't go to a great expense to test his model, because

you know that he has no experience to guide him. Just so with ord-

nance. Because a man can handle a shot gun, it is no reason that be can

design a twelve inch rifle. In fact, rather the contrary, he is more lia-

ble to be guided by crotchets. Let us then make haste slowly with

our judgment, and not jump at conclusions. There is no use in getting

frightened because we haven't our thirty-five ton rifles. Why, if we had,

we havn't any ships to carry them to sea ; and take my word for it, when
we have the vessels to carry the guns, the latter will be forthcoming

;

good reliable weapons with which we need not be afraid to back up
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our assertions. Just now all we have to do is to calmly and dilio;ent-

ly study, and when the time comes, and Congress turns to us for help

and gives us money to work with, let US be ready to jump to the front

and work quickly and intelligently,
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THE CONVERTED EIGHT INCH M. L. EIFLE.
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The new eight inch converted muzzle-loading rifle is made on what is

known as the " Pallisser System "; that is converting a smooth bore into

a rifle by inserting a wrought iron tube at the muzzle.

In this paper I propose giving a brief description of how this change

is made.

The original eleven inch S. B, is placed in a lathe and bored out to a

diameter of 13."5 from the muzzle to the bottom of the chamber a dis-

tance of 131."2 ; the corners at the bottom being rounded oft' with a

radius of l."7. The bore is very accurately gauged along its entire

length and a plan made by which to turn down the outside of the tube.

A course rounded screw thread is cut in the muzzle of the casing for a

distance of 3."75 for the muzzle ring; and a further distance of ".5

without any thi-ead, to insure the ring holding the tube close home.

There is a small hole or gas escape ".2 m diameter, through the base

of the breech from the right side of the cascable to the middle of the

bottom of the bore, which is in connection with radial grooves cut oa

the bottom of the cup and tube, one of which joins the end of the spi-

ral gas escape cut around the reduced portion of the A tube. The old

vent is closed with a wrought iron screw plug, and the lock lugs on

both sides removed, as it is intended to fire the gun with friction pri-
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mers. A hole l."5 diameter is bored in the chase at about 17." from

the right rirabase for a screw steadying plug. As it was found that

the gun when converted had a muzzle preponderance, the original

cast iron trunnions were turned down eccentrically and a composition

eccentric collar put on, the collar being secured to the trunnion by a

screw key; the whole shifting the centre of support l."5 further from

the breech and giving the finished gun a preponderance of plus three

hundred pounds at the base ring. The finished gun weighs seventeen

thousand, three hundred and thirty pounds. The lining of the gun may
be properly divided into three parts viz. A tube, B tube, and cup at

the bottom of the bore.

The iron of which the tubes are made is obtained from the Ulster

Iron Works at Saugerties N. Y., and is made from the best pig iron se-

lected from magnetic and hematite ores taken from the mines of New
Jersey and Lake Champlain. The pig iron is puddled for the purpose

of purifying it from carbon, sulphur, silicon &c., four different kinds

of iron being mixed in the furnace. When the mass is sufficiently pu-

rified and becomes i:)asty, it is separated into balls and passed under

a steam trip-hammer, where the slag is removed and the ball formed

into a bloom. The bloom is about 18" long, 4" or 5" square and

weighs about one hundred pounds. This operation is very carefully

watched, and balls showing any inherent weakness or want of prop-

er puddling are rejected.

The blooms are then re-heated, rolled into slabs, cut into short piec-

es, piled, raised to a white or welding heat and again rolled into slabs.

This process is repeated three times, great care being taken each time

to maintain the fibre of the iron always in the same direction. The

last pile from which the bar is finally rolled is composed of seventeen

slabs, 51" long, 7" wide, the top and bottom slabs each f" thick and

the intermediate ones 2" thick, making a pile 51"xlO"x7". This

pile is placed in an anthracite furnace, raised to a welding heat (3000°

F.) and passed through a succession of rollers of gradually diminish-

ing dimensions until it is finally rolled into the bar required for mak-

ing the tube. The cross section of the finished bar is nearly, but not

perfectly, trapezoidal, the sides bulging out slightly. By making the

bar simply trapezoidal in cross section, it was found that, in coiling,

the sides became concave, thereby forming a pocket, which in the sub-

sequent coil welding served as a receptacle for cinder and prevented a

perfect weld. In order to avoid this the shoulders were added whence

a supply of metal could be drawn to fill up the concavity of the sides.
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The bars are 18' long, 4" outside, 31" inside, 3|" across the shoulder

and Si" deep. When the bar is subsequently wound around the shaft,

narrow side inwards, the inside expands, the outside contracts making

the bar 3"j square. The slabs in the bar stand vertical in the direc-

tion of their length and in the coil welding which takes place on the

side of the bar and against the flat of the slabs, they are driven more

solidly together. The iron of the bars breaks at a tensile strain of fifty

housaud pounds per square inch, and presents when fractured a bfight

fibrous appearance indicating great tenacity.

Coiling.

The bar to be formed into a coil is about 34' long, being made up of

two of the original bars welded together with a tongue weld. This

tongue weld, or V scarf as it is sometimes called, by affording a firm

grasp to the ends and by exposing a large surface for welding is

thought to insure a strong joint
;
yet so great is the strain thrown ou

the bar in the operation of coiling, that separation does sometimes take

place at this point. The weld is made in three heats. In the first, one

end of the bar abuts against a heavy timber, and the other end is struck

several blows with a sledge hammer to close and upset the joint. It is

then twice heated and welded under a steam hammer, the hammering

being on thg sides. At the last heat the trapezoidal shape of the bar

is restored by wedges between the bar and the hammer. At the same

time the ends of the bar are tapered, and the end that is secured to the

shaft in coiling is hammered into a knob and a hole punched in the

end to hook a chain to, by which it is drawn from the furnace.

The furnace in which the bars are heated is 60' or 70' long, about 3'

wide and 4' high, Avith seven fires on one side and the chimney at the

end farthest from the coiling shaft. The bars being heated to a good red

heat and drawn out and wound round a shaft GJ" diameter at the

larger end and slightly tapered to facilitate the removal of the coil.

The shaft is placed directly in front of the furnace, and has geared to

it a feed screw carrying a block with a square hole cut in the top

through which the bar passes. On the larger end of the shaft is a

small ring or plate, in the side of which is a square bolt. The bar,

when withdrawn from the furnace, is passed through the square hole

in the block, under the shaft, and driven with a hammer between the

square bolt and the shaft, close against the plate. The knob prevents

the bar from drawing out. The shaft and feeding screw are revolved

by a small engine, and the bar passing through the hole in the block,
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which is moved by the screw, is fed along the shaft. The coils are all

left handed. When the whole bar has been coiled the shaft is lifted

from its bearings by a crane and the coil slipped off the smaller end,

and lauded on end on an iron plate, in order that it may cool without

bulging or warping. The coil in this condition is about 50" or 60" long

and loses about .2 of its length in tlie subsequent welding and turn-

ing, the finished coils averaging about 36" in length. After coiling,

the cross section of the bar is slightly concave on the exterior and con-

vex on the interior of the coil, while the distances between the folds are

less on the interior than on the exterior. When removed from the

shaft the folds are very open, and the ends of the bar project out from

the coil. The ends are heated and hammered down to conform to the

shape of the coil.

Coil Welding.

The coil to be welded is placed on the end of a long porter bar, hav-

ing a movable balance weight at the other end, and laid horizontally in

a reverbatory furnace so that the flame iikiy entirely surround it, and, as

nearly as possible, heat all parts alike. When the coil arrives at a

red heat it is taken out of the furnace on the porter bar, and shoved

into an iron pipe which is canted on one side to receive it. Tiiis pipe

is made of cast iron 4" thick, 4' long, and 14" interior diaijieter. The

pipe with the coil inside is then placed directly under an eight ton

steam hammer, and given a few light blows to force the coil firmly to-

gether along the surface .of the bore. It is then removed from the pipe,

replaced in the furnace and when raised to a welding heat again put

in the pipe, a die placed on top and set under the steam hammer, when

it receives seven or eight heavy welding blows. The coil is then re-

turned to the furnace and the same process gone through with a second

time, after which it is allowed to cool. This coil welding is considered

the most important part of the whole conversion, as any impurities

lodging between the folds of the coil before they are closed, or too great

a loss of welding heat between the furnace and the hammer will pre-

vent a perfect welding of the iron. In order to avoid weak or imper-

fect welding of the folds, it is desirable that the process should com-

mence at the interior surface of the coil and progress gradually out-

wards, thus leaving to the last an open joint on the exterior for the es-

cape of cinder squeezed out during the operation. This end it is

thought is secured by the particular form of cross section given to the

bar, and by the precaution taken of first closing the folds of the coil
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aloDg the interior surface. The use of the pipe for coil welding, by-

means of which the coil is prevented from bulging to any great extent

or losing much heat, is different from the method pursued in England

and thought to be superior to it.

Tube Welding.

The welded coils when cool are bored out sufficiently to detect any

flaws, and their ends faced and reciprocally recessed for uniting. The

projection or shoulder is slightly longer than the depth of the recess,

so that when the coils are pressed together in the furnace the first weld-

ing will take place in the interior. The recess is also slightly smaller

than the shoulder, and is expanded and shrunk over it, thus holding

the two coils together while being placed in the furnace. The furnace

for welding the coils is 5' long by 18" wide, and in the centre of each

side is a door through which the coil is introduced, and out of which

the ends project. The fire is underneath and the flame made to entirely

encircle the joint before passing up the stack, so as to heat all parts as

equally as possible. On each side of this furnace is a cross head ; one

being fitted with a broad bearing plate for one end of one coil, and the

other with a large screw for the opposite end of the other coil. This

screw is turned by means of a long spoked wheel capable of exert-

ing a pressure of one hundred tons. By means of keys, and slots in

the rods connecting the cross heads, the latter can be secured at any re-

quired distance so as to accommodate any length of coil. As the joint

arrives at a welding heat the press is screwed up, and the coils driven

into each other. The two coils thus united form a section, and two

sections similarly united form a tube. When judged to be perfectly

welded, the section is withdrawn from the furnace, and the bulging

straightened under the hammer. After the two sections have been

united and straightened, the tube is bored out to within 1-10 of its

final diameter (to 7."2) and a cut taken off" the outside. It is then

carefully inspected and subjected to a water pressure of one hundred

and forty pounds to the square inch. After inspection the tube is

put in the turning lathe and turned down at the breech end for a dis-

tance of 32" to an exterior diameter of 10" and the end of the cut

rounded up to the outside of the tube. Around this reduced portion

a spiral groove or gas escape is cut 0."05 deep and 0."1 wide with a

pitch of 8," thus making four complete turns round the end of the A
tube.
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B Tube.

The B tube, which is shrunk ou the reduced portiou of the A tube,

i 32."75 long, l."75 thick, and the inner edge of. its front end rounded

to fit the A tube. It is made in one coil in the manner already de-

scribed, wound in the same direction, and shrunk on with a shrinkage

of0."00o in the diameter. The B tube besides strengthening the system

is a safeguard against the bursting of the gun. If the A tube is rup-

tured, the gas issuing from the gas escape gives timely warning of the

damao-e done before the B tube and the cast-iron casing give way. The

B tube in order to be shrunk on, has to be bored to that degree of

smoothness which is necessary for close contact, and is gauged to 0."001

every few inches of its length ; to these measurements the shrinkage is

added and a plan made out by which to turn down the exterior of the

A tube in order that it may exceed in diameter the inside of the B tube

by the amount of shrinkage desired.

When it is necessary to make one tube fit over another, the inside of

the exterior tube is always turned first to as near the required dimen-

sions as possible, and the exterior of the other tube turned to fit it, for

the reason that more accurate turning can be done ou an exterior than

on an interior surface.

The operation of shrinking on the B tube is comparatively easy and

the heat required not very great. Wrought iron, on being heated from

62° F to 212° F (or through 150° F), expands lineally about lo^ of its

length ; therefore to obtain sufficient expansion to allow the B tube to

pass over tlie A tube it is not necessary to heat the iron to more than

600° F or to a point where it has not lost its blackish hue and attained

the red, which it does at 575° F. This leaves a wide margin for error

as no harm is done by over-heating provided the temperature does not

rise to the point where scale forms. In order that the shrinking may

not be retarded by the expansion of the inner tube, it is kept cool by a

stream of water on the inside. After the B tube is shrunk in place the

breech end of the tube is closed with a forged wrought iron screw cup,

which forms the bottom of the bore. This cup is 5."5 long, 8" in diam-

eter across the threads and recessed on the front fi^ce to a depth of 2."5.

The thread in the end of the A tube is raised above the surface of the

powder chamber so that there may be no weakening by cutting aAvay

the metal unnecessarily. After-the cup is screwed into place the tube is

again subjected to a water pressure of one hundred and forty pounds to

the square inch.
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The tube is nest placed iu the rifling machine and rifl d to the fol-

lowing dimensions

:

Twist uniform, one turn iu 40 feet (60 calibers).

15 lauds and grooves, each 0." 83776 wide.

Grooves 0." 075 deep.

The rifling commences at 10", from the bottom of the bore.

After rifling, the tube is fine turned to fit the casing. The dimen-

sions of the finished tube are as follows:

Length 131."2.

Thickness 2/75.

Length af bore 128." 2 (16 calibers).

Diameter of bore across lands 8."

External diameter 13.'''5.

The outside corner at the breech end is rounded with a radius of

1"75. This is a longer radius than that of the corresponding curve in

the cast iron (l."7), in order that there may be no wedging action and

a tendency to split open the casing when the tube is set out by repeat-

ed firing. The exterior of the muzzle end is reduced to 2" in thick-

ness for a distance of 3".75 to admit the muzzle ring.

In point of fact the tube is a very little less in exterior diameter

than given above, a play of not more than 0."007 at the breech end to

alx)ut half way to the muzzle, and not more tlian 0."015 from there to

the end being allowed. All this play is taken up in firing, and after

that the tube calls directly upon the walls of the gun for support. The
bore of the cast iron casing is measured with the star gauge at certain

points and the outside of the tube with accurately prepared horseshoe

gauges.

The next operation is the placing of the tube in the gun. On ac-

count of the play allowed the tube slides in quite easily, a small three-

fold purchase being used to force it home. As perfect contact at the

bottom of the bore is essential, the end of the tube is smeared with red

lead, and then shoved home. On withdrawing it the prominent points

are shown by the absence of the red lead and are filed down. This is

repeated several times till the equal distribution of the lead on the end

of the tube shows that it bears evenly against the cast iron. To pre-

vent any working forward of the tube owing to the compression of the

metal during repeated firing, it is confined by the muzzle-ring. This

ring is made of composition, 3".75 wide, 12" interior diameter, 1." thick,

with a rounded tliread on its exterior to correspond with the thread al-

ready mentioned as cut iu the cast iron. To prevent the tube from
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turning in the casing, a steel steadying plug l."5 diameter is screwed

through the cast iron and 0."75 into the tube at about 17" in front of

the right rimbase.

The gun is next vented. A vertical hole \." in diameter is bored

through the end tube, 2."5 to the right of the axis of the bore and

3."5 from the bottom of the bore. In this hole is screwed the cop-

per boushing, which ends in a hexagonal nut or shoulder on the out-

side of the gun. Properly speaking the gun has no chamber, the uu-

rifled portion having the same diameter as across the lands.

Proof Firing.

The guns when finished, ai"e subjected to a proof often rounds ; five

rounds with twenty pounds of hexagonal powder, and five with thirty

five pounds : the shot in each case weighing one hundred and eighty

pounds. The average enlargement of the tube at a point 118" from the

muzzle or about the centre of the cartridge is 0."02, the play being de-

ducted. The enlargement in the powder chamber gradually diminish-

es towards the muzzle and at a distance of 68" from it, no appreciable

expansion can be found. Where the expamliug ring on the shot takes

the grooves the enlargement suddenly increases for two or three inches

and then as suddenly decreases ; this occurs at 28." fi'om the bottom of

the bore. As the thirty-five pound cartridge occupies but 24" from the

bottom, and as the shot when home is placed close against it, the shot

has evidently a forward motion of 4" before the ring fully takes the

grooves. When the charge is ignited a comparatively small pres-

sure is required to start the projectile from its seat, while a much great-

er pressure is required to expand the ring. When this expansion oc-

curs, the windage being suddenly reduced and the shot in a slight de-

gree retarded by the Iriction of the ring, an opportunity is given for

the formation of a much larger amount of gas, which delivers a blow on

the tube and shot. The latter being forced forward by this blow more

rapidly than before, relieves the strain on the tube almost as sudden-

ly as it was formed, but at the same time it leaves the tube slightly en-

larged at this point.

The velocities obtained during proof, with Benton's Thread Veloci-

meter, were as follows ; viz.

Charge of powder, Number of Fires, Average Initial Velocity.

20 lbs., 16 1200.0 ft.

35 lbs., 23 1466.7 ft.
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The velocities were taken at a distance of 175' from the muzzle of

the gun and with 1° depression.

The following is the average internal pressure, viz.

Charge of Powder, Number of Fires, Average Internal Pressure.

20 lbs. 13
*

20746 lbs. per sq. in.

25 lbs. 14 30080 " «

No flaws or imperfections of any kind were developed during proof.

Befoi-e deciding on the present method of conversion, an Army Ord-

nance board carried out a series of experiments to determine whether

steel or iron would be the proper material of which to form the lining.

Four ten inch Rodman smooth bores were converted two into 8" rifles

and the other two into 9" rifles, one of each caliber with a vvrought-irou,

and the others with a steel tube. The wrought-iron tubes were insert-

ed as has already been described for the Navy gun. The steel tubes

were 2" in thickness, reinforced on the breech end to a short distance

in front of the trunnions by a steel jacket 2" thick, shrunk on, and
still further supported in the rear by a steel screw plug through the

jacket. The whole was inserted from the breech end and held in place

by a coarse screw thread on the jacket which worked in a correspond-

ing thread in the cast-iron. The only diffei'ence in the manufacture of

the 8" and 9" steel lined guns, was that in the 9" gun the cast-iron

casing was expanded when the tube was screwed in and then allowed

to shrink on it. The wrought-iron tubes were made at Sir William
Armstrong's works at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England ; and the steel

tubes and jackets were manufactured by the Bochum Manufacturing

Company, Bochum, Prussia.

No. 1, 8." ivrought iron tube, has fired, up to the last reports pub-

lished, seven hundred and iixty-one rounds ; some small

weld marks are noticeable in the bore, but the gun is still

considered as serviceable as it was in the beginning.

No. 2, 8." steel tube. At the one hundred and seventy-first round, a

small crack was noticeable, which increased as the firing

progressed; at the four hundred and fifty-sixth round, or

two hundred and eighty-five fires after the tube split, the

gun blew to pieces.

No. 3, 9." tvrought iron tube, has been fired five hundred and two

rounds in all, and is still in perfect condition.

No. 4, 9." steel lined, no reports.

No. 5, 8" wrought iron tube, manufactured by Paulding Kemble and

Co., Cold Spring N. Y., has been fired five hundred rounds,
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and shows less erosion of the bore than either No. 1 or No. 3

experimental guns, for the same number of rounds.

During the proof of the Navy guns, the average internal pressure,

using tliirty-five pounds hexagonal powder, the battering charge, was

thirty thousand pounds per square inch. This at the surface of the cast

iron bore, would only give, at the very greatest, a pressure of eleven

thousand pounds per square inch or a strain a little over one third of

the tensile strength of the cast-iron. It is evident from these figures and

from the tests for endurance to which the experimental guns were sub-

jected, that this system of conversion is a very strong one; also that

wrought iron is a more reliable material than steel for the tube. The

Army experiment^ have fully proved that American coiled tubes are

fully equal if not superior to the English coiled tubes.

More work has been obtained from the Navy 8." rifie, than froni

the English 8.9" ton gun, or the Army 8' rifle, firing the same charge

of powder and the same weight of projectile. This is probably due to

its greater length of bore.

Navy 8" rifle, caliber to length of bore, 16 to 1. I. V. 1466.7 ft.

Army 8" " " " 14.6 to 1 " 1374.0 "

English 8" " " " 14.7 to 1 " 1413.0 "

The projectiles for the 8" rifle are of two kinds; a cored, cast-iron,

chilled head shot of one hundred and eighty pounds ; and a long cast

iron shell of one hundred and eighty pounds. The points are ogival,

struck with a radius of IJ calibers. The rifle motion is imparted by

means of an expansion ring. This ring—the invention of Capt. Butler,

U. S. A.— is double-lipped, and either screwed or cast on a reduced por-

tion at the base of the sliot. When the charge is ignited the gas enters

the annular groove between tHe lips, expands the outer lip uniformly

all around into the rifling, while at the same time the inner lip is made

to grip the shot more closely ; thus insuring its receiving the proper

twist and effectually preventing stripping. This expansion centers the

base of the shot. The ring is purposely made sufficiently stiff so as

not entirely to fill the grooves and cut off all windage. The forward

end of the projectile is centered by the pressure of the gas escaping

through the grooves surrounding and supporting the shot during its

passage along the bore.

The foregoing description has been compiled from various Army and

Navy Ordnance publications at the disposal of the writer, and also much
increased by valuable information kindly given by Commander F. J. Hig-

ginson, U. S. Navy.
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NAVIGATION, A. D. 1594.

By Lieutenant Commander Allan D. Brown, U. S. N.

We who live in this latter half of the nineteenth century, and are

furnished with such excellent means of navigating the trackless ocean

that we are able to appoint a rendezvous for vessels iu a given latitude

and lougitude, with the certainty of there meeting our fellow naviga-

tors, are apt to forget under what difficulties our predecessors labored

less than three centuries ago.

It is my design to call the attention of the Institute briefly, to the

state of the Art of Navigation at the close of the sixteenth century. For

my ability to do this and to thus take a hasty glance at the condition

of this branch of maritime knowledge at that day, I am indebted to a

rare v/ork which has recently been placed in the Library of the Naval

Academy, through the kindness of Lieutenant Colonel James H.
Jones, U. S. Marine Corps. This volume bears upon its title page

the following

:

"M. Blundevile.

His Exercises, containing six Treatises, the titles whereof are set down
in the next printed page, which Treatises are very necessary to be learned

by all young gentlemen that have not been exercised in such discipline

and yet are desirous to have knowledge as well in Cosmographj, Astron-

omy and Geop-ajyhy as also in the Art of Navigation, in which Art it
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is impossible to profit without the help of these, or-of such like iustrue-

tions.

To the furtherance of which

Art of Navigation

the said M. Blundevile specially wrote the said Treatises and of

mere good will doth dedicate the same to all the young gentlemen of

this realm.

London.

Printed by John Wiudet, dwelling at the sign of the cross keys, near

Paul's wharf and are there to be sold.

1594."

I have here as in all other cases of quotations modernized the spelling.

The book is arranged somewhat like our modern Epitou:ke of Bow-

ditch, containing treatises upon Arithmetic, Cosmography and the use

of the globes and astrolabe.

In looking over the Arithmetic which, as M. Blundevile is careful

to inform us, was written "for a virtuous gentlewoman and his tery

dear friend Elizabeth Bacon," we are at once struck with the absence

of all mention of Decimal Fractions: but we do find a very elaborate

description of Astronomical Fractions and many rules for the different

operations to be performed upon them ; these fractions, so called, were

the arcs of degrees, minutes and seconds according to the sexagesimal

system. We also find methods for the extraction of the square and

cube roots of any number, with the following practical application of

the square root. " The knowledge of finding out the square root of

any number is very necessary for a Sergeant Major in the field, that he

may the more readily set and arrange his squadrons of battle :" thus

showing that even at that day some knowledge of Mathematics was by

no means deemed amiss, in him
" Who'd set a squa,dron in the field."

Next follows a table of natural sines, tangents and secants with ap-

pro])riate directions for taking out the function of any given arc, to-

gether with several applications of the uses to which these functions

serve : one of the most notable of these is the finding of the distance

(great circle) between two places whose latitudes and longitudes are

given: this was of course simply the solution of a sphei'ical triangle,

but it was done in rather a roundabout manner. These tables were

constructed by Monte Regio, and are credited to him by our author.

Among the other uses for them, were the ascertaining of the sun's right

ascension and declination having given his place in the Ecliptic, the
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computation of the sun's Meridian altitude, of tlie time of his rising

and setting and the solution of various other astronomical problems,

into none of which however does the question of Equation of Time en-

ter. The table of secants is further designated as the Beneficial Table :

and that of tangents as the Fruitful Table.

Having thus given a brief glance at these first Mathematical princi-

ples, of which, by the way, nowhere does the author attempt the slight-

est explanation, our attention is next directed to the Nautical Astrono-

my or, as it is here called. Cosmography. This treatise has for its motto

these words, which, as time goes ou and astronomical research extends

its domain, are found to be as true now as when first uttered by the

Psalmist three thousand years ago, " The heavens declare the glory

of God, and the firmanent showeth His handiwork." This is, perhaps,

the most interesting portion of this quaint work, for we are here brought

face to face with opinions and theories which we have been accustomed

to consider as belonging to a time anterior to the date of the publica-

tion of this book.

" The world is round " says the author, " by these reasons : first by

comparison, for the likeness it hath to God's mind ; secondly, by apt-

ness, as well of moving as of containing ; for if it were not round of

shape, it should not be so apt to turn about as it continually doth, nor

to contain so much as it doth, for the round figure is of the greatest ca-

pacity." And this round world " turneth like a cart wheel about a

right imaginative line through the Poles, called the Axletree of the

Earth." " The world is divided into two essential parts, the celestial

part and the elemental part. The celestial part contains the eleven

heavens or spheres, which in ascending orderly upward from the ele-

ments be these ; first, the sphere of the Moon ; second, the sphere of

Mercury ; third, the sphere of Venus ; fourth, the sphere of the Sun
;

fifth, the sphere of Mars ; sixth, the sphere of Jupiter ; seventh, the

sphere of Saturn ; eighth, the sphere of the fixed stars commonly called

the firmament; ninth, the second movable or crystal heaven ; tenth,

the first movable ; and eleventh, the Empyreal heaven, where God and

His angels do dwell. The elemental part contains the element of fire,

which is next to the sphere of the Moon, and next to that, more down-

ward, is the element of the air, and next to that is the earth, which is

lowest of all." Accompanying this description is a plate with four-

teen concentric circles to represent these several spheres, the earth being

at the centre of revolution. This was the Ptolemaic theory which had held

undisputed sway for centuries : and although Copernicus had written
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his treatise " de Revolutio7iibus" half a century before, his theory had

not yet overthrown the more ancient one. Blundevile says in this

connection ;
" Copernicus affirmed that the earth was movable, by way

of supposition, and not that he thought so indeed : who affirmed that the

earth turneth round and that the sun standeth still in the midst of the

heavens ; by help of which false supposition he hath made truer demon-

strations of the motions and revolutions of the celestial spheres than

ever were made before. But Ptolemy, Aristotle and all other old writers

do affirm the Earth to be the center of the world, which I think few or

none doubt thereof" The text next proceeds with a description of these

several spheres, the eleventh or empyreal heaven being immovable:

the tenth moves about the center from Ei.st to West in twenty-four

hours, carrying all the others with it ; while the ninth has its own proper

motion as well, in a reverse direction, completing an entire revolution in

thirty-six thousand years, at which time all things should be according to

Plato, as they were at the beginning of the revolution ; this ninth sphere

also contains " the waters that be above the firmament." It is quite evi-

dent that the so called conflict between science and religion had even then

begun, for the student's attentit)n is called to the fact that " the natur-

al philosophers allow no water to dwell above the heavens
:

" to which the

reply is made, " That is true, yet, notwithstanding, if the holy scriptures

manifestly affirm that there be waters above the firmament, it behooveth

a Christian man to believe it; but question perhaps maybe moved
what manner of waters they are that are above the firmament, whether

they be such as breed rain, or whether they are only to be referred to the

crystal heaven to assuage its heat, which otherwise, owing to its swift

moving, would set all the heavens on fire." A note opposite this para-

graph, in faded ink and in a quaint handwriting, has these words " not

very good." The eighth heaven is described as containing the fixed

stars, so called because " they are fastened in this heaven like knots in

a knotty board :" this had the motion from East to West in twenty-

four hours, common to all the remaining heavens, but it also had the

motion of the ninth heaven in the opposite direction ; its own proper

motion was a tilting one, causing the precession of the equinoxes.

The heavens of the planets, sun and moon ai-e then noticed and the

terra of the revolution of each from West to East given : the same
period of three hundred and sixty-five days being assigned to the Sun,

Venus and Mercury. " The reason why all these several heavens seem

to the eye as one entire body is, because they are all clear and trans-

parent like fine glass or ci-ystal through which the sight doth easily
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pierce, though there were never so many coats of such clear substance,

covering one another like the scales of au onion, for so the heavens do

cover and enclose one another, and every one is of an exceeding great

thickness." As our author is nothing, if not accurate, he proceeds to

give the thickness of tliese several heavens as follows

:

" The Heaven of the Moon, 105,222 -^ miles,

of Mercury, 253,372.^

Venus, 3,274,494

«

Sun, 343,996

Mars, 26,308,800

Jupiter, 1,899,654 il

Saturn, 19,604,454 11."

He further says, " The stars be of the same substance that the

heavens are wherein they are placed, differing only from the same iu

thickness; they are bright and shining bodies, the thickest part of their

heaven, apt both to receive and retain the light of the sun ; and iu

like manner the galaxy is visible to the eye, by reason it is thicker than

any other part of ths heaven. These stars have no moving of them-

selves, but by reason of the manifold moving of the firmament wherein

they are placed they seem to change their places : and whereas the

planets do change their places now here, now there, that chanceth not

of their own moving, but by the moving of the heavens wherein they

are placed ; for a star being round of shape hath no members meet to

walk from one place to another."

Having thus disposed of the celestial sphere we turn to the four

elements earth, air, fire and water : it will be remembered that fire

comes next inside the heaven of the moon, and it is here defined as

" most hot and dry, pure and subtle, and so clear as it doth not hinder

our sight looking through the same to the stars : and it is turned al>out

under the sphere of the moon like a celestial sphere. The air is divided

into three regions, the highest of which being turned about by the fire

is made hotter, wherein are bred lightnings, blazing stars and such

like ; the middle region is extremely cold because it is placed between

two hot ones, and in it are bred frost, snow, ice and hail and such like

;

and lastly the lower region, which is hot by reflex of the sun, whose

beams first striking the earth do rebound back again ; and in this region

are bred clouds, dews, rains and such like moderate watery impressions."

The water is considered to be of itself round ; and that this is so is proven

by the familiar illustration of a ship sailing from port and losing sight

of low objects, while elevated ones remain in sight ; but it never seems
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to occur to tlie author that by this the spherical shape of the globe

may be proven.

The small globes used for purposes of instruction, having upon them

diftereut circles as ^the meridian, ecliptic, &c., next claim the atten-

tion. Then follow instructions for obtaining the sun's place in the

ecliptic and thence his declination, with tables to facilitate the opera'

tioa: the subject of eclipses is briefly touched upon, as is also that of

the precession of the equinoxes and the need for a reformation in the

calendar ; the names of the principal stars are given with directions as

to finding their right ascension and declination. The division of time

is noticed and the different kinds of years are defined, and a reason

assigned for the inequality of the days and nights, and rules given for

"finding what planet reigneth at any hour of the day or night." Lon-

gitude and Latitude are defined as follows ;
" The longitude of the earth

in general is that space or upper face of the earth, which exteudeth

from West to East and again from East to West ; and the Latitude in

general is that space which extendeth North and South even from one

pole to the other.'' The prime meridian passes through the Azores,

which are 5° to the Westward of the Fortunate (or Canary) Isles,

where was the prime meridian of Ptolemy: this change was made
" because, say the Cosmogra'phers, the Mariner's Compass will never

incline to the true North pole but when they sail either by the Isle St.

Mary or St. Michael; affirming that, in every other place the compass

doth vary from the true North either by Northeasting or Northwestiug."

Next follows the method of obtaining the latitude by the meridian al-

titude of the sun, with the statement that the altitude must be meas-

ured at intervals and the highest altitude taken. The problem of de-

termining the longitude is disposed of very briefly by directions for

observing the beginning of an eclipse, the time to be compared with

the computed time of such beginning at some other place. The germ

of our modern method is found in the tenth chapter of this tx'catise,

which is taken from Gemma Frisius ; he says, in effect, "this is done

by the help of some true watch or horologe, which is to be set to

local time befoi*e leaving a place, and is to be compared with the

local time at the place of your arrival ; the difference of which

times will be the difference of longitude. " This method," he further

states, "is applicable only on land, as watches made of iron or steel will

soon rust at sea : the twenty-four hour glass is therefore used at sea, to

keep the local time of the port of departure." A further method of

obtaining the longitude by Lunar distances, is also given : this was
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liable to very great errors, owing not only to the imperfection of the

Lunar tables but also to great lack of instruments of precision for

measuring the distances.

Next follow directions for obtaining the distance between two places

by taking the difference of latitude and difference of longitude : the

latter being converted into departure by means of tables which give

the length of a degree in every parallel of Latitude ; and this depart-

ure used in the solution of the problem is reckoned on the Middle Lat-

itude between the two places : nowhere, however, is anytliing said

about the course, nor is any explanation of the problem given. With

a few sections devoted to the seasons and their characteristics, and a

short article on the winds and their names as derived from the differ-

ent points of the mariner's compass, the book ends: these being the

closing words :
" I heartily pray all those that shall vouchsafe to read

this ray treatise of the sphere, to take my labor therein bestowed in

good part, and where any fault is, friendly to correct the same with-

out any scorn or disdain."

The next treatise is upon " the use of the globes" : these were the in-

vention of Mercator, and were used for the solution of spherical trian-

gles, especially in those cases involved in Navigation : the celestial globe

had the horizon and meridian, declination circles, the equinoctial and

ecliptic ; as also an hour w^heel at the pole, by means of which the hour

angle of a body was readily determined. As a proof of the old saying

that "History repeats itself" and of that equivalent aphorism of Solo-

mon that " there is nothing new under the sun," I would here state that

within the last six months there have been put forth the drawings of

an instrument called the Automatic Navigator, which in all its essen-

tial parts is but a reproduction of Mercator's celestial globe, the very

existence of which was 'probably entirely unknown to the inventor of

this latest improvement. Among the many problems, rules for the so-

lution of which are given, and which are thus solved mechanically may
be mentioned the finding of the latitude ; first, by the meridian altitude

of any heavenly body (two methods) ; and second, by altitudes of two

different bodies at the same time ; also the finding of the longitude by

means of a lunar distance. Following this is a description of a large

terrestrial globe then lately put forth, being an improvement upon the

original one of Mercator, with a brief account of the voyages of Drake

and Cavendish, whose tracks in their then recent voyages of circum-

navigation are put down upon this globe.

Next follows a description of the map or chart of Plancius, which
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had but just been publisbed. In this map (it was not a projection),

the meridians and parallels were at right angles, and the degrees of lat-

itude were of the same length from the equator to the pole. Tables

Avere annexed showing the value of a degx'ee of longitude in miles at

each latitude, but the fact that these parallels were expanded in the

ratio of the secant of the latitude, is entirely lost sight of, although Mer-

cator's chart had then been before the world for a quarter of a century.

In another place commenting upon this last fact, the author says " that

Cogniet liopeth to find out some more perfect rule for making charts

when time shall serve : in the meantime Mercator hath made the spaces

of the parallels of latitude to be wider every one from the other, by what

rule I know not, unless by such a table as my friend Master Wright

of Cains College, Cambridge, hath sent me"; which table is Wright's

Table of Meridional Parts, computed on the supposition that the earth

is a sphere ; and it is to Wright rather than to Mercator himself, that

we are indebted for the elucidation and demonstration of the true princi-

ples involved in the construction of Mercator's Chart. But to return

to the chart of Plancius; from this we learn thatSymmes' Hole is not

by any means a modern idea ; for Plancius tells us that " there are three

islands next the pole, between which the North ocean sea rushes with

swift stream and is continually carried under the North pole and there

is swallowed up by the bowels of the earth; but," says Blundevile, "I

marvel how any ship durst enter through these straits to discover the

North sides ofany of those islands, and how and where it came out again."

The magnetic pole is placed in longitude 0° (corresponding to our long-

itude 25° W.) in latitude 75° North. Then follows a description of

the various countries of the world, with an account of some of their re-

markable curiosities. Next follows an article devoted to the South cir-

cumpolar stars with a description of the Southern cross, the star in the

foot of which is stated to be thirty degrees distant from the South pole,

so that when the meridian altitude of the star is taken, by subtracting

thirty degrees therefrom, the latitude is at once given. The method of

determining the distance between two places on the map, is given ; and

our author closes his review of Plancius' work with these feeling re-

marks ;
" Truly I must needs confess that it is not so easy to make a

scale for a map drawn in piano, as for that which is drawn upon a round

body or globe : and therefore it is no marvel that the scale of maps

drawn in jilano do not always show the true distance of places; which

true distance is to be found by rules which depend upon the knowledge

of the quantity of the angles and sides of spherical triangles, which
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kind of working is indeed more troublesome and tedious, than readi/ or

pleasant."

We next have an elaborate account of " Blagrave's Astrolabe or

Mathematical Jewel." This astrolabe was not of the kind generally-

used for taking observations at sea, though it might so be ; it was es-

sentially a planisphere, having upon its face or Mater, the various me-

ridians, parallels &c., projected stereographically ; upon this, and con-

centric with it, was a movable plate styled the rete, having altitude

and azimuth circles projected upon it, in the same manner as were the

others upon the Mater ; Chauvenet's great circle protractor is construct-

ed upon the same general plan ; and is used in the same general way
as was the astrolabe of Blagrave. Upon the face of the rete was also

an oval figure containing the signs of the zodiac in order, and also the

names of seventy-one fixed stars, for convenience in using the instru-

strument in finding the places of those heavenly bodies. Upon the

back of the planisphere, was a large circle graduated to degrees and

minutes, with a diopter or ruler working upon its central pin ; this

ruler had a projection at either end, perpendicular to the plane of the

instrument; these were each pierced with two holes which served to di-

rect the line of sight of the diopter to the sun or other heavenly body,

while the extremity reaching the graduated arc showed the altitude.

The author speaks of the book of instructions concerning this astrolabe,

written by Blagrave, implying that the theory of the instrument is

therein discussed ; he confines himself to simple rules for its manipula-

tion, without concerning himself as to the theoretical part.

With these preparations, from the Arithmetic at the beginning of

the book to the account of the astrolabe just noticed, the author now

takes the student into his " New and Necessary Treatise of Navigation,

containing all the chiefest principles of that art. Lately collected out

of the best Modern Writers thereof, by M. Blundevile, and by him re-

duced into such a plain and orderly form of teaching, as every man of

a mean capacity may easily understand the same." The title page is

embellished with the picture of a ship, with this motto " They that go

down to the sea in ships, and occupy their business in great waters,

these men see the works of the Lord, and His wonders in the deep."

Navigation is defined to b^"an art which teacheth by true and in-

fallible rules how to govern and direct a ship from one port to another

safely, rightly and in shortest time. I say here safely, so far as it

lieth in man's power to perform. And in saying rightly, I mean not

by a right line, but by the shortest and most commodious way that
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cording as the ship is good of sail and as both wind and tide shall serve."

The instruments which every skilful seaman should possess before un-

dertaking a long voyage, are said to be "a perfect Calendar or Ephe-

raerides; the Mariners Ring or Astrolabe ; the Cross-staff; the two Globes,

celestial and terrestrial ; an universal horologe, to know the hour of the

day in every latitude ; a Nocturnlabe, to know the hour of the night

;

the Mariner's Compass ; and lastly, the Mariner's Card or Chart. " But"

says Blundevile "all these instruments serve to little purpose unless

you know also the North star with his guards, and divers other stars

. with their latitude, longitude and greatness, to know thereby the lati-

tude of any place and the hour of the night ; also the course of the sua

and his declination ; and finally you must know the course of the moon,

whereon dependeth the knowledge of the tides in all places." With

these as his subjects, he proceeds to discourse upon them in the order

just rehearsed. The perfect Calendar or Ephemerides to which he re-

fers was by no means the article known to us as the Nautical Alma-

nac : it contained merely the place of the sun, moon and planets in the

signs of the zodiac and their place in those signs, for every day in the

year: the declination of the bodies was otherwise obtained. In his

remarks upon the calendar, our author directs us how to find the gold-

en number, the epact, the full and change of the moon and the various

fast and feast days throughout the year. We here find in the chapter

devoted to the Epact, a paragraph which shows the probable origin of

our modern term " thumb-rule." As I have never before met with any

plausible theory as to the origin of this phrase, I have here transcribed

a portion of

"CHAPTER HI.

How to know the Epact by the Mariner's Rule tqwn your thumb.

First, you must suppose the inside of your left thumb to be divided

into three spaces, and the nethermost space to contain ten, the middle

space twenty, and the highest space towards your thumb's end to con-

tain thirty : and knowing first the golden number, begin to tell the

same at the nether space, saying thei-e one, at the middle space two,

at the third space three, then begin again at the lowest space and then

say four, and so continue your accouuir still after that manner, until

you have the full sum of the golden number, and mark upon wliat

space it falleth, for the golden number added to the number of that

space doth show the Epact."
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Cogniet's cross staff consisted of a j^iece of hard wood, thi'ee quarters

of an inch square and four feet long with three transoms or cross pieces

of different lengths sliding upon it; the first of these was twelve inches,

the second six, and the third three inches, in length ; the long piece or

staff was graduated to degrees by means of a simple triangle; the alti-

tude was taken by placing the end of the staff at the eye and then mov-

ing the transom until the sun was visible at the upper extremity thereof

and the horizon at the lower; the longest transom was used for altitudes

exceeding thirty degrees, the second for altitudes between thirty degrees

and ten degrees, and the shortest one for altitudes less than this. This

instrument also appeared in another form, known as Hood's cross staff;

in this there were two pieces of wood three quarters of an inch square,

and about a yard in length : these were set at right angles to each other in

a metal socket, in which each one moved readily, beitig retained at any

desired point by a set screw. The horizontal part was called the yard,

the vertical one, the transom; each was graduated to degrees and min-

utes, the least count being ten minutes ; the transom was marked from

0° to 45°, and the yard from 45° to 90 \ This graduation was made in

the ratio of the tangent of the angle from 0° to 45° and of the cotangent

from 45° to 90°; although Blumlevile says nothing about it; from his

text it would readily be inferred that the graduations were equal, which

of course would have given extremely incorrect results. At the zero

mark of the transom was a metal plate, flush with the graduated surface

and projecting from it about three quarters of an inch ; in this plate was

a notch, the bottom of the notch being in line with the zero of the scale.

This instrument was made ready for use by inserting both portions into

the socket, the 45° marks being together ; the altitude of the sun was

taken by holding the yard as nearly horizontal as possible ( decidedly

a difficult matter to accomplish on board ship) and observing where the

shadow of the vane on the transom struck the yard, and then moving

either the yard or transom in the socket utnil the shadow struck the 90°

mark on the yard ; the place of the socket was the reading of the instrument

for altitude. In taking the altitude of a star the 90° mark was placed

at the eye the instrument being " stayed upon the upper bone of the

cheek ", and when the line of sight passed through the notch of the vane

and the star, the socket was clamped and the reading taken ; lunar and

stellar distances were measured in a similar manner. In its original

and more common form the cross staff was like Cogniet's, heretofore des-

cribed, with however but one transom instead of three.

The ordinary Astrolabe or Mariner's Ring was a metallic ring about
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seven or eight inches in its exterior diameter, and about half an inch wide

and of different thicknesses, according to the fancy of the maker. It was

considered desirable to have the whole instrument as heavy as practicable,

in order that it might i-eadily retain its proper position. This ring had

two perpendicular diameters of metal, at the extremity of one of which

was a swivel, by means of which the instrument was suspended when in

use ; one quadrant was graduated to degrees and minutes, the least count

being ten minutes. A diopter, reaching from limb to limb and turn-

ing upon a pivot in the centre, was furnished at each extremity with a

square plate perpendicular to the plane of the instrument ; these plates

were each pierced with two holes, the smaller for use in observing the

sun, the larger for the stars and moon. The instrument was suspended

from the fore-finger or thumb of the right hand, while the left hand

directed the line of sight through the diopter to the body whose altitude

was desired, the altitude being read off the graduated arc.

The division of the Compass Card into thirty-two points is then ex-

plained, with the manner of attaching the card or fly to the needle or

wires ; which are figured as of elliptical shape, the major axis being

prolonged to make the North and South poles : the method of impart-

ing the virtue of the lodestone to the iron needle is also mentioned.

The further statement is made that " it is well known by good experi-

ence that the North point of the compass declines always from the true

North, either to the East or West, more or less, according to the latitude of

the place whei'ein you are, unless you be right under the meridian of

the" Azores. And,therefore most men in these parts of the world do use

to set the North point of the wires not right under the flower de luce

(or North point of the card) but rather somewhat inclining toward

the East, half a point or thereabouts to avoid the Northeasting and

Northwesting of the compass. " As an additional illustration or proof

of Solomon's saying as to the want of novelty of anything under the

sun, I would here state that within the last year there has been patent-

ed in this country an instrument called a Variation Compass, the prin-

ciple involved in its construction and its method of manipulation being

precisely the same as that here noted by Blundevile; viz., the altera-

tion of the card and needle according to the Variation. Assuming

the line of no variation as being coincident with the Meridian of the

Azores (or longitude 0°), Mercator placed the magnetic pole in longi-

tude 180°, and in latitude 73° 30' North ; and he thought that at this pole

was a " great rock of adamant whereunto all lesser rocks or needles

touched with the lodestone do incline as to their chief fountain ;
" con-
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cerning which Blundevile declares that "he rather believes with Robert

Normau, that the properties of the loadstone are secret virtues given of

God to that stone for man's necessary use and behoof, of which secret

virtues no man is able to show the true cause." Cogniet's proof that

Easterly variation is found in the hemisphere from longitude 0° to 180^

East, and Westerly variation in the other hemisphere, is shown ; as also

his statement that of two places having the same longitude that one will

have the greater variation, which is the nearer to the pole. Instructions

for finding the variation are then given ; the first method was by ob-

serving the bearing of the sun at his rising and again at his setting,

when half the difference of these two bearings in points from the Me-

ridian would give the variation ; the second method is a modification of

the first, the bearing of the sun being taken when at the same altitude

on both sides of the Meridian, the variation being found in the same way;

a third method was to note the sun's bearing at the instant of taking

the Meridian altitude, and the fourth method was by observing the bear-

ing of the North star.

Next follow directions for constructing a chart by the old method

which was followed by Plancius : but the author prefers Mercator's

Projection as being more suited to the uses of the mariner. For this

purpose he gives Wright's Table of Augmented Latitudes with full in-

structions as to the mechanical portion of the operation, including the

insertion of compass cards in convenient spots. Although the text dis-

cusses the question of the loxodromic curve and shows that it must nec-

essarily be a spiral, yet no where is it noted that on Mercator's chart

this curve is projected as a right line ; although the fact is stated that

the direction of the right line between two places will be the course be-

tween them. The compass course was obtained not by parallel rulers,

which seem to have been then unknown, but by a system of guessing,

using a pair of dividers as an assistance thereto : the distance was to

be measured at the side of the chart.

The dead reckoning, in contradistinction to the reckoning by obser-

vation, did not exist ; they were not independent of each other : nor is

there any mention of the log or of any other appliance for measuring the

speed of the ship at any time. When sailing upon a meridian, the dis-

tance made good was known by the change in latitude, sixty miles,

or seventeen and a half Spanish leagues, in which distances were gen-

erally reckoned, being allowed to a degree : the means of determining

the distance when sailing in any other direction than due North or

South had but recently been published by Cogniet. His method was
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briefly as follows :
" if in sailiug to the Northward or Southward the

course declined one point or rhumb from the meridian and the ship

sailed so far as to change the altitude of the pole one degree, then the

distance was seventeen and five-sixths Spanish leagues" ; and a table is

given containing the distances in leagues necessary to be traversed to

change the latitude one degree on the remaining courses between the

cardinal points. This method of reckoning was of course good, only

when the ship sailed on one course from latitude to latitude ; but if there

were any shift of wind necessitating a change of course " the pilot was

by skilful conjecture either to add to or to subtract from this distance as

such should require," In like manner the change of longitude was

determined, and a table was given for this purpose, showing the change

of longitude for a change of one degree in latitude when sailing upon

a given course or rhumb : this change was given in leagues and also in

degrees and minutes of the equator : this, was to be used in all latitudes

which was of courae greatly incorrect, for the distance given in this table

was the departure : although the principle of changing departure into

difference of longitude was known, as we shall presently see, yet the idea

of applying it in this particular case, seems to have been entirely un-

known ; at least it is not mentioned in the text : in the example given

by the author, the error amounts to about four degrees of longitude in

thirty. That this principle was known is seen froni the next chapter,

in wdiich we are told " How to account the leagues in sailing East or

West without changing the latitude." It is here stated that " in sailiug

thus, most men think it impossible to make any true account of the

leagues, but only by conjecture : for remedy whei'eof Cogniet hath in-

vented a rule most certain :" which Avas briefly this ;
" Knowing the

difference of time between two places in the same latitude, tliis differ-

ence was to be multiplied by the number of leagues which were equal

to fifteen degrees or one hour, in that latitude :" this number was tabu-

lated for all latitudes from 0° to 90° and was practically the length of

a degree of longitude in every parallel of latitude. The difference of

time between the two ports was to be obtained as follows : a large sand

glass made to run twenty-four hours was hung in gimbals : this was set

, running at noon by the sun on the day of leaving port : it was to be care-

fully turned every twenty-four hours and on arriving at the port of des-

tination the time at which the glass ran out was to be carefully noted

either by the horologe or universal dial, or obtained from the celestial

globe or from Blagrave's planisphere, first obtaining the sun's altitude

with the astrolabe : the difference between this time and the local noon
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gave the difference of longitude of the two places in hours, which was

reduced to distance as above stated.

Next follow detailed directions for finding the North star by means

of the pointers or guards as they were called, and also for determining

the latitude and the local time by observations of this star. To effect

this thei-e was given a table showing the degrees and minutes to be added

to or subtracted from the altitude of Polaris according to the compass

bearing of the pointers from the star ; this correction was given for the

four cardinal and four intercardinal points. To enable this correction

to be found more accurately, an instrument called the Rectifier of the

North Star was devised : this was the invention of Cogniet so often

quoted in the text and was quite an elaborate affair : under ordinary

circumstances it might produce tolerably accurate results. It consisted

essentially of a compass card containing at each point the degrees and

quarters of a degree to be applied to the altitude of the star according

to the bearing of the pointers : a ruler turned upon a hollow spindle in

the centre, through which the line of sight passed. When in use, the

instrument was raised in front of the face by means of the handle

(which was situated at the south point) until the star was visible

through the central spindle : the ruler was then moved until the near-

est pointer could be seen in line with it and the correction was read off

the arc where the ruler intersected it. Directions are also given for

using any other star than the nearest pointer, provided the difference

of right ascensions was known. This instrument was also used as a

Nocturnlabe or determiner of time at night : the inner circle of the

compass card was divided into three hundred and sixty five equal parts,

which were named and numbered according to the number of days in

each month, the^days upon which the star crossed the meridian at noon

and midnight being placed opposite the North and South points re-

spectively : a small circle divided into twenty-four equal parts or hours

moved also upon the central pivot, and the twelve hour mark was placed

opposite the day of the month before using the instrument : the read-

ing of the point at which the ruler before mentioned cut the hour circle

gave the hour of the night. Provided that the North and South line

could be held in the plane of the meridian, this instrument would give

very good results. The concluding chapters of the work are devoted

to the subject of tides and the finding of the time of high water.

From this brief glance, we see that the mariner of three centuries ago

was able to obtain results, which only by a very liberal stretch of the term

could be called approximative. With the instruments at his disposal
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it could not have been possible to obtain the altitude of the sun within

twenty minutes : to say nothing of the probable error of the declination

owing to want of proper tables, there were no corrections made for

semi-diameter, dip or refraction, and hence the latitude could not have

been reliably determined within thirty minutes; probably if the result

came within forty or forty-five minutes of the true one, it would be doing

very well. As upon the determination of the latitude rested, as we

have seen, the subsequent approximation to the distance and difference

of longitude made good, it follows that these latter results must have

been very far from the truth. And yet, before the close of the sixteenth

century, even with such inferior means of determining the ship's posi-

tion, the great voyages of discovery had been made. Prince Henry

the Navigator had largely increased the existing knowledge of the

west coast of Africa ; Vasco de Gama had rounded the Cape of Good
Hope and the African continent had been circumnavigated ; Columbus

had brought to light the New World ; Cabot and a host of others had

followed in his foot steps; Balboa had crossed the Isthmus of Panama
and discovered the Pacific Ocean ; Magalhaens had discovered the

strait that still bears his name and sailing through it had entered the

Pacific Ocean ; stretching boldly across which, he reached the Philip-

pine Islands, his vessel being the first to accomplish the circumnavi-

gation of the globe.
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Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen,

Wherever life exists we find a constant struggle for its mainten-

ance. In every animal, and vegetable substance, so soon as the vital

force ceases to act, we see that there is at once a tendency toward the

resolution of the atoms of the highly organized structure into simpler

compounds. All nature seems to lend its aid to effect this change.

The chemical affinities of the constituent substances encourage it, the

lower forms of life assist it, and the combined influence of air, moisture

and heat complete the change. Everywhere these forces are active

and decay and destruction threatens.

All of the products of life which we employ either for food or cloth-

ing or for constructing our habitations, our ships, or our tools are ex-

posed to this danger; and one of the most important industrial prob-

lems, which man has had to meet, has been the protection of these sub-

stances from decay.

It is my intention to-night to confine myself to an examination of

the methods proposed for the preservation of one of these substances,

wood, and especially as it is employed in ship-building. Though it

may seem unnecessary to you that I should give any statistics to show
the great value of employing some means for attaining this result, yet
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it will I believe impress the importance of it more strongly upon our

minds if we give a moment to their consideration.

The first fact which attracts our attention is the rapid destruction of

our forests which is diminishing the supply and increasing the cost of

lumber. While, for instance, a single acre of pine land yields on an

average only six thousand feet of timber, billions of feet are annually

sold in the United States. In 1855 lumber sold for about $18 per M.;

in 1860, for $24; and in 18^5 for $45, (Hunt's Merchant's Mag.
Feb. '66, p. 106). Excellent authority states tliat in New England

the cost of oak, ash and hickory has doubled during the past twenty

years, being now $ 50 per M., to $ 25 then, and if the demand were as

great as ten years ago it would be difficult to supply it. Certainly

prudence demands a less rapid expenditure.

But when we come to estimate the loss, which results from decay, the

necessity for preservation becomes still more apparent. It was calcu-

lated in 1866, that the loss by the decay of sleepers on American Rail-

roads, amounted annually to $ 1056 pr. mile, and that if they were pre-

served by cupric sulphate at a light expense there would be an annual

saving of over $ 4,000,000, (LewisJ and if we included bridges and all

the wooden parts of railways subject to decay, it is stated that

$20,000,000 would be saved annually, by impregnating them with

coal tar (Robbins p. 67). Processes have been devised by which the

durability of many kinds of wood can be doubled; hence if we consider

how much timber is employed in the United States alone, in buildings,

bridges, fences, ships, carriages and machines, we can readily see that

a great saving would be eflfected, that our wealth would be increased,

and that a large part of the labor, which is now employed in making

good the losses from decay, could be used in production.

It is more to our purpose, however, and it was my desire, to collect

some statistics concerning the decay of ships ; but such as I have ob-

tained are quite meagre and unsatisfactory.

In 1833 Mr. Edye, (Calculations relating to the Equipment of Ships

by John Edye, London), stated that the quantity of wood required an-

nually to keep the five hundred and seventy four ships ofthe British Navy
seaworthy was one hundred and twenty five thousand loads, while only

one million loads was required to build them—twelve and one half per

cent. Mr. \Vm. Chapman, (Preservation of Timber from premature

decay, &c., by Wm. Chapman), gives several instances of the rapid de-

cay of ships of the Royal Navy about the commencement of the pres-

ent century. He mentions three ships of seventy four guns decayed in
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five years, three of seventy four guns decayed in four years, and one of

one hundred guns decayed in six years. Pering, (Brief Enquiry into

the causes of the Premature Decay), says that ships of war are useless

in five or six years. And he estimates the average duration to be eight

years, and that the cost of the hull alone of one of these ships was

nearly £ 100,000.

When we come to our own service wa find that here also the loss by

decay is enormous. Our live oak ships are exceptional, their average

life being, probably, a half century, but I find from an examination of

the data given by Emmons (p 23 and <S6, et seq.,) that the average cost

per ton per year for repairs, was $6.00 amounting in the case of a ves-

sel like the Ohio to $ 16,569.57. Up to 1850 the Ohio cost for repairs

$ 471,673. * If now we estimate the io^s upon the basis of actual sea

service we find that the average cost per ton (O, T.,) per year of ser-

vice was $ 16.19. The cost of repairs to the Ohio per year of service

was over $ 89,000, and the United States, Potomac, Brandywine &c.,

average about $35,000 while the Constitution, which was an exception-

ally good ship, cost over $ 15,000 per year of service.f

To gather any information about our present Navy is more difficult,

and we must w^ait for some one to record for it what Emmons has so

thoroughly done for the Navy previous to 1850. Such as we do find

however shows that of late the loss from decay is greater than before.

We find vessels built of white oak costing from a quarter of a million

to over a million dollars thoroughly useless in eight to ten years. In-

deed this is a large estimate, for it is stated by some authorities that

the average age of a white oak ship is six years. The difficulties met

with in getting any certain knowledge on the subject are best shown by

the following extract from a letter from the late chief of the Bureau of

Construction and Repairs, Chief Naval Constructor I. Hanscom. He
says, " I believe you will only be able to obtain approximate data as to

the relative durability of Live and White Oak, White and Yellow

Pine timber, as it varies so much, caused by the difierence in quality

and degree of preservation, either by stowage or by the use of chemi-

cals, that the condition of the timber at the time of using it can hardly

be known. Still the contrast in the durability of the timber used in

the construction of the " Franklin " and that of the " Delaware "—the

former in good condition at the present time (twenty three years), and

the latter generally rotten in eight years, each costing nearly the same,

* While the cost of building her was only $547,889.

t See Appendix.
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(cost of D^'l. $ 1,178,000) is so great that a general idea may be ob-

tained by which to judge of the durability of timber used before and

after thorough seasoning. I judge that the loss to the Government in

using unseasoned timber during six years from 1861 was at least

^ 20,000,000."

Incomplete as these statistics are they give us a partial idea of the

magnitude of the loss, which we sustain by decay, and they fully war-

rant our devising means for arresting it.

One of the chief difficulties wliich presents itself, when we resort to

chemical processes to effect the preservatioii of wood, lies in its very

complicated structure. Being the product of vital processes and also

the individual in which these processes are taking place, a tree neces-

sarily contains very many different chemical substances arranged in a

complicated manner. It is to the character of the constituent substan-

ces and the manner of their arrangement that wood owes the prop-

erties which render it so well suited to the purposes to which it is

applied.

A brief description of the structure of a tree and the way in which it

is formed will more clearly explain these difficulties. If we examine a

section of the stem of a tree we observe that it consists ; 1st, of the pith

or its remains, at the centre; 2nd, of the wood surrounding the pith;

and, 3rd, of the bark.

In Fig. 1 is represented a section both vertical and horizontal of a

branch of a tree, two years old, as it appears in December. The por-

tion included in the lines marked A is of the first year's growth ; those

marked B indicate the wood of the second year ; while those marked C
inclose the three layers of bark ; D represents the pith of loose cellular

tissue ; E represents the pith rays or silver grain of hard cellular tissue

connecting the pith with the green or middle layer of bark, which

consists wholly of cellular tissue ; F marks the outer or corky layer of

the bark, which is composed of dry, dead cells, which are formed of con-

secutive layers from the outer portion of the living green layer; G is

the green layer of cellular tissue ; H shows the liber or inner bark,

made up of cellular tissue penetrated by long bast cells, arranged paral-

lel Avith the axis of growth ; I represents the place of the cambium or

growing layer of organizable material which descends from the leaves

between the liber and the sap wood during the period of growth ; K is

a woody fibre, which gives strength to the stem and through which tl:e

crude sap rises ; L indicates the vessels or ducts, with various mark-

ings, such as dots, rings and spirals, which are formed most abundant-
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ly in the spring and usually contain no fluid. Thfy convey gases and

aqueous vapors, and it may be that a large proportion of all tlie water

ascending from the roots to the leaves passes through them as va})or; M
is the layer of spiral vessels or ducts, which always inclose the pith and

in the young shoot extend into the leaves and uuite them to the pith

during its life, which ceases with the first season.

Though the assertion has given rise to much discussion it seems now

to be well determined that a circulatory system exists in vegetables.

For convenience it is divided into the vascular circulation and the hor-

izontal or cellular circulation. In the first the sap from the roots pass-

es up through the woody fibre and the elaborated sap or cambium

passes down between the liber and the sap wood. In the second the

fluids pass between the pith and the bark. The food for the growth of

the tree is secured by the roots and the leaves. The roots absorb \ya-

ter and the nitrogenous and mineral substances which the tree requires.

The leaves store up carbon from the decomposition of carbonic acid in

the numerous storaatae with which they are provided. From these va-

rious substances the several constituents of the tree are formed and by

the circulatory system they are conveyed to the part of the individual

where they are to perform their functions. Thus we see that while the

tree lives, in a healthy state, by means of its roots and leaves, it holds

communion with the earth, water, and air, and that the fluids, juices

and deposits depend for their movement upon the presence and action

of these parts. When this communication is interrupted by drought

or exhaustion of the soil, by the stripping of the bark or the felling

of the tree, growth ceases. The circulation still continues however, but

waste a of tissue begins, decomposition sets in, and the tree becomes

the prey of fungoid growth. If however, after felling, we lop off" the

top of the tree, the vascular circulation ceases, and, if we remove the

bark, cellular circulation stops. If now the tree is exposed to dry air

at a moderate temperature, all vital processes are arrested and the wood

is for the while preserved. Especially is this so if the sap wood is

cut away and the pith is laid open.

From this sketch we realize how very complex the physical structure

of the tree is. A narration of but a portion of the constituent sub-

stances will show that its chemical structure is still more diversified. In

all plants we find woody fibre or cellulose, and this is covered with in-

crusting substances formed from the decay of the cells. The following

substances are also found in quantities varying with the season and the

locality, the species and the age of the plant. They are the constit-
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ueuts of the sap such as albumenoidal substances, starch, grape sugar^

cane sugar, gum, tannic acid, coloring matters, pectose, resins, and

volatile oils and the ordinary mineral constituents of plants, &c.

From the composition and structure of the healthy material our

discussion naturally turns to the consideration of the manner in which

the decay (Eremacausis) takes place and of the conditions most favor-

able to its progress. When wood in a moist state is ex posed to air it

undergoes deconipo.sitiou ; a species of fermentation is occasioned by
the nitrogenized constituents, in consequence of which oxygen is ab-

sorbed, carbonic dioxide and water are exhaled, and the wood crumbles

down into a blackish brown vegetable mold called humus, ulmine or

geine. This decay occurs most rapidly in young, spongy wood, which

admits the air most freely and at the same time contains a proportion*

ately larger quantity of the albuminous substance, than the harder

and older portiojis. The decomposition of these albuminous constituents

favoi-s the growth of lichens and fungi and encounigas the ravages of

insects, to which the albuniinous portions in particular afford nutri-

ment. Pure woody fibre by itself, is only very slightly affected by the

destructive influences of weather as we see in cotton, linen, paper and

other materials, formed from nearly pure cellulose. The decay arises

wholly from the presence of the subs.tance3 in the wood that are foreign

to the woody fibre, but are present iu the juices of the wood while

growing, and consist chiefly ofalbuminous matter, which, when dect^iug>

causes the destruction of the other constituents of the wood also. Since

resinous woods resist the action of damp and moisture for a long time,

they are quite lasting ; next in respect to durability follow such kinds

of wood as are very hard and compact and contain some substance^

which like tannic acid, resists decay.

The conditions which obtain then are these ; a limited supply of air,

a moist atmosphere, and a moderate temperature. Change either of

these conditions and decomposition ceases. You will recall that these

conditions air, moisture and heat are the very same as were shown by

our eminent associate. Dr. Gihon, to exercise so baneful an effect upon

the health of those who live in ships. Remove the moist atmosphere

and while the health of the inhabitants is benefited the destruction

which assists in jiolluting the air is delayed.

Jlr. Finchau, formerly Principal Builder to Her Majesty's dockyard,

at Chatham, tried an experiment to show that the presence of all these

conditioiTS was essential to decay. He bored a hole in a perfectly sound

timber in an old oak ship. The admission of air to the central pai't of
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the wood, moisture and heat being already present, caused the hole to-

be filled up iu the course of twenty-four hours with mold which speed-

ily became so compact as to admit of being withdrawn like a stick.

Other cases may be cited of the remarkable freedom of wood from

decay when any of these conditions are changed. For instance, when
there was free circulation of air and an absence of moisture as in the

roof of Westminister Hall we find well preserved wood over four hun-

dred and fifty years old (1866). The carvings in oak at Stirling Castle

are also over three hundred years old (1866), and Scotch fir was found iu

good condition after three hundred years, and the trusses of the roof of

the Basilica of St. Paul, Rome, sound and good after one thousand years.

Instances of longevity where there was an absence of air, and the wood

was submerged in water, are found such as the piles from the foundation

of the old Savoy Palace perfectly sound after six hundred and fifty

years, the piles from Old London Bridge perfectly sound after eight-

hundred years, <&c.

Preservation.

In accordance with these observations, Wagner, (Chem. Tech. p. 474,

Am. ed.), divides the methods adopted for the preservation of wood as

follows: 1. the elimination, as much as possible, of the water from the

wood previously to its being employed ; 2. the elimination of the con-

stituents of the sap ; 3, by keeping up a good circulation of air near

the wood so as to prevent its suffocation as it is termed ; 4. by chemi-

cal alteration of the constituents of the sap ; 5. by the gradual miner-

alization of the wood and thus the elimination of the organic matter
;

and to these may be added 6, by the use of antiseptic agents.

The first of these is the most universally employed method, i. e. by
seasoning. As formerly carried on, the wood, carefully protected from

sun and rain, was stored away for years. An active circulation of air

was permitted and by the slow action of this air all the moisture was

extracted from the wood. As the presence of moisture is essential to

the fermentation of the albuminous and saccharine constituents of the

sap this fermentation is thereby prevented. But beside the loss of in-

terest on the capital invested and the time required for this result to be

attained this method has other objections. If the timber is in the log

it is liable to become rent, and if the pith is not bored out it is liable

to decay at the heart before the moisture can be evaporated from it. If

cut into lumber great care must be taken to prevent warping and crack-

ing. Consequently various processes have been proposed for hastening
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the drying, while yet it is so controlled that cracking and warping are

avoided. Several of the processes of seasoning depend too upon the re-

moval of the sap. We have water seasoning, seasoning by steaming

and boiling, seasoning by smoke drying and stove drying, seasoning by
scorching and charring, seasoning by extraction of sap, &c. Water sea-

soning, which is effected by submerging the wood for some time in water,

renders it brittle. Seasoning by steaming and boiling also diminishes

the strength and elasticity of the wood, for at temperatures somewhat

below the boiling point, that is at 140° P., the albumen is coagulated

and this seals up some of the water or sap in the wood and thereby

weakens the cohesion of the particles. The process of smoke drying

answers quite well but the same result is more easily attained by the

Bethell or Robbins process to be described farther on. Stove drying

renders the wood quite hygroscopic and leaves the pores open. Scorch-

ing and charring are only applicable to wood already thoroughly sea-

soned. If green wood is treated in this way the outside only is pro-

tected ; the sap is sealed up in the interior and ferments and then de-

composes. It may be well to mention here that the same unfortunate

result is brought about if the green wood is covered with a coat of paint.

The protection is wholly sui>erficial and is very deceptive. It is far

better to leave the wood uncovered for then if there is a free circulation

of dry air, the wood will gradually season as the sap is evaporated.

Owing to the belief that paint or varnish will protect wood under any

circumstances it is no unusual occurrence to find the painted wood work
of old buildings completely rotted away while the adjacent naked parts

are quite sound. But the preservative action induced by charring sea-

soned wood is undoubted, for by the destructive distillation of the su-

perficial layer various antiseptic agents are formed which find their way
into the interior of the wood and the charcoal left upon the surface acts

to destroy all fungoid germs which seek an entrance. This process has

been long employed for preserving piles &c., and has been used in the

Portuguese and French Navies. M. de Lapparent makes use of a gas

blowpipe, the flame from which is allowed to play upon every part of

the timber in succession. By this means the degree of torrefaction can

be regulated at will. Instances of the efiiciency of this process are cit-

ed as follows. Charred wood has been dug up which must have lain

in the ground fifteen hundred years, and was then perfectly sound. At
Herculaneum, after two thousand years, the charred wood was found to

be whole and undiminished. The methods proposed for seasoning by

the extraction of the saj) alone have been abandoned as impracticable.
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Processes depending on the Chemical alteration op the Sap.

The first of these processes that went into general use was Kyan's

process, patented in England in 1832, and soon after in this country.

This process, called Kyauizing, consisted in immersing the wood in a

dilute solution of mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate) until it was

thoroughly saturated, or if time was an object, injecting the solution by

pressure in a closed vessel from which the air was first partially ex-

hausted. In England a solution of one kilo, of the salt to eighty to

one hundred liters of water is employed for railway sleepers. They are

laid in an open tank. In Baden they remain in the solution, when
they are to be impregnated to a depth of 82 m. m., for four days, 85

to 150 m, m., for seven days, 150 to 180 m. m., for ten days, 180 to 240

m. m., for fourteen days, 240 to 300 m. m., for eighteen days, the solu-

tion consisting of one kilo, of salt to two hundred liters of water.

When taken out the wood is washed and dried.

The use of the mercuric chloride depends upon the fact that it con-

verts the albumen into an insoluble compound, while the salt itself be-

comes reduced to the mercurous chloride. This process was extensive-

ly adopted in England, and to some extent in this country. The ob-

jections ui'ged are that the salt employed is costly, that when open

tanks are used the process is tedious, and when closed vessels are em-

ployed the method is very costly, that the mechanics who shape the

wood are liable to be poisoned by the salt, and that the bolts which

hold it are liable to corrosion. But the process when faithfully ex-

ecuted seems to effectually arrest the rapid decay of timber in exposed

situations.

Zinc chloride has an effect upon wood somewhat similar to that of

mercuric chloride while it is a much cheaper salt. In 1838, Sir Wra.

Burnett was granted a patent for preserving wood by this material and

the process was known as Buruettizing. A solution of one kilo, of zinc

chloride to ninety liters of water is employed. The wood is placed

on a car and run into a large, air-tight, cylinder of iron and the solu-

tion it forced in under pressure. Although this method is not a sure

preventive of decay the advantages which result from using it are more

than sufficient to justify its application to most kinds of timber in com-

mon use, and in situations favorable to rapid decay. It has also a dis-

tinct effect in rendering wood less liable to warp and crack when placed

in dry situations. It is open to the same objection as the mercuric chlo-

ride that the salt will act upon the iron or copper fastenings. This
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process has been quite tlioroughly tried in this country by Mr. J. B.

Francis of Lowell, Mass., and its preservative power in miny cases was

quite well shown. Pieces of various wo )ds treated by Burnett's pro-

cess were partially buried in the ground side by side with unburnett-

ized similar pieces of the same woods. They were kept there for over

five-years, and at the end of that time while the unprepared spepiraens

were thoroughly decayed most of the burnettized ones were in good con-

dition. Especially was this the case with birch, beech and poplar.

In the same year in which Burnett secured his patent another patent

was granted in England to Bethell for the use of the heavy oil of tar

for impregnating wood. This material is obtained as one of the by-

products in the manufacture of coal gas. Although its composition

varies considerably it always contains carbolic and cresylic acids, which

are among our best known antiseptic agents together with various resi-

nous, empyreumatic and asphalt forming substances. The persei'va-

tive influence of these substances is well known.

Bethell placed the wood in an air tight cylinder (See Fig. 2) and first

produced a vacuum, by which means the air and moisture were extract-

ed from the wood. Then the liquid was forced in until a pressure of one

hundred and fifty pounds to the square inch was obtained, and the pressure

was continued until the wood was sufficiently saturated. This process

was very successful, specimens which were treated in this way having

remained unchanged when buried for over eleven years. Dr. Ure says

of this process, "the effect produced is that of perfectly coagulating the

albumen in the sap, thus preventing its putrefiiction. For wood that

will be much exposed to the weather, and alternately wet and dry the

mere coagulation of the sap is not sufficient ; for although the albumen

contained in the sap of the wood is most liable and the first to putrefy,

yet the ligneous fibre itself, after it has been deprived of all sap, will,

when exposed in a warm, damp situation, rot and crumble into dust.

To preserve wood, therefore, that will be much exposed to the weather,

it is not only necessary that the sap should be coagulated, but that the

fibres should be protected from moisture, which is effectually done by

this process.

The atmospheric action on wood thus prepared renders it tougher,

and infinitely stronger. A post made of beech, or even of Scotch fir, is

rendered more durable, and as strong as one made of the best oak,

the bituminous mixture with which all its parts are filled acting as a

cement to bind the fibres together in a close, tough mass, and the more

porous the wood is, the more durable and tough it becomes, as it im-
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bibes a greater quantity of the bituminous oil, which is proved by its

increased weight. The materials which are injected preserve iron and

other metals from corrosiou ; and aa iron bolt driven into wood so sat-

urated, remains perfectly sound and free from rust. It also resists the

attack of insects; and it has been proved by Mr. Pritchard, at Shore-

ham Harbor, that the teredo navalls, or naval worm, will not

touch it.
"

In this country a patent has been granted to Robbins* for an im-

provement in Bethell's process. He employs the oil of tar and drives

tiie sap from the wood. Then he forces the tar in, in the form of a

vapor, in which condition it is claimed that it penetrates more deeply

into the wood and in a shorter time. It is claimed also that the wood

is cleaner than when prepared by Bethell's process. One side of the

Vandalia was treated in this way and it is proposed to compare its

durability with the wood of the other side, both being manifestly under

similar conditions.

The objections which have been urged against the use of coal tar com-

pounds are that they impart a disagreeable odor to the wood ; that the

wood is difficult to work, as it clogs the tools, and that it renders the

wood more inflammable.

One of the most interesting methods devised for introducing preserva-

tive agents into the pores of wood is that suggested and applied by

Boucherie. Deep cuts were made in the trunk of a living tree near

the roots, a sort of tank built around them, and the tank filled with the

solution. (See Fig. 4.) Sometimes the tree, immediately after felling, was

placed upright in the solution. In either case the solution was drawn

up by the aspirative force of the tree, and penetrated even to the leaves.

According to Hyett (Parnell's Chemistry) a poplar tree, ninety feet

high, placed with its lower end in a solution of acetate (pyrolignite)

of iron of specific gravity 1.056, absorbed about ten feet cubic in six days.

Afterward the method was modified by applying a rubber cup to the

larger end of the log as it lay on the ground with the top lopped off.

Then the solution was allowed to flow from a hight, in order to exert

* For form of apparatus see Fig. 3.

Description of Fig. 3.

A, represents a retort in which the coal tar, resin or oleaginous substan-

ces or compounds are placed and subjected to the action of lieat, B is tlie

man-hole for reaching the interior. C the pipe with branches E E which

connects the retort with the wood chambers D. F discharge pipe for re-

tort. H discharge pipe for vapors condensed in chambers.
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pressure, into tlie cup. (See Fig. 5.) By this means the sap was forced

out and the solution flowed iu. When the solution began to issue from

the opposite end the operation was completed. Boucherie tried va-

rious substances but the one which he decided upon as the best

was cupric sulphate. The solution used is one kilo, cupric sulphate to

one hundred litres of water.

The testimonials to the efficacy of cupric sulphate are quite numerous.

In some of the German mines it has given better results than zinc chlo-

ride. ( Dingler's Poly. Jour. 1871, Vol. 202, p. 174 .) But on certain

German railways where it had been employed to protect the sleepers

it was found to attack the iron. It is said in defense of the process that

if the wood is thoroughly dried after impregnation, the iron will not be

acted upon. However this may be, in ships where copper fastenings

are used there would be no action. In 1855, the jury of the French

Exposition made an extremely favorable report upon Boucherie's pro-

cess, asserting not only its value, but its superior cheapness over the

plan of creosotiug. (Jour. Frank. Inst. 1856, vol. 32, p. 1.) In 1846,

about eighty thousand sleepers saturated with cupric sulphate together

With some that were unprotected, were laid down on the Northern rail-

way of France. In 1855 that is, nine years afterward, the pre[)ared

sleepers were as good as ever, the others having long been decayed and

replaced by new ones. For preserving telegraph posts, the cupric sul-

phate has been similarly effective. The saving to the French lines

alone, up to 1855, was estimated at two and a half millions of francs

(Compte Rendus 1868, vol. 67 p. 713.) By the report of the commis-

sion to the exposition at Vienna we learn that this process is still resort-

ed to for this purpose and that telegraph posts are made to last

from fifteen to twenty years. (Vol. II, L. 2, p. 18.) Examples of the

preservative value of cupric sulphate could be easily multiplied, but

one more will suffice. In 1868, Boucherie Jr. exhibited to the French

Academy specimens of wood which had been prepared according to his

father's process and exposed since 1847. These specimens were as

sound, as elastic, and as strong as when new, and readily yielded the re-

action of the copper they still retained. Here was a test of twenty

years standing.

The rationale of the action of cupric sulphate has been stated by Koe-

nig. (Am. Jour. Sci. 2 series, Vol. XXXII, p. 274.) The action is first

the union of cupric sulphate with the resinous and albuminous constitu-

ents and next the dissolving of the albuminous compounds by the excess

of the cupric sulphate solution. By long immersion it is said to be pos-
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sible to remove all of the nitrogenized bodies. Resinous woods retain
the most basic salt.

The process is useful only for green wood, and best adapted to lio-ht,
porous, easily perishable woods.

*

Beside the substances mentioned a multitude of others have been
suggested but they have generally been abandoned. Some have aimed
to mtroduce solutions of different substances so that the interchange of
their atoms shall take place in the pores of the wood and an insokible
deposit will be formed there. But the tendency is to some extent to
petrify the wood and thus to destroy those characteristics which adapt
wood to its uses. You can easily realize how useful a carpenter's tools
would be in shaping stone.

I will speak of but one other method and that you are all somewhat
familiar with. It is the preservation of wood by salting. This method
of treating ship frames is imperatively required by the lake under-
writers in new vessels of the first class. The American Lloyds recom-
mend It but do not make it an absolute condition.
"The mode of salting is to fix stops of boards between the timbers of

the frames about the height of the load line, and when the ceilino- and
planking are worked and the plank-sheer ready to go into place the
spaces between the timbers are filled with salt. Near the end of the
vessel the salt is sometimes put between the frames quite down to the
deadwood. A vessel of five hundred tons will take one hundred bbls
of salt applied in the usual manner." (W. W. Bates Ag. Rept. 1866

)The use of salt depends upon the fxct that it incrusts the timbers
and prevents the fermentation from taking place at the surface but if
applied to unseasoned wood its action being only superficial it does not
arrest the decomposition of the interior. It has been used by Boucherie
as a substitute for cupric sulphate but it could not compare with it The
use of it is objected to because being a deliquescent salt it keeps the at-
mosphere moist. Beside it is corrosive. For instance so long ago as "

be-
tween 1768 and 177;^, the practice prevailed of saturating ships with
salt; but this was found to cause a rapid corrosion of the iron fa«.
tenings and to fill the vessels between decks with a constant damp va-
por." (T. A. Britton, p. 112.)

As we examine the various processes which are in use we observe one
fact, that they are all of them adapted only to light, porous, easily pen-
etrated woods. Only the sap wood of oak and denser woods can b^
reached, but this is the part which is most liable to decay and most in
need of a preservative agent.



The conclusion to which I have come then is the followiug.

The preservative processes enable us to use an inferior quality of

wood with great safety. When vessels must be built iu great haste

and of inferior material, the wood should always be subjected to the

action of a preservative agent.

It would no doubt be advantageous to treat the hard varieties of

wood after they have been thoroughly seasoned, for although the treat-

ment would be only superficial, in thoroughly seasoned wood, this

would be sufiicieut. Of the materials employed the use of cupric sul-

phate appears to me to be the best applicable for ship timber as re-

gards cost, inflammability, freedom from odor, corrosive properties,

poisonous action, deliquescence, durability and ease of application.
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APPENDIX.

Table showing the cost of repairs per ton per year of life and per ton per

year of sea service up to 1850 of vessels of the U. S. Navy.
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Thilmany Process

—
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Pres. Co 1867.

St-itistic;il History of the Navy of the U. S. from 1775 to 1853—Jy Lt. Geo.

F. Eimno7is U. S. N. Wash. 1853.
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A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ORDNANCE AND
TORPEDO OUTFIT OF THE U. S. S. "TRENTON" (2nd Rate).

By Lieutenant Charles A. Stone, U. S, Navy.

The Spar deck battery of the " Trenton'^ consists of two eight inch

converted Rifles on the forecastle, and one aft. The forward guns are

mounted on Ericsson jDivot carriages, shifted and trained by tackles.

The recoil is controlled by friction compressors, attached to the front of

the top carriages. Attached to each slide are two bronze compressor

plates, the length of the recoil allowed, placed horizontally, one above

the other. The gun is run in or out by direct gearing on the inside of

the brackets of the top carriage, which is geared into a longitudinal

rack, inside of and close up to one of the rails of the slide. The rear

trucks of the top carriage are on eccentric axles, but the depth of the

cogs of the gearing is sufficient to prevent their being entirely separ-

ated by heaving the rear trucks into action. These forward guns can

be fired both on the same side of the ship, or one on either side. They

can be trained from right ahead to about two points abaft the beam.

The after pivot gun on the Spar deck is mounted on what is called

the "Circular Brake Carriage." Placed longitudinally, and attached

to the slide, are two heavy cogged racks of bronze. Engaged in these

are two bronze pinions on a heavy steel axle extending between the

brackets of the top carriage. On this same axle is a drum, with an

iron strap extending around it, acting* as a circular friction brake on

the recoil. The strap is tightened on the drum before firing, by means

of an eccentric worked by a lever. There is also a simple automatic

Note. This paper has not been read before the Institute, but is inserted

by direction of the Executive Committee.
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device by which the compressor is tautened still more during the first

foot of the recoil. This device consists of an arm on the same axle

with the compressor lever ; on tlie end of this arm is a stud, or pin,

which, during the first foot of the recoil, travels along and down an in-

clined plane attached to the slide, thus heaving the compressor lever up,

and tautening the compressor. The inclination of this plane is adjus-

table. But little initial compression need be given when this automatic

device is used, thus easing the first strain on the pivot bolts, &c.

On the same steel axle with the pinions above mentioned is a wheel,

engaged in which is a pinion on a crank shaft passing through- the

brackets of the top carriage, with a crank on either end. When the

compressor is slackened the gun is run in or out by means of these

cranks. Previous to firing, the pinion on the crank shaft is disen-

gaged from the wheel on the main axle by a longitudinal movement of

the crank shaft. There are two wheels and two pinions on the crank

shaft, of different sizes, giving different rates of speed and power, in

running in and out. This after pivot gun has three fighting pivots,

one astern, and one on either quarter. The gun can be trained from

about four points forward of the beam on one side, around to the same

angle on the other side, or through an angle of about 270^. Owing to

the elliptical form of the stern, the three fighting pivots cannot be

reached from one shifting center ; two are required.

In the Gangways on the Spar Deck are two twenty pounder Bronze

Breech Loaders, converted from Dahlgren muzzle loading rifles. They

are mounted on iron Marsilly carriages, and are fitted with directing

bars, on which are arranged friction compressors. These guns are used

for saluting. The charge is two pounds of cannon powder. An eight

or nine second salute can be fired from them without difficulty. They

were converted, at the Washington Navy Yard, by cutting off the

breech of the gun a short distance in rear of the base ring, cutting a

score around the gun at the base ring, centering the breech in a mould,

and casting on to it the masses to which the collar is attached, and then

turning out the plug recess &c. They have the same system of breech

mechanism as the three inch B. L. Rifles.

On the Gun Deck are four 8 inch converted Rifles in each broad-

side, divided into two divisions of four guns each. The guns of the

First Division are mounted on Ericsson carriages with friction com-

pressors, similar to those of the forward pivots. They are run in and

out by similar gearing. The rear trucks of the top carriage are not

on eccentric axles, but are always in action. The rear training trucks
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of the slide are geared into training racks on the deck. Above one of

these trucks is placed the training crank, geared to the truck by direct

gearing. This gearing is locked by a screw, which presses hard, when

desired, against one of the axles of the gearing, and thus holds the slide

when there is motion on the ship. In port the guns can be trained

fore and aft, close out to the ship's side. They are first trained sharp

on the bow, when a securing pivot bolt is put in and the fighting pivot

bolt withdrawn, they are then trained fore and aft. As the friction

compressor plates occupy the central part of the slide the securing piv-

ot is placed on one side. To allow the rear transom of the slide and

training gear to accommodate itself to this new center, the transom is

not riveted to the rails of the slide but is pivoted in its center to anoth-

er transom, which is riveted to the rails. The first transom, carrying

the training gear, has therefore a movement under the slide similar to

that of the front axle under a carriage.

The guns of the Second Division ai-e mounted on the Hydraulic

Buffer carriage, a description of which, written by Commander M. Si-

card, will be found in the Ordnance pamphlet on the 8 inch converted

Rifle. The 8 inch Eifles have two sets of sights ; side sights on the

left side of the gun, the rear sight being set at a permanent angle

(1° 47') for drift ; and central sights, the breech sight having an ad-

justable head for drift and wind.

There are four boat guns supplied to the ship, all of which are of

bronze. Two 12 pounder smooth bores, and two 3 inch B. L. Rifles,

one of 500 pounds, and one of 350 pounds. The shell and shrapnel for

the 3 inch Rifles are fitted for the Boxer fuse, slightly modified, a de-

scription of which will be found in the Ordnance pamphlet on the

3 inch B. L. Rifle.

Electrical Apparatus.

On the bridge is an electrical instrument, called the Annunciator, for

firing the guns and torpedoes by electricity. In shape and size it

somewhat resembles a standard compass. Inside, along the sides are

two rows of four ports each, corresponding to the guns in broadside. At

either end are two more ports corresponding to the bow and quarter

spar torpedoes. Outside of the instrument, but protected by a brass

shield, abreast of each of the ports above mentioned, is a firing key.

There i'is also a firing key for each broadside. Overhead, in rear of

each gun on the Gun Dack, is an instrument called a tell tale, which

shows when a current passes through the electrical circuit of that gun.
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The two wires leading from the tell tale are terminated by an instru-

ment called the Primer Connection, which furnishes a ready means of

putting the electric primer into the circuit. On one of the wires be-

tween the tell tale and primer connection is a simple make circuit con-

nection, which is held by the Captain of the guu. When the primer

is connected, aud the circuit completed by the Captain of the gun,

the current passes, causes the tell tale to work, and also revolves ia

front of the port corresponding to tiiat gun in the Annunciator on the

Bridge, a red signal bearing the number of the gun. This current

passes through sufficient resistance in the Annunciator to prevent its

firing the primer ; but when the corresponding key is pressed the

firing current is shunted into the circuit, and the primer is fired. The
object of the tell tale is to show the Captaia of the gun that his primer

is good, that is that there is a current through it, and it also shows

him that the officer on the bridge knows that his gun is ready to fire.

It also takes the place of the order " Ready" to the crew, as it is iu

plain sight of the mall, and without the tell tale indicates it, they know
that the gun cannot be fired. If tlie Captain of the gun loses his aim,

or does not for any rea-ioii wish his gun to be fired, he breaks the cir-

cuit in his hand, which makes it impassible for the officer on the bridge

to fire the gun. Upon breaking the circuit the tell tale shows no cir-

cuit, and in the port iu the Annunciator his number disappears, show-

ing that the gun is no longer ready. If the keys in the Annunciator are

kept pressed, then upon the captain of the gun completing the circuit,

the gun is instantly fired. By means of the keys iu the Annunciator

for the broadsides the officer can fire simultaneously all the guns that

are ready, and moreover he sees before firing just what guns are ready.

The tracks of the gun deck battery are being marked for concentration

of fire, and a Director is being made to ship on top of the Annunciator,

so that the broadside can be concentrated and fired from the bridge.

The electrical circuits for the Spar Torpedoes are similar to those for

the guns, except that there are no tell tales. The connections being

made on the spar deck and iu sight of the bridge, none are required.

The Spar deck guns can be fired by electricity by using such of the

torpedo circuits as are not in use. There are three galvanic batteries

in use on the ship. The cells of the batteries on board the Trenton are the

La Clanche, modified by Lieut. Converse. The testing battery is com-

posed of twelve cells, arranged in two groups of six each. This current

"works the tell tales and the annunciator, and tests the primers. The firing

battery is composed of twenty cells, arranged in groups of five each.
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This fires the gun primers and torpedo fuses. There is a large excess

of power in this battery, as a single cell, in good condition, will fire a

primer on short circuit. These batteries are in walnut boxes, under

lock and key, standing on brackets on either side of the main mast on

the berth deck. The third battery is the Bell Battery. It rings all

the electric bells, and also supplies the current for the Thermostat

circuits. The Thermostats are set to give warning when the tempera-

ture of the place they are in rises above 140° F. This instrument con-

sists of a cylindrical metallic case within which, and insulated from

it, is a metallic spiral spring, composed of two strips of metal of dif-

erent expansibilities under heat, soldered together, and coiled into a

spiral. The most expansible metal is on the inside of the spiral. As

the temperature rises the spiral uncoils; and when the temperature

for which the instrument is set is reached, the end of the spiral comes

into contact with a point on the inside of the case; this point is adjus-

table.

One wire, insulated from the case, is connected to the spiral, the oth-

er wire to the case. In the same circuit, near the cabin door, is the

Thermostat Annunciator, similar to the Electric Annunciators in use in

Hotel Offices, in which, when any of the Thermostats completes its

circuit, a shutter bearing the name of the place in which it is placed,

is dropped ; and at the same time an electric bell rings continuously to

attract attention, as long as the Thermostat keeps the circuit closed.

The Thermostat Annunciator is directly under the eyes of the orderly

at the cabin door. There is a Thermostat in each of the coal bunkers,

and one between the Yeoman's Storeroom and the Paint Room. Be-

sides the Spar torpedoes, there are two Harvey torpedoes of the Ser-

vice pattern supplied to the ship.
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NOTICE.

At the April meeting of the Institute the following amendment to

the Constitution was adopted, to take effect January, 1879.

"Members, who are two years in arrears for dues shall be dropped;

and the Proceedings shall not be furnished to members one year in

arrears for dues."

All correspondence in regard to dues and publications must be ad-

dressed to the Treasurer.

All papers and correspondence referring to papers, applications for

membership and resignations of membership must be addressed to the

Secretary.

General correspondence in regard to the Institute and its affairs

must be addressed to the Corresponding Secretary.
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October 11, 1877.

Chief Engineer Chas. H. Baker in the chair.

In the absence of the author, P. A, Engineer W. L. Nicoll read the

following paper on

THE U. S. SHIP TRENTON.

By Geo. W. Baird, Passed Assistant Engineer, U. S. N.

An Inspection of this fine vessel will show that our Naval Author-

ities have well improved their time since the termination of our late

war, and have profited by the costly experiments which have so ad-

vanced the great Navies of Europe.

The " Treyiton" is one of the " eight sloops" recently completed, and

like all modern unarmored ships of war, is intended for a commerce

destroyer.

Indeed, the high speed and great weight of armor now demanded

have rendered inevitable the division of ships into several classes.

This, however, our own Naval Authorities were the first to recognize

and to put in practice. The principal improvements in the " Trenton"

are in the steam machinery and the ordnance, the former of which I

am invited to write about ; but that this paper may be more compre-

hensive I will introduce the dimensions of the hull and other data on

which depends the performance of the machinery.

The Hull.

The vessel has by no means a sharp model, being designed to carry

four guns in the bow, all of which can bear directly forward. Amid-

ships she has scarcely a perceptible dead rise, but her keel increases in

depth from 1 ft. 8" for'd to 2 ft. 8" aft.
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She has great breadth of beam in proportion to her length. The hull is

of wood, is coppered, is rigged as a ship, and has the following dimensions.

Length over all, in feet and inches, 271-6

Length on the load water line in feet, 253.

Depth of hold from throat of gun-deck, in feet and inches, 23-4

Draught of water at launching > ^^ip^''^^^' i4_4i-

Displacement per inch of draught, f at 20 feet, ") 22.8

Disi^lacement at deep load line, in tons, \ 8 in. draught, j 3'.'00

Extreme breadth of beam, in feet, 48

Area of greatest immersed transverse section in square feet, 780.

Area at load line (at 20 ft. 8 in. draught) in square feet, 9576.

Center of gravity of displacement aft of greatest immersed

transverse section, in feet and inches, 10-4

Distance of greatest immersed transverse section from stern-

post, in feet and inches, 137-10

Ratio of length to breadth on the load water line, 5.271 to 1.000

Ratio of displacement to its circumscribing parallelopi-

pedon, 0.6131 to 1.000

Engine.

There is, for the propulsion of the ship, a compound engine having

one high pressure and two low pressure cylinders. The two latter are

connected to cranks, which are placed upon the shaft at right angles to

each other, while the crank of the high pressure cylinder bisects the

angle between them, or is placed at an angle of 135 degrees with either

low pressure crank. The low pressure valve chests, the exhaust pass-

age of the high pressure engine, and the pipes connecting them, form

the receiver, the aggregate volume of which is 90 h cubic feet, or 1.21

times the volume swept by the high pressure piston.

Each low pressure cylinder exhausts into a separate condenser, but

the condensers can be connected if desired.

The cylinders are arranged on the starboard side of the hold, the

high pressure being in the middle. The engine is of the horizontal,

back acting type. The valves are double ported slides, with lap on

both the steam and exhaust sides. The steam lap is sufficient to cut off

the steam at 6-10 of the stroke of the pistons. The high pressure has

an independent cut off on the back of the valve and the point of cut-

ting off is varied by the usual right and left hand screw arrangement.

The valves are worked by Stephenson's links and eccentrics.

Air, feed and bilge pumps are w^orked from arms on the side rods.



The air pumps are double acting piston pumps, packed with lignuna-

vitae and hemp, and have rubber valves.

The cylinders are steam-jacketed and felted. The valve chests are

felted and lagged.

The condensers have brass tubes, well tinned, placed horizontally

and in two nests ; the circulating water passing once through the tubes

of each nest. The tubes are I of an inch outside diameter and the steam

is condensed on the outside. They are secured in cast iron tube sheets

by wood packing.

The Design.

The compound engine and high pressure boilers w^ere designed for the

purpose of giving the vessel the highest mean rate of speed, and the

greatest possible length of voyage. The unit of measurement of a

vessel is her displacement. A certain definite space is allotted for

battery, for machinery and fuel, for stores, ammunition etc., and within

the weight and space alloted for machinery and fuel the Bureau of

Steam Engineering has so distributed the constituents, as to approach

very nearly the highest possible mean.

The increase in the economic efficiency of the marine engine has ad-

vanced with the increase of steam pressure, higher grades of expansion,

and velocity of piston. In each of these three essential advances, our

own countrymen have been foremost. There appears, from the most

reliable experiments, to be a certain degree of expansion due to each

definite steam pressure, if the maximum economy would be obtained,

and as far as the unqualified economy of the fuel goes, it is not prob-

able that any fair-minded engineer will claim supremacy for the com-

pound, over the simple, arrangement of engine, or, vice versa. Other

functions enter, which will probably be interesting to the Institute, and

will be shown. For non-jacketed simple condensing engines, using

steam at 25 lbs. pressui-e above the atmosphere. Chief Engineer Isher-

wood found that the economic point of cutting off was four tenths (4-10)

from the commencement of the stroke of the piston. A non-condensing

engine would needs follow about one-half stroke, in order to attain its

greatest economy. At 75 pounds pressure these figures would be

about one-fifth (1-5) for the condensing, and about one third (1-3) for

the non-condensing engine.

The use of a steam jacket, by which the cylinder is enveloped by

steam of the boiler pressure and temperature, changes the conditions

sensibly. The saving by this means is elaborately set forth in the



Bureau's report for the year 1875, which, being in the archives of the

Institute, does not require comment here.

The two features which make the compound engine superior to the

single expansion (or simple) engine are, 1st, the lighter working parts
;

and, 2d, the greater uniformity of its turning forces.

As an example of the former, Ave may take the engines of the Tren-

ton. It is intended to attain a piston velocity of 448 feet per minute,

to use 80 lbs, of steam, above the atmosphere, with 2.75 expansions in

the high pressure cylinder, or a total range of 14 expansions.

There are three cylinders, and each is intended to be of equal pow-

er. The two low pressure cylinders are 78 inches in diameter and the

high pressure is 58^. The pistons have a stroke of four feet.

Now it must be borne in mind that all parts of machinery are propor-

tioned to the maximum strain. In a steam engine this occurs at the

commencement of the stroke of the piston.

The power is made up of the mean weight upon the pistons multi-

plied into their velocity. A single cylinder, single expansion engine,

which carried the same initial pressure and same mean pressure as the

high pressure engine of the Trenton, and which exhausted into the con-

denser with the vacuum attained here would require to be 63J inches

in diameter, or nearly 15 per cent, larger than the present H. P. cy-

linder. This would increase the sizes of the piston and connecting

rods in the same ratio. Indeed it would carry a large increase of size

and weight throughout most of the engine.

It was the intention of Chief Engineer Wood, late Chief of the Bu-

reau of Steam Engineering of the Navy Department, to design for two

vessels of the " Mlantonomah" class (now re-building) compound en-

gines and for two others simple engines, all of the vessels having hulls,

boilers and propellers exactly alike. Indeed he intended to have had

all the engine framing, working parts of the engine, condensers, pumps

etc., exactly alike ; the same aggregate volume of cylinder and the

same grade of expansion ; but on calculating the strain on working

parts, the area of piston needed, etc., it was ascertained that the max-

imum weight (or pressure) upon the pistons would be twenty four (24)

per cent, greater in the simple engine than in the compound.

Uniformity of the Turning Forces.

Figure I is a diagram of the turning forces of the engine, with the

three cylinders in use. a, a, a, represent the variation of pressure in

the high pressure engine, and b, b, and c, c, that in the two low press-
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ure engines. The curve A, A, is the conabined resultant, and its vari-

ation shows the variation of torsion on the shaft, leaving inertia out of

consideration. Had the cranks been connected at 120'' (or equidis-

tant) then the torsion would vary as the line B, B. It will be observed

that though the engine has three cylinders, there are but two distinct

and decided increments during a complete revolution.

It will also be observed that the turning force is more uniform with

the cranks in their present relative positions. It will be remembered

that the crosstail of the after, (low pressure) engine was broken on the

10th of March, since which time the after engine has been disconnected

and out of use. With only two engines in use it is more difficult to

start or reverse them, than if the cranks were placed at 120° from each

other. To ascertain what relative effect this would have on the turning

forces. Fig. 2 has been constructed, in which the curved line, A, A, A,

shows the variation of torsion upon the shaft with the cranks, as at

present arranged, and the dotted line shows what the torsion would have

been, had the cranks been arranged at an angle of 120° apart.

In this diagram, as in the other, there are but two definite pulsations

per revolution, and they follow the variations of the high pressure en-

gine. The sharp angles which occur in these diagrams, or, in other

words, the sudden change in the intensity of the turning forces would

be greatly modified, had the inertia of the moving parts of the engine

been considered; but inasmuch as these diagrams are merely compara-

tive, and refer only to the distribution of the work, so far as the piston

pressures are concerned, they have been confined exclusively to that

purpose.

It may not be out of place to compare a diagram* of our most suc-

cessful single expansion engines, with those of the " Trenton." Fig. 3

is a diagram of the turning forces of the engines of the *' Pensacola,"

using 40 pounds pressure and expanding four times. This is a higher

grade of expansion than this class of engines usually employed, though

it is the exact point at which the Bureau proposed to cut off, in adapt-

ing the engines of the " Worcester" to the " Lancaster." (Vide Report

of Sec. of the Navy for 1876), though it is not nearly so high a grade

as is employed in the compound engines generally. These have been

unanimously accorded to be the best working, simple screw propeller

engines in the Navy; though it will be observed that the variation,

*I am indebted to Asst. Engineer I. A. Henderson, U. S. N., for the con-

struction of these torsion diagrams.
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even at so low a grade of expansion, is considerable, and the number of

pulsations per revolution is just double that of the " Trenton's." These

sudden, though uniform, variations in the extent of torsion on the shaft,

have, in my opinion, a decided influence on the shaking of the ship.

If one of the blades of the screw propeller pass the stern post at the

instant of the greatest torsion (and velocity) of the shaft, and if this

number of beats per unit of time accords with the natural vibration of

the vessel, it is natural that the latter should respond to the former,

until great motion ensues : exactly as the march of infantry over a

bridge endangers it, unless they break step. If, however, the blades of

the propeller be so arranged that they are not opposite the rudder post

at the instant of greatest torsion, this danger is reduced. However, I

am of the opinion that where a propeller with an odd number of bladea

is used, this difficulty is partially overcome.

I have prepared Fig. IV. to show the variation in torsion of a three

cylinder, single expansion (or simple) engine using the same initial

pressure, the same total unbalanced pressure, the same number of

expansions and the same velocity of piston as are employed in the

" Trenton."

This example is theoretical, and is calculated for the full power of

the engine, while Fig. I. has been draughted from indicator diagrams

taken before tlie after engine was placed out of use, (with broken cross-

tail) at which time, unfortunately, the power developed was only about

two thousand (2000) horses. In the example given in Fig. IV, it is as-

sumed that the engines are connected at 120° with each other. A com-

parison of Figs. I. and IV. will show, graphically, the merits of the

two systems in regard to their uniformity in turning forces.

Reversing Gear.

A pair of oscillating engines, under the engine-room platform, raise

and lower the links through the intervention of a spiral gear. The

motion of the oscillating cylinders upon their trunions opens and closes

the ports, and the motor is reversed by a two-way cock, which changes

the steam-port into an exhaust-port, and vice versa. This arrangement

essentially deprives the machine of " lap or lead," and keeps the ex-

haust open up to the termination of the stroke, which gives the advan-

tage of always clearing itself of water; and no matter how suddenly

a signal is received to stop, or reverse, the engines, no fear need be enter-

tained of damaging the reversing engine by the water that is certain

to accumulate in the steam pipe.
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On leaving the Navy Yard, New York, on the 5th of March hist, I

gave this system a trial, and found that the time required to throw the

links from full ahead to full back gear was only six seconds. This was

with the boiler pressure of 75 pounds on the valves of the main engine.

An automatic arrangement shuts off the steam when the links reach

full throw.

Boilers.

The boilers are eight in number, and cylindrical in form. They are

arranged in rows (with their axes athwart-ship), four on each side of

the hold, and discharge their products of combustion into a common
smoke-pipe, which latter is telescopic.

Each boiler is 12 feet in diameter and 10 feet 3 ins. in length, on line

of axis, and contains three furnaces. The furnaces are cylindrical, 36

inches internal diameter, exposing a length of grate of 6 feet and 11

inches. The tubes are of brass, are arranged in nests, horizontally,

above the furnaces, and are 31 inches outside diameter, and 8 ft. 2? ins.

in length. Each boiler has a safety valve, a check valve, a bottom, and

a surface, blow valve, a stop valve, and steam and water guages.

They discharge their steam into a common pipe which enters the up-

take, and passes twice its length. The pipe thus acts as a super-

heater.

The boilers are entirely below the water, their highest points being

about 24 inches below the water level when the coal bunkers are empty.

All the coal is carried outboard of the boilers, there being no forward

bunkers. A shot would have to pass through twelve feet of coal, even

on the berth deck, before it could reach the boilers, so they can be con-

sidered as being well protected. It is a fact, patent to all, that no ves-

sel in our Navy, the boilers of which were masked by the water, has

ever received a shot into them.

Steam Pumps.

The circulating pumps for the condensers are independent, centrif-

ugal ones, and are two in number. They are driven by a pair of ver-

tical steam engines, and are upon the same shaft. The estimated ca-

pacity of these pumps is five thousand (5000) gallons of water per

minute. They are situated about eight (8) feet below the water level,

and have, therefore, that head to assist them. They are provided with

bilge valves; but inasmuch as they would have to lift the bilge-water,

it is estimated that their capacity as bilge pumps would not be more

than half the above figure.

The auxiliary (or Donkey) pumps are two in number, and are of the
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Blake patent. They are horizontal, double acting, and have a capacity

of three hundred and fifty (350) gallons per minute. These pumps

may be used for pumping water out of, or into, the boilers, for pump-

ing the bilges, for fire purposes, or, as auxiliary air-pumps to the main

condensers. They have, so far, proved themselves to be the best aux-

iliary steam pumps I have ever used, the only thing not in their favor

being that there is no means of working them by hand. The combined

capacity of the steam bilge pumps of the vessel is estimated at three

thousand two hundred (3200) gallons per minute.

Steam Windlass.

This machine was built by the Providence Steam Engine Campany,

from the plans of the ingenious engineer, Mr. Frederick Sickles, It is

essentially a horizontal revolving shaft placed athAvartships on the

forward part of the berth deck, and upon which shaft is secured the

" wild cats" for carrying the chains, drums for cai'rying ropes to be

used in catting and fishing the anchor, and at the middle of the drum

a spiral gear wheel is placed which is driven by a pair of engines

placed beneath the deck. The " wild cats" are secured to the shaft by

means of movable keyes, which enable the attendant to veer chain on

one anchor and hoist the other at the same time. A friction gear en-

ables the attendant to check the chain when veering, at any moment.

The steam cylinders are 14 inches in diameter of bore and have 14

inches stroke of piston. An automatic valve, placed on the steam pipe

near the engine, prevents the pressure from rising above 30 lbs. per sq.

in. on the pistons, no matter what excess we have in the boilers. In

usefulness and in convenience this machine is admirable. The sharp

angle at which the chains pass the hawse pipes increases the resistance

to such an extent that the thrust bearing of the spiral gear heats, and

when breaking the anchor out of the mud the hand gear is used, to as-

sist the engines, as a precaution. The hand gear is an ordinary pump
brake, and may be used with the steam gear or independently of it.

The " wild cats" may be unkeyed and the engine used to " cat" and
" fish" the anchors.

Steering Engine.

This machine is from the same builders and designer as the Wind-

lass. It is placed on the gun-deck between the steerage and ward

room hatches, with its axis fore and aft, and its drum is connected to

the tiller by means of hide ropes. The engine consists of a pair of cyl-

inder!?, inclined at an angle of 45° and connected to the same crank.
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The drum which carries the tiller ropes is keyed to the crank-shaft.

That which distinguishes this from the ordinary steam engine, and

makes it particularly valuable for the purpose of steering, is its valve

gear. This system is mounted upon the engine frame in front of the

engine, and is actuated by a hand wheel, which in turn is moved by a

similar wheel, on the spar-deck, through the intervention of a drum
and cord. Any motion of the valve gear admits steam to the engine,

and any motion of the engine tends to bring its valves to the middle

position, and the mechanism is so graduated that every degree of angu-

lar motion given to the hand wheel is responded to by exactly the same

amount of angular motion in the engine. The steam cylinders have a

diameter of 24 inches and a stroke of piston of one foot, and though

the hand wheel may be worked by a child, yet the turning force of the

engine, which responds to it, is enormous. The working of this ma-

chine is not smooth and can never be made so. The pressure of steam

upon the pistons urges them forward until the motion has brought the

valves to their middle position. Here the ports are all closed and

there is no pressure to impel nor to impede the motion of the engine.

But the inertia of the moving parts of the engine is sufficient to move

it a short distance past the dead point, and this motion, communicated

to the valve gear, admits steam on the opposite side and brings the

engine back. Instead of stopping exactly upon the dead point it pass-

es and repasses several times and is only brought to rest by a friction

brake which the builders have attached.

Steam Winches.

In the boiler hatch, and secured to the coamings on the gun-deck, are

placed two rotary engines of the Lidgerwood patent. They each drive

a drum through the intervention of a friction gear and are reversed on

the same principle as the reversing engine. The drums carry cords for

the purpose of hoisting ashes, or for coaling ship. These rotary en-

gines were intended by the superintending engineer to hoist the smoke

pipe,- but, as at present arranged, cannot be employed for that purpose.

Distilling Apparatus.

This machine is of the kind patented by the writer, and has been too

long ia use in the Navy to warrant any comment here.

Speed of the Vessel.

The accident to the crosstail of the after engine, on the day the ship

left New York, (five months ago), made it necessary to disconnect that
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engine and run with the other two. By this arrangement but one con-

denser is in use and, therefore, more than half the power cannot be

employed. With half the power the ship has frequently logged 11

J

knots under steam alone, uninfluenced by wind or current. The
preparation of this paper has been postponed in the vain hope of see-

ing the damaged engine repaired, and a test made for speed. Suppos-

ing that the power varies as the cube of the speed, the vessel will at-

tain a maximum rate of 14J knots per hour, on the estimated full

power of 3000 indicated horses. Although there is every indication

that a maximum of 3000 indicated horse power will be attained, yet,

with the full model of the " Trenton,'' it cannot be expected that the

speed will vary exactly as per the law above cited, and if 14 knots is

ever attained, the most sanguine hopes of the designers and builders

will be realized.

Effectiveness as a Ram.

The great strength and peculiar construction of the bow, and the

great power of the vessel, will make her very effective as a Ram.
Steaming at 14 knots, and striking another vessel at rest, the energy

exerted would be ^^V^= 25,868 foot tons, or sufficient to raise the whole
g 2

' '

weight vertically a little over six and a half feet.

This is equal to the concentrated fire often of the eleven 8-inch rifle

guns (that compose the battery) of the vessel, with the projectiles hav-

ing a striking velocity of 1450 feet per second. Such a blow would

crush in the armored side of any vessel yet built. The " handiuess"

of the vessel, which is truly remarkable, will make it not difficult to

strike her adversary when, and wherever, her commanding officer

wishes.

Warming, Lighting and Ventilating.

The vessel is warmed by steam heaters, known as Walton's " Ra-

diators," which are supplied with steam from the main boilers, and dis-

charge their condensed water through a Nason's trap into a tank from

whence it is taken for washing purposes. These heaters being nolsefess,

merit a special mention. The device consists of an upper and lower

chamber which are connected by iron pipes 11 inches in external diam-

eter, the lower chamber being used for the purpose of collecting the

water. As each pipe empties itself freely, and there is no flow of steam

to retard or back up, the flow of water, that objectionable noise (which

resembles a hydraulic ram) is entirely avoided.
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The exposed surface of these heaters is nearly one square foot for

each one hundred (100) cubic feet to be warmed, and the mean tem-

perature of 74° F. was maintained in the ward room, when both hatches

were open, and the temperature of the external atmosphere was 30^ F.

The temperature near the radiators was, of course, much greater; but

the mean of six thermometers, placed at equal distances apart, on the

centre line of the ward-room, gave the above quantity.

The large area and convenient arrangement of the hatches of the

" Trenton' do not compensate for the diminutive size and unequal spac-

ing of the air ports. It is true that all holes in a wooden ship should

be cut equally between the timbers, and that the timbers may be spaced

in reference to the location of the guns and otlier weights ; but there

is no apparent reason why the air ports should not have been more nu-

merous and of greater size. Most of the officers' staterooms have each

one air port; but some of them have only half a port, and othei-s

have one and a half. No one air port gives sufficient light to enable

one to write ten feet from it. The vessel is lighted, at night, by oil

lamps, and, except in the cabins, ward room and the offices of the Ad-

miral and Captain, where argand burners are used, the vessel is as dark

and dismal as the average U. S. ship of war. Special attention has

been paid to the lighting of the engine room, where the most approved

oil lamps are used ; but the light is insufficient.

The danger and labor of trimming lamps that illuminate the most

important moving parts of engines have usually prevented their suffi-

cient use.

With the improved apparatus for manufacturing gas from the prod-

ucts of petroleum which are within our rench, there are many reasons

why we should use it. It gives a better and a cheaper light than oil

lamps ; the labor of manufacturing it on board is less than that requir-

ed to fill, clean and trim the lamps, and it is much more cleanly, and,

for fixed lights, it is safer.

There are no unusual means for ventilating the ship, except two 8i

inch pipes extending from the after end of the shaft alley, up and

out through the stern of the ship, and a number of oblong openings

between the beams under the gun and spar decks. The latter were

made for the purpose of ventilating the bilge. Those which were in

the staterooms of the ward-room officers have been stopped up. The

Constructor has stated that the openings into the officers' quarters were

not intended to be permanent, but were for use only during the long

period required to build and fit out the ship.
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The two small pipes from the after end of the shaft alley are doing

good work. With a wind aft, a current is forced in, and is felt in the

alley ; also, when the wind is ahead, there is an inward current caused

no doubt by the wind eddying round the steru; but in a calm, or when
the wind is a-beam, the pipes act as chimneys, and the current is strong

enough to deflect the flame of a lamp very decidedly. Under any

and all conditions there is a current of air through these tubes, either

one way or the other. There is one other unusual means of ventila-

tion (though not intended for that purpose), which merits mention. In

order that room might be given on the gun deck to permit two guns to

bear directly forward, the chains were brought in on the berth deck.

The hawse pipes, through which the chains pass, are most excellent ven-

tilators, when the ship is swinging head to the wind. The ship is sup-

plied with the usual windsail, and the stationary ventilators for the

Hreroom. The berth deck, though warm when the vessel is under

steam, is by far the most pleasant that I have seen. Inside the smoke

pipe, and running as high as the standing part, there is a pipe which

opens into and discharges the air from the flreroora. This arrange-

ment was first devised for the " Richmond" in 1867, by the Chief of the

Bureau of steam Engineering; but, as it impeded the draught, it was

abandoned. The boilers of the " Trenton^' have so strong a draught,

that the use of the pipe is permissible, and from it benefit is derived.

In the event of using full power, where it would be necessary to force

the fires, the lower opening of this pipe will be closed by a suitable door.

On the gun deck there are no bulk heads around the boiler hatch, and,

as most of the crew are berthed on this deck, and the temperature near

the boiler hatch is high when there is steam. Rear Admiral Worden di-

rected that a curtain be hung around the hatch. To determine the benefit

of this curtain, a thermometer was hung on a hammock hook on the gun

deck, another in the hatch just above the gun deck, another in the hatch

just above the birth deck, and one in the fire room level with the uptake

doors, out of the draft of the ventilators, at which place the temperature

was greatest. The two thermometers in the hatch, and the one in the

fire room were in the same vertical line. The readings were as follows

:

Location of Tuermometer.
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A lighted caudle placed in the openiug under the curtain, indicated

an inward draught. It is not to be supposed that the temperature

recorded in the last line is " the temperature of the fire room" of this

fine ship : it is the temperature at a point in front of the uptakes, the

warmest place in the fireroom, and from 30'' to 40° warmer than that

in which the firemen live. Under the ventilators, or the windsail, the

temperature is as low as it is on deck.

The Bilges.

In the design and construction of the Trenton, attention appears to

have been given to this subject. The limber holes are the largest I

have observed in any of our sloops, and the floors, from the fore hold

aft, are high enough for a man to pass under. One of the bulkheads

of the shaft alley, which rested on the main kelson, prevented the space

under the after shell room from being cleaned, but the bottom part of

it has been cut away, and the offensive matter which had accumulated

there has been removed, and it is now cleaned with the rest of the

bilge, semi-weekly. Owing to leaks in the bow (probably some of the

bolts that secure the ram) a small stream of water is constantly flow-

ing aft, that being the lowest part. From this moisture there arises, at

times, a most unpleasant bilge odor, but it is becoming less and less all

the time. On the trip across the Atlantic, where the ship encountered

bad weather, a quantity of chips and shavings were removed from the

bilge strainers and bilges, notwithstanding the bilges had been cleaned

before the ship was placed in commission.

No doubt these chips were washed down from between the timbers

and it is highly probable that the intensely disagreeable stench from

the bilges which came through the openings into the officers' rooms, in

the early part of the cruise, arose from the decay of these shavings and

chips. Forward of the boilers there is a water tight bulk head, which

is provided with sliding gates. These gates are raised, and the bilge

of the fore hole is washed semi-weekly, the water flowing into the fire-

room bilges, which is pumped dry, scraped and whitewashed.

The i-egulation inspection of the bilges of a ship upon going into

commission has not in all cases been satisfactory, and unless some pre-

caution be taken during the building of our vessels, we may expect to

have stinking bilges for the first three months of the cruise.

Fire Pumps.

The two auxiliary steam pumps discharge, each, into a vertical copper

pipe which has a hose coupling on the spar, gun and berth decks and

in the engine rooms, making an aggregate of eight connections for hose.
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These hose are of tlie regulatiou size, and the muzzles are 1" inch in

diameter of opening. There are three hand pumps on the berth deck,

which are used at fire quarters and are used also, for washing decks

when the ship is not under steam. These pumps, which were built at

the New York Yard, do most excellent service. There are nine pumps

of the " Rogers" patent situated in different parts of the ship, all of

whicli are deticient, and six of them have already been condemned by

survey. There is one point which I observed in the French ship

" Richelieu," which I will take the liberty of mentioning. At the for-

ward end of the fireroom, and recessed into the forward coal bunker,

there is a large niclie containing troughs in which the firemen wash.

A grating forms tlie floor and under it there is a tank for receiving the

soapy water. An opening from the bottom of this tank to the suction

side of a donkey pump, permits it to be emptied without the necessity

• of the soapy water going into the bilge. A shower bath is also here

provided for these men. It appears to me that this is a valual>le im-

provement and that the space occupied by tiiis wash room might be

slightly enlarged to accommodate a steam fire engine. As it requires

two hours, under favorable circumstances, to raise steam in the main

boilers, and with the inadequate deck pumps that are supplied, a steam

fire engine of such size that it could be carried in the launch, would

be valuable, not only to the ship carrying it, but to other shipping in

the harbor. For use on board, the machine need be brought only to

the middle of the fire room, where its gases would be discharged into the

main smoke pipe, while its discharge could be coupled to the vertical

hose pipe already described, and its suction to couplings that could be

easily improvised.

LENGTH OF VOYAGE.
On examination of the steam log book for the quarter ending June

30th, 1877, we find that there were six hours during which the ship's

steaming was not influenced by wind or sea. This occurred during

the run from Gibraltar to Villefranche. The length of voyage depends

directly upon the economic performance of the machinery and weight

of combustible carrifed in the bunkers.

This six hours run furnished all the data that I have for estimating

the distance the vessel can steam. When working at high powers the

engine works more economically than at low powers. What the exact

difference will be, I am, of course, unable to say, but from the perform-

ance of other engines, the data of which are in my possession, I have

estimated this rate.
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The powei* is estimated to vary as the cube of the speed, aud is cal-

cuhited from the six hours pertbrmauee, with half boiler power, the

record of which run is as follows :

Performance of the Engine.

Number of hours, 6

Mean speed in geographical miles per hour, 11.44

Mean pressure in the boilers iu pounds above the atmosphere, 64.

Mean pressure in the receiver in pounds above zero, 18.84

Mean number of revolutions of the engine per minute, 48.6

Mean vacuum iu the condenser in inches of mercury, 20.

Mean number of holes of the throttle open, 2.

Distance travelled by the pistons in inches f High pressure, 21.

when the steam was cut off, ( Low pressure,

Engine room.

External atmosphere,

Injection water,

Discharge water.

Feed water,

30.

77.

. 65.

62.

. 113.

127.

19 ft. 7 in.

21 ft. 5 in.

20 ft. 6 in.

K w
I

Forward, .....
B^Aft,
«

fc,
I Mean, .....

« o I

Mean number of pounds of coal consumed per hour, 2773

Indicated horse power developed by the engine, 1300

Mean number of pounds of coal per I. H. P. per hour, 2.133

The bunkers can be stowed with 316 tons of coal and iHipi2= 256

hours, or lOf days, or 2929 nautical miles at the rate of speed above

recorded.
Length of Voyage at different speeds.

Speed in
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The vessel has been usually underlogged, and there is good reason

to believe that the speed of 11.44 knots was attained fairly, during the

period above referred to. The passage from Gibralter to Villefranche

was favorable, so far as weather is concerned, for whenever the wind

blew at all it was favorable.

Time. Total time the engines were in operation in hours

and minutes, 71-23

Revolu- J Total number, .... 179759
TION8. [ Mean number per minute, . . . 42.7

f Total number of geographical miles per log-line, 765.5

q J
Total number of geographical miles per chart, 806.0

*

I

Mean num'r of geographical mis. per hour, per log-line, 10.8

(^ Mean number of geographical mis. per hour, per chart, 11.29

Coat I
Total number of tons of coal consumed, 89 |^

I Mean number of pounds of coal consumed per hour, 2970

Draught. Mean draught of water for the run, in feet and inches, 20-5
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The vessel has been usually underlogged, and there is good reason

to believe that the speed of 11.44 knots was attained fairly, during the

period above referred to. The passage from Gibralter to Villefranche

was favorable, so fsir as weather is concerned, for whenever the wind

blew at all it was favorable.

Time. Total time the engines were in operation in hours

and minutes, 71-23

Revolu- J Total number, .... 179759
TiONS. [ Mean number per minute, . . . 42.7

Total number of geographical miles per log-line, 765.5

Total number of geographical miles per chart, 806.0

Mean num'r of geographical mis. per hour, per log-line, 10.8

(^ Mean number of geographical mis. per hour, per chart, 11.29

Coat I
'^^^^^ number of tons of coal consumed, 89^

1 Mean number of pounds of coal consumed per hour, 2970

Draught. Mean draught of water for the run, in feet and inches, 20-5

Speed.
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In treating of the subject of explosion I shall deal only with those

explosive bodies which are in general use as projectile or blasting

agents and whose explosive properties result from the re-arranging of

their constituent atoms.

To learn the nature of the changes which take place during an ex-

plosion it is necessary that we should know the composition of the ex-

plosive body and of the products of the explosions. The apparatus

used in determining these facts is so elaborate and the analytical pro-

cesses occupy so long a time that it is impossible for me to undertake

them before you but I have brought together these facts in the diagram

before you which is as follows :

1 Gunpowder 2 K N O3 + 3 C+ S=3 CO^+ N^+ K^ S

2 Gun Cotton 2 C, H, (NO,)^ O^^S CO,+ 9 CO -f 3 N, + 7 H., O
3 Tri-nitro-glycerine 2 C3 H5 (N0.)3 0^=6 CO,+ 5 H., O -(- N, 0-f-

2N,
4 Detonating gas 2 H^ + 0,=2 H^ O
5 Combustion of carbon in oxygen C -(- Oj^COz
As gunpowder is a mechanical mixture the relative proportions of the

nitre, charcoal and sulphur in the mixture may of course vary to

almost any extent, but the above formula closely represents the compo-
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sition of the U. S. Regulation powder. There has been considerable

discussion as to the composition of gun cotton, but the formula given in

the diagram is the one which is accepted by Abel in his paper (Re-

searches on Gun Cotton, Phil. Trans, ,Vol, 156, pg. 269), and which

will I believe find general acceptance among chemists. The formula

given for tri-nitro-glycerine is undisputed.

When, however, we come to consider the products of the explosion

we find great difficulty in arriving at any exact knowledge of their com-

position. If we alter the conditions of temperature or pressure under

which a chemical change takes place we alter materially the character

of the resulting products and hence it is obvious to any one that the

substances that will be produced when an explosive is burned under

great pressure in a gun will differ very much from those which will be

formed when it is burned in an open tube or only under such slight pres-

sure as obtains generally in laboratory experiments. Especially is this

so with gunpowder, for from a complex mixture much more complex

products must result. We have but to examine the experimental re-

sults obtained by Bunsen & Schischkoff, by Karolyi and several others,

but especially those obtained by Noble and Abel in their elaborate and

exact Researches on Fired Gunpowder, (Phil, Trans, Vol. 165, pg. 49,)

to learn how very complex and variable these products are. So complex

are they that it is well-nigh, if not quite, impossible to formulate them.

Granting then that the formula for the products given in the diagram

do not ever represent what takes place in practice, they do represent

what would result if certain theoretical conditions obtained, and these

conditions have been secured for gun-cotton and nitro-glycerine, and

they answer our purpose in showing the principal and most efficient

substances that are present in the products of every explosion of the

bodies we are studying.

Accepting then these formulae as representing approximately what

takes place, let us inspect them and our attention is called to the fact

that in every case we have carbon and oxygen present in the explosive

and a compound of carbon and oxygen (CO2) resulting from each ex-

plosion. These are the substances which we employ in our ordinary

processes of combustion and the products of the processes are similar

compounds of carbon and oxygen. Let us expose one of our explosive

agents freely in the open air and ignite it, and it will exhibit all the

phenomena of the combustion of charcoal, only more markedly. Hence

it is probable that from a study of the phenomena of combustion under

such conditions that we may be able to control their operation, we may
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gain some insight into the cause of the explosion and the source of the

energy of these explosive bodies.

I will perform the well known experiment of burning charcoal in

oxygen. You now observe how much more readily the charcoal burns

and how much more brightly it glows than when burned as usual in

the open air. The change that is going on is identical with what takes

place when the charcoal is burned in a grate, but whereas in this last

case the oxygen comes to it diluted with four parts of inert nitrogen,

in the experiment we are witnessing the charcoal is in contact with

oxygen only. The chemical change is represented in reaction (5) on

the diagram.

As we witness this experiment this question naturally arises ; what

is the cause of this manifestation of energy ? The experiment shows

that when ignited carbon is brought in contact with oxygen combus-

tion takes place, but how is the development of heat and light ac-

counted for?

The doctrine of the conservation of energy teaches us that whenever

motion is arrested the energy of the moving mass is not lost, but is con-

verted into some other form of energy. When we bore a piece of iron,

friction arrests the motion of the bit, but the mechanical energy of the

bit is converted into heat and the bit becomes warm. When a ball is

fired against a target which it cannot penetrate, its motion of transla-

tion is arrested but the mechanical energy of the mass is converted into

molecular energy and the ball becomes heated. If it is moving with

a high velocity at the time of impact its temperature may become so

high that the shot will glow and be fused. So if we place a nail upon

an anvil and strike it with a hammer we are able to heat the nail by

the conversion of the mechanical energy of the falling hammer into

the energy of heat, and the greater the energy of the blows which

fall upon the nail, and the greater the number of the blows which fall

in a given time, the higher will be the temperature of the nail. Since

the mass of the nail cannot be moved its molecules* are set in motion

thus producing the phenomena of heat, and the more rapid these

molecular motions are, and the greater the distance over which the mo-

lecules move the more intense will be this manifestation of energy and

the higher wall the temperature produced be.

We see from these examples that when the molecules of a body are

set in rapid motion heat is produced, and that when the motion of a

body is arrested it communicates its motion to the body against which

it strikes and causes either the body struck or its molecules to move.
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Keeping these principles iu mind let us return to the combustion of the

charcoal in the jar of oxygen. When we introduced the charcoal into

the jar it was heated up to such a point that it could combine with the

oxygen.

As the oxygen was in a gaseous state its molecules had great freedom

of motion and hence could come in sufficiently close contact with the

molecules on the surface of the charcoal, to be influenced by the force

of chemical attraction. Urged on by the force of chemical attraction

the atoms in these molecules rushed against each other in order to

unite and as these motions were arrested by impact heat was produced.

As these sub-divisions of matter were very small the energy of any one

was insignificant but they were myriad in number, and as they were

moving with a very high velocity the sum of their energies was very

great and was sufficient to produce the intense heat and light emitted

by the charcoal.

This explanation is, of course, largely hypothetical, but if it be at all

a true one, it follows that if we can increase the number of blows de-

livered in a given time against a mass of charcoal we shall be able to

increase the velocity of the motion of the molecules of the charcoal

and hence raise their temperature, and consequently the manifestation

of energy will be more intense. The most obvious way to do this is by

increasing the surface of the charcoal and this can easily be done by

powderiug it. When we now throw this glowing powdered charcoal

into the oxygen gas we have a vivid combustion whic][a is much more

brilliant and much more intense than in the first experiment.

In the ordinary process of combustion we observe that the diff-

erent substances used ignite at different temperatures. Thus phos-

phorus we know is heated up to the point of ignition by simple

friction, sulphur burns at a higher temperature, soft wood still higher,

charcoal next and then hard coal, and we make use of all these, in the

order given, in building fires, for we cover a piece of dry, soft wood

with sulphur and tip this with phosphorus. Then by friction tbe

phosphorus is ignited, this fires the sulphur, this heats the wood so it

burns, then the paper or shavings are lighted, next the charcoal and

finally the anthracite. We can show this difference in the ignition

point by placing a piece of phosjihorus one of sulphur and one of wood

upon an iron plate and putting a lamp beneath. In a short time the

phosphorus takes fire, after some time the sulphur, and the wood does

not burn at all.

Since phosphorus burns so readily we may expect it to unite very
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readily wlieii exposed to pure oxygen. Wheu the experiment is per-

formed you see how rapidly the union takes place and how brilliant

the experiment is. If we subdivide the phosphorus or increase its

surface it combines even more readily with oxygen, so readily indeed

that it will take fire in the open air without the aid of friction, simply

by the heat generated by the condensation of the oxygen in the inter-

stices between the particles. This experiment is performed by dissolv-

ing the phosphorus in bisulphide of carbon. A piece of bibulous

paper is moistened with the solution and exposed to the air. The
bisulphide evaporates and leaves the phosphorus distributed in a finely

divided thin layer, quite over the surface of the paper. The oxygen

unites with phosphorus and owing to the large surface of the phospho-

rus this union goes on very rapidly and the heat generated raises the

uncombined phosphorus to its point of ignition and it takes fire.

I wish to call your attention to but one other instance of this kind,

viz. the union of hydrogen with oxygen. Hydrogen is as you see by
the diagram one of the constituents of both gun cotton and nitro-gly-

cerine and a compound of hydrogen and oxygen is found in the prod-

ucts of the explosion. As they are both gases I will cause them to

unite by igniting them at this jet. Since they are both gases we
should expect the mixture to be very intimate and the energy devel-

oped in a given time to be greater than if one was a solid or liquid.

That the energy developed is very great is shown by placing a file in

the flame when we see that it is rapidly burnt, or by turning it against

a piece of lime when we see that the lime becomes so highly heated as

to emit an intense white light. That the gases are intimately mixed

is shown by blowing soap bubbles with a mixture of the gases and

touching these bubbles with a lighted taper. They combine instantly

throughout their whole volume and an explosion is the result. The
chemical change is represented in reaction (4) on the diagram.

We have seen that in all these cases intense energy is developed and

I have explained that this is due to the impact of the atoms against

each other and have compared them to the impact of a shot against

a target or a hammer against a nail resting on an anvil. But you may
ask how do these atoms acquire their energy of motion ? We have

seen that the shot acquires its energy from the energy of the explosive

with which the gun was charged, and we have seen that the hammer
acquires its energy from the arm of the man that wields it, whence

then is the source of the energy of these atoms? My answer is that

their energy is due to the force of chemical attraction and their energy
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is acquired by being separated from each other just as a weight acquires

its energy by being raised from the earth against the attraction of

gravitation. Take the case of the union of the carbon with oxygen.

The product is a compound of the two, known as carbonic acid gas.

This exists in the air and when it comes in contact with the leaves of

plants in the presence of the sun's rays it is decomposed ; the carbon is

stored up in the plant and oxygen is given off to the air. To effect this

decomposition just as much energy is employed as is developed in the

union of this carbon with the same amount of oxygen and this energy

came from the suu. And we may consider that the heat and light

emitted by the piece of carbon we burnt to-night was the heat and light

of the sun, for the separation of this carbon and oxygen was effected

by the sun's agency. Just as a weight in falling will do as much and

no more work than was required to raise it, so the atoms of our elements

in combining will generate as much and no more energy than is re-

quired to tear them apart. But we have seen that more energy is

developed when oxygen combines with hydrogen than when it combines

with carbon. Chemical affinity is in this respect unlike the attraction

of gravitation, for, whereas in the latter the attractive force is propor-

tional to the masses attracted, in chemical affinity the attraction varies

with the kind of matter between which the attraction takes place.

Therefore since the attraction between hydrogen and oxygen is greater

than between carbon and oxygen more energy is required to separate

the first two, and when they combine more energy is developed. Hence,

when comparing two explosive bodies which are under the same con-

ditions and in the same state, that one will devolope the greatest energy

which contains the largest amount of hydrogen together with sufficient

oxygen to completely burn it, provided also there is sufficient oxygen

to unite completely with the other combustible substances present.

Let us now turn our attention to some of the means by which com-

bustion may be induced. We have seen that carbon burns by union

with oxygen and that this union goes on most readily when the oxygen

is pure and when the contact between the two is quite intimate. I have

here the substance from which our oxygen was produced, potassic chlo-

rate. We have simply to heat it and it gives off its oxygen readily.

If we now powder some of this and mix it thoroughly with powdered

charcoal and heat them on a glowing metal plate, we see that the

charcoal burns very readily. Why? because the potassic chlorate fur-

nishes it with a supply of pure oxygen. Let us make another mixture

of the same but adding to it some powdered sulphur. When this is
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heated, we observe that it takes fire at a lower temperature and burri^

more rapidly. Why? because the sulphur has a lower point of ignition,'

as shown in a former experiment, than the other substances in the

mixture and when it ignites it rapidly heats the others to their point of

ignition and fires them. We have in this mixture a type of the usual

explosive mixtures. Compare it with the gunpowder on the diagram

and we see that it differs from the gunpowder only in containing potassic

chlorate in the place of potassic nitrate. But the potassic nitrate serves

the same purpose in the gunpowder as the potassic chlorate in our

mixture, it yields oxygen when heated though not so readily or at so low

a temperature as the potassic chlorate does. With such a mixture as

this we can produce a combustion without requiring the presence of the

oxygen of the air, and hence we can burn such a mixture in a confined

space such as the chamber of a gun or a hole in a rock. Indeed

some of these mixtures will burn when submerged under water and

when in dii-ect contact with the water. All that we have to do is to

liberate the oxygen'from its state of combiuaton by suitable means and

the combustion is effected at once. This may be shown as follows.

A few crystals of potassic chlorate are placed in this glass which con-

tains water, some small pieces of phosphorus are then dropped upon

the potassic chlorate and finally strong sulphuric acid is added to it.

By the union of a part of the acid with the water sufficient heat is

developed to heat the phosphorus to its point of ignition, and by the

action of the rest of the acid the potassic chlorate is decomposed and

compounds of chlorine and oxygen are formed which readily yield their

oxygen to the phosphorus and the vivid combustion which you witness

ensues.

If now we again return to our diagram we shall see that what is true

of the potassic chlorate mixture and of the gunpowder is true of all

the others, they contain sufficient oxygen to combine with the carbon or

hydrogen which they contain and to form oxygen compounds of these

substances, hence they too will burn when confined if we only employ

some means to effect their decomposition. The energy developed by

the combustion of the carbon and hydrogen under these circumstances

will be even greater than when burned to the same degree in pure oxy-

gen gas because the elements are in a nascent state. We mean by the

nascent state the condition of the atoms when just liberated from a state

of combination. They then possess their greatest energy of chemical

separation, and they exert the entire power of chemical attraction which

they possess. For we believe that when we brought the hydrogen and
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oxygen together in their free state the atoms of the hydrogen were unit-

ed with a certain force with each other and so likewise the atoms of

the oxygen were united with one another and before the hydrogen and

oxygen atoms could combine a certain amount of energy was employed

in separating these elementary atoms from each other, but at the mo-

ment when the hydrogen and oxygen are separated from the com-

pounds of which they form a part the atoms exist independently and

are in their freest state and are very ready to enter into combination.

Hence when they unite the energy developed is the greatest which is

possible in the formation of the new compound.

The violence of the explosion of one of these substances depends upon

various circumstances. The most important of these are the manner

in which the decomposition is effected, the degree of confinement, the

readiness with which decomposition takes place, and the character of

the product.

The most common way of effecting the explosion of a substance is

by flame or a spark, or by contact with a heated* surface. Heat is

in all these cases the agent which causes the decomposition and liberates

the atoms. Another method is in vogue of employing some chemical

substance which will decompose the compound in the mixture which

contains the oxygen. Sufficient heat is thus generated to raise the

phosjDhorus, carbon or other substance of a similar nature in the mix-

ture to its point of ignition and at the same time the oxygen is liber-

ated in such a form that it may combine with them. We produced

combustion in this way when we burned phosphorus under water. In the

Harvey torpedo the fuse consists of a mixture of potassic chlorate and

sugar (Ci2 H22 On). A bottle containing strong sulphuric acid is placed in

contact with this mixture. By a suitable contrivance when any object

such as a ship, comes in contact with the torpedo the bottle is broken

and the acid runs out .and decomposes the potassic chlorate, thus liber-

ating its oxygen which then combines with the carbon of the sugar

and an explosion results. I have here such a mixture and we see the

result of adding the sulphuric acid.

Still another method of producing explosion is by a blow. The per-

cussion cap, which is charged with mercuric fulminate, is exploded in

this way. I have here some crystals of potassic chlorate and I will

put with them a small piece of phosphorus, wrap them in paper

and place them on the anvil. When the paper is struck we have a

sharp explosion. The agent which caused this becomes evident. It is

again heat, heat caused by the impact of the hammer on the anvil,
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heat resulting from the conversion of the mechanical energy of they

arm into molecular energy. Nitro-glycerine and gun cotton may be ^

exploded in this way.

In the case of the explosion of the priming of a percussion cap still

another cause may operate; for we find that if we touch dry mecuric

fulminate in the slightest it will explode, and the same is true of ar-

gentic fulminate and nitrogen iodide. This may be due to the heat

generated by friction.

When the bodies which are decomposed by a blow or by friction ex-

plode, the explosion of the whole is apparently simultaneous. Such

complete and instantaneous explosions are called detonations.

Abel (in a paper which will be referred to again) speaks of these

detonations as follows, " The readiness and certainty with which gun-

powder, gun cotton, and nitro-glycerine and other explosive substances

may be detonated through the agency of a blow from a hammer or

falling body are regulated by several circumstances ; they are in direct

proportion to the weight of the falling body, to the height of its fall,

or the force with which it is impelled downwards, to the velocity of its

motion, to the mass and rigidity or hardness of the support or anvil upon

which the body falls ; to the quantity and mechanical condition of the

explosive agent struck and to the ready explosibility of the latter.

Thus a sharp blow from a small hammer upon an iron surface will det-

onate gunpowder with very"much greater certainty than the simple fall

of a heavy hammer or a comparatively weak blow from the latter. It

is very difficult by repeated blows, applied at very brief intervals, to

ignite gun-cotton, if placed upon a su23port of wood or lead, both of

which materials yield to the blow, the force set in operation by that .

blow being transferred through the explosive agent and absorbed in

work done upon the material composing the sup^Dort, If, however, the

latter be of iron, which does not yield permanently to the blow of the

hammer, the detonation of these substances is readily accomplished.

If the quantity of the explosive agent employed be so considerable as

to form a thick layer between the hammer and support, the force ap-

plied appears to be to so great an extent absorbed in the motion im-

parted to the particles of the compressible mass, that its explosion is

not readily accomplished ; and if the material be in a loose or porous

condition (as e. g. in a state of powder or loose wool) much work has

to be accomplished in moving particles of the mass through a compar-

atively considerable space and a second or third blow is therefoi'e re-

quired to determine explosion.
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These circumstances would appear to afford support for a belief that

the detonation of an explosive material through the agency of a blow

is the result of the development of heat sufficient to establish energetic

chemical change, by the expenditure of force in the compression of

the material or by the friction of the particles against each other, con-

sequent upon a motion being momentarily imparted to them. It is

conceivable that, from either of these causes, sufficient heat may be

accumulated, with almost instantaneous rapidity, in some portions

of the mass struck, to develope sudden chemical change."

A peculiarity of the explosion of such substances is that by detonat-

ing one portion of the substances the explosion may be communicated to

another portion which is near to it. To avoid igniting the second por-

tion by ignited particles of the first being projected against it, it may be

separated in the experiment by a glass plate. Since there is appar-

ently no source of heat present in this case to cause the decomposition

of the body, what is the agent which produces the explosion of the

second portion ? Abel (Phil. Trans. Vol. 159, 489) investigated very

thoroughly the subject of detonation and obtained some very inter-

esting results. He showed that not only would a detonating body
cause the detonation of another mass of the same body but that it

would cause also the detonation of other explosive bodies. For in-

stance, by detonating mercuric fulminate in contact with gun cotton or

nitro-glycerine these bodies were also readily detonated. Only a small

quantity of the fulminate was I'equired, .32 of a gram (5 grains) when
confined in a sheet metal cap and placed in direct contact with the

nitro-glycerine or compressed gun-cotton being sufficient to cause the

detonation of the latter. He found that a mass of nitro-glycerine by
its explosion would cause the explosion of another mass of nitro-

glycerine even though both were immersed in water. His experiment

further showed that a peculiar kind of detonation was required in order

to cause the detonation of an explosive. For instance, while the

detonation of gun cotton would cause the detonation of nitro-glycerine

in close proximity to it, the detonation of nitro-glycerine would not

cause the detonation of gun-cotton. This shows that this property of

causing detonation does not depend alone upon the violence of the det-

onation, for we all know that nitro-glycerine is much more powerful

than gun-cotton. Again argentic fulminate which explodes more

violently and sharper than mercuric fulminate is no more efficient in

producing the detonation of nitro-glycerine or gun cotton than mercuric

fulminate, and nitrogen iodide and nitrogen chloride which are the most
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violent explosives we possess are very mucli less efficient in causingdet-

onation than mercuric fulminate. In the course of his investigations

Abel was led to the conclusion " that a particular explosion or detonation

may possess a power of determining at the instant of its occurrence

similar violent explosions in distinct masses of the same material, or

in contiguous explosive bodies of other kinds, which power is independ-

ent of or auxiliary to, the direct operation of mechanical force de-

veloped by that explosion ; that as a particular musical vibration will

establish synchronous vibrations in particular bodies while it will not

affect others, and as a chemical change may be wrought in a body by its

interception of only particulur waves of light, so some kind of explo-

sions or powerful vibratory impulses may exert a disturbing influence

over the chemical equlibrium of certain bodies, resulting in their sud"

den disintegration which other explosions, that develope equal or

greater mechanical force, are powerless to exercise.

I venture to offer the following as being the most satisfactory expla-

nation of the remarkable differences pointed out. The vibrations pro-

duced by a particular explosion, if sychrouous with those w^hich would

result from the explosion of a neighboring substance which is in a state

of high chemical tension, will, by their tendency to develope those vi-

brations, either determine the explosion of that substance, or at any

rate greatly aid the disturbing effect of mechanical force suddenly ap-

plied, while, in the case of another explosion which produces vibra-

tions of a different character, the mechanical force applied by its agen-

cy has to operate with little or no aid
;
greater f )rce, or a more power-

ful detonation must, therefore, be applied in the latter instance, if the

explosion of the same substance is to be accomplished."

That vibrations will induce the decomposition of chemical compounds

whose atoms are in a state of unstable equilibrium is a well recognized

fact in science, and numerous instances can be cited where advantage

is taken of this fact to induce chemical change. The effects of the vi-

brations which produce heat are too well known to need illusti-ation

here. The most marked instances of the action of the vibrations which

produce light are the decomposition of the silver salts on the photo-

graphic plate, and the decomposition of carbonic acid gas in cells of

leaves. The vibrations which produce electricity will cause the decom-

position of chemical compounds, as is seen in the process of electro-

plating, etc. Why, then, should not the vibrations which produce sound

be also capable of inducing chemical change ?

The condition of a compound whose atoms are in a state of unstable
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equilibrium, is probably somewhat similar to that of a Prince Rupert's

drop, in which the molecules are in a state of unstable equilibrium.

Separate but the smallest bit from the end of the drop, and the whole

drop flies to pieces, as you see. So with a chemical compound, if by

means of vibrations we can increase the amplitude of the vibration of

any of its atoms, so that the force of chemical attraction is overcome,

the molecule breaks up with violence ; and in explosive bodies this vi-

olence is increased by the character of the compounds which are formed

by the re-arrangement of the atoms.

Abel's theory Avas examined experimentally by Champion and Pellet

(Compt. rendus, Ixxv. 110). They took a tube seven meters long, made

in two lengths, and joined by a paper band. Small quantities ofnitrogen

iodide were placed in each end, and when one was exploded it imme-

diately caused the explosion of the iodide at the other end. But if the

paper band connecting the two lengths was removed, this result was

not produced. By a suitable apparatus it was shown that the effect

produced was not due to the action of a puff of air, but to vibrations

of the air such as are caused by a sounding body. When they at-

tached nitrogen iodide to the strings of a double-bass, and bowed the

strings, the iodide exploded when placed on the string giving the high-

est note, but not when on the two lower strings. The lowest number

of vibrations which would cause explosion was found to be thirty per

second. Similar results were obtained with other musical instruments.

A further set of experiments was made to determine the difference

between the vibratory motion excited by various detonants, and thus

to account for the difference in their power of causing, by means of the

intervening air, the explosion of other detonants placed at a distance.

A series of sensitive flam3S was arranged corresponding with the com-

plete scale of g major and 0, 03 grm. of mercuric fulminate and, nitro-

gen iodide were exploded near them. The nitrogen iodide produced no

effect ; but the mercuric fulminate excited the flames a, c, e, f and g.

This showed that the vibrations excited by the two explosives were

very different ; and also that the vibrations excited by the mercuric

fulminate act on flames belonging to some notes of the scale, to the ex-

clusion of others. On exploding these bodies nearer the flames than in

the former experiment, while the nitrogen iodide excited only flames

corresponding with the higher notes of the scale, the mercuric fulminate

affected all of them. On exploding 20 grms. of nitrogen iodide near

the flames, it excited all of them. In these experiments it was observed

that acute sounds predominate in explosions.
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Abel (Proc. Roy. Soc. xxii. 160), continued these investigations on

the transmission of detonation by means of tubes—using explosive

agents which were less highly susceptible ; such as gun-cotton, dyna-

mite, etc., and the results tended to confirm his theory.

The second condition governing the violence of an explosion, to which

1 have i-eferred, is the degree of confinement. Abel, in the paper cited,

(Phil. Trans., vol. 159, 4S9), shows this by numerous experiments. In

these he found that .32 grains of mercuric fulminate, when confined in

a sheet metal cap, will do the work as a detonator which it requires

2 grm. of the unconfined mercuric fulminate to do.

The readiness with which a body may be decomposed depends upon

various circumstances. If we apply fire to gun-cotton in a mass, as it

is a poor conductor, heat enough may be stored up in one portion of the

cotton to cause its explosion, while with gun powder, on the contrary,

the heat is conducted through the mass, and the heating body is cooled

down ; hence the temperature of the igniting body must be greater for

gun powder than for gun-cotton. I can show this in the following way :

In this cup I place some gunpowder. A fine platinum wire is passed

through it, and it is heated by the current from a battery. Now the

wire begins to glow ; but whei*e it is in contact with the powder it is

cooled down on account of the heat being conducted away. Let me
now drop in a piece of gun-cotton, and it at once ignites and fires the

powder.

We have learned what the general character of the constituents

of our explosives is, and we have seen how they can be exploded and

by what means the violence of the explosion may be controlled. The
next point to be considered is the manner in which the energy devel-

oped by the explosion is communicated to the projectile or to the body

which is to be moved. Our first experiments taught us that when
carbon and hydrogen unite with oxygen the products are gaseous.

The nitrogen in these explosives is also liberated in the gaseous state,

either as free nitrogen or combined with oxygen. It is a distinguish-

ing property of gases that they exert pressure in every direction and

this property is explained by the theory that the molecules, of which

they are composed, are constantly moving at a high velocity and that

the pressure which the gas exerts is due to the impact of these mole-

cules against the walls of the chamber in which they are held. We
daily meet with numerous examples of the eflTect of this molecular mo-
tion and we can show that the gases formed by the combustion of the

powder exerts a similar pressure, by the aid of a simple apparatus sim-
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ilar to that used for showing the pressure exerted by steam. A mer-

cury gauge is fitted to the top of a stout iron cylinder. Through an-

other opening in the top a gram of powder is passed and then the

opening is closed tightly by a plug. The wires from a battery pass

through this plug and connect with a fine platinum wire passing

through the powder. The apparatus is now exhausted and you will

observe the level of the mercury in the gauge. Now we connect the

battery and fire the powder and we see the mercury rapidly rising

in the gauge thus proving that pressure is exerted by the gaseous

products. If any part of this vessel were movable of course it would

be forced aside, for the molecules would move in the direction of the

least resistance, and if they came in contact with a movable body they

would impart their motion to this body just as one billiard ball im-

parts motion to another. When the volume of a gas is coustant the

pressure is proportional to the density, therefore the greater the quan-

tity of gas developed by the explosion of the same quantities of differ-

ent explosives, in the same space, the greater the explosive effects.

There is another property of gases which comes into play here

also and that is the property of augmenting their pressure when heated,

if they are confined. The heat increases the velocity of the molecules

and consequently a greater number of blows is delivered upon the

same surface during the same time when the gas is heated than when

it is at the lower tempei-ature. Hence we find that not only does the

force developed by an explosive depend upon its condition, i. e. whether

a mechanical mixture or chemical compound, but also upon the number,

kind, and arrangement of the atoms in the explosive and the charac-

ter of the products of the explosion. From the observations already

made we should conclude that of two explosives that one would be the

most powerful in which the atoms, which are united in the product,

are most widely separated from each other and in which the combustion

is most complete, for under these circumstances the greater amount

of heat would be developed and consequently the products would exert

the greater pressure.

I hoped to be able to develope this part of the subject much more

fully but I find that I have already occupied more of your time than

I am entitled to and I must rest kere.

To sum up, then, we learn that an explosion is an instance of chemi-

cal decomposition wherein the constituent atoms of a solid or liquid sub-

stance re-arrange themselves and yield products which are gaseous and

which occupy a very much larger volume than the explosive substance
;
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that all useful explosives are mechanical mixtures or chemical cora-

pouuds containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, and that they owe
their energy to the fact that by the union of the carbon and the hy-

drogen with the oxygen, gaseous products are formed which exert pres-.

sure and are capable of doing work, and to the fact also that by this

union of the elements the potential energy of chemical separation

becomes kinetic and, heat being developed, it very much increases the

energy of the resulting gases. We learn also that the work which an

explosive is capable of doing depends upon the kind of atoms compos-

ing it, upon the intimacy of their contact, upon the ease with which

the decomposition can be eifected, and upon the manner in which it is

induced.
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Mr. President, Gentlemen :

It is within the last thirty years only that any material addition has

been made to our information as to what lies beneath the surface of

the sea. For centuries men had speculated as to the depth of the

ocean, but so far as accurate knowledge is concerned, they were com-

pletely ignorant. It was long held for instance, that analogy indicated

that the deepest parts of the ocean were not deeper than the height

of the highest mountains. Bat early experiments *with long lines

and heavy weights, seemed to show that the ocean's depths Avere un-

fathomable. Indeed, many exceedingly intelligent persons, among

whom I may cite the late Vice-Admiral Fitzroy, of the Royal Navy,*

were of the opinion that a lead could not be made to sink to the bottom

of the deepest seas, on account of the increased density of the water

under the enormous pressure;—notwithstanding the fact that water had

been shown, long before, to be practically incompressible. Irrational

conceptions, such as this, of the difficulties attending deep-sea sound-

ings seem to have prevented the accomplishment of much that, other-

wise, might have been done. Yet Scoresby, writing in 1817 or 1818,

recognizes clearly that the principal difficulty is the uncertain intima-

tion given when the lead strikes the bottom ; and he even suggests

* Fitzroy—Voyages, Adventure & Beagle, Vol. II. p. 674.
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that this could be remedied if some method coukl be devised for de-

termining the tension of the sounding line throughout its descent.*

The earlier devices for sounding all involved the use of a heavy sink-

er, with a correspondingly large line, and while they answered very

well in depths not exceeding a few hundred fathoms, beyond a thousand

fathoms they were valueless. If a large line were used the sinker

would not carry it rapidly and vertically downward, while a lighter

line was incapable of drawing up its own weight along with that of the

lead. With a large line no impulse was felt when the lead reached the

bottom, and the line would go on running out by its own weight, coil-

ing itself over the lead. Indeed this would happen with any line, and,

in most cases, any attempt to check it was attended by its parting.

The record of deep sea soundings previous to 1850 is consequently not

only meagre, but entirely untrustworthy. It was but a natural sequence

to such uncertainty that all sorts of devices should have been resorted to

in order to dispense with the use of a line as a measuring instrument.

The impregnation of wood by water under the greatly increased press-

ure was one of these devices, but it was found that the impregnation

was practically complete at three hundred fathoms. Ericsson invented

a lead in which air was compressed by the pressure of the water, and

by the amount of compression the depth was to be estimated, but the
,

instrument failed at great depths. Explosions were resorted to,

the velocity of sound in water to be the means of measurement, but

alike unsuccessfully.

But great strides have been made in the last thirty years in the

development of deep-sea work, and instead of being unable to sound

at all, we can now not only sound in deep water, but can do so with

ease, certainty and astonishing rapidity. Among those to whom we

own this extraordinary advance, officers of our Navy stand in the fore-

most rank. I am, therefore, about to present a short and, necessarily,

an imperfect account of the process of this development, confining my-

self generally to the achievements of our own countrymen.

In October, 1849, the schooner Taney, Lieut. J. C. Walsh command-

ding, sailed from New York equipped for deep sea research. Her
arrangments for sounding seem to have been made with great care,

but she was small and unseaworthy—a vessel of but one hundred

tons, that could not keep at sea to complete her cruise. In this little

vessel steel wire was first used as a sounding line. I do not know
whether the idea of using wire was original with Walsh or not, but it

* Scoresby—Arctic Regions, Vol. I, p. 189.
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is interesting to note that this, the first attempt at the employment of

this material with which the greatest feats of deep sounding have since

been done, was by an American Naval officer.

The Taney was supplied with 14,300 fathoms of the "best English

steel wire," in five sizes, No's 5, 7, 8, 10, and 13, Birmingham gauge.

The wire was tested to one third more strain than it was estimated

would be brought upon it. I give Walsh's language in describing how

it was marked and prepared for use.* " Of this an extent of 7,000

fathoms, weighing eighteen hundred lbs, (the remainder, consisting of

the smaller sizes. No's 10 and 13, being stowed away as spare wii-e,)

carefully measured and marked with small copper labels, was linked into

one piece, and wound upon an iron cylinder 3 feet in length and 20 inches

in diameter—the larger sizes being wound first so as to be uppermost in

sounding. Two swivels were placed near the l^ad, and one at each

thousand fathoms, to meet the danger of twisting off by the probable

rotary motion in reeling up. The cylinder with the wire was fitted to

a strong wooden frame, and macliinery attached,—fly-wheel and pinions,

to give power in reeling up. Four men at the cranks could reel up

with ease, with the whole weight of the wire out. Iron friction bands,

which proved of indispensable importance, were connected to regulate

the running off the reel. One man, with his hand upon the lever of one

of these friction bands, could preserve a uniform, safe velocity, checking

or stopping the wire as required. The whole apparatus could be taken

apart, and stowed away in pieces (being so large and massive, this was

indispensable in so small a vessel as the Taney.) When wanted for

use the frame was put together and secured to the deck by iron clamps

and bolts, near amidships, the reel hoisted up from below and shipped

in its place ; a fair leader was secured to the taffrail, being a thick oak

plank, rigged out five feet over the stern, having an iron pulley, 18

inches in diameter, fitted in its outer end, and two sheet iron fenders

3} ft. long, of semicircular shape fitted under it to guard the wire from

getting a short nip in the drifting of the vessel. The wire was led aft

from the reel, over the pulley which traversed freely in the fair leader,

and passed between the fenders into the water."

The first trial of this apparatus was made on Nov. 15th, 1849. The

sinker used was a ten pound lead, and attached to the wire was an

instrument, weighing six pounds, invented by Maury for recording the

* ]\Iaury's Sailing Directions—5tli Ed. p. 167, The diameters of wire

(B. W. G.) were as follows: No. 5, 0.22 in., No. 7, 0.18 in., No. 8, 0.165 in.,

No. 10, 0.134 in., No. 13, 0.095 in.
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depth descended by the sinker. The cast was made under the most

favorable circumstances ; the sea was smooth and there was jiardly a

breath of wind. The wire went down vertically, *' preserving," says

Walsh, "the exact plumb-line throughout the sounding." When fifty-

seven hundred fathoms had run out, the wire broke at the reel, but

from what cause we are not informed. It was probably owing to the

imperfection of the method used in joining the different lengths of wire

together.

Walsh considered that in this sounding he had proved that the depth

of the ocean at the point where it was made (Lat. 31° 59' N. Long.

58° 43' W), about four hundred miles east of Bermuda, was not less

than fifty-seven hundred fathoms. This depth was marked upon the

chart with the sign of "no bottom." After a few years, however,

Maury caused the sounding to be marked " doubtful," and finally in

1857 it was erased from the chart. Walsh's mistake was in using a

sinker of too little weight for such large wire. A weight of sixteen

pounds became insignificant in comparison with that of the wire (which

in water was more than two hundred pounds to the thousand fathoms)

when two or three thousand fathoms had run out, and consequently

the shock when the sinker touched the bottom was inappreciable.

The depth at the point where the sounding was made is between twenty-

five hundred and twenty-eight hundred fathoms.

Several other unsuccessful attempts were made by the Taney to sound

with the wire, but in every instance the wire broke when about two

thousand fathoms had run out. This material was, therefore, deemed un-

fitted for the purpose and its.employment was discontinued. Lt. M. F.

Maury, who was very active in the study of the ocean at that time,

came to the conclusion that no reliance was to be placed upon sound-

ings made in great depths with wire. But the experiments of Walsh
incited the Navy to new exertions. Sounding twine was substituted

for wire ; instructions for its use were prepared and issued, and a supply

of twine furnished to every vessel in commission. This twine was of two

sizes—the smaller was capable of supporting a weight of seventy pounds,

the larger would bear one hundred and fifty pounds. Ten thousand

fathoms of the small twine, and five thousand of the large was supplied

to each ship. The sinkers to be used were one or more 32 pdr. shot.

The smaller twine was to be employed in great depths where there was

little probability of recovering the shot; the larger, when it was proba-

ble the sinker might be recovered.

Among the first to use the twine was the sloop-of-war Albany, Com-
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raander Piatt, which proceeded to sea in 1850. The officers of the ship

entered heartily iuto the work, but the experiments were conducted

under the direct supervision of the first Lieutenant, Wm. Rogers Tay-

lor. The twine was w^ound upon a " delicately constructed reel which

would turn with as little friction as possible." It was at first thought

that this light line, weighing but a pound to 160 fathoms, would cease

running out when the shot struck the bottom, or that it would, at least,

move so much more slowly that the instant could be determined. This

supposition was afterwards proved in error and consequently the first

soundings, which, indeed, were little better than guesses by the feel of

the line, were subsequently discredited. Many discouragements were

encountered, but they persevered. The twine proved of bad quality

breaking frequently when two or three hundred fathoms had run out,

and we find recorded as lost in making one cast, as many as eleven shot.

The line was overhauled fathom by fathom ; weak portions were weed-

ed out ; and so at the end of six months they had made thirty-six casts.

During this period the Albany expended forty thousand fathoms of

twine, and in no instance where the depth exceeded one hundred fath-

oms was the shot recovered. In December 1851, the ship was supplied

with new twine, which had been very carefully made. One thousand

fathoms of this weighed 8 J pounds. It was overhauled as before, the

lengths were reknotted and parts of it were waxed. Notwithstanding

these precautions, the line continued to part, but still much good work

was done, and the experience thus gained was of great value to those

who were to follow. As a result of these soundings it was demon-

strated that the line would not cease running out when the sinker

touched the bottom and that the feel of the line was an uncertain indi-

cation as to whether the sinker was on the bottom or not. It was also

found impossible to make a cast from the vessel in any except the

calmest weather. It was shown that the waxed twine would go down

more rapidly than when unwaxed ; and it was found that the twine,

although tested to 70 pounds, would not weigh a 32 pound shot, owing

to weak places, and the fricticJnal resistance of the water.

Near the close of the Albany's work Taylor adopted a suggestion of

Maury's and uoted the time of running out of each hnndred fathoms.

The result is remarkable as indicating for the first time a means of de-

termining with some degree of accuracy the instant when the sinker

touches the bottom. It was found that from the beginning of the cast

the time of running out of each hundred fathoms gradually increased,

so that if at any particular hundred fathoms the time interval was in-
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creased more than its due proportion it was an indication that bottom

had been reached. This was, probably, the most important fact devel-

oped by this cruise. So important did it seem to those interested in

deep sea soundings at that time that the method was immediately

adopted, and in nearly all, if not all subsequent casts it has been used.

In the recent Challenger expedition it was the only method adopted

for determining when the sinker was at bottom.* The neglect in ob-

serving this time interval properly or the failure to interpret it cor-

rectly led Lieut. J. P. Parker of the Congress to report, in 1852, a

sounding of eighty-three hundred fathoms ; Capt. Denham of H. M. S-

Herald, one of seven thousand, seven hundred six fathoms, the same

year; and Berryman, in 1853, one of sixty-six hundred fathoms.

Denham did observe the time of running out of each five hundred

fathoms, but an examination of his record shows that the bottom was

reached at between twenty-three hundred and twenty-eight hundred

fathoms. Parker did not observe his time intervals regularly, nor did

Berryman. Maury estimates that Parker reached bottom in about

twenty-eight hundred fathoms, and Berryman was afterwards satisfied

that his sounding was incorrect.

Such was the state of affliirs when the first really successful deep sea

sounding expedition was organized. This was in 1852, in the Brig

Dolphin, under the command of Lieut. S. P. Lee. Profiting by the

experience of the Albany, Lee caused his sounding twine to be care-

fully examined as it was received, and rejected thousands of fathams.

Notwithstanding his supervision, much of the line was still defective,

and of the first seventeen casts made, only the last was successful. Lee
soon repeated the ex2:)erience of Walsh and Taylor—only in the smooth-

est states of the sea, and in calm weather could good easts be made
from the vessel. He, therefore, adopted the expedient of sounding

from a boat, which by means of an oar on either side could be kept

over the line. By doubling his line for the first two or three hundred

fathoms he prevented its carrying away, and after that there was little

trouble in obtaining quite reliable casts. Lee always noted his time

intervals, though he did not always correctly interpret them. With a

heavy sinker and a light line the shock when bottom is reached can

usually be detected by those experienced in the \vork if proper care be

used. But this method is uncertain and the officers of the Dolphin

were frequently led into error by adopting it.

The problem of deep sea soundings was so far solved. The depths

* Naval Science--Vol. II. p. 410.
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of the ocean could be determined at the expense of a 32 pound shot and

a little inexpensive twine. The conditions necessary were a heavy,

though not excessive, weight ; a smooth, light line ; some means of keep-

ing the sounding vessel over the line ; and an accurate record of the

time required for running out of each fifty or one hundred fathoms.*

The soundings of the Dolphin under Lee, and his successor Berryman,

are universally recognized as the first ever made in the deep sea with

any degree of accuracy.

But the subject was not allowed to rest at this point. Hitherto when

a cast had been made the line had been cut or parted, so that no spec-

imen of the bottom had been brought to the surface from any great

depth. In order that a more complete knowledge of the bottom

of the sea could be obtained, some contrivance for bringing up

* To show the absolute necessity of this last requirement, when rope is

used, I subjoin a record of a cast made by Lee in Lat. 26° 32' N. Longitude,

60° 06' W., and reported by him as 3825 fathoms.

Time of descent of each 100 fathoms
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a sample of the soil became requisite. Heretofore this had been done

only by weighing the sinker, to which some form of cup was attached*

and, indeed, it had never been accomplished at depths exceeding a

thousand fathoms.* The sounding twine was not strong enough to

weigh the shot, and some other device was necessary. At this stage,

about 1854, Passed Mid'n Jno. M. Brooke appears with his apparatus,

by which the shot could be detached when it reached the bottom, and

the instrument with a specimen of the bottom could be lifted again to

the surface. I need not describe this invention, every one present is

familiar with it. With some modification of its original form it re-

mains to this day the most successful instrument of the kind ever in-

vented. With it Berryman obtained specimens from depths exceeding

two thousand fathoms, and Belknap has repeatedly brought samples

of the bottom from more than four thousand fathoms.

Brooke's invention gave a new impetus to the work of sounding.

Equipped with this instrument Berryman again (in 1856) put to sea in

the Arctic, and sounded all over the North Atlantic. One result of

this cruise was the discovery of what has since been called " the tele-

graphic plateau." Berryman's soundings showed that between New-

foundland and Ireland, there existed a remarkably uniform depth of

water not differing much from two thousand fathoms. As soon as this

discovery was announced the project of connecting the two countries by

a submarine telegraph cable was agitated. Berryman made twenty-four

casts on a great circle between St. Johns and Valentia, with a view to

determining the practicability of the scheme. He was followed, in

1857, by Capt. Dayman of the Royal Navy who in H. M. S. Cyclops

went over the same ground, making thirty-four casts. Dayman used

Brooke's detachiug apparatus with Massey's sounding machine, by

which the depth was recorded. Brooke's original invention had al-

ready been modified by Berryman, who replaced the shot by a long

leaden cylinderf thus to diminish the resistance to the descent, and

also adapted a valved-cup to the end of the sounding rod. Capt. Day-

man made similar modifications, and in addition replaced the rope

slings of Brooke's original device by wire ones which were more readily

detached. Massey's sounding recorder was found to be useful as a

check upon the soundings, but for some reason, difficult to explain, it

is not a reliable instrument in deep water.

From the time of Berryman's soundings in the Arctic, the U. S. Na-

* Wyville Thomson—Depths of the Sea, p. 210.

t Coast Survey Report. 1857.
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vy took but little part in deep sea work, for several years. The Eng-

lish Navy, however, continued the work with great activity. Brooke's

detaching arrangement was universally employed. Its use had gradu-

ally introduced the intervention of larger lines, but in 1860 we find

H. M. S. Bulldog adopting the old plan of a cod line and an iron sink-

er, the line being cut at each cast. In this cruise, however, the sound-

ings were usually repeated with a detaching sinker and larger line in

order to obtain bottom specimens. Many efforts were made to invent

a machine which would bring up larger bottom specimens, but the

methods of sounding hardly varied. The use of steam rendered the

lowering of boats unnecessary, as a steamer could be kept over the

line when sounding. Small engines were also introduced for reeling in

the line, thus diminishing greatly the labor of obtaining a cast.

The progress which had been made in deep sea sounding, in 1870,

can best be indicated by a description of the process as practised on

board the Porcupine in that year. This vessel, commanded by Staff-

Commander Calver of the Royal Navy, was operating under the aus-

pices of a committee of the Royal Society, with Prof Wyville Thomson

as scientific director. The following extract from Prof. Thomson's

book, entitled " The Depths of the Sea," describing a cast made in

two thousand four hundred and thirty-five fathoms presents the art of

sounding in its most perfect devlopment at that period.

" The ' Porcupine' was provided with an admirable double cylinder

donkey-engine of twelve horse-power (nominal) placed on the deck

amidships with a couple of surging drums. This little engine was the

comfort of our lives; nothing could exceed the steadiness of its work-

ing and the ease with which its speed could be regulated. During the

whole expedition it brought in, with the ordinary drum, the line,

whether sounding line or dredge rope, with almost any weight, at a

uniform rate of a foot per second. Sometimes we put on a small drum

for very hard work, gaining thereby additional power at some expense

of speed.

Two powerful derricks were rigged for sounding and dredging oper-

ations, one over the stern and one over the port bow. The bow derrick

was the stronger and we usually found it the more convenient to

dredge from. Sounding was most frequently carried on from the stern.

Both derricks were provided with accumulators, accessory pieces of ap-

paratus which we found of great value. The block through which the

sounding-line or dredging-rope passed was not attached directly to the

derrick, but to a rope which passed through an eye at the end of the
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spar, and was fixed to a 'bitt' on the deck. On a bight of this rope,

between the block and the bitt, an accurauLator was hashed. This con-

sists of thirty or forty or more of Hodge's vulcanized india-rubber

springs fastened together at the two extremities, and kept free from one

another by being passed through holes in two round wooden ends like

the heads of churn staves. The loop of the rope is made long enough
to permit the accumulator to stretch to double or treble its length, but

it is arrested far within its breaking point. The accumulator is valu-

able in the first place as indicating roughly the amount of strain upon
the line

; and in order that it may do so with some degree of accuracy

it is so arranged as to play along the derrick, which is graduated from
trial to the number of cwts. of strain indicated by the greater or less

extension of the accumulator; but its more important function is to

take off" the suddenness of the strain on the line when the vessel is

pitching. The friction of one or two miles of cord in the water is so

great as to prevent its yielding freely to a sudden jerk such as that giv-

en to the attached end when the vessel rises to a sea, and the line is

apt to snap. A letting-go frame, a board with a slit through which the

free end of the sounding machine passed, and which supported the

weights while the instrument was being prepared, was fitted under the

stern derrick. The sounding instrument was the 'Hydra' weighted
with three hundred and thirty-six lbs. The sounding line was wound
amidships just abaft the donkey engine on a large, strong reel, its revo-

lutions commanded by a brake. The reel held about four thousand

fathoms of medium No. 2 line of the best Italian hemp, the No. of

threads, 18, the weight per hundred fathoms, 12 lbs, 8 oz.,the circumfer-

ence 0.8 inch, and the breaking strain, dry, one thousand four hundred
and two lbs, soaked a day, one thousand two hundred and eleven lbs.,

marked for fifty, one hundred and one thousand fathoms.

The weather was remarkably clear and fine ; the wind from north-

west, force=4 ; the sea moderate, with a slight swell from the north-

west. We were in Lat. 47° 38' K, long., 12° 08' W., at the mouth of

the Bay of Biscay. The sounding instrument, with two Miller-Casella

thermometers and a water bottle attached a fiithom or two above it,

was cast oflT the lettiug-go frame at 2 h., 44 ra., 20 s., p. m. The line

was run off by hand from the reel and given to the weight as fast as it

would take it, so that there might not be the slightest check or strain."

(Here follows a table showing the time of running out of each one

hundred fathoms, the time intervals varying from 45 seconds for the

first hundred to 1 m. 52 sec. for the last.)
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"lu this case," continues Prof. Thomson, " the timing was only valu-

able as corroborating other evidenQe of the accuracy of the sounding,

for even at this great depth, nearly three miles, the shock of the arrest

of the weight at the bottom was distinctly perceptible to the command-

er, who- passed the line through his hand during the descent. This

was probably the deepest sounding which had been taken up to that

time which was perfectly reliable. It was taken under unusually fa-

vorable conditions of weather, with the most perfect appliances, and

with consummate skill. The whole time occupied in the descent was

33 minutes, 35 seconds ; and in heaving up 2 hours, 2 minutes. The

cylinder of the sounding apparatus came up filled with fine, grey Atlan-

tic ooze."

This was the sura of our experience in deep sea sounding when, in

1873, the Tuscarora, Comdr. Geo. E. Belknap, was ordered to prepare

for soundings in the Pacific Ocean, a field hitherto unexplored. The

object of the Tuscarora's cruise was, primarily, to determine a practica-

ble route for a submarine cable to connect the United States and Ja-

pan. The original plan comprehended a line of soundings on a great

circle, as nearly as might be, from Cape Flattery, Washington Terri-

tory, toNo-Sima, at the entrance of Yeddo Bay, Japan. Returning, a

line was to be run from Cape No-Sima, by the Bonin Islands, to Hon-

olulu, and thence to San Diego or San Francisco. But a short coal

supply prevented the completion of the first line, and bad weather, due

to the lateness of the season, rendered it advisable to return. On the

passage back to San Francisco lines of soundings were run on and off

shore to determine the conformation of the bottom near the coast line.

This was continued afterwards as far south as San Diego. The south-

ern line Avas then run, the ship returning by the great circle route to

the northward. The results of this cruise, together with a description,

of the apparatus employed have been published by the Hydrographic

Ofiice, in a fully illustrated volume, to which you are referred for

more complete information.

The Tuscarora was supplied with about fifty thousand fathoms of

sounding lines. Of this, some forty thousand fathoms was li, ItS and

11 inches Manilla rope, which had been treated with carbolic acid, after

some patented process, with a view to its preservation. About five

thousand fathoms was li inch whale line, and there was also four

thousand or five thousand fathoms of Albacore line made of untarred

hemp, f inch in eircumferrence. Fitted on the forecastle was a steam

reel and a dynamometer, for use with this rope. The want of some
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instrumeut for regulating aud measuriug the tension of the line in

sounding had long been felt. As the line runs out the tension is con-

tinually increased by the weight of the increasing length overboard,

until it is suddenly diminished by the sinker resting on the bottom.

If then the tension could be measured at every instant, any sudden

diminution of the strain would be an indication that bottom was

reached. The dynamometer, designed by Passed-Assistant Engineer

T. W. Rae, was for that purpose.* It consisted essentially of two

fixed pulleys, elevated several feet above the deck, midway between

which was a third pulley attached to a rod which was capable of mo-
tion in a vertical direction, through guides which it traversed freely.

The lower end of this rod, which passed through the deck, terminated

in a piston, which worked in a cylinder filled with water. The sound-

ing line passed from the drum of the steam reel over one of the fixed

pulleys, under the movable pulley, which was thus made to ride upon

the line, over the second fixed pulley, and thence, by means of a fair

leader, over the ship's side. The rod attached to the movable pulley

could be weighted and by means of a scale behind the rod the strain

upon the line could be determined. By gradually increasing the

weights on the rod as the line ran out, it was intended to keep such a

strain on the line, that it would cease running, or nearly so, when the

sinker rested on the bottom. The object of the piston in the cylinder

filled with water was to prevent violent motion of the rod, when the

ship was rising or falling with the sea. This machine, although con-

structed upon perfect mechanical principles, and notwithstanding the

fact that similar instruments are used with accuracy iu the laying of

submarine cables, gave hardly satisfactory results. It was found that

the oscillations of the rod were violent and incontrollable when there

was any rolling motion, and it was impossible to estimate with any de-

gree of accuracy the tension of the line. It is possible that a more

thorough acquaintance with this apparatus would make it valuable in

sounding with rope. By au unfortunate accident it was not properly

arranged in the Tuscarora, and hence did not obtain a very thorough

test of its value, before the soundings with wire become so successful

that its employment was unnecessary.

We have seen with what success the attempt to sound with wire had

been attended in the Taney. Walsh's failure, together with that of

\.

* A description and sketch of this instrument may be found in U. S.

Hydrog. Office publication No. 54.
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other efforts made at about, tlie same time, led to tlie conclusiou that

wire soundings were impracticable. Nevertheless that material oifered

great advantages and possessed the very qualities which experience

had shown to be desirable in a sounding line. The small, smooth

wire meeting Avith but little resistance from the water in descending,

would sink rapidly, nor would it be deflected to any great extent by

submarine currents ; it would require a sinker of comparatively little

weight ; it could be made sufficiently strong to bear any ordinary

straiu ; it was compact and portable, 'and would occupy but little room

on board ship, a consideration which only those who have been em-

barked with great quantities of sounding rope, can pi-operly appreciate.

There were those, therefore, who did not accept the verdict rendered

upon the evidence of former trials. All that was required to render

the method practicable, it was maintained, was some contrivance for

so regulating the strain upon the wire, that when the sinker reached

the bottom, the wire should no longer run out, or should do so with

such a diminished velocity as to be readily perceptible. This was the

object of a machine invented by Sir Wm. Thomson, in 1872, for

sounding with steel piano wire.

One of these machines, with a supply of wnre, was furnished to the

Tuscarora. At that time but a single cast had been made with the

apparatus, and that by the inventor, who sounded in twenty-seven

hundred fathoms from a schooner yacht in the bay of Biscay. The
east had not been satisfactory ; the reel was crushed in the operation,

and it was with great difficulty that the wire was hauled in. The
original machine differed but little from that furnished to the Tusca-

rora, so that the method was almost absolutely untried when it was

placed in Capt. Belknap's hands for exp(^iment. The weight of opin-

ion both in this country and in England was against the method.

When the Challenger was fitting out ii> 1872, it was reported that she

would be furnished with the machine. But she went to sea without it,

the reason being, according to Sir. Wm. Thomson, that " innovation is

very distasteful to sailors." Prof. Wyville Thomson, who w^as the di-

rector of the scientific staff of the Challenger expedition, in a paper

read before the Asiatic Society of Japan, at Yokohama, said, " When
we started from England this wire had only been tried once * * *

.

I had been some years at sea and my colleagues were all sailors, so we
had great sympathy with hemp." According to Sir William, the

British Admiralty would not try the wire method because it was new.

He states that he received a semi-official letter to the effect. " When
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you hiive perfected your apjoaratus we may be willing to give it a

trial."

Whether or not it was sailor's prejudice that opposed the use of

wire in this country, it is certain that few had any faith in its success.

Fortunately, however, among the few, was the Chief of the Bureau of

ISTavigation, Commodore Ammen. It was his determiuation in the

matter that enabled the Tuscarora to put the method to the test. He
facilitated the preparation of the sliip in every way; he ordered Capt.

Belknap to make an experimental cruise to detect defects in his appa-

ratus, which was the foundation of future success ; and it is to his aid

and counsel and constant interest throughout the work, supplemented

by the ingenuity of Capt. Belknap, that the Navy owes its prestige in

having made wire soundings practicable.

Thomson's machine as furnished to the Tuscarora, consisted of a reel

a (Plate I.) for holding the wire, and an arrangement for regulating

and measuring its tension.* The reel was a hollow cylinder of galvan-

ized sheet iron, with an iron axle passing through its center, and sol-

dered to its sides. The drum of the reel was about six feet in circum-

ference and three inches long. The ends extended two inches beyond

the circumference of the drum, thus forming an annular space two

inches deep and three inches wide in which the wire was wound. To

one side of the drum was fixed a projecting ring of galvanized sheet

iron, which formed with the side of the reel a V sliaped groove in

which an endless rope passed. The axle of the reel w^as a small iron

shaft, six or eight inches long, which revolved in bearings on two iron

standards, bolted to a plank of hard wood 3t ft. long, 15 inches wide

and 2 J inches thick. The shaft carried on one side of the drum an

endless screw, which gave motion to a train of wheel work by which

the revolutions of the reel were counted ; on the other side was at-

tached a ratchet in which worked a pawl by which the revolutions of

the reel was prevented when necessary. Both ends of the shaft pro-

jected beyond its bearings and were squared, so that cranks might be

applied in putting the wire on the reel.

The arrangement for controlling the tension of the wire consisted of a

grooved friction wheel of iron c, ten inches in diameter, the groove be-

ing wide enough to carry two parts of the endless rope b h passing

around the reel. It was capable of motion in a vertical plane, in an

iron crotch fixed to the bed of the machine, but was prevented from

turning by a cord e, passing from the lower part of its circumference

* The reel in its original form was exhibited at the meeting.
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to the dynamometer. Tlie friction wheel was connected with the reel,

when the wire was running out, by means of an endless rope b, of 9

thread untarred hemp, which passed around the V groove of the reel,

then up, over, and once around the friction wheel, and then around a

pulley d placed several feet in rear of the reel. This pulley was at-

tached to a small tackle by means of which the endless rope could be

made more or less taut, thus increasing or diminishing the resistance

of the friction wheel. The tackle was shortly afterwards replaced by

a pendant / rove through a tail block, and carrying hooks to which

weights could be attached, an arrangement of much greater utility.

The dynamometer was an instrument similar to one form of the

spring balance, secured to the bed of the machine. The force exerted

upon it, which depended upon the tension of the wire, was indicated in

pounds,' by a pointer which moved over a graduated scale. For this

dynamometer was afterward substituted an ordinary spiral spring

balance, g which gave more satisfactory results.

The wire furnished for this machine was steel piano wire, No. 22,

B. W. G.,* of the best English make. Its weight in air was about 14

lbs., and in water 12 lbs, to the thousand fathoms. It would sup-

port a weight of 230 lbs. It was supplied in lengths of from two

hundred to four hundred fathoms which were spliced together on

board ship. One great objection which had been urged against the use

of wire was the impossibility of making the splices strong enough.

The method of splicing adopted on board the Tuscarora was to lap

the ends about two feet, solder one end and lay the other end up in

turns of about an inch in length until it was all expended, when the

second end was soldered. The two parts of the splice were also sold-

ered together at intermediate points, and the whole splice served

with well waxed twine. The splice thus formed was very strong, not

one of them having broken down during the cruise. The wire was re-

ceived packed in sperm oil in cases of sheet tin; it was kept in these

cases covered with oil until wound upon the reel for use. The opera-

tion of winding was one requiring the utmost care, the wire having

a great tendency to kink. When, by accident, a kink did occur it was

found best, as a I'ule, to break the wire and splice the ends. In winding,

the coil of wire was taken from the oil and slipped over the end of a

wooden reel, from which it was wound on the sounding reel, being kept

hand taut all the time. It was carefully measured as it was wound,

the lengths between the splices, as well as the number of revolutions of

* Diameter 0.028 inch.
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tlis drum, being noted at each splice. These were recorded in a note-

book and by them the depth was determined when a cast was made.

The reel held readily between four thousand and five thousand fath )m3

and this quantity was usually wound upon it. When it was all on, to

the free end of the wire was attached a small grommet made of I2 or

2 inch rope. The grommet was secured by sticking the end of the

wire between the strands of the rope and then taking several round

turns against the lay, the whole being finally served. A piece of cod

line attached to the grommet and tied around the reel prevented the

the wire from unwinding

The required length of wire being wound, the reel was unshipped and

placed in a galvanized iron tank containing a solution of caust-ic soda,

which served to protect the wire from rust. The philosophy of this

method of preservation, as explained by Sir. Wm. Thomson is as follows:

" The preserving effect of alkali upon steel is well known to chemists.

It seems to be due to the alkali neutralizing the carbonic acid in the

water, for the presence of carbonic acid in water is the great cause of

iron being corroded. The fact is well established that iron will remain

perfectly bright in sea-water rendered alkaline by a little quicklime.

Caustic soda is a more sure material, because with it we can make more

certain that the water is really alkaline. * * * All that is neces-

sary in order to made sure that the pickle will be a thorough preserver

of the wire is that it should be found to be alkaline when tested with

the ordinary litmus test paper.

I give Sir Wm.'s language as nearly as may be because I do not think

he estimates at its true value the action by which the wire is preserved

from rust. In the Tuscarora the lye in which we kept the wire was

much more strongly alkaline than he says is necessary. It was found,

however, that while the wire was perfectly preserved, the caustic soda

solution attacked the zinc of the galvanized iron of which the reel was

made, as well as the soldered splices. Now zinc and iron, or iron and

tin solder, when placed in contact in caustic soda form a galvanic

couple of which the zinc or the tin solder is the electro-positive ele-

ment. A galvanic action is, therefore, set up by which the iron is

preserved at the expense of the zinc or tin. It is probable that this

action would be less with a more dilute solution of soda than with a

stronger one, but still great enough to protect the sounding wire from

rust. This, I think, is the true explanation of the jH-eservative action.

If so, it seems to me that a more suitable liquid than soda-lye might be

substituted for it. Caustic-soda is a very disagreeable substance to
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use on board ship. It spoils the clothes and hurts the hands of

those working with the wire ; and the lye, wasliing over the sides of the

tank in the 'rolling of the ship, kills the wood of the deck, and then

running through the scuppers takes the paint off the ship's side. I am
inclined to think that slightly acidulated fresh water, or even sea-water

alone might be substituted for it with advantage.* So serious has the

objection to the use of soda become that it has been discarded in Eng-

lish vessels using the wire, and sperm oil is now used in its stead.

The Tuscarora's soundings were always made under steam anil with

the ship stern to wind. This was found to be the best method of lay-

ing the ship and it was resorted to even when the force of the wind

was as_ great as 8. Usually the screw held the stern of the ship up to

the wind, but when the bows showed a tendency to fall off to one side

or the other, which was the case only when the wind was light, the jib

being set with the sheet hauled flat aft effectually prevented it. After

numerous experiments Capt. Belknap fixed upon the gangway as the

most convenient point from which to sound.f There the motion of the

ship was least sensible, the wire was consequently more manageable,

and accordingly nearly all the soundings were made there. A bridge

across the deck was constructed, so arranged that it could be uns>hipped

and stowed away in port. The machine was placed upon a slide so

that it could be run out or in and compressors were applied to secure

it at any point. The upper grating of the accommodation ladder be-

ing shipped, this slide was supported by a railing and securely lashed.

The grating allowed room to the men who were handling the sinker

&c., and served to carry the wire well out from the ship's side.

In preparing to sound, the reel was placed on its bearings at the

gangway, and the bed run out to the end of the slide. The endless

rope was arranged as already described. To the grommet was hitched

a piece of Albacore line, twenty-five fathoms in length, and this was

also wound on the reel. The other end of the Albacore line carried a

small iron rod six feet long, to which was seized the upper end of the

swivel-link of the Brooke detaching apparatus. The Albacore line

was to prevent the wire itself from going .to the bottom, thus avoiding

all danger of kinking, and the rod was for the purpose of throwing

* Experiments by the writer go to show that either of these liquids will

preserve the wire. Water slightly acidulated with hj'drochloric acid gives

the best result.' Lime water is probably the best liquid for the purpose.

t In the Challenger, soundings were made from the main yard, the ship

being head to wind.
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the line clear of the specimen cylinder so as to prevent fouling. The
sinker, which was usually an 8 in. shot weighing 55 lbs, was placed on

the apparatus for obtaining the bottom specimen, an invention of Capt,

Belliuap, shortly to be described. When all was ready the sinker was

eased down by hand into the water, and a Miller-Cassella deep-sea

thermometer, for obtaining the bottom temperature, was attached to the

stray line above the iron rod. The stray line was then allowed to run

out slowly until the grommet in the end of the wire was reached. To

this was attached a lead weighing four pounds, which prevented the

end of the wire from flying up and kinking when the sinker reached

the bottom, as experience had shown it would sometimes do. Weights

were now hooked to the pendant carrying the pulley around which the

endless rope passed, and the wire was allowed to run out. When it had

fairly started, the weight on the pendant was diminished so as to allow

it to run more rapidly. The time the wire started was noted, as well

as the instant at which the drum completed each hundred revolutions.

When it was thought that the sinker was nearing the bottom, the weights

on the pendant were increased in order to diminish the speed of the

reel and to make sure that the instant of reaching the bottom should

be properly indicated. This indication was usually unmistakable ; the

pointer of the dynamometer would fly back on the scale, and, except in

very deep water, the revolution of the drum would almost instantly

cease. The fact that bottom had been reached could be noted as well

from the poop or the forecastle as at the gangway.

Bottom having been found, the cord holding the friction wheel was

detached from the dynamometer so that the endless rope might be em-

ployed in reeling up the wire. The ofiicer in charge of the sounding

then laid hold of the endless rope and, unaided, hauled in a few fath-

oms to make sure that the shot had been slipped. If not, as was the

case in but few instances in the early part of the cruise, fifty or sixty

fathoms were reeled in and again let go, the second efibrt almost inva-

riably detaching the shot. The reeling in was at first done by putting

men on the bridge who hauled in hand over hand on the endless rope,

an operation both tedious and laborious. For this arrangement was

afterwards substituted a fly-wheel, carrying a grooved disk of wood

from which a belt passed to the V groove of the reel. By turning the

fly-wheel by means of long cranks, which could be manned by four

or six men the wire was wound in much more rapidly and uniformly

than by the old system. When reeling in the wire was guided fair on

the reel by two petty officers, round sticks being used for the purpose.
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In Brooke's original apparatus the device for obtaining specimens of

the bottom consisted of a number of open quills placed in the lower

end of the sounding rod. This arrangement, however, did not secure

adequate samples, and the ingenuity of those engaged in deep sea work

has ever since been directed toward its improvement. Berryman soon

replaced the quills with a valved cup, which gave much better results.

Many subsequent improvements^in the form of the cup have been made,

not a few of which have been by officers of the Navy, In the Clialleuger,

the apparatus usually employed was the " Hydra," so called because

it was invented on board an English surveying vessel of that name.

The Hydra consists of a long cylinder of brass, closed at its lower end

by a valve, opening upwards. An iron piston-like rod, carrying a short

arm projecting at right angles to the rod, is fitted into the upper end of

the cylinder. Over the projecting arm is a curved steel spring, one end of

which is fast to the rod, the other end movable. This may be j^ressed

flat against the rod, a hole in the spring allowing the projecting arm
to pass through it. The sinker is supported on the rod by a wire sling

which passes over the arm and is kept there in opposition to the spring,

by the weight of the sinker. When the sinker rests on the bottom the

sling is pushed off the projecting arm by the spring, and the rod and

cyHnder are hauled up. The piston-like arrangement of the rod as-

sists in closing the valve in the lower end of the cylinder.

This apparatus had been used very successfully in the Porcupine,

and was highly thought of in the Cliallenger. Its weight, however,

made it objectionable for use with wire, and it necessitated the use of a

separate instrument, the water-bottle, when samples of the bottom wa-

ter were required. In order to overcome these objections several new

forms were devised by Capt. Belknap. Of these the most important

and most successful are those designated as specimen cylinders, No's 1,

2, and 3 (Plate II.) In each of these the Brooke plan of detaching is

adhered to.*

Cylinder No. 1 (Fig. 1) consists of two cylinders a and b, the

inside diameter of the one, h, being very slightly greater than the

outside diameter of the other, a, so that the larger slides over the

smaller with but little friction. The inside cylinder terminates in

a cone, d, above which, on two opposite sides, are openings,^;?, by which

the bottom [mud or sand can enter. The upper end of this cylinder

screws on the iron detaching rod c. The outside cylinder travels on this

* For full details and drawings of these cylinders see Hydrog. Office pub-
lication, No. 54.
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rod by means of an opening in its top. It is long enough to go entirely

through the shot used as a sinker and, when in its lowest position, it

covers the openings in the inner cylinder. A stud on one side prevents

its slipping through the shot. The inner cylinder has in its upper part

a chamber, vi, to the top and bottom of which are fitted valves, n n,

opening upward, intended to enclose a specimen of the bottom water.

In slinging the sinker this apparatus is passed through a hole in the

shot, and a metal washer, I, is put on, which by means of wire slings is

suspended to the detaching arm,/, of the rod. When the shot rests on

the bottom, the detaching arm falls, the outer cyliuder slips down and

retains whatever has entered the inside cylinder.

Cylinder No. 2, (Fig. 2,) is of quite different design. To the lower

end and inside of the cylinder is fitted a hollow frustum of a cone, h, its

base downward. The upper end of the cone is closed by a valve, h,

kept in place by its own weight in addition to a light spiral spring.

Into the bottom of the valve is screwed a plunger, p, extending beyond

the end of the cylinder. When the shot strikes the bottom, the valve

is forced open and the mud or sand enters. The valve then closes,

retaining the specimen. This cylinder is also fitted with a water space.

Cylinder No. 3, (Fig. 3,) consists of an auger shaped piece of iron, a,

over which slides a brass cylinder. The brass cylinder is kept up'by

a stud, /, on its side, until the shot is detached. The auger shaped iron

engages the bottom specimen which is retained by the cylinder. In the

use of this cylinder it was sometimes found that the metal washer wdiich

supported the shot was caught by the cylinder in falling, and prevent-

ed the shot from slipping off. This was remedied by lacing on the shot

two wire grommets of smaller diameter than the s)iot, to which the

slings were attached.

Cyliuder No. 1 was most successful in soft bottom, at moderate depths.

No. 2 brought up the besc specimen in hard, sandy bottom, and was al-

ways good. No. 3 answered best at great dej)ths, when the shot on

striking the bottom was not moving with great velocity.

In depths less than two hundred fathoms the sinker used was an 8

inch shot, weighing about 55 lbs. In deeper water one or more lead

castings, which fitted over the top of the shot, were added, thus in-

creasing the weight to 70 or 75 lbs, and making the total weight sent

down,'including the specimen cylinder and the small safety lead, about

80 lbs.

The time required for a sounding with this apparatus is much less

than that required for rope, even when the rope is reeled in by steam.
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The deepest sounding made by the Porcupine in 1869 and '70 was the

one of twenty-four hundred and thirty-five fathoms, a description of

which I have read. The sinker used on that occasion weighed 336 lbs.

The time required for the descent of the line was 33-2 minutes, and in

hauling in, 2 hrs. 2 min. or 2 hrs. 35 minutes for the cast. In the

Tuscarora we sounded in twenty-five hundred and sixty-five fiithoms,

the line running out in 31 minutes, and being reeled in in 40 minutes,

the whole time occupied being but 1 hr. 11 min., a gain of 1 hr. and

2-4 minutes, although the depth was over a hundred fathoms greater.

This is a very fair example of the speed with which a wire sounding could

be made. A cast of three thousand fathoms usually required an hour

and a half, and one in four thousand could be made in about two hours.*

The Tuscarora ran lines of soundings aggregating sixteen thousand

six hundred and twenty miles in length, and made in all four hundred

and eighty-three casts, of which perhaps fifty, in depths generally less

than five hundred fathoms, were made with rope. The depth found in

one hundred and sixty of the casts was over two thousand fathoms;

thirty-two were in depths of more than three thousand, and nine, in

depths of more than four thousand fiithoms. The greatest depth from

which a bottom specimen was obtained was four thousand three hun-

red and fifty-six fathoms. The deepest sounding made was in four

thousand six hundred fifty-five fathoms, or 5^ statute miles. The cir-

cumstances under which this cast was made were all the most favorable.

The sea was smooth, the ship steady, and the up and down direction of

the line was maintained throughout. The indication of the dynamom-

eter that bottom had been reached was perfect. But the wire had

been down four thousand fathoms three or four times on the preceding

day, and it finally gave way under the strain when about four hundred

fathoms had been reeled in. This was the fifth and last time during

the cruise that the wire was lost.

The soundings with the wire were invariably made by the navigator

of the ship, Lieut. Geo. A. Norris, and it was to his industry and intel-

ligence that their success was in a large measure due. To Capt. Bel-

knap, however, we owe the perfection which this method has attained.

He was indefatigable in the work and every cast was made under his

direct supervision. Both Commodore Ammen and Sir Wm. Thomson

were, naturally, much gratified at the results of the cruise. The latter

has repeatedly publicly referred to the fact that while the British Ad-

* A sounding was made in four thousand one hrndred and twenty fathoms,

and a hirge bottom specimen brought up in 1 hour, 47 minutes, 42 seconds.
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miralty hesitated, the American Navy perfected his apparatus in its

own way. In his presidential address before the Section of Physics of

the British Association, he speaks enthusiastically " of Commander
Belknap and his great exploration of the Pacific depths by piano-forte

wire, with imperfect apparatus supplied from Glasgow, out of which

he forced a success in his own way, ~^^ -^, ^ ^ and of the admirable of-

ficial spirit which makes such men and such doings possible in the

United States naval service."

The great difliculty that was experienced in the Tuscarora and which

the resources of the ship could not overcome was the crushing of the

reel, especially when the soundings were in deep water. The steel wire

stretching under the strain to which it was subjected, was reeled tightly

on the drum. The crushing force thus brought upon the drum by the

elasticity of the wire was very great, and the drum, being made as

light as possible in order to keep its inertia small, invariably broke

down. A drum would stand, perhaps, a dozen casts in depths below

two thousand fathoms, but when the depth was much greater the life

of a drum was much less. The reels on board the Tuscarora were

constantly in the hands of the tinsmith. They were strengthened by

radial pieces of wood, placed inside of them, but the crushing went on

almost as fast as though the wood were not there. Other devices were

resorted to but unavailingly, and the only way of keeping at work was

to shift the wire from reel to reel as they broke down. Capt. Belknap

recommended a steel drum for deep soundings but I do not know that

any have been constructed. Sir ^Ym. Thomson has overcome this dif-

ficulty by the introduction of an auxiliary wheel in reeling in, the use

of Avhich is illustrated by the accompanying figure, Plate III.

The bed of the machine, B, rests on two rails, H H, so that it can be

run out or in, and clutches, c c, at either end of the bed keep it on the

rails. The galvanized sheet iron reel is retained, and the soundings

are made directly from it as before. Under the rails, H, and midway
between them are two pulleys, I and K, one of which, I, projects over

the taflfrail, supposing the sounding to be made from the stern as Prof.

Thomson prefers. This outermost pulley is called the " castor pulley"

from the manner in which it is mounted. Its bearings are in an

oblique fork which turns about a horizontal axis, like the castor of a

piece of furniture laid on its side. The other pulley, K, is inboard.

The two bearings of its axle are both on the same side of the pulley so

that a turn or two of the wire can be taken around it. The ends of its

axle are squared so that handles may be applied in reeling in, or a
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wheel having a sharp V groove can be shipped, carrying an endless

rope by which the reeling in is done. When the sounding has been

made the wire is stoppered and the reel run in about five feet on the

slide, until it is just over the auxiliary pulley K. The wire is then led

over the castor pulley and a turn, or two turns, are taken around the

auxiliary pulley. The reeling in is performed by the auxiliary pulley

which takes from two-thirds to nine-tenths of the strain off the wire

before it reaches the sounding reel. A, on which it is wound as the reel-

ing in proceeds. The castor pulley, by turning about its horizontal

axis, iu case the ship drifts during the operation, prevents the wire

from leaving the groove ; it performs the same office if the ship is roll-

ing heavily. Additional security is obtained by a guard, f, to catch

the wire if it should get off the pulley.

In the machine, as thus modified, the inventor has introduced a fric-

tion arrangement diflferent from that used in the Tuscarora, and has

abandoned the spring dynamometer. A rope fastened to the bed of

the machine at a passes over the V groove of the reel ani-l then over

two small pulleys F. To the end of this rope weights, g, are applied.

These are added as the wire runs out so that the friction brings the

drum to rest as soon as the sinker touches the bottom. The rule is to

apply a resistance greater by ten pounds than the weight of the wire

out. This makes the moving force on the sinker ten pounds less than

its weight in water and a sinker of thirty-five pounds is thought to be

sufficient in depths less than three thousand fathoms.

The machine, as thus modified, was used in the cable ship Hooper in

laying the submarine cables on the coast of Brazil ; it was also used

in the Faraday, in laying the direct Atlantic Cable. In these ships

the sinker was always recovered, and Sir Wm. Thomson recommends

that this should be done whenever the depth is not over three thousand

five hundred or three thousaud fathoms.*

One difficulty remained to be overcome. AVhen the ship is lifting

in a heavy sea there are times when a very great strain is imposed

upon the wire and when it would be dangerous to haul it in too fast.

Prof Jenkin, of the University of Edinborough, who accompanied Sir

Wm. Thomson in the cable laying expeditions, has invented an ar-

rangement by which the hauling in may go on as rapidly as possible,

without bringing more than a certain safe strain upon the wire. The

wire will come in fast when the strain is easy, and not come in at all

* Since this was written I learn that Sir Wm. Thomson now prefers a

heavier sinker, which may be detached.
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when it is too great. By this arrangement steam can be applied to

reeling iu the wire. I regret that I do not know the details of this ex-

ceedingly important device.

A most valuable and ingenious improvement in the Thomson sound-

ing machine has been made by Lieut.-Commander Sigsbee, U. S. Na-

vy, who has been engaged in sounding in the Coast Survey steamer

Bhike. In- the Tuscarora, whenever the ship was rolling during a

sounding, the revolution of the reel would almost cease when the ship

rolled toward the wire; on the other hand when the roll was in the

opposite direction the reel would move so rapidly that it would have

thrown the wire off, if the motion had not been controlled. This was

done by pressing with the hand on the endless rope, but this brought

an undue strain upon the wire. Sigsbee's invention controls the mo-

tion of the machine automatically. I have never seen the machine as

improved by Sigsbee, nor have I been able to obtain a drawing of it.

The following description and accompanying figure, (Plate IV. Fig. 1.),

are in acccft'dance with what I have been told about the device.*

On either side of the bed of the machine, at its outer end, is an up-

right stanchion, A. Between the two stanchions is a horizontal bar,

(shown in section at B), which moves up and down in slots or scores in

the uprights, A. A fixed cross-piece joins the upper ends of the two

uprights, and the movable bar is connected with the cross-piece by two

spiral springs, D. Attached to the under side of the movable bar is a

pulley, C. To the strap of this pulley is secured one end of the brake rope

m n. This is led around a small pulley, p, on the bed of the machine,

then carried around the V groove of the sounding reel, and its end

made fast to a small eye bolt, u. When there is no downward strain

on the bar, B, the springs cause the rope to press tightly against the

reel, and keep it from revolving. The wire, instead of passing directly

from the reel into the water, is led over the pulley, C. Consequently

when considerable strain is on the wire the springs are stretched, the

brake rope is slacked and the reel may turn freely. Any tendency

of the reel to pay out the wire more rapidly than the sinker will take

it, is attended by a diminution of the strain on the wire ; the springs

contract and the brake-rope is applied to the reel. The changes in

the tension of the wire being thus self regulating it is evident that no

dangerous strain can be brought suddenly upon it.

Although not strictly within the scope of my paper, I have thought

* The drawing and description is only intended to indicate the nature of

Sigsbee's improvement.
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it well, at this point, to speak of the most recent application of tlie

piano wire in sounding. I refer to its substitution for rope in sound-

ing in shoaler water for the ordinary purposes of navigation. The un-

certain process hitherto adopted, involving the necessity of stopping

or heaviug-to the ship, and depending upon the shrewdness in guessing

of the quarter master, is no longer necessary. In laying the telegraph

cables on the coast of Brazil, Sir Wm. Thomson used the ordinary

deep-sea machine in making approximate soundings in depths of from

fifty to one hundred and fifty fathoms while the ship was running at

the rate of four or five knots. The depths in these cases were arrived

at by noting the length of wire out, and knowing the distance run by

the ship while it was going out, and were therefore only rough approx-

imations. He has, however, recently modified his apparatussoasto make

it available for " flying soundings," and they have been made with great

accuracy. The reel used for this purpose is of the same form as that

for deep soundings, but it is only twelve inches in diameter and holds

only three hundred or four hundred fathoms of wire. The brake ar-

rangement difl^ers somewhat in form from that of the larger machine.

The weight, E, (Plate IV, Fig. 2), is centred at N, and at D is fastened

to the brake-rope, M. Tlie i-ope, M, takes a single turn around the pe-

riphery of the drum, B, and passes over the pulley, G, to which it is

attached at F. H is an adjustable weight carried by the pulley, G,

and, from its horizontal position, o, it can be raised to the positions in-

dicated by n and m. When it is in the position shown, E is at its

highest position against the stop, K, the maximum stress is on the rope,

and the maximum friction is on the drum, because both weights, E and

H,pull on the ends of the rope with their maximum effect. This is suf-

ficient to prevent the reel from turning. When H is at the position n,

the weight, E, hangs between the stop and the base of the machine. A,

and the pull on the rope is about seven pounds, which corresponds to a

frictional resistance on the drum of about five pounds. When H is in

its highest position, m, E rests on the stand and the friction of the drum

is almost entirely removed. When the sounding is made, H is raised

to the position n ; as soon as bottom is reached, which is shown by a

sudden decrease in the speed of the drum, the weight, H, is allowed to

fall to the position, o, and prevents any more wire running out. A
counter is used to show the number of revolutions of the drum. The

wire is reeled in by applying cranks, worked by two men, to the axle

of the drum.

The sinker is a slender cylinder of iron, three feet long, weighing
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twenty-two poimfls, attached to the wire by a fathom and a half of log

line. The depth is determined by the compression of a column of air

contained in a glass tube, closed at one end, two feet long and about

I in. internal diameter. The tube is coated on the inside with a col-

ored substance* which is discolored by contact with sea-water. The
glass tube, to secure it from breaking, is inserted with its open end

downward in a slightly larger tube of brass, made fast to the log-line

above the sinker. As the sinker descends, the pressure of the water

reduces the volume of the air in accordance with Boyle's law, the

water rises in the tube, and the height to which it rises is marked by
the discoloration of the chemical preparation within the tube. A
graduated scale is applied to the tube by which the depth in fathoms

is determined by the extent of the discoloration.f

There is no reason why such an apparatus should not be carried ou

board every ship. The frame of the machine could be secured to the

taffrail when the ship is on soundings. " Two men," says Sir Wm.
Thomson, " can take a cast with ease every quarter of an hour." It

is not necessary to stop the vessel or heave her to in making a cast.

The depth indicated by the tube depends only on the vertical distance

descended and is independent of the inclination of the wire. Nor is it

necessary to use the chemically prepared tube each time. If the speed

of the ship be uniform, the reading of the counter when the tube is used

will show the relation between the depth and the length of wire out,

and the succeeding three or four casts could be estimated entirely by

the counter. This apparatus has been used successfully in H. M. S.

Minotaur when the ship was going ten knots, and it is reported that a

sounding has been made with it from one of the White Star Steamers

when the speed was sixteen knots.

The Tuscarora having demonstrated the feasibility of the wire

method, the art of deep-sea sounding has been revolutionized. The
days of rope soundings terminated last year with the cruise of the

Challenger. AVith the exception of those made in that ship every

deep sounding within the last three years has been made with wire.

The inconsiderable labor necessary in making a cast, the short time

required for the purpose, the accuracy of the result, are such tliat,

henceforth, the bed of the ocean lies but at our hand. " International

* Clu-omate of Silver.

t The writer has suggested another form of tube which does not require
chemical preparation. A description of it may be found in " Nature,"
Jan. 17th, 1878.
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cooperation alone is necessary in order that the principal features of

the bottom of the sea may be mapped out with almost the same accu-

racy as that with which the geographer now depicts the land surface."

In every step toward this wonderful result—wonderful, when we con-

sider the few years in which it has been accomplished—those to whom
we are united by ties of official brotherhood have largely contributed.

It is to preserve the recollection of this fact that I present this imper-

fect record of their achievements.
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THE NICARAGUA SURVEY.

By Lieutenant J. W. Miller, U. S. N.

In the absence of the author, Master S. A. Staunton, U. S. Navy,

read the following paper.

Not many months since a Commission, appointed by the President,

was in session at Washington to determine the compai-ative merits of

the various ship-canal routes across the Isthmus of Central America.

As this Commission was composed of three officers of high rank in their

several professions, whatever decision they may have reached may be

considered exhaustive and final. The report of General Humphreys,

Admiral Ammen, and Captain Patterson shows that the Nicaragua

Line is feasible, and that, possessing certain great advantages over all

its competitors, it is, in all probability, likely to become the site of the

highway between the Atlantic and Pacific.

Since the adjournment of the Commission I have waited in vain for

some abler hand than mine to lay before the Institute the results ob-

tained by the survey of Nicaragua, and my only excuse in presenting

this paper—written during the intervals of duty on board ship—is the

desire of one who was connected with Commander Lull's expedition,

to draw to your attention an enterprise which is in the future to be-

come one of great importance to the Navy and to the country at large.

By way of introduction, let me offer a short historical sketch of the

various expeditions, both public and private, undertaken at Nicaragua.
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The question of a passage to the Pacific, througli the narrow Isth-

mian barrier is as old as the discovery of the continent itself, the very

commission granted to Columbus surmising that the East Indies was

the goal to be reached. In the great navigator's second and third voy-

ages. Ave find him exploring the gulf of Paria, vainly imagining that

he is about to discover the South Sea. In his wake follow a host of

adventurers, seeking the "strait." Balboa, Ponce de Leon, Ogeja,

Lotes, Pizarro, all—in connection with their other projects—souglit to

render their names famous by the discovery. Even as late as 1687, we

find Sieur de Lussan, a French " Filibusterer " writing :
—

" This lake

(Nicaragua) hems in three islands, that are not far distant the one

from the other, and all of them very near the mouth thereof. Some

few years since the Hourqua (specie vessel) of Acapulco, that went to

the East Indies, on its return, entered in this lake through the bay,

and we understood that some Spaniard had entered by the other end of

it, through the river Vastaqua that discharges itself into a bay of New
Spain and consequently the North Sea."

This account of a ship passing from ocean to ocean is undoubtedly

overdrawn, though it is highly probable that the channel of the San

Juan or Vastaqua was much deeper, prior to its partial destruction by

the Spaniards during the last century.

Dampier's Voyages contain interesting accounts of Nicaragua ; while

Humboldt, in his " New Spain," after an elaborate description of sev-

eral routes, states, that " communication with the Pacific ocean would

be effected by cutting a canal across the Isthmus, which separates the

lake from the gulf of Papagayo."

The first regularly organized expedition to Nicaragua was probably

undertaken in 1778, by two Spaniards named Yzasi and Alexandre.

They were accompanied by two Englishmen, Hodgson and Lee, who

published a description of their work on their return to England.

This survey was supplemented by an examination of the territory west

of Lake Nicaragua, conducted by a government engineer named Man-

uel Galisteo, in 1781.

In 1825, De AVitt Clinton endeavored to arouse the interest of the

United States to the importance of ship communication between the

two oceans; though it was not till ten years later that President Jack-

son appointed an agent to examine the Isthmus, and then the objective

point was Darieu and not Nicaragua.

Mr. Bailey, a retired ofiicer of the British Navy, was employed in

1838, by the government of Central America, to make a survey of this
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canal route. His operations were confined to tlie territory between the

Lake and the Pacific, and were consequently incomplete.

During the next few years several companies were formed in Europe,

nominally for the colonization of the Isthmus, but actually as prelimi-

nary steps towards a future canal. But one of these companies com-

manded much attention, and that simply from the romantic interest

attached to the man at its head. A political prisoner, confined in the

fortress of Ham, and shut out from the hope of ever attaining the

crown of France, conceived the idea of perpetuating in America the

glory of a name already famous the world round. He entered into

correspondence with Senor Castellon, the minister of the Central

American government at the Court of Louis Philippe, reviewed with

singular ability the various canal schemes, and offered, if released from

confinement, to superintend in person the work at Nicaragua. In 1840

the princely prisoner was liberated, and, going to England, published

—under the initials, " L. B."—a pamphlet, setting forth all the argu-

ments in fixvor of a canal, and adding the official proceedings by

which the government of Nicaragua had vested in him full power to

form a company in Europe. The canal was to be " Canale Napoleon

de Nicaragua." The late prisoner was Prince Louis Bonaparte.

The discovery of gold in California gave a fresh impetus to the

question. As the new state increased in population, and San Francisco

became a large city, the necessity of a higliway between the Atlantic

and Pacific was again urged. The voyage around Cape Horn was

long and dangerous ; the overland route, across the Plains, subject to

attack from Indians ; something must be done to avoid both ; the set-

tlers on the western coast needed the provisions of the eastern ports
;

the merchants of the old states, the gold of the new.

As the result of these arguments, " The Atlantic and Pacific Ship Ca-

nal Company" was formed, with Commodore Vanderbilt for its president.

A. W. Childs, a prominent civil engineer, was sent to survey the lakes

and rivers of Nicaragua. His party was in the field from August,

1850, to September, 18pl, and returned to the United States with a very

favorable report as to the feasibility of the project. Funds for its accom-

plishment were not, however, forthcoming and Childs carried his esti-

mates and maps to England, where they were submitted to a commission

of engineers, and afterwards to a committee of capitalists, who, though

favoring the route, did not judge the plan sufficiently well developed

to merit their support. The canal enterprise must have been consid-

erably agitated about this time, for a convention was made between
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Great Britain and the United States, in wliicli Mr. Clayton on onr

part, and Sir Henry Lytton Bulwer on theirs, " define the principles

which should apply to an inter-oceanic canal wherever and whenever

constructed."

In 1855, Walker's filibustering expedition again drew the attention

of the public to the State of Nicaragua ; but the " gray-eyed man of

destiny," succeeded only in making the inhabitants of the Isthmus look

with mistrust upon any so called explorations or surveys.

Ten years later P. C. F. West was employed by the Central Ameri-

can Transit Company, and although his object was simply to devise

means for the improvement of the San Juan, and the restoration of

Greytown harbor, the maps which were made of that locality have

been of value to the late expeditions, as they show the gradual changes

taking place during the years that the harbor of San Juan del Norte

has been closing.

The first regularly organized expedition sent to Nicaragua by the

government, left the United States in the spring of 1872. We all re-

member who was at its head, and how Grossman and Force found a

watery grave amid the surf and breakers at Greytown beach. The

command then devolved upon Commander Hatfield. The dry season

was half over before the work fairly began ; but, by the energy of the

officers, three lines on the western side of the lake were partially exam-

ined. With the month of July came the rainy Aveather, and the party

returned to the United States to be completely fitted out for the en-

suing winter.

On the 3d of December, 1872, the second expedition, consisting of

eleven naval officers, four civilians and a force of about thirty men,

sailed from Fortress Monroe in the " Kansas."

I would now ask your attention f)r a short time to the results ob-

tained by Commander Lull and his officers, during the five months that

the expedition was on the Isthmus.

The discussion of a Canal through Nicaragua naturally divides

itself into three distinct parts; viz. The Lake; the Western Divi-

sion ; and the Eastern Division.

TJie Lake. It is a generally received idea that there is a range of

mountains extending the entire length of the Isthmus, forming a com-

plete barrier, through which it would be impossible to excavate or

tunnel.

That the Cordilleras do certainly exist in one continuous chain is

undoubtedly true, but at one point they sink to low elevations, be-
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coming simply bills which skirt the Pacific shore. But as the moun-
tains lose their altitude, the valleys to the eastward gain in depth,

forming a basin into which the volcanoes of Costa Rica and Nicaragua

pour the vast amount of waters which drain from their lofty sides.

This basin is known as the Lake of Nicaragua or Granada. It cov-

ers an area one hundred miles long by forty broad ; is in places over

one hundred fathoms deep ; contains a channel, from its eastern to its

western extremity, capable of floating the largest ships ; is only one

hundred feet above the ocean ; and by reason of its magnitude, is sub-

ject to none of those extreme changes of level so common in all small

bodies of water situated in the Tropics.

The distance of the lake from the Atlantic, in a straight line, is sev-

enty miles, from the Pacific only ten ; its outlet is the San Juan riv-

er, which flows from the S. E. extremity, and after many sinuosities

reaches the Atlantic at a point one hundred and eighteen miles from

the lake.

Here then, we have a reservoir capable of supplying a xmiform and

inexhaustible amount of water ; the gauges of the San Juan showing

a flow of over nine hundred million cubic feet per day ; whereas the

demand could never exceed a thirtieth of that quautity.

Over and above these advantages there is another of great impor-

tance. The lake divides the canal into two distinct sections ; and,

consequently eliminates any danger from a " block ;" vessels being

locked directly up to the lake where they can remain quietly at an-

chor, in fresh water, loading under the lee of the numerous islands,

with the products of the country, repairing any damages with timber

of the best quality, or provisioning for the coming ocean voyage.

The lake is then the great port, and in considering the question of

harbors at either terminus it will be well to remember that they can

be limited in size to the accommodation of the few ships which may
daily arrive.* This is especially true for the Pacific Division, for if

the weather prove inclement, the out-going vessels can remain in the

lake, and be locked down the sixteen miles whenever desirable.

The Western Division. The portion of the survey which it was an-

ticipated would prove the most difficult of a practical engineering so-

lution, was the narrow belt of land between lake Nicaragua and the

Pacific. "Childs' route" was said to be the best, but on the arrival of

the expedition every landholder in the Rivas Department whose

* There are two snug anchorages near Brito, called San Juan del Sur
and Nacascola.
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property was adjacent to any seemingly low pass presented a claim for

a tentative line. From the numerous applications the commanding

officer selected the Ochomogo, the Gil-Gonzales, the Lajas, and the

Virgen routes as the most likely to prove satisfactory.

As much had been written concerning the merits of the so called

"Napoleonic route"—via lake Managua—'tlie difi'erence of level be-

tween that body of water and lake Nicaragua was also determined and

the land contiguous to the former lake thoroughly examined ; the re-

sults showing 22.5 feet between the water surfaces of the lakes, and a

soil near Kealejo so porous that an artificial lining would be required

to retain the waters of any canal constructed in that vicinity. These

disadvantages coupled with the liability of volcanic disturbances, and

the lack of sufficient depth to the northern lake, showed the utter im-

practicability of Napoleon's scheme.

Of the Ochomogo, Gil-Gonzales, and Virgen surveys little need be

said ; the passes proved to be much loftier than had been anticipated,

while the country leading up to them was far from favorable. They

were all thorouglily surveyed, however, and only abandoned after nu-

merous offsets had furnished a complete map of the adjoining land.

AVhile the work had been progressing on the above mentioned lines,

a party had also been in the field in the neighborhood of Rivas, ex-

amining the valley of the Lajas, and endeavoring to improve Childs'

survey, by locating a route along a stream called the Rio-del-Medio.

We will not follow the party through the vicissitudes of their camp-

life in this region.

Let us suppose the last stake driven, the last station on the Pacific

reached, and then stand at the summit of the Rio-del-Medio line at

Jesus-Maria. Turning to the uorth-ea,st, we see lying before us a gen-

tle slope of nearly six miles, highly cultivated, dotted with haciendas,

and checkered with a network of well made roads. To the right are

the large indigo fields, with their substantial vats, constructed of the

best lime—quantities of which are at hand ready for the canal -builder.

To the left is the large town of Rivas, surrounded by its beautiful ca-

cao plantations; while stretching to the northward for one hundred

miles, and sweeping twelve leagues to the eastward, is the great lake

with its cloud-capped, conical island, Ometopec, rising five thousand

feet above the water hoi'izon.

If we now turn to the westward, and follow the Medio line along a

small ravine, we will find, at a distance of eight miles from the lake,

a river flowing towards the east ; this is the Lajas, which was surveyed
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with great ca,re. The summit level of its heel was found to be only forty-

four feet above the lake, but the Medio line was preferred notwithstand-

ing its additional excavation; the tortuous course of the former stream,

and its narrow, deep channel presenting many dangers during the

rainy season. Halting therefore at Las Serdas—instead of following

the Lajas—we note that the two lines here become identical and de-

scending through a densely wooded territory reach the Pacific at Brito,

sixteen and thirty-three hundredths miles from the lake.

It would occupy too much time and space to go into all the details

of the Western Division—details which will be found thoroughly am-

plified by Mr. Menocal in Commander Lull's Report. It has been

seen that the section from the water shed, eastward, is a gentle slope,

over well cultivated laud, possessing means of transportation, as well

as resources for subsisting the force that may be required for canal

purposes. The height of the summit level is only one hundred and

thirty four feet above the lake level ; add to this twenty-six feet, the

depth of the canal, and we have one hundred and sixty feet as the

"cut" to be made through the Isthmus at Nicaragua, An excavation

which certainly seems insignificant. This low summit level, being

also so near the lake, leaves ample space for the development of the

ten locks necessary to reach the Pacific, while the sui-face of the canal

will, for the western slope, be on the average above the present profile

—advantages to which it is sufficient only to allude. No large stream

interferes materially with the canal, and the valleys are extended

enough to give sufficient room for handling and depositing the mate-

rial excavated.

Brito, the Pacific terminus of the canal, is a town and harbor only in

name, the full force of the sea breaking upon a low sand beach, which

terminates near the canal-exit in a tall cliff" of indurated clay about

two hundred and fifty feet high. At the foot of this cliff is a slight

indentation of the coast where the Rio Grande empties. The land

adjacent to thjs river is awash at low water for a distance inland of

about half a mile. The intention is to dig out this loose sand, dredge

the Rio Grande, and throw a break-water out from the base of the

cliff" to protect the harbor from the S. W. swell. All this will neces-

sitate no little expense, the rise and fall of the tide, (nine feet), bring-

ing an element into the problem, which greatly increases the estimates.

The Eastern Division. The work on the Eastern Division actually

begins about six and a half miles from the fortress of San Carlos ; the

combined action of the tributary river Frio, and the drain of the San
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Juau towards tlie south-east, having formed a bar which will have to

be dredged to a depth of teu feet to form a channel of twenty-six.

This bar has been gradually depositing for centuries, and is composed

of a stratum of alluvial matter ten feet iu thickness, underlying which

is a bottom of hard clay. The outlay in this locality will however be

trivial, the lake steamers even now being able to enter the San Juan,

through the soft mud.

Here I would say a word as to the system proposed for this Division.

As was before stated, the country for a large distance around lake

Nicaragua is drained into that body of water, thus making the river

San Juan, for the greater j)art of its course simply an outlet, free from

the remarkable changes of level so observable in tropical regions.

Dams can therefore be erected along the river without fear of demoli-

tion by the freshets of the rainy season. The valley is moreover en-

closed by hills sufficiently high to prevent the stream from finding any

other course, even if its surface were raised considerably above its

present plane.

These facts have been utilized, and slack water navigation effected

by a series of dams—four in number.

The first dam is placed at Castillo rapids, thirty seven miles from

San Carlos, the water being raised eighteen feet, and becoming the

summit level, or one hundred and seven feet above mean high tide.

This elevation is also the extreme high water mark attained by the lake.

The two dams below Castillo, at Balas and Machuca rapids, could

be of almost any desired height, as the river is here bordered with hills

^vhich at places attain considerable elevation ; the water surface is to

be raised 22.8 and 26.8 feet at each respectively.

The river, scarcely five hundred feet broad, runs for the next eight-

een miles, through a narrow, tortuous valley and winds about the base

of precipitous volcanic hills. The channel is from eighteen to ninety

feet in depth—a canal ready in fact for the average ship. This region

abounds with timber of the best quality, while a few miles back whole

forests of the hule, or rubber tree are found.

At the foot of this section, called by the natives Agua IMuerte, on

account of its dead still waters, the last dam is j^laced, the water pass-

ing over the crest at an elevation of 23.8 feet above the present surface.

Around each of the dams there will be a short canal with a lock of

10.3 feet lift.

Below the Agua Muerte, the whole aspect of the country changes,

the San Juan becoming broad and full of shoals and sand, brought down
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by the river Sau Carlos from the interior of Costa Rica. The canal

proper here begins, and, leaving the San Juan Avith all its silt and de-

tritus, cuts straight across the lowland for Greytown harbor, reaching

the ocean level at a distance of forty one miles from the last dam.

There are seven locks between slack water navigation and tlie Atlan-

tic, all of them located in rocky spurs which could not be avoided and

were consequently turned to profitable account, the stone being suitable

for foundations. The profile in this section was much better than had

been expected ; the mean excavation for the whole distance being less

than two feet above the water-surface of the canal.

At a distance of seven and a half miles from Greytown the ground

has a sharp fall of twenty feet, which brings it to the sea level, and the

line to the borders of the first, or Silico, lagoon. Between this point

and Greytown there is a system of lagoons, separated from one another

by narrow marshes and connected by channels through which the tide

ebbs and flows : These lagoons average from twelve to fourteen feet

in depth, and have evidently been formed by the same causes which are

now operating to close the outer harbor. The opening of a canal, deep

enough for sea-going vessels, consequently here reduces itself to a

question of dredging the alluvial matter and sand which form the

bottom of these waters.

We now come to the last and most important feature of the survey.

Greijtown Harbor, can it be restored? This problem is one of such

magnitude, that a thorough discussion of the merits and demerits of

the several plans proposed would lead these pages far beyond their

proper limits; while modesty alone should make the young naval

officer exceedingly chary of opposing the views of older and more

experienced men. I will therefore confine myself to a few important

points concerning the topography of the neighborhood.

It may be noticed that a small stream, called the San Juanillo,

leaves the left bank of the San Juan about twenty six miles above

Greytown. This small stream was undoubtedly, in time gone by, the

main outlet; it flowed ( as it does now during the midsummer freshets )

into Silico lagoon, and in course of time pushed out, one beyond the

other, the successive harbors mentioned above.

At last came an unusual amount of detritus from the San Carlos,

which choked the San Juanillo exit, and diverted the whole mass of

lake and river water over the low land to the southward. Then the

lagoons closed* and a new system began, only to end in our own day in

* There is a tradition of an old Spanish vessel which was locked up in
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the same results; thus, durhig the past ten years, Leaf's island, at the

bifurcation of the lower Sau Juan and the Colorado, has been completely-

washed away, and, in 1873, ninety per cent, of the river flowed through

the Colorado mouth, emptying into the ocean twenty miles below Grey-

town, where the lagoon process is again repeating itself.

The conclusion naturally is, that the San Juan, instead of serving to

keep open the harbor of " San Juan-del-Norte, " has, on the con-

trary, been the cause of its destruction; and the mouth of the earth-

bearing river being now at a safe distance we have only to deal with

the known amount of sand between the town and the Caribbean.

But is the coast current not adding to this amount ? No, for we find

the anchorage a mile outside to be clay and coral, while the specimens

from the beach to the southward show that the light volcanic matter

from the mouth of the Colorado is not set up the coast toward Greytown.

To further prove that there is no motion of translation, and that the

shifting of the bar is entirely local, the shores of the bay at Monkey
point, thirty miles to the northward, are formed of a deposit which

has evidently been long subject to the action of sea water.

Assuming then that the sand in the vicinity of Greytown harbor is

a known quantity, neither increasing nor diminishing, the first step

should be to endeavor to fix the inner portion, above water, by planting

trees, which in a few years would render the whole of Harbor Head
and Point Arenas solid and permanent.

The cost attending such an attempt would be slight, and the rapidity

with which vegetation grows in the tropics would soon change the low

mangrove bushes, which already cover the greater portion of the beach,

into a large, deeply rooted forest.

It will be a more difficult matter to hold the sand now iinder water

in place; for the N. W. current and easterly swell are continually

setting the bar to the westward and towards the bight where the river

channel formerly existed. To counteract this effect it is proposed to

construct a break-water, to the eastward of what is known on the charts

as Point Arenas.

Short jetties are to be thrown out at right angles to this break-water

to receive any accumulation of sand and prevent it from drifting

round the end and closing the channel beyond.

Whether this plan is feasible or not is a moot-point; as it is also an

open question whether or not the action of the ocean would not ulti-

Barco lagoon, and never able to cross the bar on which Greytown is now
built.
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luately form a shoal still further to seaward, and off the end of the

break-water. Such action would however, be necessarily slow, the

jetties taking up the greater part of the sand composing the bar,

and the water from the canal making a clean current, more or less

effective against the encroachments of the sea.

Having thus followed the Nicaragua route from ocean to ocean, I

will not dwell upon the financial view of trans-continental communica-

tion, nor enter into the commercial advantages to be derived from a ship

channel through the isthmus ; both of which were so thoroughly dis-

cussed in Lieut. Collins' very able paper on Darien and Atrato. The
certain growth of our mercantile marine, and the necessity of avoid-

ing the length and perils of Cape Horn navigation will ultimately de-

cide that $66,000,000 is a small price to pay for the incalculable ad-

vantages to be derived from the new route. Let us hojDC, therefore,

that the "secret of the strait," so diligently sought by the bold naviga-

tors of the past centuries, may in this nineteenth be discovered at last

by the energy and science of the American people.
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Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen :

I would ask your attention this evening to a subject which may be

literally of vital importance to some of us. It seems to me to be one

that cannot be too much or too often discussed by sea-faring people.

Plans suggested in hours of safety may be put in operation in moments

of danger. I do not suppose that there is a man, who has ever been to

sea, who has not formed some idea for self preservation ; indeed many

have written on the subject. My object has been to collect some of

these ideas, especially those which seem the most simple and inexpensive,

with the iiope that in the discussion others may be proposed.

Happily for us thex-e are some men in our country who are devoting

much time, thought and energy, to this all important subject. In the

foremost rank of these good workers stand the Hon. Sumner I. Kim-

ball General Superintendent of the Life Saving Service, Mr. R. B.

Forbes and Captains Merriman, Mc Gowan, and Ottinger of the Rev-

enue Service. There are also two societies which have the matter in

hand, the Humane Society of Massachusetts and the Life saving Be-

nevolent Association of New York. In Europe much of the expense

of the life saving service is covered by private subscription, with us

but little.

Little I am sorry to say has ever been done by the Navy, even

to preserve its own members. It seems to me, that next to overcoming
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an enemy, the duty of a ISTaval officer is to protect his friends. A good

general always plans his retreat. Why should not a good Naval officer

arrange for withdrawing after an unsuccessful contest with the

elements ?

The Oneida and Huron furnish us with examples of the general

ways in which vessels are lost, and, consequently, have to be aban-

doned and there is no doubt, that, a vessel once irretrievably lost, it is

the duty of a commander to save his crew. The circumstances of the

Oneida would have been similar if she had been burned, rammed,
sunk by shot or torpedoed.

Let us examine these two cases, first seeing what was done to pre-

serve life and then conjecturing what means, had they been at hand,

might have been of service. I use the term '' had they been at hand" be-

cause means must be provided beforehand and ought to be supplied in

the outfit of every vessel.

The United States Steam Sloop Oneida (6) left the harbor of Yoka-
hama, Japan, homeward bound, on the afternoon of the 24th of Janu-

ary, 1869. Her crew consisted of twenty-five officers and one hundred
and fifty two men. At 7 o'clock that same evening she was run into in

the Bay of Yedo by the English merchant steamer Bombay, and being

cut into, on the quarter, to the water's edge, sank with twenty two offi-

cers and ninety five men, fifteen minutes afterwards. It is not in the

province of this paper to discuss the whys and wherefores of this sad

accident.

The Bombay, after the collision, continued on her way, her captain

testifying that he supposed the Oneida all safe because he heard no

sounds of alarm or signal guns.

The persons sa-ved tell us that the officers and men were perfectly

cool, that they fell in at their quarters and there remained until or-

dered into the rigging by the Captain ; that one quarter boat was
lowered, in which the surgeon and fifteen men got away, the boat be-

ing so much injured, in lowering, that she sank as she went alongside

of the Idaho. The remaining survivors escaped in the 1st cutter

which, fortunately, floated out of her cradle, as the ship went down.
We are told that poor Adams after much delay in getting to the mag-
azine succeeded in procuring three cartridges which were fired at least

ten minutes after the accident. Capt. Williams' last recorded words
were :

" What can I do? They would not give me boats when I asked

for them." The Oneida, like all vessels of her class, carried but few

boats, which had they all been serviceable would have held but a part
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of her crew. What boats she had were said to be unseaworthy, hav-

ing been transferred from other ships on the station, and only two could

be lowered directly from the davits and one of these was completely

used up in the collision.

Let us now see what means might have been at hand, which would

probably have saved most of her crew.

A man who can swim and float can support himself in the water for

a long time without assistance, by judiciously husbanding his forces.

Tlie simplest means then for immediate preservation would have been

swimming ; especially in moderately smooth water and witli the chance

of meeting a floating spar or other part of the wreck. It is curious

that such an important element seems to be entirely omitted from the

routine drills of the navy and does not even find a place in the mi-

nute reports which are made of men's other qualifications.* The intelli-

gent management of the Naval Academy is obliterating this fault as far

as the graduates are concerned and we may hope that some similar

jDractice obtains on board our apprentice ships. Why should it not be

found in the weekly routine of every ship in the service? Temperature

permitting of course.

A person, even not a swimmer, who has confidence from practice can

be sustained almost indefinitely by very little additional buoyancy.

We have many different inventions which give such aid, but most of

them require additional space, a coveted article in a crowded ship, and

would generally be stowed where they could not be gotten at when

really wanted. Every person on board has a bed of some kind, the

man his hammock and mattress, the ofiicer his mattress, these con-

verted into life preservers are always on hand and take up no addi-

tional room.

Rear Admiral Eyder, R. N., first proposed the use of the hammock,

in a short paper, published in volume XV of the Journal of the Royal

United Service Institute, in which he says that at his request Com'dr.

Cyprian Bridge, of the Caledonia, carried on some experiments and

found; that, a rather new cotton hammock supported seven naked men

for some minutes—four men for a considerable time—and believes that

it could have continued to do so for an hour. Captain Arthur Wilms-

* A boatman was once badgered by a student who informed him that be-

caiise he could not read nor write at least half of his life was wasted. The

boat soon after sinking the boatman asked the student if he could swim,

the answer was in the negative. Then said he tlie whole of your life is

gone.
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hurst of the Valiant found that a hammock with a six pound shot at-

tatched to one end, a most trying test, sank in five minutes. The
buoyancy of the hammock at first being 113.74 lbs. The same shot

suspended from the middle of the hammock was sustained nine min-

utes. The ticking of the mattress was then oiled, and the hammock
supported the weight two and a half hours. It can easily be imagined

that a hammock capable of thus supporting a dead weight, would be

of great use to a man.

By filling the mattress with cork shavings, which are very cheap,

generally being thrown away, additional buoyancy may be obtained.

A mattress six feet by four feet stuffed with this material weighed

twenty pounds, its buoyancy was sufficient to support eighty pounds

dead weight, indefinitely. The cost of the mattress was one half that

of a hair one. Cocoa fibre has also been used with good results.

Cork mattresses 5 ft 6. X 1 ft 10 and three inches deep (hammock
size) stuffed with granulated cork, weighing thirteen pounds and hav-

ing a buoyancy of sixty pounds, are now issued to the Royal Navy.

Captain E. P. Wilson, R. N., in his account of the burning of the

Bombay says that, had the idea occurred to them to use the hammocks,

all hands might have been saved ; as it was only those in the davit-

boats were. It was impossible in this case to get the boom boats out

on account of the burning of the tackles.

Admiral Ryder, in his pamphlet on " Life saving at sea by cork

mattresses, " tells us that the best way to use the hammock, for one

person, is to secure the clews together, forming a ring, care being

taken to have the lashing on the exterior in order to tauten it. A
hammock secured in this way will support, not only the man in it,

but, two other persons hanging on at the outside. If the precaution

is taken to fit a piece of stuff for a seat, the person may even safely

indulge in sleep. As with all life preservers a person must be satisfied

in having his head and shoulders out of the water. Two hammocks
are best secured together at the ends, the men placing themselves be-

tween them with one arm over each.

Mr. R. B. Forbes, in a letter to the Army and Navy Journal of Jan-

uary fifth, and in his pamphlet, " The Hammock as a life Preserver,"

tells us, that a cotton canvas hammock containing a mattress composed of

cork shavings, sustained one hundred and sixty pounds of iron six min-

utes ; ninety-six pounds ten minutes ; sixty-two pounds one hour and five

minutes, and thirty-two pounds indefinitely. The same hammock and

bed put into a close woven cotton bag, subjected to a process of water
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proofing, was sustained one hour and twelve minutes with one hundred

and sixty pounds against six minutes as before stated; eight hours and

a half with ninety-six pounds, against ten minutes, and with sixty-two

pounds four hours against one hour and five minutes, it will be seen,

thus, that, the hammock and mattress in the bag floats nearly four

times longer than without it. A further test showed that a common
hammock with the usual hair mattress, when put into a bag, floated

twenty-four hours with one thirty-two pound shot. Twenty hammocks

thus provided, lashed to spai-s, would float a two thousand pounds an-

chor and a hundred would float the largest anchor in the navy.

Further careful experiments showed that a cotton canvas bag,

water proofed, containing a cork mattress, supported two thirty-two

pound shot twenty-nine hours and forty minutes, and, with the common

hair mattress, it remained above water ten hours and thirteen minutes

Avith the same weight.

Mr. Forbes also makes some valuable suggestions in regard to the

construction of rafts, using spars and hammocks.

Lieut. Commander F. AY. Dickens, writing to the Army and Navy
Journal, objects to Mr. Forbes' bag, as superfluous at all times except

shipwreck and unserviceable if the hammocks should happen to be

" down " at the moment of danger. He proposes instead a cork mat-

tress with Avaterproof ticking and a waterproof clothes-bag, the of-

ficers being provided with similar bags for soiled linen receptacles.

From all the foregoing evidence it would seem that, in some form

of the hammock, we have a serviceable life preserver. The cork mat-

ti'ess covered with a waterproof ticking, [this ticking to be furnished with

straps so that it could be used separately from the hammock if neces-

sary,] the hammock itself being also treated with a water-pi'oofing

mixture to add to its impenetrability and to preserve the bed clothes

at exercise appears to me to be the best.

The objections that can be raised to the system are first, the hardness

of the bed. Fcav I think would complain of this however if they

fully realized the advantage to be derived in the time of danger ; second

the sui^plyiug of a convenient conveyance for deserters ; as such it would

really be doing double duty, ridding the service of bad men as well

as preserving the good.

Had the hammocks of the Oneida been fitted as life preservers every

man on board might have been saved and we should have had a useful

realization of a Avitty caricature, iu a late number of Punch, showing
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a sinking ship being shown in the background.

At sea, far from the land, it would be necessary to have boats, as

provisions would then have to be provided for. It is evident that a

ship cannot carry enough boats of the present style, to stow all hands,

and then again the only boats, that can generally 'be used in an

emergency are those that are all ready for lowering, time and the

elements generally preventing elaborate proceedings. But when the

additional misfortune of the boats provided being unseaworthy from

long service or damage, or from the iniquitous system of taking the

best boats of a homeward bound vessel to supply deficiencies on the

station, a system sometimes rendered absolutely necessary by force of

circumstances, befalls the luckless mariner, he is to be pitied. We
should indeed look for improvement. Large bolsas and life rafts would

seem to fill this void. But they are cumbersome and take time to

fill or fit. The Rev. E. L. Berthon has invented a collapsing boat, a

full description of which with illustrations will be found in volume XXI
of the Journal of the Royal United Service Institute. This boat, con-

sisting of a frame work of wood or iron and a skin of heavy canvass,

is built of almost any size; stows in very small space; is light and

easily handled. There need never be a lack of them, on foreign ser-

vice, as they can be easily transported and stowed. A sailmaker can

always rebuild them if necessary. They have been adopted in the

English navy and transport service, especially for the troopships. An
excellent lowering apparatus is provided which first expands and then

lowers them.

If the present style of boat is to be depended upon they should at

least be fitted partially as life-boats, roomy and perfectly seaworthy,

not being built entirely for looks and speed, the latter quality being

transferred to the ship. They should be fitted so as to be quickly aud

easily lowered, no lifting being necessary. An excellent lowering i^p-

paratus is proposed by Mr. G. G. Laurence of Dundee, a full descrip-

tion of which will be found in the Engineer for Dec. 14th 1877. The

U. •^. patent office could no doubt also provide some good patterns,

of home invention ; in fact there is now a first rate plan in operation

on board some of the New York ferry boats.

Aud now in regard to the fact that the Bombay heard no sound of

distress or signal gun. This was due in the first case to Naval disci-

pline and was perfectly proper; but that a man-of-war should take ten

minutes to make a recognized signal for assistance, when that assist-
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ance was really needed, was not proper. Means of firing guns or rock-

ets should always be at hand. That this is not the case we all know
;

powder is too much feared by its friends. We have all seen a lantern

put out three decks away from a magazine which was to be opened.

Powder in a tank on deck cannot possibly be more dangerous than a

turpentine chest. As the cartridges might be drowned in a heavy sea

or the primers might miss, it would be well to have special life

saving and signal cartridges prepared, contained in metal cases, fitted

with friction primers, a gun or mortar wnth an axal vent being pro-

vided for their use. The rockets should also be fitted with friction

igniters.

Let us now turn to the sad story of the " Huron," so fresh in all our

memories. It is hardly necessary to recount the events of that fearful

night off Currituck. Many of us lost friends, noble fellows, who, if

proper appliances had been at hand, might yet be with us.

Her crew should all have been swimmers and her hammocks life

preservers. Her boats should all have been properly fitted. These

precautious are enumerated, as they might, as a last resort, have saved

life. As a general rule, however, none of them should be used. The

records of our life-saving service show us that they are the most dan-

gerous methods. The hawser with its life car or breeches buoy being

generally the safest conveyance. In order to use these, however, it is

first necessary to establish communication by means of a small line.

This communication once established the crew are almost always

saved.* It is now the custom to send this line from the shore to the

ship, but a slight study of the subject will show us that the contrary

method is by far the easiest. From the shore the line sent through the

air has to come against the wind, the accuracy and aim being thus

greatly lessened ; the ship is a much smaller target than the shore

;

the apparatus has sometimes to be conveyed miles under the most dis-

tressing circumstances whereas on the vessel it is always at hand one

man being enough to do the shore work. The medium of the water,

by means of current, wind and sea is entirely precluded from the shore,

whereas from the ship it may be of the greatest service. It would

therefore seem that every vessel, either in the name of humanity or by

* The recoi'ds of the Life-saving Sei'vice show a total of eight hundred
and seventy one lives saved by its difterent contrivances in the fiscal year of

76-77. Thirty nine lives were lost on the coast, all whilst they were endeav-

oring to get ashore by boats or swimming wath or without life preservers.
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force of law, should carry some contrivance for conveying a small line

ou shore.

Many methods have been projDosed, let us proceed to. examine some

of them.

Although the attempt is extremely uncertain and hazardous, a

strong man and expert swimmer, as in the case of Ensign Lucien

YouDg, might succeed by means of a life preserver, Merriman dress,

spar or bolsa in carrying the line. Young would undoubtedly have

succeeded had a proper line been provided. The danger to a swimmer

is from the surf, a life preserver only adding to this danger as it keeps

the man on top of the water and does not allow him to gain a footing.

At any rate, lines, of at least two hundred fathoms in length, should

be jDrovided and kept on reels ready for such emergencies. These

lines should be kept covered, so that they may be as light as possible

when wanted for use.

Casks, spars and even boxes have sometimes been used with success,

but the difficulty with them is, that they are kept back by the drag

of line ; that once ashore they are di'awn back by the undertow ; that

the coast current, which generally exists, carries them in a diagonal

direction, expending all the line before they can reach the shore.

Mr. Kimball proposes a very simple apparatus which he describes as

two planks shaped and placed like the runners of a sledge joined by

battens at the top. These obviate the first objection, by advancing

easily when aground but receding with difficulty. To add buoyancy

a water cask or scuttle butt tightly closed is fastened to the forward

part. At the after-end a reel, of new manilla line, is placed with its

axle vertical, the bitter-end being made fast on board. The line un-

reels from the float, thus obviating the second difficulty. The third,

he says, it will not surmount. I Would propose the addition of a small

sail wdiich if the wind were on shore would probably remedy the diffi-

culty. An inextinguishable light of some kind would also show the

point of landing at night.

Commander Howell has suggested that in shoal water a howitzer

carriage, fitted with a plank screen to add to the surface exposed to

the advancing force of the waves, might be used.

A congreve or other rocket float such as proposed for torpedoes

might also be successful.

The air is, however, the best medium of communication. Here, if our

apparatus is good, we have everything in our favor.

Captain Nares R. N. proposes a kite made of canvass with a wooden
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frame, a tripping line is fitted to dip it ou getting over the land so

that it will descend and be caught by those on shore, this might be

made self attaching by adding a small grapnell to the tail. The
mortar is advocated by our Life-saving Service on the score of cheap-

ness and is being daily improved upon. The latest development, re-

ported by Lieut. Lyle of the Army Ordnance, who is detailed to make
experiments in this line, is a III inch M. L. K. weighing, with its

bed, one hundred and ninety pounds. With this he has thrown a line

six hundred and ninety-four and two thirds yards. Direction and force of

the wind not stated. The line used is similar to that lately adopted,

in the service, for signal halliards, being supplied in two sizes ; the

first, .22 inch in diameter, ninety threads ; the second, ,13 inch in di-

ameter, twenty-seven threads. With the mortar it is necessary to have

a pin board from which to pay off the line. A gun of this kind would

answer for saluting and signalling aboard unarmed vessels. I think

that the metallic cartridge and friction primer would add to its cer-

tainty in a case like the Huron's.

Mr. Forbes has just sent me an account of a mortar or firing tube,

invented by a shoemaker of Weymouth, which would seem to have ac-

complished wonders. It consists of a pipe or tube of brass closed at

the lower end, and fitted so as to be stuck up on the deck, on a block,

or in the earth. Its weight is twenty nine and a half pounds. A
charge of three ounces of powder is used. The projectile is a hollow

tube three inches in diameter closed at one end, toward the charge : in

this tube is coiled one hundred and fifty yards of small line the end of

which is made fast to about three feet of a larger one strongly twisted

:

this latter passes out of the muzzle, over the fork, in the end of a rod,

attached to the top of the gun, and is then secured to the end of a sec-

ond small line of one hundred and fifty yards, which is coiled in a

cylinder held in the hand of the operator. The line is treated with

parafiue. With this little apparatus a range of one thousand five hun-

dred feet is said to have been obtained.

In an emergency, a gun, loaded with an empty shell, in the fuze

hole of which a length of small chain should be toggled and a line

fastened to the chain, might be used, the charge of course being

greatly reduced. Or, again, a projectile might be extemporized by

winding up the end of the chain into a ball of the required size, marl-

ing and covering it with canvas. For short distances the ramrod of a

musket might be used.

Another favorite plan is the rocket. The English Hooper rocket,
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results. Its range is about four hundred and ten yards, weight about

seventy pounds. This is being introduced for trial in our Life-saving

Service.

The Germans have two kinds of rockets made at Spaudan. Of the

first called the rescue rocket, there are two sizes one 3.15 inches the other

1.97 inches in diameter, weighing41.87 pounds and 15.43 pounds, rang-

ing five hundred and fifty, and three hundred and thirty yards. The

second kind, called the anchor rocket, is fitted with a four armed anchor

and can be used for hauling boats out through the surf or for attaching

lines on uninhabited coasts.

The Russians have a rocket weighing twenty-eight pounds, with a

range of five hundred and seventy yards.

In carrying on some experiments last spring, to find a method for

conveying lines over a building, I found that, by attaching an uutarred

spun-yarn line to our common navy signal rocket and firing it at small

angles, a range of over one hundred yards, running out three hundred

yards of line, with remaining energy enough to carry quite a heavy pin

board some distance, could be obtained. Even this might be of use.

The rocket would seem to have advantages over all the other meth-

ods ; especially in the confusion of a wreck where a gun could not

perhaps be trained or a mortar planted or steadied.

Lieut. Comd'r Dickens proposes a ball of unquenchable fire, which,

when thrown in the water with the patch removed, lights up the

surroundings for a great distance. This if used on board the Huron

might have saved the valuable hours wasted, in waiting for day light,

to find the shore.

Once the small line on shore a whip can be hauled in either direction

by which the hawser is conveyed. Every ship could carry a breeches-

buoy ; if not, one could be easily extemporized with a hammock life

preserver with a bag attached to stand in. The breeches-buoy is

hauled along the hawser by means of the whip, the preserver being

added to keep the passenger afloat iu a very heavy sea.

Although we have deprecated the use of ships boats and individual

efforts with life preservers there is one method which would seem to

be feasible. The hammocks, being made buoyant, could be secured

together, side by side, by attaching the clews to lines at either end
;

with a large number, two, or even three rows thus formed could be

joined together. This raft being flexible would take the conforma-
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tion of the surface and would not be open to the danger of pitch

poling—a defect which exists with even the best life-boats.

Thus far we have only considered what could be done from the

vessel. On shore much is done to assist ships in distress. In order to

understand what, we must here make a brief retrospect. In 1791

the Humane Society of Massachusettswas incorporated for the pur-

pose of rescuing ship-wrecked mariners. This society erected and

equipped life saving stations and shelter huts on tlie coast of their

own state, the. expense being defrayed by private contributions. Many
lives were saved by its volunteer crews. Even in this year we find

seventy-six life saving stations and eight shelter huts are maintained

by it. In 1848 the general government turned its attention to the

subject and by small appropriations fitted out and maintained a num-

ber of stations. These stations were, however, wanting in many of tlie

necessary features and were manned entirely by volunteers whose at-

tendance could not always be counted on and who allowed the appar-

atus to deteriorate. The Life Saving B nevolent society of New York,

incorporated March 29, 1849, like its sister in Masschusetts, established

stations on the Long Island and Jersey coast, many of which are still

in use. In 1872 the present very efficient and growing Life-saving

Service was organized. The work done seems almost incomprehensible

in view of the smallness of the appropriations. To Mr. Kimball, the

General Superintendent, and his assistants, the greatest credit is due.

We know little of the difficulties which they have had to surmount. Re-

sults are the best means by which to measure the value of an institution.

Wherever the proper development has been afforded, by legislative

action, the success has been wonderful. The coast of North Carolina

is the weakest point now, and Mr. Kimball is using every endeavor

to get money to render it as humanly secure as the rest of our shore

line. Those who have the work in hand, are fully competent to make

the needed improventents, if only they have the means given tiiem.

They want assistance and it would seem particularly appropriate that

we of the navy should do what we can for them by word or deed.

The coast from Maine to Florida is divided into seven districts.

Each district is in charge of a superintendent and the large ones have,

besides, an assistant. It is the duty of this superintendent to be al-

ways on the go inspecting and drilling his crews.

This duty seems to be creditably performed. There are besides these

superintendents several general inspectors, who are as a rule taken

from the Revenue marine.
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The districts are as follows :—
No. 1, Maine and New Hampshire, six Life-saving Stations.

No. 2, Massachusetts, fourteen Life-saving Stations.

No. 3, Rhode Island and Long Island, thirty-six Life-saving Stations.

No. 4, New Jersey, forty Life-savin ^r Stations.

No. 5, Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia, to Cape Charles, eight

Life-saving Stations.

No. 6, Virginia, from Cape Henry and North Carolina, ten Life-

saving Stations.

No. 7, Florida, eight houses of refuge.

The eighth, ninth and tenth districts are on the great lakes, and the

eleventli is the coast of California and Oregon, furnished with eleven

life boat stations.

In the second district besides the government stations are those of

the Humane Society.

There are three classes of stations.

First, Life-saving Stations :—Situated in localities remote from set-

tlements, furnished with every possible appliance for rescuing the ship-

wrecked, and ministering to the immediate necessities and comforts of

those saved. They also furnish quarters for the keepers and crews.

On account of the limited means at the disposal of the management,

the stations are manned only during the winter months. That this is

unwise, although necessary, the Huron disaster showed. The crews now

consist of six surf men besides the keeper.

Second, Lifeboat Stations:—located near settlements where volun-

teer crews can easily be summoned. These are furnished with boats

and such other appliances as the nature of their situation calls for.

The stations of the 11th district are of this nature.

Third, Houses of Refuge:—Situated in desolate localities, where the

general state of the coast does not call for the use of the appliances

furnished to the other classes of stations. These are intended to afford

shelter to those who may come ashore. They are provisioned and sup-

plied with medicines, blankets, beds, &c. Small boats are placed in

them with which to reach points of safety or passing vessels. A keeper,

with his fomily, resides in them.

Some of the stations are connected with the Weather Signal Service,

and are used as warning posts for passing vessels : this feature should

be extended to all of them, and if the International code flags were

added to the outfits, vessels could communicate with any part of the

world from many points on the coast. A shore line of telegraph
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should connect the stations with each other, this line being besides fit-

ted with alarm boxes on the poles, would serve for the patrols to send

in signals of distress from wherever they might be.

The small surf-boat is used at almost all the stations. Our coast is

so sandy and rugged that it is impossible to transport life-boats weigh-

ing generally four or five thousand pounds. The surf men are also

familiar with this style of boat and seem to place more reliance in it

than in any other. The smalluess of the crews renders even this very

difficult of transportation to any distance. Where they can be hired,

horses are used, but where they are most wanted they cannot be ob-

tained. It is recommended that four horses be kept at the stations

on the most exposed and desolate parts of the coast. The patrols

could ride two of these horses, the other two being always in reserve

to bring out the apparatus.

The men, as we have before stated, are employed for only a part of

the year. This necessitates the breaking in of new crews every season.

The pay is small and the work most arduous, which prevents men from

reshipping. It is now proposed to regularly enlist the men ; employ-

ing them in the off months in drilling, making a coast road, building

stations, repairing apparatus, putting up telegraphs and palroling the

coast, in case of a possible accident, or to prevent smuggling. The
crew as it now stands is too small. Two men are always on patrol ; in

case of an alarm one or both of these will be absent. The beats at

present, in some localities, are longer than can possibly be watched by

one man, often reaching a length of eight miles. Then again no lee-

way is left for the sick list or unavoidable absence. By a regular sys-

tem of enlistment good crews could be obtained from districts where

plenty of men are to be found, and transferred to those where the ma-

terial is poor.

The appliances furnished at a complete station are :

—

A surf-boat fully equipped, boat carriage, mortar and appliances,

pin board with line, sand tarpaulin and pegs, whip and hawser. Sand

anchor, tackle and crutch.

Signal flags, lanterns and coston lights.

Beach light.

Life car, life raft and breeches buoy, medicines, tools, provisions,

blankets and beds, also

A hand cart, in which those of the above named articles, except the

boat, that are required at the scene of action, are conveyed.
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The boat is used wheu advisable ; clii'ef reliance however is placed ia

the Hue.

The method of proceediug is as follows :—three hundred ftvthoms of

line are coiled on a pin board, the different layers running clear of each

other and paying off of the pins. This board is placed to windward of

the mortar, and the end of the line is attached, either by means of a

spiral spriug, or directly, to the projectile. The latter method has proved

the most certain ; care is taken to wet the end of the line to prevent

its burning. The projectile is elongated in shape, the line coming to

the outer end which protrudes from the muzzle. On starting, the pro-

jectile first turns over so as to bring the line to the rear. The mortar

is trained so as to point between the masts of the vessel. Should the

first shot miss, the line is run in and coiled on the tarpaulin, which is

pinned down to the ground with tent pegs.

The line, having reached the vessel, is hauled upon by those on

board, the whip block having been attached to the shore end. At-

tached to the block, is a board or bottle with directions in English,

French and German for making it fast. The block is made fast as

high above the deck as possible, by means of its tail. The next oper-

ation is the hauling out of the hawser ; doue by those on shore, who

have first taken the precaution to join the two ends of the whip. Tlie

hawser is made fast to the mast above the tail block. As soon as " all

fast" is signalled, from the vessel, the shore end is hauled hand taut.

The sand anchor, two pieces of heavy plank crossed and fitted with an

eye bolt at the intersection, is planted in a trench. The crutch is

then set up ; the hawser being taken over its crotch. The tackle is

clapped on to the hawser, and hooked to the sand anchor. If the ves-

sel is rolling, it is necessary to tend the tackle, if not it is set taut and

belayed. The life-car, which is like a small life boat with a cover, is

then suspended to the hawser, hauled out to the wreck by means of

the whip, the bight of which is made fast to a traveller ; when loaded

it is liauled ashore again by the other part of the whip.

The car is necessary when there are landsmen, women, children or

invalids to be conveyed ; for seamen the breeches buoy is used. This

is a large cork life preserver with a pair of canvas breeches attached,

the man sitting in it. This buoy, may be used on the whip alone, if

necessary.

We can easily see, how, especially in the case of a man-of war, much

of this operation might to advantage, be reversed.

The rescued persons once ashore are taken to the station and cared
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for. One necessary article is omitted in the supply list, that is cloth-

ing of a rough, but warm character. ]Mauy of the saved come on

shore naked or nearly so. Would it not be a good thing for us to di-

rect our charities toward supplying this want ?

And now gentlemen, as I know you would like to have a look at the

practical working of the system, let me invite you to put on your

warmest clothing, your oil skins, and your sea boots, and come with

me this evening, to the lonely coast of North Carolina, not quite so

lonely as it was on the night the Huron was lost. The patrol man of

the nearest station, which is eight miles off, is now there. But see, he

is looking to seaward. He thought just now that he saw the gleam of

a light. He was right. Almost blinded by the salt spray from the

sea mixed with sand from the beach, he is able to make out a vessel's

lights and to add to his certainty, there goes her gun. She is heading

right in for the breakers and will ground in a few seconds. The pa-

trol burns his coston light to show them that they are seen. More he

cannot do until he summons assistance. He starts for the station and

after weary hours of toiling, which can only be appreciated by those

who have tried such a journey, on our coast in a winter's storm, he

reaches his destination. The alarm is given, and in a few minutes the

crew start with their apparatus. Six men, all told, one being far away
to the westward on patr)l, and cannot be recalled, and one of this

small number is already exhausted by his previous endeavors, dracro-ioo-

a hand cart far heavier than our heaviest howitzer to which we allot,

under favorable circumstances, at least sixteen men. After tugging

through sand and floundering in mud, sometimes entirely halted by
the storm, at all times straining every muscle, they reach the scene of

disaster. There they find that hours before, the vessel has gone to

pieces, and all that they can do, is, to save a few corpses from the surf.

Could human beings have done more with the means at hand ?
' And

when we know that these men get for such work a sum of $ 1.33 a day,

for five months in the year, can we say that they have not fully earned

it. Yet with all this, to-morrow the opinion will go forth, from the

pens of a hundred well clothed and comfortably lodged gentlemen who
value their writings at the sum of a penny a line, that the U. S. Life-

saving Service is a fraud, the organization is bad, the ofiicers are in-

sufiicient, the crews are poor, and the patrolmen negligent in the per-

formance of their duties. Now should these same gentlemen devote

their vast energies to assisting the Service, instead of belittling it in

the popular opinion, how much could be gained. The lesson would be
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taken to heart
;
public sentiment would come to the aid of the organi-

zation ; appropriations would be increased and every thing done to

make such another accident impossible. With such aid to carry out the

plans already matured, we should have another story. The patrolman

two, or at most three miles from his station would have dismounted from

his horse, going to the nearest telegraph pole, he would have sent in

the alarm ; burnt his light ; and watched for the line to come ashore

;

he would then have attached the line to his horse and with his aid

have hauled in the whip. In the meantime, the crew with the appar-

atus drawn by two good horses, would have arrived by an excellent

coast road made by the men in summer. The hawser would then be

sent out, or one might be hauled ashore from the ship if it could be

gotten at on board. The car then attached and hauled out, the horses

being used to assist; it would then come ashore, and when opened who

knows but what young Simkins, son of Congressman Simkins, and Mr.

Hardcash, the great banker and beloved friend of Senator Smith, might

not be found comfortably ensconced therein. What a comforting thing

it would be, to Messrs. Smith and Simkins to think that they had both

voted for the increased appropriation, and a bill for the further perfect-

ing of the United States Life-saving Service. Who knows but we our-

selves or our companions may some day need the life car? Let us this

evening decide that whatever we can do to help on this good work, we

will do. Let a question of rank or precedence arise, and it finds plen-

ty of friends and opponents. This subject may be of far more impor-

tance to some of us in the future.
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Navigation is defined by one of the old writers upon this subject to

be "the art of conducting a vessel from one port to another in the saf-

est, speediest and most accurate manner, as wind and tide shall serve."

This definition is somewhat open to the objection that it brings in the

practice of the kindred art of seamanship, with which indeed the prac-

tice of navigation is most closely allied. The modern lexicographer

defines it as "the art of conducting a vessel from one port to another."

Inasmuch as this definition seems to be open to the same objection as

the earlier one, I would suggest the following, as defining more clearly

the part which navigation properly takes in passing by sea from port

to port. "Navigation is the art of determining the position of a ves-

sel upon the ocean at any given time, and obtaining the direction to

be pursued from such position to reach any given point,"

With the purpose of recounting briefly the various steps in the pro-

gress of this art, (from the days when creeping timidly along the coast,

the navigators of the past rarely ventured out of sight of land, to the

present time when no ocean remains untraversed by the keel of the

adventurous mariner, save the waters of the so called Palpeocrystic sea,

the barriers of which let us hope the genius and daring of the Ameri-
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can navigator will yet triumphantly surmount,) I propose to consider

the subjects of

First, the Chart
;

Second, the Compass;

Third, other Instruments
;

Fourth, the Reckoning.

THE CHART.

The first map of which we have any record was constructed by An-

aximauder of Miletus, about 610 B. C. ; in the state of geographical

knowledge existing at that date, this map could have been but rude

and imperfect, yet it served its purpose until improved by Eratosthenes,

three and a half centuries later. On this map were placed parallels

and meridians, not as we place them, at certain fixed intervals, but sim-

ply through places whose relative position had been as well determined

as possible at that time. There was, therefore, no prime meridian, and

the differences of longitude only were given, and (naturally) in the

great majority of cases incorrectly. Strabo, writing about the begin-

ning of the Christian era, in reviewing the work of Eratosthenes, seems

to have no fault to find with the methods upon which the maps of the

latter were constructed; but he confines himself to the correction of

the positions assigned to several well known points. In this connection

he makes the following assertion ;
" if the extent of the Atlantic ocean

were not an obstacle, we might pass by sea from Iberia to India," which

is remarkable as antedating the ideas of Columbus more than fourteen

hundred years. Eratosthenes admitted the rotundity of the earth, but

made his chart as if it were a plane, asserting that beyond the then

known regions the world was uninhabitable. Later (A. D. 150)

Ptolemy constructed a map in a more elaborate manner, placing paral-

lels and meridians at equal intervals of five or ten degrees, and causing

the meridians to converge in their apiproach to the regions remote from

the equator ; there seems to have been no fixed method by which this

was done; it shows however, that some dim ideas of the correct prin-

ciples of cartography were prevalent, even at that early day. For

Ptolemy says, " that the degrees of longitude should bear in some

measure that proportion to the degrees of latitude, which the magni-

tude of the respective parallels bears to a great circle of the sphere."

These maps sutRced for the use of the navigator, so long as his voyages

were confined to coasting ; but were of but little use to him after the

invention of the Mariner's Compass enabled him to pursue his way

across the water remote from land ; accordingly soon after the begin-
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ning of the impetus given to the progress of maritime discovery, by

the aid of that useful instrument, we find that the sea chart came

into use.

This chart was the projection of a spherical zone upon a cylinder

whose axis was parallel to the axis of the earth, and whose elements

intersected the sphere in the middle latitude of the zone under consid-

eration. Upon this chart the parallels and meridians were at right

angles : the length of a degree of latitude was assumed to be the same

in all latitudes, and was taken on the chart, as sixty minutes of five

thousand feet each : the length of a degree of hmgitude was computed

from the formula L'=L X cos middle latitude, thus carrying out Ptol-

emy's principle before referred to. The middle parallel was thus de-

veloped in its true length in minutes, but all the others were inaccurate,

and the true relation of the parallels and meridians being shown only

at the middle latitude, the courses laid down upon the chart were very

inaccurate.

The introduction of this chart is ascribed to Prince Henry the Navi-

gator, (A. D. 1400), to whose patronage the navigators of that age were

greatly indebted, and to whom Portugal owed the leading position

which she then took among the maritime nations. It is evident that

this chart must have been, (except for a few degrees on either siile of

the equator) in the highest degree inaccurate, and but slightly to be

depended upon, as being only better than nothing. It was not until

one hundred and fifty years later that any marked improvement was

made. Yet, during this century and a half, the progress of maritime

discovery had been most great: the new world had been brought to

light by Columbus ; the Cape of Good Hope had been doubled by Vas-

00 de Gama ; the earth had been circumnavigated to the westward by

Magellan; and the adventurous navigators of every nation had pushed

their vessels far beyond the expectations of the most sanguine, thus en-

larging the commerce of their respective countries, and preparing a

favorable reception for the improvement in the chart introduced by

Gerard Mercator in 1556. Mercator's original chart, though a

most decided advance, was yet full of grave errors ; inasmuch as his

table of meridional parts was very far from accurate, and consequently

his degrees of latitude were not properly expanded.

Although so especially designed for the use of navigators, Merca-

tor's improvement met ^^ith great opposition among tlie very class

who were to receive most benefit from it. Some saying, " that by

augmentation of the degrees of latitude toward the poles, it is much
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authors upon land, than to be used in navigation at sea."

Some forty years later, just at the close of the sixteejith century,

Edward Wright of Caius College, Cambridge, published a work en-

titled, " Certain errors in Navigation detected and corrected." In the

preface to this work he says, "By occasion of the first map of Merca-

tor, I first thought of correcting so many errors, by increasing the dis-

tance of the parallels from the equinoctial towards the poles, in such

sort, that at every point of latitude in the chart, a small part of the

meridian might have the same proportion almost to the like part of

the parallel, that it hath in the globe. But the way how this should

be done, I learned neither of Mercator nor of any man else." It would

seem to be then, an indubitable fact that to Wright is due the credit

of constructing a chart after the proper method. In the body of his

work he shows that " the length of a minute on the proper merid-

ian must be to the length of a minute on the enlarged meridian as

the radius to the secant of the latitude." Upon this theory he con-

structed his table of meridional parts, supposing the earth to be a

sphere. At a later day, when it was determined that the figure of the

earth was that of an oblate spheroid, new tables were constructed in

consonance with that fact, and these are the ones now in use for the

construction of the ordinary sea chart. Other methods of developing

the surface of the spheroid upon a plane have been used, each of which

has its particular advantages ; but for a chart which is to comprise a

large extent of the earth's surface, nothing has been devised superior

to Wright's ; its disadvantage of the distortion of the surface in high

latitudes being far outweighed by its chief merit that the loxodromic

curve is represented upon it by a straight line. For surveying purposes,

and for a comparatively small area, the ordinary polyconic of the U. S.

Coast survey is unquestionably the best ; but for large areas and for

the general use of the Navigator, Wright's must be conceded the

precedence.

THE MARINER'S COMPASS.

It is entirely unknown to whom is to be attributed the invention of

this instrument, so indispensable to the mariner and without which it

hardly seems possible that mankind could have reached their present

state of civilization. Various have been the speculations upon the matter,

with equally various results. The attractive power of the loadstone or

magnet was well known centuries before the Christian ei-a : but when the

knowledge of its directive power was attained is entirely uncertain
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The Chinese claim to have been acquainted with it twenty-five hun-

dred years B. C, and to have used the compass on land since that

date : no mention is made in their chronicles of its application to pur-

poses of navigation, until about four hundred years after the birth of

Christ; it being stated that at that date "ships were directed to the

south by the needle." It is perhaps doubtful if these claims can be

substantiated, and we must look to a later day for more authentic in-

formation. A writer of the year 1242 states that " the captains who

navigate the Syrian seas use a needle to point out the North and South

when the stars are obscured ;" this was accomplished by placing a

needle, immediately after being touched with the loadstone, upon a

float of wood in a basin of water.

A manuscript of a date later by a quarter of a century (1269), gives

an accurate account of a compass, with an alidade attachment for

obtaining the bearing of any heavenly body : in this instrument the

needle was not suspended freely, but was inserted in a vertical axis,

so that its motion must have been very sluggish indeed. The author

of this manuscript was also cognizant of the variation of the Com-

pass, for he says ;
" Take notice that the magnet, as well as the needle

which has been touched by it, does not point exactly to the poles, but

that part which looks toward the North declines a little toward the

East ; the exact quantity of this declination, I have found to be five

degrees." If the date assigned to this manuscript be not incorrect, it

would seem strange that all knowledge of such an important item as

the variation should have been entirely lost two centuries later ; for

the discovery of the variation is generally ascribed to Columbus,

who noticed it in his first trans-atlantic voyage in 1492; it was again

discovered independently by Sebastian Cabot in 1497; if we

admit the authenticity of the above mentioned manuscript, these were

only re-discoveries of that which had. been known two hundred years

before.

It is probably true that the land compass was known to Europeans

at the beginning of the 14th century, but it was not, so far as can be

ascertained, applied to nautical uses before that time. In 1362 Flavio

DE Amalfi made what was probably the first step toward this appli-

cation ; he invented the attachment of the compass card or fly to the

needle ; and hence he is generally considered as entitled to the honor

of being the inventor of the Mariners compass. His compass card

was however divided into but eight points ; the present sub-divisiou

into thirty-two points being of more modern origin.
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The dip of the ueedle was discovered by Robert Norman, an

Englishman, in 1576. About 1600, the first extended series of

observations upon the variation was undertaken, by direction of Prince

Maurice of Nassau, Lord High Admiral of the United Provinces ; he

ordered all seamen under his jurisdiction to be particularly careful

to observe the variation, and on their return from their voyages, to

report the results obtained to the Admiralty, in order that they might

be collated, compared and published for the benefit of all mariners.

As late as 1622, the change of the variation at any place was entirely

unsuspected, it being supposed to be a constant quantity ; but in that

year Gunter found that since the latest observations of Norman a

change of five degrees had taken place'; this discovery was not then

made public, but the observations were recorded for future reference.

Thirteen years afterward (in 1635), Gunter's successor renewed the

observations and found the change still going on ; the results obtained

by both observers were then published to the world. Various theories

have from time to time been advanced as to the cause of the polarity

of the needle and of the annual change of the variation, to enter into

any description of which is foreign to the purpose of this paper
;

Professor Airy, however, sums up the results in the statement that "we
must express our opinion that the general cause of the earth's mag-

netism still remains one of the mysteries of cosmical physics." As we

shall afterwards see, it was for a long time hoped that through the

variation of the compass might be solved the difficult problem of

the finding of the longitude at sea : but it was found to be an inade-

quate means to this end, and was finally reluctantly abandoned.

The deviation of the compass on board ship seems to have been

noticed by Dampier in 1680, and again a century later (in 1769) by

Cook ; but it was not until the beginning of the present century that

Captain Flinders, R. N. called the particular attention of seamen, " to

the influence upon the compass of the ferruginous matters on board

ship." The later history of the deviation and of the methods of

obtaining it, are so familiar to the members of the Institute that it is

unnecessary to do anything more than merely mention the fact of

their existence.

The needle, as we have seen, was first floated upon wood in water;

the next improvement consisted in suspending it by means of a

silken thread ; and the method of balancing it upon a fine point was

soon after adopted. As first used with the card, the latter was poised

upon the point of the spindle, and the needle had an elliptical opening
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in its centre to admit of this. The next improvement was in the use

of a straight needle ; and latterly Ave have the form which is fa-

miliar in the shape of the Admiralty compass, with its four compound

needles placed parallel to each other, thirty degrees apart.

The present method of suspending the compass bowl in gimbals

was invented about 1608, by the Rev. William Barlow, an Englishman.

The great oscillation of the ordinary card when running in a heavy

sea with a free wind, caused Ingenhous, an Englishman, to propose

(in 1799) the filling of the compass bowl with some sort of liquid.

Various improvements have been made from time to time in the

construction of various parts of the instrument, until at the present

time the high state of perfection to which the liquid compass, as fur-

nished to the Navy by Ritchie, has been brought, would seem to leave

no room for further improvement.

Sir William Thomson has devised a compass which is remarkable

for the lightness of its construction and the small size of its needles.

A central boss of aluminum is connected by means of silk cords with

a ring of the same material Avhich forms the outer circumference of the

instrument: four needles about 4 inches long and about the size of or-

dinary knitting needles, are placed on each side the centre, being se-

cured to the cords ; by reason of this the weight of the compass is

greatly lessened, and the time of its vibration greatly increased, so

that it is remarkably steady in a seaway. While very good results

have been obtained from this instrument, it would seem that the

delicacy of its construction would be an objection to its common use.

INSTRUMENTS.

The next division of the subject leads us to consider the various

instruments that have been used at diflTerent periods for the purpose

of determining the altitude of a heavenly body. These in the order

of time are the astrolabe ; the sea ring ; the cross (or f)re) staff; the

•nocturlabe ; the quadrant of Davis, or, as it was sometimes called, the

back staff; the single reflecting quadrant of Coles; and lastly, the

double reflecting quadrant of Hadley, upou the optical principle of

which are constructed also the sextant and the octant.

A description of the astrolabe, cross staff and nocturlabe was given

in a paper which I had the honor to read before the Institute several

months ago ; figures of them [figs. 1, 2 & 3] are given herewith, which

suflSciently explain themselves. The sea ring (fig. 4) was considered to

be an improvement upon the astrolabe : as generally made it was of
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about nine inches in diameter, an inch wide, and from oue-

sixteentli to one-eighth of an inch in thickness : it was, like the astro-

labe, suspended from the thumb of the observer by means of a swivel

ring, and was turned to the sun in such manner as to cause its rays

to pass through an aperture in the manner shown in the figure ; the

spot of light upon the inner surface of the graduated arc indicated the

altitude ; the method employed in the graduation of the instrument

is sufficiently pointed out in the figure. It is obvious that both the

ring and astrolabe were open to very serious objections as affording

only very inaccurate methods of attaining the object sought. The

cross staff* was therefore a great improvement ; having been introduced

about 1550. The next advance was made in the quadrant (fig. 5) in-

vented by Captain John Davis, an Englishman, about 1590. The

instrument was made of wood : the smaller arc was called the sixty arc,

from the fact that it contained that number of degrees ; the larger arc

was called the thirty arc, for a similar reason. The sixty arc was

graduated to degrees from 0° to 60°, from the upper part of the arc

towards the lower end ; the thirty arc was graduated to five minutes

from 0° to 30° in the opposite direction, the sum of the figures at the two

central extremities amounting to ninety degrees. In using the instru-

ment, the horizon vane at the exti'emity of the long radius, and sight

vane upon the thirty arc were shipped in place as shown by the figure

;

the shade vane being placed upon the sixty arc so that its upper edge

read to a number of degrees less by fifteen or twenty than the estimated

zenith distance. The vanes having been thus placed, the observer,

turning his back to the sun and looking through the sight vane,

caused the upper edge of the shadow cast by the shade vane to lie

upon the upper edge of the slit in the horizon vane, through which

the horizon would be visible if the sight vane were placed correctly;

if this were not the case, the sight vane was moved up or down the

limb as necessary, until the horizon and the shadow were in coincidence.

The altitude was obviously the angle at the horizon vane formed by.

the lines drawn from the other vanes ; but as the obtaining of this would

involve two subtractions and one addition, the zenith distance was

obtained directly by adding the reading shown by the shade vane to

that shown by the sight vane. The specimen of this instrument which

is exhibited, was once the property of Captain John Paul Jones.

Sometimes a vernier was added to the sight vane making the least

count of the instrument thirty seconds. It is evident that this quad-

rant could not be used for observing altitudes of a body whose rays were
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not sufficiently strong to cast a shadow ; and in this respect it was inferior

to the fore staff, Flarasteed improved it by causing a lens to be placed in

the shade vane, throwing a spot of light on the horizon vane.

Elton's improvement upon this instrument consisted in placing a

spirit level upon the radius, tlms allowing the horizon vane to be dis-

pensed with ; it is obvious that this so-called improvement was of

but doubtful utility for the purposes of the navigator.

Gunter's quadrant was also made of wood, consisting of a sector of

a circle whose angle was ninety degrees ; upon its face, as a primitive

plane (in addition to the graduated limb) were projected stereographi-

cally, the equinoctial, the ecliptic, the tropic and various other circles

of the sphere. It was not designed to be any improvement over Davis'

instrument for taking altitudes, but was intended chiefly for the

graphic solution of various problems in nautical astronomy.

Coles' reflecting quadrant (fig. 6) was also constructed of wood, hav-

ing a movable arm with vernier attached : at the centre of the in-

strument was a silvered mirror which reflected the rays of the sun

through a hole in the sight vane which was situated upon the prolonga-

tion of the radius bar beyond the limb. This instrument does not

seem to have been much used. Fig. 7 is an illustration of Newton's

quadrant, the first double reflecting instrument.

The greatest improvement, however, was that made by Hadley, in

1742, in his double reflecting quadrant. As originally designed, this

quadrant had two horizon glasses, being intended for both fore and back

observations. The sextant was designed originally for the measure-

ment of lunar distances, and consequently the back horizon glass was

unnecessary. In tliis form it has come down to us, and is now used,

as is so Avell known, for taking altitudes also, the quadrant, with its

distinguishing mark of two horizon glasses, having long since been dis-

carded. Various attempts have been made to improve the sextant by

placing upon it a spirit level or an artificial horizon, but none of them

have been successful for use afloat. A proposition has also been made

to place an artificial horizon on gimbals for use at sea, but this also has

met with failure.* Some means of determining the zenith distance of a

celestial body, when the horizon is obscured, would be gladly welcomed

by the navigator. Laurent's night octant, in which the shade glasses

are replaced by a piano-cylindrical lens causing the image of the star to

* A Sea top in which the instrument w^ns made to rotate rapidly, with

the intention of preserving its perpendicularity, and thus giving a correct

artificial horizon, was invented about a hundred years ago.
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appear reflected as a band of light, has met with great approval for

the purpose for which it is intended. Ajsruder form of a night iostru-

meut, in which the instrumeut is kept horizontal by means of a spirit

level, has been devised, but it has not proved at all satisfactory in use.

OTHER DEVICES.
As early as the middle of the sixteenth century Mercator's invention

of the celestial globe furnished the mariner with an easy method for

the solution of the various spherical triangles involved in diffdrent

cases of nautical astronomy. Since that day, many devices having the

same end in view, have been produced. I refer here however to but

three : the first (which is shown) was devised by a graduate of the

Naval Academy : it involves no new principles and (being constructed

of wood) is valuable chiefly as an exhibition of industry and skill with

the jack-knife. A similar instrument to be constructed of brass, has

also been devised by another graduate : these gentlemen have evident-

ly been independent inventors. A third instrument called the Nau-
trigon has been constructed upon precisely the same principles as the

other two; these principles are identical with those upon which Mar-

cator based his invention ; and he in his turn but made an adaptation of

the armillary sphere of Ptolemy, who seems to have been the original

inventor of the device which has turned up in the different shapes to

which I have referred. These and kindred mechanical devices, how-

ever, can never supply the place of that practical and theoretical knowl-

edge of which every student of navigation should endeavor to possess

himself.

THE RECKONING.

We come next to a consideration of the various means employed for

the purpose of keeping an account of the vessel's progress and of de-

termining her position. It is not within the scope of this paper to dis-

cuss the various methods now in use for the determination of the co-

ordinates of the ship's place upon the surface of the earth ; but it is

ray desire briefly to call attention to the difficulties with which the nav-

igator of the past was weighted, and to the gradual overcoming of them

in successive years.

flistory is unable to point out the beginning of the practice of this

art, for from the earliest times of which we have any record, passages

by sea have been made. So long as the directive power of the magnet

remained unknown, the ancient navigators had no means of guiding

their vessels over the waters ; and were consequently obliged to remain
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enar the land, regulating their direction by means of the sun and stars,

chiefly however by the latter. In the words of Dryden,

"Rude as^their ships was navigation then,

No useful compass or meridian known

:

Coasting, they kept the land within their ken.

And knew no North, but when the pole star shone."

Under such conditions, but little scope was afforded for anything

more than guessing as to the position of the vessel : and yet it would

seem to be a well authenticated fact that the bold Phoenician mariners,

coasted not only throughout the extent of the Mediterranean, but ex-

tended their voyages along, the western coasts of Europe and Africa
;

and it is not entirely beyond belief that the Cape of Good Hope was

doubled by these adventurers of 600 B. C.

It was not until the adaptation of the magnet in the shape of the

Mariner's compass, that there was furnished a raeaAs of keeping any

sort of reckoning, when out of sight of land. As, under the guidance

of the needle, it was found possible to venture into open water, some

means of determining his relative position was demanded by the mar-

iner. As the true form of the earth was considered, the motions of the

heavenly bodies studied and the path of the sun approximately mapped

out, the problem of the determination of the latitude had been solved

ou shore long before it was desired for use at sea. And the sea astro-

labe for the observation of the meridian altitude of the sun or of the

altitude of the pole star, was but a modification of the instrument used

on shore for the same purpose. And here let us notice the important

part which the science of astronomy performs in laying the theories

upon which the practice of the art of navigation is founded. Without

the profound investigations of those well versed in this most exact of

the mixed sciences, tlie navigator would even now be at a loss to find

his way from port to port.

The latitude then has been always easily determined approximately,

by the two methods alluded to: the method by the sun was not ac-

curate, by reason of the imperfection of the solar tables as frell as by

want of preGise means of observing the altitude : that by the pole star

was still less accurate, for the amount to be added to or subtracted

from the observed altitude, on account of the star's position relative to

the celestial pole, was determined only by the very rough method of

obtaining the compass bearing of the 'pointers of the Great Bear or the

guards of the Little Bear : a table being constructed, by entering

which with this bearing as an argument could be ascertained the cor-
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rection to be applied. As voyages were extended iuto south latitude

and new stars discovered about the south pole, the meridian altitude of

the star in the foot of the southern cross was taken ; it being known
that it was thirty degrees from the pole. This method of meridian al-

titudes is still the chief reliance of the navigator, and the precision of

his results is due to the increased accuracy of his means for determining

the declination of the body observed, to the greater nicety of his instru-

ments and to the knowledge of the proper corrections to be applied to

the observed, to get the true, altitude.

In the middle of the sixteenth century, the reckoning was kept as

follows: as soon as possible after leaving port the latitude was deter-

mined, the course steered in the meanwhile having been noted ; should

the course not have been constant the mariner was directed to estimate

as nearly as practicable, the mean of all his courses steered ; with this

course and the diitference of latitude, the distance and departure were

obtained from a table which showed " for an alteration of one degree

in the latitude, how many leagues had been run on each rhumb, and
the departure from the meridian " of the point left. Knowing these

quantities the place of the ship was plotted upon the chart ; as at this

time the plane chart was in use, the difference of longitude and depart-

ure were considered to be the same. About this time Mercator in-

vented the terrestrial globe and by moans of a table which showed the

length of a degree of longitude on a given parallel of latitude, the de-

parture could be turned into difference of longitude and the ship's

place plotted upon the globe; but of course with results far from the

truth, as the determination of the departure was itself liable to most

grave errors.

With the advent of Wright's chart, came the application of this

principle to the plotting of the position. If the distance were great,

the departure was taken as in the middle latitude, it being very evi-

dent that it would be incorrect to use either of the extreme parallels

for this purpose. At the same time that Wright constructed his

chart, he* stated that the position of the ship could be found by cal-

culation, but inasmuch as the courses were liable to great error he

thought it advisable to make no change. IIand.--on,in 1614, published

solutions of what is known to us as Mercator's sailing. The longitude

being so uncertain, the usual practice was to run into the latitude of

the port sought, and thence sail East or West : hence the term parallel

sailing. But inasmuch as there was no change of latitude upon this

course, there was no method of finding the change of longitude, be-
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cause there were no means of determining the distance sailed, save its

estimation by the navigator, the log at this time not having as yet

come into use. Although mention of this indispensable instrument is

made as early as 1577, yet it seems not to have come into common use

for more than thirty years subsequent thereto.* At this time the length

of the knot was generally taken at forty two feet, and a thirty seconds

glass used, on the theory that the length of a sea mile was but five

thousand feet. AVright called attention to the fact that altitudes ob-

served at sea should be corrected for the dip of the horizon, to deter-

mine which it was necessary to know the magnitude of the earth, and

he seems to have been the first to construct tables of the dip, although

he considered his results to be but approximate ; and as his conclusions

agreed with the generally received length of a nautical mile, his atten-

tion was not drawn to the log line. Norwood, in 1635, measured an

arc of the meridian, and determined the length of a minute of the

great circle to be six thousand one hundred and twenty feet; he there-

upon proposed to change the length of the knot upon the log line to

fifty feet, to correspond to the thirty seconds glass. So wedded to their

custom were the mariners of that day, that (instead of making the

change recommended by Norwood), they altered the length of the glass

to twenty eight seconds, leaving the knot five feet short of its proper

length, a practice which obtained until a recent date.

The Traverse Table, so useful to the mariner in his daily work, seems

to have been first published about 1625, by Addison, an Englishman.

Norwood was the first to call attention (in 1637), to the application

of the Variation to the Compass Course; and he at the same time pro-

posed a method for ascertaining the existence of a current.

The application of the Refraction to the observed altitude was not

made until nearly the middle of the seventeenth century : that of the

Parallax, at a later date, when the distance of the sun and moon be-

came approximately known.

The problem of the longitude early engaged the attention and study

of mathematicians ; and observations of lunar eclipses seem to have

first suggested themselves. Werner of Nuremburg (in 1514), was

the first person who proposed the method of lunar distances : the meth-

od in brief, was to find the longitude of the moon, by her distance from

the sun or other star; from the difference between the true longitude

as computed from the tables of the moon's motion and her longitude

* The principle involved in the construction of Massey's Patent Log was
first enunciated by Phillips, about 1650.
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as fouud by observation, in connection with lier hourly motion, could

be obtained the difference of longitude between the place of observa-

tion, and that for the meridian of which the tables were calculated.

About 1530, Gemma Frisius proposed the method by time keepers

now actually in use; but he did not consider this applicable to sea use

on account of the liability of the time pieces to rust. In 1581, Coig-

net proposed a method to be used in parallel sailing, whereby the dis-

tance sailed could be determined by means of the difference of time

turned into difference of longitude ; this being obtained by keeping

a twenty four hour sand glass running from noon at the port of de-

parture, and the number of hours that the sand ran out before or af-

ter noon, at the place of arrival gave the difference of time sought.

Of course this method was very crude, but it was a great advance be-

yond any other that had ever been proposed, and it could have been

used for determining the difference of time between any two places.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, Philip III of Spain

offered a reward of one thousand crowns for a correct solution of the

problem ; and soon afterward the States General of Holland offered a

reward of one hundred thousand florins. Notwithstanding the stim-

ulus offered by these rewards, no new theories were proposed, but

some improvements were made in the lunar tables, which though not

sufficient to gain the prizes, were yet a step in advance of those for-

merly in use.

About 1650, Bond announced that " having found the true theory

of the variation of the compass," he could thereby determine what the

variation ought to be in any given longitude ; and hence with the ob-

taining of the variation by any of the usual methods, the longitude

would at once be known. As a proof that he had discovered the true

theory, he foretold that the variation at London (being then easterly),

would in 1657, be zero; and would afterward change to westerly;

which prediction proved true. But unfortunately it was fouud that

Bond's hypothesis was not correct, and that no good results could be

obtained. Accordingly Halley undertook the subject, and after dis-

cussing a large number of observations, he formed a theory as to the

location of the four magnetic poles, and published (in 1700), a chart

with the lines of equal variation upon it, and he hoped that this would

greatly assist the mariner in finding his longitude. Some twenty years

after, a dip chart was published with the same end in view, but neither

of these methods could be successful, as can be readily seen from the

various directions of the isogonic and isoclinic lines in reference to the

meridians and parallels.
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In 1675 the Royal observatory at Greenwich was founded ; and

Flamsteed appointed to its charge as the first Astronomer Royal. He
was particularly enjoined " to apply himself with the utmost care and

diligence to the rectifying the tables of the motions of the heavens

and the places of the fixed stars, in order to find out the so much de-

sired longitude at sea, for perfecting the art of navigation." FJam-

steed said " that after two thousand years we find the best tables erring

sometimes twelve minutes or more in the moon's apparent place, which

would cause an error of half an hour or seven and one half degrees of

longitude, by comparing her place in the heavens with that given in

the tables."

Eclipses of Jupiter's satellites were also recommended ; and in 1693

Cassini published, under the patronage of Louis XIV, tables for facil-

itating the use of these phenomena ; this method, however, has never

been found useful at sea.

In 1714, the English parliament constituted a Board of Longitude

and offered a reward of twenty thousand pounds sterling for any

method by which the longitude could be determined at sea within

thirty miles ; fifteen thousand pounds sterling, if it could be deter-

mined within forty miles, and ten thousand pounds sterling, if the

method were ,sufficiently accurate to obtain it within one degree.

In 1716, a reward of one hundred thousand livres was offered by

the Duke of Orleans. The stimulus of these magnificent offers,

and the improved means of correcting the lunar tables owing to

the profound investigations of Newton, urged many to compete for

the prize.* In 1755 Mayer s tables gave the place of the moon to

withiu one minute ; and his widow received three thousand pounds

* As showing the necessity Avhich existed for greater accuracy in find-

ing the longitude the following instance is cited. In Commodore Anson's

voyage around the world in 1740-44, wliile beating to the westward around

Cape Horn, the squadron was by reclioning (after making, as was supposed,

sufficient allowance for an easterly current) in latitude 54° 30' S., longitude

87° 30' W. Seeing himself well clear of the cape the Commodore was stand-

ing to the Northward with a favoring breeze, w^lien suddenly, about two
o'clock in the morning, land Avas seen directly aheati and but a few miles

distant; the squadron was at once hove to until daylight, when it was found

that they were off Cape Noir; whose latitude was the same as that in which
their reckoning placed them, but whose longitude was 78° 45' W. ; nearly

nine degrees (or three hundred miles) east of their estimated position ! With
such difficulties were the navigators of but little more than a century since

obliged to contend.
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sterling as a reward therefor. These tables were immediately printed
;

and in 1766 was published the first issue of the British Nautical Almanac

containing not only these tables but the directions for using them, and

for interpolating, by means of proportional logarithms ; these were de-

vised by Maskelyne, who was then Astronomer Royal.

In a voyage to St. Helena, Maskelyne tested these tables and found

his longitude by observation, to be within a degree of the truth
;

while that by the dead reckoning was many degrees out ; in a subse-

quent voyage to Barbadoes, he was by his observations within thirty

minutes of his true position on making the land, and on his return

was but sixteen minutes out in making the Isle of Wight. On this

last voyage he also invented the method of ascertaining the index

error of the quadrant by measuring the sun's diameter on and off the

arc. These results led many others to endeavor to improve the meth-

ods for the reduction of the apparent to the true distance and the find-

ing of lunar distances has remained, until a comparatively recent

period, the chief reliance of the navigator. Other lunar methods

have been proposed ; among which may be mentioned that by the me-

ridian altitude of the moon ; but, inasmuch as this requires an exact

measurement of the altitude and a correct knowledge of the latitude,

it can hardly be said to be of any use at sea. While the method by

means of lunar distances is still taught, yet its chief use is that of

giving us a check upon the chronometer ; which brings us to consider

the modern method. As already noticed, Gemma Frisius gave us the

theory,—but it remained for later generations to construct a time-

piece which should fulfill the conditions required. In 1662, a pendu-

lum clock was tried at sea, the clock being weighted and suspended

near the centre of motion of the ship ; the attempt was fairly success-

ful. About this time the balance spring was applied to the clock,

rendering a pendulum unnecessary, but no more trials of this method

seem to have been made during the succeeding half century. The re-

ward offered by the Board of Longitude, however, inspired the watch-

makers to attempts at such improvements in their instruments as

might gain the coveted prize. In 1736, Harrison made the first

trial of his chronometer with a very fair measure of success ; for this

he received a portion of the reward from the Board, with an intima-

tion of their desire for a further prosecution of his design.

Three years later, he produced a second, which gave better results

than its predecessor ; ten years later, a third was produced, and after

twenty-five years of labor he was able (in 1761) to offer an instrument
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which he claimed would answer the desired purpose. In this year

Harrison made a voyage to Jamaica ; the longitude of Port Royal,

by his chronometer, differed from that deduced from a transit of Mer-

cury by only one minute of arc. On his return the chronometer was

found to be about two minutes slow ; for these results Harrison was

awarded five thousand pounds sterling. In 1764, Harrison again

made a voyage to the West Indies, having, in the meantime, made

some improvements in his chronometer ; before sailing, he deposited

with the Admiralty a statement as to his expectations of the rate of

the chronometer at different temperatures, and also of its probable

mean rate. On his return ther chronometer was found to be less than

one minute out on its mean rate, and but fifteen seconds out when ac-

count was taken of the temperatures to which it had been subjected.

The instrument and the working drawings, with a statement of the

principles involved in its construction, being delivered to the Board,

a further reward of ten thousand pounds sterling was paid , the re-

mainder being promised when it was found that an instrument con-

structed by some other person from his drawings should be equally

successful. The ©ne so made was used by Cook in his voyage of cir-

cumnavigation in 1772-74; and the report of its performance was such

as 'to cause the remainder of the reward to be paid to Harrison ; he

also received gratuities from the East India Company and others
;

so that for his efforts of forty years, he received about twenty-five

thousand pounds sterling ; by no means an inadequate reward, if we

consider the immense benefit conferred upon the mariner by his inven-

tion. During the last century the watchmaker's art has made great

progress and the best chronometers furnished at the present day are

far more reliable for the determination of the longitude than any lunar

observations can possibly be ; and yet it is by no means wise to trust

them entirely ; the careful navigator finds that here, as in all other

parts of his practice, " eternal vigilance is the price of safety."
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In submitting the following, I am aware that I may be assailed

with the remark that a rule cannot be laid down from observations

during so limited a period, or only at one season ; in which I fully

agree. Still as a glimpse of the sun, when running for your port, is

better than no observation at all, so I trust that my experience may
be, at least, a ray of light.

The subject of the Barometer off Cape Horn has been one of fruitful

inquiry and discussion, some asserting its reliability and others the

reverse ; one theory after another broached, only to be controverted.

One party laying down rules from its operations on the adjacent

shores and islands, others again after beating, and being tossed about

for many days, till almost in depair, deny the assertions of the former.

Some, like our great Maury, (to appreciate Avhom one needs to make
this long passage from San Francisco around Cape Horn), theorizing

from the disjointed statements of others and their abstract logs, say

" More light is required."

Captains King and Fitzroy of the Royal Navy, who spent several

seasons, at different times, surveying, (and whose charts are everlasting

monuments to their intelligence and indefatigability) do not agree.

Captain King says, " With respect to the utility of the barometer, as

an indicator of the weather that is experienced off Cape Horn, I do

not think it can be considered so unfailing a guide as it is in the lower

or middle latitudes."

" Captain Fitzroy, however, has a better opinion of the indications
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shown by this valuable instrument ;
" My opinion is, that although the

rise or foil at times precedes the change, yet it more frequently accom-

panies it." Narrative of the Voyages of the Adventure and Beagle, Vol.

L, p. 405.

And that fine weather may occur when the barometer is very low,

as above stated, the following extract from the same work will de-

monstrate
;
" April 2nd, 1830, (near Cape Horn) the glass had been fall-

ing so much, and was then so extremely low, that I thought it prudent

to prepare for the worst, and struck topmasts.

Notwithstanding the unugual fall of the barometer and sympieoso-

meter, and their still continuing to sink, this day was as fine, and
seemed likely to continue so, as any day I had ever seen, therefore we
took advantage of it.

3rd and 4th.—Still very fine weather, although the barometer and
sympieosometer were lower than I had yet seen them in this country.

5th and 6th.—Two more fine days, with a very low glass, shook my
faith in the certainty of the barometer and sympieosometer.

During those days the wind had been light from N. N, W. and
twice before I had known these instruments to be similarly affected

during exactly similar wind and weather.

The mercury in the barometer had now fallen to 28.94, and the oil

in the sympieosometer to 28. 52 ; the thermometer ranging from 40° to

48° Fahrenheit.

10th.—Still fine, steady weather, notwithstanding the unusually low
fall of the barometer.

12th.—The glasses had at last been rising; and during the past

night and this day the wind was very strong, with much rain.

The wind shifted from the northern quarter into the southern, draw-

ing round to the S. E., which, of course, would make the mercury rise

higher after being so very low, though the weather might prove ex-

tremely bad." Jbid. pp. Jf26—^29. South Atlantio Memoir, page 8.

Captain Mayne, Royal Navy, who spent some time also in these

latitudes a few years ago, in command of the Nassau, says ;
" The back-

ing of the wind from S. W. to N. W. is always accompanied by a fall-

ing barometer, or its ceasing to rise, as it does during the whole time it

blows from S. W.
The change of wind, however, usually accompanies the change in the

barometer, and the mercury merely ceasing to rise may indicate the

S. W. wind subsiding.

If the wind backs from N. to N. E. the same dirty weather may be
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expected that is mentioned as usual when it draws round to the E.

from the Southward, and generally the seaman may be prepared for

bad weather when the wind backs, even though the barometer does

not fall.

Northerly winds are often preceded by low flying clouds, with a

thickly overcast sky, in which the upper clouds appear at a great height.

The sun shows dimly through them with a reddish appearance, and

with its edges so indistinct that it is impossible to take au altitude,

often for hours, before a gale comes on.

Sometimes, but very rarely, with the wind light between N. N. E.

and N. N. W. a few days fine weather may occur.

Each day of this must be gratefully received as it comes, for it can-

not be predicted, and occurs sometimes with a high and at times with

a low barometer.

Easterly winds are certainly more common, and the strait is on the

whole less windy in winter (June, July, aud August,) than in summer
;

but when against this possible advantage is placed the cold, with the

long nights and short days, this season is not likely to be preferred by

the mariner in a vessel bound westward.

Though beyond the limits of this chapter, it may be well to mention

that ships getting as far as Cape Froward with a S. W. wind will

generally find it N. W. on rounding the cape, as the wind follows the

direction of the channel.

Captain King, after remaining nearly a year in Port Famine, and

a considerable time in the eastern part of Magellan Strait, came to the

conclusion that the barometer could not be considered so unfailing a

guide as in the lower aud middle latitudes, and that, although the rise

and fall do sometimes precede the change, yet they more frequently ac-

company it.

After two seasons careful observation, the writer coincides in this

opinion, as far as the actual strait itself is concerned." Pages 99 and

100 of Gen. Ex. Atlantic Ocean.

"As a rule, the wind will be found stronger from the S. W. and the

squalls heavier from the N. W., and no certain warning is given of

this shift.

Sometimes the Barometer precedes it, but more generally accompa-

nies it." Page 99.

" It has already been said, when speaking of this shift of wind from

the N. W. to S. W., that the barometer invariably rises with it, and

the only rule which we can give as at all settled is, that a rising bar-
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oraeter precedes or accompanies a shift of wind from N. W. or W. to

S. W., and that generally, if the mercury falls while it is blowing from

S. W. the wind will back to N. W. again; but in both these cases, nine

times out of ten, the two events will occur simultaneously." Page 101.

General Examination Atlantic Ocean.

" My object in writing," says the late Rear Admiral, [then Captain]

Bailey, of the United States Ship St. Mary's, " is to call your attention

to the barometrical indications south of Staten Land and Terra del

Fuego, and to the regularity and certainty with which the mercury

falls with a northerly wind and rises with a southerly.

At this season—the summer—an easterly wind is rare, and, if it oc-

curs, is of short duration. We found none.

The north or northwest winds are usually accompanied by cloudy,

rainy, or misty weather ; soon after it sets in, the mercury begins to

fall, and continues to sink as long as the wind has nothing in it, when

there is usually an interval of calm or light, variable winds, lasting

two or three hours ; after which it veers to the southward or southwest- •

ward, squally, precipitating the mists in the form of hail and sleet, and

exposing (at the S. W.) clouds of the cumulus character.

At this point the mercury begins to rise, and continues ascending a8

long as the wind has southing in it.

A low barometer (say 28.50) will thus react with a southerly wind,

and a high barometer (say 29.90) with a northerly.

This has been my experience, after three passages around Cape

Horn, in which my attention has been directed to this phenomenon.

And so fully convinced am I of the truth of my experience, that I

would advise ships (after passipg the Straits of Le Maire, which is free

from all danger, saving thereby at least one degree of westing), having

a northerly wind and a falling barometer, to stand on a wind to the

southward, confident of the wind s direction, so long as the mercury

tends to fall.

If it reaches a minimum somewhat below twenty nine inches, and a

calm ensues, equally to be certain of a " southwester," and to be in a

position, if possible, to profit by it."

Rear Admiral Hoff, (then Captain) commanding John Adams, en-

jiloses a report of his navigator, Commander, (then Lieut.) E. P. Mc-

Crea, which says : "Regarding the Barometer, it never failed us while

west of Cape Horn, and told us faithfully the approach and abatement

of all the gales ; off the Falkland Islands it was not so correct, though

we had no gales, but drizzling, rainy weather and easterly winds."
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" I have never known the barometer to range so low, and know not

what to make of it."

—

B. Buxton, ship Union.

"A most extraordinary fluctuation in the barometer, from 30.03 in-

ches to 29.3 inches, the weather and appearance giving no indication

of storm or rain."

—

Robert Mc Cerran, ship Defiance.

" The barometer continues to fall, although the wind is southwest.

I have always seen it rise with the wind from that quarter."

—

W.B.
Daniels, ship Seaman.

" The barometer ranges the highest with the wind W. S. "W., and

lowest from the northward. It either accompanied or followed the

change, never preceded it." John Gillan, barque Delegate.

" I do not see that it (the barometer) is a guide to be depended upon.

Certainly my experience this passage would show its fall followed by

delightful weather."

—

R. F. Coffin, ship Senator.

" I have Maury's Sailing Dii'ections, and I find that almost all the

captains who have furnished him with abstracts have had something to

say about their barometers when in the vicinity of Cape Horn; and as

there is a good deal of disagreement, I thought I would add my opin-

ion to theirs, while every circumstance is fresh in my memory.

In the first place, I have two barometers, one belongs to the ship, the

other to myself Mine I have had six years, and used almost con-

stantly for that time and have become in that time pretty well ac-

quainted with its workings ; for that reason I have used nay own barom-

eter altogether in this log, though it differs materially from the ship's.

In fine weather, when my barometer was at 30.00, the ship's stood

30.25 ; in heavy weather when mine stood 28.50, the ship's stood 28.40

or 28.35 ; at 29 inches they were both alike.

Now, as to the use of a barometer off Cape Horn, so far as I can

judge, they work as well and are of much use there as anywhere

;

though I think it requires considerable study to understand the work-

ings of the mercury in such high latitudes.

I think my barometer stood in 58° south latitude three-quarters of

an inch lower than it would in the same amount of wind or storm off

Cape Hatteras.

I notice some of the captains say the barometer always falls in a

northerly wind, and it does not blow hard from that quarter.

I noticed this myself; but my barometer always stayed down, and

most always continued to fall till the wind came to the southwestward

and blew heavily, then it would begin to rise.

My barometer and also the ship's, I have known to be down to 28.50
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inches, several times for twenty-four and sometimes for over thirty

hours before the blow came on ; but it always came, and as soon as it

came and got fairly to blowing, the barometer started up.

Every hard westerly blow I have had about Cape Horn, I have had
a low mercury before it came on."

—

William Fales, ship Star.

" June 11, 9 A, M. barometer falling ; land in sight about Cape Pi-

nas ; noon, quite thick and dark ; barometer 29.35 ; lower than I have
noticed it before ; no change in the weather except the fog.

Thus far I have made no remarks upon the^barometer. If I should

dare to hazard an opinion, would say that, with the wind at N. E. and
E., north of the equator, it ranges highest ; and with southerly winds

south of it, and particularly south of Capricorn, lowest ; or, at least,

that southerly winds may be expected when low, and westerly and
northwesterly when quite high ; though we have had our highest wind

(even a terrific gale for a few hours) after the barometer had fallen to

29.40 some two hours and stopped. I think it was rising at the time
;

wind from about west, perhaps a little northerly and inclining south-

ward.

Running along the land ; wind veering north ; saw what looked like

snow on the mountain tops; at 10 p. m. up with Cape Diego in sight

;

at the end of the day in the straits ; weather getting fair ; wind strong

at N. W."

—

0. G. Lane, ship Victory.

" Sept. 2. L^t. 56° S., long. 65° W.
At 9 P. M. light wind from S. W., wore ship.

At 10 P. M. calm, squall gathering from S. S. W.; in royals and
clewed up everything except topsail and foresail ; but before we got

through, it struck us, and I was glad that I was so well prepared for it.

It blew very hard for three hours; close reefed fore and mizzen top-

sails, and double reefed main topsail and mainsail. Latter part, heavy
gales and hail ; ship under the same sail. We seem to be pursued by
contrary winds.

(I see in your book of directions that some of the captains state that

they do not consider the barometer as a guide in high southern lati-

tudes
; but I differ from them although I may not have had as much

experience as some of them, having been thirteen years at sea, of which
time I have been captain six years.)

I think if the glass falls three or four tenths in a few hours, it is al-

most positive that it will be succeeded by a gale or very heavy gust

which will last several hours, although the simple fact that the barom-
eter falls does not, as a natural consequence, predict wind ; it only
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shows that there is a commotion iu the atmosphere in your vicinity

which may be succeeded by wind or rain, but I think more likely by

the former." John Zeega, Queen of Clippers,

On the other hand, other opinions are adverse; I quote a few more

pro and con :

"The barometer remains low all the time; it appears to be of no

use here."

—

D. 0. Landis, ship F. W. Brune.

"Barometer useless."— IF. L. Phinney, ship Kentucky.

" The mercury here appears to be very lively ; will rise and fall

from 30.10 to 29.16 rapidly; but it is to be observed that this varia-

tion is not attended with tlie same degree of increase and decrease of

wind that we experience elsewhere. Consider the barometer here of

very little use."

—

T. Dahlgren, barque Byron.

" Barometer rising ; but find it no guide whatever."

—

S. M. Hudgins,

barqtie Hugh Birkhead.

" Barometer unsteady : squalls the same, without any apparent ef-

fect on the barometer. I do not trust to it."

—

Charles A. Ranlett, ship

Surprise.

" The mercury fell this day 1.42 inches, and no wind to speak of."

— W. E. Putnam, ship Empress of the Seas.

" I watch the barometer closely ; but do not think it is to be depend-

ed on here as in the North Atlantic Ocean.

—

Samuel Harding, ship

Robert Harding.

" My barometer has been almost useless since I was in the latitude

of the Rio de la Plata. The heaviest gales I had, it ranged from

29.15 to 29.40, and it has been as low as 28.35 with a whole sail

breeze. It has, however, invariably fallen for a northerly wind and

risen for a southerly one. It has ranged during the last six weeks

from 28.35 to 30."

—

Oliver H. Sanders, ship B. Howard.

Captain Hull, says, '"My barometer tells the weather here to a

charm."

Captain Littlefield says : "Never, in one instance, has my barometer

deceived me," and Captain ^co^i remarks ;
" Thus far, I think the ba-

rometer has been an infallible guide as to the weather." pjy. 44'^-4-49

Maury's Sailing Directions.

June 2, Latitude 47° 46' S., long. 47° 46' E.

Barometer, 29.10; air, 31° ; water, 35°.

Winds, N. and E. N. E.

Commences with light air, and variable, with heavy snow squalls
;

midnight, weather and wind the same.
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6 A. M., calms, and heavy dark clouds coming up from N. N. W.
Barometer falling very fast.

Noon, light breeze springs up from the north.

Barometer still falling; there must be a heavy gale close upon us

from the sudden fall of the mercury.

June 3, Lat. 48° 19' S. long. 52° 35' E.

Barometer, 28.40 ; air, 32° ; water, 37°.

Winds ; E. K E. to W.
First part light breeze.

Barometer still falling ; midnight, observed the fluctuation of bar-

ometer about h inch in the tube, the wind coming in gusts, with a

howling noise. Sea tumbling about in all directions.

8 A. M., fine, pleasant weather; noon, the same.

Barometer rising slowly.

June 4, Lat. 48° 13' S., Long. 58° 00' E.

Barometer, 28.60 ; air, 31° ; water, 34°. Wind^ W.
Begins with moderate breeze, and variable ftom W. N. W. to

w. s. w.
Weather getting a little settled.

Barometer rising ; midnight, squalls and snow showers ; noon, wind

and weather the same.

June 12, Lat. 46° 18' S., long. 89° 31' E.

Barometer, 29.05 ; air, 42°; water, 42°. Winds, S. S. E. to S. W.
Commences with light breezes with sleet ; wind variable from

S. W. to N.

At 1 P. M., wind S. E ; tacked to N. E.

Midnight, clear and wind hauling southerly.

I have always experienced as soon as the wind (along here) gets into

N., that it hauls round easterly into S. W., and blows from that quar-

ter ; when the gale has reached its height, it then begins to veer north-

erly by west, and the barometer begins to rise fast, until the wind gets

into the north ; it then stands whilst the wind retraces its westerly course

round into S. E., and then blows again ; latterly falls calm, and the

wind again springs up from N. W.
Noon, light breezes and wind westing.

June 18, Lat. 42° 47' S., long. 115 54' E.

Barometer, 29.20 ; air, 40°
; water 48°. Winds, W. to S. W.

First part, breeze freshening ; at 6 P. M., wind S. W. and freshen-

ing ; at 8. 30 P. M., in all starboard stunsails, ship going 21 knots,

with main skysailset; midnight, fresh gale and fine clear night; 8 A.
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M., wind and weather same ; noon, less wind, attended with snow squall.

June 19, Lat. 42° 42' S., long. 118° 00' E.

Barometer, 29.40 ; air, 48°; water, 51°. Winds, W to S. W.
Commences with fresh gales and sleet squalls.

Midnight, wind strong, and hauling to northward ; at 4 A. M.,

wind N. N. E. ; tacked to the N. ; 8 A. M., wind S. W.; with driz-

zling rain ; noon, fresh breeze, and fine, clear weather.

June 22, Lat. 41° 40' S., Long. 134° 58' E.

Barometer, 29. 30 ; air, 50° ; water, 51°. Winds ; N. W. to W.
Coipmences with strong breezes and squally ; at 5 P. M. ship was,

struck with a most terrific squall, which lasted in full strength only

about three minutes.

The ship broached to, blew away all head sails, fore topsail, fore top-

gallant sail, main topmast and middle staysails, mainsail and main top

gallant sail, mizzen lower and mizzen topmast staysails; carried away
main top gallant mast, and main yard.

I never before experienced such a terrific gust of wind. The
barometer gave no indication, whatever, of the approach of the squall.

Midnight, moderate breezes and fine clear weather, with frequent

flashes of lightning ; 8 A. M., fine and clear ; noon, wind hauling to

N. W., with light rain at intervals. Abstract log of the shij? " James

Barnes," (Charles McDonnell, Commander,) from Liverpool to Mel-

bourne ; 28 days out, pp. 644, 5 and 6, Maury.

Again IMaury, pages 583 and 584, says
;

"The barometer, especially in high southern latitudes, is very puzzling,

particularly to those navigatoi'S who have been cruising mostly in the

North Atlantic.

There are many rules, in truth almost as many rules as there are

generalizers, for telling by the mercury how the wind and weather are

to be off Cape Horn, and how they are to be in the long stretch for

easting both on the outward and homeward route from and to

Australia.

I am free to confess that I have never yet been able to discover

the actual relation between barometric pressure and the weather off

Cape Horn and in those high southern latitudes ; nor have I been able

to give any rule by which the mariner might certainly fortell the ap-

proaching storm in those seas."

Captain George W. Broxvn, of the " Kitty Simpson," who is a very

close observer and clever navigator, in his abstract log, says

:
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July 3rd, 1857, Latitude 48° 09' S., Lougitude 87° 54' E. Barome-

ter, 28.86. Wind, North West.

First part, moderate breezes, thick and rainy ; middle, light winds,

with foul looking weather, and squalls with rain.

5 A. M., wind suddenly from S. W., with squalls and rain.

9 A. M., hard squalls; reefed the main topsail and took in the jib
;

ends wind on the increase
;
passed much kelp ; numerous Petrels and

other birds about.

I fully expected a gale from the N. or N. E., with such a low glass.

(28.70 in.)

I find by experience a low barometer does not but rarely indicate

them, unless it falls during the time it is blowing from these quarters.

In this, as in the South Atlantic and Pacific oceans, a low glass with

bafiling winds and unsettled weather (I mean in the high latitudes)

is almost a sure precursor of a S. W. gale, hauling suddenly to that

quarter a few hours after the column has fallen to 28.70, or perhaps

a tenth or two lower ; and also if the barometer falls with a northerly

gale and continues to fall after the gale ceases, or remains steady at

29.00, or less, then look out for a sudden shift from S. or S. W., after

which the silver will rise fast or not, according to the force of wind.

In the heaviest gales from W. or N. W., the glass seldom falls be-

low 29.30, (that is my own experience.)

I may here remark that a low barometer does not always indicate

wind from any particular quarter, for on the 13th and 14th of June,

with the glass at 29 inches on the average, I had south and easterly

winds, with various kinds of weather, calms, &c. ; but such cases I

think, but seldom transpire : indeed I am at a loss to know what in-

fluenced the mercury to act so contrary to the general rule, for a high

glass is always experienced with S. E. winds.

July 7, Latitude, 46° 39' S., Longitude, 103° 28' E.

Barometer, 28.80. Winds ; west.

First part, calm and cloudy ; middle part, fresh breezes, and thick,

rainy weather ; latter, light breezes, with cloudy w^eather and rain till

7 A. M.

Saw plenty of kelp, some of which I caught ; it appeared to have been

in the water a long time, being covered with barnacles.

Numerous albatross and other sea fowl about. I was much sur-

prised to see a large black land bird, something like a gauney, hovering

overhead for more than an hour, seeing there is no land that is known
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hundreds of miles from us; yet it is my opinion there are islands in

this vicinity.

The color of the water, the peculiar weather, the various birds, the

abundance of kelp, and the indescribable feeling of the air, denote it.

The barometer fell to 28.60 with a southerly wind again, which
lasted but a few hours, when it hauled to west, the glass rising a
couple of tenths, the wind gradually increasing.

Now what is the meaning of the mercury being so low with south-

erly winds and calms?

This is the second time it has shown me that the silver does not fall

always for wind, nor in fact any particular kind of weather, except,

indeed, it be for S. E. wind, which I have always found the barometer

to rise for heretofore."

The barometer is an instrument by means of which the pressure of

the air at a particular place may be measured.

If there were no tides nor winds, and if the sea and the air were per-

fectly calm in the whole region between the two places, then the actual

pressure of the air at the level. of the sea must be the same in these

two places ; for the surface of the sea is everywhere perpendicular to

the force of gravity.

If therefore the pressure on its surface were different in two places,

water would flow from the place of greater pressure to the place of

less pressure till equilibrium ensued.

Hence, if in calm weather the barometer is found to stand at

a different height in two different places at the level of the sea,

the reason must be that gravity is more intense at the place where the

barometer is low.

The intensity of gravitation varies at different places, being less

at the equator than at the poles, and less at the top of a mountain

than at the level of the sea. {Maxivell Theory of Heat.)

Now a barometer is also effected by the density of the atmostphere

or by its rarefaction.

In other words, storms are propagated by rarefaction of the air and

the outside air rushing in to restore the equilibrium ; when this rare-

faction is sudden, hurricanes are the result.

Heat produces this rarefaction, and we all know how a warm win-

ter's day is followed by a storm.

These two causes, in my opinion, explain all.

In the first place we admit that gravity is more intense at the poles

than at' the equator ; hence a lower barometer.
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Secondly.—The theory of the Trade winds, supposes the air at the

equator to be heated, consequently expanded, hence lighter and there-

fore brings a low barometer, the cold air rushes in to take its place
;

now this air from the equator flows towards the poles charged with

vapor and finally replaces the trade W'inds ; forming the westerly winds.

Ansted's Physical Geography, pages, 336 and 256, says :
" The main

cause of the frequent oscillation of the barometer, and also of the

permanent difference that exists in the mean barometric pressure at

different parts of the earth's surface, is that the whole body of the

atmosphere is made up partly of air and partly of vapor ; and as va-

por, volume for volume, is lighter than dry air and takes its place, the

evaporation due to chauges of temperature sensibly alters the pressure.

The dry-air atmosphere is thus the heaviest, and corresponds to a

high pressure.

The vapor-atmosphere is the lightest, and when it takes the place of

the other the barometer shows it by falling.

This is quite independent of any alteration of the height of the col-

umn of air, such as is produced by the action of the sun and moon, or

by the difference of level at different stations.

To understand fully the important influence of vapor in lowering

the pressure of the air, it must be remembered that three-fourths of the

atmosphere is compressed within the five miles nearest the earth, and

that dry air is no less than forty per cent heavier than the same vol-

ume of vapor, at the same temperature.

Thus, the pressure of a dry-air atmosphere being equal to that of 30

inches of mercury, that of a vapor atmosphere replacing it would

only be 212- inches.

But, if a part of the vapor-atmosphere be condensed into w^ater,

heat is given off by the change in condition, and the vapor that re-

mains, absorbing this extra heat, becomes lighter, so that the height

of the whole atmospheric column being the same, the column of mer-

cury in the barometer (representing the pressure of the atmospheric

column) must sink still lower.

Thus, when there is constant precipitation there must be a low

barometer.

"We have already remarked, that the barometer stands at a higher

point in the calm latitudes between the tropics and temperate zones

than elsewhere.

It has also been observed, that in the Antarctic regions the mean
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height of the column of mercury is less than 29 inches at the sea level,

whereas in the Arctic regions it is nearly an inch higher.

This accumulation of pressure in the northern hemisphere is due to

the excess of land in that part of the world ; for while in the southern

hemisphere the winds passing almost entirely over the sea are loaded

with vapor, the winds reach the Polar seas over vast tracts of dry

land, and are thus comparatively dry

The vapor-atmosphere thus occupying so large a part of the whole

air in the Antarctic district, is also frequently condensed into rain or

snow, and in this operation large quantities of heat are set free.

Such heat warms and rarefies the air, and thus lowers the barometer

still more, in a manner explained in a previous page. (237.)

For a similar reason the barometer is low under the equator.

The Trade winds pressing as it were into this belt, and being always

loaded with vapor, the air is permanently moist.

But the heat at the surface is very great, and the heated, moist air,

rises rapidly into cooler regions where it is condensed into rain.

In this condensation a large quantity of heat is set free, so that the

vapor that remains in the air is still more expanded, and the whole

column of air is rendered light. As the expanded air rises it flows off"

towards the pules.

The atmosphere at the equator is thus probably higher than else-

where, although it exerts a lower pressure."

Coming from the Equator or High Barometer, being becalmed sev-

eral days in the vicinity of Cape Horn, and having the winds while in

that neighborhood from every quarter, and in all kinds of weather

have all combined to give me more experience than usual to one com-

ing from the Pacific to the Atlantic.

Add to which a very short crew, a desire to make a good passage

it may be imagined that a careful study was made of the barometer.

The westerly winds were first encountei-ed, as the result of a gale

experienced from the Nd.

I quote from my Remark Book : December 3rd, Latitude 33° S.

Long. 128° W. Wind Nd. and Ed. Barometer 30. 30. Wind increas-

ing and hauling to Nd. and Wd. Barometer falling, rainy, dirty

weather

At 7.15 A. M. December 4th, Latitude 88= S. Long., 127° W. ba-

rometer fell to 29.70 going down .20 inches in two hours ; for a short

time wind lulled, then came out in a furious squall from S. S. W.
Fortunately we were prapared for this change, having reduced sail.
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The barometer having reached this height remained so for some days

when it rose slowly the wind back to the Nd. by the West; after there

remaining stationary for some time, it again fell, the wind coming out

once more S, W., this last stand was again retained for some time un-

til a rise accompanied a northerly wind, which finally backed to East.

Barometer then stationary it fell calm for some hours ; then wind

westward barometer falling at S. W., reached a level ; again it rose

after a day or so, and continued rising, the wind backing by way of

West to North then E. N. E. and S. E.; finally barometer reaching

29.40 the wind came out fresh and squally from S. W., soon blowing a

gale, which sent the " Portsmouth" flying past Cape Horn.

My conclusions on the subject of the barometer off Cape Horn or in

High Southern Latitudes, may be summed up as follows.

Admit that naturally a low barometer exists there, and assume it.

When the barometer is above its mean, good weather ; when it falls

to reach this mean, also good weather ; when steady at high barome-

ter, moderate winds ; steady low bai-ometer, fresh winds.

Wind S. W. first rise ; wind back to Nd.

Should it continue to rise, it will go to Ed, and finally South by way
of East, S. S. E. its highest then a fall ; S. W. again and dirty weather.

Should however the wind reach N. W. from S. W., and the barom-

eter fall, the wind will come out S. W. again.

S. E. to 8. S. W. winds brought dirty, thick weather, hail, rain and

fogs.

N. W. weather was rainy and squally.

Easterly weather very pleasant, as also S. W., after it had blown for

some hours and cleared off.

I failed to find any premonition of the weather from observations

of the Thermometer ; its changes always accompanied the changes in

wind and never preceded them.

The lowest point reached was 35° Fah.

I subjoin a table of the mean heights of the Barometer as given on

an Ice Chart furnished by the Hydrographic Office.

AT 32° FAHRENHEIT.
Lat. 30° ) .^. ^. Lat. 50° ] ^q ar

^f^- 40° } 29.98 - " 60°) 2^--^

" ^^°
1 29 90

" ^^°
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f

^^'^^ " 65° j

^^-^

;: ^^: 1 29.75 :: ?;;:|
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For many years, we have, perforce, remained comparatively idle,

without making any improvement in our Navy, content that it should

be so because the art of building ships of war was making such rapid

strides that it was out of thex|uestion for us, with our small appropria-

tions, to keep pace with European nations, and because we felt that it

was just as well for us to save our money and to remain quiet observers,

while a jealous watch was kept upon all improvements, and an intelli-

gent body of officers was studying every step taken in advance, so that,

when the time came for us to build, we might be warned by the mis-

takes of other nations and profit by their successes. Once we were pio-

neers in ship-building, now we are out of the race altogether; but it

seems that our legislators are waking up to i^realization of the forlorn

condition of the materiel of the navy, and that a more generous spirit

is likely to predominate in their councils; and a proposition has been

made to vote a certain sum yearly to be expended in laying down new

ships. This, then, seems to be eminently the time for naval officers to

say what ships they want, what speed they are to have, what batteries

they are to carry, in short what work they ai-e to be able to do.

Before going into the question _of the future type for our own service

we must consider the vessels we are to encounter. The following table
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embraces the latest vessels of the rapid cruiser type which have been

built for foreign navies :

CRUISERS OF THE RAPID TYPE.
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frigates, we had 44 gun frigates ; where they had 32 pdr. carronades

we had 44 pdrs.; where they had long 18's we had long 24's. So it

must be in the future, if we are to enforce obedience to our laws on our

coasts and in our own harbors, or if we are to fight with honor to our-

selves and our countiy. We are peculiarly situated ; our harbors are

easily protected from an enemy ; hostile squadfons will not be able to

cruise on onr coasts, and there will be no fleet actions ; there will be, as

in 1812, engagements between individual ships at sea, and we must

have vessels to carry our flag on every sea able to meet any unarmored

cruiser and perhaps engage with success an armored vessel.

If we look upon the vessels of our Navy as " commerce destroyers,''

we make a grievous mistake. Some vessels there must be whose mis-

sion is to " sink, burn and destroy," but that duty may be performed

by swift, small vessels, armed with one or two heavy guns, in which

every consideration is sacrificed to speed, but let the main duty of the

Navy be that of "commerce protector," a duty nobler in every sense of

the word and one that more exactly fulfills the ideal of every true

hearted sailor. The vessels to perform this duty must be superior to

the Raleigh, the Boadicea, the Rover,* or the Duquesne in speed, in

guns, and in their ability to keep the sea. No one quality should be

subordinated to another ; but the vessel of the future should be large

enough and strong enough to carry a powerful engine, it should be a

ram of sufficient strength to do its work without serious injury to itself,

it should have a battery of heavy guns, deliveriug an all round fire, it

should have coal capacity to steam at least three weeks at 9 knots, and

sufficient sail power to cruise under sail alone.

Having considered the subject from two points of view, viz.—what

other nations have and what we need, there remains one more point

to be noticed, and that is what we have. The following table gives

all the vessels available as cruisers:

NAME. DISPLACEMENT. GUNS.

Trenton 3800 11

Hartford 3900 18

Richmond 2700 14

Pensacola 3000 22

Powhatan 3980 17

* Note.—I have purposely left the Inconstant and the Shah out of consid-

eration, as they are admitted by the British authorities to be too costly to

maintain and too umvieldly to handle.
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diculars, 48 feet beam, and 21 feet draught, with a ram projecting about

15 feet from the perpendicular, made of solid wood bolted to the stem

and deadwood, and covered with a casing of bronze which is bolted

through and through the stem. The shape is peculiar and lacking in

strength and if it were injured in ramming, the injury would be fatal

to the ship. The swan-breast shape with modifications is generally-

conceded to be the best and less liable to be broken off. Such a shape

might be fitted to the Trenton and better supported so that a sudden

wrench would not break it off.

There are, as usual, two hawse holes on each side for the cables, the

inner one being very near the stem and not quite 8 feet from the water

line. The hawse pipes are below the main deck and the cables come

in on the uj^per part uf the berth deck instead of on the main deck as

is customary. In consequence of the nearness of the hawse holes to the

stem and of the peculiar shape of the ram, the bill of the anchor fre-

quently hooks in the ram in heaving up the anchor and incidentally

there is added trouble in mooring and unmooring and clearing hawse.

The cables lead from the hawse holes near the ceiling to the steam cap-

stan which is on the deck itself, consequently the cable comes in at

a right angle or less, and, although the capstan is a powerful one, it

often becomes necessary to assist it with a deck tackle, particularly in

heavy heaving, while there is always an undue strain on the cable from

its coming at such a sharp angle ; when the anchor is let go the ten-

dency of the cable is to fly up off the bitts, at the same time violently

striking the deck overliead. The berth deck is of course very dirty

and it is more difficult to clean than a gun deck ; while, small as it is,

the little remaining space is taken up witk cables, bitts, manger, &c.

In addition to all these, there is still another and more serious defect.

The hawse holes are so lows coming in as they do, on the berth deck,

that they are always a source of leakage while steaming head to sea,

and they would be a source of absolute danger in getting underway on

a lee shore. Even in getting underway in the harbor of Ville-franche,

in a moderate sea the berth deck was flooded with water.

These defects might be remedied by moving the hawse holes farther

from the stem, continuing their pipes to the gun deck, and leading the

cables to bitts near the foremast and then over rollers to the steam cap-

stan. There are three water-tight compartments forward of the fire room

but they hardly deserve the name, as the bulk-head of the forward one

only comes up to the orlop deck, which is some six feet below the water

line, and the others only to the berth deck. There are no means of
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pumping them out separately but there are valves leading from one to

the other and there is a pump for the after one. It is evident that the

division of a ship into compartments has not, as yet, received much
attention from our constructors, but it is hardly necessary to describe

the arrangements usually made, as they are to be found in so many
books. One thing is vitally necessary, Avhich we lack very much,

namely, powerful pumps that can be worked by hand to clear each

compartment, and, if need be, to serve in case of fire; while the bulk-

heads should come up to the gun deck.

The bowsprit is intended to be rigged in, in clearing for action and it

was the original intention to have it come straight in on the gun deck,

the iron stanchions, supporting the spar deck, being triced up to make
room for it, but the spar deck was so overloaded with forecastle guns

that the iron stanchions could not support it and had to be replaced by
permanent wooden ones. In consequence of this change a plan had to

be devised for making the bowsprit diverge from the direct line and go

off in a diagonal direction to starboard. This is an arrangement of

doubtful utility because if there is any strain on the head gear it will

be difficult to give it the new direction. As it required a long time at

the Navy Yard, with all the dock appliances, to get it in place, it is

probable that it will not be moved. If it became necessary to get rid

of it in order to use the rum in action, the simplest and most expedi-

tious course would be to saw it off outside the gammoning ; at the same

time, one cannot but be struck by the incongruity of an arrangement

for rigging in the bowsprit with the lower and topmast stays rove

through bee blocks. In connection with the bowsprit I suggest that a

top gallant forecastle could be built and a much shorter bowsprit, with-

out any other head booms, be fitted to rig in and out on top of it, the

fore and foretopmast stays being set up at the knightheads.

An important consideration in connection with the health and com-

fort of the crew is the location of the heads. These are built on the

forward part of the gun deck and may be said to have no ventilation

whatever ; they are a constant source of annoyance, particularly at

sea when the forward ports have to be closed ; and the discomfort

which they cause to the men who are berthed in that part of the ship

can be better imagined than described. They should be moved to the

spar deck forward of the fore rigging and discharged through iron

shoots bolted outside the ship. They should be roofed over, with air

ports in the side and slats all round so that a current of air would al-

ways be maintained. Large tanks should be built overhead in which
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soluble disinfeclants could be put and there would always be a good

head of water for flushing the troughs, at the same time doing away

with any disagreeable odors.

The sick bays are placed one on each side of the Tberth-deck forward

of the coal bunkers and are about 80 feet long and 8 feet wide, extend-

ing as far forward as the bitts, which leaves a space of 50 feet from bay

to manger in which to stow mess, chests and bags for 450 men and to

berth a portion of the crew. There is no ventilation for either sick bay

except through the air ports and there is a water closet in the end of

each one. The remedy which I propose in this case is to put the hos-

pital on the gun deck forward of the battery on one side, taking one or

two ports.

The ship is particularly defective in ventilation. The iron ventilators

which are generally placed in fire rooms have been placed in this ship

but perhaps as much because of their utility for hoisting ashes as for

any other reason. There are two pipes from the shaft alley to the out-

side of the ship at the stern, with branches to the ward room pantry,

but, as they were arranged, the current was generally into the ward-

room from the alley, particularly with a following wind. These wei'e

removed. There are no other ventilators except the windsails which

serve to carry fresh air below, but there are no artificial means for crC'

ating a return up current for the foul air of the bilges ; but the deck

strakes on the gun and berth decks were scored on top as far as the

timbers so that between every timber there was an up current of me-

phitic air, discharging into officers' quarters, hospitals, gun and berth

decks. At the same time that part of the bilge under the after maga-

zine was entirely enclosed so that it could not be cleared without cut-

ting holes in the bulk heads ; where this was done it was found that a

large quantity of decaying animal and vegetable matter had collected

here, which caused a most unhealthy smell, and, in consequence of

those arrangements, officers and men, sick and well, were obliged to eat

and sleep in a vitiated atmosphere. These openings have been nearly all

closed.

While on the subject of health and comfort I wish to say a few

words about our system of feeding and messing the crew. There

is no need for me to describe it; every one who hears me is familiar

with it, and with the degrading and at the same time injurious effects

which it has on the men. Long since abandoned in every Navy but

our own it has fastened itself on our service by the force of habit, and

no one in authority does anything to eradicate it, while it might be
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done at very little trouble or expense by supplying tabfes and benches.

Every one acknowledges that if we want a good class of men we must
do something to raise the standard instead of lowering it, and yet we
adhere to one custom at least which, more than almost any other, is

brutalizing to the men and discreditable to the officers.

The life-saving apparatus is lamentably defective. There is a life

buoy on each quarter but they were put on when the cabin ports were

closed ; when they are open, the buoys cannot be dropped until the

laniards are cast off below, or cut. There are no rubber life rafts, and
the only chance a man who fell overboard would have would be to

swim until a boat picked him up.

The boats of the ship will carry in smooth water, crowded to their ut-

most capacity, about 400 men, with water and bread at short rations

for two days, leaving 70 men on board. The station bill of the ship

provides for building a raft in case of emergency, to carry the other 70

men, but there is only one wooden balsa to serve as a foundation for a

raft, and any one who has had experience in building a raft from re-

sources on board ship can judge how long it will take to build ou^to
float 70 men; but if an accident happens to the ship in a seaway not

so many men by 80 can get into the boats, so there will be 150 men
unprovided for, who would inevitably be lost. These defects are easily

remedied. A change in the position of the life buoys, a supply of life

rafts, and a reduction in the number of the crew in times of peace, and
an increase in the number and size of the boats ;—all of these are easily

effected, and imperatively needed.

Another very important point presents itself in connection with the

fact that this vessel is intended for ramming. The side of a ram ves-

sel should be perfectly smooth ; no projection should be allowed which

can be caught by another vessel in passing, but here we have an al-

most immovable bowsprit, three channels on each side, catheads and all

the boat davits, even the guns should be mounted so that the muzzles

will scarcely project beyond the ports.

The steam steering engine is located on the main deck in the bat-

tery, a most objectionable position. It can be worked either on the

spar deck or on the gun deck, but there is no compass on the gun deck,

and no conveniences for working it there. The holes for the wheel ropes

are the same as those for the hand-wheel on the quarter-deck so that one

set must be unrove befoi'e the others can be used. The hand-wheel is

of the ordinary kind but not sufficiently powerful for four men to con-

trol the rudder, particularly in a seaway. Both arrangements might be
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made more efficieut if the steam wheel were moved to the spar deck

near the fore-mast, covered over and worked by a wheel ou the bridge

above, with an independent set of wheel ropes, and the quarter-deck

wheel made more powerful and fitted with a strap brake.

In connection with the battery, I shall only refer to the location of

the guns. There are four 8 inch rifles on each side of the main deck,

two on the spar-deck forward of the foremast and one abaft the mizzen

mast, and it is with these last that we have most to do. The guns

\yth their carriages weigh nearly twelve tons so we have twenty-fmr tons

at one end and twelve at the other which are not waterborne and must

strain the ship. At the same time the complication of tracks and piv-

ots rendered necessary by an adhesion to the old system of maneuver-

ing guns has defeated its own object and there is a loss instead of a gain

in handiness and rapidity of fire. These guns are manned by twenty-

five men each and they are totally exposed to the fire of sharp shoot-

ers so that soon after beginning an engagement they would probably

be hers du combat. The top-gallant fore castle suggested would obvi-

ate one difficulty in screening the men, and the removal of one gun and

mounting the other on a turn table with a muzzle pivoting carriage

would obviate another. The two remaining guns could be mounted on

the quarter-deck with muzzle pivoting carriages also, and arranged to

fire in three directions by means of indented ports.

1 have gone thus much into details, some of them disagreeable ones,

because it is in the details that the ship is defective, and because this is

the only new ship in the service in which any modern appliances have

been placed ; but the manner of using them shows a want of study of

those appliances, and a neglect of some of the most important princi-

ples of efficiency and health and comfort which should govern the inter-

nal arrangements of a man-of-war.

Having considered what we have and what we want I now pass to

the explanation of the designs for the proposed cruiser.

DETAILS.

Dimensions.

Length at water line, 275 feet

Beam, 52 "

Mean draught, 21 "

Height of main truck from water line, 150 "

Displacement, 4,900 tons.

Coal capacity, 720 tons.
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KiG.—Full brig—lower, top-sail aud top-gallant yards.

Battery.

Spar-deck. Five 8 inch rifles.

Four 20 pdr. B. L. R. on depression carriages.

One 3 in. B. L. R. 1 o^ ^^^
Oue gatling,

J
P P*

Two 12 pdr. S. B. howitzers on forecastle.

One gatliug—top.

Main-deck. Ten 8 inch (or 9 inch) M. L. R.

Boats. One steam launch. Three pulling launches.

Four 12 oared cutters. Two 10 oared cutters.

One whale-boat—One gig. One dingy.

Complement. 500 men.

Construction.

Type. Uuarmored, iron, sheathed with wood.

Ram, projecting 6 feet.

Materials. Iron for frames and beams ; steel for plating.

System. Longitudinal. The ship to be divided by bulkheads into

compartments ; between the bulkheads, transverse girders. Flat plate

keel, of same breadth as garboard strakes with internal vertical keel of

mild steel : the vertical keel is composed of a continuous plate running

over the girders riveted to intercostal pieces between the girders, and

these in turn, riveted ta the flat keel plate by angle irons, also intercos-

tal. The longitudinals are iron stringers, one along the center of every

plate of the skin. The main longitudinals are continuous from stem to

stern and made like the vertical keel. They are carried as high as the

gun deck : at the bow they meet and form breast-hooks, which are pla-

ted across as far as the ram bulkhead. The alternate longitudinals ex-

tend from the stuffing box bulkhead to the ram bulkhead and are only

carried as high as the berth deck : they are intercostal to the bulkheads

to which they are riveted by angle irons. The berth deck is of iron,

continuous, carried by the bulkheads and by longitudinals under it.

The transverse girders and the intercostal pieces of the longitudinals

have holes cut for water courses. The ram is made by bolting heavy

forged plates to the longitudinals and breast-hooks. Very heavy forg-

ings will not be required for the bow by this system of construction as

the strength of the ram is in the structure of the bow which takes up

the force of the blow and transmits it by the longitudinals and berth

deck throughout the ship. Thus each portion of the ship is made to do

its work in ramming and the whole ship becomes the ram and not that
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part only which is forward of the ram compartment. The plating is

covered with two courses of plank sheathed with zinc.

Compartments. The first compartment extends from the stem to

the first bulkhead and is called the ram compartment. The bulkhead

extends athwart-ship from side to side and fi'om the keel to the gun

deck. It is water-tight and can be eutered only from the berth deck

by a door which must always be kept closed. The plating of the breast

hooks and of the berth deck has man holes cut so as to permit commu-

nication throughout the compartment. There is no pump in this com-

partment, but there is a sluice valve near the keel, by which, if neces-

sary, water may be allowed to run into the next compartment and can

then be pumped out. All the bulkheads are alike except No. 6 which

Duly extends as high as the berth deck. The second compartment is

between 1 and 2 bulkheads, and includes a shell room, store room, cable

tier, a small orlop for stores, and the capstan engine on the berth deck.

It is entered by a hatch on the gun deck and by a door in the bulk-

head on the berth deck. An iron floor is laid on the vertical keel ex-

tending to either side, and no bulkhead in the compartment comes be-

low this floor, thus leaving an open space for cleaning and ventilation,

A man hole is cut in this floor on either side of the vertical keel to per-

mit entrance to the inner bottom: holes for water courses are cut in the

intercostal pieces of the vertical keel. The third compartment is be-

tween 2 and 3 bulkheads and includes a magazine, two shell rooms, an

orlop with general store room, bread room, sail room and marine store

room. The floors in all the compartments are laid as already described.

The foremast is in this compartment and has three holes cut in it which

ventilate the inner bottom, the orlop and the berth deck. The fourth

compartment includes the hold and coal bunker. There is a side bunk-

er on the berth deck from which the main bunker on the berth deck

is filled from a coaling port in the ship's side, the inner plates of the

berth deck within the bunker being omitted. The fifth compartment

includes the engines and boilers, and side bunkers. The side bunkers

are made of the shape shown in the drawing ofJ.he transverse section

with a coaling port for each bunker. On the berth deck running along

the bulkheads of the side bunkers are rows of shelves for rigging, tack-

les, blocks &c. which have generally been kept in the hold. The sixth

compartment includes magazines and shell rooms, an orlop with store

rooms, tiller room, steerage and warrant officers quarters on the berth

deck. Abaft No. 6 bulkliead is a small compartment v/hich contains

the stuffing box for the shaft.
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Spars and Rigging. The bowsprit is a single spar stepped on the

top galhmt forecastle, and is rigged in entirely in clearing for action.

The top mast and lower stays set up on the top gallant forecastle. The
lower masts are hollow, of steel, with diaphragms. There are no chan-

nels and the lower rigging sets up to dead eyes above the hammock
netting, the chain plates being bolted to the side and coming up
through the netting. The top gallant rigging is to be of hemp instead

of wire.

Pumps. The main steam bilge pumps are connected with a large

pipe underneath the floor running fore and aft, near the vertical keel

communicating with all the compartments except Nos. 1 and 7. This

pipe has holes in each compartment which can be closed by sliding a

curved plate over them. In addition to the steam pun.ips, there is a

rotary pump in each compartment to be worked by hand which can be

used for freeing the ship or as force pumps in case of fire.

Ventilation is obtained by means of pipes carried up between the

girders from holds and berth deck fitted with cowls on the upper deck.

Stanchions are to be placed under every beam for half the length :

under alternate beams before and abaft that length to be secured at

head and heel to act both as strut and tie, and to be made hollow with

solid heads and heels. Voice tubes and electric bells are to be placed

in each compartment communicating with the bridge.

The steering engine is on the berth deck in the engine compartment.

The rods and chains connecting the engine with the tiller run directly

fore and aft on rollers on the deck to a leader near the tiller, then to

the tiller block, back through the leader and they then join the tiller

ropes from the quarter deck wheel. By means of a clamp either one

can be made the standing part so that in case of an accident to one ap-

paratus, the other can be worked immediately. If both are injured

the relieving tackles from the spare tiller on the gun deck can be tak-

en to the second drum on the spar deck wheel.

The steering engine can be worked from the bridge, the gun deck or

the berth deck, so that there are five different places from which the

ship can be steered with very little loss of time in changing from one

to another.

The cajystan engine can be understood from the figure. The ordina-

ry capstan is placed on the gun deck and the spindle continued to the

berth deck where it is connected with a two cylinder oscillating engine

by means of an endless chain and cog wheels. The capstan can be

disconnected from the engine and worked by means of bars.
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Gun deck. Forward on the guu deck are the hospital, galley,

cook's wash room aud closets. A battery of ten guns, and abaft the

battery a bulkhead, beyond this bulkhead are the oiBces and quarters

of the wardroom officers. The ports for the guns are whole shutters

which are hinged at the top with a small hole in the middle for the

rammer or sponge handle when working with closed ports. Forward

of and abaft the battery the ports are much nearer together and one

foot square. There are mess tables aud benches triced up between the

guns for every mess.

Spar deck. There is a top gallant forecastle under which is an 8

inch rifle on a turn table and the heads for the crew. On the top of

the forecastle two 12 pdr. S. B. howitzers for use against torpedo

boats. The cat heads are made of metal and hinged so that the an-

chor being secured on the forecastle they can be swung against the side

in clearing for action. Two 8 inch rifles are placed in indented ports

to fire ahead or abeam : two 20 pdr. B. L. rifles on depression carriages

are mounted in the waist on either side for saluting and for firing down

along side : two 8 inch rifles in indented ports for firing astern or abeam,

a poop containing the commanding officer's quarters, and on the poop

a gatling and a 3 inch B. L. rifle. A iron gutterway sunk in the deck

connecting beams and stringers to the framing runs fore and aft on

either side. This serves to carry water off the deck and also as a lon-

gitudinal stringer adding a great deal to the strength of the upper

works. The smoke stack is made elliptical for the sake of the addition-

al room which is gained for working the guns and stowing the boats.

The boats are stowed in nests on the deck, the steam launch on one

side, a launch and two cutters on the other. The boat davits are of

the shape shown in the figure, and iu clearing for action the boats are

to be swung in over the deck, thus preventing them from injury in

firing and leaving a smooth side for ramming.

I have already stated the requirements of a type of vessel which the

circumstances of our navy demand ; to recapitulate, they are that the

vessel should be large enough and strong enough to carry a powerful

engine, that it should be a powerful ram, that it should have an all

round fire of heavy guns, with large coal capacity and sufficient sail pow-

power for cruising under sail alone. The designs which I have sub-

mitted will, I believe, meet all these requirements. A vessel such as I

have described would probably cost $ 1,250,000 but with a yearly ap-

propriation of $ 3,000,000 four of these vessels could be laid down in

the first year ; in the second year those might be pushed to completion
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and two others laid down and so on. It would probably take two years

at least to complete one, and in the mean time, by this progressive

method new inventions might be developed and improvements made
in each successive one and even this much work would stimulate ship

building and iron production throughout the country.



U. S. NAVAL INSTITUTE,

Annapolis, Md., June 13, 1878.

Commander A. T. Mahan, U. S. N., Vice President, in the Chair.

The following rules were adopted :

Rule I. That a prize to consist of one hundred dollars iu money and
a gold medal of the value of fifty dollars be offered annually for an
essay on a given subject, under the rules herein stated. The money
value of the medal may be given to the successful Competitor, if he
so elect.

1. Competition for the Annual prize to be open to all persons who
are eligible for membership.

2. Each Competitor is to send his essay in a sealed envelope to the
Secretary, on or before the 1st of January in each year ; the name of
the writer shall not be given in this envelope, but instead thereof a
motto. This motto with the writer's name to be sent to the Secretary
in a separate sealed envelope, which is not to be opened until after the
decision of the Judges.

3. The Judges are to be three gentlemen of eminent professional
attainments, to be selected by the Executive Committee.

4. The succesful Essay is to be published in the Proceedings of the
Institute, and the Essays of other Competitors to be published also,

at the discretion of the Executive Committee, with the consent of the
writers.

5. The successful Competitor shall be made a Life Member of the
Institute.

Rule II. The subject of the first Prize Essay is to be

" NAVAL EDUCATION.
I. Officers. ^11. Men,"

and the Essay is to be limited to 48 printed pages of the Proceedings
of the Institute.




























